
IN THE MATTER OF RULEMAKING TO
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AND OPERATION OF A WELL AND AGREES
TO BEAR THE OWNER'S PROPORTIONATE
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SECRFTARY BOARD OF
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NOTICE OF AGENCY ACTION
COMMENCING RULEMAKING

PROCEEDING

BEFORE THE BOARD OF OIL, GAS AND MINING
DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES

STATE OF UTAH

Docket No. 2017-013

Cause No. RO&G-2017-01

The Board of Oil, Gas & Mining ("Board"), in cooperation with the Division of Oil, Gas

& Mining ("Division"), hereby commences formal rulemaking proceedings to enact regulations

further defining, for purposes of Utah Code subsections 40-6-2(4) and 40-6-2(1 1), the manner

and timeframe in which an owner must consent to the drilling and operation of a well and agree

to bear that owner's proportionate share of the costs after having received proper notice. This

rulemaking proceeding arises after the passage of Senate Bill 191 (2"d Substitute) from the2017

general session of the Utah Legislature which amended the provisions of the above-referenced

subsections, and which contemplates rulemaking by the Board. This rulemaking effort may

result in modihcation of the existing provision found at Utah Admin. Code R. 649-2-9 and/or

promulgation of new regulations addressing this issue.

This rulemaking effort will initially involve informal outreach efforts by the Division

and Board of the kind historically undertaken during what has been called the "informal

rulemaking" process in past rulemaking efforts, but will ultimately result in the publication of a



proposed rule, holding of a public hearing, and other actions required under Utah Code Section

63G-3-301 to 304. Among other goals, the Board intends the new regulations to accomplish the

following: (1) provide certainty concerning what actions an owner must take, and within what

timeframe, in order to consent to the drilling of a well; (2) provide for the ability of an owner to

take action to become a "consenting owner" as defined in Utah Code Section40-6-2(4) while

still preserving that owner's right to challenge, if desired, the form ofjoint operating agreement

being proposed by att operator; and (3) provide certainty to the operator that an owner is bound

by that owner's agreement to bear its proportionate share of the costs once that election is made.

This rulemaking proceeding will be introduced and briefly discussed at the Board's April

26,2017 hearing.

Dated this lSth day of April,2017.

STATE OF UTAH
OIL, GAS AND MINING

J GiII, J
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that on this 19th day of April, 2017,I caused a true and correct copy of

the foregoing Notice for Docket No. 2017-013, Cause No. RO&G-2017-01, to be mailed by

Email or via First Class Mail with postage prepaid, to the following:

Steven F. Alder
Utah Attorney General's Office
Natural Resources Division
1594 W. North Temple, Suite 300
Salt Lake City, UT 84116
Email : stevealder@utah. gov
Assistont Attorney General representing
the Division of Oi| Gas and Mining

Lee Peacock
Utah Petroleum Association
10714 S Jordan Gateway #260
South Jordan, UT 84095
Via Email
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Brent Chicken
D¡rect Dial: 303-446-3844
Email Address: bchicken@foxrothschild.com

August 4,2017

Chairman Ruland Gill
State of Utah
Board of Oil, Gas and Mining
1594 V/. North Temple
Salt Lake Ciry, UT 84116

VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL [ruland.gÍtl@gmait.coml AND U.S. MAIL

RE: Comment Letter
Docket No. 2017-013
CauseNo. RO&G-2017-01

Dear Chairman Gill:

Pursuant to the State of Utah Board of Oil, Gas and Mining's ("M") Notice of Agency
Action Commencing Rulemaking Proceeding in Docket No. 2017-013, Cause No. RO&G-2017-
0l dated April 18, 2017 ("Notigg"), we write on behalf of our client, Crescent Point Energy U.S.
Corp. ("CPE"), and hereby submit this comment letter, providing input from CPE regarding the
concepts CPE believes should be addressed in the rulemaking pursuant to Utatr Code Ann. 0 $ 63G-
3-301 , et seq. ("Rulenqaking") and the Notice.

By way of background, CPE understands that effective May 9, 2017, the Utah Legislature
amended Utah Code Arur. $ 40-6-2(4) and g 40-6-2(11) to provide as follows:

(4) "Consenting owner" means an ownerl who, in the manner
and within the time frame established by the Board in rule, consents
to the drilling and operation of a well and agrees to bear the
fO]wner's proportionate share of the costs of the drilling and
operation of the well [("Consgnting_Qwnel")].

I Utah Code Ann. $ 40-6-2(17) provides that " 'Owner' means a person who has the right: (a) to drill into and produce
from a reservoir and (b) appropriate the oil and gas produced for himself or for himself and others [(',Qwug¡')]."



Chairrnan Gill
August 4,2417
Page 2

t{.*

(1 1) "Nonconsonting owner" means an owner who does not, after
written notice and in the manner and within the time frame
established bythe Board in rule, consent to the drilling and operation
of a well or agree to bear the fO]wner's proportionate share of the
costs l("Nonconse{rtine O!vner")].

Clearly, these amendments require the Board to conduct a forrnal rulemaking to promulgate
administrative rules conceming thc "manner" and ootime frame" in which an Owner may consont
or not consent to bear his or her proportionate share of costs for the drilling, completion and
operation of a well for purposes of the operation of Utah Code Ann. $ 40-6-6.5, Utah's involuntary
pooling statute.

In the opinion of CPE, the legislative changes to Utah Code Ann. $ 40-6-2 also provide the
Board with a slightly broader mandate in terms of tho promulgation of administrative rules
conceming the involuntary pooling of oil and gas interests generally.z Specifically, in order to
address the involuntary pooling "maruìer" and "time frame" issues mentioned, corollary issues
come into play, such as the required content of offers to participate, the reasonableness of offers
to lease, the proper interested party addresses for notice purposes, etc.

Indeed, as the Board is aware, the only administrative rules promulgated by the Board
involving involuntary pooling under Utah Code Ann. $ 40-6-6.5 are fowrd in Utah Admin. Code
Rule R649-2-9, which provides as follows:

l. An fO]wner shall be deemed to have refused to agree to bear
his proportionate share of costs of the drilling and operation of a

well under Section 4O-6-6.5 if:

1.1 The operator of the proposed well has, in good faith,
attempted to reach agreement with such fO]wner for the leasing of
the fO]wner's mineral interest or for that Owner's voluntary
participation in the drilling of the well.

t.2 The fO]wner and the operator have been unable to agree
upon terms for the leasing of the fO]wner's interest or for the

fOlwner's participation in the drilling of the well.

2 Utah Code Ann. $ 40-6-6.5, which governs the involuntary pooling of oil and gas interests for development, contains
no requirement that Owners be afforded a reasonable offer to lease or participate in the development directly, or that
negotiations concerning the same be made in good faith. Rather, Ufah's involuntary pooling statute provides that "[i]n
the absence of a written agreement for pooling, the Board may enter an order pooling all interests in the drilling unit
for the development and operation of the drilling unit," and merely requires that any involuntary pooling order "be
made upon terms and conditions that are just and reasonable," and that the order further provide for the "the payment
ofjust and reasonable costs." Utah Code Ann. $ a0-6-6.5(2)(a)-(b), (aXaXi).

ACrl VE\s 0 340 125.v L-8 / 3 / 17
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2. If the operator of the proposed well shall fail to attempt, in
good faith, to reach agreement with the fO]wner for the leasing of
that [O]wner's mineral interest or for voluntaryparticipation by that
fo]wner in the well prior to the filing of a Requ"rì for Agency
Action for involuntary pooling of interests in the drilling unit under
Section 40-6-6.5 then, upon wriften request and after notice and
hearing, the hearing on the Request for Agency Action for
involuntary pooling may, at the discretion of the Board or its
designated hearing examiner, be delayed for a period not to exceed
30 days, to allow for negotiations between the operator and the
owner.

Based on the foregoing, CPE hereby provides its input wíth respect to the involuntary
pooling concepts that it'feels should be addressed via the Rulernaking. Specifically, CPE believes
that addressing certain issues through the Rulemaking will increase administrative economy,
preserve procedural faimess for all parties, and will act to protect the parties' correlative rights and
prevent waste.

First, in addressing the oomanner" in which an Owner may consent or not consent to bear
his or her proportionate share of costs for the drilling, completion and operation of a well for
purposes of Utah Code Ann. $ 40-6-6.5, the Rulemaking should provide for:

(i). The specific types or categories of information which must be included in an ofTer
to participate, i.e.location; well type; target formation; drilling unit; estimated spud date; etc., in
order for the same to be presumed reasonable and made in good faith;

(ii). The specific types or categories of terms and provisions which the Board will
analyze to determine whether an offer to lease is presumed reasonable and made in good fatth, i.e.
primary term; royalty rate; bonus arnount; lands covered; presence of Pugh, continuous drilling,
extension or other similar clauses; etc.;

(iii). The specific type of mailing method to be used to accomplish notice of the filing
of a request for agency action seeking involuntary pooling (in addítíon to the required publicøtion
of the hearing notice),i.e. certified mail, regular mail, etc.;3

3 For example, Utah Admin. Code Rule R641-106-200 requires requests for agency action to be personally served,
but then further provides that "[p]ersons otherwise entitled to personal service under these rules may be served by
publication or mail in accordance with Rule 4(f) of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure . . lijn such a case, any member
of the Board may consìder eK pafe and rule upon the verifîed motion of any person seeking to accomplish service by
publication or mail." To CPE's knowledge, the cefified mailing of requests for agency action seeking involuntary
pooling orders has been the practice of the Board and UDOGM, and has not traditionally involved motions requesting
leave to provide notice via certified mail, particularly since the Utah Rules of Civii Procedure no longer contain a
"Rule 4{f)," which formerly allowed waiver of service of process accomplished by mail.

ACTIVE\50340 125.v 1-8 / 3 / 77
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(iv). The specific information repository from which the proper mailing addresses of
Owners entitled to notice of involuntary pooling requests should be acquired, i.e. county real
property records, Utah Division of Oil, Gas and Mining ("UDOGM") records, etc.; and

(v). A specific provision indicating that conditioning an Owner's consent or nonconsent
under an offer to participate upon the acceptance of a joint operating agreement, agreement to pre-
pay costs, etc., renders the subject offer presumptively unreasonable and not made in good faith.

Second, in addressing the "time frame" in which an Owner may consent or not consent to
bear his or her proportionate share of costs for the drilling, completion and operation of a weil for
pu{poses of the operation of Utah Code Ann. $ 40-6-6.5, the Rulemaking should provide for:

(i). A specific time period in which offers to participate or lease must be given by an
operator in relation to the filing of a request for agency action seeking involuntary pooling;

(ii) A specific time period in which an Owner must respond to a reasonable, good faith
offer to lease or participate, along with a specific provision presumptively deeming an Owner a
Nonconsenting Owner if such Owner fails or refuses to respond to the operator's offer within such
time period; and

(iiÐ A specific provision requiring the operator to provide Owners with a supplemental
offer to lease or participate in the event the operator fails or refuses to commence the drilling of
the well(s) which islare the subject of the offer to participate within a stated period of time from
and after the expiration of the offer response period.

The foregoing types of guidance for operators already exists in most form operating
agreements, as well as in the administrative rules of other Rocky Mountain states. For example,
under the Rules and Regulations of the Colorado Oil and Gas Conservation Commission
(collectively, "ÇOGÇÇ. Rules"), which govems offers to lease or participate for purposes of
Colorado's involuntary pooling statute,a sets forth the required contents of an offer to participate,
the elements to be analyzed in determining the reasonableness of an offer to lease, and creates
consenting/nonconsenting owner rebuttable presumptions. COGCC Rule 530(a)-(c).s Similarly,
North Dakota's administrative rules, as promulgated by the North Dakota Industrial Commission,
provide that elections to participate in the drilling of a well are binding upon the owner only in the

a Colo. Rev. Stat. $$ 34-60-l 16, et seq.
5 COCCC Rule 530(b) provides that an owner shall be deemed a nonçonsenting owner if such owner fails to respond
to an offer to participate within 35 days; the offer must contain: "(1) the location and objective depth of the well; (2)
the estimated drilling and completion cost of the well; and (3) the estimated spud date for the well or range of time
within which spudding is to occur . . . [a]n authority for expenditure prepared by the operator and containing the
information required above, together with additional information deemed appropriate by the operator, shall satisfy this
requirement." COGCC Rule 530(c) provides that "[i]n determining whether a reasonable offer to lease has been
tendered . . . the ICOGCC] shall consider. . .(1) date of lease and primary term or offer with aercage in lease; (2)
annual rental per acre; (iii) bonus payment or evidence of its non-availability; ( ) mineral interest royalty; and (5) such
other lease terms as may be relevant.'o

AcTl VE\50340 125.v L-8 / 3 I L7
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event the subject well is spud within 90 days of the expiration of the election period.6 ,Se¿ North
Dakota Admin. Code g 43-02-03-16,3

The Board has a unique opportunity to update the provisions of Utah's Administrative
Code to capture not only the specific matters set forth in the Notice, but also the concepts set forttr
above. CPE appreciates the opportunity to participate in the Board's Rulemaking in this respect,
and asks that the Board please not hesitate to contact us with any requests, comments, questions
or concerns.

Very truly yours,

FOX LLP

D. Chicken

Cc: Steve Alder, Asst. Atty. Gen.
Michael Johnson, Asst. Atty. Gen.

ó North Dakota Admin. Code $ 43-02-03-16.3(1Xd) provides that "[a]n election to participate is only binding upon an
owner electing to participate if the well is spudded or reentry operations are commenced on or before ninety days after
the date the owner extending the invitation to participate sets as the date upon which a response to the invitation is to
be received . . . [i]fan election to participate lapses, a risk penalty can only be collected ifthe owner seeking it again
complies with the provisions of this section." North Dakota's Administrative Code also contains provisions ôutlining
the required contents of an offer to participate. .lee North Dakota Admin. Code g 43-02-A3-16.3(l)(a).

ACn VE\so340 t2s.v L-8 /3 / t7



BEFORE THE BOARD OF OIL, GAS AND MINING
DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES

STATE OF UTAH

FILED
sEP 0 5 2017

SECRETARY BOARD OF
OIL, GAS & MINING

ORDER AMENDING UTAH
ADMIN. CODE R649.2.9

IN THE MATTER OF RULEMAKING TO
FURTHER DEFINE THE MANNER IN WHICH
AN OWNER CONSENTS TO THE DzuLLING
AND OPERATION OF A WELL AND AGREES
TO BEAR THE OWNER'S PROPORTIONATE
SHARE OF THE COSTS AS REFERENCED IN
THE RECENTLY-AMENDED DEFINITIONS
OF ''CONSENTING OWNER'' AND
''NONCONSENTING OWNER" FOI-IND AT
UTAH CODE SECTTONS 40-6-2(4) AND 40-6-

Docket No. 2017-013

Cause No. RO&G-2017-01

1l

Pursuant to the Notice of Agency Action filed on April 18, 2017 in the above-referenced

Cause, and in accordance with the Utah Administrative Rulemaking Act, Utah Code $$ 63G-3-

101 et seq. (2016), the Utah Board of Oil, Gas & Mining caused a proposed rule amendment,

pertaining to Utah Admin. Code R649-2-9,to be published in the Utah State Bulletin on July 15,

2017. The Utah State Bulletin gave notice of a thirty-day written public comment period on the

proposed rule amendment. This comment period closed on August 15,2017. The Utah State

Bulletin gave notice of an additional opportunity for interested parties to comment at the Board's

August 23,2017 hearing. More than seven days have now elapsed since the closing of the public

comment period.



The Board being fully advised, and after consideration of all comments, does by

unanimous vote hereby approve and adopt the rule amendment as proposed and published in the

July 15, 2017 edition of Utah State Bulletin, effective as of September 5,2017.

Dated this 5th day of September, 2017.

STATE UTAH
OIL, GAS AND MINING

/

Ruland J Gill,

2



CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certiff that on this 8ú day of September,2017,I caused a true and correct copy

of the foregoing Order for Docket No. 2017--013, Cause No. RO&G-2017-01, to be mailed by

Email or via First Class Mail with postage prepaid, to the following:

Steven F. Alder
Utah Attorney General's Office
Natural Resources Division
1594 V/. North Temple, Suite 300
Salt Lake City, UT 84116
Email : stevealder@utah. gov
As sistant Attorney General representing
the Division of Oil, Gas and Mining

Lee Peacock
Utah Petroleum Association
10714 S Jordan Gateway #260
South Jordan, UT 84095
Via Email
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SEoRETARY BOARD OF
OIL, GAS & MINING

BEFORE THE BOARD OF OIL, GAS AND MINING
DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES

STATE OF'UTAH

IN THE MATTER OF RULE,MAKING TO
FURTHER DEFINE THE MANNER IN WHICH
AN OWNER CONSENTS TO THE DRILLING
AND OPERATION OF A WELL AND AGREES
TO BEAR THE OWNER'S PROPORTIONATE
SHARE OF THE COSTS AS REFERENCED IN
THE RECENTLY-AMENDED DE,FINITIONS
OF ''CONSENTTNG OWNER'' AND
''NONCONSENTTNG OWNER'' FOLIND AT
UTAH CODE SECTTONS 40-6-2(4) AND 40-6-
2(l l).

ORDER CONCER¡{ING
INFORMAL RULEMAKING

PROCEEDINGS IN ANTICIPATION
OF FURTHER AMENDING UTAH

ADMIN.
coDE R649-2-9

Docket No. 2017-013

Cause No. RO&G-2017-01

As noted in the April 18,2017 Notice of Agency Action Commencing Rulemaking

Proceeding, the passage of Senate Bill 191 (2nd Substitute) from the 2017 general session of the

Utah Legislature amended the provisions of the Utah Code subsections 40-6-2(4) and 40-6-

2(ll). These statutory changes require the Board of Oil, Gas & Mining ("Board") to further

define the manner and timeframe in which an owner must consent to the drilling and operation of

a well, and agree to bear that owner's proportionate share of costs, for purposes of

consenting/non-consenting status in the compulsory pooling context.

As explained in prior orders and statements made at hearings in this Cause, because the

statutory change took effect on May 9,2017 , the Board adopted an emergency rule addressing

this issue while it contemplated what the final rule should provide. Furthermore, because an

emergency rule can only govern for 120 days, the Board by Order dated September 5,2017

formally adopted the terms of the emergency rule via normal rulemaking procedures in order to



provide additional time to analyze this issue. The Board intends to again amend the currently-

controlling rule at the conclusion of the proceedings in this Cause.

As addressed in the April 18,2017 Order, the Board desires to gather input concerning

the terms of the final rule from interested parties via informal outreach processes prior to

publishing a proposed final rule. These informal outreach processes will include solicitation of

input from has been referred to as the "informal rules review group" in prior informal

rulemaking-related outreach proceedings.

The Board has already received informal input via an August 4,2017 comment letter

fltled with the Board by attorney Brent Chicken on behalf of Crescent Point Energy, U.S. Corp.

("CPE"). By this order, the Board directs the Division to solicit input from the informal rules

review group and other interested parties. In the absence of any proposed draft final rule, and in

order to better define the input sought by the Board in this matter, the Board clarihes that it

intends the final rule to accomplish the following: (1) provide the minimum requirements for

what needs to be included in a notice to owners regarding an owner's right to lease or participate

in the drilling of a proposed well; (2) provide certainty concerning what actions an owner must

take, and within what timeframe, in order to consent to the drilling of a well; (3) provide for the

ability of an owner to elect to become a "consenting owner" as defined in Utah Code Section 40-

6-2(4) while still preserving that owner's right to challenge at hearing, if desired, the form of

joint operating agreement proposed by an operator; and (4) provide certainty to the operator that

an owner is bound by that owner's agreement to bear its proportionate share of the costs once

that election is made (i.e., preventing an owner from electing to participate, then rescinding that

election atalater date based on the outcome of the Board's resolution of a joint operating dispute

or other event).

2



Parties are free to comment upon any other matter they feel should appropriately be

addressed by the Board's regulations in this area (as CPE did in its comment letter).

The Board has attached CPE's comment letter to this order as Exhibit A for the beneht of

interested parties

Dated this 27th day of September, 2017 .

STATE UTAH
OIL, GAS AND MINING

Ruland J Gill,

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that on this 27ú day of September, 2077 ,l caused a true and correct copy

of the foregoing Order for Docket No. 2017--013, Cause No. RO&G-2017-01, to be mailed by

Email or via First Class Mail with postage prepaid, to the following:

Steven F. Alder
Utah Attorney General's Office
Natural Resources Division
1594 W. North Temple, Suite 300
Salt Lake City, UT 841l6
Email: stevealder@utah. gov
Assistant Attorney General representing
the Division of Oil, Gas and Mining

Lee Peacock
Utah Petroleum Association
10714 S Jordan Gateway #260
South Jordan, UT 84095
Via Email
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Fox Rothschild .Lp

Al ii.r llil'YS rii .\,,\,

L225 LTT\ Street, Suite 2200
Denver, CO 80202
r el 3Q3-292.L200 Fax 303.292. 1300

www.toxrolhschlld.conr

Erent Chicken
Direct Dial: 303-446-3844
Email Address: bchicken@foxrothschild.com

August 4,2017

Chairman Ruland Gill
State of Utah
Board of Oil, Gas and Mining
1594 W. North Temple
Salt Lake City, UT 841l6

VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL [ruland.gill@gmail.coml AND U.S. MAIL

Comment Letter
Docket No. 2017-013
Cause No. RO&G-2017-01

Dear Chairman Gill:

Pursuant to the State of Utah Board of Oil, Gas and Mining's ("Board") Notice of Agency
Action Commencing Rulemaking Proceeding in Docket No. 2017-013, Cause No. RO&G-2017-
0l dated April 18, 2017 ("No1tice"), we write on behalf of our client, Crescent Point Energy U.S.
Corp. ("ÇPE"), and hereby submit this comment letter, providing input from CPE regarding the
concepts CPE believes should be addressed in the rulemaking pursuant to Utah Code Ann. $ $ 63G-
3-301, et seq. ("&Ulem¿ki¿g") and the Notice.

By way of background, CPE understands that effective May 9,2017, the Utah Legislature
amended Utah Code Ann. |j 40-6-2(4) and g 40-6-2(11) to provide as follows:

(4) "Consenting owner" means an ownerl who, in the manner
and within the time frame established by the Board in rule, consents
to the drilling and operation of a well and agrees to bear the

fO]wner's proportionate share of the costs of the drilling and
operation of the well [("Consenting Owner")].

I Utah Code Ann. $ 40-6-2(17) providcs that " 'Owner' mcans a pcrson who has thc right: (a) to drill into and producc
from a reservoir and (b) appropriate the oil and gas produced for himself or for himself and others t("Qwnel")1."

RE:
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(1 l) "Nonconsenting owner" means an oìwner who cloes not, aftor
written notice and in the manner and within the time frame
established by the Board in rule, consent to the drilling and operation
of a well or agree to bear the lO]wner's proportionate share of the
costs [("No_nconsenting Owner")].

Clearly, these amendments require the Board to conduct a formal rulemaking to promulgale
administtative rules conceming the "mannef" and "time frame" in which an Owner may consent
or not consent to bear his or her proportionate sharc of costs for the drilling, compietion ancl

operation of a well for purposes of the operation of Utah Code Ann. S 40-6-6.5, Utah's involuntary
pooling statute.

In the opinion of CPE, the legislative changes to Utah Code Ann. $ 40-6-2 also provide the
Board with a slightly broader mandate in terms of the promulgation of administrative rules
conceming the involuntary pooling of oil and gas interests generally.2 Specifically, in order to
address the involuntary pooling o'mannsr" and "time frame" issues mentionecl, corollary issues
come into play, such as the required content of offers to participate, the reasonableness of offers
to lease, the proper interested party addresses for notice purposes, etc.

Indeed, as the Board is aware, the only administrative rules promulgated by the Board
involving involuntary pooling under Utah Code Ann. $ 40-6-6.5 are found in Utah Admin. Cocie
Rule R649-2-9, which provides as follows:

l. An f0]wner shall be deemed to have refused to agree to bear
his proportionate share of costs of the drilling and operation of a

well under Section 40-6-6.5 if:

1.1 The operator of the proposed well has, in good faith,
attempted to reach agreement with such [O]wner for the leasing of
the lO]wner's mineral interest or for that Owner's voluntary
participation in the drilling of the well.

1.2 The fO]wner and the operator have been unable to agfee
upon terms for the leasing of the fO]wner's interest or for the

[O]wner's participation in the drilling of the well.

2 Utah Code Ann. $ 40-6-6.5, whioh governs the involuntary pooling ofoil and gas interests lor development, contains
no rcquircment that Owncrs bc af'forded a reasonablc offer to leasc or pariioipate in the development directly, or that
negotiationsconcerningthesamebemadeingoodfaith. Rather,Utah'sitvoluntarypoolingstatuteprovidesthat"[i]n
the absence of a written agreement lor pooling, the Board may enter an order pooling all interests in the drilling unit
fbrthe devclopment and operationolthe drilling unit," and merely requires that any ínvoluntarypooling order"be
made upon ternrs and conditions that arejust and reasonable." and that the order further provide for the "the payment
ofjust and reasonable costs." Utah Code Ann. $ 40-6-6.5(2xa)-(b), (aXaXi).

AcTIVE\50340 1 25.vL-8/ 3 I t7
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2. If the operator of the proposed well shall failto attempt, in
good faith, to reach agreement with the lO]wner for the leasing of
that fO]wner's mineral interest or for voluntaryparticipation by that
lO]wner in the well prior to the filing of a Request for Agency
Action tbr involuntary pooling of interests in the drilliltg unit under
Section 4A-6-6.5 then, upon written request and after notice and
hearing, the hearing on the Request for Agerrcy Action for
involuntary pooling may, at the discretion of the Board or its
designated hearing examiner, be delayed for a period not to exceed
30 days, to allow for negotiations between the operator and the
owner.

Based ol1 the foregoing, CPE hereby provides its inptit with respect to the involuntary
pooling concepts that it feels should be addressed via the Rulemaking. Specifically, CPE believes
that addressing certain issues through the Rulemaking will increase aclministrative economy,
preserve procedural fairness for all parties, and will act to protect the parties' correlative rights and
prevent waste.

First, in addressing the "manner" in which an Owner may consent or not consent to bear
his or her proportionate share of costs for the drilling, completion and operation of a well f-or
purposes of Utah Code Ann. $ 40-6-6.5, the Rulemaking should provicle for:

(i). The specific types or categories of information which must be includecl in an otïer
to participate, i.e. location; well type; target formation; drilling unit; estimated spud date; etc., in
order for the same to be presumecl reasonable and made in good faith;

(ii). The specific types or categories of terms and provisions which the Board will
analyze to determine whether an offer fo lease is presumecl reasonable and made in good faith, i.e.
primary term; royalty rete; bonus amount; lands covered; presence of Pugh, continuous drilling,
extension or other similar clauses; etc.;

(iii). The specific type of mailing method to be used to accomplish notice of the filing
of a request for agency action seeking involuntary pooling (in additíon to the required publication
af the hettring notice), i.e. certified mail, regular mail, etc,;3

r For example, Utah Admin. Code Rule R64l-106-200 requires requcsts for agency action to be personally served,
but then further provides that "fp]ersons otherwise entitled to personal servicc undcr these rulcs may bc servcd by
publication or mail in accordance with Rule 4(f) of the lJtah Rules of Civil Procedure . . . liln such a case, any membcr
of the Board may consider ex parte and rule upon the verified motion of any person seeking to accomplish service by
publication or mail." To CPE's knowledge, the certiflred mailing of requests tbr agency action seeking involuntary
pooling orders has been the practice of the Board and UDOGM. and has not traditionally involved motions requcsting
leave to pr<lvide notice via certiñed rnail, particularly since the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure no longer contain a

"Rule 4(f)," which formerly allowed waiver of service of process accomplished by mail.
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(iv). The specifìc information repository from which the proper rnailing addresses of
Owners entitled to notice of involuntary pooling requcsts should be acquired, i.e. county real
property records, Utah Division of Oil, Gas and Mining ("UDOGM") records, etc.; and

("). A speci{ìc provision indicating that conditioning an Owner's consent or nonconsent
under an offer to participate upon the acceptance of a joint operating âgreement, agreement to prc-
pay costs, etc., renders the subject offer presumptively unreasonable and not made in good faith.

Second, in addressing the "time frame" in which an Owner mây consent or not cons€nt to
bear his or her proportionate share of costs for the drilling, cornpletioir and operation ola well for
purposes of the operation of Utah Code Ann. $ 40-6-6.5, the Rulemaking should provide for:

(i). A specific time period in which offers to participate or lease must be given by an
operator in relation to the filing of a request lor agency action seeking involuntary pooling;

(ii) A specific time period in which an Owner must resporrd to a reasonable, good faith
offer to lease or participate, along with a speci{ic provision presumptively deeming an Owner a

Nonconsenting Owner if such Owner fails or refi.rses to respond to the operator's offer within such
time period; and

(iiÐ A specific provision requiring the operator to provide Owners with a supplemental
offer to lease or participate in the event the operator fails or refuses to commence the drilling of
the well(s) which isiare the subject of the offer to participate within a stated period of time from
and after the expiration of the offer response period.

The foregoing types of guidance for operators already exists in most form operating
agreements, as well as in the administrative rules of other Rocky Mountain states. For example,
under the Rules and Regulations of the Colorado Oil and Gas Conservaiion Commission
(collectively, "_QQGÇÇ_RuLgg"), which governs offers to lease or participate for purposes of
Colorado's involuntary pooling statute,4 sets forth the required contents of an offer to participate,
the elements to be analyzed in determining the reasonableness of an offer to lease, and creates
consenting/nonconsenting owner rebuttable prcsumptions. COGCC Rule 530(a)-(c).5 Similarly,
North Dakota's administrative rules, as promulgated by the North Dakota Industrial Commission,
provide that clcctions to participate in the drilling of a weii are binding upon the owner only in the

a Colo. Rev. Stat. $$ 34-60-1 16, et seq.
5 COCCC Rule 530(b) provides that an owner shall be deemed a nonconsenting owner if such owner fails to respond
to an offer to participate within 35 days; the ofler must contain: "(l) the location and objective depth ofthe well; (2)
the estimated drilling and completion cost of the well; and (3) the estimated spud date for the well or range of time
within which spudding is to occur . , [a]tt authority for expenditurc preparcd by the operator and containing the

inlormation required above, together with adclitional information deemed appropriate by the operalor, shall satisfy this
rcquirement." COCCC Rulc 530(c) providcs that "[i]n dctcrmining whcthc¡ a rcasonablc offcr to lcase has bcen
tcndcrcd . . . the ICOGCC] shall consider. (l) datc of lcasc and primary term or offcr with acrcage in tease; (2)
annual rcntal pcr acre; (iii) bonus payment or evidcncc ofits non-availability; (4) mincral intercst royalty; and (5) such
other lea^se terms as may be relevant."
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event the subject well is spud within 90 days of the expiration of the election period.ó .See North
Dakota Admin. Code $ 43-02-03-163

The Board has a unique opportunity to update the provisions of Utah's Administrative
Code to capture not only the specific matters set forth in the Notice, but also the concepts set fofth
above. CPE appreciates the opportunity to participate in the Board's Rulemaking in this respect,
and asks that the Board please not hesitate to contact us with any requests, comments, questions
or concems.

Very truly yours,

FOX LLP

D. Chicken

Cc: Steve Alder, Asst. Atty. Gen.
Michael Johnson, Asst. Atty. Gen.

ó North Dakota Admin. Code $ 43-02-03-16.3(l)(d) provides that "[a]n election to participate is only binding upon an
owner electing to participate if the well is spudded or reentry operations are commenced on or before ninety days after
the date the owner extending the invitation to participate sets as the date upon which a response to the invitation is to
be receivcd . . . [i]fan election to participate lapses, a risk penalty can only be collected ifthe owner seeking it again
complics with the provisions of this section." North Dakota's Administrative Code also contains provisions outlining
thc rcquircd contents of an offcr to participatc. See North Dakota Admin. Code g 43-02-03-16.3(l)(a).
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FILED
OcT 0 2 2018

SEoRFTARY BOARD OF
OIL, GAS & MINING

BEFORE THE BOARD OF OIL, GAS AND MINING
DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES

STATE OF UTAH

DOCKET NO. 2017-013

CAUSE NO. RO&G-2017-OI

AMENDED NOTICE OF AGENCY
ACTION, NOTICE OF INFORMAL

RULEMAKING DISCUSSION
CONCERNING FORCED POOLING

AND OTHER MATTERS TO BE
HELD DURING THE OCTOBER

2018 PUBLIC MEETING AND
INVITATION FOR PUBLIC

COMMENT

I. BACKGROUND

In the Spring of 2017, the Board of Oil, Gas & Mining ("BOGM"), in cooperation with the

Division of Oil, Gas & Mining ("DOGM"), commenced "rulemaking proceedings to enact

regulations further defining, for purposes of Utah Code subsections 40-6-2(4) and 40-6-2(11), the

manner and timeframe in which an owner must consent to the drilling and operation of a well and

agree to bear that owner's proportionate share of the costs after having received proper notice."

See Notice of Agency Action Concerning Rulemaking Proceeding, April 18,2017.

The initial goals of the BOGM and DOGM in initiating the rulemaking process expressed in

the above-referenced Notice of Agency Action was to obtain meaningful input to assist in drafting

and promulgating new regulations to accomplish the following:

IN THE MATTER OF INFORMAL
RULE MAKING ASSOCIATED WITH
TIJE 2OI7 AND 2018 LEGISLATIVE
AMENDMENTS CONCERNING
FORCED POOLING AND THE NEED
TO INITIATE RULEMAKING ON
OTHER EMERGING MATTERS



(1) provide certainty conceming what actions an owner must take, and within what timeframe,

in oider to consent to the drilling of a well;

(2) provide for the ability of an owner to take action to become a "consenting owner" as

defined in Utah Code Section 40-6-2(4) while still preserving that owner's right to

challenge, if desired, the form ofjoint operating agreement being proposed by an operator;

and

(3) provide certainty to the operator that an owner is bound by that owner's agreement to bear

its proportionate share of the costs once that election is made.

Id.

Although the BOGM and DOGM originally intended to focus on the 2017 legislative changes, it

was also contemplated that "other goals" would also be the subject of discussion. See 2017 Notice

of Agency Action, p.1.

During continuing discussions on the form and content of the rulemaking supporting the

2017 legislation, additional statutory changes to the compulsory pooling process occurred in 2018.

The relevant 2018 legislative amendment is as follows:

Except as otherwise provided by a rule made by the board in accordance with Title

63G, Chapter 3, Utah Administrative Rulemaking Act, the terms and conditions of

the board's initial order pooling all interests in a drilling unit, including the terms and

conditions of a joint operating agreement as adopted by the board, shall apply to all

subsequently drilled wells in the drilling unit, except as modified by:

(a) An accounting for actual costs incurred for each subsequently drilled well

in the drilling unit;

2



(b) An accounting for the consenting or nonconsenting status of the owner of

each subsequently drilled well in the drilling unit; and

(c) The board after the filing of and hearing upon a petition filed by an affected

owner desiring a modification.

Utah Code $ 40-6-6.5 (12) (HB 419,2018 session, effective 3ll9l20l8).

Based on the plain language of the amendment, the 2018 legislation contemplates further

rulemaking. Moreover, continuing technological developments are requiring the BOGM and

DOGM to revisit the potential need for additional 'ohorizontal drilling," "operatorship" and/or

"confidenti alityl' regulations to assist effrcient and effective development, prevent waste and

protect correlative rights.

AMENDMENT TO APRTL, 2017 NOTTCE OF AGENCY ACTION
COMMENCING RULEMAKING PROCEEDING.

Since formal rulemaking was never commenced with respect to the 2017 legislation, and

because not only the 2018 legislation contemplates additional rulemaking, but the BOGM and

DOGM are contemplating additional rulemaking pertaining specifically to horizontal drilling, the

April 18, 2018 "Notice of Agency Action Commencing Rulemaking Proceeding" is hereby

amended to also include informal discussion and input from the public in relation to not only the

2017 legislative changes, but also the 2018 legislative amendment and whether additional rules

are required to specifically address "horizontal drilling," o'operatorship" and/or "confidentiality."

In addition to the goals connected with the20lT legislation, the DOGM and BOGM intend for

I The BOGM and DOGM are considering whether, outside of a JOA, there needs to be any new rules and
regulations dealing with "confidential" well data and the time-frame that data is supplied or withheld to
"consenting" and o'non-consenting" owners.

a
J
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any new regulations created by the 2018 legislation to accomplish, among other things, the

following: (1) provide direction as to how, and under what circumstances, a pooling order can be

applied prospectively to other subsequently drilled wells within a drilling/spacing unit; (2) what

procedures and notice requirements are required in order to satis$r due process consideration when

applying a pooling order prospectively to additional wells; (3) how the rules will "harmonize" the

2018 amendment with existing "one-well" limitations prescribed under current Utah law; (4) what

additional notice requirements, if any, are required in the initial pooling order when subsequent

prospective application is contemplated; (5) what procedural and administrative requirements are

necessary for any "expedited" hearing before the BOGM that would not only give effect to the

2018 legislation, but would also satisfu procedural due process considerations; and (6) what, if

any, well-siting andlor additional spacing regulations need to be adopted with respect to the advent

of "horizontal drilling" and how can these regulations be utilized to enhance development of

Utah's oil and gas resources, obtain the greatest ultimate recovery of these resources, prevent

waste, avoid the drilling of unnecessary wells, and protect correlative rights.

UI. STRUCTURE AND AGENDA FOR OCTOBER 2018 PUBLIC MEETING.

The BOGM will place informal rulemaking associated with the above-referenced "Notice of

Agency Action Commencing Rulemaking Proceeding," as amended, as a separate Docket Item on

the October Agenda. To obtain maximum efficiency based on time-constraints, the BOGM will

entertain public comment, in the following order, with equally-allotted twenty (20) minute time

blocks:

A. Informal Testimony and Comment from Legal Practitioners - Designation of Single

Representative: It is the hope and expectation of the BOGM and the DOGM that the legal
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practitioners regularly appearing before the BOGM will convene in advance of the

October, 2018 Public Meeting and propose, through a designated representative, rules and

regulations on issues attributable to the above-described issues where there is accord with

respect to the proposal.

B. Informal Testimony and Comment from DOGM: Through legal counsel or a

designated representative for the DOGM, it is the hope and expectation of the BOGM that

the DOGM will meet in advance ofthe October 2018 Public Meeting andpresentproposed

rules and regulations on issues pertaining to this Amended Notice that the DOGM wishes

to address through rulemaking. To the extent DOGM has divergent views from any and

all proposed rules, DOGM will also be afforded the opportunity to address those issues and

concerns at this time.

C. Informal Testimony and Comment from Trade Associations: It is the hope and

expectation that professional landmen affiliated with the UAPL will convene in advance

of the October, 2018 Public Meeting and designate a representative to present suggestions

and/or comment with respect to any rules that need to be implemented based on the above-

described issues. To the extent the Utah Petroleum Association, the Western Energy

Alliance and any other petroleum-based trade associations would also like to participate,

they are invited to share this time-slot in the absence of mutual agreement of a single

representative speaking.

D. Informal Testimony and Comment from Mineral./Royalty Owners: It is the hope and

expectation public informal comment and/or suggestions from a designated

mineral/royalty owner(s) and/or the Royalty Owner's Association concerning rulemaking

5



and any perceived impact the 2017 legislation, the 2018 legislation, or horizontal drilling

regulatory regime may have on their respective interests.

E. Informal Testimony from Legal Practitioners - Points of Disagreement: With respect

to any issue or concern with any of the topics contained within this Notice that the attorneys

regularly appearing before the BOGM have not been able to obtain consensus, the

individual practitioners will be afforded time to address those matters during this scheduled

period.

F. Informal Testimony from the Public: During this timeframe, the BOGM and DOGM

will listen to any additional comments, questions or concerns from any member of the

public that pertain to the subject areas specifically referenced in this Amended Notice. To

the extent an interested person arrdlor party would like to provide a written statement or

written feedback, those informal statements will be accepted by the Board's Secretary up

to 5:00 P.M. on October 31, 2018.

Any and all public comment stated in the October 2018 Public Meeting will be considered

'oinformal rulemaking", andwill be considered, reviewed and analyzed by the DOGM and BOGM

for the pu{pose of drafting proposed regulations that will ultimately result in "formal rulemaking"

including the publication of proposed rule(s), holding of public hearings, and any other action

required under Utah Code $ 40-6-2(4) et. seq.

6



The Chairrnan's signature on a facsimile copy of this Order shall be deemed the equivalent of

a signed original for all putposes.

ENTERED this 2nd day of October,2018.

STATE OF UTAH
BOARD OF OIL, GAS AND MINING

J. Gill Jr
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CR,RTIF'ICA OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that I caused a true and correct copy of the foregoing AMENDED

NOTICE OF AGENCY ACTION, NOTICE OF INFORMAL RULEMAKING

DISCUSSION CONCERNING FORCED POOLING AND OTHER MATTERS TO BE

HELD DURING THE OCTOBER 2018 PUBLIC MEETING AND INVITATION FOR

PUBLIC COMMENT for Docket No. 2017-013, Cause No. RO&G-2017-01to be mailed via

email and first class mail with postage prepaid, this 2nd day of October, 2018, to the following:

Michael E. Begley
Assistant Attorneys General
Utah Board of Oil, Gas & Mining
1594 West North Temple, Suite 300
Salt Lake City, UT 84116
Email : mbe gley@agutah. eov

Steven F. Alder
Assistant Attorneys General
Utah Board of Oil, Gas & Mining
1594 West North Temple, Suite 300
Salt Lake City, UT 84116
Email : stevealder@agutah. gov

David P. Bolda, Esq.
Beatty & Wozniak, P.C.
5406 W. 11000 N., Ste. 103-221
Highland, UT 84003
Email : dbolda@bwenergylaw. com

William E. Ward, Esq.

Bill Ward Law, PLLC
984 Foxhill Road
North salt Lake, uT 84054
Email : BillWard@billwardlaw. com

Mark L. Burghardt, Esq.
Rebecca Holt Johnson, Esq.
Dorsey & Whitney LLP
111 South Main Street
Suite 2100
salt Lake city, UT 84111-2176-
Email: .com

i ohnson.becky@dorsey. com

H. Michael Keller, Esq.
Matthew S. Brahana, Esq.
Fabian Vancott
215 South State Street STE 1200
Salt Lake City, UT 84111
Email : mkeller@fabianvancott.com

mbrahanna@ fabianvancott. com

A. John Davis III, Esq.
Angela Franklin, Esq.
Holland &Hart,LLP
222 South Main Street, Suite 2200
Salt Lake City, UT 84101
Email : aj davis@hollandhart. com

alfranklin@hollandhart. com
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Phillip Wm. Lear, Esq.

Mitchell S. Maio, Esq.
Lear & Lear P.L.L.C.
808 E. South Temple St.
Salt Lake city, UT 84102
Email : phillip.lear@learlaw.co[q

mitch.maio@learlaw.com

Frederick M. MacDonald, Esq.
Relma M. Miller, Esq.
MacDonald & Miller
Mineral Legal Services, PLLC
7090 S. Union Park Avenue, Suite 400
Salt Lake City, UT 84047
Email : fred@macmillerle gal. com

relma@macmillerle gal.com

Douglas Crapo, Esq
Manning Curtis Bradshaw & Bednar PLLC
136 East South Temple, Suite 1300
Salt Lake City, UT 84111
Email : dcr apo @mc2b. com

Kelly Williams, Esq.

Oram - Houghton, PLLC
51 Coffeen Avenue Suite 201

Sheridan, WY 82801
Email : kwilliams@oram-houghton. com

Daniel Jensen, Esq.
Clayton Parr, Esq.
Parr, Brown, Gee & Loveless
101 South 200 East, Suite 700
Salt Lake City, UT 84111
Email : cparr@Farrbrown. com

djensen@panbrown.com

Michael Malmquist, Esq.
Parsons Behle & Latimer
201 South Main Street, Suite 1800
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111
Email : MMalmquist@fiarsonsbehle.com

Lavonne Garrison
Mike Johnson, AAG
School & Institutional Trust Lands Admin.
67s8500S#500
Salt Lake City, UT 84102
Email : lavonne garrison@ut4lr. gpy

mikej ohnson@ agutah. gov

Denise A. Dragoo, Esq.
James P. Allen, Esq.

Snell & Wilmer, L.L.P.
Gateway Tower West
15 West South Temple
Suite 1200
Salt Lake City, UT 84101-1547
Email : ddragoo@swlaw.com

jpallen@swlaw.com

sPower
Jacob Schipaanboord, Esq.
2180 South 1300 East
Suite 600
Salt Lake City, UT 84106-2749
Email : j schipaanboord@ spower.com

Brent D. Chicken, Esq.
Steptoe & Johnson PLLC
600 17th Street
suite 2300 south
Denver, CO 80202
Email : brent.chicken@ steptoe-j ohnson.com

Steve Styler, Esq.
Styler Daniels P.C.
For Kinder Morgan Altamont LLC
297 N Highway 6

Delta, uT 84624
Email : steve@stylerdaniels. com
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Utah Association of Professional Landmen
Robert H Wilson III
2640 E Lambourne Ave
Salt Lake City, UT 84109-2741
Email : rhwilson3 (Ecenturylink.net

utahapl@..gmail.com

Rikki Hrenko-Browning
Utah Petroleum Association
10714 S Jordan Gateway #260
South Jordan, UT 84095
Email : upa@utahpetroleum.org

Utah Royalty Owners Association
Allan Smith
1137 Park Ridge Drive (512-l)
Roosevelt, UT 84066
Email : AESmith@ubtanet. com

Lowell Braxton
Western Energy Alliance
3666 S Millbrook Terrace
Salt Lake City, UT 84106
Email : lbraxton@westernenergyalliance.org

Bv Email:

Christopher Jones
Holland &Hart
cdj ones@hollandhart. com

Christopher Hogle
Holland &Hart
crho gle@hollandhart. com

Angela Franklin
Holland &HartLLP
AlFranklin@hol landhart. com

Romaine Marshall
Holland &,Hart
rcmarshall@ho llandhart. com

George Haley
Holland & Hart Llp
emhaley@ho llandhart. com

Craig Galli
Holland &Hart
c galli@hollandhart. com

Ben Machlis
Dorsey & Whitney
machlis.ben@dorsey. com

Gage Zobell
Dorsey & Whitney
zobell. gage@dorsey.com

Heath Waddingham
Dorsey & Whitney
waddingham.heath@dorsey. com

Wells Parker
Dorsey & Whitney
parker .com

Kevin Murray
Holland & Hart Llp
krmurrav@hollandhart. com

Shawn Welch
Holland & Hart LLP
stwelch@hollandhart. com

Chelsea Davis
Holland & Hart Llp
cj davis@hollandhart. com

Jody Williams
Holland &HartLLP
i lwilliams@hollandhart. com

Timothy Bagshaw
Holland &Hart,Llp
TMBagshaw@hollandhart.com
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Steven F. Alder (No. 0033)
Emma K. Whitaker (No. 16606)
Assistant Attorneys General
Sean D. Reyes (No. 7969)
Utah Attomey General
1594 W. North Temple, Suite 300
Salt Lake City, Utah 841l6
Tel: (801) 538-7227

Attorneysfor Utah Division of Oil, Gas and Mining

FILED
OcT 17 2018

SEGRETARY BOARD OF
OIL, GAS & MINING

BEFORE THE UTAH BOARD OF OIL, GAS AND MINING

In the Matter of Rulemaking to further
define the manner in which an owner
consents to the drilling and operation of a
well and agrees to bear the owner's
proportionate share ofthe costs as

referenced in the recently amended
definitions of ooConsenting Owner" and
"Nonconsenting Owner" found at Utah
Code Section 40-6-2(4) and 40-6-2(lI);
and as amended by Notice on October 2,
2018 to initiate rulemaking on other
related matters.

MOTION FOR LEAVE TO FILE OUT OF
TIME THE DIVISION OF OIL, GAS AND
MINING'S MEMORANDUM

Docket 2017-013
Cause No. RO&G -2017-01

The Division of Oil, Gas and Mining (the Division), through its attomeys, seeks an order

permitting late filing of the Division's Memorandum in the above-entitled matters. Utah

Administrative Code Rule R. 641-105-200 provides that materials filed after the response date

may be considered upon separate motion of respondent and for good cause shown. There is

good cause for filing the Memorandum out of time because of the time needed to edit a draft of

industry-submitted rules prior to the Board hearing. Furthermore, the Division's memorandum

and draft of the rules will be beneficial to the discussion at the hearing. The Division's



memorandum, the Division's draft rules and a proposed order are attached to this pleading for

the Board's convenience.

Respectfully submitted on the lTth day of October, 2018
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Assistant Attorneys General
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Email: stevealder@utah. gov

mosswald@utah.gov

Attorneys for the Division of Oil, Gas and
Mining
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Mike Begley
Assistant Attorney General
Attorney for the Board of Oil, Gas and Mining
mbegley@agutah.gov



MEMORANDUM

October 18,2018

To: Lltah Board of Oil Gas and Mining

From: Steve Alder,
Assistant Attorney General on behalf of the Utah Division of Oil, Gas and Mining

Re: October 24,2018 Board Hearing Memorandum

In the Matter of Rulemaking to further define the manner in which an owner
consents to the drilling and operation of a well and agrees to bear the owner's
proportionate share of the costs as referenced in the recently amended definitions
of "Consenting Owner" and 'T.{onconsenting Owner" found at Utah Code Section
40-6-2(4) and 40-6-2(1 1); and as amended by Notice on October 2, 2018 to
initiate rulemaking on other related matters.

Docket 2017-013, Cause No. RO&G -2017-01

I. Introduction and Backsround.

This RAA was filed to adopt rules required by Senate Bill 191 inthe2017
Legislative Session which among other changes modified the definitions of Consenting
Owner and Nonconsenting Owners.

The statutory changes were as follows:

"(4) "Consenting owner" means an owner who, in the manner and within the time
frame established by the board ln rzle, consents in€dvan€e] to the drilling and
operation of a well and agrees to bear [his] the owner's proportionate share of the
costs of the drilling and operation of the well.

And..(ll).Nonconsentingowner',meanSanownerwho[ffi
ffi] does not. after written notice and in the manner and
within the time frame established by the board in rzle. consent to the drilling
and operation of a well or agree to bear [his] the owner's proportionate share
ofthe costs.

(Utah Code $ 40-6-2 (SB 191, 2017 session, effective 5l9llT.1

tS.g. t 9 t also provided for retroactive application of spacing and pooling orders. This
NOAA does not address those changes. 

I



In order to comply with the requirement that there be a rule defining the "manner and
time frame" for consenting to participate in a well, the Board, by an emergency rule,
added the following section toR649-2-9(1.2):

"For purposes ofUtah Code Sections 40-6-2(4) and - 2(11), the consent and
agreement reqrrired of an owner shall be manifested by the owner agreeing in
writing, within thirly (30) days from the date the notice required by Utah Code
Section 40-6-2(11 ) is received, to bear that owner's proportionate share of the costs
of drilling, testing, completion, equipping and operation of the well."

The passage of this emergency rule was made with the explicit notice that the change
was not intended to be a final rule and that additional input would be considered before
adopting a final rule. Comments were submitted by Crescent Point Energy and by the
Utah Petroleum Association (UPA).

During the 2018 Legislative Session House Bill 419 was passed. H.B. $19 provided
as follows:

(12) Except as otherwise provided by a rule made by the board in accordance with Title
63G, Chapter 3, Utah Administrative Rulemaking Act, the terms and conditions of
the board's initial order pooling all interests in a drilling unit, including the terms and
conditions of a joint operating agreement as adopted by the board, shall apply to all
subsequently drilled wells in the drilling unit, except as modified by:
(a) an accounting for actual costs incurred for each subsequently drilled well in the

drilling unit;

(b) an accounting for the consenting or nonconsenting status ofthe owner ofeach
subsequently drilled well in the drilling unit; and

(c) the board after the filing of and hearing upon a petition filed by an affected
owner desiring a modification.

The current docket was originally intended to address just the manner and time-
frame for consenting to participate in a well as mandated by the 2017 legislations,
however, after the passage of H.B. 419 inthe 2018 session, the Board has filed an
Amended Notice of Agency Action. This Amendment and the Notice issued on October
2,2018 amends the Aprils 17,2017 NOAA to provide that the rulemaking by the Board
will include "the 2018 legislative amendments and whether additional rules are required
to specifically address 'horizontal drilling,' 'operatorship', and/or'confidentiality."'

The UPA has submitted proposed rules that would address the changes enacted by
the 2018 legislation; i.e., the application of the initial pooling order in a drilling unit to
subsequent wells in the drilling unit. This memorandum includes a response and critique
of those proposed rules.
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There have not been specific proposals to address "horizontal drilling",
"operatorship", or "confidentiality". This memorandum will not address those topics but
the Division may respond to proposals that address these issues at the October 24,
hearing.

II. Analysis of the Proposed Rules

The Division appreciates the efforts of the UPA and CPE to submit proposals and
comments as part of the rulemaking. The possible extent of the rules is broad and it is
helpful to have a proposal to work from. Thus, the changes proposed by the Division are
hopefully seen as away to build upon the proposed rules to arrive at a beffer final rule. In
this regard, some of the changes are merely changes in format to make the proposed rules
easier to understand and apply.

There are other changes proposed that are more substantive. These include
avoiding placing a burden on owners to file a new RAA to protest the terms of a JOA or
to challenge the application of a forced pooling order on a subsequent well. Rather than
go through the Division' response abstractly, this analysis will proceed at the hearing by
presenting the Division's proposed format for the rules and discussing the substance of
the changes proposed to the proposed rules for each subsection.

See attached Comparison of Division Proposed Modifications to the UPA
Proposed Rules.
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Part I.pomparison of the Division's modifications of UPA proposed rules with
the UPA rules as proposed for S.B. 191^.

R649-1-1. Definitions.

Division Proposal.
"AFE' is an abbreviation for 'authority for expenditure' used by an operator to request payment
for the costs of a well, or to accompany a Notice of Opportunity to Participate in a Well, and which
consists ofa good faith estimate ofthe costs and expenses to be incurred in the drilling, testing,
completion and equipping of a well.

Discussion: The definition has been modified to clarift that an AFE is an abbreviation for a
document that should provide the information as suggested by the UPA but that also includes a
request for payment as part of the "Notice of the Opportunity to Participate in a Well".

"AFE" means an authority for expenditure which is a detailed written statement made in good
faith bv an operator ofthe estimated total costs and expenses to be incurred in the drilling. testing,
completion and equipping of a well.

Division Proposal.
" Notice of Opportunity to Participate in a Well" means the notice required by Utah Code 40-6-2(11)
to be provided to an owner and which includes-an offer for the orvner to directly participate financially,
in proportion to the owner's interest in the drilling, testing, completion, equipping and operation of
the subject well and which includes:

(i) the approximate surface and, if applicable, bottom hole location of the subject well
by county, township, range, section, quarter-quarter section or substantially equivalent lot,
and footages from directional section lines;

(ii) the proposed well name;
(iii) the proposed vertical completion depth ifthe well is a horizontal well;
(iv) the proposed total depth;
(v) the objective productive zone(s);
(vi) the approximate date upon which the subject well was or will be spud;
(vii) a proposedjoint operating agreement for operation ofthe drilling unit upon which

the subject well is to be drilled if the owner's interest equates to l%o or more of the gross
working interest in said drilling unit or, ifthe owner's interest equates to less than l% ofthe
gross working interest in said drilling unit, a statement that a proposed joint operating
agreement for operation of the drilling unit upon which the subject well is to be located will
be supplied upon receipt ofthe owner's written request for the same;

(viii) an AFE for the subject well; and
(ix) a statement that a refusal to agree to either lease or participate in the subject well

may result in the imposition of a statutory risk compensation award under allowed under
Section 40-6-6.5(4XdXD@) of between 150% and 400% as determined by the Board.

Discussion: The Division's proposed language primarily moved the first part of the UPA proposed
rule on Consenting to Participate in a Well, (shown below) into a separate definition. The language
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was mostly reananged and was not changed in any significant way
follows.

The UPA proposal is as

R649-2-8.5. Consentine to Participate in a Well.
l.The written notice an operator must provide an owner as referenced in Utah Code Section

40-6-2(1 1) must include an offer to lease ifthe owner is an unleased owner. and an offer for the owner
to directly participate financially. in proportion to the owner's interest, in the drilling, testing.
completion, equipping and operation ofthe subject well. Said written notice shalt include: (a) the
appfQximatq sudaqq and, ifapplicable, bottom hole location ofthe subject well by county. township.
range. section. quarter-quarter section or substantially equivalent lot, and footages from directional
section linesl (b) the proposed well namel (c) the proposed vertical completion depth ifthe well is a
horizontal well; (d) the proposed total deplhJd llhq objective productive zone(s)l (fl the approximate
date upon which the subject well was or will be spud: (g) a orooosed joint operating agreement for
operation ofthe drilling unit upon which the sub-iect well is to be drilled ifthe owner's interest equates
to loloormoreofthegrossworkinginterestinsaiddrillingunitor,iftheowner'sinterestequatesto
less than lolo of the gross workins interest in said drillingunit, instead a statement that a proposed
ioint operatine aqreement for operation ofthe drillins unit upon which the subject well is to be located
will be supplied upon receipllqllbeOUrner's written requesll ,flotthe samel and (h) an AFE for the
subject well The rwitten notice must also state that a refusal to agree to either lease or participate in
the subiect well maly result in the imposition of a statutory risk compensation award under Section
40-6-6.5(4XdXiXD) of between 150% and 400%.

Division Proposal.

R649-2-8.5. Consenting to Participate in a Well.
L An Orurer shall be determined by the Board to have consented to the drilling of a well

and to have agreed to bear the ormer's share of the costs of drilling and operating of a well when:
(a) The operator has provided an owner with a Notice of Opportunity to
Participate which complies with the requirements of R649-l-l;
(b) The owner has executed an acceptance of the AFE or a written statement
agreeing to pay the expenses as set forth in the AFE contained in the Notice of
Opportunity to Participate in a Well provided for the subject well;
(c) The owner has agreed to the terms ofan agreement for the operations ofthe
well in the form of a joint operating agreement or other agreement proposed by the
Operator, or has provided the Operator with written objections to the terms of the
proposed operating agreement within the time required to respond; and .

(d) The owner has tendered or agreed to tender to the operator the costs ofthe
well in the AFE in accordance with reasonable conditions and within the time required
by ttre Notice of Opportunity to Participate or within thirry (30) days from the date the
Notice ofOpportunity to Participate was received, whichever is greater; provided that
failure to tender payment as required shall result in the revocation ofthe consent by
the owner to participate in the well, the same to be null and void ab initio andthe
owner shall be determined to be non-consent and subject to the penalties and other
provisions of 40-6-6.5 as may be determined by the Board.



2. Either an owner who has provided written objections to the proposed terms of an
operating agreement, or an Operator who has proposed terms for an operating agreement and received
written objections to the proposed terms may

(a) Within 60 days of the proposal of terms in the Notice of Opportunity to
Participate, file a limited Request for Agency Action with the Board which shall be
shall set a time for a hearing in accordance with the Rules ofPractice and Procedure
before the Board (Utah Admin. Code R64l-ll et seq.) which hearing shall only
address resolving the disputed terms of the operating agreement in accordance with
the provisions ofUtah Code $ 40-6-6.5(2).

(b) If the Operator has filed a Request for Agency Action for compulsory
pooling of ownen in the drilling unit, the Owner or the Operator may request that the
Board determine the terms ofthe operating agreement between the owner and operator
as part ofthat proceeding.

@ Ifneither the Operator nor the objecting Owner shall have filed objections
and a Request for a hearing within 60 days ofthe Notice ofOppo(unity to Participate,
the terms of the operating agreement as proposed in the Notice of Opportunity to
Participate will govem.

3. If operations as set forth in the written notice required by R649-2-8.5.1 are not
commenced with one hundred twenty (120) days after expiration of the 30-day election period
provided inR649-2-8.5.2, then, absent the owner's written agreement to the contrary, the owner's
consent and agreement shall be null and void, the operator must retum the tendered AFE€ amount to
the owner, and a new written notice in accordance with R649-2-8.5.1 must be provided if the well is
to be re-proposed.

Discussion: The foregoing modifications of the proposed rules are revision of a portion of the UPA
proposal that was located under 649-2-9 Refusal to Agree. The Division has proposed to move this
section to the previous section Consenting to Participate in a Well. The Division added an section
that provides an opportunity for an owner to object to the terms ofthe operating agreement and a
means for either the owner or and operator to ask the Board to resolve the dispute by a limited RAA
according to the powers currently included in Utah Code $ 40-6-6.5 but without having to file a
separate forced pooling RAA as was proposed by the UPA. In additions, the foregoing proposed
modification to the UPA proposal regarding payment allows an additional time period of thirty days
or such time as allowed by the offer to make palment. Finally, the Division agrees and has included
the proposal to require a new AFE ifmore than 120 days have elapsed since the notice without a well
being spud.

The language proposed as by UPA as part ofR649-2-9 was as follows.

1.3 If the owner has executed an AFE and paid his oroportionate share of the AFE'd amount within
thirty (30) days as specified in R649-2-8.5.2. but does not agreg uBgelo the teqns &$he-.teaqhg€f
the-ewne+k-rnterestof the joint operating agreement submitted with the written notice and desires to
propose different terms for saidjoint operatins aereement. the owner shall have sixty (60) davs from
the spud date of the subiect well.oJ &l+he€lvlE4tfq$ieip*fiqnfrom recgipt.o,[ the written notice.
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whichever occurs later. to file a Request for Agency Actio the Board seeking comp_ulsely
pooling of interestq in the drilling of.jhe we.ll.Fsr-purposesof:UtahCsde-seetio$s-40-6-2(41 arld -
2( I I ). the eonsent and agrcement required of an owrrcr shall tre nranilested by the owner. agreeing in
rvritinF. within-thirty{30) days frofi}the-date the nstiee requ+red-bv unit under.Utah Code Section 40-
6-?(-l-H-is+c+ewed.{s$ear6.5. including adoption of the owner's proposed joint operating agreement
terms. Failure to timely file such a Request for Agency Action shall result in the owner being deemed
to have failed to negotiate in good faith and the presumotioqthat eEn€4sfr€pofrionatc-sh&rc,sf-thc
eestsofuri$in€i{€s$it}Cs€omoleti€n €grlipping*nd-€Berat*oftoFt$€-we+l,the owner agrees to the terms
of the joint operating agreement submitted with the written notice in a compulsory poolins hearing
initiated by the operator.

2. For pumoses of Utah Code Section 40-6-2(4) and -2( I I ). the consent and agreement required ofan
owner shall be manifested by the owner's execution ofthe AFE lor the subject well. and payment of
the owner's proportionate share ofthe AFE'd amount. An owner shall have thirty (30) days from the
date the written notice required by R649-2-8.5.1 is received to provide such consent and agreement.

If3
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with one hundred twenty (120) days after expiration ofthe 30-dav election period provided in R649-
2-8.5.2. then. absent the owner's written agreement to the contrary. the owner's consent and
agreement shall be null and void. the operator must return the tendered AFE'd amount to the owner.
and a new written notice in accordance with R649-2-8.5.1 must be provided if the well is to be re-
proposed.

Division Proposal.

R649-2-9. Refusal to Agree.
l. An owner shall be determined by the Board after notice and opportunity for hearing

to have refused to agree to bear his proportionate share ofthe costs ofthe drilling and operation of a

well under Utah Code Section 40-6-6.5 and to be subject its provisions applicable to a non-consenting
owner, if:

l.l. The operator ofthe proposed well has, in good faith, attempted to reach agreement
with such owner either for the leasing of the owner's mineral interest or for that owner's voluntary
participation in the drilling of the well;

1.2 The operator has provided a Notice ofOpportunity to Participate, and the owner has
failed to:

(a) execute an agreement to pay the expenses as set forth in the AFE within 30 days
of receipt of a Notice of Opportunity to Participate;

(b) make payment as required by the notice or within 30 days of executing the
agreement whichever is later; or

(c) either agree to the terms of the proposed joint operating agreement or provide
written notice of the owner's objections to the joint operating agreement within thirty days of
the Notice to Participate.

2. If the operator of the proposed well shall fail to attempt, in good faith, to reach
agreement with the owner for the leasing of that owner's mineral interest or for voluntary participation

+.#1"



by that owner in the well prior to the filing of a Request for Agency Action for compulsory pooling
ofinterests in the drilling unit under Utah Code Section 40-6-6.5 then, upon written request and after
notice and hearing, the hearing on the Request for Agency Action for compulsory pooling may, at the
discretion ofthe board or its designated hearing examiner, be delayed for a period not to exceed thirty
(30) days, to allow for negotiations between the operator and the owner.

Discussion. The foregoing section attempts to better define a non-consent to be consistent with the
other changes above. The Division's proposal retains the foregoing provision in the existing rules to
allow a 30 day continuance of a hearing if there is an allegation and finding that there has not been
good faith. attempt to negotiate. The UPA provision is the same.

The UPA language as proposed was:

I . An owner shall be _deemed to have reflrsed to agree to bea! his proportionate share of "
ofthe drilling and operation ofa well under Utah Code.Section 40-6-6.5 if:

I I - The nneralnr nfthe nrnnnced has- in snod faith atfemnted to reach areement
with such owner eithel for fte leasing of the- owner's mineral intgfgst or for that owler's Jo.luntary
participation in the drilline of the wellsubject well which includes. but is not limited to. execution bv
the owner of a-ioint operating agreement with the operatol.

^1.2.- Jhe ow4er and{$ehas not. following such good faith efforts by the.operator-luve-bec*
u*atrle. executed and retumed to the. ooerator both an AFE for the subject well and oaid his
proportionate share of the AFE'd amount within the thirty (30) days as specified in R649-2-8.5.2,
subject to the provisions ofR649-2-8.5.3. .

2.- Jf the oper?tgl.gf.the propgqq4yryll,shall ft qh agreement llii1h:
the owner for the leasing ofthat owner's mineral interest or for voluntary participation by that owner
in the well prior to the filing of a Request for Asencv Action for invslunta.rycompulsory.pooling of
interests in the drillins unit under Utah Codersection 40-6:;6.5.then. upon written request and after
notice and hearing. the hearing on the Request for Aqency Action for i*vslunt+rycompulsorypooling
may, at the discretion ofttre board or its desienated hearine examiner, be dela),ed for a period not to
exceed thirty (30NAy!,io allow for negotiations behveen the operator and the owner.

Division Proposal.

R649-2-9.5 Notice to Unlocatable and Unidentified Owners,
l. An owner who is neither identifiable but may claim ownership by, through, or under

the estate ofa deceased owner ofrecord nor locatable will be deemed to have refused to agree to bear
his proportionate share ofthe costs ofdrilling and operation ofa well under Utah Code Section 40-6-
6.5 if:

(a) The operator, concurrent with the filing ofa Request for Agency Action for
compulsory pooling, files with the Board an ex parte molion for notice by publication, which
motion shall be accompanied by an affidavit outlining in sufficient detail the operator's
reasonable diligent and good faith efforts to identiff and locate such o\.lners, and a proposed
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lbrm ot such notice to be published which shall, at a minimum, include:
(i) a listing ofall such owners. Ifsuch owners are unknown, then identifying

them as parties not already leased or participating in the well at issue and claiming by,
through or under the estate ofthe deceased ovmer ofrecord;

(ii) the name, address, email address and telephone number of a contact
person for the operator to respond to the notice; and

(iii) all of the information set forth in R649-2-8.5.1 above but, in lieu of an
AFE and ajoint operating agreement, instead a statement that an AFE for the subject
well and a proposedjoint operating agreement shall be provided by the operator to the
owner ifa response to the notice is received before hearing.
(b) The Board finds the operator has exercised such reasonable diligent and good

faith efforts and the proposed form ofnotice acceptable, it shall issue an order granting the
motion and authorizing publication of said form of notice authorized by the Board in a
newspaper of general circulation in the county where the well is located for two (2)
consecutive weeks prior to the hearing date and proofofsuch publication is supplied by said
newspaper publisher and filed with the Board

(c) No response either agreeing to lease or to otherwise parlicipate in the subject
well is received by the operator from any such owner prior to the hearing.

Discussion. The foregoing section isjust a renumbering, some changes, and making a separate section
out of what was proposed in the UPA proposed rule as part 3 of 649-2-9.5.

The language as proposed was as follows.

3. An orvner who is neither identifiable but may claim ownership by, through. or under the estate
of a deceased owner of record nor locatable will be deemed to have refused to agree to bear his
proportionate share ofthe costs ofdrillins and operation ofa well under Utah Code Section 40-6-6.5
if:

1t onerator- concrrnenf wifh filins of a Reouest for Action for

and good faith efforts to identi& and locate such owners. and a proposed form of such notice to be
published which shall. at a minimum, include:

(a) a listine ofall such owners. Ifsuch owners are unknown. then identirying them
as parties not already leased or participatins in the well at issue and claiming by. through or
under the estate ofthe deceased owner ofrecord:

(b) the name. address. email address and telephone number ofa contact person lor
the operator to respond to the noticel and

(c) all of the information set forth in R649-2-8.5.1 above but. in lieu of an AFE and a
joint operatingagreement. instead a statement that an AFE for the subiect well and a proposed
ioint operating agreement shall be provided by the operator to the owner if a response to the
notice is received before hearine.

Ifthe Board finds the operator has exercised such reasonable diligent and good faith efforts and the



ProPosed form of notice acceptable, it shall issue an order granting the motion and authorizing
publication of said form of notice as outlined in R649-2-9.3.2 below.

3.2. The operator publishes the lorm ofnotice authorized b], the Board in a newspaper of
general circulation in the county where the well is located for two (2) consecutive weeks priorlo the
hearine date and proofof such oublication is supolied by said newspaper publisher and filed with the
Board

3.3. No response either agreeing to lease or to otherwise pq4icipslle i!! llhe lubject well is
received bv the operator from any such owner prior to the hearing.

Division Proposal.

R649-2-9.6. Imposition of Statutory Risk Compensation Award.
I ' In determining the level of any risk compensation award imposed within the range of

150%oto 400Yospecified in Utah code Section 40-6-6.5(4XdXD@), the Board may consider, among
other factors:

l'1. The level ofrisk undertaken in drilling and completing the subject well in light ofany
evidence bearing upon such level ofrislg including geologic and engineering evidence, as well as
information available through prior drilling and development; and

1.2. The business risks associated with the well.

Discussion' The Division agrees that is helpful to provide factors that will guide the Board when
determining a risk compensations award, but objects to the inclusion ofthe effort and quality of
notice as a factor for determining the penalty.

The UPA proposed language is:

R649-2-9.5. Imnosition of Statutorv Risk Compensation Award.
In o the level nfanv riqlr cnmnencqlinn e'rorrl within the rcnoc nf

other factors:
ll level ofrisk rrndertaken in dri and comnletinp the srrhiect in lisht ofanv

information available through prior drilling and development: and
I .2. The reasonableness of the operator's efforts to locate and provide the nonconsentine

owner with the notice required under R649-2-8.5.1. including whether such notice was provided
beflore. or after. the subject well was spud. and any difficulties associated with providing such notice
in advance ofthe spud date.. Formatted: Font: Times New Roman



I fart II. Rules Proposed by the Division to address H.B.4lg

Division Proposal.

R649-2-13 Application of a compulsory pooling order to subsequent wells in a drilling unit.
I ' An initial order compulsory pooling all interests in a drilling unit, including the terms

and conditions ofajoint operating agreement as adopted by the Board, may apply to any subsequently
drilled well in the drilling unit as authorized under Utah Code Section 40-6-6.5(12), subjectto the
following conditions;

(a) The Operator has filed with the Board a motion to modiff the order to apply
its terms to an additional well in the drilling unit which sets forth by affrdavit:

(i) the docket and cause numbers ofsaid initial Board Order;
(ii) certification that the Operator has caused a search of the county,s

ownership records, and other govemment and business records that are normally and
reasonably relied upon by landmen to ascertain ownership of the minerals in the
drilling unit as of the time of the filing of the motion to modifu the order;

(iii) an identification ofthose owners who the Operator asserts have not
consented to participate in the wells who are either locatable, unlocatable, or cannot
be identified;

(iv) certification that the Operator has made reasonable efforts to located
and Provide notice 

tt:,Hir:ffi#trht'lJliH||1futy to participate sent to the
non-consenting parties together with a proof of service;

b. proof of notice by publication as required by R64g-2-9.3.2 if any such
party is rmlocatable or not identified;

(v) a calculation of the average weighted landowner's royalty for the
drilling unit at the time of commencement of the drilling of the
subsequent well as provided in Utah Code Section 40-6-6.5(6);

(vi) the anticipated costs ofplugging the well
(vii) the non-consent penalty as determined by the board in the original

order.
(b) The motion to modif' the order has been mailed by the Operator, together with

copies ofthe Board's initial compulsory pooling order to all such alleged non-
consenting owners, with a certification of service and filed with the Board; and

(c) Within 60 days of the mailing of the motion date, no party has filed an objection
to the motion to modifu the Board's initial order to apply to the subsequently
drilled well in the drilling unit, as relating to the subsequently drilled well.

2. Upon the request ofan Operator that the foregoing conditions have been satisfied, the
board may enter an order declaring its initial compulsory pooling order to be applicable to such
subsequently drilled wellq but with the modifications for the matters addressed in the Affidavit if filed
within 60 days of the mailing of the motion,

3. Ifan owner ofother person with an interest affected by the motion shall have filed an
objection within 60 days of the mailing of the motion including but not limited to an objection to said
person's alleged not-consent status, the applicable risk compensations percentage, the reasonableness
of the costs of the well, or the terms of the joint operating agreement, then the Board shall set a time



for the hearing ofthe objections ofthe party.

Discussion. The foregoing is a substantial addition to the language proposed by the UPA for applying
the initial order pooling owners in a well to owners of subsequent wells in a drilling unit. The UPA
proposal places the burden on the owner to file an RAA. The Division proposal requires the operator
to file a motion to modifu the order to include the additional well and owners and allows an owner to
file and objection rather than file a RAA. The Division version also requires more information to be
included in the request to modifu the initial order.

The UPA proposal is as follows.

4- Acq under lltah Code Secfinn 4fi-6-6-\(12\. order for the Boardts

drilled well in the drilline unit without fufther hearins, the Ooemtor must lile with the Board
an affidavit with reference to the docket and cause numbers of said initial Board Order and:

(a) which identifies the parties whom the Operator deems non-consentine
nafties in the oarticular well;

/h) to which ic rffqnhed nnnics nf wrilfen nnfices fn seid ncrfies relqlino fn
such well as required under R649-2-8.5.1 and proofofservice upon the same;

(c) to which is attached the proof of nublication as required bv R649-2-9.3.2 if
any such party is unlocatable:

(d) which either contains a statement that the averaqe weighted landowner's
roval8 for the drilline unit remains the same as that provided for in the initial Board
Order or. ifchanged. has attached a recalculation ofthe average weighted landowner's
rovaltv at the time of commencement of the drilling of the subsequent well in question
as nrovided in Utah Code Section 40-6-6.5(6)l and

(e) which dcfoilc thc costs inerrrred fnr srrch well

The Affidavit must be mailed by the Operator, tosether with copies of the Board's initial
comnulsorv pooline order and of Utah code section 404-6.5(12) and R649-2-9, to all such
locatable allesed non-consentins parties. with a ceftification of service evidencins the same
executed and filed with the Board. If. within 60 days of the mailins date. no nartv has filed a
Detition seekine modification ofthe Board's initial order as relatine to the subsequentlv drilled
well. includins but not limited to an obiection to said partv's allesed non-consent status. the
apnlicable risk compensation nercentage or the reasonableness of the actual costs incurred for
such well. the Board shall enter an order saa sparele declaring its initial compulsorv pooling
order to be anplicable to such subseouentlv drilled well but with the modifications for the
matters addressed in the Affidavit,
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grants the motion.

DATED this day of October,20l8
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lnformal Testimony and Comments from Utah Royalty Owners Association in the Matter of
lnformal Rule Making with the2017 and 2018 Legislative Amendment concerning Forced pooling

and the need to initiate Rulemaking on other emerging matters. Docket No. 2017-013
Cause No. RO&G-2017-Ot

Oct. Lsth,20L8

The Utah Royalty Owners Association is a non-profit organization formed to develop, maintain, and
improve good relations between mineral owners of this State and those parties, both public and private,
which will stimulate the general interest of the Utah Royalty Owners Association; to improve business
methods and practices, to disseminate information to the Association members;, to foster cooperation
with alllevels of government.

Our Association appreciates the opportunity to respond to DOGM's request for our informal
comments and/or suggestions concerning rulemaking and possible impacts the 20i-7 legislation, the
20L8 legislation, or horizontal drilling regulatory regime may have on our respective interests.

ln general we agree that there should be a proper manner and timeframe in which an owner must
consent to drilling and operation of a well and agree to bear the owner's proportionate share of the
costs after having received proper notice. We applaud BOGM and DOGM for making this statement as
their initial goal in rulemaking providing for the following accomplishments. The three statements
regarding certainty and ability of an owner and certainty of the operator are agreeable to us.

We agree that the 2077 and 20L8 notice of agency actions commencing rulemaking proceedings
should at this time consider all stake holder comments regarding horizontal drilling. The Utah Royalty
Owners Association fully agrees that horizontal drilling will enhance development of Utah's oil and gas
resources, obtain the greatest ultimate recovery of these resources, prevent waste, avoid the drilling of
unnecessary wells, and protect correlative rights.

We understand that with horizontal drilling there is the real possibility of many wells being drilled in
one spacing unit and therefore agree that rule-making should simplify to the extent possible the
requirements for the operators when a pooling order is necessary within a drilling/spacing unit. We

- -.* recornrRe-nd that the board proceed with caution whgn considering how to allow a pooling request
apply to all subsequent wells in a drilling unit. This process may not protect a mineral owner who is
force pooled on the first well in a unit, but not noticed or sought out when the second and subsequent
wells are drilled. lf there is a way to ensure some level of due diligence in reaching out to those who
were forced pooled in the initial pooling without requiring a formal hearing we would be in favor of such
a process.

We asked that all comments be heard and DOGM and BOGM do their best to "harmonize" the 20Lg
legislation amendment with existing "one-well" limitations prescribed under current Utah law while
keeping the interests of the Utah Mineral Owners in mind.

Sincerely,

Allan E. Smith President of the Utah Royalty Owners Association

aesmith@ubtanet.com 435-725-3232 UTROA PO Box 1292 Roosevelt, UT 84066
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Proposed Force Pooling 

Regulations Presentation 

Frederick M. MacDonald, Esq.

Practitioner, and on behalf of EP Energy E&P 
Company, L.P. and the Utah Petroleum Association

Board of Oil, Gas & Mining Cause No. RO&G – 2017-01

October 24, 2018



AFE Definition Background

• In Hegarty v. Bd. of Oil, Gas & Mining, 57 P.3d 1042 (2002), the Utah Supreme 

Court confirmed that “written notice” of the “opportunity to participate” in a 

well must be given as a prerequisite to a party being deemed non-consent.

• An authority for expenditure or “AFE” is a detailed statement of estimated 

costs of drilling and/or completing a well (or for a well operation).

• When executed, an AFE is a written manifestation of consent to participate in 

the well (or proposed operation).

• “In the oil industry, it is understood and accepted that when one signs an 

AFE, he is committed to his proportionate share of the necessary costs in 

drilling to the objective specified in the AFE, unless the parties mutually 

agree to terminate drilling earlier or to attempt a completion at a shallower 

formation.” M&T, Inc. v. Fuel Resources Development Co., 518 F. Supp. 205 

(D. Colo., 1981).

• However, there currently is no statutory or regulatory definition of an AFE.



AFE Definition Proposal

• UPA has therefore proposed adding a definition to R649-1-1.

• Taken from AAPL Form 610-2015 JOA.

• However, it is axiomatic that drilling costs cannot be estimated with certainty and 
that an AFE is at best a good-faith estimate. It is not uncommon for an operator 
to exceed the original AFE costs, often by very substantial amounts. 

• Therefore, an AFE is nothing more than an estimate of costs; it is not a binding 
legal contract.

• “Our research discloses no authority for the proposition that an AFE is enforceable 
against one who has not signed an accompanying operating agreement. We find no 
case in which the signer of an AFE has been held liable solely because of the 
execution of the AFE. We find no secondary authority espousing such a result.” 
Sonat Exploration Co. v. Mann, 785 F.2d 1232, 1234 (5th Cir. 1986); see also 
Mariner Energy, Inc. v. Devon Energy Prod. Co., 690 F. Supp. 2d, 550, 575 (S.D. Tx. 
2010).

• Therefore, there must be some mechanism to enforce payment if party consents 
but refuses to sign a joint operating agreement.



Written Notice Requirements

• AFE contents very widely; must provide enough material information 

to allow an informed choice to participate.

• UPA proposal incorporates the AAPL Form 610-2015 notice contents 

which are widely accepted across the industry.

• However, the Utah Supreme Court, in the Hegarty case and Bennion v. 

ANR Production Company, 819 P.2d 343 (Utah 1991), indicates an AFE 

alone may not suffice as proper “written notice;” the Notice must 

also indicate consequences of non-consent (i.e., statutory risk 

compensation assessment of between 150% and 400%), which UPA 

proposal does include.

• UPA proposed notice contents include offer to lease (per existing 

regulations) and a proposed JOA if they elect to participate; owners 

under 1% of GWI in DSU can request copy of a proposed JOA (many 

times mailing costs of notice with JOA included exceed AFE’d 

amount).



Payment Requirement

• As noted, an AFE is not binding absent an executed JOA.  If a party 

wants to participate but refuses to sign a JOA, consenting parties 

have no adequate remedies for payment.

• To provide the needed remedy and to insure “skin in the game,”  UPA 

proposal also requires any non-operator to: (i) execute the AFE; AND

(ii) tender its proportionate share of AFE’d costs within 30 days from 

receipt of the written notice to be deemed a consenting party.

• Common industry practice incorporated into JOA’s – “cash call.”

• However, operations must begin within 120 days after the 30-day 

election period; otherwise funds must be refunded and new written 

proposal submitted. 

• Again consistent with standard JOA provisions.



Challenging JOA Terms

• If a party consents but refuses to execute a JOA, burden 

falls upon it to file an RAA within 60 days of spud or 

receipt of the written notice (whichever is later) to 

implement its proposed JOA terms.

• Failure to do so results in adoption of Operator’s proposed 

JOA; cannot be challenged when Operator thereafter 

initiates a force pooling action.

• Method still allows any consenting party to challenge 

terms of Operator’s JOA.

• Parties (including the Operator) must still negotiate in 

good faith on JOA terms per remaining existing 

regulations.



Unknowns/Unlocatables

• UPA proposal adds provisions to codify existing Board 

authorized practice to provide requisite “written notice” 

to unknown/unlocatables.

• Ex Parte Motion for Publication, including an affidavit of 

good faith efforts to locate and proposed form of notice; 

publication in local newspaper.

• Change from 1/9/18 proposal; publication for two weeks 

instead of three to allow time if hearing examiner process 

is utilized.



Initial Order Application to Future Wells

• With HB419 passed in 2018, UPA has since added to its proposed 
1/9/18 regulations provisions to implement.

• Operator files Affidavit outlining key information: (i) alleged non-
consenting parties; (ii) copies of written notice to 
participate/affidavit of publication to unlocatables/unknowns; (iii) 
statement that AWLR is the same or provide a re-calculation of the 
same; and (iv) actual costs incurred for well(s) at issue.

• Must provide to all alleged non-consenting parties for each subsequent 
well; same notification to unknowns/unlocatables requirements 
apply; allows Operator to handle internally without the necessity of 
counsel.

• Parties have 60 days from mailing/publication to object by filing 
motion for modification.

• Failure to do so allows Board to enter sua sponte order declaring 
initial order to be applicable but with modifications per Affidavit.

• Also vetted with and approved by other practitioners per Board 
Counsel’s request.



Criteria for Statutory Risk Compensation 

Assessment 

• Board previously stated it wanted to provide regulatory 

guidance for how the statutory risk compensation 

assessment percentage would be determined (150% to 

400%).

• Developed in cooperation with previous Board counsel.

• Should help guide both operators and non-operators alike.



Final Thoughts

• Received DOGM’s commentary and suggested revisions late last week; 
inadequate time to circulate and adequately vet with UPA members.

• Request additional time to submit formal response.

• Much time, thought and effort was given by EP and UPA Members in drafting 
and submitting this proposal; asking the Board to give it due consideration as 
submitted.

• Not prepared to address potential horizontal well regulations at this time; 
more discussions with UPA Members needed to see if consensus can be 
reached.

• Note, general regulations to apply statewide will be difficult and very limited 
in scope; instead may require special Uinta Basin field rules.

• Questions?



New Rules for 

Compulsory   Pooling

Required by the 2017 and 2018 

Legislative Changes 



Part I: S.B. 191 (2017)

Sponsors: Sen. Oakerlund and Rep. Handy

Two changes in the law

- 1. Change the definitions of consent and non-

consent; and

- 2. Allowed for spacing and pooling orders to be

effective retroactive to the date of first

production.



2017 Legislation: Statute added definitions for consent

and non-consent.

(4) “Consenting owner” means an owner who, in the

manner and within the time frame established by the

board in rule, consents [in advance] to the drilling and

operation of a well and agrees to bear [his] the owner’s

proportionate share of the costs of the drilling and

operation of the well.

. . .

(Utah Code § 40-6-2 (SB 191, 2017 session, effective



2017 Legislation: Statute added definitions for consent and

non-consent.

. . .

(11) “Nonconsenting owner” means an owner who [after

written notice does not consent in advance] does not, after

written notice and in the manner and within the time frame

established by the board in rule, consent to the drilling and

operation of a well or agree to bear [his] the owner’s

proportionate share of the costs.

(Utah Code § 40-6-2 (SB 191, 2017 session, effective

5/9/17).



Utah Admin. Code R649-3-9, Refusal to Agree., 
does indirectly address the issues.

Utah Admin. Code R649-3-9 .  Refusal to Agree.
“1. An owner shall be deemed to have 

refused to agree to bear his proportionate 

share of the costs of the drilling and 

operation of a well under Section 40-6-6.5 

if:



1.1. The operator of the proposed well has, in 

good faith, attempted to reach agreement with 

such owner for the leasing of the owner's mineral 

interest or for that owner's voluntary participation in 

the drilling of the well.

1.2. The owner and the operator have been 

unable to agree upon terms for the leasing of the 

owner's interest or for the owner's participation in 

the drilling of the well. 



Board added the following language by emergency rule:
“For purposes of Utah Code Sections 40-6-2(4) and -

2(11), the consent and agreement required of an owner 

shall be manifested by the owner agreeing in writing, 

within thirty (30) days from the date the notice required 

by Utah Code Section 40-6-2(11) is received, to bear 

that owner's proportionate share of the costs of drilling, 

testing, completion, equipping and operation of the 

well.”



J.P. Furlong v. BOGM, 2018 WL 10963, 2018 UT 22

Facts: Owner agreed to participate in the costs of 
the well but refused to sign the JOA. It became 
contentious. Operator asked Board that he be 
deemed non-consent. Owners objected and 
petitioned the Board to adopt modifications to the 
JOA. 



J.P. Furlong v. BOGM,

- Board Decision:  Ruled the owner did consent, but 
Board did not adopt changes as requested and adopted 
the JOA exactly as proposed.
Owner appealed.
- S.Ct. held: The Board’s approval was within its 
authority to approve and adopt an operator’s JOA and 
was not arbitrary or capricious.
- Case raised other questions about how to determine if 
an owner has consented to participate in a well.



STATUS OF THE RULEMAKING FOR 2017 
LEGISLATION ON CONSENT TO PARTICIPATE

• Received written comments from Crescent Point Energy and Utah 

Petroleum Association.

• Presented at the Utah Landmans Association in September

• Presented at the Energy and Natural Resources Section of the Utah Bar 

Association in September.

• Combined the 2018 legislative rule requirement with the 2017 changes 

and convened this public hearing. 



PART II:  2018 LEGISLATION - H.B. 419 (2018) 
SPONSORS REP. HANDY AND SEN. VAN TASSELL

This bill had two espoused purposes:

1. To allow for an order in a force pooling hearing to apply to all 

subsequently drilled wells in a drilling unit; and 

2. To correct inadvertent effects of S.B. 191 regarding retroactive effect 

of a force pooling order.

It allows for but does not require rulemaking.



40-6-6.5 Language added to the pooling statute:

(12) Except as otherwise provided by a rule made by 

the board in accordance with Title 63G, Chapter 3, 

Utah Administrative Rulemaking Act, the terms and 

conditions of the board's initial order pooling all 

interests in a drilling unit, including the terms and 

conditions of a joint operating agreement as adopted 

by the board, shall apply to all subsequently drilled 

wells in the drilling unit, except as modified by:

https://le.utah.gov/xcode/Title63G/Chapter3/63G-3.html?v=C63G-3_1800010118000101


(40-6-6.5(12) continued)

“except as modified by: 

(a) an accounting for actual costs incurred for each 

subsequently drilled well in the drilling unit;

(b) an accounting for the consenting or nonconsenting 

status of the owner of each subsequently drilled well in the 

drilling unit; and

(c) The board after the filing of and hearing upon a 

petition filed by an affected owner desiring a modification.



H.B. 419 (2018) RULEMAKING

• Status of the Rulemaking.

• Statute effective May 8, 2018. 

• Three pooling requests filed since effective date. 

• One RAA withdrew the its request for the pooling order to apply to 

“subsequent wells”.

• Two RAA’s stipulated to language that the orders would be subject to rules if 

adopted, but preserved their rights under the statute if there is no rule or it is 

not upheld.  



H.B. 419 (2018) RULEMAKING

• Current Efforts:

• Informal Rulemaking phase as combined rules:

• Appreciate the operator’s dilemma under the expansive horizontal spacing 

orders allowing up to 40 wells per drilling unit.

• Gathering comments on the general legal issues.

• Determining what are the principal interests and purposes to be 

accomplished.

• Examining the legal options.



H.B. 419 (2018) RULEMAKING 

Examining the legal options.

-First, looking at the new language added to the statute:

1. (12) “Except as otherwise provided by rule”

This provision seems to do two contradictory things:

- give the Board carte blanche to modify the statute by 

rulemaking, and

- say that rulemaking is not needed and the law applies as 

written.

Provides wide discretion for board action 



H.B. 419 (2018) RULEMAKING 

The new statute expressly requires that an initial order 

will apply to subsequent wells in the drilling unit including:

“the terms and conditions of a joint operating agreement”; 

Question: Can a rule limit the terms of the JOA that 

apply?

One win for the operator might be certainty as to the 

terms of the JOA for all wells in the drilling unit.



H.B. 419 (2018) RULEMAKING (CONTINUED)

“except as modified by:

(a) an accounting for actual costs incurred for each subsequently drilled 

well in the drilling unit;



H.B. 419 (2018) RULEMAKING (CONTINUED)

“except as modified by:

(b) An accounting for the consenting or nonconsenting status of the 

owner of each subsequently drilled well in the drilling unit; and”



H.B. 419 (2018) RULEMAKING (CONTINUED)

“except as modified by:

c) “The board after the filing of and hearing upon a petition 

filed by an affected owner desiring a modification.”



H.B. 419 (2018) RULEMAKING
EXAMINING THE LEGAL OPTIONS.

-LOOKING AT THE PRE-EXISTING LAW:

First, the pre-existing unchanged law. The Board is to determine certain matters as part of an order 

pooling mineral interests in a drilling unit;

1. The terms of an Agreement (JOA), Interest rates, etc., 

2. The appropriate penalty for non-consent,

3. The royalty, and

4. The costs of plugging. 

(Utah Code section 40-6-6.5)

The statute and cases (Hegarty v. Board, 57 P.3d 1042 (2002)) require forced pooling to be on a well by 

well basis. At least some of the required terms of an initial order will change for each well. 



H.B. 419 (2018) RULEMAKING
EXAMINING THE LEGAL OPTIONS (CONTINUED).

- Ownership of oil and gas is a property right. 

- Prior to spacing the rule of capture applies.

- Once land is spaced by order of the board, there is an obligation to share production with 

the owners of the minerals in the drilling unit.

- The owners of minerals in a drilling unit have a vested property right that may not be taken 

or diminished without due process. 

- Before entering an order forcing an owner to participate in a well or be subject to a penalty, 

there must be notice and opportunity to participate in the well, and notice and an opportunity 

for a hearing to contest the requested order. 

Cowling v. Board of Oil, Gas and Mining, 830 P. 2d 220 (1991)



H.B. 419 (2018) RULEMAKING (CONTINUED)

Questions?  

1. How and who will certify to the consenting owners 

status?

2. If title work, notice of opportunity to participate in the 

well, and notice of the opportunity to request a hearing is 

required, how will the order be issued? 



COMPARISON OF THE DIVISION’S MODIFICATIONS AND 
UPA’S PROPOSED RULES 

Definitions

UPA PROPOSAL DIVISION’S MODIFICATION

“AFE” is an abbreviation for ‘authority for 

expenditure’ which is detailed written 

statement made in good faith by an 

operator of the total estimated costs and 

expenses to be incurred in the drilling, 

testing, completion and equipping of a 

well.

“AFE” means an authority for

expenditure which is a detailed written

statement made in good faith by an

operator of the estimated total costs and

expenses to be incurred in the drilling,

testing, completion and equipping of a

well.



COMPARISON OF THE DIVISION’S MODIFICATIONS AND 
UPA’S PROPOSED RULES 

Consenting to participate in a well

UPA PROPOSAL

• R649-2-8.5.  Consenting to Participate in a Well. 

• 1.The written notice an operator must provide 

an owner as referenced in Utah Code Section 40-6-

2(11) must include an offer to lease if the owner is an 

unleased owner, and an offer for the owner to directly 

participate financially, in proportion to the owner's 

interest, in the drilling, testing, completion, equipping 

and operation of the subject well.  Said written notice 

shall include: 

DIVISION’S MODIFICATION

• R649-1-1.  Definitions

• “ Notice of Opportunity to Participate in a Well” 

means the notice required by Utah Code 40-6-2(11) 

to be provided to an owner and which includes an 

offer to lease if the owner is an unleased owner, and 

an offer for the owner to directly participate 

financially, in proportion to the owner's interest in the 

drilling, testing, completion, equipping and operation 

of the subject well and which includes:



COMPARISON OF THE DIVISION’S MODIFICATIONS AND 
UPA’S PROPOSED RULES 

Consenting to participate in a well / Definitions

UPA PROPOSAL

R649-2-8.5 (continued)

(a) the approximate surface and, if applicable, bottom hole location 

of the subject well by county, township, range, section, quarter-

quarter section or substantially equivalent lot, and footages from 

directional section lines; (b) the proposed well name; (c) the 

proposed vertical completion depth if the well is a horizontal well; 

(d) the proposed total depth; (e) the objective productive zone(s); 

(f) the approximate date upon which the subject well was or will be 

spud; 

DIVISION’S MODIFICATION

R649-1-1.  Definitions (continued)

(i)  the approximate surface and, if applicable, bottom hole location of 

the subject well by county, township, range, section, quarter-quarter 

section or substantially equivalent lot, and footages from directional 

section lines; 

(ii) the proposed well name; 

(iii) the proposed vertical completion depth if the well is a horizontal 

well; 

(iv) the proposed total depth; 

(v) the objective productive zone(s); 

(vi) the approximate date upon which the subject well was or will be 

spud; 



COMPARISON OF THE DIVISION’S MODIFICATIONS AND 
UPA’S PROPOSED RULES 

Definitions

UPA PROPOSAL

R649-2-8.5 (continued)

(g) a proposed joint operating agreement for operation of the drilling unit 

upon which the subject well is to be drilled if the owner’s interest equates 

to 1% or more of the gross working interest in said drilling unit or, if the 

owner’s interest equates to less than 1% of the gross working interest in 

said drilling unit, instead a statement that a proposed joint operating 

agreement for operation of the drilling unit upon which the subject well is 

to be located will be supplied upon receipt of the owner’s written request 

for the same; and (h) an AFE for the subject well    The written notice must 

also state that a refusal to agree to either lease or participate in the subject 

well may result in the imposition of a statutory risk compensation award 

under Section 40-6-6.5(4)(d)(i)(D) of between 150% and 400%. 

DIVISION’S MODIFICATION

R649-1-1.  Definitions (continued)

(vii) a proposed joint operating agreement for operation of the drilling unit 

upon which the subject well is to be drilled if the owner’s interest equates to 

1% or more of the gross working interest in said drilling unit or, if the owner’s 

interest equates to less than 1% of the gross working interest in said drilling 

unit, a statement that a proposed joint operating agreement for operation of 

the drilling unit upon which the subject well is to be located will be supplied 

upon receipt of the owner’s written request for the same; 

(viii) an AFE for the subject well; and

(ix) a statement that a refusal to agree to either lease or participate in the 

subject well may result in the imposition of a statutory risk compensation 

award under allowed under Section 40-6-6.5(4)(d)(i)(D) of between 150% and 

400% as determined by the Board.  



COMPARISON OF THE DIVISION’S MODIFICATIONS AND 
UPA’S PROPOSED RULES 

CONSENTING TO PARTICIPATE IN A WELL

UPA’S PROPOSED ADDITIONS TO R649-2-9

2. For purposes of Utah Code Section 40-6-2(4) and -2(11), the consent and agreement 

required of an owner shall be manifested by the owner’s execution of the AFE for the subject 

well, and payment of the owner’s proportionate share of the AFE’d amount.  An owner shall have 

thirty (30) days from the date the written notice required by R649-2-8.5.1 is received to 

provide such consent and agreement.

DIVISION’S MODIFICATION OF R649-2-8.5

R649-2-8.5.  Consenting to Participate in a Well. 

1. An Owner shall be determined by the Board to have consented to the drilling of a well 

and to have agreed to bear the owner’s share of the costs of drilling and operating of a 

well when:

(a) The operator has provided an owner with a Notice of Opportunity to Participate 

which complies with the requirements of R649-1-1;  

(b) The owner has executed an acceptance of the AFE or a written statement agreeing to 

pay the expenses as set forth in the AFE contained in the Notice of Opportunity to 

Participate in a Well provided for the subject well; 

(c) The owner has agreed to the terms of an agreement for the operations of the well in 

the form of a joint operating agreement or other agreement proposed by the Operator, 

or has provided the Operator with written objections to the terms of the proposed 

operating agreement within the time required to respond; and 



COMPARISON OF THE DIVISION’S MODIFICATIONS AND 
UPA’S PROPOSED RULES 

CONSENTING TO PARTICIPATE IN A WELL

UPA’S PROPOSED ADDITIONS TO R649-2-9

2. For purposes of Utah Code Section 40-6-2(4) and -2(11), the consent and agreement 

required of an owner shall be manifested by the owner’s execution of the AFE for the subject 

well, and payment of the owner’s proportionate share of the AFE’d amount.  An owner shall have 

thirty (30) days from the date the written notice required by R649-2-8.5.1 is received to 

provide such consent and agreement.

DIVISION’S MODIFICATION OF R649-2-8.5

R649-2-8.5.  Consenting to Participate in a Well.  (continued)

(d)  The owner has tendered or agreed to tender to the operator the costs of 

the well in the AFE in accordance with reasonable conditions and within the time required 

by the Notice of Opportunity to Participate or within thirty (30) days from the date the 

Notice of Opportunity to Participate was received, whichever is greater; provided that 

failure to tender payment as required shall result in the revocation of the consent by the 

owner to participate in the well, the same to be null and void ab initio and the owner shall 

be determined to be non-consent and subject to the penalties and other provisions of 40-

6-6.5 as may be determined by the Board.



COMPARISON OF THE DIVISION’S MODIFICATIONS AND 
UPA’S PROPOSED RULES 

CONSENTING TO PARTICIPATE IN A WELL

UPA’S PROPOSED ADDITIONS TO R649-2-9

1.3 If the owner has executed an AFE and paid his proportionate share 

of the AFE’d amount within thirty (30) days as specified in R649-2-8.5.2, 

but does not agree to the terms of the joint operating agreement 

submitted with the written notice and desires to propose different 

terms for said joint operating agreement, the owner shall have sixty (60) 

days from the spud date of the subject well or from receipt of the 

written notice, whichever occurs later, to file a Request for Agency 

Action with the Board seeking compulsory pooling of interests in the 

drilling unit under Utah Code Section 40-6-6.5 including adoption of the 

owner’s proposed joint operating agreement terms.

DIVISION’S MODIFICATION OF R649-2-8.5

R649-2-8.5.  Consenting to Participate in a Well.   (Continued) 

2.  Either an owner who has provided written objections to the 

proposed terms of an operating agreement, or an Operator who 

has proposed terms for an operating agreement and received 

written objections to the proposed terms may

(a)  Within 60 days of the proposal of terms in the 

Notice of Opportunity to Participate, file a limited Request for 

Agency Action with the Board which shall be shall set a time for a 

hearing in accordance with the Rules of Practice and Procedure 

before the Board (Utah Admin. Code R641-11 et seq.) which 

hearing shall only address resolving the disputed terms of the 

operating agreement in accordance with the provisions of Utah 

Code § 40-6-6.5(2).



COMPARISON OF THE DIVISION’S MODIFICATIONS AND 
UPA’S PROPOSED RULES 

CONSENTING TO PARTICIPATE IN A WELL

UPA’S PROPOSED ADDITIONS TO R649-2-9

1.3 (continued) 

For purposes of Utah Code Sections 40-6-2(4) and - 2(11), the consent 

and agreement required of an owner shall be manifested by the owner 

agreeing in writing, within thirty (30) days from the date the notice 

required by unit under Utah Code Section 40-6-2(11) is received, to 

bear6.5, including adoption of the owner’s proposed joint operating 

agreement terms  . . . 

DIVISION’S MODIFICATION OF R649-2-8.5

R649-2-8.5.  Consenting to Participate in a Well.  

2. (cont.) (b) If the Operator has filed a Request for Agency Action 

for compulsory pooling of owners in the drilling unit, the Owner or 

the Operator may request that the Board determine the terms of 

the operating agreement between the owner and operator as part 

of that proceeding.



COMPARISON OF THE DIVISION’S MODIFICATIONS AND 
UPA’S PROPOSED RULES 

CONSENTING TO PARTICIPATE IN A WELL

UPA’S PROPOSED ADDITIONS TO R649-2-9

1.3 (continued) 

. . .     Failure to timely file such a Request for Agency Action shall 

result in the owner being deemed to have failed to negotiate in good 

faith and the presumption that the owner agrees to the terms of the 

joint operating agreement submitted with the written notice in a 

compulsory pooling hearing initiated by the operator.

DIVISION’S MODIFICATION OF R649-2-8.5

R649-2-8.5.  Consenting to Participate in a Well. 

(c  If neither the Operator nor the objecting Owner 

shall have filed objections and a Request for a hearing within 60 

days of the Notice of Opportunity to Participate, the terms of the 

operating agreement as proposed in the Notice of Opportunity to 

Participate will govern.



COMPARISON OF THE DIVISION’S MODIFICATIONS AND 
UPA’S PROPOSED RULES 

CONSENTING TO PARTICIPATE IN A WELL

UPA’S PROPOSED ADDITIONS TO R649-2-9 (CONTINUED) DIVISION’S MODIFICATION OF R649-2-8.5 (CONTINUED)

3. If operations as set forth in the written notice required by 

R649-2-8.5.1 are not commenced with one hundred twenty 

(120) days after expiration of the 30-day election period 

provided in R649-2-8.5.2, then, absent the owner’s written 

agreement to the contrary,  the owner’s consent and 

agreement shall be null and void, the operator must return 

the tendered AFE’d amount to the owner, and a new written 

notice in accordance with R649-2-8.5.1 must be provided if 

the well is to be re-proposed.

1

3.  If operations as set forth in the written notice required by 

R649-2-8.5.1 are not commenced with one hundred twenty 

(120) days after expiration of the 30-day election period 

provided in R649-2-8.5.2, then, absent the owner’s written 

agreement to the contrary,  the owner’s consent and agreement 

shall be null and void, the operator must return the tendered 

AFE’d amount to the owner, and a new written notice in 

accordance with R649-2-8.5.1 must be provided if the well is to 

be re-proposed.

3. If operations as set forth.



COMPARISON OF THE DIVISION’S MODIFICATIONS AND 
UPA’S PROPOSED RULES 

REFUSAL TO AGREE

UPA’S PROPOSED ADDITIONS TO R649-2-9

1. An owner shall be deemed to have refused to 

agree to bear his proportionate share of the costs of the 

drilling and operation of a well under Utah Code Section 

40-6-6.5 if:

1.1.   The operator of the proposed well has, in 

good faith, attempted to reach agreement with such 

owner either for the leasing of the owner's mineral 

interest or for that owner's voluntary participation in the 

drilling of the well subject well which includes, but is not 

limited to, execution by the owner of a joint operating 

agreement with the operator.

R649-2-9 EXISTING TEXT:

1. An owner shall be determined by the Board after 

notice and opportunity for hearing to have refused to agree 

to bear his proportionate share of the costs of the drilling 

and operation of a well under Utah Code Section 40-6-6.5 

and to be subject its provisions applicable to a non-

consenting owner, if:

1.1. The operator of the proposed well has, in good 

faith, attempted to reach agreement with such owner either 

for the leasing of the owner's mineral interest or for that 

owner's voluntary participation in the drilling of the well;



COMPARISON OF THE DIVISION’S MODIFICATIONS AND 
UPA’S PROPOSED RULES 

CONSENT TO PARTICIPATE IN A WELL

UPA’S PROPOSED ADDITIONS TO R649-2-9

(Continued)

1.2.   The owner and the has not, following 

such good faith efforts by the operator have 

been unable, executed and returned to the 

operator both an AFE for the subject well and 

paid his proportionate share of the AFE’d

amount within the thirty (30) days as 

specified in R649-2-8.5.2, subject to the 

provisions of R649-2-8.5.3. 

DIVISION’S PROPOSED ADDITION TO R649-2-9

1.2 The operator has provided a Notice of 

Opportunity to Participate, and the owner has failed to: 

(a) execute an agreement to pay the expenses 

as set forth in the AFE within 30 days of receipt of a 

Notice of Opportunity to Participate;

(b)  make payment as required by the notice or 

within 30 days of executing the agreement whichever is 

later; or



COMPARISON OF THE DIVISION’S MODIFICATIONS AND 
UPA’S PROPOSED RULES 

CONSENT TO PARTICIPATE IN A WELL

UPA’S PROPOSED ADDITIONS TO R649-2-9 DIVISION’S PROPOSED ADDITION TO R649-2-9

1.2 (Continued)

(c) either agree to the terms of the 

proposed joint operating agreement or provide 

written notice of the owner’s objections to the 

joint operating agreement within thirty days of the 

Notice to Participate.



COMPARISON OF THE DIVISION’S MODIFICATIONS AND 
UPA’S PROPOSED RULES 

CONSENT TO PARTICIPATE IN A WELL

UPA’S PROPOSED ADDITIONS TO R649-2-9

2. If the operator of the proposed well shall fail to 

attempt, in good faith, to reach agreement with the owner 

for the leasing of that owner's mineral interest or for 

voluntary participation by that owner in the well prior to 

the filing of a Request for Agency Action for compulsory

pooling of interests in the drilling unit under Utah Code 

Section 40-6- 6.5 then, upon written request and after 

notice and hearing, the hearing on the Request for Agency 

Action for compulsory pooling may, at the discretion of 

the board or its designated hearing examiner, be delayed 

for a period not to exceed thirty (30) days, to allow for 

negotiations between the operator and the owner.

DIVISION’S PROPOSED ADDITION TO R649-2-9

2. If the operator of the proposed well shall fail to 

attempt, in good faith, to reach agreement with the owner for 

the leasing of that owner's mineral interest or for voluntary 

participation by that owner in the well prior to the filing of a 

Request for Agency Action for compulsory pooling of interests 

in the drilling unit under Utah Code Section 40-6-6.5 then, upon 

written request and after notice and hearing, the hearing on the 

Request for Agency Action for compulsory pooling may, at the 

discretion of the board or its designated hearing examiner, be 

delayed for a period not to exceed thirty (30) days, to allow for 

negotiations between the operator and the owner.



COMPARISON OF THE DIVISION’S MODIFICATIONS AND 
UPA’S PROPOSED RULES 

R649-2-9.5 NOTICE TO UNLOCATABLE AND UNIDENTIFIED OWNERS.

UPA’S PROPOSAL

R649-2-9.5

3.  An owner who is neither identifiable but may 

claim ownership by, through, or under the estate of a 

deceased owner of record, nor locatable, will be deemed to 

have refused to agree to bear his proportionate share of 

the costs of drilling and operation of a well under Utah 

Code Section 40-6-6.5 if:

DIVISION’S PROPOSAL

R649-2-9.5 Notice to Unlocatable and 

Unidentified Owners.

1.  An owner who is neither identifiable but 

may claim ownership by, through, or under the estate 

of a deceased owner of record, nor locatable, will be 

deemed to have refused to agree to bear his 

proportionate share of the costs of drilling and 

operation of a well under Utah Code Section 40-6-6.5 

if:



COMPARISON OF THE DIVISION’S MODIFICATIONS AND 
UPA’S PROPOSED RULES 

R649-2-9.5 NOTICE TO UNLOCATABLE AND UNIDENTIFIED OWNERS.

UPA’S PROPOSAL

3.1. The operator, concurrent with the filing 

of a Request for Agency Action for compulsory pooling, files 

with the Board an ex parte motion for notice by 

publication, which motion shall be accompanied by an 

affidavit outlining in sufficient detail the operator’s 

reasonable diligent and good faith efforts to identify and 

locate such owners, and a proposed form of such notice to 

be published which shall, at a minimum, include:

DIVISION’S PROPOSAL

(a) The operator, concurrent with the 

filing of a Request for Agency Action for compulsory 

pooling, files with the Board an ex parte motion for 

notice by publication, which motion shall be 

accompanied by an affidavit outlining in sufficient detail 

the operator’s reasonable diligent and good faith 

efforts to identify and locate such owners, and a 

proposed form of such notice to be published which 

shall, at a minimum, include:



COMPARISON OF THE DIVISION’S MODIFICATIONS AND 
UPA’S PROPOSED RULES 

R649-2-9.5 NOTICE TO UNLOCATABLE AND UNIDENTIFIED OWNERS.

UPA’ PROPOSAL

(a)  a listing of all such owners.  If such owners are 

unknown, then identifying them as parties not already 

leased or participating in the well at issue and claiming by, 

through or under the estate of the deceased owner of 

record;

(b)  the name, address, email address and 

telephone number of a contact person for the operator to 

respond to the notice; and

DIVISION’S PROPOSAL

(i)  a listing of all such owners.  If such 

owners are unknown, then identifying them as parties 

not already leased or participating in the well at issue 

and claiming by, through or under the estate of the 

deceased owner of record;

(ii)  the name, address, email address and 

telephone number of a contact person for the 

operator to respond to the notice; and



COMPARISON OF THE DIVISION’S MODIFICATIONS AND 
UPA’S PROPOSED RULES 

R649-2-9.5 NOTICE TO UNLOCATABLE AND UNIDENTIFIED OWNERS.

UPA’S PROPOSAL

(c)  all of the information set forth in R649-2-8.5.1 

above but, in lieu of an AFE and a joint operating agreement, 

instead a statement that an AFE for the subject well and a 

proposed joint operating agreement shall be provided by 

the operator to the owner if a response to the notice is 

received before hearing.

DIVISION’S PROPOSAL

(iii)  all of the information set forth in Notice 

of Opportunity to Participate but, in lieu of an AFE 

and a joint operating agreement, instead a statement 

that an AFE for the subject well and a proposed joint 

operating agreement shall be provided by the 

operator to the owner if a response to the notice is 

received before hearing.



COMPARISON OF THE DIVISION’S MODIFICATIONS AND 
UPA’S PROPOSED RULES 

R649-2-9.5 NOTICE TO UNLOCATABLE AND UNIDENTIFIED OWNERS.

If the Board finds the operator has exercised such 

reasonable diligent and good faith efforts and the proposed form of 

notice acceptable, it shall issue an order granting the motion and 

authorizing publication of said form of notice as outlined in R649-2-

9.3.2 below.

3.2. The operator publishes the form of notice authorized by 

the Board in a newspaper of general circulation in the county where 

the well is located for two (2) consecutive weeks prior to the hearing 

date and proof of such publication is supplied by said newspaper 

publisher and filed with the Board

DIVISION’S PROPOSAL

(b) The Board finds the operator has 

exercised such reasonable diligent and good faith efforts and 

the proposed form of notice acceptable, it shall issue an order 

granting the motion and authorizing publication of said form of 

notice authorized by the Board in a newspaper of general 

circulation in the county where the well is located for two (2) 

consecutive weeks prior to the hearing date and proof of such 

publication is supplied by said newspaper publisher and filed 

with the Board; and

UPA’S PROPOSAL R649-2-9.3

If the Board finds the operator has exercised such reasonable diligent and good faith efforts and the proposed form of notice acceptable, it shall issue an order granting the motion and authorizing publication



COMPARISON OF THE DIVISION’S MODIFICATIONS AND 
UPA’S PROPOSED RULES 

R649-2-9.5 NOTICE TO UNLOCATABLE AND UNIDENTIFIED OWNERS.

UPA’S PROPOSAL R649-2-9.3

3.3. No response either agreeing to lease or 

to otherwise participate in the subject well is received by 

the operator from any such owner prior to the hearing.

DIVISION’S PROPOSAL

(c) No response either agreeing to 

lease or to otherwise participate in the subject well is 

received by the operator from any such owner prior 

to the hearing.



COMPARISON OF THE DIVISION’S MODIFICATIONS AND 
UPA’S PROPOSED RULES 

R649-2-9.6. IMPOSITION OF STATUTORY RISK COMPENSATION AWARD. 

UPA’S PROPOSED NEW RULE 

1. In determining the level of any risk 

compensation award imposed within the range of 150% to 

400% specified in Utah Code Section 40-6-6.5(4)(d)(i)(D), the 

Board may consider, among other factors:

1.1. The level of risk undertaken in drilling and 

completing the subject well in light of any evidence bearing 

upon such level of risk, including geologic and engineering 

evidence, as well as information available through prior drilling 

and development; and

DIVISION’S PROPOSED MODIFICATION 

same.



COMPARISON OF THE DIVISION’S MODIFICATIONS AND 
UPA’S PROPOSED RULES 

R649-2-9.6. IMPOSITION OF STATUTORY RISK COMPENSATION AWARD. 

UPA’S PROPOSED NEW RULE 

1.2.  The reasonableness of the operator’s efforts to locate 

and provide the nonconsenting owner with the notice 

required under R649-2-8.5.1, including whether such notice 

was provided before, or after, the subject well was spud, and 

any difficulties associated with providing such notice in 

advance of the spud date

DIVISION’S PROPOSED MODIFICATION 

1.2.  The business risks associated with the well. 



COMPARISON OF THE DIVISION’S MODIFICATIONS AND 
UPA’S PROPOSED RULES 

PART II.   RULES PROPOSED BY THE DIVISION TO ADDRESS H.B.419. 

UPA’S PROPOSED ADDITION TO R649-2-9

4. As authorized under Utah Code 

Section 40-6-6.5(12), in order for the Board’s initial 

order compulsory pooling all interests in a drilling unit, 

including the terms and conditions of a joint operating 

agreement as adopted by the Board, to apply to any 

subsequently drilled well in the drilling unit without 

further hearing, the Operator must file with the Board 

an affidavit with reference to the docket and cause 

numbers of said initial Board Order and:

DIVISION’S PROPOSED NEW RULE 

R649-2-13 Application of a compulsory pooling order 

to subsequent wells in a drilling unit.

1. An initial order compulsory pooling all 

interests in a drilling unit, including the terms and conditions of 

a joint operating agreement as adopted by the Board, may 

apply to any subsequently drilled well in the drilling unit as 

authorized under Utah Code Section 40-6-6.5(12), subject to 

the following conditions:

(a)  The Operator has filed with the Board a motion 

to modify the order to apply its terms to an additional well in 

the drilling unit which sets forth by affidavit:



COMPARISON OF THE DIVISION’S MODIFICATIONS AND 
UPA’S PROPOSED RULES 

PART II.   RULES PROPOSED BY THE DIVISION TO ADDRESS H.B.419. 

UPA’S PROPOSED ADDITION TO R649-2-9

4. (Continued)

(a)  which identifies the parties whom the Operator 

deems non-consenting parties in the particular well;

(b)  to which is attached copies of the written 

notices to said parties relating to such well as required under 

R649-2-8.5.1 and proof of service upon the same;

(c)  to which is attached the proof of publication as 

required by R649-2-9.3.2 if any such party is unlocatable; 

DIVISION’S PROPOSED NEW RULE 
1. (Continued)

(i)  the docket and cause numbers of said initial Board 

Order;

(ii)  certification that the Operator has caused a 

search of the county’s ownership records, and other 

government and business records that are normally and 

reasonably relied upon by landmen to ascertain ownership of 

the minerals in the drilling unit as of the time of the filing of the 

motion to modify the order; 



COMPARISON OF THE DIVISION’S MODIFICATIONS AND 
UPA’S PROPOSED RULES 

PART II.   RULES PROPOSED BY THE DIVISION TO ADDRESS H.B.419. 

UPA’S PROPOSED ADDITION TO R649-2-9

4. (Continued)

(d) which either contains a statement that the average 

weighted landowner’s royalty for the drilling unit remains the 

same as that provided for in the initial Board Order or, if 

changed, has attached a recalculation of the average weighted 

landowner’s royalty at the time of commencement of the 

drilling of the subsequent well in question as provided in Utah 

Code Section 40-6-6.5(6); and

(e)  which details the actual costs incurred for such well.

DIVISION’S PROPOSED NEW RULE 

1. (continued)

(iii) an identification of those owners who the Operator asserts have 

not consented to participate in the wells who are either locatable, 

unlocatable, or cannot be identified; 

(iv) certification that the Operator has made reasonable efforts to 

located and provide notice to such parties which shall include:

(a) copies of the written Notice of Opportunity to Participate 

sent to the  non-consenting parties together with a proof of 

service;

(b) proof of notice by publication as required by R649-2-9.3.2 if 

any such party is unlocatable or not identified; 



COMPARISON OF THE DIVISION’S MODIFICATIONS AND 
UPA’S PROPOSED RULES 

PART II.   RULES PROPOSED BY THE DIVISION TO ADDRESS H.B.419. 

UPA’S PROPOSED ADDITION TO R649-2-9

4. (Continued)

DIVISION’S PROPOSED NEW RULE 

(v) a calculation of the average weighted landowner’s royalty for 

the drilling unit at the time of commencement of the drilling of the 

subsequent well as provided in Utah Code Section 40-6-6.5(6);

(vi) the anticipated costs of plugging the well; and

(vii) the non-consent penalty as determined by the board in the 

original order.



COMPARISON OF THE DIVISION’S MODIFICATIONS AND 
UPA’S PROPOSED RULES 

PART II.   RULES PROPOSED BY THE DIVISION TO ADDRESS H.B.419. 

UPA’S PROPOSED ADDITION TO R649-2-9

The Affidavit must be mailed by the Operator, together 

with copies of the Board’s initial compulsory pooling 

order and of Utah Code Section 40-6-6.5(12) and R649-

2-9, to all such locatable alleged non-consenting parties, 

with a certification of service evidencing the same 

executed and filed with the Board.

, , ,  . Continued. 

DIVISION’S PROPOSED NEW RULE 

1.  (continued)

(b) The motion to modify the order has 

been mailed by the Operator, together with 

copies of the Board’s initial compulsory pooling 

order to all such alleged non-consenting 

owners, with a certification of service and filed 

with the Board; and



COMPARISON OF THE DIVISION’S MODIFICATIONS AND 
UPA’S PROPOSED RULES 

PART II.   RULES PROPOSED BY THE DIVISION TO ADDRESS H.B.419. 

UPA’S PROPOSED ADDITION TO R649-2-9

, , ,  . Continued. 

. . .   If, within 60 days of the mailing date, no party has 

filed a petition seeking modification of the Board’s initial 

order as relating to the subsequently drilled well, 

including but not limited to an objection to said party’s 

alleged non-consent status, the applicable risk 

compensation percentage or the reasonableness of the 

actual costs incurred for such well, . . .. . 

DIVISION’S PROPOSED NEW RULE 

1.  (continued)

(c) Within 60 days of the mailing of the motion 

date, no party has filed an objection to the motion to 

modify the Board’s initial order to apply to the 

subsequently drilled well in the drilling unit, as relating to 

the subsequently drilled well.



COMPARISON OF THE DIVISION’S MODIFICATIONS AND 
UPA’S PROPOSED RULES 

PART II.   RULES PROPOSED BY THE DIVISION TO ADDRESS H.B.419. 

UPA’S PROPOSED ADDITION TO R649-2-9

. . . the Board shall enter an order sua sponte 

declaring its initial compulsory pooling order 

to be applicable to such subsequently drilled 

well but with the modifications for the matters 

addressed in the Affidavit. 

DIVISION’S PROPOSED NEW RULE 

2. Upon a written request by an Operator 

stating that the foregoing conditions have been 

satisfied, the board may enter an order 

declaring its initial compulsory pooling order to 

be applicable to such subsequently drilled well 

or wells, with the modifications for the matters 

addressed in the Affidavit.  



COMPARISON OF THE DIVISION’S MODIFICATIONS AND 
UPA’S PROPOSED RULES 

PART II.   RULES PROPOSED BY THE DIVISION TO ADDRESS H.B.419. 

UPA’S PROPOSED ADDITION TO R649-2-9

N/A

DIVISION’S PROPOSED NEW RULE 

3. If an owner or other person with an interest 

affected by the motion shall have filed an objection within 

60 days of the mailing of the motion including but not 

limited to an objection to said person’s alleged not-

consent status, the applicable risk compensation 

percentage, the reasonableness of the costs of the well, 

or the terms of the joint operating agreement, then the 

Board shall set a time for the hearing of the objections of 

the party.
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   Potential Laterals  EXHIBIT H 

• Up to Nine potential horizontal targets 

• Six primary targets  

• Two targets are exploratory in nature with good oil resource in place & pressure 

• Most of acreage position should be perspective for six targets 

 Garden Gulch in deeper areas (west)   

 Flagstaff in shallower areas (east) 
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Cross Section A - A’ 

• Stratigraphic Cross Section A- A’ 

showing correlative lithology across 

proposed 1,280 DSU’s 
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EXHIBIT J 
  Petrophysical Model 

 Lithology and porosity tied to core plugs and XRD 

 Multi-variable statistical model is used to calculate lithology, porosity and 

saturations 
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   Original Oil in Place  &  Target Economics EXHIBIT K 

 Bo – Formation volume factor   So – Oil saturation    RF – Recovery factor  

Economic Parameters: 
Production start:  April 2018 

Decline profile:  b/ 1.66 -  De 76%  

GOR & NGL: 750 to 1,000 Scf/bbl – 56 b/mmcf  

NRI 82%: Fee royalties and severance 

Pricing: FEB 2018 NYMEX less contract deducts 

Capx:  $9.85 mm ($9.6 mm D&C + $0.25 mm Pump Unit) 

 

OOIP calculated using data from Axia operated WRC #25-5 
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2018 59.55$ 2023 50.28$  

2019 55.09$ 2024 50.52$  

2020 52.44$ 2025 50.92$  

2021 50.93$ 2026 51.33$  

2022 50.33$ 2027 forward 51.56$  

FEBRUARY 2018 NYMEX STRIP

1280 Acre Recoverable FEB 2018 Strip

Target Interval Net Avg Por Bo So Area Reserves RF Wells Reserves ROR

Douglas Creek 209 7.50% 1.4 86.0% 1280 95,617,572       10% 8 1,195,220     73%

Carbonate Marker 292 6.80% 1.4 82.7% 1280 116,473,998    10% 8 1,455,925     110%

Castle Peak 266 6.90% 1.4 84.5% 1280 110,006,702    10% 8 1,375,084     103%

Uteland Butte 295 6.70% 1.4 80.0% 1280 112,154,968    10% 8 1,401,937     116%

Wasatch 5 286 8.00% 1.4 79.3% 1280 128,694,776    10% 8 1,608,685     169%

Wasatch 4 310 4.20% 1.4 75.0% 1280 69,263,424       10% 8 865,793        31%



BEFORE THE CORPORATION COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF OKLAHOMA 

APPLICANT: SANGUINE GAS 
EXPLORATION, L.L.C. 

RELIEF REQUESTED: 	POOLING 

LEGAL DESCRIPTION: SECTION 21, 
TOWNSHIP 15 NORTH, RANGE 16 WEST, 
CUSTER COUNTY, OKLAHOMA 

CAUSE CD NO. 201205950 

603258 
ORDER NO._______ 

ORDER OF THE COMMISSION 

Administrative Law Judge: Date and Place of Hearing: 

This Cause came on for hearing before Michael Porter, Administrative Law Judge for the 
Corporation Commission of the State of Oklahoma, on the 8th  day of October, 2012, at 8:30 a.m., 
Jim Thorpe Building, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, for the purpose of hearing, taking testimony, 
and reporting findings and recommendations to the Commission. 

Appearances: 

Eric R. King, Attorney, appeared for the Applicant, Sanguine Gas Exploration, L.L.C.; 
Richard A. Grimes, Attorney, appeared for Mewbourne Oil Company. 

FINDINGS 

Relief Requested: 

1. 	This is an Application by Sanguine Gas Exploration, L.L.C., for an order pooling 
the interests and adjudicating the rights and equities of oil and gas owners in the Douglas (Upper 
Tonkawa), Tonkawa (Lower Tonkawa) and Cottage Grove common sources of supply 
underlying all of Section 21, Township 15 North, Range 16 West, Custer County, Oklahoma. 
The name and address of each party being made a respondent to this application is as shown on 
Exhibit "A" attached hereto and made a part hereof. If any named natural person is deceased, 
then the known or unknown heirs, executors, administrators, devisees, trustees and assigns, both 
immediate and remote, of any such deceased individual are made respondents herein. If any 
named respondent is a corporation, which does not continue to have legal existence and if any 
such corporation is dissolved, then the known or unknown successors, trustees and assigns, if 
any, both immediate and remote, of any such dissolved corporation are made respondents herein. 
Each of the named entities which is an unincorporated association is made a respondent if it 
continues to have legal existence and if any such unincorporated association is dissolved or 
otherwise not in existence, then the known or unknown successors, trustees and assigns, both 
immediate and remote, of any such dissolved unincorporated association are made a respondent 
herein. Any party designated as an executor or personal representative is made a respondent if 
presently acting in such capacity as such executor or personal representative, and if such party is 
not presently acting in such capacity as executor or personal representative, then the known or 
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unknown successor or successors to such executor or personal representative are made 
respondents herein. 

Jurisdiction and Notice: 

2. Applicant is a proper party and that the Commission has jurisdiction over the 
subject matter herein. Notice of the filing of the application herein and of the time, date and 
place of the hearing thereon was duly and properly given in all respects as required by law and 
the rules of the Commission. The Administrative Law Judge has examined the notices by 
publication, the publishers' affidavits of publication thereof, and the affidavits of mailing. The 
Administrative Law Judge conducted a judicial and adjudicative inquiry into the sufficiency of 
the applicant's search to determine the names and whereabouts of the respondents who were 
served herein by publication, and based on the evidence adduced, the Commission finds that 
Applicant and the Commission officials have exercised due diligence and have conducted a 
meaningful search of all reasonably available sources at hand to ascertain the whereabouts of 
those entitled to notice but who were served solely by publication. The Commission approves 
the publication service given herein as meeting statutory requirements and the minimum 
standards of state and federal due process so that notice has been given in all respects as required 
by law and the rules of the Commission. 

3. The Applicant/Operator has a current plugging agreement and surety or a 
financial statement on file with the Commission, as required by law and by the rules of the 
Commission. 

Spacing: 

4. Heretofore, the Commission has established a 640-acre drilling and spacing unit 
for the Douglas (Upper Tonkawa), Tonkawa (Lower Tonkawa), and Cottage Grove common 
sources of supply by Order No. 155173 underlying all of Section 21, Township 15 North, Range 
16 West, Custer County, Oklahoma. 

Granting of Relief and Rationale: 

5. The Applicant is the owner of the right to drill a well to the Douglas (Upper 
Tonkawa), Tonkawa (Lower Tonkawa) and Cottage Grove common sources of supply 
underlying all of Section 21, Township 15 North, Range 16 West, Custer County, Oklahoma, by 
virtue of valid and subsisting oil and gas leases owned by the Applicant. 

6. Applicant has not agreed with all of the owners subject hereto to pool their 
interests and to develop said unit as a drilling and spacing unit. 

7. Applicant proposes to drill a drilling and spacing unit well so as to develop each 
common source of supply, and to avoid the drilling of unnecessary wells and to protect 
correlative rights, all owners should be required to pool and to develop each common source of 
supply in the drilling and spacing unit therefore as a drilling and spacing unit, upon the terms and 
conditions set out in "ORDER" below, all of which are found, after a consideration of the 
evidence to be supported by substantial evidence, to be just and reasonable and to afford each 
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owner the opportunity to recover or receive, without unnecessary expense, such owner's just and 
fair share of the production from each drilling and spacing unit well and each common source of 
supply in the drilling and spacing unit thereof. 

8. 	In the interest of the prevention of waste and the protection of correlative rights, 
the Application should be granted, and the rights of all owners pooled and adjudicated. 

IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED, by the Corporation Commission of Oklahoma as 
follows: 

Well Costs and Considerations Determination; Absorption of Excess Burdens: 

1. Applicant proposes to drill a well in Section 21, Township 15 North, Range 16 
West, Custer County,, Oklahoma, a drilling and spacing unit for the Douglas (Upper Tonkawa), 
Tonkawa (Lower Tonkawa) and Cottage Grove common sources of supply, and to develop said 
unit and said common sources of supply therefore, and the rights and equities of all owners, 
subject hereto and in said common sources of supply and the drilling and spacing unit therefore 
are pooled, adjudicated, and determined. 

2. That estimated unit well costs are: 

Completed as a dry hole - $2,720,000.00 
Completed for production - $5,524,000.00 

Options: 

3. Any owner of the right to drill on said drilling and spacing unit who has not 
agreed with the Applicant to develop said unit and common sources of supply is accorded the 
following elections, and each owner, subject hereto, may make any of the elections as to all or 
any part of the interest of such owner in the unit and must give notices as to which of the 
elections set forth below such owner accepts. 

a. 	Participation 

Participate in the development of the unit and common sources of supply 
by agreeing to pay such owner's proportionate part of the actual cost of the well covered hereby 
and by paying such proportionate part of the estimated completed for production cost thereof, as 
set out in paragraph 2 above, or securing or furnishing security for such payment satisfactory to 
the Applicant/Operator; in all events, such owner's cost in said well for which cost participation 
is elected shall not exceed such owner's proportionate part of the actual or reasonable cost 
thereof which shall be determined by the Commission in the event there is a dispute as to such 
costs; the payment of such owner's proportionate part of the estimated completed for production 
cost of said well, or the securing of costs, of the furnishing of security thereof, as beforesaid, 
shall be accomplished within 10 4y of written notification of spud from Applicant/Operator, 
which notice shall be sent out to all parties who elected to participate approximately LO days 
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prior to spud, such owner's proportionate part of the costs of, and of the production from, such 
well and unit, to be in proportion to the number of acres such owner has in the unit. 

b. 	Option of $1,500 per acre with a 3/16th royalty as more fully set out 
below: 

$1,500.00 per acre cash bonus with the normal 1/8th royalty as defined in 
52 O.S., Section 87.1(e), and with an additional proportionate share of an undivided 1/16 x 
8/8ths of all oil and casinghead gas and 1/16 x 8/8ths of all gas and condensate produced and 
saved from the unit well, which is a fair, reasonable and equitable bonus to be paid unto each 
owner who elects not to participate in said development of the unit and common sources of 
supply by paying such owner's proportionate part of the costs thereof; such cash bonus plus 
overriding royalty or excess royalty, when paid or tendered as set out in this Order, is satisfaction 
for all rights and interests of such owner in the unit well except for any normal 1/8th royalty, as 
defined in 52 O.S., Section 87.1(e) (1971). 

C. 	Option of $800.00 per acre with a 1/5th royalty as more fully set out 
below: 

$800.00 per acre cash bonus with the normal 1/8th royalty as defined in 52 
O.S., Section 87.1(e), and with an additional proportionate share of an undivided 7.5% x 8/8ths 
of all oil and casinghead gas and 7.5% x 8/8ths of all gas and condensate produced and saved 
from the unit well, which is a fair, reasonable and equitable bonus to be paid unto each owner 
who elects not to participate in said development of the unit and common sources of supply by 
paying such owner's proportionate part of the costs thereof; such cash bonus plus overriding 
royalty or excess royalty, when paid or tendered as set out in this Order, is satisfaction for all 
rights and interests of such owner in the unit well except for any normal 1/8th royalty, as defined 
in 52 O.S., Section 87.1(e) (1971). 

d. 	Option of $450.00 per acre and a 1/4th royalty as more fully set out 
below: 

$450.00 per acre cash bonus with the normal 1/8th royalty as defined in 52 
O.S., Section 87.1(e), and with an additional proportionate share of an undivided 1/8 x 8/8ths of 
all oil and casinghead gas and 1/8 x 8/8ths of all gas and condensate produced and saved from 
the unit well, which is a fair, reasonable and equitable bonus to be paid unto each owner who 
elects not to participate in said development of the unit and common sources of supply by paying 
such owner's proportionate part of the costs thereof; such cash bonus plus overriding royalty or 
excess royalty, when paid or tendered as set out in this Order, is satisfaction for all rights and 
interests of such owner in the unit well except for any normal 1/8th royalty, as defined in 52 
0. S., Section 87.1(e) (1971). 

PROVIDED, further, in the event the oil and gas interest of any owner is subject to any 
royalty, overriding royalty, or other payments out of production which create a burden on 
such interest in excess of the burdens set out in paragraph 3b or 3c above, unless the owner 
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can deliver the net revenue interest of 81.25% for paragraph 3b then the owner cannot elect 
paragraph 3b, or unless the owner can deliver the net revenue of 80% for paragraph 3c, then 
the owner cannot elect paragraph 3b or 3c, and if the owner is unable to deliver at a 
minimum an 80% net revenue interest, then such owner shall be required to either participate 
or to accept the additional royalty provided in paragraph 3d above. 

PROVIDED, however, in the event the oil and gas interest of such owner is subject to any 
royalty, overriding royalty, or other payments out of production which create a burden on 
such interest in excess of the normal 1/8th royalty, then such excess shall reduce said 
1115 x 8/8ths of all oil and casinghead gas and 1/16 x 8/8ths of all gas and condensate by the 
amount of any such excess. 

PROVIDED, however, in the event the oil and gas interest of such owner is subject to any 
royalty, overriding royalty, or other payments out of production which create a burden on 
such interest in excess of the normal 1/8th royalty, then such excess shall reduce said 
25% x 8/8ths of all oil and casinghead gas and 7.5% x 8/8ths of all gas and condensate by 
the amount of any such excess. 

PROVIDED, however, in the event the oil and gas interest of such owner is subject to any 
royalty, overriding royalty, or other payments out of production which create a burden on 
such interest in excess of the normal 1/8th royalty, then such excess shall reduce said 
1/8 x 8/8ths of all oil and casinghead gas and 1/8 x 8/8ths of all gas  and condensate by the 
amount of any such excess. 

Payment of Consideration: 

4. To receive the cash bonus plus overriding royalty or excess royalty, as set out in 
paragraph 3b, 3c or 3d above, and any cash consideration set out therein, must be paid or 
tendered, if same can be paid or tendered, by the Operator named herein, within 35 days from the 
date of this Order. 

Escrow Provisions: 

5. If any payment of bonuses due and owing under the order by virtue of any 
election or constructive election made with regard to the proposed initial unit well involved 
herein cannot be made because the person entitled thereto cannot be located or is unknown, then 
said bonus shall be deposited (credited) into an escrow account within ninety (90) days after this 
order as provided in 52 O.S. Section 551 et seq. and OCC-OAC 165:10-25-1 PL se Any royalty 
payments or other payments due under this order to any such owner who cannot be located or 
who is unknown shall also be deposited (credited) into an escrow account established by the 
holder of such funds as provided in 52 O.S. Section 551 et se q. and OCC-OAC 165:10-25-1 et 
M. Such funds shall not be commingled with any funds of the Applicant or Operator. The 
responsibility for filing reports with the Commission as required under Oklahoma law and the 
Commission rules, as cited above, as to bonus, royalty or other payments deposited (credited) 
into any escrow accounts shall be with the holder of such funds. Such funds deposited (credited) 
in any such escrow accounts shall be held for the exclusive use of, and sole benefit of, the person 
entitled thereto until such funds can be paid to such owner or until the holder of such funds 
relinquishes the funds to the Commission as required by law. It shall be the responsibility of the 
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Operator to notify all other holders of this provision and of the Commission rules, cited above, 
regarding unclaimed monies under pooling orders. 

If a party who is pooled herein refuses the cash bonus or any other funds due 
hereunder or if such party's interest, if any, in the units involved in this cause has a defect or 
cloud in the title thereto or if there is uncertainty as to the interest', if any, of such party or if such 
party cannot be paid the cash bonus or any other funds due hereunder for any reason other than 
the reasons set out above, the holder of such cash bonus or other funds may deposit such cash 
bonus or other funds allegedly due such party in an internal escrow account established in the 
accounting records of such holder and such cash bonus or other funds shall be credited to such 
account for the benefit of such party. Any funds deposited (credited) in any escrow account as 
described above shall be held for the benefit of the party allegedly entitled thereto until such 
funds can be paid to such party or such party accepts such funds or until such title defect or cloud 
is cured or removed or the uncertainty as to the interest is removed to the satisfaction of the party 
responsible or liable for and holding such funds. Said funds shall not be commingled with any 
funds of the Applicant or Operator. 

Elections by Owners: Deemed Election: 

6. That each owner of the right to drill in said drilling and spacing unit to said 
common sources of supply covered hereby, who has not agreed to the development of said unit, 
other than the Applicant, shall elect which of the alternatives set out in paragraph 3 above such 
owner accepts, said election to be made to Applicant, in writing, within 20 days from the date of 
this order; in the event any owner fails to give said notice within the time and in the manner as 
set out above which of the alternatives set forth in paragraph 3 above, any such owner accepts, 
then such owner shall be deemed to have accepted, paragraph 3b above; however, if an owner's 
interest is burdened with more than 1/16 x 8/8ths share of production over and above the normal 
1/8 royalty, then such owner shall be deemed to have accepted paragraph 3c above; however, if 
an owner's interest is burdened with more than 7.5% x 8/8ths share of production over and above 
the normal 1/8 royalty, then such owner shall be deemed to have accepted paragraph 3d above; 
in the event any owner elects to do other than participate in said well by paying his pro rata share 
of the costs thereof, or fails to make any election provided above, such owner shall be deemed to 
have relinquished unto Applicant all of such owner's right, title and interest, or claim in and to 
the unit, except for any normal 1/8 royalty interest, defined above, or other share in production to 
which such owner may be entitled by reason of an election hereunder. 

Operator's Lien: Deemed Election Upon Failure to Perform: 

7. That Applicant, in addition to any other rights provided herein, shall have a lien, 
as set out in 52 O.S. Section 87.1(e)(1971), on the interest of any owner, subject to this Order, 
who has elected to participate in the well covered hereby by paying such owner's proportionate 
part of the costs thereof; provided, however, that in the event an owner elects to participate in the 
well by paying his proportionate part of the costs thereof and fails or refuses to pay or to secure 
the payment of such owner's proportionate part of the completed for production costs as set out 
in paragraph 2, above, or fails or refuses to pay or make an arrangement with the Applicant for 
the payment thereof, all within the periods of time as prescribed in this Order, then such owner 
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is deemed to have elected paragraph 3b above; however, if an owner's interest is burdened with 
more than 1/16 x 8/8ths share of production over and above the normal 1/8 royalty, then such 
owner shall be deemed to have accepted paragraph 3c above; however, if an owner's interest is 
burdened with more than 7.5% x 8/8ths share of production over and above the normal 1/8 
royalty, then such owner shall be deemed to have accepted paragraph 3d above. Thereupon, the 
payment of such cash bonus shall be made by Applicant/Operator within 30 days after the last 
day on which such defaulting owner, under this Order, should have paid his proportionate part of 
such costs or should have made satisfactory arrangements for the payment thereof. 

Operator Designation: 

8. 	That Sanguine Gas Exploration, L.L.C., an owner of the right to drill, is hereby 
designated as operator of the proposed initial unit well to be drilled under or otherwise covered 
by the plan of development established by this order for the separate common sources of supply 
in the drilling and spacing units covered hereby, subject to the limitations and conditions set 
forth below. If Sanguine Gas Exploration, L.L.C., as Operator, has not commenced operations 
for the drilling of the proposed initial Unit well involved herein on or before 12:00 midnight of 
the three hundredth and fifth (305th)  day after the date of this order, then Sanguine Gas 
Exploration, L.L.C. shall notify Mewbourne Oil Company in writing of such fact. Mewbourne 
Oil Company shall have five (5) business days from receipt of such notification to elect in 
writing to Sanguine Gas Exploration, L.L.C., whether it wishes to take over operations in drilling 
the Unit well. In the event Mewbourne Oil Company elects to take over operations, Mewbourne 
shall return and repay to Sanguine Gas Exploration, L.L.C., all bonus money Mewbourne Oil 
Company received from the Operator, at the same time Mewboume Oil Company sends its 
written election to take over operations for the drilling of the Unit well. Under these 
circumstances only, Sanguine Gas Exploration, L.L.C., shall then make its election under the 
terms of this Pooling Order which option(s) it chooses, which election(s) shall be made in 
writing to Mewboume Oil Company within twenty (20) days of receipt of Mewbourne Oil 
Company's written election to take over operations for the drilling of the Unit well. Mewbourne 
Oil Company shall have the right, but not the obligation to take over operations and act as 
Operator of such proposed initial unit well and to assume and take over all the duties and 
obligations of Operator of such initial unit well under this order. In the event Mewboume Oil 
Company elects not to assume operations, or declines or fails to timely respond to Sanguine Gas 
Exploration, L.L.C. within the five (5) business days of receipt of Sanguine Gas Exploration, 
L.L.C.'s written notification to allow Mewboume Oil Company to assume the role of Operator 
of such initial unit well, then Sanguine Gas Exploration shall remain Operator, and shall have the 
entire three hundred sixty-five (365) days to commence operations for the drilling of the Unit 
well. In the event Mewboume Oil Company becomes Operator of such initial unit well under this 
order, as provided above, Sanguine Gas Exploration, L.L.C., shall transfer, within five (5) 
business days after such change of Operator, to Mewboume Oil Company any monies remaining 
in the possession of such prior Operator, which were paid for well costs by any owner who 
elected to participate as a working interest owner under this order. 

All communications under this order to Sanguine Gas Exploration, L.L.C. or 
Mewbourne Oil Company shall be addressed to the applicable party as follows: 
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Sanguine Gas Exploration, L.L.C. 
Attention: Josh Clark 
P0 Box 700720 
Tulsa, OK 74170 

Mewboume Oil Company 
211 N. Robinson Ave., Suite 2000 
Oklahoma City, OK 73102 

All elections under this order are to be in writing and addressed to Sanguine 
Gas Exploration, L.L.C., at the above address. 

References in this order to "Operator" shall be references to either Sanguine Gas 
Exploration, L.L.C. or Mewbourne Oil Company, whichever party is the designated Operator at 
the relevant time, subject to the provisions of paragraph 8 herein. 

Unit Poolin2: 

9. The granting of the relief requested by the Applicant shall include the intent of the 
Applicant to pool and adjudicate the rights and equities of the owners in the lands described 
herein as to all those separate common sources of supply set forth on a unit basis and not on a 
borehole basis for any well drilled as to any of the respective separate common sources of supply 
cited herein. That the election not to participate, or the deemed election not to participate, as a 
cost bearing working interest in the proposed unit well shall operate to foreclose the interests of 
the respondents as to elections to participate or not, in any subsequent well that may at some 
indefinite time, if at all, be drilled within the subject lands; and that the initial election made by 
the respondents herein shall be binding as to the respondents, their assigns, heirs, representatives, 
agents or estate. 

Subsequent Wells and Development: 

10. If, subsequent to the drilling of the initial unit well involved herein, 
Applicant/Operator shall propose another well in the drilling and spacing units and common 
sources of supply covered hereby under the plan of development established by this order, the 
Operator named herein shall send written notice of the proposed subsequent well to each party 
who timely and properly elected to participate, and who perfected their election to so participate, 
in the development of the separate common sources of supply in the drilling and spacing units 
involved in this cause under the plan of development. Such written notice is to be delivered by 
certified mail to the last known address of each respondent or faxed to same and shall contain a 
brief description of the proposed subsequent well. The notice shall also include the estimated 
costs of the well as a dry hole and as a producing well. Each party entitled to the above-
described written notice shall have 20 days after receipt of such notice or fax to elect, in writing, 
to the Operator whether or not to continue to participate in the development of the separate 
common sources of supply in the drilling and spacing units involved in this cause under the plan 
of development established by this Order as to the proposed subsequent well or in lieu thereof, to 
elect such parties share of the royalty set forth in paragraph 3b, Lc, or to elect such parties' share 
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of the royalty set forth in paragraph 3d above; however, if an owner's interest is burdened with 
more than 1/16 x 8/8ths share of production over and above the normal 1/8 royalty, then such 
owner shall be deemed to have accepted paragraph 3c above; however, if an owner's interest is 
burdened with more than 7.5% x 8/8ths share of production over and above the normal 1/8 
royalty, then such owner shall be deemed to have accepted paragraph 3d above; and such owner 
shall be deemed to have relinquished unto Operator all of such owner's right, title, interest or 
claim in and to the unit and common sources of supply involved herein as to such proposed 
subsequent well and any further subsequent well or wells that may thereafter be proposed and 
drilled under the plan of development. 

In the event any party who is entitled to make a written election as to a subsequent 
well as provided for herein, shall elect not to participate in further development, or shall fail to 
timely and properly elect in writing to so participate, or who shall have elected affirmatively in 
writing not to participate in such subsequent well and further development, then such owner shall 
be deemed to have relinquished unto Operator all of such owner's right, title, interest or claim in 
and to the unit and separate common sources of supply involved herein as to such proposed 
subsequent well and any further subsequent well or wells that may thereafter be proposed and 
drilled under the plan of development, except for such parties' share of the bonus and royalty set 
forth in paragraph 3b above; however, if an owner's interest is burdened with more than the jjj 
x 8/8ths share of production over and above the normal 1/8 royalty, then such owner shall be 
deemed to have accepted paragraph 3c above; however, if an owner's interest is burdened with 
more than 7.5% x 8/8ths share of production over and above the normal 1/8 royalty, then such 
owner shall be deemed to have accepted paragraph 3d above. 

Any party entitled to make a written election as to a subsequent well who elects to 
continue to participate in the development of the separate common sources of supply in the 
drilling and spacing units provided for herein under the plan of development established by this 
Order, shall be deemed to have agreed to pay such party's proportionate part of the actual cost of 
the subsequent well, and pay such party's proportionate part of the estimated completed for 
production costs as set forth in the notice within 25 days from receipt thereof, said payment to be 
made to Sanguine Gas Exploration, L.L.C., the Unit Operator, at its then current address. Upon 
such timely payment, or the furnishing of security satisfactory to the Unit Operator, such party's 
election to continue to participate in the development of the drilling and spacing unit and 
common sources of supply as to such subsequent well and future wells shall be perfected. In the 
event any owner elects as to the proposed subsequent well to continue to participate in the 
development of the separate common sources of supply under the plan of development 
established by this Order, but thereafter fails or refuses to pay or secure the payment of such 
owner's proportionate part of the estimated completed for production costs within the manner 
and time prescribed herein, then such owner shall be deemed to have withdrawn its election to 
continue to so participate and such owner, as to the proposed subsequent well and any further 
subsequent well or wells under the plan of development shall be deemed to have elected the 
bonus and overriding or excess royalty as set forth in paragraph 3b above; however, if an owner's 
interest is burdened with more than 1/16 x 8/8ths share of production over and above the normal 
1/8 royalty, then such owner shall be deemed to have accepted paragraph 3c above; however, if 
an owner's interest is burdened with more than 7.5% x 8/8ths share of production over and above 
the normal 1/8 royalty, then such owner shall be deemed to have accepted paragraph 3d above. 
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As to any subsequent well proposed under this paragraph, the Unit Operator shall 
commence or cause to be commenced, operations for the drilling of the subsequent well within 

days from the date of the written notice proposing the subsequent well, and shall thereafter 
continue such operations for the drilling of the subsequent well and the well shall be drilled, 
tested, equipped, and completed with due diligence to completion as a producing well or to 
plugging same as a dry hole. If operations for the drilling of the proposed subsequent well are 
not commenced within the above described 180 day period, then the elections of the parties as to 
the proposed subsequent well shall expire and the parties shall be in the same position relative to 
each other that they were in immediately prior to the written notice of the subsequent well being 
transmitted by the Applicant/Operator. In such event all rights acquired from the parties electing 
not to continue to participate as to the proposed subsequent well in the development of the 
separate common sources of supply and drilling and spacing units under the plan of development 
established by this Order, shall be relinquished by Unit Operator and any other acquiring party 
and such relinquished rights shall revest in the parties who elected not to continue to so 
participate. Failure to timely commence any subsequent well shall not divest or otherwise affect 
in any manner the rights and interests of the various parties in any well or wells drilled prior 
thereto under the plan of development established by this order and shall not terminate such plan 
of development. 

The term subsequent well for purposes of this paragraph shall not be deemed to 
include any side-tracking or other operation with respect to the initial unit well, or any 
subsequent well; and shall not be deemed to be any well that is drilled as a replacement or 
substitute well for the initial well or any subsequent well covered hereby, by virtue of any 
mechanical or other problems arising directly in connection with the drilling, completing, 
equipping or producing of the initial unit well or any subsequent well, and no party subject to 
this order shall have the right to make any subsequent elections as to any such side-tracking, 
replacement, or substitute well. 

Substitute or Replacement Well: 

11. In the event the original unit well is lost due to mechanical problems or for any 
other reason, operator shall have the right, but not the obligation, to commence the drilling of a 
substitute or replacement well within a reasonable time after the date the operator gives written 
notice of abandonment of the first unit well. 

In such event, operator shall give written notice, which is to be delivered by 
certified mail or by fax, of the operator's intent to drill the substitute or replacement well to all 
owners and respondents subject to this pooling order and who elected to participate and paid 
their proportionate share of the costs of the first unit. Under these circumstances, no new 
election is allowed and an owner's original election is not changed. 

Commencement of Operations: 

12. That operations for the drilling of the unit well covered hereby must be 
commenced within 365 days from the date of this Order, or this Order shall be of no force and 
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effect, except for the payment of any cash bonus elected or deemed to be elected pursuant to this 
Order, which cash bonus must be paid; that once operations for the drilling of the unit well have 
commenced, said operations shall continue and the well shall be drilled, tested, equipped, and 
completed with due diligence to completion as a producing well or to plugging same as a dry 
hole. Provided, however, in the event that the proposed well is not drilled to depths sufficient to 
encounter all of the common sources of supply covered hereby, or is completed in less than all of 
the common sources of supply encountered, this Order will be operative as to such common 
sources of supply encountered in the proposed well and thereafter shall continue to be operative 
with respect to respondents electing or being deemed to have elected not to participate in the 
drilling of the proposed well as to such of said encountered common sources of supply in which 
a well drilled with due diligence under this Order is completed as a producing well. 

Mailing of this Order: 

13. 	That an affidavit shall be filed with the Secretary of the Commission, within j 
days from the date of this Order, stating that a copy of said Order was mailed within 3 days from 
the date of this Order to all parties subject hereto, whose addresses are known. 

CORPORATION COMMISSION OF OKLAHOMA 

PATRICE DOUGLAS, chairman 

164 A44z, 
BOB ANTHONY, Vice Ch,4rman 

DANA L MURPHY, Comtmssner 

DONE AND PERFORMED this 12 day of October, 2012 

BY ORDER OF THE CPMM1SSION 

nA  40  
A 

,A01Effl,'ELL,  Secretary  
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REPORT OF THE ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE 

the report and recommendations of the The foregoing findings and order are 
Administrative 	

u2 
Michael Porter 
Administrative Law Judge 

Date: 
Reviewer 

Date: 12 	Zcj (Z 

Approved: 	 - 	 Approved: 

Richard A. Grimes 
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REPORT OF THE ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE 

The foregoing findings and order are the report and recommendations of the 
Administrative Law Judge. 

Date:______________________ 
Michael Porter 
Administrative Law Judge 

Date: 
Reviewer 

Approved: 	 Apppved: 	

4 jo 
Eric R. King 	 Richard A. Grimes 
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EXHIBIT "A" 

Respondents: Known 

Mewbourne Oil Company 
One Leadership Square 
211 North Robinson, Suite 2000 
Oklahoma City, OK 73102 

2 	Exxon Mobil Corporation 
5959 Las Colinas Boulevard 
Irving, TX 75039 

3 	dismissed 

4 	Chesapeake Exploration, L.L.C. 
Attn: Land Dept. 
P.O. Box 18496 
Oklahoma City, OK 73154-0496 

5 	Chesapeake Exploration Limited 
Partnership 
Attn: Land Dept. 
P.O. Box 18496 
Oklahoma City, OK 73154 

6 	Chesapeake Investments 
Attn: Land Dept. 
P.O. Box 18756 
Oklahoma City, OK 73154 

7 	Unknown heirs, successors and 
devisees of John E. Johannesen & 
Zita Ruth Johannesen, a/k/a 
Johannsen, Deceased 
do Sandra L. Garrett 
P.O. Box 607 
Wynnewood, OK 73098  

8 	James W. Hancock & Betty Hancock 
do Michelle O'Dell 
11853 Southwest 3' St. 
Yukon, OK 73099 

9 	Michelle O'Dell, Trustee of the 
Michelle O'Dell Revocable Trust, 
dated 11/17/2008 
11853 Southwest 3' 
Yukon, OK 73099 

10 	Seneca Oil Company 
do Kaiser Francis Oil Company 
P.O. Box 21468 
Tulsa, OK 74121 

11 
	moved to Respondents: 

Unknown/Unlocatable 

12 
	moved to Respondents: 

Unknown/Unlocatable 

13 
	moved to Respondents: 

Unknown/Unlocatable 

14 	Black Stone Minerals Company, L.P. 
1001 Fannin, Suite 4750 
Houston, TX 77002 

15 	Flynn of Ormand Beach, L.P. 
c/o The Trust Company of 
Oklahoma, Agent 
P.O. Box 3627 
Tulsa, OK 74101 

16 	C. Wright Company, Ltd. 
do Carolyn Wright 
6404 N. Hillcrest 
Oklahoma City, OK 73116 
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17 	Unknown heirs, successors and 
devisees of J. Fred Hill, Deceased 
do Gary B. Hill 
1419 Baytowne Cir. 
Miramar Beach, FL 32550 

18 	Equitable Royalty Corporation 
P0 Box 2356 
Oklahoma City, OK 73101-2356 

19 	moved to Respondents: 
Unknown/Unlocatable 

20 	Jeanne E. Perkins Bypass Trust, 
Franklin T. Perkins, Trustee 
2930 Durban 
Houston, TX 77043 

21 	moved to Respondents: 
Unknown/Unlocatable 

22 	moved to Respondents: 
Unknown/Unlocatable 

23 	Richard M. Webber, Trustee of the 
Richard M. Webber Revocable 
Trust, tilt/a, dated 6/3/82 
6801 N. Broadway, Suite 120 
Oklahoma City, OK 73116 

24 	Robert Duff Webber 
do Richard M. Webber 
6801 N. Broadway, Suite 120 
Oklahoma City, OK 73116 

25 	moved to Respondents: 
Unknown/Unlocatable 

26 	E. Pregler Estates, Inc. 
P.O. Box 1722 
Tulsa, OK 74101  

27 	Betty Lanier Frankhauser 
102 Pecan Grove, Apt. 312 
Houston, TX 77077 

28 	moved to Respondents: 
Unknown/Unlocatable 

29 	Unknown heirs, successors and 
devisees of Albert L. Arenberg, 
Deceased 
do Ms. Jane A. Eiseman 
19 Balcon Est. 
St. Louis, MO 63141-8605 

30 	Ivis, Inc. 
P.O. Box 1722 
Tulsa, OK 74101 

31 	Ernest G. Loeb 
8459 Moody Ave. 
Burbank, IL 60459 

32 	Deweese Oil, Inc. 
P.O. Box 840 
Watonga, OK 73772 

33 	Patricia Reeder Eubank 
3350 Calle Bonita 
Santa Ynez, CA 93460 

34 	James C. Reeder 
2811 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 700 
Santa Monica, CA 90403 

35 	Broken Arrow Royalty Company 
2642 E. 21s' St., Suite 250 
Tulsa, OK 74114 

36 	Ralph V. St. John 
P.O. Box 4602 
Jackson, MS 39296 
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37 	The Catholic Foundation of 
Oklahoma, Inc. 
do Richard D. Voss, Business 
Manager 
Catholic Archdiocese of Oklahoma 
City, OK 
P.O. Box 32180 
Oklahoma City, OK 73132 

38 	William Swinford 
4505 Vermont Ave. 
Mcallen, TX 78503 

39 	Kendall Swinford 
4553 Guadalupe St., Apt. B316 
Austin, TX 78751 

40 	Kendall Swinford 
7726 Kiva Dr. 
Austin, TX 78749 

41 	Legacy Royalties, Ltd. 
P.O. Box 1360 
Tyler, TX 75710 

42 	moved to Respondents: 
Unknown/Unlocatable 

43 	Mary Cathryn Nichols 
3260 E. 75th 
Tulsa, OK 74136 

44 	dismissed 

45 	Harriet Marie Motion & Julia Ann 
Riggle, Co-Trustees of the Harriet 
Elizabeth Henson Swingley Oil & 
Gas Trust, Dated 10/30/1996 
3705 Cranston Ct. E 
Irving, TX 75062  

46 	Patricia Ann Sisk, a/k/a Sish 
10672 Van Gordon Way 
Broomfield, CO 80021 

47 	Roger J. Sloss 
1209 Apple Tree Court 
Sonoma, CA 95476 

48 	Karen Wilding 
do Woodstock Corp. 
2545 Meadow Ave. 
Boulder, CO 80304 

49 	Stephanie A. Wallace, a/k/a 
Stephanie Aubin Wallace 
440-C Rockrimmon Blvd. 
Colorado Springs, CO 80919 

50 	Stephen Zachary Wallace 
3471 Waterford Oaks Dr. 
Orange Park, FL 32065 

51 	Justin Robert Wallace 
c/o Stephen Zachary Wallace 
3471 Waterford Oaks Dr. 
Orange Park, FL 32065 

52 	Rainey Michelle Wallace 
440-C Rockrimmon Blvd. 
Colorado Springs, CO 80919 

53 	Bryan Thomas Wallace 
440-C Rockrimmon Blvd. 
Colorado Springs, CO 80919 

Respondents: Unknown/Unbeatable 

11 	John Paul King, Karla Joe Willis & 
Kathy Jane Hawley, Trustees of the 
Joe Dorothy King Trust 
ADDRESS UNKNOWN 
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12 	Unknown heirs, successors and 
devisees of Dudley M. Moore, 
Deceased 
ADDRESS UNKNOWN 

12 	Wayne D. Moore 
ADDRESS UNKNOWN 

19 	Unknown heirs, successors and 
devisees of Ben Del Monaco, 
Deceased 
49 Knoliwood Dr. 
Rochester, NY 14618 
LAST KNOWN ADDRESS 

21 	Unknown heirs, successors and 
devisees of J.G. Wright, a/k/a J.C. 
Wright, Presumably Deceased 
ADDRESS UNKNOWN 

22 	Unknown heirs, successors and 
devisees of N.O. Cotham, Deceased 
ADDRESS UNKNOWN 

25 	Unknown heirs, successors and 
devisees of Joel F. Rosenthal, 
Presumably Deceased 
120 S. LaSalle 
Chicago, IL 
LAST KNOWN ADDRESS 

28 	Unknown heirs, successors and 
devisees of Albert L. Arenberg, 
Deceased 
500 N. Orleans 
Chicago, IL 
LAST KNOWN ADDRESS 

42 	Clara G. Spiegal 
1360 North Lake Shore Drive 
Chicago, IL 
LAST KNOWN ADDRESS  

Respondents: Curative 

54 	Robert J. Hill 
c/o Gary E. Hill 
1419 Baytowne Cir. 
Miramar Beach, FL 32550 

55 	Gary E. Hill 
1419 Baytowne Cir. E 
Miramar Beach, FL 32550 

56 	Gayle M. Hill (Higgs) 
12405 Maiden Ln 
Oklahoma City, OK 73142-5166 

57 	William L. Hill 
c/o Gary E. Hill 
1419 Baytowne Cir. 
Miramar Beach, FL 32550 

58 	Cheron Oil & Gas Co., Inc. 
Box 1722 
Tulsa, OK 74101 

59 	Martin Thaddeus Randolph, a/k/a 
Thad Randolph 
ADDRESS UNKNOWN 

60 	Unknown heirs, successors and 
devisees of the Estate of Jeanne E. 
Reeder Perkins, Deceased 
2930 Durban 
Houston, TX 77043 

61 	Unknown heirs, successors and 
devisees of Vera I. Schwartz, 
Deceased 
do J.M. Anthony 
Rosenstein, Fist & Ringold 
525 S. Main, Suite 700 
Tulsa, OK 74103-4508 
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62 	Thomas Loeb 
936 N. Michigan 
Chicago, IL 60611 
LAST KNOWN ADDRESS 

63 	Harold Wessel 
2447 S. Wabash 
Chicago, IL 60616 
LAST KNOWN ADDRESS 

64 	Unknown heirs, successors and 
devisees of W.H. Bryant (William 
Howard Bryant), Deceased 
P.O. Box 548 
Troup, TX 75789-0548 

65 	Nancy M. Bryant 
P.O. Box 548 
Troup, TX 75789-0548 

66 	Wayne D. Moose 
ADDRESS UNKNOWN 

67 	Unknown heirs, successors and 
devisees of Steven Craig Wallace, 
Deceased 
do Stephen Zachary Wallace 
3471 Waterford Oaks Dr. 
Orange Park, FL 32065 

68 	Unknown heirs, successors and 
devisees of William D. Taylor, 
Deceased 
do William J. Taylor 
1538 SE Stony Creek Rd. 
Rosalia, KS 67132 

69 	Orville Schapansky 
P.O. Box 1272 
Clinton, OK 73601  

70 	Leroy Schapansky 
5088 Augusta Street 
Houston, TX 77007 

71 	Barbara McDonald 
723 South Elm 
Sherman, TX 75090 

72 	Linda Crow 
114 Shannon Dr. 
Elk City, OK 73644 

73 	Unknown heirs, successors and 
devisees of David W. Wheeler, 
Deceased 
do Nancy S. Wheeler 
P.O. Box 1571 
Louisa, VA 23093 

Respondents: Dismissed 

3 	BP America Production, LP 
501 Westlake Park Blvd. 
Room WL1-4.412C 
Houston, TX 77079 

44 	Martha Elizabeth Hanson 
502 Board St. 
McKinney, TX 75069 

Parties of Record 

Richard Grimes 
609 S. Kelly Ave., Suite K-4 
Edmond, OK 73003 

$205727; 	 -5- 
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Cause No. RO&G --2017-01

October 31,2018

Ladies and Gentlemen,

I write to you today in my personal capacity, as someone who has observed and participated in the
evolution of the state of the law in Utah over the past five years. No other person or entity requested that I
file this statement and no one reviewed or approved it before I sent it. I am not being compensated to write
this statement. In short, the views expressed herein are my own and not necessarily those of any client I
may have represented in the past.

Even with the changes to the statute, the underlying structural problems with the way that many
operators present requests for risk penalties persist. These arguments have been put before the Board
previously - arguments which have never been directly addressed by either the Board or the Utah Supreme
Court. If one is interested in those, one should review the Reply to Second Memorandum, filed by J.P.

Furlong Co. in Docket No. 2015-013, Cause No. 139-130 (April 2015 Docket). Footnote 26, in particular,
is illustrative of how the current (and proposed) regulatory iurangement incentivizes operators to fail to
locate or identiff mineral owners.

Rather than cover old ground, below are some preliminary thoughts on the advisability of adopting
the proposed regulations. The Board should focus on shoring up the fundamental assumptions that underpin
the constitutionality ofthe entire conservation statute. Those are, in no particular order: Notice, Opportunity
to be heard, Substantive due process, and Uncompensated takings.

First, and especially in light of the Jordan v. Jensen case, I believe that "two-tier" notice of the
right to an election and hearing is facially deficient, and probably fatal to the operation of the proposed
regulation. By providing a certain class of owners (those holding less than lYo) one kind of notice and
providing everyone else with a different kind, the Board has opened up a broad avenue of attack on the
regulation. On its face, the proposed regulation discriminates against owners of smaller interests. Indeed,
as noted in the above-referenced Footnote 26, this regulation compounds the issue of adverse incentives to
identiffing, locating and noticing smaller interest owners.

Second, by restricting the opportunity to be heard only to certain issues, the proposed regulations
tread close to pre-judging a case before an owner can adequately respond to a Request for Agency Action.
Admittedly, current practice by operators almost completely precludes a landowner from accessing timely
information regarding the prospects of any particular project. However the imposition of strict deadlines by
a State agency on top of the excessive secrecy by the operators takes objecting to any particular RAA from
"impractical" to "practically impossible."

Third, by "stacking the deck" so heavily in favor of operators with regard to imposition of a Joint
Operating Agreement, the proposed regulation strikes at the very foundation of why conservation statutes
are constitutional.

"[T]he surface proprietors within the gas field all have the right to reduce to possession the
gas and oil beneath. They could not be absolutely deprived of this right which belongs to
them without a taking of private property. But there is a co-equal right in them all to take

SECRETARY BOARD OF
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from a common source of supply the two substances which in the nature of things are
united, though separate. . . . [T]he use by one of his power to seek to conveft a palt of the
common fund to actual possession may result in an undue proportion being attributed to
one of the possessors of the right, to the detriment of the others, or by waste by one or more
to the annihilation of the rights of the remainder. Hence it is that the legislative power...
can be manifested for the purpose of protecting all the collective owners, by securing a just
distribution, to arise from the enjoyment, by them, of their privilege to reduce to
possession, and to reach the like end by preventing waste."l

Each interest owner in a pooled spacing unit still retains title to their minerals. The police power of
the State does not (yet, see below) stretch so far that it can unilaterally transfer mineral interests to another
party or to the public use. Without a careful and individual examination of every JOA proposed by an
operator, there is every possibility that the State could find itself doing just that. There is no obvious
requirement in the regulation to protect against this possibility.2 But, frankly, there is no need to take this
formal step for the following reason.

Fourth, even if enforcement of an "industry standard" JOA provision fails to transfer paper title,
other terms in a JOA or pooling order will accomplish it as a practical matter. Excessive risk penalties,
above-market overhead or supervision fees, extortionate disposal, marketing and transportation charges,
and undisclosed non-arms-length affiliate transactions will all operate to reduce the value of that title to
worthlessness. The pooling statute is not a dormant (or lapsed) mineral interest law. It is not a condemnation
statute. These are conservation statutes, not production at all costs and by any means statutes.3 Operators
are supposed to be compensated from the sales of the produced resource, not from the business of drilling
and operating the wells. Unless landowners and non-operators have a meaningful opportunity to examine
an operator's costs and business arrangements and present evidence to the Board regarding their
reasonableness, the proposed regulation may facilitate an uncompensated taking of the subject interests.

Finally, in response to frequent assertions of "gaming" the system by smaller interest owners, a
curious pattem has arisen. In virtually every recent case in which a landowner has successfully challenged
an operator's policy or practice, the statute which enabled that challenge has been modified. Effectively,
the rules of the game change as soon as a landowner or non-operator complains - and never in their favor.
The statutory requirement that owners be notified in advance of drilling has been removed. Back-dating a
pooling order to the date of first production - even if it predates a spacing order - is now authorized in
certain cases. And now, failure to participate in the first well in a unit will preclude an owner from
participating in subsequent wells - unless the owner takes on a cost-prohibitive battle. As noted above, the
next logical evolution would be to use the reasoning of the Kelo v. New London case to persuade the Utah
Legislature to pass the nation's first mineral condemnation statute. That would make everything crystal
clear. But until that statutory change, there are weaknesses in the proposed regulation that should be
addressed.

Here are a few suggestions to that end.

I Ohio Oil Co. v. Indiqna,lTT lJ.S.l90, 209-10 (1900) (emphasis added).
2 See Exhibit I to Request for Agency Action, Docket No. 2015-013, Cause No. 139-130 (April 2015 Docket) a/
Articles VI B(2Xb) and VIII A.
3 "Generally, 'conseryation' of oil and gas does not mean preservation, but rather refers to the maximum recovery of
oil and gas without economic waste (1.e., the unnecessary expenditure of funds)." Kramer, Bruce M. and Anderson,
Owen L., "The Rule of Capture: An Oil and Gas Perspective," 35 Envtl. L. 899 2005, qt Footnote 286.



First, the regulation should make imposition of the risk penalty provisions contingent upon
following the chronological order in which the statutes were intended to be used. Specifically, that order is:
Spacing, Election, Pooling, Drilling. This is not a novel concept:

"The problem with New York conservation practice runs deeper than this particular
holding lCaflisch v. Crotty,774 N.Y.S.2d 653 (N.Y. Sup. Ct. 2003)1. Under New York
practice, spacing units are not created until after a well is drilled, and the shape of each unit
must be separately justified on the basis of geology and reservoir characteristics... O/
course, pooling cannot occur until the spacing unit for a well has been established. This
means that parties like Roper and Caflisch are pooled after the well is drilled, and they may
not be given a prior opportunity to participate in the drilling of the unit well."a

Second, the regulation should put some teeth into the requirement that the operator give back funds
not used within the allotted time frame. Currently, the regulation requires the return of the funds if not used

within I 20 days. So. . . then what? How does the landowner or non-operator ensure those funds are returned?
What is the penalty for not returning them in a timely fashion? What exactly is considered timely? Because

operators are most emphatically "not a bank," and therefore not covered by deposit insurance, money
deposited with them must be strictly accounted for and returned promptly if not used promptly. An operator
who fails to timely execute its drilling plan may be in financial distress, and the requirement to deposit
funds with an operator exposes landowners and non-operators to considerable financial risks if the operator
declares bankruptcy.

Third, the regulation should address the sometimes substantial inaccuracies intrinsic in an AFE.
How much is too much? When is an operator obligated to notiff its working interest partners that the initial
estimate was too low? As it stands, the State of Utah is poised to impose potentially unlimited liability upon
landowners and non-operators based on the uncorroborated'assertions of the operator that this well is a good
idea. This is an impossible position for virtually all rural landowners and small non-operators.

Fourth, the proposed regulation does not deal with the substantial windfall received by an operator
by drilling pilot or test wells in an unproven zone or field. An exploratory well in one unit might cost200Yo
of its initial AFE amount, but the "lessons learned" will translate to subsequent wells in other units - units
which will rarely, if ever, have uniform ownership.

Thank you for your time and attention to this statement. I look forward to answering any questions

the Board might have now or during the formal rulemaking process.

Yours Very Truly,

I

l.i

,,' ,/r"'
,. ),"

Tony Hunter
4715W. Central Ave.
wichita, K5,67212
(316) 6ss-s0sl
hunterath@gmail.com

a Id. at930 (citation and emphasis added). Also, the article by Kramer cited in Footnote 3 of Furlong's Reply to
Second Memorandum is recommended. The good stuff is always in the footnotes.
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Division of Oil, Gas and Mining

P.O. Box 14580L

Salt Lake City, Utah 84114-5801

RE: Cause No. RO&G 27t7-At
DOGM Proposed Rule Changes

Public Comments of lnternational Petroleum Limited tiability Company

Dear Board

lnternational Petroleum Limited Liability Company ("lnternational") is a small Utah oil and gas

exploration company that holds mineral interests, oil and gas leases, and royalty interests in Utah.
lnternational is engaged in exploration projects and the production of oil and gas in Utah and several

other states.

lnternational acknowledges that to facilitate exploration and production, Operators need an

efficient mechanism for dealing with mineral owners. However, lnternational's philosophy has long

been that fairness to mineral owners should be paramount, and in balancing the competing interests,

the process should lean toward protection of mineral owners' rights. lnternational believes that this
philosophy also serves the best interests of the state, since most of the economic benefits to mineral

owners are enjoyed in Utah by Utah residents, while many of the benefits to Operators are taken out of
the state.

lnternational is concerned that the proposed rule changes unduly favor large production

companies at the expense of mineral owners, and urges the Board to consider the need for stronger
notice provisions, additional protections for mineral owners on subsequent wells within a unit, and strict
rules concerning Joint Operating Agreements.

As to notice, the proposed rule would substantially increase the consequences of a notice to
which there is no response. The new rule would apply non-consent penalties up to 400 percent, likely

eliminating any prospect of benefit to a mineral owner from the very minerals they own. Moreover, the
effect of the notice would not be limited to a single well, as it is in,every other state, but would apply to
all subsequent wells in the Unit. ln light of these consequence, lnternational believes that the proposed

rules must contain the strongest possible notice requirements.

International Petroleum, LLC
4834 South Highland Drive, Suite 200, Salt Lake City, UT 841 I 7

Offi ce: 80 1 -278-4900 Fax: 801 -27 8-4981
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Absent strong notice requirements, lnternational believes that Operators will have little
incentive to make more than a cursory attempt at notice. Since the consequence of a failed notice are

force-pooling on terms that would be substantial more favorable to the Operator than any reasonable

lease terms, the potential, if not incentive, for abuse is substantial and apparent. lndeed, even under

the existing rules, it has not been unusual for lnternational to have little trouble locating and leasing

small mineral owners after larger Operators have determined them to be "unlocatable." ln some

instances, it has taken no more than a few hours to locate and contact these parties using nothing more

than resources that are readily available on the internet.

lnternational urges that the notice provision be strengthened in two ways. First, the notice
provision should require actual diligence in giving notice. The electronic revolution has rendered notice

by publication largely ineffective, but it has given everyone very readily available resources to locate

individuals and companies. The notice provision should impose specific requirements as to the means

Operators should use to locate owners. At a minimum, Operators should be required to exhaust

information readily available to the public on all state and publicly available internet resources.

Second, the notice provision should include consequences to Operators from failure to make

reasonable efforts to give notice. For example, the Board could adopt a provision under which a

landowner who had been classified as "unlocatable," upon showing that it was in fact locatable through
reasonable means the mineral owner/Lessee which located and leased the "unlocatable", would be

entitled to an interest in the well free of any risk compensation assessment and with the average

weighted royalty in the Unit, with the Operatorto pay all costs of the process. Such a provision would
protect owners who may otherwise be treated unfairly, but more importantly, would create an incentive

for Operators to use greater care in locating and providing notice to owners.

ln addition to the notice issue, lnternational urges the Board to reconsider the consequences of
force pooling on subsequent wells in a Unit. The effect of the proposed rule appears to be that an

owner who is deemed non-consent on the first well, whether by election or because they are deemed
"unlocatable", would remain non-consent for all subsequent wells. As a practical matter, that result

would be an involuntary forfeiture of the mineral interest, because the owner would have no realistic

opportunity to lease the interest, and except in rare circumstances, the risk compensation penalty

would consume all of the production revenue.

Essentially, this change will shift the burden from Operators to landowners with respect to
pooling on subsequent wells. Few landowners have the resources, knowledge or experience necessary

to protect their own interests by pursuing a "filing of and hearing upon a petition" before the Board.

lnternational is not aware of any state that has imposed such far-reaching consequences of a single

opportunity for notice and election.

As an alternative, lnternational would recommend that at a minimum, new notice is required to
all mineral owners on each successive well, and owners deemed to be non-consenting on a prior well be

entitled to full participation in subsequent wells upon a new consent election.

Intemational Petroleum, LLC
4834 South Highland Drive, Suite 200, Salt Lake City, UT 84117

Of{ice: 80 I -278'4900 Fax: 801 -27 8-4981
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Finally, lnternational is concerned about the potential for abuse of owner's rights through the
terms of a joint operating agreement. For instance, if a Joint Operating Agreement approved in
connection with an initial well imposes a substantial risk compensation assessment, but the initial well
then proves available reserves for production on future wells, a similar risk compensation assessment on
future wells would be unwarranted. Moreover, lnternational has observed that some Operators may

include provisions in a JOA, including primarily in Article XVI additional provisions of the standard-form
JOA that create profit centers for the Operator and impose unjustified costs on owners. An example is

provisions imposing unit-based charges for water disposal, facilities, and so forth. lnternational would
recommend provisions to rcstrict Operators from including such provisions in a JOA, and require tlrat
JOA terms applicable to non-consenting owners and small owners be at least as favorable as the most
favorable terms of any agreement between the Operator and any other owner or leaseholder within the
unit.

lnternational appreciates the Board's efforts in considering the proposed rules and understands

the difficulty of finding solutions that will satisfy both Operators and owners. However, lnternational
believes that when viewed from the position of the landowner, the proposed rules are unfair to
landowners. lnternational urges the Board to reject the proposed rule or to modifli the rules as

suggested above.

Also, lnternational wants the Board to consider the potential unforeseen effects from any rules

that would diminish competition in the future and thereby devaluing the land owner's mineral rights.

lnternational believes that the Board should use caution and error in favor of protecting the correlative
rights of mineral owners and not apply to any future wells, just like every other state.

Thank you for your attention to these comments.

Sincerely,

Bryon

Presi r-Manager

. Wixo

nt, M

3 Intemational Petroleum, LLC
4834 South Highland Drive, Suite 200, Salt Lake City, UT 841l7

Office: 801-278-4900 Fax: 801-278-498 1
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State of Utah
Department of Natural Resources
Division of Oil, Gas and Mining
1594 West North Temple, Suite 1210

PO Box 145801

Salt Lake City, UT 84114-5901
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RE: Proposed Force Pooling Regulations

Dear Chairman Gill Jr. and Board,

Mr. Gordon L. Moon - Board Member, requested at the hearing Wednesday October 24,2018, that I submit my testimony in writing as

a brief outline of considerations requested.

I proposed to the Chairman and Board that they consider 2 items regarding Force Pooling Regulations as follows

Detailed identification of vertical and/or horizontal target zones identified as the "common source of supply" in each forced
pooling, water flood, CO2, secondary recovery, etc. and/or drilling consent non-consent issues.

Example used from Axia Energy exhibits in Docket 2018-003 Cause 139-157 (pages 124 - Exhibit G thru K). First slides G

shows generalized log signatures used and generalized geology described, during the majority of spacing hearings. These
well log cross sections, including slide l, have typically also generalized the "common source of supply" and is often stated as
an interval from the Green River Formation - Tgr3 marker to the Mesaverde Formation. Axia slides H thru K indicate the
industry's ability to identify up to 9 potential horizontal targets and going on further to identify 6 primary targets with
petrophysical models identifying frac zone height and zone frac boundaries, both top and bottom as shown in Uteland Butte
Member of Green River. Slide K goes into further detail and identifies each target zone (ie. Forced pool zone, non-consent
zone, water flood zone, ......), that could be identified, including net feet, average porosity, recovery factor, etc.

Consideration of these geological details will help identify the future target zones and "common source of supply" language
used for contractual description and Board decisions.

Consideration of reviewing the Oklahoma State Pooling Order for guidance in establishing regulation or rulemaking to Utah
pooling regulations.

Provided to the Board where exhibits from Oklahoma State, digital file later provided by Julie Ann Carter.
Discussion briefly covered Options: 3. a. Participation Options a. thru d., Operators Lien: Deemed Election Upon Failure to
Perform: 7. and Subsequent Wells and Development 10.

These items were briefly discussed with inference of their simple filings, several bonus and royalty options available to mineral
owner, no non-consent penalty of 150% - 400o/o, participate in subsequent wells and if participant fails or refuses to pay or to
secure the payment of proportional share, owner is deemed to have elected paragraph 3. b. thru d., burden dependent.

This Oklahoma State Pooling order was brought to the attention of the Chaimtan and Board for Utah Regulation guidance

a Additional comments included

400% risk compensation seems excessive in the developed areas of the Uinta Basin, where just about everywhere has some
oil and or gas at some depth and the fact that a lot of wells will never reach 400% payout.

o
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Upfront cash calls can be excessive, if operators yearly budget consists of several wells and the smaller working interest
partners is expected to put several well AFE's upfront in a cash call. Reasonable development based on rig availability,
drilling schedule and/or actual rig move in, should influence drilling funds needed.

JOA costs for water, frac sand, water disposal and gas gathering are also usually a client's questionable items, which are
designed not to allow the operator to make a profit form partner well operations. Sometimes operator may own service
supplies which complicates JOA;s

Mr. Moon also at the testimony end asked a very important question of which I felt I didn't completely answer. The answer I gave was
an indication of how the little guy plays a role in the basin industry and my answer was solely focused on the real little guys like
landowners, ranchers and estate mineral owners. I have represented clients with large spread-out mineral interest and/ or royalties.

Not mentioned in my response to Mr. Moon are the little companies between landowners and large companies. These lndependents
are the majority of my clients in the basin and the best historical answer to Mr. Moon's question of the smaller group's value they play,

is from quoted statements from the early days of the first discovery of oil in Uinta Basin in September of 1948 by Equity Oil Company.

From google search - Petroleum Pioneers, First Utah Oil Well - (Utah Historical Quarterly - Utah State Historical Society, etal) the
following statements below are here to remember:

"The honor of bringing in the state's flrst commercial oil well went not to the 'Majors' but to an 'lndependent' - the Equity Oil Company,"
notes Osmond Harline in a 1963 article in Utah HistoricalQuarterly.
"The Ashley Valley No. 1, about 10 miles southeast of Vernal, produced about 300 barrels a day from 4,152fee|, Harline explains. "lt is
interesting to note that J.L. (Mike) Dougan, president and general manager of Equity Oil Company and a Salt Lake City resident, had
been drilling for oil in Utah for over 25 years."

"Dougan beat out larger and better financed competitors, including Standard Oil of California, Pure Oil, Continental Oil, and Union Oil.
Unlike the earlier attempts, Dougan had drilled far beyond the basin's typical depth of 1,000 feet to 2,000 feet. His Utah discovery
quickly launched a deep-drilling boom,"

This independent driven factor is still present from the recent early horizontal wells drilled by Harvest ? in the central basin and recent
horizontal drilling efforts in the Mancos Shale, instigated by KGH Operating Company and drilled by Whiting Petroleum partner. The
lndependents major roles are putting together geological drilling prospects, acquiring seismic, leases and risking their livelihood to
explore and produce hydrocarbons.

The rules and regulation must always help to maintain the presence of the little lndependent operator and the Chairman and Board
have a big responsibility to make sure these rules and regulation don't eliminate their participation by force pooling, non-consent,
excessive costs, regulation and most importantly not forgotten as the industries pioneers and stable partners. Spacing rules have also
had effects on their ability to compete and participate because larger companies are proposing and staking horizontal wells to operate
and capture their acreage. Sometimes leasing and agreements are fair, other times negotiations are futile for small lndependent
interest owners.

A lot of these little lndependent companies have a family presence in Utah, which helps keep, stabilize local economies, state
progress, development and localjobs. The income from industry is the lifeblood to the Uinta Basin and State, primarily the Wasatch
Front where hydrocarbon products are transported to the local refiners, developing fuels to maintain and achieve State economic
stability and growth. Fuel demand will rise and the costs, including burdensome taxes will always go up. To maintain economic growth,
the State needs this energy supply developed for the State of Utah and their mineral owners.

Thanks for the opportunity to express my comments and any attention to these items I believe could help with discussion and outcome.

Sincerely,

John D. Adamson

Geologist - Owner

801.{80.{598
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Honorable Utah Board of Oil, Gas and Mining
Atfn: Julie Ann Carter. Board Secretary
P.O. Box 145801
Salt Lake ciry, uT 84114-5801
E-mail : juliecarter@utah.gov

Re: Response to Utah Dittision of Oil, Ga.t
and Mining's Mrsdifications to UPA
Proposed Compulsory Poaling Rules

Dear Chairrnan Gill and Members of the Utah Board of Oil, Gas and Mining

At the October 24, 2Ol8 hearing on promulgation of compulsory pooling rules,
you graciously allowed the Utah Petroleum Association ("UPA") time to review and
respond to modifications proposed by the Utah Division of Oil, Gas and Mining (the
"Division") and presented at the hearing in response to UPA's previously submitted
proposed compulsory pooling rules. On November 29,2018, Mr. Alder. the Division's
attorney, submitted a revised version of the Division's proposed modifications with a
limited explanation behind them, copies of which are attached hereto for your irnmediate
reference. This Letter constifutes UPA's response to these documents.

Definitions

UPA has no issue with either the changes suggested to the definition of "AFE" or
the new definition of "Notice of Opportunity to Participate" proposed by the Division
with one exception. It is not clear why the Division has reversed the terms "estimated

total" to "total estimated" in the AFE definition. UPA submits they should remain
"estimated total."

10714 South Jordan Gateway, Suite 160, South Jordan,Uf 84095-3922
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Rule R649-2-8.5

For consistency, "ownet'' and "operator" should either be capitalized, or not
capitalized, throughout.

Since the first sentence of the Division's Subsection I simply restates the
definition of "Consenting Ownef in Utah Code Arur. $ 40-6-2(4), UPA therefore
suggests it should instead read as follows:

l. An owner shall be determined by the Board to be a
"Consenting Ownei" as defined in Utah Code Ann. $ 40-6-
2(4) when ...

In Subsection 1(a), there is no need to reference R649-1-1 since "Notice of
Opportunity to Participate" is already a defined term which sets forth the
requirements. Consequently, "which complies with the requirements of R649-1-
1" is redundant and should be deleted.

a

a

a

a In Subsection 1(b), as pointed out by Mr. MacDonald in UPA's presentation to the
Board on October 26, an AFE is not binding upon the signatory absent a signed
joint operating agreement. See Sonat Exploration Co. v. Mann, TSS F.2d 1232 (sth

Cir. 1986); see also Moriner Energt, Inc. v. Devon Energt Prod. Co.,69A F.

Supp. 2d,550 (S.D. Tx. 2010). If the parfy has signed a joint operating agreement,
the AFE itself is then enforceable through many confractual remedies beyond non-
consent penalties (e.g., liens, set-ofi efc.).

However, if the party has not signed a joint operating agreement (see

discussion under 1(c) below in that regard), a signed AFE with a concun'ent tender

of the signatory's proportionate share of the AFE'd cost is the only way to inswe
payment is made. This is the equivalent of a "cash call" - a common practice by
the indusfiy. UPA maintains it is appropriate to require a party that desires to
participate but wishes to challenge the terms of the operator's proposed joint
operating agreement to pay the estimated costs and expenses up front to insure it is
committed to the participation; in other words, to have "skin in the game."

The Division has proposed to provide an alternative - to have the patty
provide a written statement agreeing to pay the AFE'd costs. For the reasons

outlined above, UPA rejects that alternative. However, if the Board is inclined to
incorporate the Division's proposal, the proposal must be modified to insure the

obligation is enforceable. For example, adding the phrase "which shall be

enforceable as a contractual obligation of the owner in a court of law." But even
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a

a

a

then, the operator's only remedy requires it to go to court to actually collect while
the owner could simply wait it out and, at the very worst from the force pooling
action, be declared a nonconsenting owner (resulting in an inequitable risk
allocation to the operator and consenting parties which have paid).

In Subsecfion 1(c), a mere wlitten objection to the operator's proposed joint
operating agreement is insufficient; specific detail about the objection(s) is
required to insure good faith negotiations actually occur between the operator and
the owner. UPA instead suggests the following language:

or has provided the operator with written objections,
addressing the specific provisions of the operator's proposed
joint operating agreement to which the owner objects, the
justification for the objections, and modifications/alternative
provisions the owner proposes in lieu thereof, within the time
required to respond; and .. .

As to Subsection l(d), see response to l(b) above should the Board reject UPA's
"cash call" request and instead allow the alternate written agreement to pay. In
addition, UPA suggests only the 30-day response period is necessary as it is highly
unlikely the operator's "Notice of Opportunity to Participate" shall ever provide
for a response period in excess of 30 days (as it is common industry practice).
Finally, UPA suggests the following language at the end:

... null and void ab initio and the owner shall be deemed a
"Nonconsenting Ownef'as defined in Utah Code Ann. $ 40-
6-2(11) and subject to recoupment of the risk assessment
awald and other provisions of Utah Code Ann. $ 40-6-6.5 as

may be determined by the Board.

As to the Division's new Subsection 2, UPA believes its original proposal is
sufficient. UPA believes the burden should be upon a pafiy desiring to participate
but objecting to the operator's proposed joint operating agreement to have the
Board adopt its proposed joint operating agreement, especially where other
drilling unit non-operators have signed the operator's proposed joint operating
agreement. UPA's proposal also establishes a sfiaightforward process whereby
the operator's joint operating agreement would be conclusively adopted in a

subsequenf compulsory pooling action in the absence of timely objections to its
terms. Many times a compulsory pooling action is not initiated until long after a
well has been drilled and produced in order for the Board to make the requisite
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statutory finding that the actual costs and expenses incurred were fair and
reasonable.

However, if the Board is instead inclined to adopt the Division's proposal,
UPA proposes the following tevisions to the proposed language for proper
reference and consistency:

2. An owner who has objected to the operator's proposed
joint operating agreement and which has otherwise complied
with the provisions of Rule R649-2-8.5(1), or an operator
which has received written objections to its proposed joint
operating agreement from an owner which has also complied
with the other provisions of Rule R649-2-8.5(1), may ...

In addition, "RAA" is not a defined term so the term instead should be "request for
agency action." Finally, the referenced 60-day period should corlmence from the
later of receipt of the written objections or the spud date of the well; there is no
need to impose a joint operating agreement unless a well is actually commenced.

Subsection 3 needs revision if the Division's previously requested modifications
(see above) are adopted as follows:

If operations as set forth in the Notice of Opportunity to
Participate are not commenced within one hundred fwenty
(120) days after expiration of the 30-day election period
provided in Rule R649-2-8.5.1(d), then, absent the owner's
written agreement to the contrary, the owner's consent and
agreement pertaining thereto shall be null and void, the
operator must return any tendered AFE'd amount to the
owner, and a new "Notice of Opportunity to Participate" must
be provided if the well is to be re-proposed.

Rule R649-2-9

If the Division's proposed Rule R649-2-8.5(1) is adopted, UPA proposes that the
Rule should simply state:

An owner shall be determined by the Board, after notice and

opportunity for hearing, as a "Non-Consenting Owner" as that
term is defined in Utah Code Ann. $ 40-6-2(11) if the owner
does not satisfii the requirements of Rule R649-2-8.5(1), and

a

o
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subject to the terms of Utah Code Ann. $ 40-6-6.5 as such.
Negotiations in good faith betrveen owners and operators in
connection with the requirements of Rule R649-2-8.5(1) are
expected by the Board and shall be a consideration in the
Board' s determination.

Rule R649-2-9.5

UPA has no objection to the Division's revisions. However, it would like to
address concerns raised by certain Board Members in the October 24th hearing regarding
unknown/unlocatable owners.

First, certain Board Members questioned the adequacy of the operator's searches
for the unknowrlunlocatable owners. UPA responds by stating the Rule requires an
affidavit of good faith efforts by the operator to locate such owners. If Board Members
believe the affidavit does not provide enough detail regarding the searches sonducted, or
that the searches conducted were inadequate, the Board may deny the motion for
publication until that information is provided or the defects are remedied to its
safisfaction.

In addition, one Board Member expressed concem over publication in a local
newspaper as being an antiquated method of notice and suggested the Board or Division
instead maintain a searchable database on its website (as, in the Member's opinion, more
people are inclined to conduct a web search rather than look in the legal section of a

newspaper). UPA responds that publication is an accepted method of notice in litigation,
especially quiet title actions (see U.R.Civ P. Rule  (d)(S)(c) and Utah Code Ann. $ 788-
6-L314), and in probate (see Utah Code Ann. $ 75-1-401(tXc)). There is a presumption
that a paffy owning property in a certain county is more likely to be notified by
publication in a paper of general circulation in that county than by any other means.
Furthermore, Utah Legal Notices compiles such publication notices and provides a

searchable database available on-line (y_w:y,!tabi_qga|:.qg!u). Although not directly a
UPA concem, the logistics for the Board or Division to create and maintain such a

database seems duplicative and cost ineffective, from both a time and frrnding standpoint.

Rule R649-2-9.6

UPA's proposed rule was actually drafted by the Board's previous legal counsel
and simply incorporated at his request. If the Division has objection to Subsection 1.2,

UPA has no objection to its elimination. However, UPA believes the Division's
proposed Subsection 1.2 is already addlessed within Subsection 1.1. Consequently, UPA
proposes the following changes to the Rule:
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... the Board may consider. arnong CIther I'actors. the levsl of
risk undertaken in drilling and completing ...

Rule R649-2-13

tjPA believes its pre'i'iouslv propersed rulc to address Il.ll,419 is suflicier.rt and

rc'iccts thc Divisiorr's proposal cxcept lor consistcricy changes required b3' the Division's
eithcr moclificatitxs addressed above if adopteel. e.g.. in Suhscction {b). changing thr:

refbrencc ta "Notice of'Opportunill' to Participatc." A rnaior goal of UI'A lr'as to allorr, a

process to have the initial conrpulsorv pooling order to govcrn additional rvells rvhich
rnal, be handled internalll' and rrithor"rt the need fbr assistance rvith counsel (unlcss an

oiriecting o1\'ner initiated a request fbr agenc3'action to rncdifl'that existing order),

Requiring an operator to have to file a rnotion lvill require lcgal counsel. thereb,v

defeating that goal. Additionall3,. UPA believes the burden should equally be upon a

part,v desiring to nrodil.y the original order and not onl1, upon thc operator. Adcquatc
prr:tections are in place for due process and the Boartl being provided sulflcient
intbrrnatiotl to .rlrr sltonte issue an order to apirlS. an existing cotnpulsory" pooling orcler to

aclditional *'ells.

Should )'ou er the Division scek additional claritlcation or have t'urlher questions

or concenrs. plense do not hesitate to contact rne and UPA rr'ill prornptll' respond. t"lPA

appreciates irs valued rvorking relationship rvith the lJoard artd ilivision and looks

fbnvard to rvorking u'ith thenr in adoption of final compulsorl' pooling rules.

V trul;, I'ours,

I
immons. Upstrearn Cotnmittee Chair

lt nclosures

cc; Steven Alder. Esq.

Michael Eegley, Esq.

t

)



l. Division's proposed modifications of UPA's proposed rules
addressing manner and timeframe for consenting to participate
in a well.

R649-1-1. Definitions

"AFE" is an abbreviation for'authority for expenditure'which is detailed written statement
made in good faith by an operator of the total estimated costs and expenses to be incurred in
the drilling, testing, completion and equipping of a well.

Division nroboses the follow ng new definition for a "Notice of Oooortunitv to Particioate"
This is essentiallv the same as language as UPA's proposed provisions about what must be

included to satisfv the statutorv reouirement for notice befo re a person is determined to be

non-consenting. lt is proposed as a wav to make the rules easier to understand.

" Notice of Opportunitv to Participate" means the notice of opportunitv to participate in a well required

bv Utah Code 40-6-2(11) to be provided to an owner and which includes an offer to lease if the owner is

an unleased owner, and an offer for the owner to directly participate financially, in proportion to the
owner's interest in the drilling, testing, completion, equipping and operation of the subject well and

which includes:

(i) the approximate surface and, if applicable, bottom hole location of the subject well by county,

township, range, section, quarter-quarter section or substantially equivalent lot, and footages from
directional section lines;

(ii)the proposed well name;

(iii)the proposed vertical completion depth if the well is a horizontalwell;

(iv) the proposed total depth;

(v) the objective productive zone(s);

(vi) the approximate date upon which the subject well was or will be spud;

(vii) a proposed joint operating agreement for operation of the drilling unit upon which the subject well
is to be drilled if the owner's interest equates Io lYo or more of the gross working interest in said drilling
unit or, if the owner's interest equates to less than I% of the gross working interest in said drilling unit, a
statement that a proposed joint operating agreement for operation of the drilling unit upon which the
subject well is to be located will be supplied upon receipt of the owner's written request for the same;

(viii) an AFE for the subject well; and

(ix) a statement that a refusal to agree to either lease or participate in the subject well may result in the
imposition of a statutory risk compensation award under allowed under Section 40-6-6.5(4XdXiXD) of
between 150% and 40O% as determined by the Board.



Division Proposes a new rule R649-2-8.5. Consenting to Participate in a Well. Except as noted
in highlights it follows the UPA format and proposed language.

R549-2-8.5. Consenting to Participate in a Well

1. An Owner shall be determined by the Board to have consented to the drilling of a well and to
have agreed to bear the owner's share of the costs of drilling and operating of a well when:

(a) The operator has provided an owner with a "Notice of Opportunity to Participate" which

complies with the requirements of R649-1-1;

(b) The owner has executed an acceptance of the AFE or a written statement agreeing to pay

the expenses as set forth in the AFE contained in the "Notice of Opportunity to Participate"
provided for the subject well;

(c) The owner has agreed to the terms of an agreement for the operations of the well in the
form of a joint operating agreement or other agreement proposed by the Operator, or has

provided the Operator with written objections to the terms of the proposed operating
agreement within the time required to respond; and

(d) The owner has tendered or agreed to tender to the operator the costs of the well in the AFE

in accordance with reasonable conditions and within the time required by the "Notice of
Opportunity to Participate" or within thirty (30) days from the date the "Notice of Opportunity
to Participate" was received, whichever is greater; provided that failure to tender payment as

required shall result in the revocation of the consent bythe ownerto participate in the well,

the same to be null and void ab initio and the owner shall be determined to be non-consent

and subject to the penalties and other provisions of R649-2-8.5.

The following section 2 is a new provision providing an opportunity owner or operator to
have the Board hold a hearing to resolve any disagreement over terms of the proposed

operating agreement without having to file a separate new RAA.

2. An owner who has provided written objections to the proposed terms of an operating
agreement provided as part of a "Notice of Opportunity to Participate", or an Operator who has

proposed terms for an operating agreement and received written objections to the proposed

terms, may request that the Board determine the terms of the operating agreement in
accordance with the provisions of Utah Code 5 40-6-6.5(2) as follows:

(a) lf the Operator has filed a Request for Agency Action for compulsory pooling of owners

in the drilling unit, both the Owner and the Operator may move the Board to determine
the terms of the operating agreement between the owner and operator as part of that
proceeding.

(b) lf no RAA has been filed for compulsory pooling of owners in the well, then either an

owner who has provided written objections to the operating agreement or an operator
who has received notice of objections, may file a RAA within 60 days of the written



notice of the objection to the proposal of terms in the "Notice of Opportunity to
Participate".

(c) lf no RAA to determine the form of an Agreement is filed within 60 days of the "Notice
of Opportunity to Participate", the terms of the operating agreement as proposed in the
"Notice of Opportunity to Participate" will govern.

Division proposes to keep the following UPA proposed language as part of in the new rule
R649-2-8.5.

3. lf operations as set forth in the written notice required by R649-2-8.5.1- are not commenced
with one hundred twenty (120) days after expiration of the 30-day election period provided in
R649-2-8,5.2, then, absent the owner's written agreement to the contrary, the owner's
consent and agreement shall be null and void, the operator must return the tendered AFE'd

amount to the owner, and a new written notice in accordance with R649-2-8.5.1- must be

provided if the well is to be re-proposed.

R649-2-9. Refusal to Agree

Division's proposed modifications to current rule with a provision to allow for a hearing

regarding objections to the proposed JOA. Changes to current rule are highlighted.

1. An owner shall be determined by the Board after notice and opportunity for hearing to
have refused to agree to bear his proportionate share of the costs of the drilling and operation
of a well under Utah Code Section 40-6-6.5 and to be subject its provisions applicable to a non-
consenting owner, if:

1.1. The operator of the proposed well has, in good faith, attempted to reach agreement
with such owner either for the leasing of the owner's mineral interest or for that owner's

voluntary participation in the drilling of the well.

Replace existing section R649-2-9.1.2 with the following.

I.2 The operator has provided a "Notice of Opportunity to Participate", and the owner has

failed to:

(a) execute an agreement to pay the expenses as set forth in the AFE within 30 days of
receipt of a "Notice of Opportunity to Participate";

(b) make payment as required by the notice or within 30 days of executing the
agreement whichever is later; and

(c) either agree to the terms of the proposed joint operating agreement or provide

written notice of the owner's objections to the joint operating agreement within thirty days of
the "Notice of Opportunity to Participate".



The following language is in the existing R649-2-9 and is retained by both proposals

2. lf the operator of the proposed well shallfailto attempt, in good faith, to reach

agreement with the owner for the leasing of that owner's mineral interest or for voluntary
participation by that owner in the well prior to the filing of a Request for Agency Action for
compulsory pooling of interests in the drilling unit under Utah Code Section 40-6-6.5 then, upon

written request and after notice and hearing, the hearing on the RequestforAgencyAction for
compulsory pooling may, at the discretion of the board or its designated hearing examiner, be delayed

for a period not to exceed thirty (30) days, to allow for negotiations between the operator and the
owner.

ll. New Proposed Rule to address unlocatable or unidentified owners

Division's proposed modifications make only a few changes to the UPA proposed new rule.

R649-2-9.5 Notice to Unlocatable and Unidentified Owners.

1. An owner who is neither identifiable but may claim ownership by, through, or under

the estate of a deceased owner of record, nor locatable, may be determined to have refused to
agree to bear his proportionate share of the costs of drilling and operation of a well under Utah

Code Section 40-6-6.5 if:

(t) The operator, concurrent with the filing of a Request for Agency Action for

compulsory pooling, files with the Board an ex porte motion for notice by publication, which

motion shall be accompanied by an affidavit outlining in sufficient detail the operator's
reasonable diligent and good faith efforts to identify and locate such owners, and a proposed

form of such notice to be published which shall, at a minimum, include:

(i) a listing of all such owners. lf such owners are unknown, then identifying them as

parties not already leased or participating in the well at issue and claiming by, through or under

the estate of the deceased owner of record;

(ii) the name, address, email address and telephone number of a contact person for the
operator to respond to the notice; and

(iii) all of the information setforth in Notice of Opportunityto Participate but, in lieu of
an AFE and a joint operating agreement, instead a statement that an AFE for the subject well
and a proposed joint operating agreement shall be provided by the operator to the owner if a
response to the notice is received before hearing

(b) The Board finds the operator has exercised such reasonable diligent and good faith
efforts and the proposed form of notice acceptable, it shall issue an order granting the motion
and authorizing publication of said form of notice in a newspaper of general circulation in the



county where the well is located for two (2) consecutive weeks priorto the hearing date and

proof of such publication is supplied by said newspaper publisher and filed with the Board; and

(c) No response either agreeing to lease or to otherwise participate in the subject well is
received by the operator from any such owner prior to the hearing.

lll. New Rule proposed by UPA to establish criteria for risk

compensation award.

The Division opposes the UPA proposal to consider efforts to provide notice as a factor to
consider in determining the amount of the risk compensation award. The Division's
alternative is in yellow highlight.

R649-2-9.5. lmposition of Statutory Risk Compensation Award.

L ln determining the level of any risk compensation award imposed within the range of
LsO%to 400% specified in Utah Code Section 40-6-5.5(4XdXiXD), the Board may consider,

among other factors:

t.L. The level of risk undertaken in drilling and completing the subject well in light of
any evidence bearing upon such level of risk, including geologic and engineering evidence, as

well as information available through prior drilling and development; and

1.2. The business risks associated with the well.

lV. Rules Proposed to allow an lnitial Compulsory Pooling Order in a
Drilling Unit to Apply to Subsequent Wells in a Drilling Unit. As

permitted by H.B. 419

Division's Proposed New Rule R549-2-13 is similar to the UPA proposed additions to R649-2-9

except to add more requirements to ensure notice has been given and to provide an

opportunity for a hearing without filing a separate RAA. See the portions highlighted.

R649-2-13. Application of a compulsory pooling order to subsequent wells in a

drilling unit. Highlights are the main differences from the UPA Proposal.

L An initial order compulsory pooling all interests in a drilling unit, including the terms and

conditions of a joint operating agreement as adopted by the Board, may apply to any

subsequently drilled well in the drilling unit as authorized under Utah Code Section 40-6-

6.5(I2), subject to complying with the following conditions:



(a) The Operator has filed with the Board a motion to modify the order to apply its

terms to an additional well in the drilling unit which sets forth by affidavit:

(i) the docket and cause numbers of said initial Board Order;

(ii) certification that the Operator has caused a search of the county's ownership
records, and other government and business records that are normally and reasonably

relied upon by landmen to ascertain ownership of the minerals in the drilling unit as of
the time of the filing of the motion to modify the order;

(iii) an identification of those owners who the Operator asserts have not consented to
participate in the wells and those who are either locatable, unlocatable, or cannot be

identified;

(iv) certification that the Operator has made reasonable efforts to located and provide

notice to such parties which shall include:

(a) copies of the written "Notice of Opportunity to Participate" sent to the non-

consenting parties together with a proof of service; or

(b) proof of notice by publication as required by R649-2-9.3.2if any such party is
unlocatable or not identified;

(v) a statement that the average weighted landowner's royalty for the drilling unit
remains the same as that provided for in the initial Board Order or a calculation of the average

weighted landowner's royalty for the drilling unit at the time of commencement of the drilling
of the subsequent well as provided in Utah Code Section 40-6-6.5(6);

(vi) the anticipated costs of plugging the well; and

(vii) the non-consent penalty as determined by the board in the original order.

(b) The motion to modify the order has been mailed by the Operator, together with
copies of the Board's initial compulsory pooling order and a recitation of the provisions of Utah

Code Section 40-6-6.5(12) and R649-2-9 to all such alleged non-consenting owners, with a

certification of service evidencing the same executed and filed with the Board; and

(c) Within 60 days of the mailing of the motion, no party has filed any objection to
the motion to modify the Board's initial order to apply to the subsequently drilled well in the
drilling unit, including without limitation objection to said party's alleged non-consent status,

the applicable risk compensation percentage orthe reasonableness of the actualcosts incurred

for the subsequently drilled well.

2. Upon a written request filed by an Operator with the Board stating that the foregoing
conditions have been satisfied, the Board may enter an order declaring its initial compulsory



pooling order to be applicable to such subsequently drilled well or wells, with the modifications
for the matters addressed in the motion to modify the order.

The following provision is proposed by the Division to provide an

opportunity for hearing short of the owner having to file a RAA

3. lf an owner or other person with an interest affected by the motion shall have filed an

objection within 60 days of the mailing of the motion including but not limited to an objection
to said person's alleged non-consent status, the applicable risk compensation percentage, the
reasonableness of the costs of the well, or the terms of the joint operating agreement, then the
Board shall set a time for the hearing in accordance with Rules of Practice Before the Board.

R641-L00 et. seq..

(a) The hearing shall be limited to the addressing the objections to the motion to modify the
order as asserted by the owner in the objections filed;

(b) The Operator shall have the burden to satisfy the requirements of Utah Code section 40-6-

6.5 as to the objections; and

(c)the Board shall enter an order determining the application of the initial order to the

subsequent well.



Comparison of the Division's modifications and UPA's proposed rules

Definitions

UPA proposal Division's modification

"AFE" means an authority for expenditure which
is a detailed written statement made in good

faith by an operator of the estimated total costs

and expenses to be incurred in the drilling,
testing, completion and equipping of a well.

"AFE" js an abbreviatio r 'authority for
expenditure' which is detailed written statement
made in good faith by an operator of the total
estimated costs and expenses to be incurred in
the drilling, testing, completion and equipping of
a well.

Consenting To Participate in a Well or New Definition of Notice of Opportunity
to Participate in a Well. Division Droposes the followi new definition for a "Notice of
Oooortunitv to Pa rticinate". Th ts is essentiallv the same as lansuase as UPA's oroposed

rovisions about what must be included to s

before a person is determined to be non-consenting. lt is proposed as a wav to make the
rules easier to understand.

Proposed R649-2-8.5. Consentins to Participate in
a Well.
1.The written notice an operator must provide an

owner as referenced in Utah Code Section 40-6-
2(11) must include an offer to lease if the owner
is an unleased owner, and an offer for the owner
to directly participate financially, in proportion to
the owner's interest, in the drilling, testing,
completion, equipping and operation of the
subject well. Said written notice shall include:

R549-1-1. Definitions
" Notice of Opportunitv to Participate" means the
notice of opportunity to participate in a well
reouired bv Utah Code 40-6-2 (11) to be provided

to an owner and which includes an offer to lease

if the owner is an unleased owner, and an offer
for the owner to directly participate financially, in

proportion to the owner's interest in the drilling,
testing, completion, equipping and operation of
the subject well and which includes:

(a) the approximate surface and, if applicable,
bottom hole location of the subject well by
county, townsh ip, range, section, q ua rter-q uarter
section or substantially equivalent lot, and

footages from directional section lines; (b) the
proposed well name; (c)the proposed vertical
completion depth if the well is a horizontal well;
(d) the proposed total depth; (e) the objective
productive zone(s); (f) the approximate date
upon which the subject well was or will be spud;

(i) the approximate surface and, if applicable,
bottom hole location of the subject well by

county, township, range, section, quarter-quarter
section or substantially equivalent lot, and

footages from directional section lines;
(ii)the proposed well name;
(iii)the proposed verticalcompletion depth if the
well is a horizontalwell;
(iv) the proposed total depth;
(v) the objective productive zone(s);
(vi)the approximate date upon which the subject
well was or will be spud;



g) a proposed joint operating agreement for
operation of the drilling unit upon which the
subject well is to be drilled if the owner's interest
equates to t% or more of the gross working
interest in said drilling unit or, if the owner's
interest equates to less than 1% of the gross

working interest in said drilling unit, instead a

statement that a proposed joint operating
(continued)
agreement for operation of the drilling unit upon
which the subject well is to be located will be

supplied upon receipt of the owner's written
request for the same; and (h) an AFE for the
subject well The written notice must also state
that a refusal to agree to either lease or
participate in the subject well may result in the
imposition of a statutory risk compensation
award under Section 40-6-6.5(4XdXiXD) of
between 150% and 400%.

(vii) a proposed joint operating agreement for
operation of the drilling unit upon which the
subject well is to be drilled if the owner's interest
equates to I% or more of the gross working
interest in said drilling unit or, if the owner's
interest equates to less than L% of the gross

working interest in said drilling unit, a statement
that a proposed joint operating agreement for
(continued)
operation of the drilling unit upon which the
subject well is to be located will be supplied upon
receipt of the owner's written request for the
same;
(viii) an AFE for the subject well; and
(ix) a statement that a refusal to agree to either
lease or participate in the subject well may result
in the imposition of a statutory risk compensation
award under allowed under Section 40-6-
6.5(4XdXiXD) of between 150% and 40O% as

determined by the Board.

Consenting To Participate in a Well

UPA proposed R545-2-8.5 continued

2. For purposes of Utah Code Section a0-6-2(al
and -2(L1), the consent and agreement required
of an owner shall be manifested by the owner's
execution of the AFE for the subject well, and
payment of the owner's proportionate share of
the AFE'd amount. An owner shall have thirty
(30) days from the date the written notice
required by R649-2-8.5.L is received to provide
such consent and agreement.

Division's Proposed new rule R549-2-8.5.
Consenting to Participate in a Well - including
option to make objections to the proposed
operating agreement and remain a consenting
owner.

L. An Owner shall be determined by the Board to
have consented to the drilling of a well and to
have agreed to bear the owner's share of the
costs of drilling and operating of a well when:
(a) The operator has provided an owner with a

"Notice of Opportunity to Participate" which
complies with the requirements of R649-1-1;
(b) The owner has executed an acceptance of the
AFE or a written statement agreeing to pay the
expenses as set forth in the AFE contained in the
"Notice of Opportunity to Participate" provided
for the subject well;
(c) The owner has agreed to the terms of an

agreement for the operations of the well in the
form of a joint operating agreement or other
agreement proposed by the Operator, or has

provided the Operator with written objections to



the terms of the proposed operating agreement
within the time required to respond; and
(d) The owner has tendered or agreed to tender
to the operator the costs of the well in the AFE in

accordance with reasonable conditions and
within the time required by the "Notice of
Opportunity to Participate" or within thirty (30)

days from the date the "Notice of Opportunity to
Participate" was received, whichever is greater;
provided that failure to tender payment as

required shall result in the revocation of the
consent by the owner to participate in the well,
the same to be null and void ab initio and the
owner shall be determined to be non-consent
and subject to the penalties and other provisions

of 40-6-6.5 as may be determined by the Board.

R649-2-9 UPA Proposed Addition
Requirement for owner to file a RAA in order to
have board consider objections to the proposed
operating agreement.

1.3 lf the owner has executed an AFE and paid his
proportionate share of the AFE'd amount within
thirty (30) days as specified in R649-2-8.5.2, but
does not agree to the terms of the joint operating
agreement submitted with the written notice and

desires to propose different terms for said joint
operating agreement, the owner shall have sixty
(60) days from the spud date of the subject well
or from receipt of the written notice, whichever
occurs later, to file a Request for Agency Action
with the Board seeking compulsory pooling of
interests in the drilling unit under Utah Code

Section 40-6-6.5 including adoption of the
owner's proposed joint operating agreement
terms.

R649-2-8.5. Consenting to Participate in a Well.
(Continued)
New provision providing an opportunity owner
or operator to request a hearing on the terms of
the proposed operating agreement.

2. An owner who has provided written
objections to the proposed terms of an operating
agreement provided as part of a "Notice to
Participate", or an Operator who has proposed

terms for an operating agreement and received
written objections to the proposed terms, may
request that the Board determine the terms of
the operating agreement in accordance with the
provisions of Utah Code 5 40-6-6.5(2) as follows:

(a) lf the Operator has filed a Request for
Agency Action for compulsory pooling of
owners in the drilling unit, both the
Owner and the Operator may move the
Board to determine the terms of the
operating agreement between the owner
and operator as part of that proceeding.

(b) lf no RAA has been filed for compulsory
pooling of owners in the well, then either
an owner who has provided written
objections to the operating agreement or
an operator who has received notice of
objections, may file a RAA within 60 days

of the written notice of the objection to



the proposal of terms in the "Notice of
Opportu n ity to Pa rticipate".

(c) lf no RAA to determine the form of an

Agreement is filed within 60 days of the
"Notice of Opportunity to Participate",
the terms of the operating agreement as

proposed in the "Notice of Opportunity
to Participate" will govern.

UPA Proposed new rule R649-2-8.5

3. lf operations as set forth in the written notice
required by R649-2-8.5.1are not commenced
with one hundred twenty (120) days after
expiration of the 30-day election period provided
in R649-2-8.5.2, then, absent the owner's written
agreement to the contrary, the owner's consent
and agreement shall be null and void, the
operator must return the tendered AFE'd amount
to the owner, and a new written notice in
accordance with R649-2-8.5.1 must be provided if
the well is to be re-proposed.

Division proposes to keep the UPA proposed
language as part of in the new rule.

3. lf operations as set forth in the written notice
required by R649-2-8.5.1are not commenced
with one hundred twenty (120) days after
expiration of the 30-day election period provided

in R649-2-8.5.2, then, absent the owner's written
agreement to the contrary, the owner's consent
and agreement shall be null and void, the
operator must return the tendered AFE'd amount
to the owner, and a new written notice in
accordance with R649-2-8.5.1- must be provided if
the well is to be re-proposed.

R649-2-9 Refusal to Agree
(Highlighted sections are the UPA's or Division's proposed addition to existing rule.)
UPA's proposed modification to the current rule.

t. An owner shall be deemed to have

refused to agree to bear his proportionate share
of the costs of the drilling and operation of a well
under Utah Code Section 40-6-6.5 if:

Division's proposed modifications to current rule

1. An owner shall be determined by the
Board after notice and opportunity for hearing to
have refused to agree to bear his proportionate
share of the costs of the drilling and operation of
a well under Utah Code Section 40-6-6.5 and to
be subject its provisions applicable to a non-
consenting owner, if:

1.1. The operator of the proposed well has, in

good faith, attempted to reach agreement with
such owner either for the leasing of the owner's
mineral interest or for that owner's voluntary
participation in the drilling of the subject well
which includes, but is not limited to, execution by
the owner of a joint operating agreement with
the operator.

L1.. The operator of the proposed well has, in
good faith, attempted to reach agreement with
such owner either for the leasing of the owner's
mineral interest or for that owner's voluntary
participation in the drilling of the well.

Replace existing section R649-2-9.1.2 with the
following.

Replace existing section R649-2-9.1..2 with the
following.



1.2. The owner has not, following such good

faith efforts by the operator executed and

returned to the operator both an AFE for the
subject well and paid his proportionate share of
the AFE'd amount within the thirty (30) days as

specified in R649-2-8.5.2, subject to the
provisions of R649-2-8.5.3.

I.2 The operator has provided a "Notice of
Opportunity to Participate", and the owner has

failed to:
(a) execute an agreement to pay the

expenses as set forth in the AFE within 30 days of
receipt of a "Notice of Opportunity to
Pa rtici pate";

(b) make payment as required by the
notice or within 30 days of executing the
agreement whichever is later; and

(c) either agree to the terms of the
proposed joint operating agreement or provide
written notice of the owner's objections to the
joint operating agreement within thirty days of
the "Notice to of Opportunity to Participate".

The flowing language is in the existing R649-2-9 and is retained by both proposals

2. lf the operator of the proposed well shall

fail to attempt, in good faith, to reach agreement
with the owner for the leasing of that owner's
mineral interest or for voluntary participation by
that owner in the well prior to the filing of a

Request for Agency Action for compulsory
pooling of interests in the drilling unit under Utah
Code Section 40-6- 6.5 then, upon written
request and after notice and hearing, the hearing
on the Request for Agency Action for compulsory
pooling may, at the discretion of the board or its
designated hearing examiner, be delayed for a

period not to exceed thirty (30) days, to allow for
negotiations between the operator and the
owner.

2. lf the operator of the proposed well shall
failto attempt, in good faith, to reach agreement
with the owner for the leasing of that owner's
mineral interest or for voluntary participation by

that owner in the well prior to the filing of a
Request for Agency Action for compulsory
pooling of interests in the drilling unit under Utah
Code Section 40-6-6.5 then, upon written request
and after notice and hearing, the hearing on the
Request for Agency Action for compulsory
pooling may, at the discretion of the board or its
designated hearing examiner, be delayed for a

period not to exceed thirty (30) days, to allow for
negotiations between the operator and the
owner.

ll. New Proposed Rule to address unlocatable or unidentified
owners
Highlights are main differences between UPA and Division's versions

UPA's proposed addition to
R649-2-9

3. An owner who is neither
identifiable but may claim

ownership by, through, or under

Division's proposed new rule.

R549-2-9.5 Notice to Unlocatable
and Unidentified Owners.

L. An owner who is neither
identifiable but may claim



the estate of a deceased owner of
record, nor locatable, will be

deemed to have refused to agree
to bear his proportionate share of
the costs of drilling and operation
of a well under Utah Code Section
40-6-6.5 if:

ownership by, through, or under
the estate of a deceased owner of
record, nor locatable, may be

determined to have refused to
agree to bear his proportionate
share of the costs of drilling and
operation of a well under Utah

Code Section 40-6-6.5 if:

3.L. The operator, concurrent
with the filing of a Request for
Agency Action for compulsory
pooling, files with the Board an ex
porte motion for notice by
publication, which motion shall
be accompanied by an affidavit
outlining in sufficient detail the
operator's reasonable diligent
and good faith efforts to identify
and locate such owners, and a

proposed form of such notice to
be published which shall, at a
minimum, include:

(a) The operator,
concurrent with the filing of a
Request for Agency Action for
compulsory pooling, files with the
Board an ex parte motion for
notice by publication, which
motion shall be accompanied by
an affidavit outlining in sufficient
detail the operator's reasonable
diligent and good faith efforts to
identify and locate such owners,
and a proposed form of such

notice to be published which
shall, at a minimum, include:

(a) a listing of all such

owners. lf such owners are
unknown, then identifylng them
as parties not already leased or
participating in the well at issue

and claiming by, through or under
the estate of the deceased owner
of record;

(i) a listing of all such

owners. lf such owners are
unknown, then identifying them
as parties not already leased or
participating in the well at issue

and claiming by, through or under
the estate of the deceased owner
of record;



(b) the name, address,

email address and telephone
number of a contact person for
the operator to respond to the
notice; and

(ii) the name, address,
email address and telephone
number of a contact person for
the operator to respond to the
notice; and

c) all of the information set forth
in R649-2-8.5.L above but, in lieu

of an AFE and a joint operating
agreement, instead a statement
that an AFE for the subject well
and a proposed joint operating
agreement shall be provided by

the operator to the owner if a
response to the notice is received
before hearing.

(iii) all of the information set
forth in Notice of Opportunity to
Participate but, in lieu of an AFE

and a joint operating agreement,
instead a statement that an AFE

for the subject well and a
proposed joint operating
agreement shall be provided by

the operator to the owner if a
response to the notice is received
before hearing.

lf the Board finds the operator
has exercised such reasonable
diligent and good faith efforts and

the proposed form of notice
acceptable, it shall issue an order
granting the motion and

authorizing publication of said

form of notice as outlined in

R649-2-9.3.2 below.
3.2. The operator publishes the
form of notice authorized by the
Board in a newspaper of general

circulation in the county where
the well is located for two (2)

consecutive weeks prior to the

(b) The Board finds the
operator has exercised such

reasonable diligent and good faith
efforts and the proposed form of
notice acceptable, it shall issue an

order granting the motion and

authorizing publication of said

form of notice Ipart deleted] in a
newspaper of general circulation
in the county where the well is

located for two (2) consecutive
weeks prior to the hearing date
and proof of such publication is

supplied by said newspaper



hearing date and proof of such
publication is supplied by said

newspaper publisher and filed
with the Board; and
3.3. No response either agreeing
to lease or to otherwise
participate in the subject well is
received by the operator from
any such owner prior to the
hearing.

publisher and filed with the
Board; and
(c) No response either agreeing
to lease or to otherwise
participate in the subject well is
received by the operator from
any such owner prior to the
hearing.

lll. New Rule proposed by UPA

R549-2-9.5. lmposition of Statutory Risk Compensation Award.
(Hiehlighted language is the main difference in the two proposals)

UPA's Proposed Rule Division's Proposed Modification
to proposed rule

L. ln determining the level of
any risk compensation award
imposed within the range of L50%

to 400% specified in Utah Code

Section 40-6-6.5(4XdXiX D), the
Board may consider, among other
factors:

L.L. The level of risk

undertaken in drilling and
completing the subject well in
light of any evidence bearing
upon such level of risk, including
geologic and engineering
evidence, as well as information
available through prior drilling
and developmenU and

L. In determining the level of
any risk compensation award
imposed within the range of L50%
to 400% specified in Utah Code

Section 40-6-6.5(4XdXiXD), the
Board may consider, among other
factors:

t.L. The level of risk

undertaken in drilling and
completing the subject well in
light of any evidence bearing
upon such level of risk, including
geologic and engineering
evidence, as well as information
available through prior drilling
and development; and



L.2. The reasonableness of the
operator's efforts to locate and
provide the nonconsenting owner
with the notice required under
R649-2-8 .5.L, including whether
such notice was provided before,
or after, the subject well was
spud, and any difficulties
associated with providing such

notice in advance of the spud
date.

L.2. The business risks

associated with the well.

(The Division opposes the UPA proposalto
consider efforts to provide notice as a factor
to consider in determining the amount of
the risk compensation award.)

lV. Rules Proposed to allow an lnitial Compulsory Pooling Order in a
Drilling Unit to Apply to Subsequent Wells in a Drilling Unit.
As permitted by H.B. 419

UPA's Proposed Rule . Division's Proposed Rule

4. As authorized under Utah
Code Section 40-6-6.5 (I2), in
order for the Board's initial order
compulsory pooling all interests in
a drilling unit, including the terms
and conditions of a joint
operating agreement as adopted
by the Board, to apply to any
subsequently drilled well in the

Proposed Addition to R649-2-9

L. An initial order compulsory
pooling all interests in a drilling
unit, including the terms and
conditions of a joint operating
agreement as adopted by the
Board, may apply to any
subsequently drilled well in the
drilling unit as authorized under
Utah Code Section 40-6-6.5 (L2),

Proposed New Rule R649-2-L3.
Application of a compulsory
pooling order to subsequent
wells in a drilling unit.



drilling unit without further
hearing, the Operator must file
with the Board an affidavit with
reference to the docket and cause

numbers of said initial Board

Order and:

subject to complying with the
following conditions:

(a) The Operator has filed
with the Board a motion to
modify the order to apply its
terms to an additional well in the
drilling unit which sets forth by
affidavit:

(i) the docket and cause

numbers of said initial Board

Order;

(Proposed Addition to R649-2-9

continued)
a) which identifies the parties

whom the Operator deems non-
consenting parties in the
particular well;

(R649-2- !3.L contin ued)
(ii) certification that the Operator
has caused a search of the
county's ownership records, and
other government and business
records that are normally and
reasonably relied upon by
landmen to ascertain ownership
of the minerals in the drilling unit
as of the time of the filing of the
motion to modify the order;
(iii) an identification of those
owners who the Operator asserts

have not consented to participate
in the wells and those who are

either locatable, unlocatable, or
cannot be identified;
(iv) certification that the Operator
has made reasonable efforts to



located and provide notice to
such parties which shall include:

(Proposed Addition to R649-2-9
continued)
(b) to which is attached copies of

the wrltten notices to said parties
relating to such well as required
under R649-2-8.5.1- and proof of
service upon the same;
(c) to which is attached the proof
of publication as required by
R649-2-9.3.2if any such party is

unlocatable;
d) which either contains a
statement that the average
weighted landowner's royalty for
the drilling unit remains the same
as that provided for in the initial
Board Order or, if changed, has

attached a recalculation of the
average weighted landowner's
royalty at the time of
commencement of the drilling of
the subsequent well in question
as provided in Utah Code Section
40-6-6.s(6); and
(e) which details the actual costs
incurred for such well.

(R649-2-13. 1 contin ued)

(a) copies of the written "Notice
of Opportunity to Participate"
sent to the non-consenting
parties together with a proof of
service; or
(b) proof of notice by publication

as required by R649-2-9.3.2 if any
such party is unlocatable or not
identified;
v) a statement that the
average weighted landowner's
royalty for the drilling unit
remains the same as that
provided for in the initial Board

Order or a calculation of the
average weighted landowner's
royalty for the drilling unit at the
time of commencement of the
drilling of the subsequent well as

provided in Utah Code Section 40-

6-6.s(6);
(vi) the anticipated costs of
plugging the well; and
(vii) the non-consent penalty as

determined by the board in the
original order.



(Additions to R649-2-9 continued)

The Affidavit must be mailed by

the Operator, together with
copies of the Board's initial
compulsory pooling order and of
Utah Code Section 40-6-6.5(12)
and R649-2-9, to all such

locatable alleged non-consenting
parties, with a certification of
service evidencing the same
executed and filed with the
Board.

( R649-2-0 L3. 1- co ntin ued )

(b) The motion to modify the
order has been mailed by the
Operator, together with copies of
the Board's initial compulsory
pooling order and a recitation of
the provisions of Utah Code

Section 40-6-6.5(12) and R649-2-9

to all such alleged non-consenting
owners, with a certification of
service evidencing the same
executed and filed with the
Board; and

lf, within 60 days of the mailing
date, no party has filed a petition
seeking modification of the
Board's initial order as relating to
the subsequently drilled well,
including but not limited to an

objection to said party's alleged
non-consent status, the
a pplicable risk compensation
percentage or the reasonableness
of the actual costs incurred for
suchwell,...

c) Within 60 days of the
mailing of the motion, no party
has filed any objection to the
motion to modify the Board's
initial order to apply to the
subsequently drilled well in the
drilling unit, including without
limitation objection to said party's
alleged non-consent status, the
a pplicable risk compensation
percentage or the reasonableness



of the actual costs incurred for
the subsequently drilled well.

. . the Board shall enter an order
sua sponte declaring its initial
compulsory pooling order to be

applicable to such subsequently
drilled well but with the
modifications for the matters
addressed in the Affidavit.

2. Upon a written request filed
by an Operator with the Board
stating that the foregoing
conditions have been satisfied,
the Board may enter an order
declaring its initial compulsory
pooling order to be applicable to
such subsequently drilled well or
wells, with the modifications for
the matters addressed in the
motion to modify the order.

UPA's proposal has no similar
provision for hearing objections
except for the option for the
owner to file a separate RAA.

Division's proposed opportunity
for hearing of owner's
objections.

3. lf an owner or other person

with an interest affected by the
motion shall have filed an

objection within 60 days of the
mailing of the motion including
but not limited to an objection to
said person's alleged non-consent
status, the applicable risk
compensation percentage, the
reasonableness of the costs of the
well, or the terms of the joint
operating agreement, then the
Board shall set a time for the
hearing in accordance with Rules



of Practice Before the Board.
R641-100 et. seq.
(a) The hearing shall be limited to
the addressing the objections to
the motion to modify the order as

asserted by the owner in the
objections filed;
(b)The Operator shall have the
burden to satisfy the
requirements of Utah Code

section 40-6-6.5 as to the
objections; and
(c) the Board shall enter an order
determining the application of
the initial order to the
subsequent well.



BEFORE THE BOARD OF OIL, GAS AND MINING
DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES

STATE OF UTAH

IN THE MATTER OF INFORMAL
RULEMAKING ASSOCIATED WITH THE
2OI7 AND 2OI8 LEGISLATIVE
AMENDMENTS CONCERNING FORCED
POOLING AND THE NEED TO INITIATE
RULEMAKING ON OTHER EMERGING
MATTERS.

NOTICE OF HEARING

Docket No. 2017-013
Cause No. RO&G-2017-01

THE STATE OF UTAH TO ALL PERSONS INTERESTED IN THE FOLLOWING

MATTER.

Notice is hereby given that the Board of Oil, Gas and Mining ("Board"), State of Utah, will

conduct a hearing on WEDNESDAY, March 27,2019, at 10:00 AM, or as soon thereafter as

possible, in the auditorium of the Department of Natural Resources, 1594 West North Temple, Salt

Lake City, Utah. The hearing will be streamed live on the Department of Natural Resources

YouTube channel at be/rO00bXn

The hearing will be conducted as a formal administrative adjudication in accordance with

the rules of the Board as set forth in Utah Administrative Code R641 et seq., and as provided for

in Utah Code Ann. $ 40-6-1 et seq., and Utah Code Ann. g 63G-4-101 through 601.

The purpose of the hearing will be for the Board of Oil, Gas & Mining ("Board"), in

cooperation with the Utah Division of Oil, Gas & Mining ("Division"), to:

1. Determine the status of the informal process and any proposed rules derived from the

informal process;



2. Consider adate for presentment of any draft rule proposal(s) to the Board of Oil, Gas

& Mining so as to initiate formal rulemaking; and

3. Take such further and additional action as the Board finds appropriate.

4. Public comment will not be received by the Board of Oil, Gas & Mining at the above-

referenced date and time. It is anticipated the Division of Oil, Gas & Mining will provide a status

report. After the status report, the Board of Oil, Gas & Mining will set dates and perform any

additional actions as enumerated above.

The Request to Commence Formal Rulemaking, and any subsequent filings, may be inspected

at the office of the undersigned, and inspected online at the Utah Board of Oil, Gas and Mining's

website at http ://o grn.utah. gov/amr/boardtemp/redesign/books.htrnl.

Pursuant to the Americans with Disabilities Act, persons requiring auxiliary communicative

aids and services to enable them to participate in this hearing should call Julie Ann Carter at (801) 538-

5277, at least three working days prior to the hearing date.

DATED this 26th day of February, 2019.

STATE OF UTAH
BOARD OF OIL, GAS AND MINING
Ruland J. Gill, Jr., Chairman

\,^L' l^ C,r*
@l,tulie XnnCartel-
Board Secretary
1594 WestNorth Temple, Suite 1210
Salt Lake City, Utah 84116
(80r) s38-s277
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CERTIFICATE OF PUBLISHED NOTICE

I hereby certify that I caused a true and correct copy of the foregoing NOTICE OF
HEARING for Docket No. 2017-013, Cause No. RO&G-2017-01to be PUBLISHED in the
following newspapers on the following days:

March 3,2019:
The Salt Lake Tribune and Deseret News, newspapers of general circulation
in Salt take City and County.

\S, A,^- C,f;.J,/

J



CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that I caused a true and correct copy of the foregoing NOTICE OF

HEARING for DocketNo. 2017-013, Cause No. RO&G-2017-01to be mailed via email this 26th

day of February, 2019, to the following:

Michael E. Begley
Assistant Attorneys General
Utah Board of Oil, Gas & Mining
1594 West North Temple, Suite 300
Salt Lake City, UT 84116
Email: mbegley@agutah. gov

Steven F. Alder
Assistant Attorneys General
Utah Board of Oil, Gas & Mining
1594 West North Temple, Suite 300
Salt Lake City, UT 84116
Email : stevealder@agutah. gov

David P. Bolda, Esq.
Beatty & Wozniak, P.C.
5406 W. 11000 N., Ste. 103-221
Highland, UT 84003
Email : dbolda@bwenergylaw. com

William E. Ward, Esq.
Bill Ward Law, PLLC
984 Foxhill Road
North Salt Lake, uT 84054
Email : BillWard@billwardlaw. com

Mark L. Burghardt, Esq.
Rebecca Holt Johnson, Esq.
Dorsey & Whitney LLP
1l I South Main Street
Suite 2100
Salt Lake City, UT 84llI-2176-
Email : burghardt.mark@dorsey.com

i ohnson. becky@dorsey. com

H. Michael Keller, Esq.
Matthew S. Brahana, Esq.
Fabian Vancott
215 South State Street STE 1200
Salt Lake City, UT 84111
Email : mkeller@fabianvancott.com

mbrahanna@ fabianvancott. com

A. John Davis III, Esq.
Angela Franklin, Esq.
Holland &Hart,LLP
222 South Main Street, Suite 2200
Salt Lake City, UT 84101
Email : aj davis(Ehollandhart.com

alfranklin@hollandhart. com
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Phillip Wm. Lear, Esq.
Mitchell S. Maio, Esq.
Lear & Lear P.L.L.C.
808 E. South Temple St.
Salt Lake City, UT 84102
Email : phillip.lear@learlaw.com

mitch.maio @learlaw. com

Frederick M. MacDonald, Esq.
Relma M. Miller, Esq.
MacDonald & Miller
Mineral Legal Services, PLLC
7090 S. Union Park Avenue, Suite 400
Salt Lake City, UT 84047
Email : fred@macmillerle gal. com

relma@macmillerle gal. com

Kelly Williams, Esq.
Oram - Houghton, PLLC
51 Coffeen Avenue Suite 201
Sheridan, WY 82801
Email : kwilliams@oram-houghton.com

Daniel Jensen, Esq.
Clayton Parr, Esq.
Parr, Brown, Gee & Loveless
101 South 200 East, Suite 700
Salt Lake City, UT 84111
Email : cparr@Farrbrown.com

dj ensen@parrbrown. com

Michael Malmquist, Esq.
Parsons Behle & Latimer
201 South Main Street, Suite 1800
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111
Email: MMalmquist@parsonsbehle.com

Lavonne Garrison
Mike Johnson, AAG
School & Institutional Trust Lands Admin.
6758500S#s00
Salt Lake City, UT 84102
Email : lavonne garrison@utah. gov

mikei ohnson@agutah. gov

Denise A. Dragoo, Esq.
James P. Allen, Esq.
Snell & Wilmer, L.L.P.
Gateway Tower West
15 West South Temple
Suite 1200
Salt Lake City, UT 84101-1547
Email: ddragoo@swlaw.com

ipallen@swlaw.com

sPower
Jacob Schipaanboord, Esq.
2180 South 1300 East
Suite 600
Salt Lake city, uT 84106-2749
Email : j schipaanboord@ spower.com

Brent D. Chicken, Esq.
Steptoe & Johnson PLLC
600l7th Street
Suite 2300 South
Denver, CO 80202
Email: brent.chicken@steptoe-johnson.com

Steve Styler, Esq.
Styler Daniels P.C.
For Kinder Morgan Altamont LLC
297 N Highway 6
Delta, UT 84624
Email : steve@st)'lerdaniels.com

Utah Association of Professional Landmen
Robert H Wilson III
2640F, Lambourne Ave
Salt Lake City, UT 84t09-2741
Email : rhwilson3 @centurylink.net

utahapl@smail.com

Rikki Hrenko-Browning
Utah Petroleum Association
10714 S Jordan Gateway #160
South Jordan, UT 84095
Email : Rikki.Hrenko-Browning@enefi t.com

upa@utahpetroleum. org
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Utah Royalty Owners Association
Allan Smith
1137 Park Ridge Drive (512-l)
Roosevelt, UT 84066
Email: AESmi

Lowell Braxton
Western Energy Alliance
3666 S Millbrook Terrace
Salt Lake City, UT 84106
Email: lbraxton@westemenergyalliance.org

Blt Email:

Christopher Jones
Holland &Hart
cdj ones@hollandhart. com

Christopher Hogle
Holland &Hart
crho ele@hollandhart. com

Angela Franklin
Holland & Hart LLP
ALFranklin@hollandhart.com

Romaine Marshall
Holland &Hart
rcmarshall @hollandhart. com

George Haley
Holland & Hart Llp
gmhaley@hollandhart. com

Craig Galli
Holland &Hart
c galli@hollandhart. com

Ben Machlis
Dorsey & Whitney
machlis.ben@dorse)r. com

Gage Zobell
Dorsey & Whitney
zobell. gage@dorsev.com

Heath Waddingham
Dorsey & Whitney
waddingham. heath@dorsey. com

Wells Parker
Dorsey & Whitney
parker. wells@dorsey.com

Kevin Murray
Holland & Hart Llp
krmurray@hollandhart. com

Shawn Welch
Holland &HartLLP
stwelch@hollandhart. com

Chelsea Davis
Holland & Hart Llp
cj davis@hollandhart.com

Jody Williams
Holland &,HartLLP
j lwilliams@hollandhart. com

Timothy Bagshaw
Holland &Hart,Llp
TMBagshaw@hollandhart. com

David Hatch
Holland & Hart LLP
dbhatch@hollandhart. com

Andrew Lemieux
Holland &HartLLP
AJleMieux@hollandhart. com

Ashley Peck
Holland & Hart Llp
aapeck@hollandhart. com
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James Holtkamp
Holland & Hart LLP
i holtkamp@hollandhart.com

Steven Jones
Holland &Hart,LLP
s gi ones@hollandhart. com

Trent Maxwell
Holland &Hart
ttmaxwell@hollandhart. com

Emily Schilling
Holland &Hart
ecschillin g@hollandhart. com

Amanda Smith
Holland & Hart LLP
asmith@hollandhart. com

Steven Vuyovich
Holland &HartLLP
si vuyovich@.hollandhart. com

Jonathan Lear
Lear &Lear
j onathan. lear@learlaw. com

Jon Lear
Lear &Lear
rubymt@aol.com

Ben Lear
Lear &Lear
ben.lear@learlaw.com

Arati Raghavan
Lear & Lear, L.l.p.
Arati.Raghavan@learlaw. com

Rohit Raghavan
Lear &Lear
rohit. ra ghavan@ learlaw. com

Trent Raleigh
Lear &Lear
trent. ralei gh@learlaw. com

Megan Parkinson
Lear & Lear L.L.P.
me gan.parkinson@ learlaw. com

J. Matthew Snow
Lear & Lear LLP
matt. snow@ learlaw. com

Jeffrey Taylor
Lear &Lear
tavlor .i eff@l earlaw. com

Randa Vieira
Lear &Lear
randa.vieira@ learlaw.com

Maren Barker
Lear & Lear Llp
marenbarker@yahoo.com

Kristin Burnham
Lear & Lear LLP
kristin. burnham@learlaw. com

David Hubbell
Lear &Lear
david. hubbell@learlaw. com

Liana Jones
Lear &Lear
I iana. i one s @learlaw . c om

Ginger Utley
Lear &Lear
ginger .com

Brett Wiersum
Lear &Lear
brett. wiersum@learlaw. com
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Michelle McConkie
Lear &Lear
michelle.mcconkie@learlaw. com

Andrew
Longbons
Lear &Lear
andrew. longbons@learlaw. com

Thomas Bachtell
MacDonald & Miller
Mineral Legal Services, PLLC
tom@macmillerlegal.com

John Andrews
Snell & Wilmer, LLP
jandrews@swlaw.com

Wade Budge
Snell & Wilmer LLP
wbudge@swlaw.com

Kirsten Allen
Fabian VanCott
kallen@fabianvancott. com

David Mortensen
Stoel Rives
david.mortensen@stoel.com

Rachel Anderson
Fabian VanCott
randerson@ fabianvancott. com

Dale Gardiner
Fabian VanCott
dgardiner@ fabianvancott. com
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4-9-19 UPA/DOGM Consensus Proposed Rules (implementing S.B. 191 

and H.B. 419) 

I.  New Definitions:  "AFE" and "Notice of Opportunity to Participate."  

R649-1-1.  Definitions 

“Authority for Expenditure” or “AFE” is a detailed written statement made in good faith by an operator 

of the total estimated costs and expenses to be incurred in the drilling, testing, completion and 

equipping of a well. 

 “ Notice of Opportunity to Participate” means the written notice of opportunity to participate in a well 

required by Utah Code §40-6-2(11) to be provided to an Owner and which includes an offer to lease if 

the Owner is an unleased owner, and an offer for the Owner to directly participate financially, in 

proportion to the Owner's interest in the drilling, testing, completion, equipping and operation of the 

subject well and which includes: (i)  the approximate surface and, if applicable, bottom hole location of 

the subject well by county, township, range, section, quarter-quarter section or substantially equivalent 

lot, and footages from directional section lines; (ii) the proposed well name; (iii) the proposed total 

distance from the surface of the ground to the terminus measured along the vertical component and 

lateral if the well is a horizontal well; (iv) the proposed total depth; (v) the objective productive zone(s); 

(vi) the approximate date upon which the subject well was or will be spud; (vii) a proposed joint 

operating agreement for operation of the drilling unit upon which the subject well is to be drilled; (viii) 

an AFE for the subject well; and (ix) a statement that a refusal to agree to either lease or participate in 

the subject well may result in the imposition of a statutory risk compensation award allowed under Utah 

Code § 40-6-6.5(4)(d)(i)(D) of between 150% and 400% as determined by the Board.   

II. Consenting to Participate in a Well including new provisions 

providing an opportunity for an Owner or Operator to request a 

hearing on the terms of the proposed joint operating agreement 

and/or actual costs incurred .  

649-2-8.5  Consenting to Participate in a Well.   

1.  Except as provided in Subsection (2.1) below, an Owner shall be determined by the Board to be a 

“Nonconsenting Owner” as defined in Utah Code §40-6-2(11) if, within 30 days from the date the Notice 

of Opportunity to Participate is received, the Owner has failed to: 

(a)  Execute and deliver to the Operator an executed AFE for the well; and 

(b)  Execute and deliver to the Operator a joint operating agreement to govern the drilling and operation 

of the well and applicable drilling unit with the Operator,    

and subject the Owner to the risk compensation award under, and other provisions of, Utah Code §40-6-

6.5 as may be determined by the Board. 
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2.1  If, within 30 days from the date the Notice of Opportunity to Participate is received, an Owner has 

delivered to the Operator: (a) an executed AFE, (b)  payment of its proportionate share of the AFE’d 

costs; and (c) written objections, addressing the specific provisions of the Operator’s proposed joint 

operating agreement to which the Owner in good faith objects, the reasoning for each objection, and 

modifications/alternate provisions the Owner proposes in lieu thereof,  the Owner shall be deemed a 

“Consenting Owner” as defined in Utah Code §40-6-2(4).  

2.2   Failure of an Owner to comply with the requirements of Subsection (2.1) shall result in the 

determination by the Board that the Owner is a “Nonconsenting Owner” as defined in Utah Code §40-6-

2(11) and subject the Owner to the risk compensation award under, and other provisions of, Utah Code 

§40-6-6.5 as may be determined by the Board and,  in such an event, any AFE’d amount paid by the 

Owner shall be applied by the Operator as a credit against the recoupment of the risk compensation 

award and other amounts as may be determined by the Board. 

3.  An Owner which complies with the requirements of Subsection (2.1) or an Operator which in good 

faith rejects said Owner’s proposed modifications/alternate provisions to the joint operating agreement 

may request that the Board determine the terms of the joint operating agreement in accordance with 

the provisions of Utah Code § 40-6-6.5(2) as follows: 

(a) If the Operator has filed a Request for Agency Action for compulsory pooling of Owners in the well 

and associated drilling unit, both the Owner and the Operator may move the Board to determine the 

reasonableness of the costs charged and/or the terms of the joint operating agreement between the 

Owner and Operator as part of that proceeding; and   

(b) If no Request for Agency Action has been filed for compulsory pooling of Owners in the well and 

associated drilling unit, then either the  Owner or the Operator may file a Request for Agency Action 

within 60 days of the receipt by the Operator of the Owner’s written objections, the hearing upon which 

shall be limited to addressing the terms of the joint operating agreement in dispute pursuant to the 

Owner’s written objections and/or the reasonableness of the costs charged.  

(c)  If neither (a) or (b) timely occurs, then the actual costs incurred will be deemed by the Board as just 

and reasonable, and the terms of the joint operating agreement as proposed by the Operator in the 

Notice of Opportunity to Participate will be deemed by the Board to govern as between the Operator 

and the Owner in any subsequent hearing before the Board.  

(d) If a hearing is held before the Board, the Owner and Operator must execute the joint operating 

agreement as approved by the Board and/or, if the Board determines the Owner’s objections to the 

costs charged are justified, the Operator shall apply the amounts over and above those found to be 

reasonable charges as a credit against the Owner’s proportionate share of future operational expenses.   

4. An Operator which has received payment of AFE’d costs from an Owner which has complied with the 

provisions of Subsection (2.1) shall deposit the proceeds in a separate trust account in a federally 

insured bank or savings and loan institution: 

(a) The deposit shall earn interest at the highest rate being offered by that institution for the amount 

and term of similar demand deposits. 
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(b) The Operator may commingle the proceeds with proceeds received from other similarly situated 

Owners. 

(c) Applicable bank/financial institution fees shall be deducted. 

(d) Payment of principal and accrued interest from the trust account shall be made to the Operator if 

and when operations as set forth in the written Notice of Opportunity to Participate are commenced 

within 120 days after expiration of the 30-day election period provided in Subsection (1), 

If operations as set forth in the written Notice of Opportunity to Participate are not commenced within 

120 days after expiration of the 30-day election period provided in Subsection (1), then, absent the 

Owner’s written agreement to the contrary,  the Owner’s consent and agreement shall be null and void, 

the Operator must return the tendered AFE’d amount plus accrued interest, but deducting applicable 

bank/financial institution fees, thereon to the Owner within 30 days of the expiration of the 120-day 

period, and a new written Notice of Opportunity to Participate  must be provided if the well is to be re-

proposed. 

III.  Revision of Existing Force Pooling Rule 

R649-2-9  Continuance of Force Pooling Hearing.   

1.  If the Operator and Owner shall fail to attempt, in good faith, to reach agreement for the leasing of 

that Owner's mineral interest or for voluntary participation by that Owner in the proposed well prior to 

the filing of a Request for Agency Action for compulsory pooling of interests in the drilling unit under 

Utah Code § 40-6-6.5, then, upon written request and after notice and hearing, the hearing on the 

Request for Agency Action for compulsory pooling may, at the discretion of the Board or its designated 

hearing examiner, be delayed for a period not to exceed thirty (30) days, to allow for negotiations 

between the Operator and the Owner. 

IV.  New Proposed Rule to address unlocatable or unidentified owners 

R649-2-9.5 Notice to Unlocatable and Unidentified Owners. 

1.  Either an Owner who is not identifiable, but may claim ownership by, through, or under the estate of 

a deceased Owner of record, or an Owner who is not locatable, may be determined by the Board to be a 

“Nonconsenting Owner” as defined in Utah Code §40-6-2(11) if:  

(a) The Operator, concurrent with the filing of a Request for Agency Action for compulsory pooling, files 

with the Board an ex parte motion for notice by publication in a newspaper of general circulation in the 

county where the well is located for two (2) consecutive weeks prior to the hearing date, which motion 

shall be accompanied by a proposed form of such notice to be published, and an affidavit outlining in 

sufficient detail the Operator’s reasonable diligent and good faith efforts to identify and locate such 

owners including at a minimum:  
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 (i)  a listing of all such Owners; provided, if such Owners are unknown, then identifying them as 

parties not already leased or participating in the well at issue and claiming by, through or under the 

estate of the deceased Owner of record;  

 (ii)  the name, address, email address and telephone number of a contact person for the 

Operator to respond to the notice; and  

 (iii)  all of the information set forth in Notice of Opportunity to Participate but, in lieu of an AFE 

and a joint operating agreement, a statement that an AFE for the subject well and a proposed joint 

operating agreement shall be provided by the Operator to the Owner if a response to the notice is 

received before the hearing;  

(b) The Board finds the Operator has exercised such reasonable diligent and good faith efforts and finds 

the proposed form of notice is acceptable, and issues an order granting the motion, and proof of such 

publication is supplied by said newspaper publisher and filed with the Board; and  

(c) No response, either agreeing to lease or to otherwise participate in the subject well, is received by 

the Operator from any such Owner prior to the hearing. 

V.  New Proposed Rule Addressing Criteria for Risk Compensation 

Award. 

R649-2-9.6. Imposition of Statutory Risk Compensation Award 

In determining the level of any risk compensation award imposed within the range of 150% to 400% 

specified in Utah Code § 40-6-6.5(4)(d)(i)(D), the Board may consider, among other factors the geologic 

and engineering uncertainties and difficulties in drilling the well, the availability of information from 

prior drilling and development in the area, and costs of the well.   

VI.  As permitted by  H.B. 419 – New Proposed Rules to allow an Initial 

Compulsory Pooling Order in a Drilling Unit to Apply to Subsequent 

Wells in a Drilling Unit. 

R649-2-13. Application of a Compulsory Pooling Order to 

Subsequently Drilled Wells in a Drilling Unit.  

1. An initial Board order compulsory pooling all interests in a drilling unit, including the terms and 

conditions of a joint operating agreement as adopted by the Board, may apply to any subsequently 

drilled well in the drilling unit as authorized under Utah Code § 40-6-6.5(12), subject to compliance with 

the following: 

(a)  The Operator has filed with the Board a motion to modify the initial order to apply its terms to an 

additional well in the drilling unit which sets forth by affidavit:  

  (i)  the docket and cause numbers of said initial Board order;  
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  (ii) the location, identification, and description of the well to be drilled to which the 

order is to apply;     

  (iii) an identification of those Owners who the Operator asserts have not consented to 

participate in the subsequent well after having been provided a Notice of an Opportunity to Participate 

and failing to consent or make objections as allowed by R649-2-8.5, and those who are either locatable, 

unlocatable, or cannot be identified;  

  (iv) certification that the Operator has made reasonable efforts to locate and provide 

notice to the alleged non-consenting Owners which shall include:  

   (A) copies of the written Notice of Opportunity to Participate sent to them 

together with a proof of service; or 

    (B) proof of notice by publication as required by R649-2-9.5(1)(b) if any such 

alleged non-consenting Owner is unlocatable or not identified;  

  (vi) a statement that the average weighted landowner’s royalty for the drilling unit 

remains the same as that provided for in the initial Board order or a calculation of the average weighted 

landowner’s royalty for the drilling unit at the time of commencement of the drilling of the subsequent 

well as provided in Utah Code §40-6-6.5(6); 

  (vii)  the anticipated costs of plugging the well; and 

  (viii) the risk compensation award as determined by the Board in the original order. 

(b)  The motion to modify the initial Board order has been mailed by the Operator, together with copies 

of the initial Board order and a recitation of the provisions of Utah Code § 40-6-6.5(12) and R649-2-8.5 

to all such alleged non-consenting owners, with a certification of service evidencing the same executed 

and filed with the Board; and 

(c) Within 30 days of the mailing of the motion, no party has filed any objection to the motion to modify 

the  initial Board order to apply to the subsequently drilled well in the drilling unit, including without 

limitation objection to said party’s alleged non-consent status, , the applicable risk compensation 

percentage or the reasonableness of the actual costs incurred for the subsequently drilled well. 

2. Upon a written notice filed with the Board stating that the foregoing conditions have been 

satisfied, the Board may enter an order declaring its initial compulsory pooling order to be applicable to 

such subsequently drilled well, with the modifications for the matters addressed in the motion to modify 

the order.   

3. If an Owner or other person with an interest affected by the motion shall have filed an objection 

within 30 days of the mailing of the motion to modify the order including but not limited to an objection 

to said person’s alleged non-consent status, the applicable risk compensation percentage, or the 

reasonableness of the costs of the well, then the Board shall set a time for a hearing in accordance with 

Rules of Practice Before the Board. R641-100 et. seq. 

(a)  The hearing shall be limited to the addressing the objections to the motion to modify the order as 

asserted by the Owner(s) in the objections filed; 
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(b)  The Operator shall have the burden to satisfy the requirements of Utah Code §40-6-6.5 for the 

granting of the motion and the objecting Owner shall have the burden of establishing merit to its 

objections; and  

(c)  the Board shall enter an order determining the application of the initial order to the subsequent well 

as to those parties who filed objections, and how the initial order will apply to others who have not 

objected.   

4.  If there are no objections made to the motion to modify the initial compulsory pooling order, 

the order shall apply to the subsequent well as requested. 

5.   The terms of any joint operating agreement adopted by the Board in an initial compulsory 

pooling order and applicable to any subsequent order may not be in contravention of  the provisions of 

Utah Code §40-6-6.5, including providing that an Owner shall be entitled to receive notice of the 

opportunity to participate in any subsequent well proposed in the drilling unit regardless of the Owner's 

prior consent or non-consent status on a prior well in the drilling unit.  
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Cause No. RO&G 2017-01

Ladies and Gentlemen,

Please include the objections, suggestions and comments of J.P. Furlong Co.,
International Petroleum Limited Liability Company, and BRO Energy, LLC in response
to the written proposal in the record of the referenced matter.

,t :{. ,t

PROPOSED R649-2-8.5

a Objection to (2.1)

a

(a) If the Operator has filed a Request for Agency Action for compulsory pooling of
Owners in the well and associated drilling unit, beth either the Owner and or the

Anthony T. Hunter, Attorney at Law
Licensed in Kansas, Utah

hunterath@gmail.com

APR 2 3 2019

SECRETARY BOARD OF
OIL, GAS & MINING

2.I If, within 30 days from the date the Notice of Opportunity to Participate is
received, an Owner has delivered to the Operator: (a) an executed AFE, (b)
payment of its proportionate share of the AFE'd costs; and (c) written objections,

iftg

ifi*
th€feofr the Owner shall be deemed a "Consenting Owner" as defined in Utah
Code $40-6-2(4).

Comment: Purely as a practical matter, the wording struck above puts the Board in the
position of potentially having to decide if provisions are "specific" and if the Owner
acted in "good faith" and whether the Owner's "reasoning" is sfficient even before
deciding whether or not to have a hearing on the substantive provisions. It should sffice
for an Operator to get written notice that the JOA is not acceptable in its proposedform
and that the parties should negotiate further or seek Board intervention.

Clarification needed for (3) (a)



Operator may move the Board to determine the reasonableness of the costs
charged andlor the terms of the joint operating agreement between the Owner and
Operator as part of that proceeding; and

Comment: This is suggestedfor consistency with subsection (b)

a Objection to part of (3)(b)

(b) If no Request for Agency Action has been filed for compulsory pooling of
Owners in the well and associated drilling unit, then either the Owner or the
Operator may hle a Request for Agency Action within 60 days of the receipt by
the Operator of the Owner's written objections

@.
Comment: If there has been no request for compulsory pooling previously filed, this is an
unlm,uful restriction on a party's rights to request relief before the Board. The scope of a
compulsory pooling action is defined by the statute, not by the Board or the parties. This
portion of the subsection must be struck.

Objection to (3)(c)a

(e) If neither (a) o" (b) timely eeews; then the aetual eosts ireurred rvill be deemed by the
neare as just ane rem
by the eperater in the Netiee ef eppertunity te Partieipate rvill be deemed by the Board
te govern as betrveen the eperater and the ervner in any subsequent hearing befere the
B€ar+

Comment: This unlawfully delegates the Board's independent duty to weigh a request for
ogency action and the evidence put forth by the applicant against the requirements of the
statute and the expertise of the Division of Oil, Gas and Mining. The Board must judge
each case on its own merits, not declare by rule that any request that does not draw an
objection is per se just and reasonable. This subsection must be struck in its entirety.

Objection to (3)(d)

(d) If a hearing is held befere the Board; the ewner and eperater must exeeute the joint
operafng agreement as appreved by the Board and/e-; if the Beard determines the

ewner's proportionate share ef future eperatienal expense*

Comment: This unlawfully requires an objecting party to agree to a contract that it does
not believe is fair or reasoneble. Even setting aside the blatant violations of the U.S. and
Utqh Constitutions, the Board's authority to impose JOA terms on an otherwise unwilling



party currently achieves the goals of the statute without trampling on the freedom to
contract. Further, if the Board finds that the objecting owner has carried the burden of
persuasion that a term of a proposed JOA is not just or reasonable, then how can it
impose that term on anyone else? Unjust or unreasonable terms are unjust and
unreasonable for everyone, not just those who can afford (or even find) competent
counsel. This subsection must be struck in its entirety.

Objection to (4)

4. An Operator which has received payment of AFE'd costs from an Owner v#ieh$as
eompUee witn tne pro shall deposit the proceeds in a separate
trust account in a federally insured bank or savings and loan institution:

Comment: The problem of operators commingling cash and exposing non-operators to

financial risk is not limited to those who object to particular JOA terms. This requirement
should apply to all AFE tenders as a matter of practice. Making it routine will keep the
"banllinstitution fees" from disproportionately impacting owners who object and lower
the marginal cost of maintaining such accounts (assuming the banl<s charge on a per-
account basis). The money is sequestered until required, it's held in an insured
institution, and there is a process for returning unused cash. This is a "win" for all
parties and should apply universally.

Objection to (a) (c)

a

a

(9 Applieable brildfinaneial institutien fees shall be dedueted.

Comment: This is already addressed in the unlettered subsection below (d) - which
should probably be lettered for consistency. The phrase "...but deducting applicable
banHfinancial institution fees..." tekes care of this issue. Money which is eventually
applied to drilling a well should pass to the operator without charge to the non-operator.
The escrow fees should be borne by the party who benefitted from the aruangement. In
the event that a well is drilled on schedule, the operator benefits from prompt availability
of the required funds. In the event that a well is delayed, the non-operator benefits from
their prompt return.

PROPOSED R649-2-9.5

Objection to Rule 649-2-9.5

Comment: The attempt to define "unlocatable and unidentffied owners" as
"Nonconsenting" under the statute exceeds the bounds of the Board's authority. This is
the inherent problem with R649-2-8.5. Of course, no one has figured out how to
challenge it because, by definition, they don't get the required notice and have no idea
that their property rights are being threatened. A legislative fix, either creating a third
category of owner (consenting, nonconsenting and unlocatable), or allowing a I00o% risk
compensation penalty (the operator is entitled to recoup their just and reasonable



expenses) is required to resolve this issue. This proposed rule must be struck in its
entirety.

ADDITION TO PROPOSED R649.2.8.5

(5) The burden of persuasion that any term of a proposed JOA which alters or amends
a form published by third party source is just and reasonable shall be borne by the
proponent of the term. Any party who claims that any term is in common use in the
operating area or specifically adopted in the drilling unit shall be required to provide
proof of use or adoption by filing all executed copies of the relevant Joint Operating
Agreement.

Comment: The burden of persuasion in any legal context is on the proponent. If an
Operator or Owner wishes to deviate from an industry-standard form, the burden is on
that party to show it is just and reasonable. It should not be the burden of the respondent
to show that it is not. Aside from the dfficulty presented by proving o negative, it is a
reversal of commonly understood procedure without constitutional or statutory support.
Further, if the movant wishes to introduce double hearsay into an administrative hearing
(the parties to the JOA infact signed this at qrm's length and they did so believing it to
be just and reasonable) then at the very least, that party should be required to provide
evidence that the first hearsay happened. Then the tribunal can give the evidence
whatever weight they deem appropriate.

ADDITION TO PROPOSED R649.2.9.6

The Board shall not consider evidence of general business risk, economic conditions, title
or ownership issues, or legal risk in awarding risk compensation. When a risk
compensation award is granted, the final order of the Board shall require the Operator to
provide the non-consenting Owners with quarterly a payout statement regarding the
status of the wells, including an itemized report of drilling, operation, and completion
expenses and revenues applied to offset them.

Comment: This addition is crucial to the just and reasonable application of the proposed
regulation. Without it, an operator will be clearly incentivized to increase the proposed
costs of the well to inflate the perceived risk. The "risk" to be compensated is not the size
of the bet, but the size of the payoff. Will there be a sufficient economic return to justify
the expenditure? An inflated cost figure will make a project appear more rislE. And as a
self-fulfilling prophecy, the project will become more rislqt because any eventual payoff
will be smaller in relation to the original bet. Focusing on the geological and
engineering factors to the exclusion of all others will alleviate this issue as well as
provide some objectivity in determining whether the bet is properly sized to the payoff.

:F * ,|<



J.P. Furlong Co., International Petroleum Limited Liability Company, and BRO Energy,
LLC appreciate the opportunity to contribute and thank the Board and Division staff who
spent considerable time and effort in the process.

Very truly yours,

"7 4*--
Tony Hunter
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lntroductory comments

I

We are still at a preliminary stage of rulemaking: this is the first substantive opportunity for the Board to
participate; it is the Board's first chance to edit and question a proposal that has been vetted with
industry and other stakeholders.

The Utah Division of Oil, Gas and Mining, and the Utah Petroleum Association, have developed this proposal
to provide a basis for proceeding. The Proposal is a compromise in which both the Division and UPA have
considered comments received and made accommodations. There are still a few differences of opinion
between the Division and UPA in this Proposal, but we have tried to limit them.

This is not an adjudicative matter. The choices are not limited to this Proposal and these differences. lt is a
lengthy and substantive set of rules. There may be both unintended consequences and alternatives that have
not been considered. This matter is not to be decided by a closed door session, but through discussion in an
open meeting.

As every carpenter knows it is best to measure twice, cut once. The Board should take time to examine and
not feel an obligation to accept this as either a "take it or leave it" proposal, or as the only opportunity to
make changes. lt is better to take time now when changes will involve one more month, than to make
changes during the formal rulemaking process when changes require re-noticing the rule and make take
another three months. The Board should not preempt the public process, but it should not rush.

It is appropriate for the Board to ask questions and to weigh in with its considerations and editing. Ultimately
these are the Board's rules. The Board is the entity charged with adopting rules that are consistent with the
purposes of the Oil and Gas Conservation Act. (Utah Code section 4o-6-4(l)(b) and 5(2) and (3))



Outline of Proposed Rules.

L New Definitions: "AFE" and "Notice of Opportunity to Participate"

ll. R649-2-8.5 Consentingto Participate in a Well. - New procedures including an
opportunityfor an Owner and Operator to Request a hearing on the terms of the Joint
Operating Agreement andlor costs of the well.

lll. R649-2-9 Gontinuance of Force Pooling Hearing. - Revision of the Existing Rule

lV. R649-2-9.5 Notice to Unlocatable and Unidentified Owners. - New Proposed Rule to
address unlocatable or unidentified owners

V. R649-2-9.6.lmposition of Statutory RiskCompensation Award. - New Proposed Rule
Addressing Criteria for Risk Compensation Award.

Vl. R649-2-L3. Application of a Compulsory Pooling Order to Subsequently Drilled Wells
in a Drilling Unit. - As permitted by H.B. 41-:9, New Proposed Rules to allow an lnitial
Compulsory Pooling Order in a Drilling Unit to Apply to Subsequent Wells in a Drilling
Unit.



l. Nrw DrFtNtloNS: "AFE" and "Notice of
Opportu n ity to Pa rtici pate"

R649 -L-7.. Definitions
'Authorityfor Expenditure" or'AFE" is a detailed written statement made in good faith
by an operator of the total estimated costs and expenses to be incurred in the drilling,
testing, completion and equipping of a well.

"Notice of Opportunity to Participate" means the written notice of opportunity to
participate in a well required by Utah Code S40-6-2(11) to be provided to an Owner and
which includes an offer to lease if the Owner is an unleased owner, and an offer for the
Owner to directly participate financially, in proportion to the Owner's interest in the
drilling, testing, completion, equipping and operation of the subject well and. . .



Defin itions (conti n ued).

which includes:
(i) the approximate surface and, if applicable, bottom hole location of the subject well by

county, township, range, section, quarter-quarter section or substantially equivalent lot, and
footages from directional section lines;
(ii) the proposed well name;
(iii) the proposed total distance from the surface of the ground to the terminus measured along
the vertical component and lateral if the well is a horizontal well;
(iv) the proposed total depth;
(v) the objective productive zone(s);
(vi) the approximate date upon which the subject well was or will be spud;
(vii) a proposed joint operating agreement for operation of the drilling unit upon which the
subject well is to be drilled;
(viii) an AFE for the subject well; and
(ix) a statement that a refusal to agree to either lease or participate in the subject well may
result in the imposition of a statutory risk compensation award allowed under Utah Code S 40-6-
6.5(4xd)(i)(D) of between 15Oo/o and 4OOo/o ds determined by the Board.

Note these items (i) to (ix) are listed separately to facilitate their discussion but will be sequential
when published. .



649-2-8.5 Consenting to Participate in a Well

Division's three proposed changes all pertain to this rule.

1,. ln both R649-2.8.5(1-) and (2.I) the Division would insert: "orsuch later date as provided
for by the Notice of Opportunityto Participate, or by agreement," following after "30 days
from the date the Notice of Opportunity to Participate is received"

2.The Division proposes inserting"and/or objections to the AFE'd or actual costs," after
'Joint operating agreement" in R649-2-8(2.L) and in R649-2-8.5(3).

The Division believes that there should be an option to object to the AFE'd and/or
actual costs and that R649-2-8.5(2.1) should require notice of those objections as well
as objections to the JOA. R649-2-8.5(3Xa) and (b) allow for a hearing and modification of
costs. UPA objects to including AFE'd costs in the required notice of objections.

3. Division proposes in lieu of the operator retaining the AFE'd amount as provided in
R649-2-8.5(2.2) and R649-2-8.5(3Xd) that the amount "shall be refunded to the
owner."

4. The Division suggests two additional changes for clarity.



649-2-8.5 Consenting to Participate in a Well.

t. Except as provided in Subsection (2.L) below, an Owner shall be determined by the
Board to be a "NonconsentingOwner" as defined in Utah Code 540-6-2(11)* if, within
30 days from the date the Notice of Opportunityto Participate is received**, the Owner
has failed to:

r (a) Execute and deliver to the Operator an executed AFE for the well; and

I (b) Execute and deliver to the Operator a joint operating agreement to govern the
drilling and operation of the well and applicable drilling unit vuith the Operator,

and subject the Owner to the risk compensation award under, and other provisions of,
Utah Code S40-6-6.5 as may be determined by the Board.**

** the Division would add: "orsuch later date as provided for bythe Notice of
Opportunity to Participate, or by agreement,"

*Division suggests that for clarity, the last phrase (in yellow) may be better inserted
in 1 above, after the Utah Code provision, and before "if



649-2-8.5 Consenting to Participate in a Well (Continued)

2.1, t(t(?klf, within 30 days from the date the Notice of Opportunityto Participate is received*, an
Owner has dellvered to the Operator: (a) an executed AFE, (b) payment of its proportionate share
of the AFE'd costs; and (c) written objections, addressing the specific provisions of the
Operator's proposed joint operating agreement** to which the Owner in good faith objects, the
reasoning for each objection, and modifications/alternate provisions the Owner proposes in lieu
thereof, the Owner shall be deemed a "Consenting Owner" as defined in Utah Code 540-6-
2(4).x**

* Division would add: "or such later date as provided for by the Notice of Opportunity to
Participate, or by agreement,"

** Divisionwould insertafter'Jointoperatingagreement", "and/or objectionstotheAFE'dor
actual costs,"

***Division suggeststhat R649-2-8.5(2.1) might be clearer if it began with the last phrase:
"[T]he owner shall be deemed a 'Consenting Owner' . . . if, ."



649-2-8.5 Consenting to Participate in a Well (Continued)

2.2 Failure of an Owner to comply with the requirements of Subsection e.\ shall
result in the determination by the Board that the Owner is a "Nonconsenting Owner"
as defined in Utah Code S40-6-2(LI) and subject the Owner to the risk compensation
award under, and other provisions of, Utah Code 540-6-6.5 as may be determined by
the Board and, in such an event, any AFE'd amount paid by the Owner shall be
applied by the Operator as a credit against the recoupment of the risk compensation
award and other amounts as may be determined by the Board.*

*Division would substitute "shall refunded to the owner"for the language in yellow.



649-2-8.5 Consenting to Participate in a Well (Continued)

3. An Owner which complies with the requirements of Subsection (2.L)or an Operator
which in good faith reiects said Owner's proposed modifications/alternate provisions to
the joint operating agreement* may request that the Board determine the terms of the
joint operatingagreement in accordance with the provisions of Utah Code S 40-6-6.5(2)
as follows:

I (a) If the Operator has filed a Request for Agency Action for compulsory pooling of
Owners in the well and associated drilling unit, both the Owner and the Operator
may move the Board to determine the reasonableness of the costs charged and/or
the terms of the joint operating agreement between the Owner and Operator as part
of that proceeding; and

r (b) lf no Request for Agency Action has been filed for compulsory pooling of Owners
in the well and associated drilling unit, then either the Owner or the Operator may
file a Request for Agency Action within 60 days of the receipt by the Operator of the
Owner's written objections, the hearing upon which shall be limited to addressing
the terms of the joint operating agreement in dispute pursuant to the Owner's
written objections andlor the reasonableness of the costs charged.

*Division would insert "and/or objections to the AFE'd or actual costs,"



649-2-8.5 Consenting to Participate in a Well (Continued)

I (c) lf neither (a) or (b) timely occurs, then the actual costs incurred will be deemed
by the Board as just and reasonable, and the terms of the joint operating agreement
as proposed by the Operator in the Notice of Opportunity to Participate will be
deemed by the Board to govern as between the Operator and the Owner in any
subsequent hearing before the Board.

I (d) lf a hearing is held before the Board, the Owner and Operator must execute the
joint operating agreement as approved by the Board and/or, if the Board determines
the Owner's obiections to the costs charged are iustified, the Operator shalt applv
the amounts over and above those found to be reasonable charges as a credit
against the Owner's proportionate share of future operational expenses. *

* Division proposes providing in lieu of yellow shaded provision: "shall refund to the
owner the amount paid in excess of the amount found to be justified."



649-2-8.5 Consenting to Participate in a well (Continued)

4. An Operator which has received payment of AFE'd costs from an Owner which has
complied with the provisions of Subsection (2.I) shall deposit the proceeds in a
separate trust account in a federally insured bank or savings and loan institution:

. (a) The deposit shall earn interest at the highest rate being offered by that institution
for the amount and term of similar demand deposits.

. (b) The Operator may commingle the proceeds with proceeds received from other
simi larly situated Owners.

. (c) Applicable bank/financial institution fees shall be deducted.

(d) Payment of principal and accrued interestfrom the trust account shall be made
to the Operator if and when operations as set forth in the written Notice of
Opportunity to Participate are commenced within I2O days after expiration of the
30-day election period provlded in Subsection (1-).



I

649-2-8.5 Consenting to Participate in a Well (Continued)

e) lf operations as set forth in the written Notice of Opportunity to Participate are not
commenced within L2O days after expiration of the 30 -day election period*
provided in Subsection (1-), then, absent the Owner's written agreement to the
contrary, the Owner's consent and agreement shall be null and void, the Operator
must return the tendered AFE'd amount plus accrued interest, but deducting
applicablebank/financial institution fees, thereon to the Owner within 30 days of
the expiration of the L2O-day period, and a new written Notice of Opportunityto
Participate must be provided if the well is to be re-proposed.

*The Division would strike "3O-day" In order to be consistent with proposed revision
to R649-2-8.5(1)



lll. Revision of Existing Force Pooling Rule
R649-2-9 Continuance of Force Pooling Hearing.

1,. lf the Operator and Owner shall fail to attempt, in good faith, to reach agreement
for the leasing of that Owner's mineral interest or for voluntary participation by that
Owner in the proposed well prior to the filing of a Request for Agency Action for
compulsory pooling of interests in the drilling unit under Utah Code S 40-6-6.5, then,
upon written request and after notice and hearing, the hearing on the Request for
Agency Action for compulsory pooling may, at the discretion of the Board or its
designated hearing examiner, be delayed for a period not to exceed thirty (30) days, to
allow for negotiations between the Operator and the Owner.



lV. New Proposed Rule to address unlocatable or unidentified owners
R649-2-9.5 Notice to Unlocatable and Unidentified Owners

1,. Eitheran Ownerwho is not identifiable, but may claim ownership by, through, or
under the estate of a deceased Owner of record, or an Owner who is not locatable,
may be determined by the Board to be a "Nonconsenting Owner" as defined in Utah
Code 540-6-2(11) if:

(a) The Operator, concurrent with the filing of a Requestfor Agency Action for
compulsory pooling, files with the Board an ex parte motion for notice by
publication in a newspaper of general circulation in the county where the well is
located for two (2) consecutive weeks prior to the hearing date, which motion shall
be accompanied by a proposed form of such notice to be published, and an
affidavit outlining in sufficient detail the Operator's reasonable ditigent and good
faith efforts to identify and locate such owners including at a minimum:



R649-2-9.5 Notice to Unlocatable and Unidentified Owners (Cont'd)

(. . . including ata minimum:)
. (i) a listing of all such Owners; provided, if such Owners are unknown, then identifying

them as parties not already leased or participating in the well at issue and claiming by,
through or under the estate of the deceased Owner of record;

' (ii) the name, address, email address and telephone number of a contact person for the
Operator to respond to the notice; and

' (iii) all of the information set forth in Notice of Opportunity to Participate but, in lieu of
an AFE and a joint operating agreement, a statement that an AFE for the subject well
and a proposed joint operating agreement shall be provided by the Operator to the
Owner if a response to the notice is received before the hearing;

(b) The Board finds the Operator has exercised such reasonable diligent and good faith efforts
and finds the proposed form of notice is acceptable, and issues an order granting the motion, and
proof of such publication is supplied by said newspaper publisher and filed with the Board; and

(c) No response, either agreeing to lease or to otherwise participate in the subject well, is received
by the Operator from any such Owner prior to the hearing.



V. New Proposed Rule Addressing Criteria for Risk Compensation Award.
R649-2-9.6. lmposition of Statutory Risk Compensation Award

In determiningthe level of any risk compensation award imposed within the range of
tso%lo 4OOo/o specified in Utah Code S 40-6-6.5(4XdXiXD), the Board may consider,
among other factors the geologic and engineering uncertainties and difficulties in
drilling the well, the availability of information from prior drilling and development in the
area, and costs of the well.



Vl. As permitted by H.B. ALg - New Proposed Rules to allow
an lnitial Compulsory Pooling Order in a Drilling Unit to Apply to
Subsequent Wells in a Drilling Unit.

R649-2-L3. Application of a Compulsory Pooling Order to
Subsequently Drilled Wells in a Drilling Unit.

1. An initial Board order compulsory pooling all interests in a drilling unit, includingthe
terms and conditions of a joint operating agreement as adopted by the Board, may
apply to any subsequently drilled well in the drilling unit as authorized under Utah Code
S 40-6-6.5(12), subject to compliance with the following:



R649-2-L3. Application of a Compulsory Pooling Order to
Subsequently Drilled Wells in a Drilling Unit. (continued)

(. . . compliance with the following:)

' (a) The Operator has filed with the Board a motion to modify the initial order to apply its terms
to an additional well in the drilling unit which sets forth by affidavit:
. (i) The Operator has filed with the Board a motion to modify the initial order to apply its

terms to an additional well in the drilling unit which sets forth by affidavit:
. (ii) the location, identification, and description of the well to be drilled to which the order

is to apply;
. (iii) an identification of those Owners who the Operator asserts have not consented to

participate in the subsequent well after having been provided a Notice of an Opportunity to
Participate and failing to consent or make objections as allowed by R649-2-8.5, and
those who are either locatable, unlocatable, or cannot be identified;



R649-2-L3. Application of a Compulsory Pooling Order to
Subsequently Drilled Wells in a Drilling Unit (Cont'd)

. (iv) certification that the Operator has made reasonable efforts to locate and
provide notice to the alleged non-consenting Owners which shall include:

' (A) copies of the written Notice of Opportunity to Participate sent to them
together with a proof of service; or

' (B) proof of notice by publication as required by R649-2-9.5(1Xb) if any
such alleged non-consenting Owner is unlocatable or not identified;

. (vi) a statement that the average weighted landowner's royalty for the drilling
unit remains the same as that provided for in the initial Board order or a
calculation of the average weighted landowner's royalty for the drilling unit at
the time of commencement of the drilling of the subsequent well as provided in
Utah Code 540-6-6.5(6);

. (vii) the anticipated costs of plugging the well; and

. (viii) the risk compensation award as determined bythe Board in the original
order.



R649-2-L3. Application of a Compulsory Pooling Order to
Subsequently Drilled Wells in a Drilling Unit (Cont'd)

' (b) The motion to modifythe initial Board order has been mailed bythe
Operator, together with copies of the initial Board order and a recitation of the
provisions of Utah Code S 40-6-6.5(12) and R649-2-8.5 to all such alleged
non-consenting owners, with a certification of service evidencing the same
executed and filed with the Board; and

. (c) Within 30 days of the mailing of the motion, no party has filed any objection
to the motion to modify the initial Board order to apply to the subsequently
drilled well in the drilling unit, including without limitation objection to said
party's alleged non-consent status, , the applicable risk compensation
percentage or the reasonableness of the actual costs incurred for the
subsequently drilled well.

2. Upon a written notice filed with the Board stating that the foregoing conditions have
been satisfied, the Board may enter an order declaring its initial compulsory pooling
order to be applicable to such subsequently drilled well, with the modifications for the
matters addressed in the motion to modify the order.



R649-2-L3. Application of a Compulsory Pooling order to
Subsequently Drilled Wells in a Drilling Unit (Cont'd)

3. lf an Owner or other person with an interest affected by the motion shall have filed an
objection within 30 days of the mailing of the motion to modify the order including but
not limited to an objection to said person's alleged non-consent status, the applicable
risk compensation percentage, or the reasonableness of the costs of the well, then the
Board shall set a time for a hearing in accordance with Rules of Practice Before the
Board. R641--1-00 et. seq.

. (a) The hearingshall be limited to the addressingthe objections to the motion to
modify the order as asserted by the Owner(s) in the objections filed;

. (b) The Operator shall have the burden to satisfythe requirements of Utah Code
540-6-6.5 for the granting of the motion and the objecting Owner shall have the
burden of establishing merit to its objections; and

. (c) The Board shall enter an order determining the application of the initial order to
the subsequent well as to those parties who filed objections, and how the initial
order will apply to others who have not objected.



R649-2-L3. Application of a Compulsory Pooling Order to
Subsequently Drilled Wells in a Drilling Unit (Cont'd)

4.lf there are no objections made to the motion to modify the initial compulsory pooling
order, the order shall apply to the subsequent well as requested.

5. The terms of any joint operating agreement adopted by the Board in an initial
compulsory pooling order and applicable to any subsequent order may not be in
contravention of the provisions of Utah Code S40-6-6.5, including providingthat an
Owner shall be entitled to receive notice of the opportunity to participate in any
subsequent well proposed in the drilling unit regardless of the Owner's prior consent or
non-consent status on a prior well in the drilling unit.
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Utah Administrative Rulemaking Process
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The path a Proposed Rule Takes OIL, GAS & MINING

Authorization
. An agency must be authorized to regulate by the Utah Constitution

or state statute. The utah constitution, state statute, federal law,
Or COUrt Order may permit Or reqU ire ru leS {:!u b5r| t$" rii(; 3 .L0.ii L r;) .if cj

Se.ti+il ti30 3 ,lCll.

Preproposal Phase
o The agency identifies a need for a new rule or a change to an

existing rule. The need for a rule may come from comments
received from the public; new legislation; an adjudication
establishing a principle of law; a petition for rulemaking, etc.

. The agency may obtain assistance from the attorney general

tSuLrrcliDn lj"jij ) -]t11!il.

o The agency may create and maintain an "administrative record"
{.lrtL,rd il) Jrb*.iiDii r;:r(:) :j r 0:ll } j) tO dOCUment itS deCiSiOn-making
prOCeSS (!uij5e.ibi)s f,l(:i I (;{-rr(:})(l) )n(j {,3rj I {;f7(4jlr)(,i)1,

. The agency involves affected persons in drafting the rule lrrr',.lo.,'
6tri 3"10 L(:l)i.

. lf the agency expects the rule to have a measurable negative fiscal
impact on small business, the agency conducts a small business
impact reduction analysis 1suls,:cruil 6lc.i r01(6)).

r The agency's department head (typically a member of the
Governor's Cabinet, or a person at an equivalent level) comments
on the fiscal impacts the rule may have on businesses (srli)ied,rf i:,1l:i

3.Jo I i5)).

. The agency prepares a Proposed Rule,

o The agenry drafts the rule text marking it to show additions
with underlining and deletions with strike-out surrounded by
brackets (Se.rrur) ItlS I 1,J.

o The agency completes a rule analysis isubsc{rr.ri 6:r:;.i ru r l$;.
. The agency may prefile the rule with the Governor's Office of

Planning and Budget.
. The agency reviews the rule analysis with any board or commission

with rulemaking or advisory authority (f .r/ri L r./201 r).

. The agency sends the Proposed Rule to its departmental
administrative rules coordinator iIo/01 i/)c L] ).

Proposal Phase
. The agency files the Proposed Rule with the Division of

Administfative Rules lsLrbludiril .i:lr,j 3 riiLla)).

r The Division of Administrative Rules provides a copy of the rule to
the Governor's Office of Management and Budget (GOMB) for
executive branch review (iior,lr jr'?0r.i.

. GOMB, as the agency's designee, provides a copy to the Governor's
Office of Economic Development tf o/Dri/)i)t tj.

. The agency sends a copy of the rule analysisto persons: (1) who
have requested notice; (2) who the agency is required by law to
notifo; and (3) who, in the judgment of the agency, should be

notified <.1 ....,.,. , I. j.,:.
o The Division of Administrative Rules reviews the rule for

completeness and compliance with the Utah Administrative
Rulemaking ACt and related rUles liLrl)\(,1,ori 6i(r .r ar.)(r)i,i)1.

Bulletin Publication
The Division of Administrative Rules publishes the Proposed Rule in

the Utah State Bulletin available from http://www.rules.utah.gov/
publicat/bulletin.htm isNbseL,ri.,, 6:.rrr .J 4r):r1l jld)).

Comment Period
. The Division provides the Administrative Rules Review Committee

with a copy ofthe Utah State Bulletin containing each Proposed
RUle i;Lrb:td,on 6ld I 5ri I (:lr)).

. A person may submit public comment regarding a Proposed Rule

directly to the agency during the comment period.
e The agency accepts public comment during the period it designates

on the rule analysis (no fewer than 30 days and no more than 113

days after publication of the rule) (sur)*ici jo,, rllr j -rir ir r)).
o The Administrative Rules Review Committee must review the

agency's rule and may ask the agency to appear before the
COmmittee {se.r,o,) 6:l.l r'501i.

. A person may request that the agency hold a public hearing about a

SpeCifiC PrOpOSed Rule i:jilbi*irirlil iij(i..i.3c2i::li.
. The agency:

o may hold a hearing at its option; oR
o must hold a hearing when requested by: (1) another state

agency; (2) 10 interested persons; or (3) an interested
association having not fewer than 10 members (The request
for a hearing must be made within 15 days of publication of
the rule in the Bulletin, must be held before the rule is made
effective, and must be no fewer than 7 nor more than 30 days
after the agency received the request.); OR

o must hold a hearing when required by other law l5utr5,:{r ,.r1, d:ic

:i-:0:li1) ll)rori11ir i:jl).

. A person may request that the agency prepare a small business
impact reduction analysis if one was not previously prepared by the
agenCy (:ji.LIt..ii()n ai(:j J .]1-)l{7)i.

Comment Consideration
. The a8ency must take at least seven days following the public

comment period to consider the public comment it has received
(JLrbsr\:lnr {j3(:l:i 3{lL{Ll) ind 1l2jl.

Adoption Phase
. The agency notifies the Dlvision ofAdministrative Rules ofthe rule's

effective date (no fewer than 7 calendar days after the close of the
public comment period, nor more than 120 days after the
publication ofthe rule in the Bulletin) isubsE.iDn rjji.j I ), ii r.1j).

. The Division publishes notice ofthe effective date in the next issue
ofthe Utah State Bulletin {rlLri)s.cr()f 6)(j t:r{r:i{i?ji.

r lf the Division of Administrative Rules does not receive a Notice of
Effective Date on or before the 120th day, the rule lapses. To make
the rule enforceable, the agency must start the rulemaking process
over again iJuljlofrrer: tu:ri i .10 11 I 2)).

Code Publication
The Division of Administrative Rules codifies and publishes the
effective rule in the Utah Administrative Code available at
http://www.rules.utah.gov/publicat/code.htm tsrrr.naliof dl(i r.nrtl|1r)j.

Enforcement Phase
r The agency enforces the rule.
r The Administrative Rules Review Committee may ask the agency to

appear before the committee (sccr of {i,io :i 11) t}.

. A person may petition the agency to change or repeal an existing
fUle, Of enact a new fUle (rnl,o,r ij:j(i i (,01).

. A person aggrieved by a rule may seek judicial review of that rule
after exhausting administrative remedies is,:cl(),) 6J\j .l 6ii.r).

Notes
"Agencv" mean5 "each state board, authority, commission, institution, department, division,
officer, or other state government entity . . . which is authorized or required by law to make
rules, adjudicate, grant or withhold licenses, grant or withhold relieffrom legal obligations, or
perform other similar actions or duties delegated by law." "Agency" does not include the
legislativeorjudicialbranches,orstatepoliticalsubdivisions{5!liy!(tiifrj:j(;:i i0:(;l)).

"Person" means any individual, partnership, corporation, association, governmental entity, or
publicorprivateorganizationofanycharaderotherthananagency{9i.rlis.r.!(,r,rj:iO l
rLl.zir:rl)-
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Bradley D. Gunnell

110 W 200 N

Santaquin, UT 84555

Cell: 801-.635.7396

Email : bgunnell @wemenergy.com

FILED
APR 2 E 2O1g

SECRFTARY BOARD OF

OIL, GAS & MINII'IG

To Board of Oil, Gas and Mining

c/o Utah Department of Natural Resources

1594 W North Temple

salt Lake city, UT 841.16

RE: Docket No.2017-013 Cause No. RO&G-20L7-Ot

I represent a number of oil and gas exploration entitiesl active in the State of Utah that currently hold

over 500,000 net mineral acres under lease for oil and gas development, and operate over 60 wells in

the State. On behalf of these clients, I write to provide comment on the draft rules circulated in this
matter and to provide proposed revisions to those draft rules.

Concerns RE: Proposed Rule 649-2-13

ln proposed Rule 549-2-13 there is some ambiguity as to who "The Operator" referred to is. UAC 649-t-
1 defines an "Operatof as "the person who has been designated by the owners or the board to operate
a well or unit". So when the proposed rule speaks of the Operator, which Operator is it? ls this the
Operator of the initial well, which we presume to be (but may not always be) the Operator of the JOA

covering the drilling unit? Or is this the Operator of the proposed subsequent well proposed by different
interest owners? "The Operator'' could be any one of those three operators.

Adding to this ambiguity, HB 419 enacts Section 40-6-6.5(12) which provides that "an affected owner
(not iust Operatorl desiring a modification" (emphasis added) to a prior pooling order and/or a Board-

adopted JOA may file a petition with the board and receive a hearing. However, proposed Rule 649-2-13

Section 1(a) is narrower than that and only addresses when "The Operator has filed with the Board a

motion to modify the initial order to apply its terms to an additional well in the drilling unit", and only
contemplates "an Owner or other person with an interest affected by the motion" filing an objection to

l These entities include, among others: Wasatch Energy Management, LLC; WEM Uintah, LLC; WEM Dragon, LLC;

WEM Castlegate, LLC; Rockies Standard Oil Company, LLC; Liberty Pioneer Energy Source, lnc.; Par Five Exploration
LLC; Sanpete Energy, LLC; and other affiliated and unaffiliated companies.



the Operator's motion in Section 3 of that proposed rule. As "an affected owner" has a statutory right
independent of these rules to file a petition with the Board and receive a hearing, the proposed Rules

should lay out that process for non-Operator owners as well, not just for the Operator.

As JOAs often, if not always, designate the party who will operate a given well, adopting a prior board-

approved JOA will often have the effect of determining operatorship of the subsequently drilled wells. ln

a perfect world where all owners had the same motivations and priorities, this first-come, first-Operator
rubric may work, but in the real world where motivation and priority vary from company to company,

this does not work well. As just two examples:

A. A company other than the initial Operator may have leases subject to Pugh clauses or depth-
severances where an additional well inside the drilling unit could extend or preserve that lease,

An operator not subject to that same lease but with its own interests in the drilling unit would
not feel the same urgency to meet lease deadlines and/or benchmarks as the lease-holding

owner-in fact, as a competitor, the operator may be disincentivized to move with more than
usual dispatch.

B. The initial Operator may form the drilling unit with full and honest intention of fully developing

that unit to all depths. However, as industries change, capital flows or shuts down, new
discoveries are made elsewhere, corporate headquarters reallocating budgets, companies

merging, etc. etc., that Operator may de-prioritize subsequent development for reasons

completely unrelated to that drilling unit. Other owners in the drilling unit may still be

motivated to further develop the drilling unit for their own internal reasons.

As these examples illustrate, owners other than the initial Operator will have motivation and interest in

becoming Operator of their own subsequent wells in even the best-planned drilling units. Their
correlative rights should be protected by providing a clear path for them to seek modification to board-

approved JOAs to at the minimum allow them to be designated as Operator of wells they subsequently
propose in these drilling units.

To address the statutory right of all affected owners to receive a hearing from the board desiring
modifications of prior pooling orders and board-adopted JOAs, to protect correlative rights of other
owners, and to clarify who "The Operator" referred to is, I respectfully propose the following revisions

to proposed Rule 649-2-13, Section 1:

L. An initial Board order compulsory pooling all interests in a drilling unit, including the terms
and conditions of a joint operating agreement as adopted by the Board, may apply to any

subsequently drilled well in the drilling unit as authorized under Utah Code S 40-6-6.5(12),

subject to compliance with the following: (a) The Operator of the subsequently drill well in

the drilling unit or any other affected Owner in the drilling unit has filed with the Board a

motion to modify the initial order to apply its terms to an additional well in the drilling unit
which sets forth by affidavit: (i) the docket and cause numbers of said initial Board order; 5
(ii) the location, identification, and description of the well to be drilled to which the order is

to apply; (iii) an identification of those Owners who the petitioning Operator or Owner
asserts have not consented to participate in the subsequent well after having been provided

a Notice of an Opportunity to Participate and failing to consent or make objections as

allowed by R549-2-8.5, and those who are either locatable, unlocatable, or cannot be

identified; (iv) certification that the petitioning Operator or Owner has made reasonable



efforts to locate and provide notice to the alleged non-consenting Owners which shall

include: (A) copies of the written Notice of Opportunity to Participate sent to them together
with a proof of service; or (B) proof of notice by publication as required by R6 9-2-9.5(1Xb)
if any such alleged non-consenting Owner is unlocatable or not identified; (vi) a statement
that the average weighted landowner's royalty for the drilling unit remains the same as that
provided for in the initial Board order or a calculation of the average weighted landowner's
royalty for the drilling unit at the time of commencement of the drilling of the subsequent

well as provided in Utah Code 540-6-6.5(6); (vii) the anticipated costs of plugging the well;
and (viii) the risk compensation award as determined by the Board in the original order. (b)

The motion to modify the initial Board order has been mailed by the Operator, together
with copies of the initial Board order and a recitation of the provisions of Utah Code 5 40-6-
6.5(12) and R649-2-8.5 to all such alleged non-consenting owners, with a certification of
service evidencing the same executed and filed with the Board; and (c) Within 30 days of the
mailing of the motion, no party has filed any objection to the motion to modify the initial
Board order to apply to the subsequently drilled well in the drilling unit, including without
limitation objection to said party's alleged non-consent status, the applicable risk

compensation percentage or the reasonableness of the actual costs incurred for the
subsequently drilled well.

Concerns RE: Proposed Rule 549-2-8.5

Proposed Rule 649-2-8.5 provides two alternate paths for an owner to consent in a well. Section L sets

out the standard path where the owner signs and returns an AFE and JOA to the Operator. Section 2.1

sets out an alternative path allowing the Owner consent subject to negotiation of the JOA terms with
the Operator. That Owner must sign and return the AFE within 30 days with written objections to the
JOA terms and payment of that Owner's proportionate share of the AFE costs. I presume the
requirement that the Owner tender payment of its proportionate share of an AFE is to financially
incentivize that Owner to limit their objections to a proposed AFE.

However, this is a poor tool to use, for a number of reasons:

L. An AFE is not an invoice for payment - it is a commitment by the consenting owner to bear its
proportionate share of estimated costs in the future. Some operators do not even invoice their
non-operators until after the well is drilled. This proposed rule drastically accelerates that
process-the owner objecting to the JOA must lay out its capital up front in all events.

2. Especially in the Uintah Basin, Operators don't always send other owners one AFE on one well.
Often then send AFEs for multiples wells in various locations across the basin at the same time,
but not all wells are drilled. lf an Owner has a bona fide objection to a form of JOA that is used

on multiple wells, some of which will never be drilled, the cost of objecting becomes

astronomical, tying up capital that may never be called upon in drilling.
3. Proposed Section 2.2 is harsh and draconian - an owner who objects to JOA but somehow fails

to comply with the technical requirements of proposed Section 2.1 is not only deemed a

"Nonconsenting Owner", but "any AFE'd amount paid by the Owner" is not refunded, but
instead is "applied by the Operator as a credit against the recoupment of the risk compensation
award and other amounts as may be determined by the Board." Given the prior two numbered



concerns above, this provision drastically compounds those concerns. Not only does this owner
have to put up capital before even the Operator does for wells that may not be drilled, but he

runs the risk of losing that capital and also being subjected to Nonconsent penalties. Fairness

concerns aside, in a State where wells rarely, if ever, payout beyond their risk compensation

amount, this Section 2.2 may additionally be unconstitutional under the Fifth Amendment of the
Constitution as a regulatory taking without just compensation, and as an excessive civil
forfeiture under the Excessive Fines Clause of the Eighth Amendment and the recently decided
Timbs v. lndiano,586 U.S. _ (2019).

The underlying statute makes no requirement that affected owners be put at a financial disadvantage in

negotiating JOA terms, and the Board should not do so. lf the Board does see fit to ask an owner to put
up capital to demonstrate its bona fides, it should require the same of the Operator resisting those
objections, and in either instance that capital should be refunded instead of transferred by the Board to
the Operator if an owner is deemed to be a Nonconsenting Owner. The Board should not give
preference to an Operator's proposed JOA simply because they are the first to propose a well, especially
if these JOAs may apply to all future wells in the subject drilling units. Any concerns that owners will
make frivolous objections to JOAs or otherwise slow down Operator should be weighed against

concerns that Operators may use these financial disincentives to steamroll minority owners by

submitting AFEs en masse with an objectionable JOA where the Operator may not intend to drill all the
AFE'd wells, but an owner must pay its share of all the wells to object to the JOA.

Additionally, this proposed Rule is internally inconsistent as Section 3(a) states that "both" the Owner
and the Operator may move the Board to determine costs/OA terms, but Section 3(b) provides that
"either" the Owner or the Operator may act there. Where different words are used, courts tend to
presume they were intended to have different meanings. ln this case, ascribing different meanings to
"both" and "either" could in this instance lead to an unintended interpretation that if both Owner and

Operator doe not join in motion in Section 3(a), the Board could not intervene in that instance. Since

Section 3(c) provides a backstop that Operator's proposed terms are the default without Board

involvement in 3(a) or 3(b), Operator would have no incentive to join Owner in "both" moving for the
board to arbitrate terms. To avoid that possible interpretation, both 3(a) and 3(b) should refer to
"either" Owner or Operator.

To address the inequity of the process of objecting to Operator-proposed JOAs, I would propose the
following revisions to proposed Rule 649-2-8.5:

L. Except as provided in Subsection (2.1) below, an Owner shall be determined by the
Board to be a "Nonconsenting Ownef as defined in Utah Code S40-6-2(LI) tf , within 30
days from the date the Notice of Opportunity to Participate is received, the Owner has

failed to: (a) Execute and deliver to the Operator an executed AFE for the well; and (b)

Execute and deliver to the Operator a joint operating agreement to govern the drilling
and operation of the well and applicable drilling unit with the Operator, and subject the
Owner to the risk compensation award under, and other provisions ol Utah Code 940-
6- 6.5 as may be determined by the Board.

2. 2.1 lf, within 30 days from the date the Notice of Opportunity to Participate is received,

an Owner has delivered to the Operator: (a) an executed AFE, {U}+aVmen+e++*



and (b) written objections, addressing the
specific provisions of the Operator's proposed joint operating agreement to which the

Owner in good faith objects, the reasoning for each objection, and

modifications/alternate provisions the Owner proposes in lieu thereof, the Owner shall

be deemed a "Consenting Ownef as defined in Utah Code 540-6-2(4).

2.2 Failure of an Owner to comply with the requirements of Subsection (2.L) shall result
in the determination by the Board that the Owner is a "Nonconsenting Owner" as

defined in Utah Code 540-6- 2(11) and subject the Owner to the risk compensation
award under, and other provisions ol Utah Code 540-6-6.5 as may be determined by

the Board and, in such an event, any AFE'd amount paid by the Owner shall be refunded

by Operator to the Owner

the risl< eempensatien award and ether ameunts a5 may be determi'red by the Beard.

3. An Owner which complies with the requirements of Subsection (2.1) or an Operator
which in good faith rejects said Owner's proposed modifications/alternate provisions to
the joint operating agreement may request that the Board determine the terms of the
joint operating agreement in accordance with the provisions of Utah Code 5 40-6-6.5(2)

as follows:

(a) lf the Operator has filed a Request for Agency Action for compulsory pooling of
Owners in the well and associated drilling unit, eitherbeth the Owner and the Operator
may move the Board to determine the reasonableness of the costs charged and/or the
terms of the joint operating agreement between the Owner and Operator as part of that
proceeding; and

(b) lf no Request for Agency Action has been filed for compulsory pooling of Owners in

the well and associated drilling unit, then either the Owner or the Operator may file a

Request for Agency Action within 60 days of the receipt by the Operator of the Owner's
written objections, the hearing upon which shall be limited to addressing the terms of
the joint operating agreement in dispute pursuant to the Owner's written objections
and/or the reasonableness ofthe costs charged.

(c) lf neither (a) or (b) timely occurs, then the actual costs incurred will be deemed by

the Board as just and reasonable, and the terms of the joint operating agreement as

proposed by the Operator in the Notice of Opportunity to Participate will be deemed by

the Board to govern as between the Operator and the Owner in any subsequent hearing

before the Board.

(d) lf a hearing is held before the Board, the Owner and Operator must execute the joint
operating agreement as approved by the Board and/or, if the Board determines the
Owner's objections to the costs charged are justified, the Operator shall apply the
amounts over and above those found to be reasonable charges as a credit against the
Owner's proportionate share of future operational expenses.



ln the alternative, the following revisions could be made to level the playing

1. Except as provided in Subsection (2.1) below, an Owner shall be determined by the
Board to be a "Nonconsenting Owner" as defined in Utah Code 540-6-2(IL) if , within 30

days from the date the Notice of Opportunity to Participate is received, the Owner has

failed to: (a) Execute and deliver to the Operator an executed AFE for the well; and (b)

Execute and deliver to the Operator a joint operating agreement to govern the drilling
and operation of the well and applicable drilling unit with the Operator, and subject the
Owner to the risk compensation award under, and other provisions of, Utah Code S40-

6- 6.5 as may be determined by the Board.

2. 2.1 lf, within 30 days from the date the Notice of Opportunity to Participate is received,

an Owner has delivered to the Operatorr (a) an executed AFE, (b) payment of its
proportionate share of the AFE'd costs; and (b) written objections, addressing the
specific provisions of the Operator's proposed joint operating agreement to which the
Owner in good faith objects, the reasoning for each objection, and

modifications/alternate provisions the Owner proposes in lieu thereof, the Owner shall

be deemed a "Consenting Owner" as defined in Utah Code 540-6-2(4).

2.2 lf, within 30 days from the date Operator receives Owner's deliverables under
Section 2.L above, the Operator has (a) delivered to Owner written responses to the
Owner's objections, addressing the specific provisions of the Owner's proposed

revisions to which the Operator in good faith objects, the reasoning for each objection,
and modifications/alternate provisions the Operator proposes in lieu thereof, and (b)

deposited its proportionate share of the AFE'd costs into the same separate trust
account into which Owner's payment under Section 2.1- was deposited pursuant to the
requirements of Section 4 below, then the Board may thereafter hear the dispute as to
Operator's objections to the Owner's objections.

2.3 Failure of an Owner to comply with the requirements of Subsection (2.1) shall result
in the determination by the Board that the Owner is a "Nonconsenting Owner" as

defined in Utah Code 540-6- 2(11) and subject the Owner to the risk compensation
award under, and other provisions of, Utah Code 540-6-6.5 as may be determined by

the Board and, in such an event, any AFE'd amount paid by the Owner shall be refunded
by the Operator to the Owner
reeeupment ef th+riskeemBensatien award a+rd ether ameunt+as may be determined
by+h€€oa{-d. Failure of Operator to comply with the requirements of Subsection (2.2)

shall result in the determination that by the Board that the Owner's proposed revisions

to the joint operating agreement will be deemed by the Board to govern as between the
Operator and the Owner in any subsequent hearing before the Board.

3. An Owner which in good faith complies with the requirements of Subsection (2.1) or an

Operator which in good faith complies with the Requirements of Subsection (2.2) and

rejects said Owner's proposed modifications/alternate provisions to the joint operating



agreement may request that the Board determine the terms of the joint operating
agreement in accordance with the provisions of Utah Code 5 40-6-6.5(2) as follows:

(a) lf the Operator has filed a Request for Agency Action for compulsory pooling of
Owners in the well and associated drilling unit, eitherbeth the Owner and the Operator
may move the Board to determine the reasonableness of the costs charged and/or the
terms of the joint operating agreement between the Owner and Operator as part of that
proceeding; and

(b) lf no Request for Agency Action has been filed for compulsory pooling of Owners in

the well and associated drilling unit, then either the Owner or the Operator may file a

Request for Agency Action within 50 days of the receipt by the Operator of the Owner's

written objections, the hearing upon which shall be limited to addressing the terms of
the joint operating agreement in dispute pursuant to the Owner's written objections
and/or the reasonableness of the costs charged.

(c) lf neither (a) or (b) timely occurs, then the actual costs incurred will be deemed by

the Board as just and reasonable, and the terms of the joint operating agreement as

proposed by the Operator in the Notice of Opportunity to Participate will be deemed by

the Board to govern as between the Operator and the Owner in any subsequent hearing

before the Board.

(d) lf a hearing is held before the Board, the Owner and Operator must execute the joint
operating agreement as approved by the Board and/or, if the Board determines the
Owner's objections to the costs charged are justified, the Operator shall apply the
amounts over and above those found to be reasonable charges as a credit against the
Owner's proportionate share of future operational expenses.

I believe these proposed changes balance the interests of both operating and non-operating owners in
wells and drilling units and are in the spirit of the underlying statutes.

I am available at your convenience for any questions, concerns, or requests for clarification you may

have.

Respectfully,

Bradley D. Gunnell



BEFORE THE BOARD OF OIL, GAS AND MINING
DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES

STATE OF UTAH

NOTICE OF DELIBERATION

IN THE MATTER OF INFORMAL
RULEMAKING ASSOCIATED WITH
THE 2OI7 AND 2018 LEGISLATIVE
AMENDMENTS CONCERNING
FORCED POOLING AND THE NEED
TO INITIATE RULEMAKING ON
OTHER EMERGING MATTERS

Docket No. 2017-013
Causc No. RO&C -2017-01

NOTICE OF BOARD DELIBERATION
ON STATUS OF COMPULSORY

POOLING RULES AND PROCEEDING
INTO FORMAL RULEMAKING

THE STATE OF UTAH TO ALL PERSONS INTERESTED IN THE FOLLOWING

MATTER.

Notice is hereby giventhatthe Board of Oil, Gas and Mining ("Board"), State of Utah, will

conduct a deliberation among members of the Board as to proceeding with formal rulemaking on

the proposed compulsory pooling rules associated with the20l7 and 2018 legislative amendments

on WEDNESDAY, May 22,2019,at 10:00 AM, or as soonthereafter as possible, inthe auditorium

of the Department of Natural Resources, 1594 West North Temple, Salt Lake City, Utah. The

Board deliberations will be streamed live on the Department of Natural Resources YouTube

channel at https://youtu.be/-LY5hUX6J9s.

The Board deliberations will be conducted in accordance with the rules of the Board as set

forth in Utah Administrative Code R641 et seq., and as provided for in Utah Code Ann. $ 40-6-I

et seq., and Utah Code Ann. $ 63G-4-101 through 601.



The purpose of the deliberations will be for the Board to determine if the current rules before

the Board (the revised rules following the April 2019 Public Hearing), should proceed into formal

rulcmaking, or if additional public commcnt and/or discussion is required.

In addition to the live stream opportunity referenced in this Notice, any interested person(s)

may attend the Board deliberations in person at the time, place and location specified in this Notice.

The filing initiating this rulemaking process, the o'Request to Commence Compulsory

Rulemaking", and any subsequent filings, ffioy be inspected at the office of the undersigned, and

inspected online at the Utah Board of Oil, Gas and Mining's website at

https ://www. ogm. utah. gov/Board/redesign/board.html.

Pursuant to the Americans with Disabilities Act, persons requiring auxiliary communicative

aids and services to enable them to participate in this hearing should call Julie Ann Carter at (801) 53 8-

5277, at least three working days prior to the hearing date.

DATED this 17th day of May,2019.

STATE OF UTAH
BOARD OF OIL, GAS AND MINING
Ruland J. Gill, Jr., Chairman

Carter
Board Secretary
1594 West North Temple, Suite 1210
Salt Lake City, Utah 84116
(80r) s38-s277
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that I caused a true and correct copy of the foregoing NOTICE OF

DELIBERATION for Docket No. 2017-013, Cause No. RO&G-2017-01to be mailed via email

this 17th day of May,2019, to the following:

Michael E. Begley
Assistant Attorneys General
Utah Board of Oil, Gas & Mining
1594 West North Temple, Suite 300
Salt Lake City, UT 84116
Email : mbe gle)'@agutah. gov

Steven F. Alder
Assistant Attorneys General
Utah Board of Oil, Gas & Mining
1594 West North Temple, Suite 300
Salt Lake City, UT 84116
Email : stevealder@agutah. gov

David P. Bolda, Esq
Beatty & Wozniak, P.C.
5406 W. 11000 N., Ste. 103-221
Highland, UT 84003
Email : dbolda@bwenergylaw. com

William E. Ward, Esq.
Bill Ward Law, PLLC
984 Foxhill Road
North Salt Lake, uT 84054
Email : BillWard@billwardlaw.com

Mark L. Burghardt, Esq.
Rebecca Holt Johnson, Esq.
Dorsey & Whitney LLP
111 South Main Street
Suite 2100
Salt Lake city, UT 84111-2176-
Email : burghardt.mark@dorsey.com

j ohnson.becky@dorsey. com

H. Michael Keller, Esq.
Matthew S. Brahana, Esq.
Fabian Vancott
215 South State Street STE 1200
Salt Lake City, UT 84111
Email : mkeller@fabianvancott.com

mbrahanna@ fabianvancott. com

A. John Davis III, Esq.
Angela Franklin, Esq.
Holland &Hart,LLP
222 South Main Street, Suite 2200
Salt Lake City, UT 84101
Email : aj davis@hollandhart. com

alfranklin@hollandhart. com

J



Phillip Wm. Lear, Esq.
Mitchell S. Maio, Esq.
Lear & Lear P.L.L.C.
808 E. South Temple St.

Salt Lake City, UT 84102
Email : phillip.lear@learlaw.com

mitch.maio(E learlaw. com

Frederick M. MacDonald, Esq.
Relma M. Miller, Esq.
MacDonald & Miller
Mineral Legal Services, PLLC
7090 S. Union Park Avenue, Suite 400
Salt Lake City, UT 84047
Email : fred@macmillerle gal. com

relma@macmillerle gal. com

Kelly Williams, Esq.
Oram - Houghton, PLLC
5l Coffeen Avenue Suite 201

Sheridan, WY 82801
Email : kwilliams@oram-houghton. com

Daniel Jensen, Esq.
Clayton Parr, Esq.
Parr, Brown, Gee & Loveless
101 South 200 East, Suite 700
Salt Lake City, UT 84111
Email : cparr@parrbrown.com

dj ensen@parrbrown. com

Michael Malmquist, Esq.

Parsons Behle & Latimer
201 South Main Street, Suite 1800
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111
Email : MMalmquist@parsonsbehle. com

Lavonne Garrison
Mike Johnson, AAG
School & Institutional Trust Lands Admin.
675E 500 S #500
Salt Lake City, UT 84102
Email : lavonne garrison@utah. sov

Denise A. Dragoo, Esq.
James P. Allen, Esq.
Snell & Wilmer, L.L.P.
Gateway Tower West
15 West South Temple
Suite 1200
salt Lake city, UT 84101-1547
Email : ddragoo@swlaw.com

ipallen@swlaw.com

sPower
Jacob Schipaanboord, Esq.
2180 South 1300 East
Suite 600
Salt Lake City, UT 84106-2749
Email: ischi .com

Brent D. Chicken, Esq.
Steptoe & Johnson PLLC
600 17th Street
suite 2300 South
Denver, CO 80202
Email: brent.chicken@steptoe-iohnson.com

Steve Styler, Esq.

Styler Daniels P.C.
For Kinder Morgan Altamont LLC
297 N Highway 6

Delta, uT 84624
Email : steve@ st)'lerdaniels. com

Utah Association of Professional Landmen
Robert H Wilson III
26408 Lambourne Ave
Salt Lake City, UT 84109-2741
Email : rhwilson3 @centurylink.net

utahapl@gmail.com

Rikki Hrenko-Browning
Utah Petroleum Association
10714 S Jordan Gateway #160
South Jordan, UT 84095
Email : Rikki.Hrenko-Browning@enefit. com

upa@ utahpetroleum. or g
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Utah Royalty Owners Association
Allan Smith
1137 Park Ridge Drive (512-l)
Roosevelt, UT 84066
Email : AESmith@ubtanet. com

Lowell Braxton
Western Energy Alliance
3666 S Millbrook Terrace
Salt Lake city, uT 84106
.h,mail : I braxton(4)westernenergyalliance. org

Bv Email:

Christopher Jones
Holland & Hart
cdj ones@hollandhart. com

Christopher Hogle
Holland &Hart
crho gle @hollandhart. com

Angela Franklin
Holland &HartLLP
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FILED
MAY 2 t 2019

SECRETARY BOARD OF
OIL, GAS & MINING

J ulie Carter <ju liecarter@utah.gov>

Additional Comment on Proposed Rules 2017-13 Cause No. RO&G-
2017 -01

Bradley Gunnell <bgunnell@wemenergy.com> Tue, May 21,2019 at 12:28 AM
To: ruland.gill@gmail.com, Gordon Moon <glmoon@ubtanet.com>, susan.davis0106@9mail.com,
chris@myhansen.com, richborden32l @gmail.com, mrbrown05l 454@gmail.com,
carlfkendall@gmail.com
Cc: stevealder@utah.gov, Julie Carter <juliecarter@utah.gow, Daniel Gunnell
<dgunnell@wemenergy.com), Riley Brinkerhoff <rbrinkerhoff@wemenergy.com>

I received this afternoon's notice from Ms. Carter that the Board has amended the agenda for
Wednesday's meeting to include the subject proposed rules. However I have a hard conflict that will
prevent me from attending in person on such short notice.

As I will not be able to attend in person, in addition to our public comment provided at and prior to the
Board's April 24,2019 hearing, please find attached additional comments we are providing along with
supporting documentation (i.e. examples of JOA terms used and proposed in the State of Utah) to
demonstrate the basis for our concerns raised at the prior hearing.

We appreciate your work and dedication to the Division's work and your careful attention to the
ramifications of the proposed rule changes..
-Brad Gunnell

Confidentiality Notice-This electronic transmission and any attached documents or other writings are intended only for the person

or entity to which it is addressed and may contain information that is privileged, confidential or otherwise protected from disclosure.

Any disclosure, copying, distribution or the taking of any action concerning the contents of this communication or any attachments

by anyone other than the named recipient is strictly prohibited.lf you have received this communication in error, please consider the

communication and any attachments as confidential and immediately notify sender by relurn e-mail and destroy the communication

and any and all attachments.

5 attachments

{fJ Green River Pardox Basin JOA (4-16-08 ver 2).pdf
" 4948K

f,rl
u:l

2012 Anadarko JOA for Emeryand Grand Co.pdf
614K

E 14051 3 Chesapeake JOA.pdf
2734K

fr\
u:l

Beal UT 13-34 4-3-3-10-7H JOA - WEM Uintah [for Brd].pdf
354K

* 190520 BDG comment letter to DOGM Board re Proposed Rules 2017-13 Cause # RO&G
fll zotz-ot.put

152K
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May 20,2019

MAY 2 I 2019

SEGRFfARY BOARD OF
OIL, GAS & MINING

Bradley D. Gunnell
3319 N. University Ave., Suite 200
Provo, UT 84604
Email : bgunnell@wemenergy. com

RE: Additional Comments re: Docket No. 2017-013 Cause No. RO&G-2017-01-Utah Board of
Oilo Gas, and Mining Proposed Compulsory Pooling and JOA Rules

I represent a number of oil and gas exploration entitiesr active in the State of Utah that currently hold over
500,000 net mineral acres under lease for oil and gas development, and operate over 80 wells in the State.
On behalf of these clients, I write to provide additional comment (in addition to my comments filed on
April24,2019) on the draft rules circulated in this matter and to provide proposed revisions to those draft
rules.

Here are a few sample JOAs we have personally encountered in the State of Utah illustrating that JOAs
often are proposed by operators with what we feel are exceptionally harsh terms that many non-operator
owners would in good faith make a point of negotiation with the proposing operator.

As we expressed at the April 24,2019 Board hearing, it has been our experience across multiple basins in
the State that operators at times propose JOA terms that any reasonable non-operator would object to. We
believe that the new proposed rules will only make these objectionable JOAs more common as the new
rules heavily favor the operator over the non-operators in JOA and AFE negotiations. These proposed rules
do this as they (1) require the non-operator to pay its share of the well to the operator in order to initiate
negotiations while on the other hand not requiring the operator to set aside the operator's funds, and (2) the
default under the rules is that the operator wins--if negotiations don't take place or neither party brings the
issue to the board, the operator wins and the operator's JOA and AFE will be held to control between the
operator and the objecting non-operator.

It is our opinion that the new rule structure would actually incentivize operators to further push the limits
in what they propose in JOAs and AFEs going forward as the proposed rules weigh heavily in their favor
and against the non-operator. Ifthese are promulgated as rules, the non-operator has to write a check for
their full proportionate share for the well, negotiate with an operator who knows their proposed JOA will
be the default if an agreement is not made, and then invest additional time and effort to come before to the
board to ask for the Board to mediate the dispute and determine disputed terms. If the reception we received
at April's Board meeting is any indication of how non-operators will be received by the Board, operators
will be further emboldened to push the limits with the perception that the Board favors operators over non-
operators.

The attached JOAs are JOAs that have been actually proposed to us by Operators in the State of Utah. They
have been selected specifically for the following provisions:

1) Paradox Basin JOA with Fidelitv E&P as Operator dated April 25. 2008. In Article XVI,
Section D on the 22ndpage of the file, the non-consent penalty for any given well would result in
(1) the non-consenting party relinquishing their leases in the DSU up to 160 acres subject to a25o/o

I These entities include, among others: Wasatch Energy Management, LLC; WEM Uintah, LLC; WEM Dragon,
LLC; WEM Castlegate, LLC; Rockies Standard Oil Company, LLC; Liberty Pioneer Energy Source, Inc.; Par Five
Exploration LLC; Sanpete Energy, LLC; and other affiliated and unaffiliated companies.
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back-in after "Payout" as defined therein, and (2) relinquish 75yo of their interest in leases in the
8 spacing units (up tol60-acres each--up to a total of 1280 acres) surrounding the DSU.

2) 2012 Grand/Emery County JOA proposed by Anadarko with Anadarko E&P Company LP
as Operator. In Article XVI, Section 13, the Non-Consent Penalty for an Exploratory Well is the
forfeiture of all right, title, and interest in both the Drilling Unit as well as one entire off-setting
governmental section as selected by the participating party, e.g. the operator (-640 acres).

3) 2014 San Juan County JOA with Chesaneake Exnloration. LLC as Onerator. Article XVI
provides that the non-consenting party forfeits all right, title, and interest in the Drilling Unit.

4) April 1. 2018 Duchesne Coun8 JOA with Newfield Production Company as Operator.
Article XVI Section K(2) imposeda$2.66|MCF gas-gathering fee, which presents a situation
where non-operators may have to pay to have gas taken away from the well, depending on market
situations. If gas prices are below that mark of $2.66/MCF, gas becomes an expense to the non-
operators.

We hope you will carefully consider the effect of these rules. If a JOA truly were a standardized form
agreement, the proposed rules may have minimal effect. But in the real world of oil and gas exploration
and development in the State of Utah, the JOA is often a point of pointed negotiation, especially as terms
are added and modified in Article XVI. If the Board insists on putting in place rules that increase the
negotiating power of the Operators to the disadvantage of the non-operators, instead of fewer disputes in
JOA negotiations, there will be more and more disputes in these JOAs as operators push the new limits.

At the April 24,2019 hearing, the Chairman noted that these rule changes were being pursued in furtherance
of the Board's duty to realize"agreater ultimate recovery of oil and gas" in the State. It is true that the
Board has that purpose under Utah Law (see, e.g. Utah Code Ann. Title 40, Chapter 6, Section 1), however
the Board also is to "protect the correlative rights of all owners" (Id.), and no mention was made aI any
point by the Board or the proponents of these proposed rules as to how correlative rights are implicated,
much less protected, by these changes.

We hope that you strongly reconsider these proposed changes and take into consideration the public
comment provided by non-operator owners in the State of Utah as it is their rights that are being curtailed
by these proposed rules.

I re-iterate by reference the proposed changes as previously proposed in my written comments submitted
to the Board in this same matter on April 24,2019.

Regards,

Bradley D. Gunnell

D
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OPERATING AGREEMENT

THIS AGREEMENT, entered into by and between F'-'lD=E""L<.:.IT....y~E'"-'X"-P""L.><O;.:.:RA,.,....T-"IO"'-N'-'--"&:<..P'-'Ro.>.O"'-D=U.><C-"T.:.:IO""N-'-·-'"C""O:..:.:M""P""'A...,.N.:..y'-- __

hereinafter designated and referred to as "Operator," and the signatory party or parties other than Operator, sometimes

hereinafter referred to individually as "Non-Operator," and collectively as "Non-Operators."

WITNESSETH:

WHEREAS, the parties to this agreement are owners of Oil and Gas Leases and/or Oil and Gas Interests in the land

identified in Exhibit "A," and the parties hereto have reached an agreement to explore and develop these Leases and/or Oil

and Gas Interests for the production of Oil and Gas to the extent and as hereinafter provided,

NOW, THEREFORE, it is agreed as follows:

ARTICLE I.

DEFINITIONS

As used in this agreement, the following words and terms shall have the meanings here ascribed to them:

A. The tenn "AFE" shall mean an Authority for Expenditure prepared by a party to this agreement for the purpose of

estimating the costs to be incurred in conducting an operation hereunder.
well capable of production in commercial quantities

B. The tenn "Completion" or "Complete" shall mean a single operation intended to complete a well as a /~ of Oil

and Gas in one or more Zones, including, but not limited to, the setting of production casing, perforating, well stimulation

and production testing conducted in such operation.

C. The tenn "Contract Area" shall mean all of the lands, Oil and Gas Leases and/or Oil and Gas Interests intended to be

developed and operated for Oil and Gas purposes under this agreement. Such lands, Oil and Gas Leases and Oil and Gas

Interests are described in Exhibit "A."

D. The tenn "Deepen" shall mean a single operation whereby a well is drilled to an objective Zone below the deepest

Zone in which the well was previously drilled, or below the Deepest Zone proposed in the associated AFE, whichever is the

lesser.

E. The terms "Drilling Party" and "Consenting Party" shall mean a party who agrees to join in and pay its share of the

cost of any operation conducted under the provisions of this agreement.

F. The tenn "Drilling Unit" shall mean the area fixed for the drilling of one well by order or rule of any state or federal

body having authority. If a DfilliRg URit is RSt fixed by aAY sHeh flJle Sf srdef, a DrilliAg URit shall be the drilliAg HAit as

established by the J3attern sf drilliAg iR the CSAfraet Area HAless fiJ,ed by eJ(J3fess agFeefAeAt sf the DrilliRg Parties.

G. The tenn "Drillsite" shall mean the Oil and Gas Lease or Oil and Gas Interest on which a proposed well is to be

located.

H. The term "Initial Well" shall mean the well required to be drilled by the parties hereto as provided in Article VI.A.

I. The term "Non-Consent Well" shall mean a well in which less than all parties have conducted an operation as

provided in Article VI.B.2.

J. The terms "Non-Drilling Party" and "Non-Consenting Party" shall mean a party who elects not to participate in a

proposed operation.

K. TIle tenn "Oil and Gas" shall mean oil, gas, casinghead gas, gas condensate, and/or all other liquid or gaseous

hydrocarbons and other marketable substances produced therewith, unless an intent to limit the inclusiveness of this tenn is

specifically stated.

L. The tenn "Oil and Gas Interests" or "Interests" shall mean unleased fee and mineral interests in Oil and Gas in tracts

of land lying within the Contract Area which are owned by parties to this agreement.

M. The terms "Oil and Gas Lease," "Lease" and "Leasehold" shall mean the oil and gas leases or interests therein

covering tracts ofland lying within the Contract Area which are owned by the parties to this agreement.

N. The term "Plug Back" shall mean a single operation whereby a deeper Zone is abandoned in order to attempt a

Completion in a shallower Zone.

O. The tenn "Recompletion" or "Recomplete" shall mean an operation whereby a Completion in one Zone is abandoned

in order to attempt a Completion in a different Zone within the existing wellbore.

P. The tenn "Rework" shall mean an operation conducted in the wellbore of a well after it is Completed to secure,

restore, or improve produc!ion in a Zone which is currently open to production in the wellbore. Such operations include, but
refracll12 or

are not limited to, / well sfimulation operations but exclude any routine repair or maintenance work or drilling, Sidetracking,

Deepening, Completing, Recompleting, or Plugging Back ofa well.

Q. The tenn "Sidetrack" shall mean the directional control and intentional deviation of a well from vertical so as to

change the bottom hole location unless done to straighten the hole or drill around junk in the hole to overcome other

mechanical difficulties.

R. The term "Zone" shall mean a stratum of earth containing or thought to contain a common accumulation of Oil and

Gas separately producible from any other common accumulation of Oil and Gas.

Unless the context otherwise clearly indicates, words used in the singular include the plural, the word "person" includes

natural and artificial persons, the plural includes the singular, and any gender includes the masculine, feminine, and neuter.

ARTICLE II.

EXHIBITS

The following exhibits, as indicated below and attached hereto, are incorporated in and made a part hereof:

__X_ A. Exhibit "A," shall include the following information:

(I) Description of lands subject to this agreement,

(2) Restrictions, ifany, as to depths, fonnations, or substances,

(3) Parties to agreement with addresses and telephone numbers for notice purposes,

(4) Percentages or fractional interests of parties to this agreement,

(5) Oil and Gas Leases and/or Oil and Gas Interests subject to this agreement (idenitied in Exhibit "A-I.'"

(6) Burdens on production.

B. eKhibit "8," fSffll sf Lease.

__X__ C. Exhibit "C," Accounting Procedure.

__X__ D. Exhibit "0," Insurance.

__X__ E. Exhibit "E," Gas Balancing Agreement.

__X__ F. Exhibit "F," Non-Discrimination and Certification of Non-Segregated Facilities.

__X_ G. Exhibit "G," Tax Partnership.

__X__ H. Other: Memorandum of Operating Agreement
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If any provision of any exhibit, except Exhibits "E," "F" and "G," is inconsistent \\oith any provision contained in

the body of this agreement, the provisions in the body of this agreement shall prevail.

ARTICLE III.

INTERESTS OF PARTIES

A. Oil and Gas Interests:

If any party owns an Oil and Gas Interest in the Contract Area, that Interest shall be treated for all purposes of this
a mlltually acceptable

agreement and during the term hereof as if it were covered by 7 tfle form of Oil and Gas Lease. attaetiea Rerets as E)(Rieit "B,"

and the owner thereof shall be deemed to own both royalty interest in such lease and the interest of the lessee thereunder.

B. Interests of Parties in Costs and Production:

Unless changed by other provisions, all costs and liabilities incurred in operations under this agreement shall be borne

and paid, and all equipment and materials acquired in operations on the Contract Area shall be owned, by the parties as their

interests are set forth in Exhibit "A." [n the same manner, the parties shall also own all production of Oil and Gas from the

Contract Area subject, however, to the payment of royalties and other burdens on production as descrjbj:d hereafter.
lollltly owned lease bu rdens

Regardless of which party has contributed any Oil and Gas Lease or Oil and Gas "Interest on which royalty, ? or other

burdens may be payable and except as otherwise expressly provided in this agreement, each party shall payor deliver, or

cause to be paid or delivered, all burdens on its share of the production from the Contract Area up to" but not in excess of,
. . . . See Article A VI for in.serted language

lease royalties and all IOllltly owned burdens and shallilldemmfy, defend and hold the other parties free from any liability therefor;,/

Except as otherwise expressly provided in this agreement, if any party has contributed hereto any Lease or Interest which is

burdened with any royalty, overriding royalty, production payment or other burden on production in excess of the amounts

stipulated above, such party so burdened shall assume and alone bear all such excess obliR;ltions and shall indemnify, defend
except as provided herein or in the Exploration And"Uevelopment Agreement,

and hold the other parties hereto harmless from any and all claims atttibutab1e to such excess burden. However, / so long as

the Drilling Unit for the productive Zone(s) is identical with the Contract Area, each party shall payor deliver, or cause to

be paid or delivered, all burdens on production from the Contract Area due under the terms of the Oil and Gas Lease(s)

which such party has conttibuted to this agreement, and shall indemnify, defend and hold the other parties free from any

liability therefor.

No party shall ever be responsible, on a price basis higher than the price received by such party, to any other party's

lessor or royalty owner, and if such other party's lessor or royalty owner should demand and receive settlement on a higher

price basis, the party contributing the affected Lease shall bear the additional royalty burden atttibutable to such higher price.

Nothing contained in this Article IlI.B. shall be deemed an assignment or cross-assignment of interests covered hereby,

and in the event two or more parties conttibute to this agreement jointly owned Leases, the parties' undivided interests in

said Leaseholds shall be deemed separate leasehold interests for the purposes of this agreement.

C. Subsequently Created Interests:

If any party has contributed hereto a Lease or Interest that is burdened with an assignment of production given as security

for the payment of money, or if, after the date of this agreement, any party creates an overriding royalty, production

payment, net profits interest, assignment of production or other burden payable out of production atttibutable to its working

interest hereunder, such burden shall be deemed a "Subsequently Created Interest." Further, if any party has conttibuted

hereto a Lease or Interest burdened with an overriding royalty, production payment, net profits interests, or other burden

payable out of production created prior to the date of this agreement, and such burden is not shown on Exhibit "A," such

burden also shall be deemed a Subsequently Created Interest. to ~e extent SileR ellraen eallses tRe ellraens on SileR party's

Lease or Interest to exeeea the amollnt stiplllatea in Artiele III.B. aeove.

The party whose interest is burdened with the Subsequently Created Interest (the "Burdened Party") shall assume and

alone bear, pay and discharge the Subsequently Created Interest and shall indemnify, defend and hold harmless the other

parties from and against any liability therefor. Further, if the Burdened Party fails to pay, when due, its share of expenses

chargeable hereunder, all provisions of Article VII.B. shall be enforceable against the Subsequently Created Interest in the

same manner as they are enforceable against the working interest of the Burdened Party. If the Burdened Party is required

under this agreement to assign or relinquish to any other party, or parties, all or a portion of its working interest and/or the

production attributable thereto, said other party, or parties, shall receive said assignment and/or production free and clear of

said Subsequently Created Interest, and the Burdened Party shall indemnify, defend and hold harmless said other party, or

parties, from any and all claims and demands for payment asserted by owners of the Subsequently Created Interest.

ARTICLE IV.

TITLES

A. Title Examination:

Title examination shall be made on the Drillsite of any proposed well prior to commencement of drilling operations and,

if a majority in interest of the Drilling Parties so request or Operator so elects, title examination shall be made on the entire

Drilling Unit, or maximum anticipated Drilling Unit. of the well. The opinion will include the ownership of the working

interest, minerals, royalty, overriding royalty and production payments under the applicable Leases. Each party conttibuting

Leases and/or Oil and Gas Interests to be included in the Drillsite or Drilling Unit, if appropriate, shall furnish to Operator

all abstracts (including federal lease status reports), title opinions, title papers and curative material in its possession free of

charge. All such information not in the possession of or made available to Operator by the parties, but necessary for the

examination of the title, shall be obtained by Operator. Operator shall cause title to be examined by attorneys on its staff or

by outside attomeys. Copies of all title opinio1]s shall be furnished to each Drilling Party. Costs incurred by Operator in
and outsIde landmen

procuring abstracts, fees paid outside attoll)eys / for title examination (including preliminary, supplemental, shut-in royalty
and all curative work

opinions, an4-division order title opinions /) and other direct charges as provided in Exhibit "C" shall be borne by the Drilling

Parties in the proportion that the interest of each Drilling Party bears to the total interest of all Drilling Parties as such

interests appear in Exhibit "A." Operator shall make no charge for services rendered by its staff attorneys or other personnel

in the performance of the above functions.
o.perator shall llse its best efforts to securl,'

~rty slJall ee resp8nSl'q1e fer seellRAg / curative matter and pooling amendments or agreements required in
III the Contract Area.

connection with Leases or Oil and Gas Interests / eOAtTielltea by SileR party. Operator shall be responsible for the preparation

and recording of pooling designations or declarations and communitization agreements as well as the conduct of hearings

before governmental agencies for the securing of spacing or pooling orders or any other orders necessary or appropriate to

the conduct of operations hereunder. This shall not prevent any party from appearing on its own behalf at such hearings.

Costs incurred by Operator, including fees paid to outside attorneys, which are associated with hearings before governmental

agencies, and which costs are necessary and proper for the activities contemplated under this agreement, shall be direct

charges to the joint account and shall not be covered by the administrative overhead charges as provided in Exhibit "C"
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I Operator shall make no charge for services rendered by its staff attorneys or other personnel in the performance of the above

2 functions.

3 No well shall be drilled on the Contract Area until after (I) the title to the Drillsite or Drilling Unit, if appropriate, has

4 been examined as above provided, and (2) the title has been approved by the examining attorney or title has been accepted by

5 all of the Drilling Parties in such well.

6 B. Loss or Failure of Title:

7 I. f'aili,re af Title: ShatilEi aAy Oil anEi Gas IAterest ar Oil anEi Gas uase be last thratlgh failHre ef title, whish resHlts in a

8 reElHetian af interest frem that shaWR an E)(hibit "A," the part)' ereEliteEi with eantlibHting the affeeteEi uase ar Interest

9 (ineIHEling, if applieable, a SHeeessar in inlerest ta sHeh part)') shall ha'/e ninety (99) Elays from final EleleFRlinatien af title

10 failHre to ae~Hire a new lease ar ather iRstrHmeRt eHriRg the eRtiret)' af the title failHre, whieh ae~Hisitian y,ill Rat be sHlJ.jeet

1 I ta Artiele VlILB., anEi failiRg ta Elo so, this agreemeAt, ne"ertheless, shall eaRtinHe in feree as ta all remainiAg Oil anEi Gas

12 uases aAEI Interests; anEl,

13 (a) TIle party ereEliteEi wilh eaRtribHting the Oil anEi Gas Lease ar Interest affeeteEi b)' the title failHre (inelHEling, if

14 applieable, a SHeeessar in interest Ie sHeh party) shall bear alaRe the entire less anEi it shall not be entitleEi ta reeaver frem

15 Operatar er the ather parties an)' Elevelepment ar eperating easts whieh it ma), have pre', iOHsl)' paiEi ar ineHffeEl, bHt there

16 shall be na aElElitianallialJili!) an its j'lart ta the ether parties herete b)' reasan af sHeh title failtlre;

17 (b) There shall be Aa retraaetive aE!jHstment af expenses ineHffeEi ar revenHes reeeiyeEi frem the aperatian af the

18 Lease ar Interest whieh has faileEl, bHt the interests af the parties eantaineEi an EJ(hibit "A" shall be re\'iseEi an an aereage

19 basis, as af the time it is EletermineEi finall)' that title failHre has aeeHffeEl, sa that the interest af the part)' whase Lease or

20 Interest is affeeteEiby the title failHre will thereafter be reElHeeEl in the Cantraet Area b)' the amoHnt af the uase ar Interest faileEl;

21 (e) If the propartianate interest of the ather parties hereta in any preElHeing well pre, iOHsly ElrilleEi on the Cantraet

22 Area is inereaseEi b)' reasan af the title failHre, the party who bare the easts insHffeEi in eanneetiaA n, ith sHeh well attlibHtable

23 ta the Lease ar Interest whieh has faileEi shall reeeive the praeeeEls attribHtable ta the inerease in sHeh interest (less easts anEi

24 bHrElens attribHtable thereto) Hntil it has been reimbHrseEi fer Hnreea\'ereEi easts paiEi by it in eanAeetion with sHeh 'Nell

25 attribHtable ta sHeh faileEi Lease or Interest;

26 (EI) ShoHIEI any persan nat a part)' ta this agreement, Y'ha is EletermineEi ta be the a'>'o'Her af an)' uase ar Interest

27 whieh has faileEl, pay in an)' manner an)' part of the east af operatian, Ele\'elapment, ar eEjuipment, sHeh amaHnt shall be paiEi

28 ta the party or parties wha bare the easts whieh are sa refHnEleEl;

29 (e) Any liability ta aeeaHRt w a persan nat a party ta this agreement fer priar preElHetian af Oil anEi Gas 'Nhieh arises

30 by reasan of title failHre shall be berne severally 8)' eaen part) (inelClsiRg a preseeessar to a etifTent party) wna reeei,'ed

31 j'lraElHetiaR fer whieh stleh aeeaClnting is re~HireEi bases an the amaHnt af sHeh praElHetian reeeives, anEi eaeh sHeh part)' shall

32 se\'erall) inElemnify, ElefenEi anEi halEi harmless all ather parties hereta fer any sHeh liability ta aeeeHnt;

33 (I) ~la eharge shall be maEle ta the jaint aeeaHnt fer legal eJ(penses, fees ar salaries in sonneetian '...·ith the Elefense af

34 the uase or Interest elaimeEi ta have faileEl, bHt if the part)' eontribHfing sHeh uase or Interest hereta eleets to ElefenEi its fitle

35 it shall bear all eXj'lenses in eanneetian therewith; BREI

36 (g) If any par!)' is given ereElit an EJ(hiait "A" ta a uase ar Interest whieh is limited sal ely ta o\\qoership ef BR

37 iAterest in the wellbare of an)' well er wells anEi the preElHetian therefram, sHeh party's absenee a[ interest in the remaiAEler

38 af the Cantraet Area shall ae sansiElered a f'ailHre af Title as ta sHeh remaining Cantraet Area tlRless that aasenee ef interest

39 is retleeteEi an EJ(hibit "A."

40 Z. Less ay Non Payment ar EffaneoHs Pa)9qoent af AmaHnt DHe: If, thraHgh mistalle ar aversight, an)' rental, ShHt in well

41 j'layment, minimHm ra)'alt), ar rayalty pa)'ment, ar ather pa)qolent neeessaF)' to maiRtain all or a portien af an Oil anEi Gas

42 Lease ar interest is nat paid ar is erraneaHsly paiEl, anEi as a resHlt a Lease ar Interest terminates, there shall ae ne manetar/

43 liability against the party "iha faileEi ta make sHeh payment. Unless the party whe faileEi ta malle the reEjHireEi payment

44 seeHres a new Lease ar Interest eavering the same interest within ninety (90) Elays fram the Elisem'ery af the failHre ta make

45 praper payment, '"hieh ae~Hisitian ,,,ill nat be sHlJ.jeet ta Artiele VlIJ.B., the interests af the parties refleeteEi an E)lhibit "A"

46 shall be re\'iseEi an an aereage basis, effeetive as af the Elate af termination af the Lease ar Interest ilwalyed, anEi the part)'

47 wha faileEi ta make preper payment will RO longer ae ereEliteEi ,>,.ith an interest in the Cantraet Area an aesaHnt af a\\qoership

48 af the uase er Interest whish has terminated. If the party wha faileEi ta make the reEjtlireEi payment shall nat hal'e been fHlly

49 reim8HrseEl, at the time af the less, fram Ihe praeeeEls af the sale ef Oil anEi Gas attribHtaale ta the last uase ar Interest,

50 ealeHlateEi on an aereage aasis, fer the Ele,'elopment anEi eperating easts pre,-iaHsly paiEi an aesoHnt af sHeh uase or Interest,

51 it shall be reimbHrsed for Hnreea, ered aetHal easts pre"iaHsI)' paiEi ay it (aHt nat fer its share af the east af any ElF)' hele

52 previaHsly ElrilleEi ar wells pre,'ieHsly abanEianeEl) [ram sa mHeh afthe fellawing as is neeessal)' ta effeet reimbHrsement:

53 (a) ProeeeEls af Oil anEi Gas praElHeeEl priar ta lerminatian af the Lease ar Interest, less aperating e)(penses anEi lease

54 bHmens ehargeable hereHnEler ta the persan wha faileEi ta make payment. preyiausly aeerHeEi ta the ereElit af the last uase ar

55 Interest, an an aereage aasis, Hp to the amaHnt af HnreeavereEi easts;

56 (b) PreeeeEls af Oil anEi Gas, less aperating e)lpenSes anEi lease aHrElens ehargeable hereHnEler la the person wha failed

57 ta make payment, Hp ta the amaHnt af HnreeavereEi easts attribHtable ta that partian af Oil aREI Gas thereafter preElueed-a-nd

58 marketeEi (e)(eIHEling proElHetian [ram any "ells thereafter ElrilleEl) whieh, in the absenee af sHeh Lease er Interest terminatian,

59 waulEi be attribtltable ta the last Lease ar IRterest an an asreage aasis anEi whieh as a resHIt af sHeh uase ar Interest

60 terminatien is ereEliteEi te ether parties, the proeeeEls af saiEi partien af the Oil anEi Gas te ae eontribHteEi by the other parties

61 in prepartian ta their respeetiye interests refleeteEi an EJ<hiait "A"; anEl,

62 (e) Any manies, tip te the ameHRt ef Hnreea\'ereEi easts, that may be paiEi by an)' party >,'iha is, ar beeames, the a\,qoer

63 af Ihe Lease or Interest last, fer the priYilege afpartieipating in the Cantraet Area ar aeeaming a j'laFt)' te this agreement.

64 3. Gther-Losses: All losses af Leases ar Interests eammitteEi 10 this agreemerlt, ather than thase set ferth in Artieles

65 IV.B.I. anEi IV.B.Z. aba...e, shall be joint losses and shall be borne by all parties in proportion to their interests shown on

66 Exhibit "A." This shall include but not be limited to the loss of any Lease or Interest through failure to develop or because

67 express or implied covenants have not been performed (other than performance which requires only the payment of money),

68 and the loss of any Lease by expiration at the end of its primary term if it is not renewed or extended. There shall be no

69 readjustment of interests in the remaining portion of the Contract Area 011 account of any joint loss.

70 4. Curing Title: In the e'ient af a f'ailHre af Title HnEler Artiele IV.B.!. ar a less ef title HnEler Artiele IV.B.Z. abave, an)'

71 Lease ar Interest ae~HireEi by any party hereta (ather than the party whase interest has faileEi or was last) ElHring the ninet)'

72 (99) Elay perieEl praviEleEi ay Artiele IV.B.!. anEi Artiele IV.B.Z. abave eevering all ar a j'lartian af the interest that has failed

73 ar was lost shall ae affered at east la the part)' whsse iAlerest ha5 faileEi ar was last, anEi the prsl'isisns af AFtiele VlIJ.B.

74 shall nat apply ta sHeh aeEjHisitian.
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I ARTICLEV.

2 OPERATOR

3 A. Designation and Responsibilities of Operator:

4 FIDELITY EXPLORAnON & PRODUCTION COMPANY shall be the Operator of the Contract Area, and shall conduct

5 and direct and have full control of all operations on the Contract Area as permitted and required by, and within the limits of

6 this agreement. In its performance of services hereunder for the Non-Operators, Operator shall be an independent contractor

7 not subject to the control or direction of the Non-Operators except as to the type of operation to be undertaken in accordance

8 with the election procedures contained in this agreement. Operator shall not be deemed, or hold itself out as, the agent of the

9 Non-Operators with authority to bind them to any obligation or liability assumed or incurred by Operator as to any third

10 party. Operator shall conduct its activities under this agreement as a reasonable prudent operator, in a good and workmanlike

II manner, with due diligence and dispatch, in accordance with good oilfield practice, and in compliance with applicable law and

12 regulation, but in no event shall it have any liability as Operator to the other parties for losses sustained or liabilities incurred

13 except such as may result from gross negligence or willful misconduct.

14 B. Resignation or Removal of Operator and Selection of Successor:

15 I. Resignation or Removal of Operator: Operator may resign at any time by giving written notice thereof to Non-Operators.

16 If Operator terminates its legal existence, no longer owns an interest hereunder in the Contract Area, or is no longer capable of

17 serving as Operator, Operator shall be deemed to have resigned without any action by Non-Operators, except the selection of a

18 successor. Operator may be removed only for good cause by the affirmative vote of Non-Operators owning a majority interest

19 based on ownership as shown on Exhibit "A" remaining after excluding the voting interest of Operator; such vote shall not be

20 deemed effective until a written notice has been delivered to the Operator by a Non-Operator detailing the alleged default and

21 Operator has failed to cure the default within thirty (30) days from its receipt of the notice or, if the default concerns an

22 operation then being conducted, within forty-eight (48) hours of its receipt of the notice. For purposes hereof, "good cause" shall

23 mean not only gross negligence or willful misconduct but also the material breach of or inability to meet the standards of

24 operation contained in Article V.A. or material failure or inability to perform its obligations under this agreement.

25 Subject to Article VII.D.I., such resignation or removal shall not become eftective until 7:00 o'clock A.M. on the first

26 day of the calendar month following the expiration of ninety (90) days after the giving of notice of resignation by Operator

27 or action by the Non-Operators to remove Operator, unless a successor Operator has been selected and assumes the duties of

28 Operator at an earlier date. Operator, after effective date of resignation or removal, shall be bound by the terms hereof as a

29 Non-Operator. A change of a corporate name or structure of Operator or transfer of Operator's interest to any single

30 subsidiary, parent or successor corporation shall not be the basis for removal of Operator.

31 2. Selection of Successor Operator: Upon the resignation or removal of Operator under any provision of this agreement, a

32 successor Operator shall be selected by the parties. The successor Operator shall be selected from the parties owning an

33 interest in the Contract Area at the time such successor Operator is selected. The successor Operator shall be selected by the

34 affirmative vote of two (2) or more parties owning a majority interest based on ownership as shown on Exhibit "A";

35 provided, however, if an Operator which has been removed or is deemed to have resigned fails to vote or votes only to

36 succeed itself, the successor Operator shall be selected by the amrmative vote of the party or parties owning a majority

37 interest based on ownership as shown on Exhibit "A" remaining after excluding the voting interest of the Operator that was

38 removed or resigned. The former Operator shall promptly deliver to the successor Operator all records and data relating to

39 the operations conducted by the former Operator to the extent such records and data are not already in the possession of the

40 successor operator. Any cost of obtaining or copying the former Operator's records and data shall be charged to the joint

41 account.

42 3. Effect of Bankruptcy: If Operator becomes insolvent, bankrupt or is placed in receivership, it shall be deemed to have

43 resigned without any action by Non-Operators, except the selection of a successor. If a petition for relief under the federal

44 bankruptcy laws is filed by or against Operator, and the removal of Operator is prevented by the federal bankruptcy court, all

45 Non-Operators and Operator shall comprise an interim operating committee to serve until Operator has elected to reject or

46 assume this agreement pursuant to the Bankruptcy Code, and an election to reject this agreement by Operator as a debtor III

47 possession, or by a trustee in bankruptcy, shall be deemed a resignation as Operator without any action by Non-Operators.

48 except the selection of a successor. During the period of time the operating committee controls operations, all actions shall

49 require the approval of two (2) or more parties owning a majority interest based on ownership as shown on Exhibit "A." In

50 the event there are only two (2) parties to this agreement, during the period of time the operating committee controls

51 operations, a third party acceptable to Operator, Non-Operator and the tederal bankruptcy court shall be selected as a

52 member of the operating committee, and all actions shall require the approval of two (2) members of the operating

53 committee without regard for their interest in the Contract Area based on Exhibit "A."

54 C. Employees and Contractors:

55 The number of employees or contractors used by Operator in conducting operations hereunder, their selection, and the

56 hours of labor and the compensation for services performed shall be determined by Operator, and all such employees or

57 contractors shall be the employees or contractors of Operator.

58 D. Rights and Duties of Operator:

59 I. Competitive Rates and Use of Affiliates: All wells drilled on the Contract Area shall be drilled on a competitive

60 contract basis at the usual rates prevailing in the area. If it so desires, Operator may employ its own tools and equipment in

6\ the drilling of wells, but its charges therefor shall not exceed the prevailing rates in the area and the rate of such charges

62 shall be agreed upon by the parties in writing before drilling operations are commenced, and such work shall be pertomled by

63 Operator under the same terms and conditions as are customary and usual in the area in contracts of independent contractors

64 who are doing work of a similar nature. All work performed or materials supplied by affiliates or related parties of Operator

65 shall be perfomled or supplied at competitive rates, pursuant to written agreement, and in accordance with customs and

66 standards prevailing in the industry.

67 2. Discharge of Joint Account Obligations: Except as herein otherwise specifically provided, Operator shall promptly pay

68 and discharge expenses incurred in the development and operation of the Contract Area pursuant to this agreement and shall

69 charge each of the parties hereto with their respective proportionate shares upon the expense basis provided in Exhibit "C."

70 Operator shall keep an accurate record of the joint account hereunder, showing expenses incurred and charges and credits

7 I made and received.

72 3. Protection from Liens: Operator shall pay, or cause to be paid, as and when they become due and payable, all accounts

73 of contractors and suppliers and wages and salaries for services rendered or performed, and for materials supplied on, to or in

74 respect of the Contract Area or any operations tor the joint account thereof, and shall keep the Contract Area free from
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aAa sl1ol1 thereafter eOAtiAue tl1e drilliAg of tl1e 'Nell with dtte diligeAee to

SHALL BE IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE TERMS OF THAT CERTAIN EXPLORATION AND DEVELOPMENT
AGREEEMENT OF DATED AND EFFECTIVE APRIL 22, 2008 EVEN DATE BY AND BETWEEN THE PARTIES HERETO.

The drilliAg of the IAitial "Vell aAd the fJartieiJ3atioA thereiA by all J3arties is obligatory, subjeet to Artiele 'l1.e.1. as to J3artieiJ3atioA

iA ComJ3letioA 0J3eratioAs aAd Artiele 'lI.F. as to termiAatioA of oJ3eratioAs oAd Artiele XI as to 066urreAee of foree majeure.

B. Subsequent Operations:

I. Proposed Operations: If any party hereto should desire to drill any well on the Contract Area other than the Initial Well, or

if any party should desire to Rework, Sidetrack, Deepen, Recomplete or Plug Back a dry hole or a well no longer capable of

producing in paying quantities in which such party has not otherwise relinquished its interest in the proposed objective Zone under

this agreement, the party desiring to drill, Rework, Sidetrack, Deepen, Recomplete or Plug Back such a well shall give written

notice of the proposed operation to the parties who have not othef\vise relinquished their interest in such objective Zone

- 5 -

8. Cost Estimates: Upon request of any Consenting Party, Operator shall furnish estimates of current and cumulative costs

incurred for the joint account at reasonable intervals during the conduct of any operation pursuant to this agreement.

Operator shall not be held liable for errors in such estimates so long as the estimates are made in good faith.

9. Insurance: At all times while operations are conducted hereunder, Operator shall comply with the workers

compensation law of the state where the operations are being conducted; provided, however, that Operator may be a self

insurer for liability under said compensation laws in which event the only charge that shall be made to the joint account shall

be as provided in Exhibit "C." Operator shall also carry or provide insurance for the benefit of the joint account of the parties

as outlined in Exhibit "0" attached hereto and made a part hereof. Operator shall require all contractors engaged in work on

or for the Contract Area to comply with the workers compensation law of the state where the operations are being conducted

and to maintain such other insurance as Operator may require.

In the event automobile liability insurance is specified in said Exhibit "0," or subsequently receives the approval of the

parties, no direct charge shall be made by Operator for premiums paid for such insurance for Operator's automotive

equipment.

, OJ3erator sl1all eommeAee tl1e drilliAg of tl1e IAitial

ARTICLE VI.

DRILLING AND DEVELOPMENT

day of

liens and encumbrances resulting therefrom except for those resulting from a bona fide dispute as to services rendered or

materials supplied.

4. Custody of Funds: Operator shall hold for the account of the Non-Operators any funds of the Non-Operators advanced

or paid to the Operator, either for the conduct of operations hereunder or as a result of the sale of production from the

Contract Area, and such funds shall remain the funds of the Non-Operators on whose account they are advanced or paid until

used for their intended pUfP,ose .or otherwise delivered to the Non-Operators or applied toward the payment of debts as
ani! Article XVI.

provided in Article VII.B.I Nothing in this paragraph shall be construed to establish a fiduciary relationship between Operator

and Non-Operators for any purpose other than to account for Non-Operator funds as herein specifically provided. Nothing in

this paragraph shall require the maintenance by Operator of separate accounts for the funds of Non-Operators unless the

parties otherwise specifically agree.

5. Access to Contract Area and Records: Operator shall, except as otherwise provided herein, permit each Non-Operator

or its duly authorized representative, at the Non-Operator's sole risk and cost, full and free access at all reasonable times to

all operations of every kind and character being conducted for the joint account on the Contract Area and to the records of

operations conducted thereon or production therefrom, including Operator's books and records relating thereto. Such access

rights shall not be exercised in a manner interfering with Operator's conduct of an operation hereunder and shall not obligate

Operator to fum ish any geologic or geophysical data of an interpretive nature unless the cost of preparation of such

interpretive data was charged to the joint account. Operator will furnish to each Non-Operator upon request copies of any

and all reports and information obtained by Operator in connection with production and related items, including, without

limitation, meter and chart reports, production purchaser statements, run tickets and monthly gauge reports, but excluding

purchase contracts and pricing information to the extent not applicable to the production of the Non-Operator seeking the

information. Any audit of Operator's records relating to amounts expended and the appropriateness of such expenditures

shall be conducted in accordance with the audit protocol specified in Exhibit "c."
6. Filing and Furnishing Governmental Reports: Operator will file, and UJ30A ... ~t1eA request promptly furnish copies to

each requesting Non-Operator AOt iA default of its J3aymeAt obligatioAs, all operational notices, reports or applications

required to be filed by local, State, Federal or Indian agencies or authorities having jurisdiction over operations hereunder.

Each Non-Operator shall provide to Operator on a timely basis all information necessary to Operator to make such filings.

7. Drilling and Testing Operations: The following provisions shall apply to each well drilled hereunder, iAeludiAg but AOt

limited to tl1e IAitial Well: except to the extent a Non-operator has elected not to participate in the proposed operation:

(a) Operator will promptly advise Non-Operators of the date on which the well is spudded, or the date on which

drilling operations are commenced.

(b) Operator will send to Non-Operators such reports, test results and notices regarding the progress of operations on the well

as the Non-Operators shall reasonably reguest, .including, byt not limited to, daily drilling reports, completion reports, and well logs.
Unless a well p,rop,osal prOVides otherwise

(c) / Operator shall ai:lequately test all Zones encountered which may reasonably be expected to be capable of producing

Oil and Gas in paying quantities as a result of examination of the electric log or any other logs or cores or tests conducted

hereunder.
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under this agreement and to all other parties in the case of a proposal for Sidetracking or Deepening, specifying the work to be

perfomled, the location, proposed depth, objective Zone and the estimated cost of the operation. The parties to whom such a

notice is delivered shall have thirty (30) days after receipt of the notice within which to notify the party proposing to do the work

whether they elect to participate in the cost of the proposed operation, .If a drilling rig is on location, notice of a proposal to
faCSimile . .

Rework, Sidetrack, Recomplete, Plug Back or Deepen may be given by / telephoDe and the response period shall be hmlted to forty-

eight (48) hours., elleholsi, e of SatlJFeay, SIJDeay aDe legal holiea)s. Failure of a party to whom such notice is delivered to reply

within the period above fixed shall constitute an election by that party not to participate in the cost of the proposed operation.

Any proposal by a party to conduct an operation contlicting with the operation initially proposed shall be delivered to all parties

within the time and in the manner provided in Article VI.B.6.

If all parties to whom such notice is delivered elect to participate in such a proposed operation, the parties shall be

contractually committed to participate therein provided such operations are commenced within the time period hereafter set

forth, and Operator shall, no later than ninety (90) days after expiration of the notice period of thirty (30) days (or as

promptly as practicable after the expiration of the forty-eight (48) hour period when a drilling rig is on location, as the case

may be), actually commence the proposed operation and thereafter complete it with due diligence at the risk and expense of

the parties participating therein; provided, however, said commencement date may be extended upon written notice of same

by Operator to the other parties, for a period of up to thirty (30) additional days if, in the sole opinion of Operator, such

additional time is reasonably necessary to obtain permits from governmental authorities, surface rights (including rights-of

way) or appropriate drilling equipment, or to complete title examination or curative matter required for title approval or

acceptance. If the actual operation has not been commenced within the time provided (including any extension thereof as

specifically permitted herein or in the force majeure provisions of Article XI) and if any party hereto still desires to conduct

said operation, written notice proposing same must be resubmitted to the other parties in accordance herewith as if no prior

proposal had been made. Those parties that did not participate in the drilling of a well for which a proposal to Deepen or

Sidetrack is made hereunder shall, if such parties desire to participate in the proposed Deepening or Sidetracking operation,

reimburse the Drilling Parties in accordance with Article VI.B.4. in the event of a Deepening operation and in accordance

with Article VI.B.S. in the event ofa Sidetracking operation.

2. Operations by Less Than All Parties:

(a) Determination of Participation. If any party to whom such notice is delivered as provided in Article VI.B.1. or

VI.C.l. (Option No.2) elects not to participate in the proposed operation, then, in order to be entitled to the benefits of this

Article, the party or parties giving the notice and such other parties as shall elect to participate in the operation shall, no

later than ninety (90) days after the expiration of the notice period of thirty (30) days (or as promptly as practicable after the

expiration of the forty-eight (48) hour period when a drilling rig is on location, as the case may be) actually commence the

proposed operation and complete it with due diligence. Operator shall perform all work for the account of the Consenting

Parties; provided, however, if no drilling rig or other equipment is on location, and if Operator is a Non-Consenting Party,

the Consenting Parties shall either: (i) request Operator to perform the work required by such proposed operation for the

account of the Consenting Parties, or (ii) designate one of the Consenting Parties as Operator to perform such work. The

rights and duties granted to and imposed upon the Operator under this agreement are granted to and imposed upon the party

designated as Operator for an operation in which the original Operator is a Non-Consenting Party. Consenting Parties, when

conducting operations on the Contract Area pursuant to this Article Vl.B.2., shall comply with all terms and conditions of this

agreement.

If less than all parties approve any proposed operation, the proposing party, immediately after the expiration of the

applicable notice period, shall advise all Parties of the total interest of the parties approving such operation and its

recommendation as to whether the Consenting Parties should proceed with the operation as proposed. Each Consenting Party,

within forty-eight (48) hours (el,ellJsi"e of SatlJFeay, SIJDeay, aDe legal holiea)'s) after delivery of such notice, shall advise the

proposing party of its desire to (i) limit participation to such party's interest as shown on Exhibit "A" or (ii) carry only its

proportionate part (determined by dividing such party's interest in the Contract Area by the interests of all Consenting Parties in

the Contract Area) of Non-Consenting Parties' interests, or (iii) carry its proportionate part (determined as provided in (ii)) of

Non-Consenting Parties' interests together with all or a portion of its proportionate part of any Non-Consenting Parties'

interests that any Consenting Party did not elect to take. Any interest of Non-Consenting Parties that is not carried by a

Consenting Party shall be deemed to be carried by the party proposing the operation if such party does not withdraw its

proposal. Failure to advise the proposing party with.in. the time required shall be deemed an election under (i). In the event a
faCSimile

drilling rig is on location, notice may be given by /~, and the time permitted for such a response shall not exceed a

total of forty-eight (48) hours (el(ellJsive of SatIJFea)', SIJDeay aRe legal holiea)'s). The proposing party, at its election, may

withdraw such proposal if there is less than 100% participation and shall notify all parties of such decision within ten (10)

days, or within twenty-four (24) hours if a drilling rig is on location. following expiration of the applicable response period.

If 100% subscription to the proposed operation is obtained, the proposing party shall promptly notify the Consenting Parties

of their proportionate interests in the operation and the party serving as Operator shall commence such operation within the

period provided in Article Vl.B.I., subject to the same extension right as provided therein.

(b) Relinquishment of lnterest for Non-Participation. The entire cost and risk of conducting such operations shall be

borne by the Consenting Parties in the proportions they have elected to bear same under the terms of the preceding

paragraph. Consenting Parties shall keep the leasehold estates involved in such operations free and clear of all liens and

encumbrances of every kind created by or arising from the operations of the Consenting Parties. If such an operation results

in a dry hole, then subject to Articles Vl.B.6. and Vl.E.3., the Consenting Parties shall plug and abandon the well and restore

the surface location at their sole cost, risk and expense; provided, however, that those Non-Consenting Parties that

participated in the drilling, Deepening or Sidetracking of the well shall remain liable for, and shall pay, their proportionate

shares of the cost of plugging and abandoning the well and restoring the surface location insofar only as those costs were not

increased by the subsequent operations of the Consenting Parties. If any well drilled, Reworked, Sidetracked, Deepened,

Recompleted or Plugged Back under the provisions of this Article results in a well capable of producing Oil and/or Gas in

paying quantities, the Consenting Parties shall Complete and equip the well to produce at their sole cost and risk, and the

well shall then be turned over to Operator (if the Operator did not conduct the operation) and shall be operated by it at the

expense and for the account of the Consenting Parties. Upon commencement of operations for the drilling, Reworking,

Sidetracking, Recompleting, Deepening or Plugging Back of any such well by Consenting Parties in accordance with the

provisions of this Al1icle, each Non-Consenting Party shall be deemed to have relinquished to Consenting Parties, and the

Consenting Parties shall own and be entitled to receive, in proportion to their respective interests, all of such Non

Consenting Party's interest in the well and share of production therefrom or, in the case of a Reworking, Sidetracking,

- 6 -
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I Deepening, Recompleting or Plugging Back, or a Completion pursuant to Article VLe.1. Option No.2, all of such Non-

2 Consenting Party's interest in the production obtained from the operation in which the Non-Consenting Party did not elect

3 to participate. Such relinquishment shall be effective until the proceeds of the sale of such share, calculated at the well, or

4 market value thereof if such share is not sold (after deducting applicable ad valorem, production, severance, and excise taxes,

5 royalty, oveniding royalty and other interests not excepted by Article I1LC. payable out of or measured by the production

6 from such well accruing with respect to such interest until it reverts), shall equal the total of the following:

7 (i) 100 % of each such Non-Consenting Party's share of the cost of any newly acquired surface equipment

8 beyond the wellhead connections (including but not limited to stock tanks, separators, treaters, pumping equipment and

9 piping), plus 100% of each such Non-Consenting Party's share of the cost of operation of the well commencing with first

10 production and continuing until each such Non-Consenting Party's relinquished interest shall revert to it under other

I I provisions of this Article, it being agreed that each Non-Consenting Party's share of such costs and equipment will be that

12 interest which would have been chargeable to such Non-Consenting Party had it participated in the well from the beginning

13 of the operations; and

14 (ii) 300 % of (a) that portion of the costs and expenses of drilling, Reworking, Sidetracking, Deepening,

IS Plugging Back, testing, Completing, and Recompleting, after deducting any cash contributions received under Article VIlLe.,

16 and of (b) that portion of the cost of newly acquired equipment in the well (to and including the wellhead connections),

17 which would have been chargeable to such Non-Consenting Party if it had participated therein.

18 Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in this Article VLB., if the well does not reach the deepest objective Zone

19 described in the notice proposing the well for reasons other than the encountering of granite or practically impenetrable

20 substance or other condition in the hole rendering further operations impracticable, Operator shall give notice thereof to each

21 Non-Consenting Party who submitted or voted for an alternative proposal under Article VLB.6. to drill the well to a

22 shallower Zone than the deepest objective Zone proposed in the notice under which the well was drilled, and each such Non-

23 Consenting Party shall have the option to participate in the initial proposed Completion of the well by paying its share of the

24 cost of drilling the well to its actual depth, calculated in the manner provided in Article VLB.4. (a). If any such Non-

25 Consenting Party does not elect to participate in the first Completion proposed for such well, the relinquishment provisions

26 of this Article VI.B.2. (b) shall apply to such party's interest.

27 (c) Reworking, Recompleting or Plugging Back. An election not to participate in the drilling, Sidetracking or

28 Deepening of a well shall be deemed an election not to participate in any Reworking or Plugging Back operation proposed in

29 such a well, or portion thereof, to which the initial non-consent election applied that is conducted at any time prior to full

30 recovery by the Consenting Parties of the Non-Consenting Party's recoupment amount. Similarly, an election not to

31 participate in the Completing or Recompleting of a well shall be deemed an election not to participate in any Reworking

32 operation proposed in such a well, or portion thereof, to which the initial non-consent election applied that is conducted at

33 any time prior to full recovery by the Consenting Parties of the Non-Consenting Party's recoupment amount. Any such

34 Reworking, Recompleting or Plugging Back operation conducted during the recoupment period shall be deemed part of the

35 cost of operation of said well and there shall be added to the sums to be recouped by the Consenting Parties 300 % of

36 that portion of the costs of the Reworking, Recompleting or Plugging Back operation which would have been chargeable to

37 such Non-Consenting Party had it participated therein. If such a Reworking, Recompleting or Plugging Back operation is

38 proposed during such recoupment period, the provisions of this Article VI.B. shall be applicable as between said Consenting

39 Parties in said well.

40 (d) Recoupment Matters. During the period of time Consenting Parties are entitled to receive Non-Consenting Party's

41 share of production, or the proceeds therefrom, Consenting Parties shall be responsible for the payment of all ad valorem,

42 production, severance, excise, gathering and other taxes, and all royalty, oveniding royalty and other burdens applicable to

43 Non-Consenting Party's share of production not excepted by Article I1Le.

44 In the case of any Reworking, Sidetracking, Plugging Back, Recompleting or Deepening operation, the Consenting

45 Parties shall be permitted to use, free of cost, all casing, tubing and other equipment in the well, but the ownership of all

46 such equipment shall remain unchanged; and upon abandonment of a well after such Reworking, Sidetracking, Plugging Back,

47 Recompleting or Deepening, the Consenting Parties shall account for all such equipment to the owners thereof, with each

48 party receiving its proportionate part in kind or in value, less cost of salvage.

49 Within ninety (90) days after the completion of any operation under this Article, the party conducting the operations

50 for the Consenting Parties shall furnish each Non-Consenting Party with an inventory of the equipment in and connected to

51 the well, and an itemized statement of the cost of drilling, Sidetracking, Deepening, Plugging Back, testing, Completing,

52 Recompleting, and equipping the well for production; or, at its option, the operating party, in lieu of an itemized statement

53 of such costs of operation, may submit a detailed statement of monthly billings. Each month thereafter, during the time the

54 Consenting Parties are being reimbursed as provided above, the party conducting the operations for the Consenting Parties

55 shall furnish the Non-Consenting Parties with an itemized statement of all costs and liabilities incurred in the operation of

56 the well, together with a statement of the quantity of Oil and Gas produced from it and the amount of proceeds realized trom

57 the sale of the well's working interest production during the preceding month. In determining the quantity of Oil and Gas

58 produced during any month, Consenting Parties shall use industry accepted methods such as but not limited to metering or

59 periodic well tests. Any amount realized from the sale or other disposition of equipment newly acquired in connection with

60 any such operation which would have been owned by a Non-Consenting Party had it participated therein shall be credited

61 against the total unretumed costs of the work done and of the equipment purchased in determining when the interest of such

62 Non-Consenting Party shall revert to it as above provided; and if there is a credit balance, it shall be paid to such Non-

63 Consenting Party.

64 If and when the Consenting Parties recover from a Non-Consenting Party's relinquished interest the amounts provided

65 for above, the relinquished interests of such Non-Consenting Party shall automatically revert to it as of 7:00 a.1ll. on the day

66 following the day on which such recoupment occurs, and, from and after such reversion, such Non-Consenting Party shall

67 own the same interest in such well, the material and equipment in or pertaining thereto, and the production therefrom as

68 such Non-Consenting Party would have been entitled to had it participated in the drilling, Sidetracking, Reworking,

69 Deepening, Recompleting or Plugging Back of said well. Thereafter, such Non-Consenting Party shall be charged with and

70 shall pay its proportionate part of the further costs of the operation of said well in accordance with the terms of this

71 agreement and Exhibit "C" attached hereto.

72 3. Stand-By Costs: When a well which has been drilled or Deepened has reached its authorized depth and all tests have

73 been completed and the results thereof furnished to the parties, or when operations on the well have been otherwise

74 terminated pursuant to Article VI.F., stand-by costs incurred pending response to a party's notice proposing a Reworking,
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I Sidetracking, Deepening, Recompleting, Plugging Back or Completing operation in such a well (including the period required

2 under Article VI.B.6. to resolve competing proposals) shall be charged and borne as part of the drilling or Deepening

3 operation just completed. Stand-by costs subsequent to all parties responding, or expiration of the response time permitted,

4 whichever first occurs, and prior to agreement as to the participating interests of all Consenting Parties pursuant to the terms

5 of the second grammatical paragraph of Article VI.B.2. (a), shall be charged to and borne as part of the proposed operation,

6 but if the proposal is subsequently withdrawn because of insufficient participation, such stand-by costs shall be allocated

7 between the Consenting Parties in the proportion each Consenting Party's interest as shown on Exhibit "A" bears to the total

8 interest as shown on Exhibit "A" of all Consenting Parties.

9 In the event that notice for a Sidetracking operation is given while the drilling rig to be utilized is on location, any party

10 may request and receive up to five (5) additional days after expiration of the forty-eight hour response period specified in

II Article VI.B.I. within which to respond by paying for all stand-by costs and other costs incurred during such extended

12 response period; Operator may require such party to pay the estimated stand-by time in advance as a condition to extending

13 the response period. [f more than one party elects to take such additional time to respond to the notice, standby costs shall be

14 allocated between the parties taking additional time to respond on a day-to-day basis in the proportion each electing party's

15 interest as shown on Exhibit "A" bears to the total interest as shown on Exhibit "A" of all the electing parties.

16 4. Deepening: [f less than all parties elect to participate in a drilling, Sidetracking, or Deepening operation proposed

17 pursuant to Article VI.B.I., the interest relinquished by the Non-Consenting Parties to the Consenting Parties under Article

18 VI.B.2. shall relate only and be limited to the lesser of (i) the total depth actually drilled or (ii) the objective depth or Zone

19 of which the parties were given notice under Article VI.B.I. ("Initial Objective"). Such well shall not be Deepened beyond the

20 Initial Objective without first complying with this Article to afford the Non-Consenting Parties the opportunity to participate

21 in the Deepening operation.

22 In the event any Consenting Party desires to drill or Deepen a Non-Consent Well to a depth below the Initial Objective,

23 such party shall give notice thereof, complying with the requirements of Article VI.B.I., to all parties (including Non-

24 Consenting Parties). Thereupon, Articles VI.B.I. and 2. shall apply and all parties receiving such notice shall have the right to

25 participate or not participate in the Deepening of such well pursuant to said Articles VI.B.1. and 2. [f a Deepening operation

26 is approved pursuant to such provisions, and if any Non-Consenting Party elects to participate in the Deepening operation,

27 such Non-Consenting party shall payor make reimbursement (as the case may be) of the following costs and expenses.

28 (a) If the proposal to Deepen is made prior to the Completion of such well as a well capable of producing in paying

29 quantities, such Non-Consenting Party shall pay (or reimburse Consenting Parties for, as the case may be) that share of costs

30 and expenses incurred in connection with the drilling of said well from the surface to the Initial Objective which Non-

31 Consenting Party would have paid had such Non-Consenting Party agreed to participate therein, plus the Non-Consenting

32 Party's share of the cost of Deepening and of participating in any further operations on the well in accordance with the other

33 provisions of this Agreement; provided, however, all costs for testing and Completion or attempted Completion of the well

34 incurred by Consenting Parties prior to the point of actual operations to Deepen beyond the Initial Objective shall be for the

35 sole account of Consenting Parties.

36 (b) If the proposal is made for a Non-Consent Well that has been previously Completed as a well capable of producing

37 in paying quantities, but is no longer capable of producing in paying quantities, such Non-Consenting Party shall pay (or

38 reimburse Consenting Parties for, as the case may be) its proportionate share of all costs of drilling, Completing, and

39 equipping said well from the surface to the Initial Objective, calculated in the manner provided in paragraph (a) above, less

40 those costs recouped by the Consenting Parties from the sale of production from the well. The Non-Consenting Party shall

4 I also pay its proportionate share of all costs of re-entering said well. The Non-Consenting Parties' proportionate part (based

42 on the percentage of such well Non-Consenting Party would have owned had it previously participated in such Non-Consent

43 Well) of the costs of salvable materials and equipment remaining in the hole and salvable surface equipment used in

44 connection with such well shall be determined in accordance with Exhibit "c." If the Consenting Parties have recouped the

45 cost of drilling, Completing, and equipping the well at the time such Deepening operation is conducted, then a Non-

46 Consenting Party may participate in the Deepening of the well with no payment for costs incurred prior to re-entering the

47 well for Deepening

48 The foregoing shall not imply a right of any Consenting Party to propose any Deepening for a Non-Consent Well prior

49 to the drilling of such well to its Initial Objective without the consent of the other Consenting Parties as provided in Article

50 VI.F.

51 5. Sidetracking: Any party having the right to participate in a proposed Sidetracking operation that does not own an

52 interest in the affected wellbore at the time of the notice shall, upon electing to participate, tender to the wellbore owners its

53 proportionate share (equal to its interest in the Sidetracking operation) of the value of that portion of the existing wellbore

54 to be utilized as follows:

55 (a) If the proposal is for Sidetracking an existing dry hole, reimbursement shall be on the basis of the actual costs

56 incurred in the initial drilling of the well down to the depth at which the Sidetracking operation is initiated.

57 (b) If the proposal is for Sidetracking a well which has previously produced, reimbursement shall be on the basis of

58 such party's proportionate share of drilling and equipping costs incurred in the initial drilling of the well down to the depth

59 at which the Sidetracking operation is conducted, calculated in the manner described in Article VI.B.4(b) above. Such party's

60 proportionate share of the cost of the well's salvable materials and equipment down to the depth at which the Sidetracking

61 operation is initiated shall be determined in accordance with the provisions of Exhibit "c."
62 6. Order of Preference of Operations. Except as otherwise specifically provided in this agreement, if any party desires to

63 propose the conduct of an operation that conflicts with a proposal that has been made by a party under this Article VI, such

64 party shall have fifteen (15) days from delivery of the initial proposal, in the case of a proposal to drill a well or to perform

65 an operation on a well where no drilling rig is on location, or twenty-four (24) hours, e)(SlllSive sf SOtllHloy, SllAdo)' oAd legal

66 flettdays, from delivery of the initial proposal, if a drilling rig is on location for the well on which such operation is to be

67 conducted, to deliver to all parties entitled to participate in the proposed operation such party's alternative proposal, such

68 alternate proposal to contain the same information required to be included in the initial proposal. Each party receiving such

69 proposals shall elect by delivery of notice to Operator within five (5) days after expiration of the proposal period, or within

70 twenty-four (24) hours (e)(SlllSi\'e sf Sotllrdo), SllAdoy oHd legal Aslidoys) if a drilling rig is on location for the well that is the

71 subject of the proposals, to participate in one of the competing proposals. Any party not electing within the time required

72 shall be deemed not to have voted. The proposal receiving the vote of parties owning the largest aggregate percentage

73 interest of the parties voting shall have priority over all other competing proposals; in the case of a tie vote, the

74
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I initial proposal shall prevail. Operator shall deliver notice of such result to all parties entitled to participate in the operation

2 within five (5) days after expiration of the election period (or within twenty-four (24) hours, exclusive of Saturday, Sunday

3 and legal holidays, if a drilling rig is on location). Each party shall then have two (2) days (or twenty-four (24) hours if a rig

4 is on location) from receipt of such notice to elect by delivery of notice to Operator to participate in such operation or to

5 relinquish interest in the affected well pursuant to the provisions of Article VI.B.2.; failure by a party to deliver notice within

6 such period shall be deemed an election not to participate in the prevai ling proposal.

7 7. Conformity to Spacing Pattern. Notwithstanding the provisions of this Article VI.B.2., it is agreed that no wells shall be

8 proposed to be drilled to or Completed in or produced from a Zone from which a well located elsewhere on the Contract

9 Area is producing, unless such well conforms to the then-existing well spacing pattern for such Zone.

10 8. Paying Wells. No party shall conduct any Reworking, Deepening, Plugging Back, Completion, Recompletion, or

II Sidetracking operation under this agreement with respect to any well then capable of producing in paying quantities except

12 with the consent of all parties that have not relinquished interests in the well at the time of such operation.

13 C. Completion of Wells; Reworking and Plugging Back:

14 I. Completion: Without the consent of all parties, no well shall be drilled, Deepened or Sidetracked, except any well

15 drilled, Deepened or Sidetracked pursuant to the provisions of Article VI.B.2. of this agreement. Consent to the drilling,

16 Deepening or Sidetracking shall include:

17 a Oetian Na. I: All nesessor)' e)(llenditures fer the drilling, Deellening or Sideffils\;ing, testing, COffillleting ond

18 eljuilllling af the well, insluding AeseSSOr)' tOA!mge ond/or surfuse fosilities.

19 0 Option NO.2: All necessary expenditures for the drilling, Deepening or Sidetracking and testing of the well. When

20 such well has reached its authorized depth, and all logs, cores and other tests have been completed, and the results

21 thereof furnished to the parties, Operator shall give immediate notice to the Non-Operators having the right to

22 participate in a Completion attempt whether or not Operator recommends attempting to Complete the well,

23 together with Operator's AFE for Completion costs if not previously provided. The parties receiving such notice

24 shall have forty-eight (48) hours (exclusive of Saturday, Sunday and legal holidays) in which to elect by delivery of

25 notice to Operator to participate in a recommended Completion attempt or to make a Completion proposal with an

26 accompanying AFE. Operator shall deliver any such Completion proposal, or any Completion proposal conflicting

27 with Operator's proposal, to the other parties entitled to participate in such Completion in accordance with the

28 procedures specified in Article VI.B.6. Election to participate in a Completion attempt shall include consent to all

29 necessary expenditures for the Completing and equipping of such well, including necessary tankage and/or surface

30 facilities but excluding any stimulation operation not contained on the Completion AFE. Failure of any party

31 receiving such notice to reply within the period above fixed shall constitute an election by that party not to

32 participate in the cost of the Completion attempt; provided, that Article VI.B.6. shall control in the case of

33 conflicting Completion proposals. If one or more, but less than all of the parties, elect to attempt a Completion, the

34 provision of Article Vl.B.2. hereof (the phrase "Reworking, Sidetracking, Deepening, Recompleting or Plugging

35 Back" as contained in Article VI.B.2. shall be deemed to include "Completing") shall apply to the operations

36 thereafter conducted by less than all parties; provided, however, that Article VI.B.2. shall apply separately to each

37 separate Completion or Recompletion attempt undertaken hereunder, and an election to become a Non-Consenting

38 Party as to one Completion or Recompletion attempt shall not prevent a party from becoming a Consenting Party

39 in subsequent Completion or Recompletion attempts regardless whether the Consenting Parties as to earlier

40 Completions or Recompletion have recouped their costs pursuant to Article VI.B.2.; provided further, that any

41 recoupment of costs by a Consenting Party shall be made solely from the production attributable to the Zone in

42 which the Completion attempt is made. Election by a previous Non-Consenting party to participate III a subsequent

43 Completion or Recompletion attempt shall require such party to pay its proportionate share of the cost of salvable

44 materials and equipment installed in the well pursuant to the previous Completion or Recompletion attempt,

45 insofar and only insofar as such materials and equipment benefit the Zone in which such party participates in a

46 Completion attempt.

47 2. Rework, Recomplete or Plug Back: No well shall be Reworked, Recompleted or Plugged Back except a well Reworked,

48 Recompleted, or Plugged Back pursuant to the provisions of Article VI.B.2. of this agreement. Consent to the Reworking,

49 Recompleting or Plugging Back of a well shall include all necessary expenditures in conducting such operations and

50 Completing and equipping of said well, including necessary tankage and/or surface facilities.

51 D. Other Operations:

52 Operator shall not undertake any single project reasonably estimated to require an expenditure in excess of _

53 FIFTY THOUSAND Dollars ($ 50,000.00 ) except in connection with the

54 drilling, Sidetracking, Reworking, Deepening, Completing, Recompleting or Plugging Back of a well that has been previously

55 authorized by or pursuant to this agreement; provided, however, that, in case of explosion, tire, flood or other sudden

56 emergency, whether of the same or different nature, Operator may take such steps and incur such expenses as in its opinion

57 are required to deal with the emergency to safeguard life and property but Operator, as promptly as possible, shall report the

58 emergency to the other parties. If Operator prepares an AFE for its own use, Operator shall furnish any Non-Operator so

59 requesting an information copy thereof for any single project costing in excess of TWENTY FIVE Dollars

60 ($ 25,000.00 ). Any party who has not relinquished its interest in a well shall have the right to propose that

61 Operator perform repair work or undertake the installation of artificial lift equipment or ancillary production facilities such as

62 salt water disposal wells or to conduct additional work with respect to a well drilled hereunder or other similar project (but

63 not including the installation of gathering lines or other transportation or marketing facilities, the installation of which shall

64 be governed by separate agreement between the parties) reasonably estimated to require an expenditure in excess of the

65 amount first set forth above in this Article VI.D. (except in connection with an operation required to be proposed under

66 Articles VI.B.1. or Vr.c.1. Option No.2, which shall be governed exclusively be those Articles). Operator shall deliver such

67 proposal to all parties entitled to participate therein. If within thirty (30) days thereof Operator secures the written consent

68 of any party or parties owning at least 77 % of the interests of the parties entitled to participate in such operation,

69 each party having the right to participate in such project shall be bound by the terms of such proposal and shall be obligated

70 to pay its proportionate share of the costs of the proposed project as if it had consented to such project pursuant to the tenms

71 of the proposal.

72 E. Abandonment of Wells:

73 1. Abandonment of Dry Holes: Except for any well drilled or Deepened pursuant to Article VI.B.2., any well which has

74 been drilled or Deepened under the terms of this agreement and is proposed to be completed as a dry hole shall not be
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plugged and abandoned without the consent of all parties. Should Operator, after diligent effort, be unable to contact any

party, or should any party fail to reply within forty-eight (48) hours (exclusive of Saturday, Sunday and legal holidays) after

delivery of notice of the proposal to plug and abandon such well, such party shall be deemed to have consented to the

proposed abandonment. All such wells shall be plugged and abandoned in accordance with applicable regulations and at the

cost, risk and expense of the parties who participated in the cost of drilling or Deepening such well. Any party who objects to

plugging and abandoning such well by notice delivered to Operator within forty-eight (48) hours (exclusive of Saturday,

Sunday and legal holidays) after delivery of notice of the proposed plugging shall take over the well as of the end of such

forty-eight (48) hour notice period and conduct further operations in search of Oil and/or Gas subject to the provisions of

Article VLB.; failure of such party to provide proof reasonably satisfactory to Operator of its financial capability to conduct

such operations or to take over the well within such period or thereafter to conduct operations on such well or plug and

abandon such well shall entitle Operator to retain or take possession of the well and plug and abandon the well. The party

taking over the well shall indemnify Operator (if Operator is an abandoning party) and the other abandoning parties against

liability for any further operations conducted on such well except for the costs of plugging and abandoning the well and

restoring the surface, for which the abandoning parties shall remain proportionately liable.

2. Abandonment of Wells That Have Produced: Except for any well in which a Non-Consent operation has been

conducted hereunder for which the Consenting Parties have not been fully reimbursed as herein provided, any well which has

been completed as a producer shall not be plugged and abandoned without the consent of all parties. If all parties consent to

such abandonment, the well shall be plugged and abandoned in accordalice with applicable regulations and at the cost, risk
. . '1 fl' htlllr/ty (30) ~Qj d f d I' !" f dand expense of all the parties hereto. Fal ure 0 a party to rep y Wlt III 51)(1)" ays 0 e Ivery 0 nollce 0 propose

thlrry 0)
abandonment shall be deemed an election to consent to the proposal. If, within / 51)(1)' (6Qj days after delivery of notice of the

proposed abandonment of any well, all parties do not agree to the abandonment of such well, those wishing to continue its

operation from the Zone then open to production shall be obligated to take over the well as of the expiration of the

applicable notice period and shall indenmify Operator (if Operator is an abandoning party) and the other abandoning parties

against liability for any further operations on the well conducted by such parties. Failure of such party or parties to provide

proof reasonably satisfactory to Operator of their financial capability to conduct such operations or to take over the well

within the required period or thereafter to conduct operations on such well shall entitle operator to retain or take possession

of such well and plug and abandon the well.

Parties taking over a well as provided herein shall tender to each of the other parties its proportionate share of the value of

the well's salvable material and equipment, determined in accordance with the provisions of Exhibit "C," less the estimated cost

of salvaging and the estimated cost of plugging and abandoning and restoring the surface; provided, however, that in the event

the estimated plugging and abandoning and surface restoration costs and the estimated cost of salvaging are higher than the

value of the well's salvable material and equipment, each of the abandoning parties shall tender to the parties continuing

operations their proportionate shares of the estimated excess cost. Each abandoning party shall assign to the non-abandoning

parties, without warranty, express or implied, as to title or as to quantity, or fitness for use of the equipment and material, all

of its interest in the wellbore of the well and related equipment, together with its interest in the Leasehold insofar and only

insofar as such Leasehold covers the right to obtain production from that wellbore in the Zone then open to production. If the

interest of the abandoning party is or includes and Oil and Gas Interest, such party shall execute and deliver to the non

abandoning party or parties an oil and gas lease, limited to the wellbore and the Zone then open to production, for a term of

one (1) year and so long thereafter as Oil and/or Gas is produced from the Zone covered thereby, such lease to be on the form

attached as Exhibit "B." The assignments or leases so limited shall encompass the Drilling Unit upon which the well is located.

The payments by, and the assignments or leases to, the assignees shall be in a ratio based upon the relationship of their

respective percentage of participation in the Contract Area to the aggregate of the percentages of participation in the Contract

Area of all assignees. There shall be no readjustment of interests in the remaining portions of the Contract Area.

Thereafter, abandoning parties shall have no further responsibility, liability, or interest in the operation of or production

from the well in the Zone then open other than the royalties retained in any lease made under the terms of this Article. Upon

request, Operator shall continue to operate the assigned well for the account of the non-abandoning parties at the rates and

charges contemplated by this agreement, plus any additional cost and charges which may arise as the result of the separate

ownership of the assigned well. Upon proposed abandonment of the producing Zone assigned or leased, the assignor or lessor

shall then have the option to repurchase its prior interest in the well (using the same valuation formula) and participate in

further operations therein subject to the provisions hereof.

3. Abandonment of Non-Consent Operations: The provisions of Article VIE!. or VLE.2. above shall be applicable as

between Consenting Parties in the event of the proposed abandonment of any well excepted from said Articles; provided,

however, no well shall be permanently plugged and abandoned unless and until all parties having the right to conduct further

operations therein have been notified of the proposed abandonment and afforded the opportunity to elect to take over the well

in accordance with the provisions of this Article VIE; and provided further, that Non-Consenting Parties who own an interest

in a portion of the well shall pay their proportionate shares of abandonment and surface restoration cost for such well as

provided in Article VLB.2.(b).

F. Termination of Operations:

Upon the commencement of an operation for the drilling, Reworking, Sidetracking, Plugging Back, Deepening, testing,

Completion or plugging of a well, including but not limited to the Initial Well, such operation shall not be terminated without

consent of parties bearing __7_5_% of the costs of such operation; provided, however, that in the event granite or other

practically impenetrable substance or condition in the hole is encountered which renders further operations impractical,

Operator may discontinue operations and give notice of such condition in the manner provided in Article VLB.l, and the

provisions of Article VLB. or VIE shall thereafter apply to such operation, as appropriate.

G. Taking Production in Kind:

o Option No.1: Gas Balancing Agreement Attached

Each party shall take in kind or separately dispose of its proportionate share of all Oil and Gas produced from the

Contract Area, exclusive of production which may be used in development and producing operations and in preparing and

treating Oil and Gas for marketing purposes and production unavoidably lost. Any extra expenditure incurred in the taking

in kind or separate disposition by any party of its proportionate share of the production shall be bome by such party. Any

party taking its share of production in kind shall be required to pay for only its proportionate share of such part of

Operator's surface facilities which it uses.

Each party shall execute such division orders and contracts as may be necessary for the sale of its interest in

production from the Contract Area, and, except as provided in Article VILB., shall be entitled to receive payment
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I directly from the purchaser thereof for its share of all production.

2 If any party fails to make the arrangements necessary to take in kind or separately dispose of its proportionate

3 share of the Oil produced from the Contract Area, Operator shall have the right, subject to the revocation at will by

4 the party owning it, but not the obligation, to purchase such Oil or sell it to others at any time and from time to

5 time, for the account of the non-taking party. Any such purchase or sale by Operator may be terminated by

6 Operator upon at least ten (10) days written notice to the owner of said production and shall be subject always to

7 the right of the owner of the production upon at least ten (10) days written notice to Operator to exercise at any

8 time its right to take in kind, or separately dispose of, its share of all Oil not previously delivered to a purchaser.

9 Any purchase or sale by Operator of any other party's share of Oil shall be only for such reasonable periods of time

10 as are consistent with the minimum needs of the industry under the particular circumstances, but in no event for a

11 period in excess of one (I) year.

12 Any such sale by Operator shall be in a manner commercially reasonable under the circumstances but Operator

13 shall have no duty to share any existing market or to obtain a price equal to that received under any existing

14 market. The sale or delivery by Operator of a non-taking party's share of Oil under the terms of any existing

15 contract of Operator shall not give the non-taking party any interest in or make the non-taking party a party to said

16 contract. No purchase shall be made by Operator without first giving the non-taking party at least ten (10) days

17 written notice of such intended purchase and the price to be paid or the pricing basis to be used.

18 All parties shall give timely written notice to Operator of their Gas marketing arrangements for the following

19 month, excluding price, and shall notify Operator immediately in the event of a change in such arrangements.

20 Operator shall maintain records of all marketing arrangements, and of volumes actually sold or transported, which

21 records shall be made available to Non-Operators upon reasonable request.

22 In the event one or more parties' separate disposition of its share of the Gas causes split-stream deliveries to separate

23 pipelines and/or deliveries which on a day-to-day basis for any reason are not exactly equal to a party's respective proportion-

24 ate share of total Gas sales to be allocated to it, the balancing or accounting between the parties shall be in accordance with

25 any Gas balancing agreement between the parties hereto, whether such an agreement is attached as Exhibit "E" or is a

26 separate agreement. Operator shall give notice to all parties of the first sales of Gas from any well under this agreement.

27 a Olltion No.2, No Gas Balaneing Agreementl

28 Basil Jlarty sllall take if] !,if]e or seJlaratel)' eisJlose of its JlFOJlortioRate sRare af all Oil aAe Gas JlroelJeee from

29 tile CORtTaet Area, exellJsivo of JlroelJelioR wlliell may be IJsee iR ee',eloJlmeAt aRe JlroelJeiAg 0Jlerations aAe iA

30 f3ref3ariAg aAe treatiRg Oil aREI Gas fer marl'eliRg f3urposes aAEI f3roEluetioA uAavoiEiaely lost. AA)' extra eJ(I3eRElitures

31 iAeurree iA tile takiAg iA l,iAe or sef3arate Elisf3ositioA ey aA)' f3arty af its JlrOllortioAate sRare of tile IlFOEluetioR sllall

32 be borne e)' sueR 13011)'. ARy Jlar!)' ta!liRg its sllare of JlroEluetioR iR !,iRe sllall ee requiree to f3a)' fer oRly its

33 IlrOJlortioAate sllare ofsueh f3art of Operator's surfase faeilities wlliell it uses.

34 Baell llaFl)' shall exeelJte SlJeR eivisioA oreers aREI eOAtTaets as Ala)' be Reeessary fer tRe sale af its interest iA

35 f3roelJetion from tAe CORtraet Area, aAe, exeellt as Jlroyieee iR Artisle \l1l.B., shall be eRtitlee to reeeive paymeAt

36 eireetly from tile JlureRaSer tllereof fer its sllare of all pFOeuetioA.

37 If aAy Jlart)' fails to malle tile arrangemeRts AeeessaF)' to take iR kiRe or seJlaretely eisJlose of its pF8portioRate

38 sllare of tile Oil aAe/or Gas Jlroeueee from tile CORlraet Area, OJlerator sRall Ilave tile rigllt, slJ9jeet to tRe

39 reyoeation at will by tile Jlar!)' oWAiAg it, but AOt tile obligation, to purellase suell Oil aAe/or Gas or sell it to otllers

40 at any time aAe from time to time, fer tile aeeouAt of tile nOA takiAg party. Aily suell purellase or sale by Operator

41 may be telmiAatee by Operator UpOA at least teA (10) days "qilteA Aotiee to tile O\~'ler of saie praEluetioA BRe sllall

42 be su9jeet always to tile rigllt of tile OWRer of tile JlroelJetioR UpOR at least teA (IQ) days wriHeR notiee to 0Jlerator

43 to exereise its rigllt to take iR )liAe, or separately dispose of, its sllare of all Oil aAe/or Gas AOt previously eeli~'eree

44 to a purellaser; provieee, Ilowe~'er, tAat tile effeetive eate of aRy suell re~'oeatioR may be eeferree at 0Jlerator's

45 eleetioA for a perioe AOt to eJ,eeee RiRety (90) eaj's if 0Jlerator lias eommittee suell JlroeuetioR to a purellase

46 eORtraet llaviAg a telm e)(teneing beyoAe suell ten (IOJ eay perioe. ARy JllJrellase or sale by Operetor of aR)' otller

47 Jlarl)'S sRare of Oil aAe/or Gas sllall be ORI)' fer sueR reasoAable perioes of time as are eOAsisteAt ~~itll tile

48 miRimum Heees of tile iRelJstTy IJReer tile Jlartieular eirelJmstanees, but iR RO e'o'eRt for a perioe iR eJwess of ORe (I)

49 y-ear-,

50 Any suell sale by Operator sllall be iA a manAer eommereially reasoRable UAeer tile eireijRlstaAees, but 0Jlerator

51 sRall Ilave AO elJ!)' to sllare aA)' e),istiAg market or traRSJlOrtatioR arraAgemeRt or to obtaiA a priee or lraAsportatioR

52 fee equal to tllat reeeiYee uAeer aRy existiRg marllet or tTaRsJl0rtation arraAgemeRt. The sale or eeliveF)' b)'

53 Operator of a AOH ta!,iAg party's sllare of JlroelJetioA uAeer tile teAm of aAy existing eOAlraet of Operator sllall HOt

54 gi·o'e tile RaR talliAg par!)' aR)' iRterest in or make tile Ron takiAg JlaTty a parI)' to saie eORtrael. No Jlurellase of Oil

55 aAe Gas aAe RO sale of Gas sRall be maee by 0Jlerator witllout first giviAg tile AOA tal,iAg Jlarty ten days writteA

56 notiee of SUSR iAteReee Jlurellase or sale aRe tile Jlriee to be Jlaie or tile JlfieiRg basis to be usee. Operator sllall give

57 Rotiee to all parties of tile first sale of Gas fram aRy well IJReer tRis Agreement.

58 All parties sllall gi\'e timely ~~'FitteR Rotiee to 0Jleretor of tlleir Gas marlletiAg arraRgemeRts fer tile fellowiRg

59 mORtll. eJlelueiAg priee, aAe sllall Aotify OJlerator immeeiatel)' iA tile eveAt of a ellaAge iR suell arraAgemeRts.

60 0Jlerator sllall maiAtaiA reeores of all marl,etiRg arrangemeRts, aRe of volumes aetually sale or trensJlortee, Y'lliell

61 reeares sllall be maee a¥ailable to NOR 0Jleretors IJJlon reasoAable reqlJesl.

62 ARTICLE VII.

63 EXPENDITURES AND LIABILITY OF PARTIES

64 A. Liability of Parties:

65 The liability of the parties shall be several, not joint or collective, Each party shall be responsible only for its obligations,

66 and shall be liable only for its proportionate share of the costs of developing and operating the Contract Area. Accordingly, the

67 liens granted among the parties in Article VILB. are given to secure only the debts of each severally, and no party shall have

68 any liability to third parties hereunder to satisfy the default of any other party in the payment of any expense or obligation

69 hereunder. lt is not the intention of the parties to create, nor shall this agreement be construed as creating, a mining or other

70 partnership, joint venture, agency relationship or association, or to render the parties liable as partners, co-venturers, or

71 principals. In their relations with each other under this agreement, the parties shall not be considered fiduciaries or to have

72 established a confidential relationship but rather shall be free to act on an arm's-length basis in accordance with their own

73 respective self-interest., su9jeet, Ilov,<ever, to tAe obligatioA ef the !lefties to aet iR gees faitll if] their seelings with eaeR otller

74 ,.... itll resJleet to astivitills ll11reunder.
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I B. Liens and Security Interests:

2 Eaeh paFt)' grants to the other parties hereto a lien <lpon any interest it now owns or hereafter aeEj<lires in Oil ans Gas

3 Leases ans Oil ans Gas Int:eFllsts iH tl1e Contraet Area, ans a see<lri~' interest aHs/or p<lrel1ase money se6lclrily iHterest in any

4 interest it no", O"'l1S or l1ereafter aeEj<lires in tAe personal property ans fiJ(rures on or <lses or obtaines for <lse in eonneetion

5 tl1erewitl1, to see<lre perfo_anee of all of its obligations under tl1is agreement inel<lding b<lt not limited to payment of expense,

6 interest and fees, tl1e proper siseursement of all monies paid l1ere<lnder, tl1e assignment or relinEj<lishnlent of interest in Oil

7 and Gas Leases as reEj<lired l1ere<lnser, and the proper perfo_anee of operations here<lnder. £<lel1 lien and seemit)' interest

8 grantes by eaeh paFt)' l1ereto sl1all ineillde sllel1 paFt)"s leasel10ls interests, worlting interests, operating rigl1ts, and royalty and

9 o\'erriding royalty interests in tl1e Contraet Area nov' o\\l1ed or l1ereafter aeEjllires anS in lands pooled or llnitized therew4tl1 or

10 otl1erwise beeoming sllbjeet to tl1is agreement, tile Oil and Gas '/il1en e),traeted tl1erefrom and eEj<lipment silHated tl1ereon or

11 llsed or obtained for llse in eonneetion tl1erewitl1 (inelllding, 'Nitho<lt limitation, all wells, tools, and lllblliar goods), and aeeounts

12 (ineluding, ,...·itl1out limitation, aeeollnts arising from gas imbalanees or from tile sale of Oil ans/or Gas at tile Y'elll1ead),

IJ oontraet rigl1ts, inpentoF)' and general intangibles relating tl1ereto or arising tl1erefrom, and all proeeeds and prod<lets of tile

14 foregoing.

15 To perfeet tile lien and see<lrit)' agreement provised l1erein, eael1 paFt) l1ereto sl1all exeeute ans ael610wledge tile reeording

16 supplement and/or an)' finaneing statement prepared and s<lbmitted ey any party l1ereto in eonj<lnetion l1ere", itl1 or at any time

17 following exee<ltion l1ereof, and Operator is a<ltl1orizes to file tl1is agreement or the reeording supplement e)lee<lted l1erewitl1 as

18 a lien or mortgage in tl1e applieaele real estate reeords and as a finaneing statement witl1 the proper offieer <lnder tl1e Unifoml

19 Commereial Cose in tl1e state in y'l1iel1 tl1e Contraet Area is sit<lates and sllel1 otl1er states as Operator sl1all deem appropriate

20 to perfeet tl1e seellri~' interest granted l1ereunder. Any party may file tl1is agreement, tl1e reeording sllpplement e)lee<lted

21 11 ere""i tl1 , or s<lel1 otl1er doe<lments as it deems neeessarj' as a lien or mortgage in tl1e applieaele real estate reeords and/or a

22 finaneing statement ""itl1 tile proper offieer under tile Unifo_ Commereial Code.

23 Eael1 par~' represents and warrants to the otl1er parties hereto tl1at the lien and seo<lril)' interest granted ey suel1 party to

24 tile otl1er parties sl1all be a first and prior lien, and eael1 party l1ereby agrees to maintain tile priority of said lien and seellril)'

25 interest against all persons aeEjuiring an interest in Oil and Gas Leases and Interests eO'o'ered by tl1is agroement by, tl1rollgl1 or

26 under s<lel1 party. All parties aeEjuiring an interest in Oil and Gas Leases and Oil and Gas Interests eovered b)' tl1is agreement,

27 wl1etl1er by assignment, merger, mortgage, operation of la\\, or otl1erwise, sl1all be deemed to have tallen subjeet

28 to tile lien and see<lrity interest granted by tl1is Artiele ',111.8. as to all obligations aHrib<ltable to s<lel1 interest l1ereunder

29 wl1ether or not sllel1 obligations arise before or after s<lel1 interest is aeEjuired.

30 To tile elltent tllat parties Ila\'e a see<lril) interest <lnder tile Uniform Commereial Code of tile stale in wlliell llle

3\ Contraet Area is sit<lated, tAe) sl1all be entitled to el,eroise tile rigl1ls and remedies of a see<lred party <lnder tile Code.

32 The bringing of a suit and tile oetaining of judgment b)' a paFt)' for tile seeured indebtedness sl1all not be deemed an

33 eleetion of remedies or otl1erwise affoet tile lien rights or seeuri!)' interest as seellrity for tile payment tl1ereof. In

34 addition, upon defalllt by any paFt)' in tile payment of its sl1are of e),penses, interests or fees, or <lpon tile improper use

35 of funds by tile Operator, tile otl1er parties sl1all l1ave tile rigl1t, witl1o<lt prej<ldiee to otl1er rigl1ts or remedies, to eolleet

36 from tile p<lrel1aser tile proeeeds from the sale of suel1 defa<llting parris sl1are of Oil and Gas uRlil tile amo<lnt owed ey

37 suell paFt)', pl<ls interest as provided in "Elll1ibit C," l1as been reeei\'ed, and sl1all l1a\'e tile rigl1t to offset tile al110unt

38 owed against tile proeeeds from tile sale of s<lel1 defaulting party's sl1are of Oil and Gas, All purellasers of produotion

39 may rely on a notifieation of defa<llt from tile non defa<llting paFt)' or parties stating tile amo<lnt dlle as a res<llt of tile

40 defall It, and all parties '....aive any reeO<lrse available against p<lrel1asers for releasing produetion proeeeds as provided in

4\ tl1is paragrapl1.

42 If any paFt)' fails to pay its sl1are of eost witl1in one l1<1ndred ty'en\)' (120) days after rendition of a statement tl1erefor b)'

43 Operator, tile non aefaulting parties, inel<lding Operator, sl1all upon req<lest by Operator, pay tile unpaid amo<lnt in tile

44 proportion tl1at tile interest of eael1 sllel1 party bears to tile interest of all s<lel1 parties. The amo<lnt paid by eael1 parl)' so

45 paying its share of tile <lnpaid amollnt sl1all be seellred by tile liens and seeurity rigl1ts deseribed in Artiele \'11.8., and eael1

46 paying part) may independently p<lrsue an)' remedy a\'ailab\e l1ere<lnder or otl1erwise.

47 If any party does not perform all of its obligations l1ere<lnder, and tile fail<lre to perform s<lbjeets suel1 parl)' to foreelosure

48 or elleeution proeeedings p<lrs<lant to tile provisions of tllis agreement, to tile extent allowed b)' gO\'eming law, tile defa<llting

49 parl)' waives any a\'ailable rigl1t of redemption from and after tile dale of judgment, any reEjllired val<lation or appraisement

50 of the mortgaged or seeured property prior to sale, an)' ayailable rigl1t to Slay exee<ltion or to reEjuire a marsl1aling of assets

51 and an)' reEjuired bond in tile event a reoeiver is appointed. In addition, to the el,tent permitted b)' applieable law, eael1 party

52 l1ereb)' grants to tile otl1er parties a power of sale as to any property that is s<lbjeot to tile lien and see<lrity rights granted

53 l1erellnder, s<lel1 power to be exereised in tile manner provided by applieable la',," or otherwise in a eommereially reasonable

54 manner and <lpon reasonable notiee.

55 Eael1 paFt)' agrees that tile otl1er parties sl1all ee entitled to <ltili2e tile provisions of Oil and Gas lien la'", or otl1er lien

56 la'", of an)' state in wl1iel1 tl1e Contraet Area is situated to enforee tile obligations of eael1 parl) l1erellnder. ¥/itA 0<1 t limiting

57 the generalil)' of tile foregoing, to tile elltent pemlitted b)' applieable law, "Non Operators agree tl1at Operator may invoke or

58 utilize tile meel1anies' or materialmen's lien law of tile state in wl1icl1 the Contraet Area is siruated in order to see<Ire tile

59 payment to Operator of any Sllm d<le l1ereunder for ser... ioes performed or materials supplied by Operator.

60 C. Advances:

61 Operator, at its eleetion, sl1all l1ave tile right from time to time to demand and reeeive from one or more of tile otl1er

62 parties pa)'menr in ad...anee of tl1eir respeetive sl1ares of tile estimated amo<lnt of tile expense to be ine<lrred in operations

63 l1ere<lnder d<lring tile next s<leeeeding nlontl1, wl1iel1 rigl1t may be eJ[ereised only ey sllbmission to eael1 s<lel1 party of an

64 itemized statement of s<lel1 estimates e)lpenSe, togetl1er 'Nitl1 an invoiee for its sl1are tl1ereof. Eael1 s<lol1 statement and in\'oiee

65 for tile payment in advanee of estimated e)lpenSe sl1all be submitted on or before tile 20tl1 day of the ne)lt preeeding nlontll,

66 Ellell party sl1all pa)' to Operator its proportionate sl1are of s<lell estimate ""itl1in fifteen (15) da)'s after s<leh estimate and

67 in\'oiee is reeeived. If any parI) fails to pay its sl1are of said estiR'late 'Nitl1in said time, tile amo<lnt due sl1all bear interest as

68 pro\'ided in Exl1ibit "C" <llllil paid. Proper adj<lstment sl1all be made montl1l)' between adyanees and aetual e)(pense to tl1~

69 tl1at eael1 part)' sl1all eear and pay its proportionate sl1are of aet<lal expenses ine<lrred, and no more.

70 D. Defaults and Remedies:

7 J If any parl)' fails to disel1arge any finaneial obligation under tl1is agreement, ineluding witl10ut limitation tile failure to

72 make any advanee <lnder the preeeding Artiele \'II.C. or any otl1er pro\'ision of tl1is agreement, within tile period reEj<lired for

73 suel1 payment here<lnder, then in addition to tile remedies provises in Artiele \'II.B. or else""l1ere in tl1is agreement, tile

74 remeaies speeifies below sl1all be applieable. For purposes of tl1is Artiele VII.D., all notiees and eleetions sl1all be delivered
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oAI)' e)' Operator, except tAat Operator sRall deliver aAy slieR Aotiee aAd electioA reqliested b)' a AOA defaliltiAg NOA Operator,

aAd wReA 0llerator is tRe par!)' iA defalilt, tRe applicaele Aotices aAd electioAs caA ee delivered e)' aAy NOA OperatoF,

EleetioR of aA)' ORe or more of tRe fellowiAg remedies sRolI ROt \'lreellide tAe stieseqlieRt lise of ORy otAer remedy speeified

eelow or otherwise availaele to a AOA defaliltiAg \'larty,

I. Suspension of Rights: Any party may deliver to the party in default a Notice of Default, which shall specify the default,

specify the action to be taken to cure the default, and specify that failure to take such action will result in the exercise of one

or more of the remedies provided in this Article. If the default is not cured within thirty (30) days of the delivery of such

Notice of Default, all of the rights of the defaulting party granted by this agreement may upon notice be suspended until the

default is cured, without prejudice to the right of the non-defaulting party or parties to continue to enforce the obligations of

the defaulting party previously accrued or thereafter accruing under this agreement. If Operator is the party in default, the

Non-Operators shall have in addition the right, by vote of Non-Operators owning a majority in interest in the Contract Area

after excluding the voting interest of Operator, to appoint a new Operator effective immediately. The rights of a defaulting

party that may be suspended hereunder at the election of the non-defaulting parties shall include, without limitation, the right

to receive information as to any operation conducted hereunder during the period of such default, the right to elect to

participate in an operation proposed under Article VI.B. of this agreement, the right to participate in an operation being

conducted under this agreement even if the party has previously elected to participate In such operation, and the right to

receive proceeds of production from any well subject to this agreement.

2. Suit for Damages: Non-defaulting parties or Operator for the benefit of non-defaulting parties may sue (at joint

account expense) to collect the amounts in default, plus interest accruing on the amounts recovered from the date of default

until the date of collection at the rate specified in Exhibit "C" attached hereto. Nothing herein shall prevent any party from

suing any defaulting party to collect consequential damages accruing to such party as a result of the default.

3. Deemed Non-Consent: The non-defaulting party may deliver a written Notice of Non-Consent Election to the

defaulting party at any time after the expiration of the thirty-day cure period following delivery of the Notice of Default, in

which event if the billing is for the drilling a new well or the Plugging Back, Sidetracking, Reworking or Deepening of a

well which is to be or has been plugged as a dry hole, or for the Completion or Recompletion of any well, the defaulting

party will be conclusively deemed to have elected not to participate in the operation and to be a Non-Consenting Party with

respect thereto under Article VI.B. or VJ.c., as the case may be, to the extent of the costs unpaid by such party,

notwithstanding any election to participate theretofore made. If election is made to proceed under this provision, then the

non-defaulting parties may not elect to sue for the unpaid amount pursuant to Article VII.D.2.

Until the delivery of such Notice of Non-Consent Election to the defaulting party, such party shall have the right to cure

its default by paying its unpaid share of costs plus interest at the rate set forth in Exhibit "C," provided, however, such

payment shall not prejudice the rights of the non-defaulting parties to pursue remedies for damages incurred by the non

defaulting parties as a result of the default. Any interest relinquished pursuant to this Article VII.D.3. shall be offered to the

non-defaulting parties in proportion to their interests, and the non-defaulting parties electing to participate in the ownership

of such interest shall be required to contribute their shares of the defaulted amount upon their election to participate therein.

4. Advance Payment: If a default is not cured within thirty (30) days of the delivery of a Notice of Default, Operator, or

Non-Operators if Operator is the defaulting party, may thereafter require advance payment from the defaulting

party of such defaulting party's anticipated share of any item of expense for which Operator, or Non-Operators, as the case may

be, would be entitled to reimbursement under any provision of this agreement, whether or not such expense was the subject of

the previous default. Such right includes, but is not limited to, the right to require advance payment for the estimated costs of

drilling a well or Completion of a well as to which an election to participate in drilling or Completion has been made. If the

defaulting party fails to pay the required advance payment, the non-defaulting parties may pursue any of the remedies provided

in the Article VI!.D. or any other default remedy provided elsewhere in this agreement. Any excess of funds advanced remaining

when the operation is completed and all costs have been paid shall be promptly returned to the advancing party.

5. Costs and Attorneys' Fees: In the event any party is required to bring legal proceedings to enforce any financial

obligation of a party hereunder, the prevailing party in such action shall be entitled to recover all court costs, costs of

collection, and a reasonable attorney's fee, which the lien provided for herein shall also secure.

E. Rentals, Shut-in Well Payments and Minimum Royalties:

Rentals, shut-in well. p.ayments and minimum royalties which may be required under the terms of any lease shall be paid
Operator for the Jomt accpunt

by the / \'lart)' or parties who slilljeeted slieh lell§e to tRis agreemeRt at its or their e)(\'leRse. IA the eyeRt two or more parties

O'NR aAa Aaye eORtrie<ltea iAterests iA the same lease to this agreemeRt, SlieR \'larheS rna)' aesigAate ORe of slieh parties to

malle saia pa)'ffieAts for aAd OA eehalf of all SlieR parties. Any party may request, and shall be entitled to receive, proper

evidence of all such payments. In the event of failure to make proper payment of any rental, shut-in well payment or

minimum royalty through mistake or oversight where such payment is required to continue the lease in force, any loss which

results from such non-payment shall be bome in accordance with the provisions of Article IV.B.2.

Operator shall notify Non-Operators of the anticipated completion of a shut-in well, or the shutting in or return to

production of a producing well, at least five (5) days (excluding Saturday, Sunday, and legal holidays) prior to taking such

action, or at the earliest opportunity permitted by circumstances, but assumes no liability for failure to do so. In the event of

failure by Operator to so notify Non-Operators, the loss of any lease contributed hereto by Non-Operators for failure to make

timely payments of any shut-in well payment shall be borne jointly by the parties hereto under the provisions of Article

IV.B.3.

F. Taxes:
\lr cau~e to b~ rendered

Beginning with the first calendar year after the effective date hereof, Operator shall render / for ad valorem taxation all

property subject to this agreement which by law should be rendered for such taxes, and it shall pay all such taxes assessed

thereon before they become delinquent. Prior to the rendition date, each Non-Operator shall furnish Operator information as

to burdens (to include, but not be limited to, royalties, overriding royalties and production payments) on Leases and Oil and

Gas Interests contributed by such Non-Operator. If the assessed valuation of any Lease is reduced by reason of its being

subject to outstanding excess royalties, overriding royalties or production payments, the reduction in ad valorem taxes

resulting therefrom shall inure to the benefit of the owner or owners of such Lease, and Operator shall adjust the charge to

such owner or owners so as to reflect the benefit of such reduction. If the ad valorem taxes are based in whole or in part

upon separate valuations of each party's working interest, then notwithstanding anything to the contrary herein, charges to

the joint account shall be made and paid by the parties hereto in accordance with the tax value generated by each party's

working interest. Operator shall bill the other parties for their proportionate shares of all tax payments In the manner

provided in Exhibit "c."
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If Operator considers any tax assessment improper, Operator may, at its discretion, protest within the time and manner

prescribed by law, and prosecute the protest to a final detennination, unless all parties agree to abandon the protest prior to final

detennination. During the pendency of administrative or judicial proceedings, Operator may elect to pay, under protest, all such taxes

and any interest and penalty. When any such protested assessment shall have been finally detennined, Operator shall pay the tax for

the joint account, together with any interest and penalty accrued, and the total cost shall then be assessed against the parties, and be

Ilaid by them, as provided in Exhibit "c."
Uperator . . h

61~ shall payor cause to be paid all production, severance, excise, gathering and other taxes Imposed upon or wit respect

to the production or handling of such party's share of Oil and Gas produced under the tenns of this agreement" and shall charge the
parties for their proportionate share of any such taxes,

ARTICLE VIII.

ACQUISITION, MAINTENANCE OR TRANSFER OF INTEREST

A. Surrender of Leases:

The Leases covered by this agreement, insofar as they embrace acreage in the Contract Area, shall not be surrendered in whole

or in part unless all parties consent thereto.

However, should any party desire to surrender its interest in any Lease or in any portion thereof, such party shall give written

notice of the proposed surrender to all parties, and the parties to whom such notice is delivered shall have thirty (30) days after

delivery of the notice within which to notify the party proposing the surrender whether they elect to consent thereto. Failure of a

party to whom such notice is delivered to reply within said 30-day period shall constitute a consent to the surrender of the Leases

described in the notice. If all parties do not agree or consent thereto, the party desiring to surrender shall assign, without express or

implied warranty of title, all of its interest in such Lease, or portion thereof, and any well, material and equipment which may be

located thereon and any rights in production thereafter secured, to the parties not consenting to such surrender. If the interest of the

assigning party is or includes an Oil and Gas Interest, the assigning pal1y shall execute and deliver to the party or parties not

consenting to such surrender an oil and gas lease covering such Oil and Gas Interest for a erm of one (I) year and so long
on a mutually acceptable form of it and G s Lease.

thereafter as Oi I and/or Gas is produced from the land covered thereby, sucfi lease to be 1 . . " ."

Upon such assignment or lease, the assigning party shall be relieved from all obligations thereafter accruing, but not theretofore

accrued, with respect to the interest assigned or leased and the operation of any well attributable thereto, and the assigning party

shall have no further interest in the assigned or leased premises and its equipment and production other than the royalties retained

in any lease made under the terms of this Article. The party assignee or lessee shall pay to the party assignor or lessor the

reasonable salvage value of the latter's interest in any well's salvable materials and equipment attributable to the assigned or leased

acreage. The value of all salvable materials and equipment shall be determined in accordance with the provisions of Exhibit "C," less

the estimated cost of salvaging and the estimated cost of plugging and abandoning and restoring the surface. If such value is less

than such costs, then the party assignor or lessor shall pay to the party assignee or lessee the amount of such deficit. If the

assignment or lease is in favor of more than one party, the interest shall be shared by such parties in the proportions that the

interest of each bears to the total interest of all such parties. If the interest of the parties to whom the assignment is to be made

varies according to depth, then the interest assigned shall similarly reflect such variances.

Any assignment, lease or surrender made under this provision shall not reduce or change the assignor's, lessor's or surrendering

party's interest as it was immediately before the assignment, lease or surrender in the balance of the Contract Area; and the acreage

assigned, leased or surrendered, and subsequent operations thereon, shall not thereafter be subject to the terms and provisions of this

agreement but shall be deemed subject to an Operating Agreement in the form of this agreement.

B. Renewal or Extension of Leases:

If any party secures a renewal or replacement of an Oil and Gas Lease or Interest subject to this agreement, then all other parties

shall be notified promptly upon such acquisition or, in the case of a replacement Lease taken before expiration of an existing Lease,

promptly upon expiration of the existing Lease. The parties notified shall have the right for a period of thirty (30) days following

delivery of such notice in which to elect to participate in the ownership of the renewal or replacement Lease, insofar as such Lease

affects lands within the Contract Area, by paying to the party who acquired it their proportionate shares of the acquisition cost

allocated to that part of such Lease within the Contract Area, which shall be in proportion to the interest held at that time by the

parties in the Contract Area. Each party who participates in the purchase of a renewal or replacement Lease shall be given an

assignment of its proportionate interest therein by the acquiring party.

If some, but less than all, of the parties elect to participate in the purchase of a renewal or replacement Lease, it shall be owned

by the parties who elect to participate therein, in a ratio based upon the relationship of their respective percentage of participation in

the Contract Area to the aggregate of the percentages of participation in the Contract Area of all parties participating in the

purchase of such renewal or replacement Lease. The acquisition of a renewal or replacement Lease by any or all of the parties hereto

shall not cause a readjustment of the interests of the parties stated in Exhibit "A," but any renewal or replacement Lease in which

less than all parties elect to participate shall not be subject to this agreement but shall be deemed subject to a separate Operating

Agreement in the form of this agreement.

If the interests of the parties in the Contract Area vary according to depth, then their right to participate proportionately in

renewal or replacement Leases and their right to receive an assignment of interest shall also retlect such depth variances.

The provisions of this Article shall apply to renewal or replacement Leases whether they are for the entire interest covered by

the expiring Lease or cover only a portion of its area or an interest therein. Any renewal or replacement Lease taken before the

expiration of its predecessor Lease, or taken or contracted for or becoming effective within six (6) months after the expiration of the

existing Lease, shall be subject to this provision so long as this agreement is in effect at the time of such acquisition or at the time

the renewal or replacement Lease becomes effective; but any Lease taken or contracted for more than six (6) months after the

expiration of an existing Lease shall not be deemed a renewal or replacement Lease and shall not be subject to the provisions of this

agreement.

The provisions in this Article shall also be applicable to extensions of Oil and Gas Leases.

C. Acreage or Cash Contributions:

While this agreement is in force, if any party contracts for a contribution of cash towards the drilling of a well or any other

operation on the Contract Area, such contribution shall be paid to the party who conducted the drilling or other operation and shall

be applied by it against the cost of such drilling or other operation. If the contribution be in the form of acreage, the party to whom

the contribution is made shall promptly tender an assignment of the acreage, without warranty of title, to the Drilling Parties in the

proportions said Drilling Parties shared the cost of drilling the well. Such acreage shall become a separate Contract Area and, to the

extent possible, be governed by provisions identical to this agreement. Each party shall promptly notify all other parties of any

acreage or cash contributions it may obtain in support of any well or any other operation on the Contract Area. The above

provisions shall also be applicable to optional rights to eam acreage outside the Contract Area which are in support of well drilled

inside Contract Area.
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1 If any party contracts for any consideration relating to disposition of such party's share of substances produced hereunder,

2 such consideration shall not be deemed a contribution as contemplated in this Article VIII.C.

3 D. Assignment; Maintenance of Uniform Interest:

4 For the purpose of maintaining uniformity of ownership in the Contract Area in the Oil and Gas Leases, Oil and Gas

5 Interests, wells, equipment and production covered by this agreement no party shall sell, encumber, transfer or make other

6 disposition of its interest in the Oil and Gas Leases and Oil and Gas Interests embraced within the Contract Area or in wells,

7 equipment and production unless such disposition covers either:

8 I. the entire interest of the party in all Oil and Gas Leases, Oil and Gas Interests, wells, equipment and production; or

9 2. an equal undivided percent of the party's present interest in all Oil and Gas Leases, Oil and Gas Interests, wells,

10 equipment and production in the Contract Area.

II Every sale, encumbrance, transfer or other disposition made by any party shall be made expressly subject to this agreement

12 and shall be made without prejudice to the right of the other parties, and any transferee of an ownership interest in any Oil and

13 Gas Lease or Interest shall be deemed a party to this agreement as to the interest conveyed from and after the effective date of

14 the transfer of ownership; provided, however, that the other parties shall not be required to recognize any such sale,

15 encumbrance, transfer or other disposition for any purpose hereunder until thirty (30) days after they have received a copy of the

16 instrument of transfer or other satisfactory evidence thereof in writing from the transferor or transferee. No assignment or other

17 disposition of interest by a party shall relieve such party of obligations previously incurred by such party hereunder with respect

18 to the interest transferred, including without limitation the obligation of a party to pay all costs attributable to an operation

19 conducted hereunder in which such party has agreed to participate prior to making such assignment, and the lien and security

20 interest granted by Article VII.B. shall continue to burden the interest transferred to secure payment of any such obligations.

21 If, at any time the interest of any party is divided among and owned by four or more co-owners, Operator, at its discretion,

22 may require such co-owners to appoint a single trustee or agent with full authority to receive notices, approve expenditures,

23 receive billings for and approve and pay such party's share of the joint expenses, and to deal generally with, and with power to

24 bind, the co-owners of such party's interest within the scope of the operations embraced in this agreement; however, all such co-

25 owners shall have the right to enter into and execute all contracts or agreements for the disposition of their respective shares of

26 the Oil and Gas produced from the Contract Area and they shall have the right to receive, separately, payment of the sale

27 proceeds thereof.

28 E. Waiver of Rights to Partition:

29 If permitted by the laws of the state or states in which the property covered hereby is located, each party hereto owning an

30 undivided interest in the Contract Area waives any and all rights it may have to partition and have set aside to it in severalty its

31 undivided interest therein.

32 F. Preferential Right to Purchase:

33 B (Optional; Cheek ifapplieaele.)

34 Should any party desire to sell all or an)' part of its interests linder this agreement, or il5 rights and interests in the Contraet

35 Area, it shall promptly give written notiee to the other parties, .... ith flill information eoneeming il5 proposed disposition, ..,hieh

36 shall inellide the name and address of the prospeetive transferee (who mlist be ready, willing and aele to pmehase), the plirehase

37 priee, a legal deseription sliffieient to identify the propert)', and all other terms of the offer. The other parties shall then ha,'e an

38 optional prior right, fer a period of ten (10) da)'s after the notiee is delivered, to purehase fer the stated eonsideration on the

39 same terms and eonditions the interest whieh the other part)' proposes to sell; and, if this optional right is e)(ereised, the

40 purehasing parties shall share the plirehased interest in the proportions that the interest of eaeh eears to the total interest of all

41 pllrehll5ing parties. Howe'ler, there shall ee no preferential right to pllrehase in those eases where an)' part)' wishes to mortgage

42 il5 interests, or to transfer title to its interesl5 to its mortgagee in lieu of or pursllant to fereelosllre of a mortgage of its interests,

43 or to dispose of its interesl5 e)' merger, reorganii!ation, eonsolidation, or by sale of all or sllbstantially all of its Oil and Gas assets

44 to any party, or by transfer of il5 interests to a subsieiar)' or parent eompany or to a subsieiar)' of a parent eompany, or to any

45 eompany in whieh sueh par!')' OWflS a majori!')' of tl1e stoele

46 ARTICLE IX.

47 INTERNAL REVE 'UE CODE ELECTION

48 If, for federal income tax purposes, this agreement and the operations hereunder are regarded as a partnership, and if the

49 parties have not othen\'ise agreed to form a tax partnership pursuant to Exhibit "G" or other agreement between them, each

50 party thereby affected elects to be excluded from the application of all of the provisions of Subchapter "K," Chapter I, Subtitle

51 "A," of the Internal Revenue Code of I986, as amended ("Code"), as permitted and authorized by Section 761 of the Code and

52 the regulations promulgated thereunder. Operator is authorized and directed to execute on behalf of each party hereby affected

53 such evidence of this election as may be required by the Secretary of the Treasury of the United States or the Federal Internal

54 Revenue Service, including specifically, but not by way of limitation, all of the returns, statements, and the data required by

55 Treasury Regulation §1.761. Should there be any requirement that each party hereby affected give further evidence of this

56 election, each such party shall execute such documents and furnish such other evidence as may be required by the Federal Internal

57 Revenue Service or as may be necessary to evidence this election. No such party shall give any notices or take any other action

58 inconsistent with the election made hereby. If any present or future income tax laws of the state or states in which the Contract

59 Area is located or any future income tax laws of the United States contain provisions similar to those in Subchapter "K," Chapter

60 I, Subtitle "A," of the Code, under which an election similar to that provided by Section 761 of the Code is permitted, each party

61 hereby affected shall make such election as may be permitted or required by such laws, In making the foregoing election, each

62 such party states that the income derived by such party from operations hereunder can be adequately determined without the

63 computation of partnership taxable income.

64 ARTICLE X.

65 CLAIMS AND LAWSUITS

66 Operator may settle any single uninsured third party damage claim or suit arising from operations hereunder if the expenditure

67 does not exceed FIFTY THOUSAND Dollars ($ 50.000.00 ) and if the payment is in complete settlement

68 of such claim or suit. If the amount required for settlement exceeds the above amount, the parties hereto shall assume and take over

69 the further handling of the claim or suit, unless such authority is delegated to Operator. All costs and expenses of handling settling,

70 or otherwise discharging such claim or suit shall be a the joint expense of the parties participating in the operation from which the

7 J claim or suit arises. If a claim is made against any party or if any party is sued on account of any matter arising from operations

72 hereunder over which such individual has no control because of the rights given Operator by this agreement, such party shall

73 immediately notify all other parties, and the claim or suit shall be treated as any other claim or suit involving operations hereunder.

74
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I ARTICLE XI.

2 FORCE MAJEURE

3 If any party is rendered unable, wholly or in part, by force majeure to carry out its obligations under this agreement, other

4 than the obligation to indemnify or make money payments or furnish security, that party shall give to all other parties

5 prompt written notice of the force majeure with reasonably full particulars concerning it; thereupon, the obligations of the

6 party giving the notice, so far as they are affected by the force majeure, shall be suspended during, but no longer than, the

7 continuance of the force majeure. The term "force majeure," as here employed, shall mean an act of God, strike, lockout, or

8 other industrial disturbance, act of the public enemy, war, blockade, public riot, lightening, fire, storm, flood or other act of

9 nature, explosion, governmental action, governmental delay, restraint or inaction, unavailability of equipment, and any other

10 cause, whether of the kind specifically enumerated above or otherwise, which is not reasonably within the control of the party

11 claiming suspension.

12 The affected party shall use all reasonable diligence to remove the force majeure situation as quickly as practicable. The

13 requirement that any force majeure shall be remedied with all reasonable dispatch shall not require the settlement of strikes,

14 lockouts, or other labor difficulty by the party involved, contrary to its wishes; hawaII such difficulties shall be handled shall

15 be entirely within the discretion of the party concerned.

16 ARTICLE XII.

17 NOTICES

18 All notices authorized or required between the parties by any of the provisions of this agreement, unless otherwise

19 specifically provided, shall be in writing and delivered in person or by United States mail, courier service, telegram, telex,

20 telecopier or any other form of facsimile, postage or charges prepaid, and addressed to such parties at the addresses listed on

21 Exhibit "A." All telephone or oral notices permitted by this agreement shall be confirmed immediately thereafter by \\Titten

22 notice. The originating notice given under any provision hereof shall be deemed delivered only when received by the party to

23 whom such notice is directed, and the time for such party to deliver any notice in response thereto shall run from the date

24 the originating notice is received. "Receipt" for purposes of this agreement with respect to written notice delivered hereunder

25 shall be actual delivery of the notice to the address of the party to be notified specified in accordance with this agreement, or

26 to the telecopy, facsimile or telex machine of such party. The second or any responsive notice shall be deemed delivered when

27 deposited in the United States mail or at the office of the courier or telegraph service, or upon transmittal by telex, telecopy

28 or facsimile, or when personally delivered to the party to be notified, provided, that when response is required within 24 or

29 48 hours, such response shall be given orally or by telephone, telex, telecopy or other facsimile within such period. Each party

30 shall have the right to change its address at any time, and from time to time, by giving written notice thereof to all other

31 parties. If a party is not available to receive notice orally or by telephone when a party attempts to deliver a notice required

32 to be delivered within 24 or 48 hours, the notice may be delivered in wTiting by any other method specified herein and shall

33 be deemed delivered in the same manner provided above for any responsive notice.

34 ARTICLE XIII.

35 TERM OF AGREEMENT

36 This agreement shall remain in full force and effect as to the Oil and Gas Leases andlor Oil and Gas Interests subject

37 hereto for the period of time selected below; provided, however, no party hereto shall ever be construed as having any right, title

38 or interest in or to any Lease or Oil and Gas Interest contributed by any other party beyond the term of this agreement.

39 0 Dption No. I: So long as any of the Oil and Gas Leases subject to this agreement remain or are continued in

40 force as to any part of the Contract Area, whether by production, extension, renewal or otherwise.

41 B OptiOR ~Io. 2: 11'1 the e"eRt the well eeseAeee iR Aniele \'I.A., or aRy SlieSeEjlleRt well Grilles "'Heer aR)' Ilro\'isioH

42 of this agreemeRt, reslll15 11'1 the ComllletioR of a well as a well eallable of IlroelletioR of Oil aRe/or Gas iR lla)1Rg

43 EjllaRtities, this agreemeRt shall eORtiRlle iR furee so 10Hg as aR)' slleh well is eallable of IlroelletioR. aRe fur aR

44 aeeitioRal Ilerioe of ea)'s thereafter; IlFO'"ieee, howe,'er, if, IlAOr to the eJ\lliratioH of slleh

45 aeeitioRal lleAOe, ORe or more of the parties hereto are eRgagee iR erilliRg, ReworlciRg, DeelleRi1'1g, 8ieetraelei1'1g,

46 PlllggiRg 8gel(, testi1'1g er atteFRJlti1'1g to Cemlliete or Re eeR11llete 9 'n ell er wells herellReer, this 9greeme1'1t shall

47 eORti1'1",e iR foree IlRtil slleh 0lleratio1'1s have beeR eomllietee a1'1e if Ilroelletio1'1 resllits therefrem, this agreemeRt

48 shall eeRtiR",e iR foree as Ilroviees hereiR. [1'1 the e, e1'1t the well seseAbee iR Artiele \/I.A., er aHy sllbseEjlleRt well

49 Grilles herellReer, reslll15 iR a er)' hele, aHe 1'10 other "'ell is eallable of IlreelleiRg Oil aRs/er Gas frenl the

50 CeRtrael Area, this agreemef1l shall Ie_iRate IlRless erilliRg, DeelleRiRg, 8ieetraelciRg, Csmllleti1'1g, Re

51 eomllleti1'1g, Plllggi1'1g Baele sr Reworki1'1g elleratieRs are eemmeReee withiR says frem the

52 eate ef abaRsoRmeRt ef sais well. "AbaRsoRmeRt" fur s",eh IlIlFjleses shall meaR eilher (i) a eeeisieR 9)' all Ilarties

53 ROt te eeRsllet aRy further elleratioRs SR the '....ell or (ii) the elallse sf 180 says frem the eeRs",et ef aH)'

54 elleratioRs OR Ihe well, whiehe\'er first eee"'rs.

55 The termination of this agreement shall not relieve any party hereto from any expense, liability or other obligation or any

56 remedy therefor which has accrued or attached prior to the date of such termination.

57 Upon termination of this agreement and the satisfaction of all obligations hereunder, in the event a memorandum of this

58 Operating Agreement has been filed of record, Operator is authorized to file of record III all necessary recording offices a

59 notice of termination, and each party hereto agrees to execute such a notice of termination as to Operator's interest, upon

60 request of Operator, if Operator has satisfied all its financial obligations.

61 ARTICLE XlV.

62 COMPLIANCE WITH LAWS AJ"ID REGULATIONS

63 A. Laws, Regulations and Orders:

64 This agreement shall be subject to the applicable laws of the state in which the Contract Area is located, to the valid rules,

65 regulations, and orders of any duly constituted regulatory body of said state; and to all other applicable federal, state,

66 and local laws, ordinances, rules, regulations and orders.

67 B. Governing Law:

68 This agreement and all matters pertaining hereto, including but not limited to matters of performance, non-

69 performance, breach, remedies, procedures, rights, duties, and interpretation or construction, shall be governed and

70 determined by the law of the state in which the Contract Area is located. If the CORtract Areo is in two or more states,

71 the law of the state of shall go\'ern.

72 C. Regulatory Agencies:

73 Nothing herein contained shall grant, or be construed to grant, Operator the right or authority to waive or release any

74 rights, privileges, or obligations which Non-operators may have under federal or state laws or under rules, regulations or
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1 orders promulgated under such laws in reference to oil, gas and mineral operations, including the location, operation, or

2 production of wells, on tracts offsetting or adjacent to the Contract Area.

3 With respect to the operations hereunder, Non-Operators agree to release Operator from any and all losses, damages,

4 injuries, claims and causes of action arising out of, incident to or resulting directly or indirectly from Operator's interpretation

5 or application of rules, rulings, regulations or orders of the Department of Energy or Federal Energy Regulatory Commission

6 or predecessor or successor agencies to the extent such interpretation or application was made in good faith and does not

7 constitute gross negligence. Each Non-Operator further agrees to reimburse Operator for such Non-Operator's share of

8 production or any refund, fine, levy or other governmental sanction that Operator may be required to pay as a result of such

9 an incorrect interpretation or application, together with interest and penalties thereon owing by Operator as a result of such

10 incorrect interpretation or application.

II ARTICLE XV.

12 MISCELLANEOUS

13 A. Execution:

14 This agreement shall be binding upon each Non-Operator when this agreement or a counterpart thereof has been

15 executed by such Non-Operator and Operator notwithstanding that this agreement is not then or thereafter executed by all of

16 the parties to which it is tendered or which are listed on Exhibit "A" as owning an interest in the Contract Area or which

17 own, in fact, an interest in the Contract Area. Operator may, however, by written notice to all Non-Operators who have

18 become bound by this agreement as aforesaid, given at any time prior to the actual spud date of the Initial Well but in no

19 event later than five days prior to the date specified in Article VLA. for commencement of the Initial Well, terminate this

20 agreement if Operator in its sole discretion determines that there is insufficient participation to justify commencement of

21 drilling operations. In the event of such a termination by Operator, all further obligations of the parties hereunder shall cease

22 as of such termination. In the event any Non-Operator has advanced or prepaid any share of drilling or other costs

23 hereunder, all sums so advanced shall be returned to such Non-Operator without interest. In the event Operator proceeds

24 with drilling operations for the Initial Well without the execution hereof by all persons listed on Exhibit "A" as having a

25 current working interest in such well, Operator shall indemnify Non-Operators with respect to all costs incurred for the

26 Initial Well which would have been charged to such person under this agreement if such person had executed the same and

27 Operator shall receive all revenues which would have been received by such person under this agreement if such person had

28 executed the same.

29 B. Successors and Assigns:

30 This agreement shall be binding upon and shall inure to the benefit of the parties hereto and their respective heirs,

31 devisees, legal representatives, successors and assigns, and the terms hereof shall be deemed to run \\ith the Leases or

32 Interests included within the Contract Area.

33 C. Counterparts:

34 This instrument may be executed in any number of counterparts, each of which shall be considered an original for all

35 purposes.

36 D. Severability:

37 For the purposes of assuming or rejecting this agreement as an executory contract pursuant to federal bankruptcy laws,

38 this agreement shall not be severable, but rather must be assumed or rejected in its entirety, and the failure of any party to

39 this agreement to comply with all of its financial obligations provided herein shall be a material default.

40 ARTICLE XVI.

41 OTHER PROVISIONS

42

43

44

45

46

47

48

49

50

51

52

53

54

55

56

57

58

59

60

61

62

63

64

65

66

67

68

69

70

71

72

73

74
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ARTICLE XVI.

OTHER PROVISIONS

A. PRIOR AGREEMENT(S).

This Operating Agreement is executed pursuant to the terms and provisions of that certain Exploration And
Development Agreement dated April 22. 2008 (the "Exploration Agreement'"), by and between Twilight Resources, LLC
and Fidelity Exploration & Production Company. and in the event of any contlict with the provisions of this Operating
Agreement and the Exploration Agreement, the terms of the Exploration Agreement shall control. Upon the termination
of the Exploration Agreement, the Operating Agreement shall control in the event of any contl ict with the provisions of
the Exploration Agreement.

B. PRIORITY OF ARTICLE XVI.

In the event of a contlict between the provisions of this Article XVI, and any other provision of this Operating
Agreement or its Exhibits, the provisions of this Article XVI shall control.

C. ADDITIONS TO PROVISIONS OF THE OPERATING AGREEMENT

The following are additions to the provisions set forth herein:

I. Insert the following at Article III.B., Line l7;provided, however, nothing in this operating agreement
shall prohibit the parties from contracting among themselves or with a third party or agent to pay (or distribute) proceeds
of production attributable the lease burdens on their behalf.

D. NON-CONSENT.

I. Notwithstanding the provisions of Article VI.B.2, if any Party elects or is deemed hereunder to be "non-consent"
as to the drilling and/or completion of an Exploratory Well hereunder, then said "non-consenting Party" shall relinquish
all of its right, title, and interest in any such Exploratory Well and the oil and gas leases. insofar and only insofar as the
portion of oil and gas leases that are located within the drilling or spacing unit for such Exploratory Well. The Parties
stipulate and agree that for the purposes of this "non-consent" provision the drilling or spacing unit for such Exploratory
Well shall be a one hundred sixty (160) acre drilling or spacing unit sUITounding the Exploratory Well or the statutory
drilling or spacing unit for such 'non-consent well, pursuant to the rules of the appropriate governmental regulatory
authority existing as of the date such Exploratory Well was first proposed, whichever is the lesser. The non-consenting
Party shall be entitled to "back-in" to the Exploratory Well for twenty five percent (25%) of its "non-consent" interest
upon the "Payout" of the Exploratory Well. "Payout" shall occur at the time when the consenting Party has recovered
from all revenues and income attributable to all oil, gas, casinghead gas, liquid hydrocarbons, and gaseous hydrocarbons
produced and saved from the Exploratory Well [after deducting all royalty and ovelTiding royalty burdens which will not
exceed twenty percent (20%)] one hundred twenty five percent (125%) of all costs of attributable only to the Exploratory
Well and the operating costs of the Exploratory Well during the recovery period. In addition to the Exploratory Well,
the "non-consent" Party shall also relinquish to the consenting Party seventy five percent (75%) of the "non-consent"
Party's interest in and to the eight (8) one hundred sixty (160) acre drilling or spacing units or the statutory drilling or
spacing units, pursuant to the rules of the appropriate governmental regulatory authority existing as of the date such
Exploratory Well was first proposed, whichever is the lesser, that are directly and diagonally offset to the Exploratory
Well (hereinafter collectively refeITed to as the "Relinquished Property"). The outline of the boundaries for the
Exploratory Well and the Relinquished Property shall be detemlined by the "consenting parties" in accordance with the
terms set forth above. The relinquishing party shall immediately upon receipt of notice of "non-consent" deliver to the
"consenting parties" an assignment of its interest in the Exploratory Well and the Relinquished Property: provided.
however, the consenting parties shall not be entitled to any assignment hereunder until such time as the actual proposed
Exploratory Well has been completed as a well capable of producing hydrocarbons in commercially paying quantities or
plugged and abandoned as a dryhole. The assignment of that portion of the oil and gas leases located within the
Exploratory Well and Relinquished Property shall be without warranty of title, except for claims by through and under
the 'non-consenting Party, free and clear of all liens and encumbrances, and shall be limited to that interval from the
surface of the earth down to the stratigraphic equivalent of one hundred (100) feet below the deepest producing
perforation in the Exploratory Well. For the purposes of this Section D.I, an Exploratory Well shall be a well which is
located at least two (2) miles in distance from an existing well capable of producing hydrocarbons in commercially
paying quantities from the same formation.

2. All other operations (except the drilling and/or completion of an Exploratory Well) shall be governed by the no-
consent provisions of Article VI.B.2 of the Operating Agreement.

E. OBLIGATORY OPERATIONS

Any party that elects to not participate in any obligatory operation proposed under this agreement shall be
deemed a Non-Consenting Party, upon the commencement of operations for the obligatory operation by the Consenting
Parties in accordance with the terms of Article XVI.
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An obligatory operation hereunder shall be defined as the drilling of a well or any other operation proposed to
comply with any express or implied covenant provided for in any lease or interest subject to this agreement or any
operation necessary to maintain a lease or a part thereof under an agreement that will otherwise expire or telminate unless
such operations are conducted.

F. MULTlPLE OPERAnONS.

Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained in this Operating Agreement, the parties agree that no party
shall propose more than two (2) operations to drill, re-work, deepen, complete, re-complete, side-track, or plug back any
well at anyone time. The parties further agree that none of them shall be required to consider or make an election to
participate in any proposed operation to drill, re-work, deepen, complete, re-complete, side-track, or plug back any well
while:

(a) Any drilling, re-working, deepening, completing, re-completing, side-tracking, or plugging back operation is in
progress on any well covered by this Agreement;

(b) Any proposal to drill, re-work, deepen, complete, re-complete, side-track, or plug back any well covered by this
Agreement is being considered by the parties; or

(c) Any proposal to drill, re-work. deepen, complete, re-complete, side-track or plug back any well covered by this
Agreement after being approved has not yet started operations.

It is the intention of the Parties that in the event that two (2) operations to drill, re-work, deepen, complete, re
complete, side-track, or plug back are proposed at the same time no further operations can be proposed until such time as
the two(2) simultaneously proposed operations have been completed.

However, any proposed obligatory operation shall be considered by the parties, notwithstanding this provision.

Any well proposal which is not in compliance with this provision shall be null and void and shall impose no duty on
any other party to consider or make an election with respect to such non-complying proposal.

If at any time there is more than one operation proposed in connection with any well subject to this agreement,
then unless all participating parties agree otherwise, such proposed operations shall be considered by the parties and
disposed of in the following order:

a. Proposals to do additional testing, coring or logging;
b. An election to complete the well in the objective zone;
c. Proposals to plug back and altempt completion in shallower zones, in ascending order;
d. Proposals to deepen the well, in descending order;
e. Proposals to sidetrack the well; and
f. Proposals to plug and abandon the well.

However, if at the time the participating parties are considering a proposed operation, the borehole is in such a
condition that in the sole opinion of the Operator, a reasonable and prudent operator would not conduct the proposed
operation because of the possibility ofjeopardizing the borehole, the existing equipment or personnel, before an attempt
can be made to complete the well, then the proposal shall be given no priority to any proposed operation except the
plugging and abandonment of the well.

Subject to such limitations, if some, but not all of the parties elect to participate in the additional logging, coring,
or testing, they may do so, and the parties not participating in the additional logging, coring, or testing shall not be
entitled to the information so acquired but shall suffer no other penalty.

G. ADVANCES

I. Request. Operator may request payment in advance by e<Jch Non-operator of its respective share of the
estimated costs of any proposed drilling or other operation only after each Non-operator has made an election to
participate in the proposed drilling or other operation. Such request shall be made upon all Non-operators and shall be
made, in writing, no earlier than thirty (30) days before the anticipated commencement date for such operation. The
Non-operators shall only be required to pay its proportionate share of the of the estimated dryhole costs for proposed
drilling operations and the Non-operators proportionate share of the estimated completion costs shall be paid within
fifteen (15) days after the Non-operators have elect to participate in a proposed completion of a drilling well. The
amount of each Non-operator's advance shall be based upon the submitted authority for expenditure(AFE) approved by
the party(s) participating in the operation and the party's ownership in the Contract Area, or participation percentage, as
the case may be.

2. Payment. A Non-operator receiving a request for advance payment shall, on or before the expiration of the
notice period set forth in Section G.1 shall pay the Operator the full amount of such advance request. The Operator shall
credit the payment to the Non-Operator's account and at the end of each month shall charge such account with such Non
Operator's share of actual costs incurred during such month.

3. Effect of Payment. Advance payment of estimated costs of any operation shall not relieve a Non-Operator of its
obi igation to pay its share of the actual cost of the operation. When the actual costs have been determined, operator shall
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adjust the accounts of the parties by refunding any net amounts due or invoicing the parties for additional sums owing,
which additional sums shall be paid in accordance with the Accounting Procedure.

4. Second Request. If a Non-Operator does not, within the time and manner provided above, fully satisfy a request
for advance payment, then the Operator shall make a second written or telephonic request for such payment via
telephone, fax., certified mail, etc. The Non-Operator shall pay said advance within two (2) days after receipt of such
second request.

5. Remedies. If a Non-Operator fails to pay the requested advance within two (2) days after receipt of such
second request, then Operator may, at its option, at any time thereatier and before such payment is made or given, declare
in writing that the Non-Operator has elected not to participate in such operation. Upon such declaration, it shall be
deemed that the Non-Operator has withdrawn its election to participate in such operation and shall be deemed as Non
consent in accordance with Article XVI, and the Non-Operator's interests in the proposed operation shall be offered to the
participating party(s) in accordance with Article VI.B and the parties shall have forty eight (48) hours within which to
elect to acquire their proportionate share of the offered interest.

H. DEFAULTS AND REMEDIES

I. If any Party (including the Operator) fails to pay, as provided in the Accounting Procedure (attached hereto as
Exhibit "C"), except for requested advances as set forth above, its share of any costs that it is obligated to pay under any
provision of this Agreement, and if such default continues for a period of tifteen (15) days following delivery by Operator
(or by any Non-Operator in the case of a default by Operator) of notice of such default of such Party, then at any time
after the expiration of such notice, the Operator (or any Non-Operator if the Operator is the Party in default) shall be
entitled to the remedies in (a) and (b) or (a) and (c) below:

(a) Operator (or Non-Operator if Operator is the Party in default) may suspend by written notice one or all
of the rights of the Defaulting Party granted by this Agreement, without prejudice to the right of the
Non-Defaulting Party to continue to enforce the obligations of the Defaulting Party under this
Agreement. The rights of a Defaulting Party that may be suspended hereunder at the election of the
Non-Defaulting Parties shall include, without limitation, the right to receive revenues, the right to elect
to participate in any subsequent operation regarding the well to which the default relates or any other
operation proposed under this Agreement; and

(b) Operator (or any Non-Operator if Operator is the Party in default) may take any action to which it may
be entitled or pursue any remedy to collect the amounts in default together with all damages suffered
by the Non-Defaulting Parties as a result of the default, plus interest accruing on the amounts
recovered from the date of default until the date of collection at the rate specified in the Accounting
Procedure (attached hereto as Exhibit "C") together with reasonable attorney's fees and court costs
related thereto; or

(c) Operator (or Non-Operator if the Operator is the Party in default) may deliver a written Notice ofNon
Participation election to the Defaulting Party at any time after the default occurs with the following
effect:

(i) if the default is not cured within ten (10) days of the date of such written notice, then the
Defaulting Party's interests in the welles), lease(s), production unit, drilling unit and/or all
equipment affected by such default shall be subject to forfeiture of the Defaulting Party's
interest in the entirety of the welles), lease(s), production unit, drilling unit and/or all
equipment affected by such default. Said forfeiture shall be deemed a rei inquishment of the
Defaulting Party's interest and to the extent required by law shall also be deemed a non
judicial foreclosure of said Defaulting Party's interest. Thereafter each Non-Defaulting Party
shall pay, upon written demand its proportionate share of the Defaulting Party's unpaid

costs, and shall be credited with its proportionate share of such Defaulting Party's forfeited
interest in and to the well(s), lease(s), production unit, drilling unit and/or all equipment
affected by such default.

(ii) until the delivery of such Notice of Non-Participation election to the Non-Paying Party, such
Party shall have the right to cure its default by paying the un-paid balance plus interest at the
rate set forth in the Accounting Procedure (attached hereto as Exhibit "C").

(iii) Any interest relinquished pursuant to this Article shall be owned by the Non-Defaulting
Parties in proportion to their interest, and the Non-Defaulting Parties shall be liable to
contribute their proportionate shares of the defaulted amount as set forth herein. A failure by
any Non-Defaulting Party to pay its proportionate share of the defaulted amount shall
constitute a default and such party shall thereafter be subject to the provisions of the this
Article governing defaulting parties.

(iv) Any Defaulting Party shall within ten(lO) days from the receipt of notice from the Non
Defaulting Party(s), proportionately assign to the Non-Defaulting Party(s) all of Defaulting
Party's interest in and to the well(s), lease(s), production unit, drilling unit and/or all
equipment affected by such default. In the event the Defaulting Party fails to timely assign
such interest, the Non-Defaulting Party(s) shall be authorized to record all documentation
necessary to effectuate the forfeiture of the Defaulting Party in and to the Contract Area.
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2. Notwithstanding the other provisions of this Article, if a Party fails to pay part or all of its share of cost
hereunder because of a legitimate disagreement as to the appropriateness of part or all of the billing in question, or if such
Party makes such disagreement and the grounds therefore known to the Operator in writing prior to the due date of such
bill ing and timely tenders payment of all un-disputed amounts then such Parties shall not be subject to Paragraph I.(a) or
I.(c) of this Article.

I. MEMORANDUM OF OPERATING AGREEMENT.

The Parties hereto agree to execute simultaneously herewith a Memorandum of Joint Operating Agreement in
the form and language of Exhibit "H", which is attached hereto and made a part hereof for all purposes. The Parties shall
have a continuing obligation to execute additional Memorandum of Joint Operating Agreements to actually reflect the
current properties covered by the Operating Agreement and the current working interest of the Parties.

J. SECURITY PROVISIONS.

Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained in this Operating Agreement and in addition to the
provisions of Article VII. B., it is understood and agreed that:

I. Each Non-Operator, to secure payment of its share of expenses incurred under this Operating Agreement,
together with interest thereon at the rate provided in the Accounting Procedure (attached hereto as Exhibit "C"),

grants to Operator a lien on all of its rights, interest now owed or hereafter acquired in the Contract Area,
including, but not limited to, the oil, gas and mineral leases, mineral estates, leasehold interests, working
interests, operating rights, royalty, overriding royalty, and any other mineral interests in and under the propeny
described in Exhibit "A", as hereinafter amended, modified, ratified, renewed, or extended; any propenies now
or hereafter pooled or unitized with any of the propenies affected by such mineral interests; and all unsevered
and unextracted oil, gas and other hydrocarbons that may be produced, obtained or secured from the lands
covered and effected by such mineral interests.

2. To further secure its share of expenses incurred under this Operating Agreement, together with interest thereon
at the rate provided in the Accounting Procedure, each Non-Operator grants to Operator a security interest in all
of its interest now owned or hereafter acquired in and to all other properties associated with or attributable to
the Contract Area.

3 Operator grants a like lien and security interest to the Non-Operators to secure payment of Operator's
proportionate share of expenses. Each Party paying its share of unpaid expenses pursuant to Article VII.B.
hereof shall, to obtain reimbursement thereof, be subrogated to the security rights described in this Agreement.

4. Each party represents and warrants to the other parties hereto that the lien and security interest granted by such
party to the other parties shall be a first and prior lien, only to the extent that it does not conflict with each of the
parties ability to secure third party credit facilities, in which case the financial institution (s) involved could be
granted a first and prior lien on the properties in question, and each party hereby agrees to maintain the priority
of said lien and security interest against all persons acquiring an interest in Oil and Gas Leases and Interests
covered by this agreement by, through or under such party. All parties acquiring an interest in Oil and Gas
Leases and Oil and Gas Interests covered by this agreement, whether by assignment. merger, mortgage,
operation of law, or otherwise shall be deemed to have taken subject to the lien and security interest granted
herein as to all obligations attributable to such interest hereunder whether or not such obligations arise before or
after such interest is acquired.

6. In the event any party is required to bring legal proceedings to enforce any financial obligation of a party
hereunder, the prevailing party in any such action shall be entitled to recover all court costs, costs of collection,
and reasonable attorney's fees, which the lien proved for herein shall also secure.

K. BANKRUPTCY

If, following the granting of rei ief under the Bankruptcy Code to any party hereto as a debtor thereunder, this
Agreement should be held to be an executory contract under the Bankruptcy Code, then any remaining party shall be
entitled to a determination by debtor or any trustee for debtor within thirty (30) days from the date an order for relief is
entered under the Bankruptcy Code as to the rejection or assumption of this Agreement, and the party seeking
determination shall be entitled to adequate assurance as to the future performance of the debtor's obligations hereunder
and the protection of the interests of all parties. The debtor shall satisfy its obligation to provide adequate assurances by
either advancing payments or depositing the debtor's proportionate share of expenses in escrow.

L. COMMENCEMENT OF OPERAnONS

Nothing in VI.B. hereof shall be construed as requiring that commencement of any proposed operation be
delayed until the termination of the election period. Operator may commence the proposed operation at any time, and
the party receiving such proposal shall have the full time period in which to make its election. The non-consent penalties
shall be enforceable notwithstanding the commencement of operations prior to the expiration of the election period.
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No employee of the Operator who is at the drill site or on location is authorized to agree to any indemnification
provision included in any work order tendered with the delivery of services, goods, equipment, pipe, or supplies an such
employee's signature on any work order or like document shall signify only consent to the delivery and agreement with
the quantity or status of such del ivered items or services. Operator shall notify all potential suppliers of this restriction
with the intent being that any indemnification provision desired by the supplier to be made a part of the contract, shall be
negotiated by the suppliers with the Operator in advance of their being provided to the location.

M. MARKETING ARRANGEMENTS

Notwithstanding the provision of Article VI.G. Option I, Operator shall use its best commercial efforts to
market all oil and gas from a well drilled in the Contract Area for and on behalf of all owners; provided however, a party
hereto upon thirty (30) days prior written notice may elect to separately market its oil and gas. Further, Operator shall
contract with the purchaser to provide for the preparing and circulation of division orders to all owners of royalty, other
lease burdens, and working interest proceeds of production in accordance with the provisions of the Utah Oil and Gas
Conservation Act or Operator may assume the accounting and distribution functions. It is the intention of the parties
hereto that the Operator assume all marketing functions and accounting and distribution functions or contract them to a
third party, except as provided herein.

N. SPECIAL DIRECT CHARGES TO JOINT ACCOUNT

Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained in this agreement, including the Accounting Procedure
(Exhibit "C"), the following items pertaining to the Contract Area shall not be considered as administrative overhead,
and Operator shall be entitled to make a direct charge against the joint account for same:

Third party fees for land, legal and consulting services, costs and expenses in connection with title examination,
permitting and preparation and presentation of evidence and exhibits before the Utah Board of Oil, Gas and Mining or
other governmental or regulatory bodies having jurisdiction over or affecting Contract Area operations. "On-Site
Technical Services" shall include, but not be limited to, contract technical personnel directly employed on the Contract
Area for the purpose of monitoring and supervising daily drilling and producing activities.

O. SEISMIC PROGRAMS

Notwithstanding the provisions of Section A above, the provisions of this Section 0 shall not be applicable until
such time as the Exploration Agreement has terminated. In the event a seismic program is proposed to be conducted on
the Contract Area, all parties to this Agreement shall have the right to participate in the seismic program to the extent of
their ownership interest in the Contract Area as shown on Exhibit A, and the cost of such program shall be borne by the
parties who participate in such program. The data and proceeds of any sale of any of the data gathered by such program
shall be owned by each party, proportionate with its participation in the costs thereof. Any party who does not elect to
participate in the cost of said seismic program shall not be entitled to any of the data so gathered or copies or
interpretations thereof, and shall not be entitled to any interest in the proceeds of the sale of any data gathered by said
program. Any decision on whether to sell or trade the data gathered by a seismic program conducted on the Contract
Area shall be decided by the vote of the party or parties owning a majority interest in such program based on ownership
participation in the cost of such program. Any decision on whether to allow a third party to conduct its own seismic
program on the Contract Area shall be decided by the vote of the party or parties owning a majority interest in the
Contract Area based on ownership as shown on Exhibit A.

Subject to any third party restrictions. each party shall have the right to examine, inspect and copy (at its own
expense) the geological, geophysical and seismic data for which it has paid its proportionate share. However, any
interpretations made of such data by any other party to this Agreement shall be the proprietary data of such party and
need not be disclosed to other parties to this Agreement.

P. THIRD PARTY DISCLAIMER

It is not the intention of the parties that this Agreement is made or intended for the benefit of any third person or
party.

Q. TRANSFERS

Any Assignment, conveyance or other transfer of an Oil and Gas Lease or an Oil and Gas Interest that is subject
to this Operating Agreement shall relieve the transferor from liability for the cost and expense of operations attributable
to the transferred interest which are conducted thereafter; provided that, the transferor shall remain liable for and shall
cause to be paid its proportionate share of the cost and expense of all operations for which transferor was obligated to pay
and were commenced prior to the actual transfer, except costs and expenses arising out of or directly related to a specific
operation in which the transferor elected (or was deemed to have elected) not to participate pursuant to Article VI. From
and after the effective date of the said assignment, conveyance or other transfer, the transferee shall be deemed to be a
party to this Operating Agreement.
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ARTICLE XVII.

MISCELLANEOUS

This Agreement shall be binding upon and shall inure to the benefit of the paIties hereto and
to their respective heirs, devisees, legal representatives, successors, and assigns.

This instmment may be executed in any number of counterparts, each of which shall be
considered an original for all purposes.

IN WITNESS HEREOF, this Agreement is dated and shall be effective as of April 25,
2007.

OPERATOR

FIDELITY EXPLORATION & PRODUCTION COMPANY

By: _

Title: _

NON-OPERATOR(S):

TWILIGHT RESOURCES, LLC

By: _

Daniel R. Gmmell, Managing Member

Tax Id: _

18



THE STATE OF _

COUNTYOF _

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS

§
§
§

This instlUment was acknowledged before me on the day of April, 2008 by
_________, the of , on behalf of
said corporation.

Notary Public in and for the State of _

THE STATE OF _

COUNTY OF _

§
§
§

This instlUment was acknowledged before me on the day of April, 2008 by
________, the of Twilight Resources, LLC, on behalf of said
limited liability company.

Notary Public in and for the State of _
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EXHIBIT"A"

Attached to and made a part of that certain
Operating Agreement, dated April 25, 2008, by and between

Fidelity Exploration and Production Company, as Operator, and
and Twilight Resources, LLC, as Non-Operator.

1. CONTRACT AREA:

The Contract Area subject to this Joint Operating Agreement shall only be those certain
lands located within Emery and Grand Counties, Utah which are, identified as follows:

1. Township 20 South Range 15 East S.L.M.
Section: 36

2. Township 20 South Range 16 East S.L.M.
All Sections

3. Township 21 South Range 15 East S.L.M.
All Sections, Less and except Sections 31 & 32

4. Township 21 South Range 16 East S.L.M.
All Sections

5. Township 21 South Range 17 East S.L.M.
All Sections, Less and except Sections 1, 12, 13, 24, 25, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, & 36

6. Township 22 South Range 15 East S.L.M.
Sections: 1,2,3,4,9, 1, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16,23,24,25,26,35 & 36

7. Township 22 South Range 16 East S.L.M.
All Sections

8. Township 23 South Range 15 East S.L.M.
Sections: 1 & 2

9. Township 23 South Range 16 East S.L.M.
Sections: 1,2,3,4,5,6,9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16,23,24,25, & 26

2. LEASES SUBJECT TO THIS AGREEMENT

Those certain Oil, Gas, and Mineral Leases located in Emery and Grand Counties, Utah,
and which are more fully described in Exhibit "A-I."

3. DEPTH UMITATION

NONE, except any provisions contained in the Oil, Gas, and Mineral Leases identified in
Exhibit "A-I."

Joint Operating Agreement
Exhibit "A"
Page 1



4. ADDRESSES AND INTERESTS OF THE PARTIES:

Operator:

Fidelity Exploration and Production Company
1700 Lincoln Street
Suite 2800
Denver, Colorado 80203

Telephone: (303) 893-3133
Facsimile: (303) 893-1964

Non-Operator:

Twilight Resources, LLC
1411 East 840 NOlth
Orem, Utah 84097
Telephone: (80l) 224-4771
Facsimile: (801) 224-1593

Interest:

50%'

50%1

I Notwithstanding the interests identified herein, the arties have agreed to a disproportionate
sharing of costs, risks and expenses for the first two (2) wells (and any Substitute Wells therefore) drilled in
the Contract Area pursuant to that certain Exploration and Development Agreement between the Parties
dated and effective April 22, 2008.

Joint Operating Agreement
Exhibit "A"
Page 2



Exhibit " A-I"

Attached to and made a part of that certain
Operating Agreement, dated April 25, 2008, by and between

Fidelity Exploration and Production Company, as Operator, and
and Twilight Resources, LLC, as Non-Operator.

1. LEASES SUBJECT TO THIS AGREEMENT

The following Oil, Gas, and Mineral Leases are all located in Grand and Emery Counties,
Utah:

1. [Add Lease Descriptions]

Joint Operating Agreement
Exhibit "A-I"
Page I
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ExHIBIT" C"
ACCOUNTING PROCEDURE

JOINT OPERATIONS

COPAS 2005 Accounting Procedure
Recommended by COPAS

Attached to and made part of that certain Joint Operating Agreement dated April 25--, 2008, by and between Fidelity Exploration and

Production Company, as Operator and Twilight Resources, LLC, as Non-Operator
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I. GENERAL PROVISIONS

IF THE PARTIES FAIL TO SELECT EITHER ONE OF COMPETING "ALTERNATIVE" PROVISIONS, OR SELECT ALL THE

COMPETING "ALTERNATIVE" PROVISIONS, ALTERNATIVE 1 IN EACH SUCH INSTANCE SHALL BE DEEMED TO HAVE

BEEN ADOPTED BY THE PARTIES AS A RESULT OF ANY SUCH OMISSION OR DUPLICATE NOTATION.

IN THE EVENT THAT ANY "OPTIONAL" PROVISION OF THIS ACCOUNTING PROCEDURE IS NOT ADOPTED BY THE

PARTIES TO THE AGREEMENT BY A TYPED, PRINTED OR HANDWRITTEN INDICATION, SUCH PROVISION SHALL NOT

FORM A PART OF THIS ACCOUNTING PROCEDURE, AND NO INFERENCE SHALL BE MADE CONCERNING THE INTENT

OF THE PARTIES IN SUCH EVENT.

I. DEFINITIONS

All terms used in this Accounting Procedure shall have the following meaning, unless otherwise expressly defined in the Agreement:

"Affiliate" means for a person, another person that controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with that person. In this

definition, (a) control means the ownership by one person, directly or indirectly, of more than fifty percent (50%) of the voting securities

of a corporation or, for other persons, the equivalent ownership interest (such as partnership interests), and (b) "person" means an

individual, corporation, partnership, trust, estate, unincorporated organization, association, or other legal entity.

"Agreement" means the operating agreement, farmout agreement, or other contract between the Parties to which this Accounting

Procedure is attached.

"Controllable Material" means Material that, at the time of acquisition or disposition by the Joint Account, as applicable, is so classified

in the Material Classification Manual most recently recommended by the Council of Petroleum Accountants Societies (COPAS).

"Equalized Freight" means the procedure of charging transportation cost to the Joint Account based upon the distance from the nearest

Railway Receiving Point to the property.

"Excluded Amount" means a specified excluded trucking amount most recently recommended by COPAS.

"Field Office" means a structure, or ponion of a structure, whether a temporary or permanent installation, the primary function of which is

to directly serve daily operation and maintenance activities of the Joint Property and which serves as a staging area for directly chargeable

tield personnel.

"First Level Supervision" means those employees whose primary function in Joint Operations is the direct oversight of the Operator's

field employees and/or contract labor directly employed On-site in a field operating capacity. First Level Supervision functions may

include, but are not limited to:

• Responsibility for field employees and contract labor engaged in activities that can include field operations, maintenance,

construction, well remedial work, equipment movement and drilling

Responsibility for day-to-day direct oversight of rig operations

• Responsibility for day-to-day direct oversight of construction operations

Coordination ofjob priorities and approval of work procedures

Responsibility for optimal resource utilization (equipment, Materials, personnel)

Responsibility for meeting production and field operating expense targets

Representation of the Parties in local matters involving community, vendors, regulatory agents and landowners, as an incidental

part of the supervisor's operating responsibilities

Responsibility for all emergency responses with field staff

Responsibility for implementing safety and environmental practices

• Responsibility for field adherence to company policy

Responsibility for employment decisions and performance appraisals for field personnel

Oversight of sub-groups for field functions such as electrical, safety, environmental, telecommunications, which may have group
or team leaders.

"Joint Account" means the account showing the charges paid and credits received in the conduct of the Joint Operations that are to be

shared by the Parties, but does not include proceeds attributable to hydrocarbons and by-products produced under the Agreement.

"Joint Operations" means all operations necessary or proper for the exploration, appraisal, development, production, protection,

maintenance, repair, abandonment, and restoration of the Joint Property.

COPYRIGHT © 2005 by Council of Petroleum Accountants Societies, Inc. (COPAS)
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"Joint Property" means the real and personal property subject to the Agreement.

COPAS 2005 Accounting Procedure
Recommended by COPAS, Inc.
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"Laws" means any laws, rules, regulations, decrees, and orders of the United States of America or any state thereof and all other

governmental bodies, agencies, and other authorities having jurisdiction over or affecting the provisions contained in or the transactions

contemplated by the Agreement or the Parties and their operations, whether such laws now exist or are hereafter amended, enacted,

promuIgated or issued.

"Material" means personal property, equipment, supplies, or consumables acquired or held for use by the Joint Property.

"Non-Operators" means the Parties to the Agreement other than the Operator.

"Offshore Facilities" means platforms, surface and subsea development and production systems, and other support systems such as oil and

gas handling facilities, living quarters, offices, shops, cranes, electrical supply equipment and systems, fuel and water storage and piping,

heliport, marine docking installations, communication facilities, navigation aids, and other similar facilities necessary in the conduct of

offshore operations, all of which are located offshore.

"Off-site" means any location that is not considered On-site as defined in this Accounting Procedure.

"On-site" means on the Joint Property when in direct conduct of Joint Operations. The term "On-site" shall also include that portion of

Offshore Facilities, Shore Base Facilities, fabrication yards, and staging areas from which Joint Operations are conducted, or other

facilities that directly control equipment on the Joint Property, regardless of whether such facilities are owned by the Joint Account.

"Operator" means the Party designated pursuant to the Agreement to conduct the Joint Operations.

"Parties" means legal entities signatory to the Agreement or their successors and assigns. Parties shall be referred to individually as

"Party."

"Participating Interest" means the percentage of the costs and risks of conducting an operation under the Agreement that a Party agrees,

or is otherwise obligated, to pay and bear.

"Participating Party" means a Party that approves a proposed operation or otherwise agrees, or becomes liable, to pay and bear a share of

the costs and risks of conducting an operation under the Agreement.

"Personal Expenses" means reimbursed costs for travel and temporary living expenses.

"Railway Receiving Point" means the railhead nearest the Joint Property for which freight rates are published, even though an actual

railhead may not exist.

"Shore Base Facilities" means onshore support facilities that during Joint Operations provide such services to the Joint Property as a

receiving and transshipment point for Materials; debarkation point for drilling and production personnel and services; communication,

scheduling and dispatching center; and other associated functions serving the Joint Property.

"Supply Store" means a recognized source or common stock point for a given Material item.

"Technical Services" means services providing specific engineering, geoscience, or other professional skills, such as those performed by

engineers, geologists, geophysicists, and technicians, required to handle specific operating conditions and problems for the benefit of Joint

Operations; provided, however, Technical Services shall not include those functions specifically identified as overhead under the second

paragraph of the introduction of Section III (Overhead). Technical Services may be provided by the Operator, Operator's Affiliate, Non

Operator, Non-Operator Affiliates, and/or third parties.

2. STATEMENTS AND BILLINGS

The Operator shall bill Non-Operators on or before the last day of the month for their proportionate share of the Joint Account for the

preceding month. Such bills shall be accompanied by statements that identify the AFE (authority for expenditure), lease or facility, and all

charges and credits summarized by appropriate categories of investment and expense. Controllable Material shall be separately identified

and fully described in detail, or at the Operator's option, Controllable Material may be summarized by major Material classifications.

Intangible drilling costs, audit adjustments, and unusual charges and credits shall be separately and clearly identified.

The Operator may make available to Non-Operators any statements and bills required under Section 1.2 and/or Section J.3.A (Advances

and Payments by the Parties) via email, electronic data interchange, internet websites or other equivalent electronic media in lieu of paper

copies. The Operator shall provide the Non-Operators instructions and any necessary information to access and receive the statements and

bills within the timeframes specified herein. A statement or billing shall be deemed as delivered twenty-four (24) hours (exclusive of

weekends and holidays) after the Operator notifies the Non-Operator that the statement or billing is available on the website and/or sent via

email or electronic data interchange transmission. Each Non-Operator individually shall elect to receive statements and billings

electronically, if available from the Operator, or request paper copies. Such election may be changed upon thirty (30) days prior written

notice to the Operator.

COPYRIGHT © 2005 by Council of Petroleum Accountants Societies, Inc. (COPAS)
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3. ADYANCES AND PAYMENTS BY THE PARTIES

2

4

6

A. Unless otherwise provided for in the Agreement, the Operator may require the Non-Operators to advance their share of the estimated

cash outlay for the succeeding month's operations within fifteen (15) days after receipt of the advance request or by the first day of

the month for which the advance is required, whichever is later. The Operator shall adjust each monthly billing to reflect advances

received from the Non-Operators for such month. If a refund is due, the Operator shall apply the amount to be refunded to the

subsequent month's billing or advance, unless the Non-Operator sends the Operator a written request for a cash refund. The Operator

shall remit the refund to the Non-Operator within fifteen (15) days of receipt of such written request.

(I) being billed at an incorrect working interest or Participating Interest that is higher than such Non-Operator's actual working

interest or Participating Interest, as applicable; or

(2) being billed for a project or AFE requiring approval of the Parties under the Agreement that the Non-Operator has not approved

or is not otherwise obligated to pay under the Agreement; or

(3) being billed for a property in which the Non-Operator no longer owns a working interest, provided the Non-Operator has

furnished the Operator a copy of the recorded assignment or letter in-lieu. Notwithstanding the foregoing, the Non-Operator

shall remain responsible for paying bills attributable to the interest it sold or transferred for any bills rendered during the thirty

(30) day period following the Operator's receipt of such written notice; or

(4) charges outside the adjustment period, as provided in Section 1.4 (Adjustments).

B. Except as provided below, each Party shall pay its proportionate share of all bills in full within fifteen (IS) days of receipt date. If

payment is not made within such time, the unpaid balance shall bear interest compounded monthly at the prime rate published by the

Wall Street Journal on the first day of each month the payment is delinquent, plus three percent (3%), per annum, or the maximum

contract rate permitted by the applicable usury Laws governing the Joint Property, whichever is the lesser, plus attorney's fees, court

costs, and other costs in connection with the collection of unpaid amounts. If the Wall Street Journal ceases to be published or

discontinues publishing a prime rate, the unpaid balance shall bear interest compounded monthly at the prime rate published by the

Federal Reserve plus three percent (3%), per annum. Interest shall begin accruing on the first day of the month in which the payment

was due. Payment shall not be reduced or delayed as a result of inquiries or anticipated credits unless the Operator has agreed.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, the Non-Operator may reduce payment, provided it furnishes documentation and explanation to the

Operator at the time payment is made, to the extent such reduction is caused by:
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5.

A. Payment of any such bills shall not prejudice the right of any Party to protest or question the correctness thereof; however, all bills

and statements, including payout statements, rendered during any calendar year shall conclusively be presumed to be true and correct,

with respect only to expenditures, after I\venty-four (24) months following the end of any such calendar year, unless within said

period a Party takes specific detailed written exception thereto making a claim for adjustment. The Operator shall provide a response

to all written exceptions, whether or not contained in an audit report, within the time periods prescribed in Section 1.5 (Expenditure

Audits).

B. All adjustments initiated by the Operator, except those described in items (I) through (4) of this Section I.4.B, are limited to the

l\Venty-four (24) month period following the end of the calendar year in which the original charge appeared or should have appeared

on the Operator's Joint Account statement or payout statement. Adjustments that may be made beyond the l\Venty-four (24) month

period are limited to adjustments resulting from the following:

(I) a physical inventory of Controllable Material as provided for in Section V (Inventories ofColltrollable Material), or

(2) an offsetting entry (whether in whole or in part) that is the direct result of a specific joint interest audit exception granted by the

Operator relating to another property, or

(3) a government/regulatory audit, or

(4) a working interest ownership or Participating Interest adjustment.

EXPENDITURE AUDITS

A. A Non-Operator, upon written notice to the Operator and all other Non-Operators, shall have the right to audit the Operator's

accounts and records relating to the Joint Account within the l\Venty-four (24) month period following the end of such calendar year in

which such bill was rendered; however, conducting an audit shall not extend the time for the taking of written exception to and the

adjustment of accounts as provided for in Section 1.4 (Adjustments). Any Party that is subject to payout accounting under the

Agreement shall have the right to audit the accounts and records of the Party responsible for preparing the payout statements, or of

the Party furnishing information to the Party responsible for preparing payout statements. Audits of payout accounts may include the

volumes of hydrocarbons produced and saved and proceeds received for such hydrocarbons as they pertain to payout accounting

required under the Agreement. Unless otherwise provided in the Agreement, audits of a payout account shall be conducted within the

l\Venty-four (24) month period following the end of the calendar year in which the payout statement was rendered.

Where there are two or more Non-Operators, the Non-Operators shaJl make every reasonable effort to conduct a joint audit in a

manner that wiJl result in a minimum of inconvenience to the Operator. The Operator shall bear no portion of the Non-Operators'

audit cost incurred under this paragraph unless agreed 10 by the Operator. The audits shall not be conducted more than once each year

without prior approval of the Operator, except upon the resignation or removal of the Operator, and shall be made at the expense of
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The Non-Operator leading the audit (hereinafter "lead audit company") shall issue the audit report within ninety (90) days after

completion of the audit testing and analysis; however, the ninety (90) day time period shall not extend the twenty-four (24) month

requirement for taking specific detailed written exception as required in Seclion L4.A (Adjustments) above. All claims shall be

supported with sufficient documentation.

A timely filed written exception or audit report containing written exceptions (hereinafter "written exceptions") shall, with respect to

the claims made therein, preclude the Operator from asserting a statute of limitations defense against such claims, and the Operator

hereby waives its right to assert any statute of limitations defense against such claims for so long as any Non-Operator continues to

comply with the deadlines for resolving exceptions provided in this Accounting Procedure. If the Non-Operators fail to comply with

the additional deadlines in Section 1.5.B or 1.5.C, the Operator's waiver of its rights to assert a statute of limitations defense against

the claims brought by the Non-Operators shall lapse, and such claims shall then be subject to the applicable statute of limitations,

provided that such waiver shall not lapse in the event that the Operator has failed to comply with the deadlines in Section L5.B or

1.5.C.

B. The Operator shall provide a written response to all exceptions in an audit report within one hundred eighty (180) days after Operator

receives such report Denied exceptions should be accompanied by a substantive response. If the Operator fails to provide substantive

response to an exception within this one hundred eighty (180) day period, the Operator will owe interest on that exception or portion

thereof, if ultimately granted, from the date it received the audit report Interest shall be calculated using the rate set forth in Section

U.B (Advances and Payments by the Parties).

C. The lead audit company shall reply to the Operator's response to an audit report within ninety (90) days of receipt, and the Operator

shall reply to the lead audit company's follow-up response within ninety (90) days of receipt; provided, however, each Non-Operator

shall have the right to represent itself if it disagrees with the lead audit company's position or believes the lead audit company is not

adequately fulfilling its duties. Unless otherwise provided for in Section 1.5.E, if the Operator fails to provide substantive response

to an exception within this ninety (90) day period, the Operator will owe interest on that exception or portion thereof, if ultimately

granted, from the date it received the audit report. Interest shall be calculated using the rate set forth in Section U.B (Advances and

Payments by the Parties).

D. If any Party fails to meet the deadlines in Sections 1.5.B or L5.C or if any audit issues are outstanding fifteen (15) months after

Operator receives the audit report, the Operator or any Non-Operator participating in the audit has the right to call a resolution

meeting, as set forth in this Section ISO or it may invoke the dispute resolution procedures included in the Agreement, if applicable.

The meeting will require one month's written notice to the Operator and all Non-Operators participating in the audit The meeting

shall be held at the Operator's office or mutually agreed location, and shall be attended by representatives of the Parties with

authority to resolve such outstanding issues. Any Party who fails to attend the resolution meeting shall be bound by any resolution

reached at the meeting. The lead audit company will make good faith efforts to coordinate the response and positions of the

Non-Operator participants throughout the resolution process; however, each Non-Operator shall have the right to represent itself

Attendees will make good faith efforts to resolve outstanding issues, and each Party will be required to present substantive infomlalion

supporting its position. A resolution meeting may be held as often as agreed to by the Parties. Issues unresolved at one meeting may

be discussed at subsequent meetings until each such issue is resolved.

If the Agreement contains no dispute resolution procedures and the audit issues cannot be resolved by negotiation, the dispute shall

be submitted to mediation. In such event, promptly following one Party's written request for mediation, the Parties to the dispute

shall choose a mutually acceptable mediator and share the costs of mediation services equally. The Parties shall each have present

at the mediation at least one individual who has the authority to settle the dispute. The Parties shall make reasonable efforts to

ensure that the mediation commences within sixty (60) days of the date of the mediation request Notwithstanding the above, any

Party may file a lawsuit or complaint (I) if the Parties are unable after reasonable efforts, to commence mediation within sixty (60)

days of the date of the mediation request, (2) for statute of limitations reasons, or (3) to seek a preliminary injunction or other

provisional judicial relief, if in its sole judgment an injunction or other provisional relief is necessary to avoid irreparable damage or

to preserve the status quo. Despite such action, the Parties shall continue to try to resolve the dispute by mediation.
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6. APPROVAL BY PARTIES

A. GENERAL MATTERS

Where an approval or other agreement of the Parties or Non-Operators is expressly required under other Sections of this Accounting

Procedure and if the Agreement to which this Accounting Procedure is attached contains no contrary provisions in regard thereto, the
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2

Operator shall notify all Non-Operators of the Operator's proposal and the agreement or approval of a majority in interest of the

Non-Operators shall be controlling on all Non-Operators.

4

6

7

This Section 1.6.A applies to specific situations of limited duration where a Party proposes to change the accounting for charges from

that prescribed in this Accounting Procedure. This provision does not apply to amendments to this Accounting Procedure, which are

covered by Section 1.6.8.

B. AMENDMENTS
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If the Agreement to which this Accounting Procedure is attached contains no contrary provisions in regard thereto, this Accounting

Procedure can be amended by an affirmative vote of Two 2 ) or more Parties, one of which is the Operator,

having a combined working interest of at least Seventy-five percent~%), which approval shall be binding on all Parties,

provided, however, approval of at least one (1) Non-Operator shall be required.

c. AFFILIATES

For the pUlllose of administering the voting procedures of Sections 1.6.A and 1.6.8, if Parties to this Agreement are Affiliates of each

other, then such Affiliates shall be combined and treated as a single Party having the combined working interest or Participating

Interest of such Affiliates.

For the pUllloses of administering the voting procedures in Section 1.6.A, if a Non-Operator is an Affiliate of the Operator, votes

under Section 1.6.A shall require the majority in interest of the Non-Operator(s) after excluding the interest of the Operator's

Affiliate.

25 II. DIRECT CHARGES

26

27 The Operator shall charge the Joint Account with the following items:

28

29 J. RENTALS AND ROYALTIES

30

Lease rentals and royalties paid by the Operator, on behalf of all Parties, for the Joint Operations.31

32

33 2. LABOR

34

35

36

37

38

.W

40

41

42

43

44

45

46

47

48

49

50

51

52

53

54

55

56

57

58

59

60

61

62

63

64

65

66

A. Salaries and wages, including incentive compensation programs as set forth in COPAS MFI-37 ("Chargeability of Incentive

Compensation Programs"), for:

(I) Operator's field employees directly employed On-site in the conduct of Joint Operations,

(2) Operator's employees directly employed on Shore Base Facilities, Offshore Facilities, or other facilities serving the Joint

Property if such costs are not charged under Section 1l.6 (Equipment and Facilities Furnished by Operator) or are not a

function covered under Section III (Overhead),

(3) Operator's employees providing First Level Supervision,

(4) Operator's employees providing On-site Technical Services for the Joint Property if such charges are excluded from the

overhead rates in Section III (Overhead),

(5) Operator's employees providing Off-site Technical Services for the Joint Property if such charges are excluded from the

overhead rates in Section III (Overhead).

Charges for the Operator's employees identified in Section 1I.2.A may be made based on the employee's actual salaries and wages,

or in lieu thereof, a day rate representing the Operator's average salaries and wages of the employee's specific job category.

Charges for personnel chargeable under this Section 11.2.A who are foreign nationals shall not exceed comparable compensation paid

to an equivalent U.S. employee pursuant to this Section 11.2, unless otherwise approved by the Parties pursuant to Section

1.6.A (General MaTters).

B. Operator's cost of holiday, vacation, sickness, and disability benefits, and other customary allowances paid to employees whose

salaries and wages are chargeable to the Joint Account under Section 11.2.A, excluding severance payments or other termination

allowances. Such costs under this Section 1I.2.B may be charged on a "when and as-paid basis" or by "percentage assessment" on the

amount of salaries and wages chargeable to the Joint Account under Section II.2.A. If percentage assessment is used, the rate shall

be based on the Operator's cost experience.

C. Expenditures or contributions made pursuant to assessments imposed by governmental authority that are applicable to costs

chargeable to the Joint Account under Sections II.2.A and B.
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D. Personal Expenses of personnel whose salaries and wages are chargeable to the Joint Account under Section II.2.A when the

expenses are incurred in connection with directly chargeable activities.

4

6

E. Reasonable relocation costs incurred in transferring to the Joint Property personnel whose salaries and wages are chargeable to the

Joint Account under Section II.2.A. Notwithstanding the foregoing, relocation costs that result from reorganization or merger of a

Party, or that are for the primary benefit of the Operator, shall not be chargeable to the Joint Account. Extraordinary relocation

costs, such as those incurred as a result of transfers from remote locations, such as Alaska or overseas, shall not be charged to the

Joint Account unless approved by the Parties pursuant to Section L6.A (General Matters).

9

10

11

12

13

14

F. Training costs as specified in COPAS MFI-35 ("Charging of Training Costs to the Joint Account") for personnel whose salaries and

wages are chargeable under Section IL2.A. This training charge shall include the wages, salaries, training course cost, and Personal

Expenses incurred during the training session. The training cost shall be charged or allocated to the property or properties directly

benefiting from the training. The cost of the training course shall not exceed prevailing commercial rates, where such rates are

available.

15

\6

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24 3.

G. Operator's current cost of established plans for employee benefits, as described in COPAS MFI-27 ("Employee Benefits Chargeable

to Joint Operations and Subject to Percentage Limitation"), applicable to the Operator's labor costs chargeable to the Joint Account

under Sections II.2.A and B based on the Operator's actual cost not to exceed the employee benefits limitation percentage most

recently recommended by COPAS.

H. Award payments to employees, in accordance with COPAS MFI-49 ("Awards to Employees and Contractors") for personnel whose

salaries and wages are chargeable under Section IL2.A.

MATERIAL

25

Material purchased or furnished by the Operator for use on the Joint Property in the conduct of Joint Operations as provided under Section

IV (Material Purchases, Transfers, and Dispositions). Only such Material shall be purchased for or transferred to the Joint Property as

may be required for immediate use or is reasonably practical and consistent with efficient and economical operations. The accumulation

of surplus stocks shall be avoided.

27

~6

28

29

30

31 4. TRANSPORTATION

5. SERVICES

I
I
I
i

i
i

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

4\

42

43

44

45

46

47

48

49

50

51

52

53

54

55

56

57

58

59

60

61

62

63

64

65

66

6.

A. Transportation of the Operator's, Operator's Affiliate's, or contractor's personnel necessary for Joint Operations.

B. Transportation of Material between the Joint Property and another property, or from the Operator's warehouse or other storage point

to the Joint Property, shall be charged to the receiving property using one of the methods listed below. Transportation of Material

from the Joint Property to the Operator's warehouse or other storage point shall be paid for by the Joint Property using one of the

methods listed below:

(I) If the actual trucking charge is less than or equal to the Excluded Amount the Operator may charge actual trucking cost or a

theoretical charge from the Railway Receiving Point to the Joint Property. The basis for the theoretical charge is the per

hundred weight charge plus fuel surcharges from the Railway Receiving Point to the Joint Property. The Operator shall

consistently apply the selected alternative.

(2) If the actual trucking charge is greater than the Excluded Amount, the Operator shall charge Equalized Freight. Accessorial

charges such as loading and unloading costs, split pick-up costs, detention, call out charges, and permit fees shall be charged

directly to the Joint Property and shall not be included when calculating the Equalized Freight.

The cost of contract services, equipment, and utilities used in the conduct of Joint Operations, except for contract services, equipment, and

utilities covered by Section III (Overhead), or Section 11.7 (Affiliates), or excluded under Section 11.9 (Legal Expense). Awards paid to

contractors shall be chargeable pursuant to COPAS MFI-49 ("Awards to Employees and Contractors").

The costs of third party Technical Services are chargeable to the extent excluded from the overhead rates under Section III (Overhead).

EQUIPMENT AND FACILITIES FURNISHED BY OPERATOR

In the absence of a separately negotiated agreement, equipment and facilities furnished by the Operator will be charged as follows:

A. The Operator shall charge the Joint Account for use of Operator-owned equipment and facilities, including but not limited to

production facilities, Shore Base Facilities, Offshore Facilities, and Field Offices, at rates commensurate with the costs of ownership

and operation. The cost of Field Offices shall be chargeable to the extent the Field Offices provide direct service to personnel who

are chargeable pursuant to Section II.2.A (Labor). Such rates may include labor, maintenance, repairs, other operating expense,

insurance, taxes, depreciation using straight line depreciation method, and interest on gross investment less accumulated depreciation

not to exceed Ten percent ( 10%) per annum; provided. however, depreciation shall not be charged when the
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equipment and facilities investment have been fully depreciated. The rate may include an element of the estimated cost for

abandonment, reclamation, and dismantlement. Such rates shall not exceed the average commercial rates currently prevailing in the

immediate area of the Joint Property.

4

B. In lieu of charges in Section 11.6.A above, the Operator may elect to use average commercial rates prevailing in the immediate area

of the Joint Property, less twenty percent (20%). If equipment and facilities are charged under this Section 1I.6.B, the Operator shall

adequately document and support commercial rates and shall periodically review and update the rate and the supporting

documentation. For automotive equipment, the Operator may elect to use rates published by the Petroleum Motor Transport

Association (PMTA) or such other organization recognized by COPAS as the official source of rates.

6

7

9

\0

II 7. AFFILIATES

If the Parties fail to designate an amount in Sections 11.7.A or 11.7.B, in each instance the amount deemed adopted by the Parties as a

result of such omission shall be the amount established as the Operator's expenditure limitation in the Agreement. If the Agreement

does not contain an Operator's expenditure limitation, the amount deemed adopted by the Parties as a result of such omission shall be

zero dollars ($ 0.00).

C. The cost of the Affiliate's goods or services shall not exceed average commercial rates prevailing in the area of the Joint Property,

unless the Operator obtains the Non-Operators' approval of such rates. The Operator shall adequately document and support

commercial rates and shall periodically review and update the rate and the supporting documentation; provided, however,

documentation of commercial rates shall not be required if the Operator obtains Non-Operator approval of its Affiliate's rates or

charges prior to billing Non-Operators for such Affiliate's goods and services. Notwithstanding the foregoing, direct charges for

Affiliate-owned communication facilities or systems shall be made pursuant to Section 11.12 (Communications).

A. Charges for an Affiliate's goods and/or services used in operations requiring an AFE or other authorization from the Non-Operators

may be made without the approval of the Parties provided (i) the Affiliate is identified and the Affiliate goods and services are

specifically detailed in the approved AFE or other authorization, and (ii) the total costs for such Affiliate's goods and services billed

to such individual project do not exceed $ 25,000.00 If the total costs for an Affiliate's goods and services charged to such

individual project are not specifically detailed in the approved AFE or authorization or exceed such amount, charges for such

Affiliate shall require approval of the Parties, pursuant to Section 1.6.A (General Malters).

B. For an Affiliate's goods and/or services used in operations not requiring an AFE or other authorization from the Non-Operators,

charges for such Affiliate's goods and services shall require approval of the Parties, pursuant to Section 1.6.A (General Matters), if the

charges exceed $ 250,000.00 in a given calendar year.

25

12

13

14

15

16

t 7

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

36 8. DAMAGES AND LOSSES TO JOINT PROPERTY

'i

:1

!

The Operator shall furnish the Non-Operator written notice of damages or losses incurred as soon as practicable after a report has been

received by the Operator.

All costs or expenses necessary for the repair or replacement of Joint Property resulting from damages or losses incurred, except to the

extent such damages or losses result from a Party's or Parties' gross negligence or willful misconduct, in which case such Party or Parties

shall be solely liable.

37

38

39

40

41

42

43

44

45 9. LEGAL EXPENSE

46

47

48

49

50

51

52

53

54

5S

S6

Recording fees and costs of handling, settling, or otherwise discharging litigation, claims, and liens incurred in or resulting from

operations under the Agreement, or necessary to protect or recover the Joint Property, to the extent permitted under the Agreement. Costs

of the Operator's or Affiliate's legal staff or outside attorneys, including fees and expenses, are not chargeable unless approved by the

Parties pursuant to Section 1.6.A (General Malters) or otherwise provided for in the Agreement.

Notwithstanding the foregoing paragraph, costs for procuring abstracts, fees paid to outside attorneys for title examinations (including

preliminary, supplemental, shut-in royalty opinions, division order title opinions), and curative work shall be chargeable to the extent

permitted as a direct charge in the Agreement.

S7 10. TAXES AND PERMITS

58

59 All taxes and permitting fees of every kind and nature, assessed or levied upon or in connection with the Joint Property, or the production

60 therefrom, and which have been paid by the Operator for the benefit of the Parties, including penalties and interest, except to the extent the

61 penalties and interest result from the Operator's gross negligence or willful misconduct.

62

63

64

6S

66

If ad valorem taxes paid by the Operator are based in whole or in part upon separate valuations of each Party's working interest, then

notwithstanding any contrary provisions, the charges to the Parties will be made in accordance with the tax value generated by each Party's

working interest.

I
I
I'
i
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'j

Costs of tax consultants or advisors, the Operator's employees, or Operator's Affiliate employees in matters regarding ad valorem or other

tax matters, are not permitted as direct charges unless approved by the Parties pursuant to Section 1.6.A (General Mailers).

4

6

7

Charges to the Joint Account resulting from sales/use tax audits, including extrapolated amounts and penalties and interest, are permitted,

provided the Non-Operator shall be allowed to review the invoices and other underlying source documents which served as the basis for

tax charges and to determine that the correct amount of taxes were charged to the Joint Account. If the Non-Operator is not permitted to

review such documentation, the sales/use tax amount shall not be directly charged unless the Operator can conclusively document the

amount owed by the Joint Account.

9

10 II. INSURANCE

I
I

Net premiums paid for insurance required to be canied for Joint Operations for the protection of the Parties. If Joint Operations are

conducted at locations where the Operator acts as self-insurer in regard to its worker's compensation and employer's liability insurance

obligation, the Operator shall charge the Joint Account manual rates for the risk assumed in its self-insurance program as regulated by the

jurisdiction governing the Joint Property. [n the case of offshore operations in federal waters, the manual rates of the adjacent state shall be

used for personnel performing work On-site, and such rates shall be adjusted for offshore operations by the U.S. Longshoreman and

Harbor Workers (USL&H) or Jones Act surcharge, as appropriate.

II

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19 12. COMMUNICATIONS

·i.

documentation.

Costs of acquiring, leasing, installing, operating, repairing, and maintaining communication facilities or systems, including satellite, radio

and microwave facilities, between the Joint Property and the Operator's office(s) directly responsible for field operations in accordance

with the provisions of COPAS MFI-44 ("Field Computer and Communication Systems"). If the communications facilities or systems

serving the Joint Property are Operator-owned, charges to the Joint Account shall be made as provided in Section 11.6 (Equipment and

Facilities Furnished by Operator). If the communication facilities or systems serving the Joint Property are owned by the Operator's

Affiliate, charges to the Joint Account shall not exceed average commercial rates prevailing in the area of the Joint Property. The Operator

shall adequately document and support commercial rates and shall periodically review and update the rate and the supporting

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30 13. ECOLOGICAL, ENVIRONMENTAL, AND SAFETY

Costs to provide or have available pollution containment and removal equipment plus actual costs of control and cleanup and resulting

responsibilities of oil and other spills as well as discharges from permitted outfalls as required by applicable Laws, or other pollution

containment and removal equipment deemed appropriate by the Operator for prudent operations, are directly chargeable.

Costs incurred for Technical Services and drafting to comply with ecological, environmental and safety Laws or standards recommended by

Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) or other regulatory authorities. All other labor and functions incurred for

ecological, environmental and safety matters, including management, administration, and permitting, shall be covered by Sections 11.2

(Labor), 11.5 (Services), or Section III (Overhead), as applicable..,
'j

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

41 14. ABANDONMENT AND RECLAMATION

42

Costs incurred for abandonment and reclamation of the Joint Property, including costs required by lease agreements or by Laws.43

44

45 15. OTHER EXPENDITURES

III. OVERHEAD

Any other expenditure not covered or dealt with in the foregoing provisions of this Section II (Direct Charges), or in Section III

(Overhead) and which is of direct benefit to the Joint Property and is incurred by the Operator in the necessary and proper conduct of the

Joint Operations. Charges made under this Section 11.15 shall require approval of the Parties, pursuant to Section 1.6.A (General Mailers).

46

47

48

49

50

51

52

53

54 As compensation for costs not specifically identified as chargeable to the Joint Account pursuant to Section II (Direct Charges), the Operator

55 shall charge the Joint Account in accordance with this Section III.

56

57 Functions included in the overhead rates regardless of whether performed by the Operator, Operator's Affiliates or third parties and regardless

58 of location, shall include, but not be limited to, costs and expenses of:

59

60

61

62

63

64

65

66

• warehousing, other than for warehouses that are jointly owned under this Agreement

design and drafting (except when allowed as a direct charge under Sections 11.13, III.I.A(ii), and III.2, Option B)

inventory costs not chargeable under Section V (Inventories ofControllable Material)

procurement

administration

accounting and auditing

gas dispatching and gas chart integration
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;1

2

4

6

human resources

• management

supervision not directly charged under Section II.2 (Labor)

legal services not directly chargeable under Section 11.9 (Legal Expense)

taxation, other than those costs identified as directly chargeable under Section II. I0 (Taxes and Permits)

preparation and monitoring of permits and certifications; preparing regulatory reports; appearances before or meetings with

governmental agencies or other authorities having jurisdiction over the Joint Property, other than On-site inspections; reviewing,

interpreting, or submitting comments on or lobbying with respect to Laws or proposed Laws.

9
10 Overhead charges shall include the salaries or wages plus applicable payroll burdens, benefits, and Personal Expenses of personnel perfomling

II overhead functions, as well as office and other related expenses of overhead functions.

12

13 1. OVERHEAD-DRILLING AND PRODUCING OPERATIONS

14

A TECHNICAL SERVICES

o (Alternative 1 - Direct) shall be charged direct to the Joint Account.

o (Alternative 2 - Overhead) shall be covered by the overhead rates.

o (Alternative 1 - All Overhead) shall be covered by the overhead rates.

o (Alternative 3 - Drilling Direct) shall be charged direct to the Joint Account, 2!!.!.Y to the extent such Technical Services

are directly attributable to drilling, redrilling, deepening, or sidetracking operations, through completion, temporary

abandonment, or abandonment if a dry hole. Off-site Technical Services for all other operations, including workover,

recompletion, abandonment of producing wells, and the construction or expansion of fixed assets not covered by Section

111.2 (Overhead - Major Construction and Catastrophe) shall be covered by the overhead rates.

o (Alternative 2 - All Direct) shall be charged direct to the Joint Account.

(ii) Except as otherwise provided in Section 11.13 (Ecological, Environmental, and Safety) and Section 111.2 (Overhead - Major

Constroction and Catastrophe), or by approval of the Parties pursuant to Section 1.6.A (General Matters), the salaries, wages,

related payroll burdens and benefits, and Personal Expenses for Off-site Technical Services, including third party Technical

Services:

(i) Except as otherwise provided in Section 11.13 (Ecological Environmental. and Safety) and Section 111.2 (Overhead - Major

Consl11lction and Catastrophe), or by approval of the Parties pursuant to Section 1.6.A (General Matters), the salaries, wages,

related payroll burdens and benefits, and Personal Expenses for On-site Technical Services, including third party Technical

Services:

o (Alternative 1) Fixed Rate Basis, Section III.I.B.

o (Alternative 2) Percentage Basis, Section III.I.C.

Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in this Section III, Technical Services provided by Operator's Aftlliates are subject to limitations

set forth in Section II.? (Affiliates). Charges for Technical personnel performing non-technical work shall not be governed by this Section

IlI.I.A, but instead governed by other provisions of this Accounting Procedure relating to the type of work being performed.

As compensation for costs incurred but not chargeable under Section II (Direct Charges) and not covered by other provisions of this

Section 111, the Operator shall charge on either:

\5

16

17

\8

\9

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

41

42

43

44

45

46

47

48

49

50

5\ B. OVERHEAD-FIXED RATE BASIS

52

53

54

55

56

57

58

59

60

61

62

63

64

65

66

(I) The Operator shall charge the Joint Account at the following rates per well per month:

Drilling Well Rate per month $--,5""""OO~O"".O",O,,-- (prorated for less than a full month)

Producing Well Rate per month $-,-7",50~.",O",-O _

(2) Application of Overhead-Drilling Well Rate shall be as follows:

(a) Charges for onshore drilling wells shall begin on the spud date and terminate on the date the drilling and/or completion

equipment used on the well is released, whichever occurs later. Charges for offshore and inland waters drilling wells shall

begin on the date the drilling or completion equipment arrives on location and terminate on the date the drilling or completion

equipment moves off location, or is released, whichever occurs first. No charge shall be made during suspension of drilling

and/or completion operations for fifteen (15) or more consecutive calendar days.
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2

4

(b) Charges for any well undergoing any type of workover, recomplelion, and/or abandonment for a period of five (5) or more

consecutive work-days shall be made al the Drilling Well Rate, Such charges shall be applied for the period from date

operations, with rig or other units used in operations, commence through date of rig or other unit release, except that no charges

shall be made during suspension of operations for tifteen (15) or more consecutive calendar days,

6 (3) Application of Overhead-Producing Well Rate shall be as follows:

, ', ,

9

10

II

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

(a) An active well that is produced, injected into for recovery or disposal, or used to obtain water supply to support operations for

any portion of the month shall be considered as a one-well charge for the entire month,

(b) Each active completion in a multi-completed well shall be considered as a one-well charge provided each completion is

considered a separate well by the governing regulatory authority,

(c) A one-well charge shall be made for the month in which plugging and abandonment operations are completed on any well,

unless the Drilling Well Rate applies, as provided in Sections III. 1.B.(2)(a) or (b). This one-well charge shall be made whether

or not the well has produced,

(d) An active gas well shut in because of overproduction or failure of a purchaser, processor, or transporter to take production shall

be considered as a one-well charge provided the gas well is directly connected to a pennanent sales outlet

(e) Any well not meeting the criteria set forth in Sections IlL 1.8,(3) (a), (b), (c), or (d) shall not qualify for a producing overhead

charge,

(4) The well rates shall be adjusted on the first day of April each year following the effective date of the Agreement; provided,

however, if this Accounting Procedure is attached to or otherwise governing the payout accounting under a fannout agreement, the

rates shall be adjusted on the first day of April each year following the effective date of such fannout agreement The adjustment

shall be computed by applying the adjustment factor most recently published by COPAS, The adjusted rates shall be the initial or

amended rates agreed to by the Parties increased or decreased by the adjustment factor described herein, for each year from the

effective date of such rates, in accordance with COPAS MFI-47 ("Adjustment of Overhead Rates"),

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31 C. OVERHEAD-PERCENTAGE BASIS

:1

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

41

42

43

44

45

46

47

48

49

50

51

52

53

54

(I) 0fleralor sAall eAarge lAe loiol Aeeo~ifllallAe followiog rales:

(a) De'o'eloflmeol Rale flereeol C::=) % of lAe eosl of aeyelOflmeol of tAe loim Profler!y, eJ,elllsive of eos15

flro,'iaea 1l0aer Seolion 11.9 (begat Expense) aoa all Malerial salYage ereaits.

(a) 0fleraliog Rale pereeol ( %) of lAe eosl of operaliog IRe loiol Property, e),OlllSive of eosts

proyiaea lloaer Seelioos 11.1 (Rentats flRd R8J'alties) aoa 11.9 (begat Expense); all Malerial salvage ereaits; IAe vallle

of sllaslaoees pllreAasea for eOAaoeea reeoyery; all property aoa aa yalorem lalles, aoa aoy olAer ta)leS aoa assessmeo15 lAal

are le\'iea, assessea, ana flaia llpOO lAe mineral ioleresl in aoa 10 llle loiot ProfleFt)',

(2) Appliealioo of OverIleaa Pereefltage Basis sAall ae as follows:

(a) The Developmenl Rale sAall ae appliea to all eos15 io eonoeetioo wilA:

[il arilliog, rearilliog, siaetTael,iog, or aeepeoiog of a well

[ii] a welliloaergoiog pillgaael, or wor!co\'er ofleralions for a perioa of five (5) or more eOllseelltive -,.'ork aa)'s

[iii] prelimiflaF)' e),peflaitllres oeeessaF)' io preflaralioo for arilliog

[i,'] e),peoaitllres ioellFfea in aaaoaooiog wAeo IAe well is 001 eompletea as a flroalleer

["J eonslFllslion or iostallalioo of {iRea asse15, lAe eJlflallSion of fil,ea assets aoa ao)' olAer projeel elearl)' aiseemiale as a

{ixea assel, olAer lAao Major Conslrlle!ioo or CatastTopAe as ae{iflea io Seelioo m.2 (Overhead Majer CenslrllCtiell

BRIt CBtBst'''fJphe).

55

56

57

(a) The Operaling Rale sllall ae aflflliea 10 all olAer eos15 in eOlloeelion 'NitA loint Operalioos, eJleeflt lAose sllajeel 10 Seelioo 111.2

(O'ie"',~ead Majer Censtruetien and CeulSl,"fJPhe).

58 2. OVERHEAD-MAJOR CONSTRUCTION AND CATASTROPHE

59

60 To compensate the Operator for overhead costs incurred in connection with a Major Construction project or Catastrophe, the Operator

61 shall either negotiate a rate prior to the beginning of the project, or shall charge the Joint Account for overhead based on the follo\\ing

62 rates for any Major Construction project in excess of the Operator's expenditure limit under the Agreement, or for any Catastrophe

63 regardless of the amount If the Agreement to which this Accounting Procedure is attached does not contain an expenditure limit, Major

64 Construction Overhead shall be assessed for any single Major Construction project costing in excess of $ I00,000 gross.

65

66
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Major Construction shall mean the construction and installation of fixed assets, the expansion of fixed assets, and any other project clearly

discernible as a fixed asset required for the development and operation of the Joint Property, or in the dismantlement, abandonment,

removal, and restoration of platforms, production equipment, and other operating facilities.

4

Catastrophe is defined as a sudden calamitous event bringing damage, loss, or destruction to property or the environment, such as an oil

6 spill, blowout, explosion, fire, storm, hurricane, or other disaster. The overhead rate shall be applied to those costs necessary to restore the

Joint Property to the equivalent condition that existed prior to the event.

I. DIRECT PURCHASES

3. AMENDMENT OF OVERHEAD RATES

IV. MATERIAL PURCHASES, TRANSFERS, AND DISPOSITIONS

On each project, the Operator shall advise the Non-Operator(s) in advance which of the above options shall apply.

_--,,-2__% of total costs in excess of $1 ,000,000.

_--,,-3__% of total costs in excess of $100,000 but less than $1,000,000; plus

_--'5'--__% of total costs ifsuch costs are less than $100,000; plus

_--'3'--__% of total costs in excess of $1 ,000,000.

_-'5<--__% of total costs if such costs are less than $100,000; plus

_--'3'--__% of total costs in excess of $1 00,000 but less than $1,000,000; plus

(1 )

(2)

(3)

(I)

(2)

(3)

Total cost shall mean the gross cost of anyone project. For the purpose of this paragraph, the component parts of a single Major

Construction project shall not be treated separately, and the cost of drilling and workover wells and purchasing and installing pumping

units and downhole artificial lift equipment shall be excluded. For Catastrophes, the rates shall be applied to all costs associated with each

single occurrence or event.

The overhead rates provided for in this Section III may be amended from time to time if, in practice, the rates are found to be insufficient

or excessive, in accordance with the provisions of Section 1.6.8 (Amendments).

For the purposes of calculating Catastrophe Overhead, the cost of drilling relief wells, substitute wells, or conducting other well operations

directly resulting from the catastrophic event shall be included. Expenditures to which these rates apply shall not be reduced by salvage or

insurance recoveries. Expenditures that qualify for Major Construction or Catastrophe Overhead shall not qualify for overhead under any

other overhead provisions.

In the event of any conflict between the provisions of this Section lII.2 and the provisions of Sections Il.2 (Labor), 1l.5 (Services), or 11.7

(Affiliates), the provisions of this Section 1l1.2 shall govern.

A. If the Operator absorbs the engineering, design and drafting costs related to the project:

B. If the Operator charges engineering, design and drafting costs related to the project directly to the Joint Account:

Direct purchases shall be charged to the Joint Account at the price paid by the Operator after deduction of all discounts received. The

Operator shall make good faith efforts to take discounts offered by suppliers, but shall not be liable for failure to take discounts except to

the extent such failure was the result of the Operator's gross negligence or willful misconduct. A direct purchasc shall be deemed to occur

when an agreement is made between an Operator and a third party for the acquisition of Material for a specific well site or location.

Material provided by the Operator under "vendor stocking programs," where the initial use is for a Joint Property and title of the Material

does not pass from the manufacturer, distributor, or agent until usage, is considered a direct purchase. If Material is found to be defective

or is returned to the manufacturer, distributor, or agent for any other reason, credit shall be passed to the Joint Account within sixty (60)

days after the Operator has received adjustment from the manufacturer, distributor, or agent.

The Operator is responsible for Joint Account Material and shall make proper and timely charges and credits for direct purchases, transfers, and

dispositions. The Operator shall provide all Material for use in the conduct of Joint Operations; however, Material may be supplied by the Non

Operators, at the Operator's option. Material furnished by any Party shall be furnished without any express or implied warranties as to quality,

fitness for use, or any other matter.
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2. TRANSFERS

2

COPAS 2005 Accounting Procedure
Recommended by COPAS, Inc.

A transfer is determined to occur when the Operator (i) furnishes Material from a storage facility or from another operated property, (ii) has

4 assumed liability for the storage costs and changes in value, and (iii) has previously secured and held title to the transferred Material.

Similarly, the removal of Material from the Joint Property to a storage facility or to another operated property is also considered a transfer;

6 provided, however, Material that is moved from the Joint Property to a storage location for safe-keeping pending disposition may remain

charged to the Joint Account and is not considered a transfer. Material shall be disposed of in accordance with Section IV.3 (Disposition of

Swplus) and the Agreement to which this Accounting Procedure is attached.

,;

I
I
Ii
i

I
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A. PRICING

The value of Material transferred to/from the Joint Property should generally reflect the market value on the date of physical transfer.

Regardless of the pricing method used, the Operator shall make available to the Non-Operators sufficient documentation to verify the

Material valuation. When higher than specification grade or size tubulars are used in the conduct of Joint Operations, the Operator

shall charge the Joint Account at the equivalent price for well design specification tubulars, unless such higher specification grade or

sized tubulars are approved by the Parties pursuant to Section 1.6.A (General Matters). Transfers of new Material will be priced

using one of the following pricing methods; provided, however, the Operator shall use consistent pricing methods, and not alternate

between methods for the purpose of choosing the method most favorable to the Operator for a specific transfer:

(I) Using published prices in effect on date of movement as adjusted by the appropriate COPAS Historical Price Multiplier (HPM)

or prices provided by the COPAS Computerized Equipment Pricing System (CEPS).

(a) For oil country tubulars and line pipe, the published price shall be based upon eastern mill carload base prices (Houston,

Texas, for special end) adjusted as of date of movement, plus transportation cost as defined in Section IV.2.B (Freight).

(b) For other Material, the published price shall be the published list price in effect at date of movement, as listed by a Supply

Store nearest the Joint Property where like Material is normally available, or point of manufacture plus transportation

costs as defined in Section IV.2.B (Freight).

(2) Based on a price quotation from a vendor that reflects a current realistic acquisition cost.

(3) Based on the amount paid by the Operator for like Material in the vicinity of the Joint Property within the previous twelve (12)

months from the date of physical transfer.

(4) As agreed to by the Participating Parties for Material being transferred to the Joint Property, and by the Parties owning the

Material for Material being transferred from the Joint Property.

B. FREIGHT

Transportation costs shall be added to the Material transfer price using the method prescribed by the COPAS Computerized

Equipment Pricing System (CEPS). If not using CEPS, transportation costs shall be calculated as follows:

(1) Transportation costs for oil country tubulars and line pipe shall be calculated using the distance from eastern mill to the

Railway Receiving Point based on the carload weight basis as recommended by the COPAS MFI-38 ("Material Pricing

Manual") and other COPAS MFls in effect at the time of the transfer.

(2) Transportation costs for special mill items shall be calculated from that mill's shipping point 10 the Railway Receiving Point.

For transportation costs from other than eastern mills, the 30,OOO-pound interstate truck rate shall be used. Transportation costs

for macaroni tubing shall be calculated based on the interstate truck rate per weight of tubing transferred to the Railway

Receiving Point.

(3) Transportation costs for special end tubular goods shall be calculated using the interstate truck rate from Houston, Texas, to the

Railway Receiving Point.

(4) Transportation costs for Material other than that described in Sections IV.2.B.(1) through (3), shall be calculated from the

Supply Store or point of manufacture, whichever is appropriate, to the Railway Receiving Point

Regardless of whether using CEPS or manually calculating transportation costs, transportation costs from the Railway Receiving Point

to the Joint Property are in addition to the foregoing, and may be charged to the Joint Account based on actual costs incurred. All

transportation costs are subject to Equalized Freight as provided in Section 11.4 (Transportation) of this Accounting Procedure.

C. TAXES

Sales and use taxes shall be added to the Material transfer price using either the method contained in the COPAS Computerized

Equipment Pricing System (CEPS) or the applicable tax rate in effect for the Joint Property at the time and place of transfer. In either

case, the Joint Account shall be charged or credited at the rate that would have governed had the Material been a direct purchase.

COPYRIGHT © 2005 by Council of Petroleum Accountants Societies, Inc. (COPAS)
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D. CONDITION

COPAS 2005 Accounting Procedure
Recommended by COPAS, Inc.

: I

(I) Condition "A" - New and unused Material in sound and serviceable condition shall be charged at one hundred percent (100%)

of the price as determined in Sections IV.2.A (Pricing), IV.2.B (Freight), and IV.2.C (Taxes). Material transferred from the

Joint Property that was not placed in service shall be credited as charged without gain or loss; provided, however, any unused

Material that was charged to the Joint Account through a direct purchase will be credited to the Joint Account at the original

cost paid less restocking fees charged by the vendor. New and unused Material transferred from the Joint Property may be

credited at a price other than the price originally charged to the Joint Account provided such price is approved by the Parties

owning such Material, pursuant to Section L6.A (General MalleI's). All refurbishing costs required or necessary to return the

Material to original condition or to correct handling, transportation, or other damages will be borne by the divesting property.

The Joint Account is responsible for Material preparation, handling, and transportation costs for new and unused Material

charged to the Joint Property either through a direct purchase or transfer. Any preparation costs incurred, including any internal

or external coating and wrapping, will be credited on new Material provided these services were not repeated for such Material

for the receiving property.

(2) Condition "B" - Used Material in sound and serviceable condition and suitable for reuse without reconditioning shall be priced

by multiplying the price determined in Sections IV.2.A (Pricing), IV.2.B (Freight), and IV.2.C (Taxes) by seventy-five percent

(75%).

Except as provided in Section IV.2.D(3), all reconditioning costs required to return the Material to Condition "B" or to correct

handling, transportation or other damages will be borne by the divesting property.

If the Material was originally charged to the Joint Account as used Material and placed in service for the Joint Property, the

Material will be credited at the price determined in Sections IV.2.A (Pricing), IV.2.B (Freight), and IV.2.C (Taxes) multiplied

by sixty-five percent (65%).

Unless otherwise agreed to by the Parties that paid for such Material, used Material transferred from the Joint Property that was

not placed in service on the property shall be credited as charged without gain or loss.

(3) Condition "c" - Material that is not in sound and serviceable condition and not suitable for its original function until after

reconditioning shall be priced by multiplying the price determined in Sections IV.2.A (Pricing), IV.2.B (Freight), and IV.2.C

(Taxes) by fifty percent (50%).

The cost of reconditioning may be charged to the receiving property to the extent Condition "c" value, plus cost of

reconditioning, does not exceed Condition "B" value.

(4) Condition "D" - Material that (i) is no longer suitable for its original purpose but useable for some other purpose, (ii) is

obsolete, or (iii) does not meet original specifications but still has value and can be used in other applications as a substitute for

items with different specifications, is considered Condition "D" Material. Casing, tubing, or drill pipe used as line pipe shall be

priced as Grade A and B seamless line pipe of comparable size and weight. Used casing, tubing, or drill pipe utilized as line

pipe shall be priced at used line pipe prices. Casing, tubing, or drill pipe used as higher pressure service lines than standard line

pipe, e.g., power oil lines, shall be priced under normal pricing procedures for casing, tubing, or drill pipe. Upset tubular goods

shall be priced on a non-upset basis. For other items, the price used should result in the Joint Account being charged or credited

with the value of the service rendered or use of the Material, or as agreed to by the Parties pursuant to Section 1.6.A (General

Mailers).

(5) Condition "E" - Junk shall be priced at prevailing scrap value prices.

E. OTHER PRICING PROVISIONS

(I) Preparation Costs

Subject to Section II (Direct Charges) and Section III (Overhead) of this Accounting Procedure, costs incurred by the Operator

in making Material serviceable including inspection, third party surveillance services, and other similar services will be charged

to the Joint Account at prices which reflect the Operator's actual costs of the services. Documentation must be provided to the

Non-Operators upon request to support the cost of service. New coating and/or wrapping shall be considered a component of

the Materials and priced in accordance with Sections IV. I (Direct Purchases) or IV.2.A (Pricing), as applicable. No charges or

credits shall be made for used coating or wrapping. Charges and credits for inspections shall be made in accordance with

COPAS MFl-38 ("Material Pricing Manual").

(2) Loading and Unloading Costs

Loading and unloading costs related to the movement of the Material to the Joint Property shall be charged in accordance with

the methods specified in COPAS MFI-38 ("Material Pricing Manual").
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3. DISPOSITION OF SURPLUS

2

4

5

6

7

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

Surplus Material is that Material, whether new or used, that is no longer required for Joint Operations. The Operator may purchase, but

shall be under no obligation to purchase, the interest of the Non-Operators in surplus Material.

Dispositions for the purpose of this procedure are considered to be the relinquishment of title of the Material from the Joint Property to

either a third party, a Non-Operator, or to the Operator. To avoid the accumulation of surplus Material, the Operator should make good

faith efforts to dispose of surplus within twelve (12) months through buy/sale agreements, trade, sale to a third party, division in kind, or

other dispositions as agreed to by the Parties.

Disposal of surplus Materials shall be made in accordance with the terms of the Agreement to which this Accounting Procedure is

attached. If the Agreement contains no provisions governing disposal of surplus Material, the following terms shall apply:

The Operator may, through a sale to an unrelated third party or entity, dispose of surplus Material having a gross sale value that

is less than or equal to the Operator's expenditure limit as set forth in the Agreement to which this Accounting Procedure is

attached without the prior approval of the Parties owning such Material.

If the gross sale value exceeds the Agreement expenditure limit, the disposal must be agreed to by the Parties owning such

Material.

20

Operator may dispose of Condition "0" or "E" Material under procedures normally utilized by Operator without prior approval

of the Parties owning such Material.

Operator may purchase surplus Condition "A" or "B" Material without approval of the Parties owning such Material, based on

the pricing methods set forth in Section !V.2 (Transfers).

Operator may purchase Condition "C" Material without prior approval of the Parties owning such Material if the value of the

Materials, based on the pricing methods set forth in Section !V.2 (Transfers), is less than or equal to the Operator's expenditure

limitation set forth in the Agreement. The Operator shall provide documentation supporting the classification of the Material as

Condition C.

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

32 4. SPECIAL PRICING PROVISIONS

Mill rejects purchased as "limited service" casing or tubing shall be priced at eighty percent (80%) of K-55/J-55 price as determined in

Section IV.2 (Transfers). Line pipe converted to casing or tubing with casing or tubing couplings attached shall be priced as K-55/J

55 casing or tubing at the nearest size and weight.

Items fabricated by the Operator's employees, or by contract laborers under the direction of the Operator, shall be priced using the

value of the Material used to construct the item plus the cost of labor to fabricate the item. If the Material is from the Operator's

scrap or junk account, the Material shall be priced at either twenty-five percent (25%) of the current price as determined in Section

IV.2.A (Pricing) or scrap value, whichever is higher. In no event shall the amount charged exceed the value of the item

commensurate with its use.

Whenever Material is available only at inflated prices due to national emergencies, strikes, government imposed foreign trade

restrictions, or other unusual causes over which the Operator has no control, for direct purchase the Operator may charge the Joint

Account for the required Material at the Operator's actual cost incurred in providing such Material, making it suitable for use, and

moving it to the Joint Property. Material transferred or disposed of during premium pricing situations shall be valued in accordance

with Section IV.2 (Transfers) or Section !V.3 (Disposition ofSurplus), as applicable.

V. INVENTORIES OF CONTROLLABLE MATERIAL

A. PREMIUM PRICING

B. SHOP-MADE ITEMS

C. MILL REJECTS

33
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60 The Operator shall maintain records of Controllable Material charged to the Joint Account, with sufficient detail to perform physical inventories.
61

62 Adjustments to the Joint Account by the Operator resulting from a physical inventory of Controllable Material shall be made within twelve (12)

63 months following the taking of the inventory or receipt of Non-Operator inventory report. Charges and credits for overages or shortages will be

64 valued for the Joint Account in accordance with Section !V.2 (Transfers) and shall be based on the Condition "B" prices in effect on the date of

65 physical inventory unless the inventorying Parties can provide sufficient evidence another Material condition applies.
66
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1 I. DIRECTED INVENTORIES

2

Physical inventories shall be performed by the Operator upon written request of a majority in working interests of the Non-Operators

(hereinafter, "directed inventory"); provided, however, the Operator shall not be required to perform directed inventories more frequently

than once every five (5) years. Directed inventories shall be commenced within one hundred eighty (180) days after the Operator receives

written notice that a majority in interest of the Non-Operators has requested the inventory. All Parties shall be governed by the results of

any directed inventory.

A. A per diem rate for each inventory person, representative of actual salaries, wages, and payroll burdens and benefits of the personnel

performing the inventory or a rate agreed to by the Parties pursuant to Section I.6.A (General Mailers). The per diem rate shall also

be applied to a reasonable number of days for pre-inventory work and report preparation.

Expenses of directed inventories will be borne by the Joint Account; provided, however, costs associated with any post-report follow-up

work in settling the inventory will be absorbed by the Party incurring such costs. The Operator is expected to exercise judgment in keeping

expenses within reasonable limits. Any anticipated disproportionate or extraordinary costs should be discussed and agreed upon prior to

commencement of the inventory. Expenses of directed inventories may include the following:

B. Actual transportation costs and Personal Expenses for the inventory team.

C. Reasonable charges for report preparation and distribution to the Non-Operators.

4
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22 2. NON-DIRECTED INVENTORIES
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A. OPERATOR fNVENTORIES
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Physical inventories that are not requested by the Non-Operators may be performed by the Operator, at the Operator's discretion. The

expenses of conducting such Operator-initiated inventories shall not be charged to the Joint Account.

B. NON-OPERATOR lNVENTORlES

Subject to the terms of the Agreement to which this Accounting Procedure is attached, the Non-Operators may conduct a physical

inventory at reasonable times at their sole cost and risk after giving the Operator at least ninety (90) days prior written notice. The

Non-Operator inventory report shall be furnished to the Operator in wTiting within ninety (90) days of completing the inventory

fieldwork.

C. SPECIAL fNVENTORlES

The expense of conducting inventories other than those described in Sections V.I (Directed Inventories), V.2.A (Operator

Inventories), or V.2.B (Non-Operator Inventories), shall be charged to the Party requesting such inventory; provided, however,

inventories required due to a change of Operator shall be charged to the Joint Account in the same manner as described in Section

V.I (Directed Inventories).
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EXHIBIT "0"

Attached to and made a part of that certain Joint Operating Agreement,
Dated April 25, 2008, by and between

Fidelity Exploration and Production Company, as Operator and
Twilight Resources, LLC, as Non-Operator.

INSURANCE
OPERATOR, during the term of this Agreement, shall provide or carry insurance for the benefit

and at the joint expense of the parties hereto as follows:

(A) Workmen's Compensation and employers liability insurance in compliance with
the minimum statutory limits for the State of Utah..

(B) General Liability Insurance with limits of not less than $1,000,000 per
OCCUlTence and $2,000,000 aggregate.

(C) Automobile Liability Insurance with a combined single limit of $1 ,000,000 each
occurrence, and including hired and non-owned auto liability coverage.

(D) Excess Liability (Umbrella Form) Insurance with limits of not less than
$5,000,000 per occurrence and $5,000,000 in the aggregate.

(E) Operator shall carry Control of Well Insurance, including control, redrilling,
seepage, pollution and underground blowout with a minimum limit of not less
than $10,000,000 at 8/8/ths (100% working interest basis).

The Non-Operators shall be named as additional insureds under all policies of insurance and shall be
furnished with insurance certificates evidencing the requisite insurance policies are in full force and
effect. The insurance described above shall be calTied at the joint expense of the parties hereto, and all
premiums and other costs and expenses related hereto shall be charged to the Joint Account. Losses not
covered by Operator's insurance (or by insurance required by this Agreement to be canied for the
benefit and at the expense of the parties hereto) shall be charged to the joint account.

Non-Operator may elect to be excluded from the insurance described in paragraphs B through D
above in accordance with the following paragraph. Non-Operator may be excluded from Operator's
coverage described in paragraphs B through D above only after furnishing:

1. Express written election to be excluded; and

2. An Insurance cenificate reflecting CUlTent and adequate coverage for its participation
interest or notice of its self insurance program for those portions of the coverages not
reflected on the Certificate of Insurance.

Non-Operators shall be covered by and pay their proportionate share of the cost of Operator's
Control of Well Insurance unless, prior to the spudding of any well drilled hereunder, such Non
Operator shall furnish Operator with evidence (insurance certificate) that it canies for its own account
such insurance with minimum limits corresponding to those provided for in Operator's policy.

Operator shall require all contractors working or perfOlming services hereunder to comply with
Worker's Compensation and Employer's Liability laws, both state and federal, and said contractors
working or performing other services shall procure and maintain Comprehensive General Liability
insurance with policy limits of at least $1,000,000 per occurrence and said policy, or policies, shall
include contractual liability assumed under any contract as between the contractor and Operator, and
calTy such other insurance as Operator deems necessary.

AT ALL TIMES WIDLE OPERATIONS ARE BEING CONDUCTED UNDER THIS
AGREEMENT, OPERATOR, OR THE DESIGNATED OPERATOR FOR THE ACCOUNT OF
THE NON-OPERATORS, SHALL MAINTAIN INSURANCE IN ACCORDANCE WITH TillS
EXIDBIT.
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EXHIBIT"E"

Attached to and made a part of that certain Joint Operating Agreement,
Dated April 25, 2008, by and between

Fidelity Exploration & Production Company, as Operator and
Twilight Resources, LLC, as Non-Operator.

GAS BALANCING AGREEMENT

Subject to and under the terms of the Joint Operating Agreement to which this Agreement is
attached as Exhibit "E" (the "Operating Agreement"), the parties hereto own and are entitled to share
in the oil and gas production from the Contract Area (as defined in the Operating Agreement) in
accordance with their respective interests as set forth in the Operating Agreement. Each patty has
made or will make arrangements to sell or utilize its share of the gas production; however, it is
recognized that one or more of the patties may be unable from time to time to take in kind or
otherwise dispose of its interest in the gas production. In order to permit each party to produce and
utilize or dispose of its interest in the gas production with as much flexibility as possible, the parties
hereto have agreed as follows:

1. The term "Percentage Interest" means the percentage ownership interest of each party
as determined in the Operating Agreement. The term "Accumulated Underproduction"
means the amount by which the cumulative volume for gas taken by a party is less than the
cumulative volume that party was entitled to take according to its Percentage Interest; the
telm "Accumulated Overproduction" means the amount by which the cumulative volume of
gas taken by a party exceeds the cumulative volume that party was entitled to take according
to its Percentage Interest; the term "Underproduced Party" means a party credited with
Accumulated Underproduction; the term "Overproduced Party" means a party charged with
Accumulated Overproduction; the term "Make-up Gas" means the volume of gas taken by an
Underproduced Party to make up Accumulated Underproduction pursuant to paragraph 4
below.

2. From and after the date of initial delivery of gas from the Contract Area, during any
period when any pmty is taking less than its full Percentage Interest share of the gas
production, the other party or parties shall produce from the Contract Area and take or
deliver to a purchaser their pro rata share of all or any part of that portion of the allowable
gas production that is not then being produced as a result of a party taking less than its full
share; provided, however, that no party shall be entitled to take or deliver to a purchaser gas
production in excess of 200% of its share of the allowable gas production assigned thereto
by the regulatory body having jurisdiction unless that party is an Underproduced Party. The
parties hereto shall share in and own the liquid hydrocarbons recovered from such gas by
lease equipment in accordance with their respective interest in the Contract Area as set forth
in said Operating Agreement, but the party or parties taking gas shall own all of such gas
delivered to its or their purchaser(s).

3. The Operator shall maintain an account of the gas balance as between the parties
hereto and will fumish each party monthly statements showing the total quantity of gas
produced, the portion thereof used in operations on the Contract Area, vented or lost, the
total quantity of gas taken by each party or delivered to its purchaser, and the Accumulated
Overproduction and Underproduction of each party.

4. After ten (l0) days written notice to the Operator and commencing on the first day of
any month, any party may at any time begin taking or delivering to a purchaser its full share
of the gas produced (less such party's share of gas used in operations in the Contract Area,
vented or lost). In addition to such share, each Underproduced Party, including the
Operator, until it has brought its gas account into balance, shall be entitled to take or deliver
to its purchaser an additional share of the gas produced determined by multiplying the

Joint Operating Agreement
Exhibit "E"
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applicable Make-up Percent (hereinafter defined) of the Percentage Interest of the
Overproduced Parties in the current gas production by a fraction, the numerator of which is
the Accumulated Underproduction of such party and the denominator of which is the total
Accumulated Underproduction of all Underproduced Parties then undertaking to make up
production. "Make-up Percent" shall mean twenty-five percent (25%) for gas made up in the
months of October, November, December, January, February, and March; and fifty percent
(50%) for the months of April, May, June, July, August, and September. Make-up Gas shall
offset Accumulated Underproduction in the order of accrual.

5. In the event any party enters into an agreement subsequent to this Agreement for the
disposition of its gas, including but not limited to a gas sales agreement(s), the subsequent
agreement shall be subordinated to the rights of the parties under this Agreement.

6. Nothing herein shall be construed to deny any party the right, from time to time, to
produce and take or deliver to its purchaser its full share of the allowable gas production to
meet the deliverability tests required by its purchaser. Each party shall, at all times, use its
best efforts to regulate its takes and deliveries from the Contract Area so that the well(s) will
not be shut in for overproducing the allowable, if any, assigned thereto by the regulatory
body having jurisdiction.

7. During the term of this Agreement, each party shall payor cause to be paid its own
royalty owners (the tem1 "royalty owners" shall include owners of royalty interests,
overriding royalty interests, production payments, and similar interests) as they may be
entitled, respectively, to be paid, and shall hold the other pmties harmless from any liability
therefor. Any PaIty taking more than its full share of cun'ent production of gas in a month
will pay to the Operator, or allow the Operator to cause payment to be made, an amount each
month equal to royalty payable to the lessors based on the royalty owner's share of total
current production without regard to whether production is attributable to a particular lessee
or whether any Party is not taking it share os such gas.

8. Each party producing and taking or delivering gas to its purchaser shall payor cause
to be paid any and all production taxes due on such gas.

9. a. In the event an Overproduced Party intends to sell, assign, exchange or
otherwise transfer any of its interest in the Contract Area, such Overproduced Party shall
notify in writing the other working interest owners who are Parties hereto of such fact at least
60 days prior to closing the transaction. Thereafter, any Underproduced Palty may demand
from such Overproduced Party, in writing, a cash settlement of its unproduced amount from
the Contract Area. Any cash settlement pursuant to this Section 9.a. shall be paid by the
Overproduced Party on or before the closing of the transaction in which the Overproduced
Party sells, assigns, exchanges or otherwise transfers its interest in a Balancing Area on the
same basis as otherwise set forth below. If the Underproduced Party does not so demand
such cash settlement of its Underproduction fonn the Contract Area, such Underproduced
Palty shall look exclusively to the assignee or other successor in interest of the
Overproduced Party for the satisfaction of such Underproduced Party's underproduction.

b. Within 90 days of the end of each calendar year (which time can be extended
if an audit or challenge is being conducted under subparagraph i.below, but only to the
extent of such challenge) each Overproduced Party shall make cash settlement(s) with the
Underproduced Parties covering all of its outstanding gas imbalance provided that such
settlements must be made with all Underproduced Parties proportionately based on the
relative imbalances of the Underproduced Pmties. Such settlements will be calculated in the
same manner provided below.

c. Upon the earlier of the plugging an abandonment of the last producing
interval in the Contract Area, the termination of the Operating Agreement at any time no Gas
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is taken for a period of twelve consecutive months, or upon the detennination in good faith,
by the Operator that the remaining recoverable reserves are approaching the sum of the gas
to which the Underproduced Parties are entitled, any Party may give written notice calling
for cash settlement of the gas production imbalances among the Parties. Such notice shall be
given to all Parties in the Contract Area.

d. Within 30 days of any triggering of a cash settlement obligation under
subparagraph a., b., or c., above, the Operator will distribute to each Pmty a gas settlement
statement detailing the quantity of Overproduction owned by each Overproduced Party to
each Undel-produced PaIty and identifying the month to which such Ovel-production is
attributed, as provided below.

e. Within 30 days (or earlier in the event of a sale under subparagraph a., above)
each Overproduced Party will pay to each Underproduced Party entitled to settlement, the
appropriate cash settlement, accompanied by appropriate accounting detail. At the time of
payment, the Ovel-produced Party will notify the Operator of the gas imbalance settled by the
Overproduced Party's payment.

f. The amount of the cash settlement will be based on the proceeds received by
the Overproduced Party under an arm's length agreement for the gas taken from time to time
by the Overproduced Part in excess of the Overproduced Party's full share of current
production. Any makeup gas taken by the Underproduced Pmty prior to monetm)' settlement
hereunder will be applied to offset Overproduction chronologically in the order of accrual.

g. The values used for calculating the cash settlement will include all proceeds
received for the sale of the gas by the Overproduced Party, after deducting any production or
severance taxes paid and the royalty actually paid by the Overproduced Party to an
Underproduced Party's royalty owners, as well as any reasonable marketing compression,
treating, gathering or transportation costs incurred directly in COlUlection with the sale of the
Overproduction.

h. To the extent the Overproduced Party did not sel all Ovel-production under a
gas sales agreement with an unaffiliated purchaser or any gas sales agreement with an
affiliated purchaser where the sales price ar1d delivery conditions under such agreement are
representative of prices and delivery conditions existing under other similar agreements in
the area between unaffiliated parties at the same time for natural as of comparable quality
and quantity, the cash settlement will be based on the weighted average price received by the
Overproduced Party for any gas sold from the Contract Area under a contract meeting the
foregoing criteria during the months to which such Overproduction is attributed. If no such
qualifying sales were made during any such month, the cash settlement for such month shall
be based on the spot sales prices published for the applicable geographic area during such
month in a mutually acceptable pricing bulletin.

i. Interest compounded at the rate, plus percentage points, provided in paragraph
1.3.B. of the COPAS fOlm attached as Exhibit C to the Operating Agreement to which this
Gas Balancing Agreement is attached or the maximum lawful rate of interest applicable to
the Contract Area, whichever is less, will accrue for all amounts due under this Paragraph 9
beginning the first day following the date payment is due.

j. Operator shall furnish all Pmties a settlement showing the then current
Accumulated Overproduction and Accumulated Undel-production of each Party and the
month and year in which it accrued. Any Party may challenge any volumes not less often
than once every six months (one of which shall be delivered within 45 days of the close of
the calendar year) per calendar year, specified by the Operator hereunder, subject to the
limitation provided in Section 104. and Section 1.5.A. of the COPAS form attached as
Exhibit C to the Operating Agreement to which this Gas Balancing Agreement is attached.
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k. If any p0l1ion of the proceeds collected by an Overproduced Party is subject
to a contingent refund obligation under law, regulation, or court order, such amount shall be
withheld until such time as a final determination is made with respect thereto, or the
Underproduced Party agrees in writing to indemnify, defend, and hold harmless from any
refund obligation the party paying such amount.

10. This Gas Balancing Agreement shall be and remain in full force and effect for a term
concunent with the term of the Operating Agreement.

11. This Gas Balancing Agreement shall be deemed to be a separate agreement for each
well on the Contract Area and as to each separate reservoir from which gas is produced
from each well.

12. Nothing herein shall change or affect each party's obligation to pay its proportionate
share of all costs and liabilities incuned in operations on the Contract Area, as set forth in
the Operating Agreement. All costs and expenses of administering this Gas Balancing
Agreement shall be bome in accordance with the provisions of the Operating Agreement.

13. Any party transfening its interest, or any part thereof, which is covered by the
Operating Agreement, shall give notice of this Gas Balancing Agreement to any transferee,
and such transfer shall not be binding upon the parties until such transferee has agreed in
writing to be bound by the tenus of the Operating Agreement, including this Gas Balancing
Agreement. At the option of any Underproduced Pm1y, cash settlement as between such
Undel-produced Party and the Ovel-produced Party transfening the interest shall occur
whenever any Overproduced Party transfers any of its interest in the Contract Area to an
unaffiliated third party.

14. The Operator under the Operating Agreement is authorized to cany out the
provisions of this Agreement but shall not be liable for its failure to do so as long as it acts
without gross negligence or willful misconduct. The Operator has no duty or authority to
maintain or restore balanced production, except as specifically provided herein.

15. Pursuant to Treas. Reg. § 1.761-2, all Parties to the Operating Agreement elect to use
the Annual Method of Gas Balancing.
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EXHIBIT "F"

Attached to and made a part of that certain Joint Operating Agreement,
Dated April 25, 2008, by and between

Fidelity Exploration & Production Company, as Operator and
Twilight Resources, LLC, as Non-Operator.

EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY PROVISION

During the performance of this contract, the Operator agrees as follows:

1. The Operator will not discriminate against any employee or applicant for employment
because of race, color, religion, sex, or national origin. The Operator will take affirmative action to ensure
that applicants are employed and that employees are treated during employment without regard to their
race, color, religion, sex, or national origin. Such action shall include, but not be limited to the following:
employment, upgrading, demotion, or transfer; recruitment or recruitment advertising; layoff or
termination; rates of payor other forms of compensation; and selection for training, including
apprenticeship. The Operator agrees to post in conspicuous places, available to employees and applicants
for employment, notices to be provided for the contracting officer setting forth the provisions of this non
discrimination clause.

2. The Operator will, in all solicitations or advertisements for employees placed by or on
behalf of the Operator, state that all qualified applicants will receive consideration for employment without
regard to race, color, religion, sex, or national origin.

3. The Operator will send to each labor union or representative of workers with which it has a
collective bargaining agreement or other contract or understanding a notice to be provided by the agency
contracting officer advising the labor union or workers' representative of the Operator's commitments
under Section 202 of Executive Order 11246 of September 24, 1965, and shall post copies of the notice in
conspicuous places available to employees and applicants for employment.

4. The Operator will comply with all provisions of Executive Order 11246 of September 24,
1965, and of the rules, regulations, and relevant orders of the Secretary of Labor.

5. The Operator will furnish all information and repOlts required by Executive Order 11246 of
September 24, 1965, and by the rules, regulations, and orders of the Secretary of Labor, or pursuant
thereto, and will permit access to its books, records, and accounts by the contracting agency and the
Secretary of Labor for purposes of investigation to ascertain compliance with such rules, regulations, and
orders.

6. In the event of Operator's noncompliance with the non-discrimination clauses of this
contract or with any of such rules, regulations, or orders, this contract may be canceled, tern1inated, or
suspended, in whole or in part, and the Operator may be declared ineligible for further Government
contracts in accordance with procedures authorized in Executive Order 11246 of September 24, 1965, and
such other sanctions may be imposed and remedies invoked as provided in Executive Order 11246 of
September 24, 1965, or by rules, regulations, or order of the Secretary of Labor, or as otherwise provided
by law.

7. The Operator will include the provisions of paragraphs (I) through (7) in every subcontract
or purchase order unless exempted by rules, regulations, or orders of the Secretary of Labor issued
pursuant to Section 204 of Executive Order 11246 of September 24, 1965, so that such provisions will be
binding upon each subcontractor or vendor. The Operator will take such action with respect to any
subcontract or purchase order as the contracting agency may direct as a means of enforcing such provisions
including sanctions for non-compliance; provided, however, that in the event the Operator becomes
involved in, or is threatened with, litigation with a subcontractor or vendor as a result of such direction by
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the contracting agency, the Operator may request the United States to enter into such litigation to protect
the interests of the United States.

Operator acknowledges that it may be required to file Standard Form 100 (EEG-l) promulgated
jointly by the Office of Federal Contract Compliance, the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission,
and Plans for Progress with the appropriate agency within thirty (30) days of the date of contract award if
such rep0l1 has not been filed for the current year and otherwise comply with or file such other compliance
reports as may be required under Executive Order 11246, as amended, and Rules and Regulations adopted
thereunder.

Operator further acknowledges that it may be required to develop a written affirmative action
compliance program, as required by the Rules and Regulations approved by the Secretary of Labor under
authority of Executive Order 11246, and supply Non-Operators with a copy of such program if they so
request.

CERTIFICATION OF NON-SEGREGATED FACILITIES

Operator assures Non-Operators that it does not and will not maintain or provide for its employees
any segregated facilities at any of its establishments and that it does not and will not permit its employees
to perform their services at any location under its control where segregated facilities are maintained. For
this purpose, it is understood that the phrase "segregated facilities" includes facilities that are in fact
segregated on a basis of race, color, religion, or national origin, because of habit, local custom, or
otherwise. It is further understood and agreed that maintaining or providing segregated facilities for
Operator's employees or permitting its employees to perfom1 their services at any location under its control
where segregated facilities are maintained is a violation of the equal opportunity clause required by
Executive Order 11246 of September 24, 1965.

Operator further understands and agrees that a breach of the assurance herein contained subjects it
to the provisions of the Order at 41 CFR Chapter 60 of the Secretary of Labor, dated May 21, 1968, and
the provisions of the equal opportunity clause enumerated contracts between the United States of America
and Non-Operators.

Whoever knowingly and willfully makes any false, fictitious, or fraudulent representation may be
liable to criminal prosecution under 18 U.S.c. §1001.
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EXIDBIT "G"

Attach to and made a part of that certain Joint Operating Agreement,
dated April 25, 2008, by and between

Fidelity Exploration & Production Company, as Operator,
and Twilight Resources, LLC , as Non-Operator

PROVISIONS CONCERNING TAXATION

1. GENERAL PROVISIONS

1.1 DESIGNATION OF DOCUMENTS. This exhibit is refened to in, and is part of, that
certain Joint Operating Agreement identified above and, if so provided, a part of any agreement
to which the Joint Operating Agreement is an exhibit. Such agreement(s) (including all exhibits
thereto, other than this exhibit) shall be hereinafter refelTed to as the "Agreement"; and this
exhibit is hereinafter refened to as the "Exhibit" or the "Tax Partnership Provisions" (the
"TPPs"). Except as may be otherwise provided in this Exhibit, terms defined and used in the
Agreement shall have the same meaning when used herein

1.2 RELATIONSHIP OF THE PARTIES. The parties to the Agreement shall be hereinafter
refened to as "Party" or "Parties." The Parties understand and agree that the arrangement and
undertakings evidenced by the Agreement result in a partnership for purposes of Federal income
taxation and celtain State income tax laws which incorporate or follow Federal income tax
principles as to tax partnerships. Such partnership for tax purposes is hereinafter referred to as
the "Pmtnership." For every other purpose of the Agreement the Parties understand and agree
that their legal relationship to each other under applicable State law with respect to all property
subject to the Agreement is one of tenants in common, or undivided interest owners, or lessee(s)
sublessee(s) and not a partnership; that the liabilities of the Parties shall be several and not joint
or collective; and that each Party shall be responsible solely for its own obligations.

1.3 PRIORITY OF PROVISIONS OF THIS EXHIBIT. If there is a conflict or
inconsistency, whether direct or indirect, actual or apparent, between the terms and conditions of
this Exhibit and the terms and conditions of the Agreement, or any other exhibit or any part
thereof, the terms and conditions of this Exhibit shall govern and control.

1.4 SURVIVORSHIP.

1.4.1 Any termination of the Agreement shall not affect the continuing application of the TPPs
for the termination and liquidation.

1.4.2 Any termination of the Agreement shall not affect the continuing application of the TPPs
for the resolution of all matters regarding Federal and State income reporting.

1.4.3 These TPPs shall inure to the benefit of, and be binding upon, the Parties hereto and their
successors and assigns.

1.4.4 The effective date of the Agreement shall be the effective date of these TPPs. The
Partnership shall continue in full force and effect from, and after such date, until termination and
liquidation.

2. TAX REPORTING PARTNER AND TAX MATTERS PARTNER

2.1 TAX REPORTING PARTNER. The Operator (or the Party listed in Sec. 9.1) as the Tax
Reporting Partner ("TRP") is responsible for compliance with all tax reporting obligations of the
Partnership, see Sec. 3.1., below. In the event of any change in the TRP, the Party serving as
TRP at the beginning of a given taxable year shall continue as TRP with respect to all matters
concerning such year.
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2.2 IF SMALL PARTNERSHIP EXCEPTION FROM TEFRA NOT APPLICABLE. If the
Partnership does not qualify for the "small partnership exception" from, or if the Pmtnership
elects (see infra Elections at Secs. 4.1. and 9.2.) to be subject to, §§6221 et seq., Subchapter C of
Chapter 53 of Subtitle A (the "TEFRA rules) of the Internal Revenue Code (the "Code") the TRP
shall also be the Tax Matters Partner as defined in Code §6231(a) (the "TMP") and references to
the TRP shall then include references to the TMP and vice versa.

2.2.1 The TMP shall not be required to incur any expenses for the preparation for, or pursuance
of, administrative or judicial proceedings, unless the Parties agree on a method for sharing such
expenses.

2.2.2 The Parties shall furnish the TMP, within two weeks from the receipt of the request the
information the TMP may reasonably request to comply with the requirements on furnishing
information to the Internal Revenue Service.

2.2.3 The TMP shall not agree to any extension of the statute of limitations for making
assessments on behalf of the Partnership without first obtaining the written consent of all Palties.
The TMP shall not bind any other Party to a settlement agreement in tax audits without obtaining
the written concurrence of any such Party.

2.2.4 Any other Party who enters in a settlement agreement with the Secretary of the Treasury
with respect to any partnership items, as defined in Code §6231(a)(3), shall notify the other
Parties of the terms within ninety (90) days from the date of such settlement.

2.2.5 If any Party intends to file a notice of inconsistent treatment under Code §6222(b), such
Party shall, prior to the filing of such notice, notify the TMP of the (actual or potential)
inconsistency of the party's intended treatment of a partnership item with the treatment of that
item by the Paltnership. Within one week of receipt the TMP shall remit copies of such
notification to the other Parties. If an inconsistency notice is filed solely because a Party has not
received a Schedule K-I in time for filing of its income tax return, the TMP need not be notified.

2.2.6 No Pmty shall file pursuant to Code §6227 a request for an administrative adjustment of
pmtnership items (the "RFAA") without first notifying all other Parties. If all other Patties agree
with the requested adjustment, the TMP shall file the RFAA on behalf of the Partnership. If
unanimous consent is not obtained within thirty (30) days from such notice, or within the peliod
required to timely file the RFAA, if shorter, any Patty, including the TMP, may file a RFAA on
its own behalf.

2.2.7 Any Party intending to file with respect to any Partnership item, or any other tax matter
involving the Pmtnership, a petition under Code §§6226, 6228, or any other provision, shall
notify the other Parties prior to such filing of the nature of the contemplated proceeding. In the
case where the TMP is the Party intending to file such petition, such notice shall be given within
a reasonable time to allow the other Parties to pmticipate in the choice of the forum for such
petition. If the Parties do not agree on the appropriate forum, then the forum shall be chosen by
majority vote. Each Party shall have a vote in accordance with its percentage interest in the
Partnership for the year under audit. If a majority cannot agree, the TMP shall choose the forum.
If a Party intends to seek review of any court decision rendered as a result of such proceeding,
the Party shall notify the other Parties prior to seeking such review.

3. INCOME TAX COMPLIANCE AND CAPITAL ACCOUNTS

3.1 TAX RETURNS. The TRP shall prepare and file all required Federal and State
partnership income tax returns. Not less than thilty (30) days prior to the return due date
(including extensions), the TRP shall submit to each Party for review a copy of the return as
proposed.

3.2 FAIR MARKET VALUE CAPITAL ACCOUNTS. The TRP shall establish and
maintain for each Party fair market value ("FMV") capital accounts and tax basis capital
accounts. Upon request, the TRP shall submit to each Party along with a copy of any proposal
partnership income tax return an accounting of such Party's FMV capital accounts as of the end
of the return period.
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3.3 INFORMATION REQUESTS. In addition to any obligation under Sec. 2.2., each Party
agrees to furnish to the TRP not later than sixty (60) days before the return due date (including
extensions) such information relating to the operation conducted under the Agreement as may be
required for the proper preparation of such returns. Similarly, each Party agrees to fumish timely
to the TRP, as requested, any the information and data necessary for the preparation and/or filing
of other required reports and notifications, and for the computation of the capital accounts. As
provided in Code §6050K(c), a Party transferring its interest must notify the TRP to allow
compliance with Code §6050K(a) (see also Sec. 8.1.).

3.4 BEST EFFORTS WITHOUT LIABILITY. The TRP and the other Party(ies) shall use
its/their best efforts to comply with responsibilities outlined in this Section, and with respect to
the service as TMP as outlined Sec. 2.2., and in doing so shall incur no liability to any other
Party.

4. TAX AND FMV CAPITAL ACCOUNT ELECTIONS

4.1 GENERAL ELECTIONS. For both income tax retum and capital account purposes, the
Partnership shall elect:

a) to deduct when incurred intangible drilling and development costs ("IDC");

b) to use the maximum allowable accelerated tax method and the shOltest permissible tax
life for depreciation;

c) the accrual method of accounting;

d) to report income on a calendar year basis; and

e) the Partnership shall also make any elections as specially noted in Sec. 9.2., below.

4.2 DEPLETION. Solely for FMV capital account purposes, depletion shall be calculated by
using simulated cost depletion within the meaning of Treas. Reg. §1.704-1(b)(2)(iv)(k)(2), unless
the use of simulated percentage depletion is elected in Sec. 9.2., below. The simulated cost
depletion allowance shall be determined under the principles of Code §612 and be based on the
FMV capital account basis of each Lease. Solely for purposes of this calculation, remaining
reserves shall be determined consistently by the TRP.

4.3. ELECTION OUT UNDER CODE §761(a) .

4.3.1 The TRP shall notify all Parties of an intended election to be excluded from the
application of Subchapter K of Chapter 1 of the Code not later than sixty (60) days prior to the
filing date or the due date (including extensions) for the Federal partnership income tax return,
whichever comes earlier. Unless all Parties consent, no party shall be allowed to be excluded
from the application of Subchapter K of Chapter 1 of the Code. Even after an effective election
out the TRP's rights and obligations, other than the relief from tax return filing obligations of the
partnership, continue.

4.3.2 After an election-out, to avoid an unintended impairment of the election-out: The Parties
will avoid, without prior coordination, any operational changes which would terminate the
qualification for the election-out status; all Parties will monitor the continuing qualification of
the Partnership for the election-out status and will notify the other Parties if, in their opinion, a
change in operations will jeopardize the election-out; and, all Parties will use, unless agreed to
by them otherwise, the cumulative gas balancing method as described in Treas. Reg. §1.761
2(d)(2).

4.4 CONSENT REQUIREMENTS FOR SUBSEQUENT TAX OR FMV CAPITAL
ACCOUNT ELECTION. Unless stipulated differently in Sec. 9.3., future elections, in addition
to or in amendment of those in this agreement, must be approved by the affirmative vote of two
(2) or more Parties owning majority of the working interest based upon post-Payout ownership.
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5. CAPITAL CONTRIBUTIONS AND FMV CAPITAL ACCOUNTS. The provisions of
this Sec. 5 and any other provisions of the TPPs relating to the maintenance of the capital
accounts are intended to comply with Treas. Reg. §1.704-1 (b) and shall be interpreted and
applied in a manner consistent with such regulations.
5.1 CAPITAL CONTRIBUTIONS. The respective capital contributions of each Party to the
Partnership shall be (a) each PaIty's interest in the oil and gas lease(s), including all associated
lease and well equipment, committed to the Partnership, and (b) all amounts of money paid by
each Party in connection with the acquisition, exploration, development, and operation of the
lease(s), and all other costs characterized as contributions or expenses borne by such Party under
the Agreement. The contribution of the leases and any other properties committed to the
PaItnership shall be made by each Party's agreement to hold legal title to its interest in such
leases or other property as nominee of the Partnership.

5.2 FMV CAPITAL ACCOUNTS. The FMV capital accounts shall be increased and
decreased as follows:

5.2.1 The FMV capital account of a Party shall be increased by:

(i) the amount of money and the FMV (as of the date of contribution) of any property
contributed by such Party to the Partnership (net of liabilities assumed by the Partnership or to
which the contributed property is subject);

(ii) that Party's share of Partnership items of income or gain, allocated in accordance with
Sec. 6.1.; and

(iii) that Party's share of any Code §705(a)(l)(B) item.

5.2.2 The FMV capital account of a Party shall be decreased by:

(i) the amount of money and the FMV of property distributed to a PaIty (net of liabilities
assumed by such Party or to which the property is subject);

(ii) that Party's Sec. 6.1. allocated share of Partnership loss and deductions, or items thereof;
and

(iii) that Party's share of any Code §705(a)(2)(B) item.

5.2.3 "FMV" when it applies to property contributed by a Party to the Partnership shall be
assumed, for purposes of 5.2.1., to equal the adjusted tax basis, as defined in Code §1011, of that
propelty unless the Parties agree otherwise as indicated in Sec. 9.2.

5.2.4 As provided in Treas. Reg. §1.704-1(b)(2)(iv)(e), upon distribution of Partnership
property to a PaIty the capital accounts will be adjusted to reflect the maimer in which the
unrealized income, gain, loss and deduction inherent in distributed property (not previously
reflected in the capital accounts) would be allocated among the Parties if there were a disposition
of such propelty at its FMV as of the time of distribution. Furthermore, if so agreed to in Sec.
9.2., under the rules of Treas. Reg. § 1.704-1(b)(2)(iv)(f), the FMV capital accounts shall be
revalued at certain times to reflect value changes of the Partnership property.

6. PARTNERSHIP ALLOCATIONS.

6.1 FMV CAPITAL ACCOUNT ALLOCATIONS. Each item of mcome, gam, loss, or
deduction shall be allocated to each Party as follows:

6.1.1 Actual or deemed income from the sale, exchange, distribution or other disposition of
production shall be allocated to the Party entitled to such production or the proceeds from the
sale of such production. The amount received from the sale of production and the amount of the
FMV of production taken-in-kind by the Parties are deemed to be identical; accordingly, such
items may be omitted from the adjustments made to the Parties' FMV capital accounts.
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6.1.2 Exploration cost, IDC, operating and maintenance cost shall be allocated to each Party in
accordance with its respective contribution, or obligation to contribute, to such cost.

6.1.3 Depreciation shall be allocated to each Party in accordance with its contribution, or
obligation to contribute, to the cost of the underlying asset.

6.1.4 Simulated depletion shall be allocated to each Pmty in accordance with its FMV capital
account adjusted basis in each oil and gas property of the Partnership.

6.1.5 Loss (or simulated loss) upon the sale, exchange, distribution, abandonment or other
disposition of depreciable or depletable property shall be allocated to the Parties in the ratio of
their respective FMV capital account adjusted bases in the depreciable or depletable propelty.

6.1.6 Gain (or simulated gain) upon the sale, exchange, distribution, or other disposition of
depreciable or depletable property shall be allocated to the Parties so that the FMV capital
account balances of the Parties will most closely reflect their respective percentage or fractional
interests under the Agreement.

6.1.7 Costs or expenses of any other kind shall be allocated to each Party in accordance with its
respective contribution, or obligation to contribute, to such costs or expense.

6.1.8 Any other income item shall be allocated to the Parties in accordance with the manner in
which such income is realized by each Party.

6.2 TAX RETURN AND TAX BASIS CAPITAL ACCOUNT ALLOCATIONS.

6.2.1 Unless otherwise expressly provided in this Sec. 6.2., the allocations of the Partnership's
items of income, gain, loss, or deduction for tax return and tax basis capital account purposes
shall follow the principles of the allocations under Sec. 6.1. However, the Partnership's gain or
loss on the taxable disposition of a Partnership property in excess of the gain or loss under Sec.
6.1., if any, is allocated to the contributing Party to the extent of such Party's pre-contribution
gain or loss.

6.2.2 The Parties recognize that under Code §613A(c)(7)(D) the depletion allowance is to be
computed separately by each Party. For this purpose, each Party's share of the adjusted tax basis
in each oil and gas property shall be equal to its contribution to the adjusted tax basis of such
property.

6.2.3 Under Code §613A(c)(7)(D) gain or loss on the disposition of an oil and gas property is
to be computed separately each PaIty. According to Treas. Reg. §1.704-1(b)(4)(v), the amount
realized shall be allocated as follows: (i) An amount that represents recovery of adjusted
simulated depletion basis is allocated (without being credited to the capital accounts) to the
Parties in the same proportion as the aggregate simulated depletion basis was allocated to such
Parties under Sec. 5.2.; and (ii) any remaining realization is allocated in accordance with Sec.
6.1.6.

6.2.4 Depreciation shall be allocated to each Party in accordance with its contribution to the
adjusted tax basis of the depreciable asset.

6.2.5 In accordance with Treas. Reg. §1.1245-1(e), depreciation recapture shall be allocated, to
the extent possible, among the Pmties to reflect their prior sharing of the depreciation.

6.2.6 In accordance with the principles of Treas. Reg. § 1.1254-5, any recapture of IDC is
detelmined and reported by each Party separately. Similarly, any recapture of depletion shall be
computed separately by each Party, in accordance with its depletion allowance computed
pursuant to Sec. 6.2.2.

6.2.7 For Partnership properties with FMV capital account values different from their adjusted
tax bases the Parties intend that the allocations described in this Section 6.2. constitute a
"reasonable method"of allocating gain or loss under Treas. Reg. § 1.704-3(a)(1).

6.2.8 Take-in-Kind. If checked "Yes" in Sec. 9.2., below, each Party has the right to detelmine
the market for its proportionate share of production. All items of income, deductions, and credits
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arising from such marketing production shall be recognized by the Partnership and shall be
allocated to the Party whose production is so marketed.

7. TERMINATION AND LIQUIDATING DISTRIBUTION

7.1 TERMINATION OF THE PARTNERSHIP.

7.1.1 Upon termination, as provided in Code §708(b)(l)(A), the business shall be wound-up
and concluded, and the assets shall be distributed to the Parties as described below by the end of
such calendar year (or, if later, within ninety (90) days after the date of such temlination). The
assets shall be valued and distributed to the Parties in the order provided in Secs. 7.1.2., 7.5., and
7.7.

7.1.2 First, all cash representing unexpended contributions by any Palty and any property in
which no interest has been eamed by any other Party under the Agreement shall be retumed to
the contributor.

7.2 BALANCING OF FMV CAPITAL ACCOUNTS .. Second, the FMV capital accounts of
the Parties shall be determined as described hereafter. The TRP shall take the actions specified
under Secs. 7.2. through 7.5. in order to cause the ratios of the Parties' FMV capital accounts to
reflect as closely as possible their interests under the Agreement. The ratio of the Party's FMV
capital account is represented by a fraction, the numerator of which is the Party's FMV capital
account balance and the denominator of which is the sum of all Parties' FMV capital account
balances. This is hereafter referred to as the "balancing of the FMV capital accounts" and, when
completed, the FMV capital accounts of the Parties shall be referred to as "balanced."

7.3 DEEMED SALE GAIN/LOSS CHARGE BACK. The FMV of all Partnership propelties
shall be determined and the gain or loss of each property, which would have resulted if sold at
such FMV, shall be allocated in accordance with Secs. 6.1.5. and 6.1.6.

7.4 DEFICIT MAKE-UP OBLIGATION AND BALANCING CASH CONTRIBUTIONS..
If hereafter a Party has a negative FMV capital account balance, that is a balance of less than
zero, in accordance with of Treas. Reg. §1.704-1(b)(2)(ii)(b)(3) such Party is obligated to
contribute, by the end of the taxable year or, if later, within 90 days from the PaItnership's
liquidation, an amount of money to the Pmtnership sufficient to achieve a zero balance FMV
capital account (the "Deficit Make-Up Obligation"). Moreover, any Party may contribute an
amount of cash to the Partnership to facilitate the balancing of the FMV capital accounts. If after
these adjustments the FMV capital accounts are not balanced, Sees. 7.5. shall apply.

7.5 DISTRIBUTION TO BALANCE CAPITAL ACCOUNTS.

7.5.1 If all Parties agree, any cash or an undivided interest in certain selected properties shall
be distributed to one or more Parties as necessary for the purpose of balancing the FMV capital
accounts.

7.5.2 DISTRIBUTION OF UNDIVIDED INTERESTS. Unless Sec. 7.5.1. applies, all
undivided interest in each and every property shall be distributed to one or more Parties III

accordance with the ratios of their FMV capital accounts.

7.6 FMV DETERMINATION. If a propelty is to be valued for purposes of balancing the
capital accounts and making a distributions under this Sec. 7., the Parties must first attempt to
agree on the FMV of the propelty; failing such an agreement, the TRP shall cause a nationally
recognized independent engineering firm to prepare an appraisal of the FMV of such property.

7.7 FINAL DISTRIBUTION. After the FMV capital accounts of the Parties have been
adjusted pursuant to Sees. 7.2. and 7.5., all remaining property and interests then held by the
Partnership shall be distributed to the Parties in accordance with their positive FMV capital
account balances.

8. TRANSFERS, INDEMNIFICATION, AND CORRESPONDENCE
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8.1 TRANSFER OF PARTNERSHIP INTERESTS. Transfers of Partnership interests shall
be governed by the Agreement. A Party transferring its interest, or any part thereof, shall notify
the TRP in writing within two weeks after such transfer.

8.2 CORRESPONDENCE. All correspondence relating to the preparation and filing of the
Partnership's income tax returns and capital accounts shall be sent to the Parties identified on
Exhibit "A" of the Joint Operating Agreement.

9. ELECTIONS AND CHANGES TO ABOVE PROVISIONS.

9.1. OPERATOR NOT THE TRP. With respect to Sec. 2.1., (insert name of Party to be TRP
instead of Operator, or indicate "N/A") N/A is designated as TRP.

9.2 SPECIAL TAX ELECTIONS. With respect to Sec. 4.1., the Patties agree (if not
applicable insert "N/A" or strike):

Yes

e) that the Partnership shall elect to account for dispositions of depreciable assets
under the general asset method to the extent permitted by Code §168(i)(4); Yes

f) that the Partnership shall elect under Code §754 to adjust the basis of
Partnership property, with the adjustments provided in Code §734 for a distribution of Yes
property and in Code §743 for a transfer of partnership interest. In case of distribution
of property the TRP shall adjust all tax basis capital accounts. In the case of a transfer
of a partnership interest the acquiring party(ies) shall establish and maintain its (their)
tax basis capital account(s);

g) that the Partnership shall elect under Code §6231 to be subject to the TEFRA
rules. N/A

With respect to Sec. 4.2., Depletion the Parties agree that the Partnership shall use N/A
stimulated percentage depletion instead of simulated cost depletion.
With respect to Sec. 5.2.4., under the rules of Treas. Reg. §1.704-1(b)(2)(iv)(f) the
Parties agree that the FMV capital accounts shall e revalued to reflect value changes in Yes
the Partnership property upon the occurrence of the events specified in (5)(i) through
(iii) of said 1(b)(2)(iv)(f) regulations.
With respect to Sec. 6.2.8., the income attributable to take-in-kind production will be N/A
reflected on the tax return.

With respect to Sec. 5.2.3. the FMV for the listed properties are determined as follows (mark as
"N/A" if not applicable; use separate sheet if necessary)

l_p_r_o_pe_rt_y_D_e_sc_r_iP_t_io_n I_F_M_V _

9.3 CHANGE OF MAJORITY FOR OTHER TAX ELECTIONS. Instead of the Sec. 4.4.
majority for other tax elections, a majority shall be considered if consisting of a party or patties
holding 75% interest.
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EXHIBIT "H"

Attached to and made a part of that certain Joint Operating Agreement,
Dated April 25, 2008, by and between

Fidelity Exploration & Production Company, as Operator,
and Twilight Resources, LLC, as Non-Operator.

MEMORANDUM OF JOINT OPERATING AGREEMENT

STATE OF UTAH

COUNTIES OF EMERY and
GRAND

§
§
§
§
§
§

KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS:

1. This Memorandum of Joint Operating Agreement ("Memorandum") shall be effective
concurrently with that celtain Joint Operating Agreement (the "Operating Agreement"), dated April 25,
2008, by and between Fidelity Exploration & Production Company, as Operator ("Operator"), and the
parties named on Exhibit "A," attached hereto and incorporated herein by reference, as Non-Operators
("Non-Operators"). The Operating Agreement is incorporated herein for all purposes by this reference
to the same extent as if it had been set forth in full in the Memorandum. A complete copy of the
Operating Agreement is on file in the offices of the Operator at the address shown on Exhibit"A." This
Memorandum shall be effective as to the properties identified on Exhibits "A" and "A-I."

2. The Operating Agreement contains, among other provisions, the following provision as
part of Article XVI:

Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained in this Operating Agreement and in addition to the provisions of
Article VII. B., it is understood and agreed that:

I. Each Non-Operator, to secure payment of its share of expenses incurred under this Operating Agreement, together
with interest thereon at the rate provided in the Accounting Procedure (attached hereto as Exhibit "C"), grants to
Operator a lien on all of its rights, interest now owed or hereafter acquired in the Contract Area, including, but not
limited to, the oil, gas and mineral leases, mineral estates, leasehold interests, working interests, operating rights,
royalty, overriding royalty, and any other mineral interests in and under the property described in Exhibit "A", as
hereinafter amended, moditied, ratified, renewed, or extended; any properties now or hereafter pooled or unitized
with any of the properties affected by such mineral interests; and all unsevered and unextracted oil, gas and other
hydrocarbons that may be produced, obtained or secured from the lands covered and effected by such mineral
interests.

2. To further secure its share of expenses incurred under this Operating Agreement, together with interest thereon at the
rate provided in the Accounting Procedure, each Non-Operator grants to Operator a security interest in all of its
interest now owned or hereafter acquired in and to all other properties associated with or attributable to the Contract
Area.

3. Operator grants a like lien and security interest and security interest to the Non-Operators to secure payment of
Operator's proportionate share of expenses. Each Party paying its share of unpaid expenses pursuant to Article
VII.B. hereof shall, to obtain reimbursement thereof. be subrogated to the security rights described in this
Agreement.

4. Each party represents and warrants to the other parties hereto that the lien and security interest and security interest
granted by such party to the other parties shall be a first and prior lien, and each patty hereby agrees to maintain the
priority of said lien and security interest and security interest against all persons acquiring an interest in Oil and Gas
Leases and Interests covered by this agreement by, through or under such party. All parties acquiring an interest in
Oil and Gas Leases and Oil and Gas Interests covered by this agreement, whether by assignment, merger, mortgage
operation of law, or otherwise shall be deemed to have taken subject to the lien and security interest and security
interest granted herein as to all obligations attributable to such interest hereunder whether or not such obligations
arise before or after such interest is acquired.

5. In the event any party is required to bring legal preceding to enforce any tinancial obligation of a party hereunder,
the prevailing party in any such action shall be entitled to recover all court costs, costs of collection, and reasonable
attorney's fees, which the lien proved for herein shall also secure.
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5. This Memorandum may be executed in multiple counterparts, each of which shall
constitute an original and all of which, when construed together, shall constitute but one and the same
instrument. The executed signature pages of each counterpart may be joined together with a single copy
of the body hereof for recording

6. This Exhibit "H" shall not be construed as a Financing Statement and grants no interest in
and to severed minerals, production, accounts, contracts, or other collateral covered by the Utah
Uniform Commercial Code and shall not be subject to the remedies provided by the Unifonn
Commercial Code, except to the extent that such remedies are authorized under the nonconsent
provisions of the Operating Agreement.

7. This lien may be foreclosed pursuant to by the Utah Oil & Gas Lien Act.

8. Notwithstanding the granting of a first and prior lien as set forth herein, the parties hereto
agree to subrogate their first and prior liens to third-party lenders who take the interests of one or more
of the parties hereto as collateral for loans upon the receipt in writing of a reasonable request for
subrogation.

Dated this the _ day of April, 2008, but effective as of the effective date of the Operating
Agreement.

OPERATORIDEBTOR:

FIDELITY EXPLORATION & PRODUCTION COMPANY

By: _

Title: _

NON-OPERATOR(S)IDEBTOR(S):

TWILIGHT RESOURCES, LLC

By:

Title:
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EXHIBIT"A"

Attached to and made a part of that certain Memorandum of
Joint Operating Agreement, dated April 25, 2008, by and between
Fidelity Exploration and Production Company, as Operator, and

and Twilight Resources, LLC, as Non-Operator.

1. CONTRACT AREA:

The Contract Area subject to this Joint Operating Agreement shall only be those celtain lands located
within Emery and Grand Counties, Utah which are, identified as follows:

1. Township 20 South Range 15 East S.L.M.
Section: 36

2. Township 20 South Range 16 East S.L.M.
All Sections

3. Township 21 South Range 15 East S.L.M.
All Sections, Less and except Sections 31 & 32

4. Township 21 South Range 16 East S.L.M.
All Sections

5. Township 21 South Range 17 East S.L.M.
All Sections, Less and except Sections 1, 12, 13,24,25,31,32,33,34,35, & 36

6. Township 22 South Range 15 East S.L.M.
Sections: 1,2,3,4,9, 1, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16,23,24,25,26,35 & 36

7. Township 22 South Range 16 East S.L.M.
All Sections

8. Township 23 South Range 15 East S.L.M.
Sections: 1 & 2

9. Township 23 South Range 16 East S.L.M.
Sections: 1,2,3,4,5,6,9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16,23,24,25, & 26

2. LEASES SUBJECT TO THIS AGREEMENT

Those certain Oil, Gas, and Mineral Leases located in Emery and Grand Counties, Utah, and which are
more fully described in Exhibit "A-I."

3. DEPTH LIMITATION

NONE, except any provisions contained in the Oil, Gas, and Mineral Leases identified in Exhibit "A-I."
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4. ADDRESSES AND INTERESTS OF THE PARTIES:

Operator:

Fidelity Exploration and Production Company
1700 Lincoln Street
Suite 2800
Denver, Colorado 80203

Telephone: (303) 893-3133
Facsimile: (303) 893-1964

Non-Operator:

Twilight Resources, LLC
1411 East 840 North
Orem, Utah 84097
Telephone: (801) 224-4771
Facsimile: (801) 224-1593

Interest:

50%1

I Notwithstanding the interests identified herein, the arties have agreed to a disproportionate sharing of costs,
risks and expenses for the first two (2) wells (and any Substitute Wells therefore) drilled in the Contract Area pursuant to
that certain Exploration and Development Agreement between the Parties dated and effective April 22, 2008.
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Exhibit"A-I"

Attached to and made a part of that certain Memorandum of Joint Operating Agreement,
Dated April _, 2008, by and between

Fidelity Exploration and Production Company, as Operator and
and Twilight Resources, LLC, as Non-Operator.

1. LEASES SUBJECT TO THIS AGREEMENT

The following Oil, Gas, and Mineral Leases are all located in Grand and Emery Counties,
Utah:
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ACKNOWLEDGMENTS

STATEOF _

COUNTYOF __

This Instrument was acknowledged before me on the day of April, 2008, by
_______________. the of Fidelity Exploration and Production
Company, on behalf of said corporation.

Notary Public in and for the State of _

Seal
My Commission Expires:

STATE OF _

COUNTY OF: _

This Instrument was acknowledged before me on the day of April, 2008, by
__________, the of Twilight Resources, LLC, on behalf of
said limited liability company.

Notary Public in and for the State of _

Seal
My Commission Expires:
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OPERATING AGREEMENT 
 
 THIS AGREEMENT, entered into by and between  Anadarko E&P Company LP , 
 
hereinafter designated and referred to as "Operator," and the signatory party or parties other than Operator, sometimes 
 
hereinafter referred to individually as "Non-Operator," and collectively as "Non-Operators." 
 

WITNESSETH: 
 
 WHEREAS, the parties to this agreement are owners of Oil and Gas Leases and/or Oil and Gas Interests in the land 
 
identified in Exhibit "A," and the parties hereto have reached an agreement to explore and develop these Leases and/or Oil 
 
and Gas Interests for the production of Oil and Gas to the extent and as hereinafter provided, 
 
 NOW, THEREFORE, it is agreed as follows: 
 

ARTICLE I. 
 

DEFINITIONS 
 
 As used in this agreement, the following words and terms shall have the meanings here ascribed to them: 
 
 A.  The term "AFE" shall mean an Authority for Expenditure prepared by a party to this agreement for the purpose of 
 
estimating the costs to be incurred in conducting an operation hereunder An AFE for a Horizontal or Multi-Lateral Well Shall clearly 
stipulate that the well being proposed is a Horizontal Well or Multi-Lateral Well and shall include all Completion operations for the 
proposed Horizontal Well or Multi-Lateral Well. 
/  
 B.  The term "Completion" or "Complete" shall mean a single operation intended to complete a well as a producer of Oil 
 
and Gas in one or more Zones, including, but not limited to, the setting of production casing, perforating, well stimulation 
 
and production testing conducted in such operation. 
   
 C.  The term "Contract Area" shall mean all of the lands, Oil and Gas Leases and/or Oil and Gas Interests  intended to be 
 
developed and operated for Oil and Gas purposes under this agreement.  Such lands, Oil and Gas Leases and Oil and Gas 
  
Interests  are described in Exhibit "A." 
 
 D.  The term "Deepen" shall mean a single operation whereby a well is drilled to an objective Zone below the deepest 
 
Zone in which the well was previously drilled, or below the Deepest Zone proposed in the associated AFE, whichever is the 
 
lesser.  When used in connection with a Horizontal Well or Multi-Lateral Well, the term “Deepen” shall mean an operation whereby a 
Lateral is drilled to a horizontal distance greater than the distance set out in the well proposal approved by the Consenting Parties, or to a 
horizontal distance greater than the horizontal distance to which the Lateral was previously drilled. 
 
 E.  The terms "Drilling Party" and "Consenting Party" shall mean a party who agrees to join in and pay its share of the 
 
cost of any operation conducted under the provisions of this agreement. 
 
 F.  The term "Drilling Unit" shall mean the area fixed for the drilling of one well by order or rule of any state or federal 
 
body having authority.  If a Drilling Unit is not fixed by any such rule or order, a Drilling Unit shall be the drilling unit  as 
 
established by the pattern of drilling in the Contract Area unless fixed by express agreement of the Drilling Parties. 
 
 G.  The term "Drillsite" shall mean the Oil and Gas Lease or Oil and Gas Interest on which a proposed well is to be 
 
located.  The term “Drillsite” when used in connection with a Horizontal Well or Multi-Lateral Well shall mean the surface location and the 
Oil and Gas Leases or Oil and Gas Interests within the spacing unit on which the wellbores, including all Laterals are located. 
 
 H.  The term "Initial Well" shall mean the well to be drilled by the parties hereto as provided in Article VI.A..   
   
 I.  The term "Non-Consent Well" shall mean a well in which / less than all parties have conducted an operation as 
 
provided in Article VI.B.2. 
 
 J.  The terms "Non-Drilling Party" and "Non-Consenting Party" shall mean a party who elects not to participate in a 
 
proposed operation. 
 
 K.  The term "Oil and Gas" shall mean oil, gas, casinghead gas, gas condensate, and/or all other liquid or gaseous 
 
hydrocarbons and other marketable substances produced therewith, unless an intent to limit the inclusiveness of this term is 
 
specifically stated. 
 
 L.  The term "Oil and Gas Interests" or "Interests" shall mean unleased fee and mineral interests in Oil and Gas in tracts  
 
of land lying within the Contract Area which are owned by parties to this agreement. 
 
 M.  The terms "Oil and Gas Lease," "Lease" and "Leasehold" shall mean the oil and gas leases or interests therein 
 
covering tracts of land lying within the Contract Area which are owned by the parties to this agreement. 
 
 N.  The term "Plug Back" shall mean a single operation whereby a deeper Zone is abandoned in order to attempt a 
 
Completion in a shallower Zone.  When used in connection with a Horizontal Well or Multi-Lateral Well, the term “Plug Back” shall mean 
an operation to test or Complete the well at a Stratigraphically shallower geological horizon in which the operation has been or is being 
Completed and which is not within an existing Lateral. 
      is attempted in another zone 
 O.  The term "Recompletion" or "Recomplete" shall mean an operation whereby a Completion / within the existing wellbore. 
 
 P.  The term "Rework" shall mean an operation conducted in the wellbore of a well after it is Completed to secure, 
 
restore, or improve production in a Zone which is currently open to production in the wellbore.  Such operations include, but 
 
are not limited to, well stimulation operations but exclude any routine repair or maintenance work or drilling, Sidetracking, 
 
Deepening, Completing, Recompleting, or Plugging Back of a well. 
 
 Q.  The term "Sidetrack" shall mean the directional control and intentional deviation of a well from vertical so as to 
 
change the bottom hole location unless done to straighten the hole or drill around junk in the hole to overcome other 
 
mechanical difficulties.  When used in connection with a Horizontal Well or Multi-Lateral Well, the term “Sidetrack” shall mean the 
directional control and intentional deviation of a well outside the existing Lateral(s) so as to change the direction of a Lateral as originally 
proposed, unless done to straighten the hole or drill around junk in the hole or to  overcome other mechanical difficulties. 
 
 R.  The term "Zone" shall mean a stratum of earth containing or thought to contain a common accumulation of Oil and 
 
Gas separately producible from any other common accumulation of Oil and Gas. 

S.  The term “Lateral” shall mean that portion of a wellbore that deviates from approximate vertical orientation to 
approximate horizontal orientation and all wellbore beyond such deviation to Total Measured Depth. 

 
T. The term “Horizontal Well” shall mean a well containing a single Lateral which is drilled, Completed or Recompleted in a 

manner in which the horizontal component of the completion interval (1) extends at least one hundred (100’) feet in the 
objective formation and (2) exceeds the vertical component of the completion interval in the objective formation. 

 
U. The term “Multi-Lateral Well” shall mean a well which contains more than one Lateral which is drilled, Completed or 

Recompleted in a manner in which the horizontal component of the completion interval of each Lateral (1) extends at least 
one hundred (100’) feet in the objective formation(s) and (2) exceeds the vertical component of the completion interval in 
the objective formation(s). 

 
V. The term “Total Measured Depth”, when used in connection with a Multi-lateral or Horizontal Well, shall mean the 

distance from the surface of the ground to the terminus of the wellbore, as measured along the wellbore.  Each Lateral 
taken together with the common vertical wellbore shall be considered a single wellbore and shall have a corresponding 
Total Measured Depth.  Notwithstanding the foregoing, in the case of a Multi-lateral Well, if the production from each 
Lateral is to be commingled in the common vertical wellbore then the Laterals and vertical wellbore shall be considered 
collectively as one wellbore.  When the proposed operation(s) is the drilling of , or operation on, a Horizontal or Multi-
Lateral Well, the terms “depth” of “total depth” wherever used in the Agreement shall be deemed to read “Total Measured 
Depth” insofar as it applies to such well. 

 
W. The term “Vertical Well” shall mean a well drilled, Completed or Recompleted other than a Horizontal or Multi-lateral 

Well. 
 
 Unless the context otherwise clearly indicates, words used in the singular include the plural, the word "person" includes 
 
natural and artificial persons, the plural includes the singular, and any gender includes the masculine, feminine, and neuter. 
 

ARTICLE II. 
 

EXHIBITS 
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 The following exhibits, as indicated below and attached hereto, are incorporated in and made a part hereof: 
 
 X   A. Exhibit "A," shall include the following information: 
 
    (1) Description of lands subject to this agreement, 
 
    (2) Restrictions, if any, as to depths, formations, or substances, 
 
    (3) Parties to agreement with addresses and telephone numbers for notice purposes, 
 
    (4) Percentages or fractional interests of parties to this agreement, 
 
    (5) Oil and Gas Leases and/or Oil and Gas Interests subject to this agreement, 
 
    (6) Burdens on production. 
 
   B. Exhibit "B," Form of Lease. 
 
 X  C. Exhibit "C," Accounting Procedure. 
 
 X  D. Exhibit "D," Insurance. 
 
 X  E. Exhibit "E," Gas Balancing Agreement. 
 
 X  F. Exhibit "F," Non-Discrimination and Certification of Non-Segregated Facilities. 
 
   G. Exhibit "G," Tax Partnership. 
 
 X  H. Other:  Recording Supplement to Operating Agreement  
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 If any provision of any exhibit, except Exhibit "E," is inconsistent with any provision contained in 
 
the body of this agreement, the provisions in the body of this agreement shall prevail. 

 
ARTICLE III. 

 
INTERESTS OF PARTIES 

 
A.  Oil and Gas Interests: 
 
 If any party owns an Oil and Gas Interest in the Contract Area, that Interest shall be treated for all purposes of this 
  
agreement and during the term hereof as if it were covered by the form of Oil and Gas Lease attached hereto as Exhibit "B," 
 
and the owner thereof shall be deemed to own both royalty interest in such lease and the interest of the lessee thereunder. 
 
B.  Interests of Parties in Costs and Production: 
 
 Unless changed by other provisions, all costs and liabilities incurred in operations under this agreement shall be borne 
 
and paid, and all equipment and materials acquired in operations on the Contract Area shall be owned, by the parties as their 
 
interests are set forth in Exhibit "A."  In the same manner, the parties shall also own all production of Oil and Gas from the 
 
Contract Area subject, however, to the payment of royalties and other burdens on production as described hereafter. 
 
 Regardless of which party has contributed any Oil and Gas Lease or Oil and Gas Interest on which royalty or other 
 
burdens may be payable and except as otherwise expressly provided in this agreement, each party shall pay or deliver, or  
   
cause to be paid or delivered, all burdens on its share of the production from the Contract Area up to, but not in excess of,  
 
              1/8th of 8/8th's  and shall indemnify, defend and hold the other parties free from any liability therefor. 
 
Except as otherwise expressly provided in this agreement, if any party has contributed hereto any Lease or Interest which is 
 
burdened with any royalty, overriding royalty, production payment or other burden on production in excess of the amounts 
 
stipulated above, such party so burdened shall assume and alone bear all such excess obligations and shall indemnify, defend 
 
and hold the other parties hereto harmless from any and all claims attributable to such excess burden.  However, so long as 
 
the Drilling Unit for the productive Zone(s) is identical with the Contract Area, each party shall pay or deliver, or cause to  
 
be paid or delivered, all burdens on production from the Contract Area due under the terms of the Oil and Gas Lease(s) 
 
which such party has contributed to this agreement, and shall indemnify, defend and hold the other parties free from any  
 
liability therefor. 
 
 No party shall ever be responsible, on a price basis higher than the price received by such party, to any other party's 
 
lessor or royalty owner, and if such other party's lessor or royalty owner should demand and receive settlement on a higher 
 
price basis, the party contributing the affected Lease shall bear the additional royalty burden attributable to such higher price. 
 
 Nothing contained in this Article III.B. shall be deemed an assignment or cross-assignment of interests covered hereby, 
 
and in the event two or more parties contribute to this agreement jointly owned Leases, the parties' undivided interests in 
 
said Leaseholds shall be deemed separate leasehold interests for the purposes of this agreement. 
 
C.  Subsequently Created Interests: 
 
 If any party has contributed hereto a Lease or Interest that is burdened with an assignment of production given as security 
 
for the payment of money, or if, after the date of this agreement, any party creates an overriding royalty, production 
 
payment, net profits interest, assignment of production or other burden payable out of production attributable to its working  
 
interest hereunder, such burden shall be deemed a "Subsequently Created Interest."  Further, if any party has contributed 
 
hereto a Lease or Interest burdened with an overriding royalty, production payment, net profits interests, or other burden 
 
payable out of production created prior to the date of this agreement, and such burden is not shown on Exhibit "A," such 
 
burden also shall be deemed a Subsequently Created Interest to the extent such burden causes the burdens on such party's 
 
Lease or Interest to exceed the amount stipulated in Article III.B. above. 
 
 The party whose interest is burdened with the Subsequently Created Interest (the "Burdened Party") shall assume and 
 
alone bear, pay and discharge the Subsequently Created Interest and shall indemnify, defend and hold harmless the other  
 
parties from and against any liability therefor.  Further, if the Burdened Party fails to pay, when due, its share of expenses 
 
chargeable hereunder, all provisions of Article VII.B. shall be enforceable against the Subsequently Created Interest in the  
 
same manner as they are enforceable against the working interest of the Burdened Party.  If the Burdened Party is required 
 
under this agreement to assign or relinquish to any other party, or parties, all or a portion of its working interest and/or the 
 
production attributable thereto, said other party, or parties, shall receive said assignment and/or production free and clear of  
 
said Subsequently Created Interest, and the Burdened Party shall indemnify, defend and hold harmless said other party, or  
 
parties, from any and all claims and demands for payment asserted by owners of the Subsequently Created Interest. 
 

ARTICLE IV. 
 

TITLES 
 
A.  Title Examination: 
   
 Title examination shall be made on the Drillsite of any proposed well prior to commencement of drilling operations. 
 Title examination   / will include the ownership of the working 
 
interest, minerals, royalty, overriding royalty and production payments under the applicable Leases.   Each party contributing 
 
Leases and/or Oil and Gas Interests to be included in the Drilling Unit, if appropriate, shall furnish to Operator 
 
all abstracts (including federal lease status reports), title opinions, title papers and curative material in its possession free of 
 
charge.  All such information not in the possession of or made available to Operator by the parties, but necessary for the 
 
examination of the title, shall be obtained by Operator.  Operator shall cause title to be examined by attorneys on its staff or 
 
by outside attorneys.  Copies of all title opinions shall be furnished to each Drilling Party.  Costs incurred by Operator in 
  or other land Consultants 
procuring abstracts, fees paid outside attorneys / for title examination (including preliminary, supplemental, shut-in royalty  
 
opinions and division order title opinions) and other direct charges as provided in Exhibit "C" shall be borne by the Drilling 
 
Parties in the proportion that the interest of each Drilling Party bears to the total interest of all Drilling Parties as such 
 
interests appear in Exhibit "A."  Operator shall make no charge for services rendered by its staff attorneys or other personnel 
 
in the performance of the above functions. 
 
 Each party shall be responsible for securing curative matter and pooling amendments or agreements required in 
 
connection with Leases or Oil and Gas Interests contributed by such party.  Operator shall be responsible for the preparation 
 
and recording of pooling designations or declarations and communitization agreements as well as the conduct of hearings 
 
before governmental agencies for the securing of spacing or pooling orders or any other orders necessary or appropriate to 
 
the conduct of operations hereunder.  This shall not prevent any party from appearing on its own behalf at such hearings. 
  or other consultants 
Costs incurred by Operator, including fees paid to outside attorneys,/  which are associated with hearings before governmental  
 
agencies, and which costs are necessary and proper for the activities contemplated under this agreement, shall be direct 
 
charges to the joint account and shall not be covered by the administrative overhead charges as provided in Exhibit "C." 
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Operator shall make no charge for services rendered by its staff attorneys or other personnel in the performance of the above 
 
functions. 
 
 No well shall be drilled on the Contract Area until after (1) the title to the Drilling Unit, if appropriate, has 
  Operator. 
been examined as above provided, and (2) the title has been approved by the /  
 
B. Loss or Failure of Title: 
 
 1.  Failure of Title: Should any Oil and Gas Interest or Oil and Gas Lease be lost through failure of title, which results in a  
 
reduction of interest from that shown on Exhibit "A," the party credited with contributing the affected Lease or Interest 
 
(including, if applicable, a successor in interest to such party) shall have ninety (90) days from final determination of title 
 
failure to acquire a new lease or other instrument curing the entirety of the title failure, which acquisition will not be subject 
 
to Article VIII.B., and failing to do so, this agreement, nevertheless, shall continue in force as to all remaining Oil and Gas 
 
Leases and Interests; and, 
 
 (a) The party credited with contributing the Oil and Gas Lease or Interest affected by the title failure (including, if 
 
applicable, a successor in interest to such party) shall bear alone the entire loss and it shall not be entitled to recover from 
 
Operator or the other parties any development or operating costs which it may have previously paid or incurred, but there 
 
shall be no additional liability on its part to the other parties hereto by reason of such title failure; 
 
 (b) There shall be no retroactive adjustment of expenses incurred or revenues received from the operation of the  
 
Lease or Interest which has failed, but the interests of the parties contained on Exhibit "A" shall be revised on an acreage  
 
basis, as of the time it is determined finally that title failure has occurred, so that the interest of the party whose Lease or 
 
Interest is affected by the title failure will thereafter be reduced in the Contract Area by the amount of the Lease or Interest failed; 
 
 (c) If the proportionate interest of the other parties hereto in any producing well previously drilled on the Contract 
 
Area is increased by reason of the title failure, the party who bore the costs incurred in connection with such well attributable 
 
to the Lease or Interest which has failed shall receive the proceeds attributable to the increase in such interest (less costs and 
 
burdens attributable thereto) until it has been reimbursed for unrecovered costs paid by it in connection with such well 
 
attributable to such failed Lease or Interest; 
 
 (d) Should any person not a party to this agreement, who is determined to be the owner of any Lease or Interest 
 
which has failed, pay in any manner any part of the cost of operation, development, or equipment, such amount shall be paid 
 
to the party or parties who bore the costs which are so refunded; 
 
 (e) Any liability to account to a person not a party to this agreement for prior production of Oil and Gas which arises 
 
by reason of title failure shall be borne severally by each party (including a predecessor to a current party) who received 
 
production for which such accounting is required based on the amount of such production received, and each such party shall 
 
severally indemnify, defend and hold harmless all other parties hereto for any such liability to account; 
 
 (f) No charge shall be made to the joint account for legal expenses, fees or salaries in connection with the defense of 
 
the Lease or Interest claimed to have failed, but if the party contributing such Lease or Interest hereto elects to defend its title 
 
it shall bear all expenses in connection therewith; and 
 
 (g) If any party is given credit on Exhibit "A" to a Lease or Interest which is limited solely to ownership of an 
 
interest in the wellbore of any well or wells and the production therefrom, such party's absence of interest in the remainder 
 
of the Contract Area shall be considered a Failure of Title as to such remaining Contract Area unless that absence of interest 
 
is reflected on Exhibit "A." 
 
 2.  Loss by Non-Payment or Erroneous Payment of Amount Due: If, through mistake or oversight, any rental, shut-in well  
 
payment, minimum royalty or royalty payment, or other payment necessary to maintain all or a portion of an Oil and Gas 
 
Lease or interest is not paid or is erroneously paid, and as a result a Lease or Interest terminates, there shall be no monetary 
 
liability against the party who failed to make such payment.  Unless the party who failed to make the required payment 
 
secures a new Lease or Interest covering the same interest within ninety (90) days from the discovery of the failure to make 
 
proper payment, which acquisition will not be subject to Article VIII.B., the interests of the parties reflected on Exhibit "A" 
 
shall be revised on an acreage basis, effective as of the date of termination of the Lease or Interest involved, and the party 
 
who failed to make proper payment will no longer be credited with an interest in the Contract Area on account of ownership 
 
of the Lease or Interest which has terminated.  If the party who failed to make the required payment shall not have been fully 
 
reimbursed, at the time of the loss, from the proceeds of the sale of Oil and Gas attributable to the lost Lease or Interest, 
 
calculated on an acreage basis, for the development and operating costs previously paid on account of such Lease or Interest, 
 
it shall be reimbursed for unrecovered actual costs previously paid by it (but not for its share of the cost of any dry hole 
 
previously drilled or wells previously abandoned) from so much of the following as is necessary to effect reimbursement: 
 
 (a) Proceeds of Oil and Gas produced prior to termination of the Lease or Interest, less operating expenses and lease 
 
burdens chargeable hereunder to the person who failed to make payment, previously accrued to the credit of the lost Lease or 
 
Interest, on an acreage basis, up to the amount of unrecovered costs; 
 
 (b) Proceeds of Oil and Gas, less operating expenses and lease burdens chargeable hereunder to the person who failed 
 
to make payment, up to the amount of unrecovered costs attributable to that portion of Oil and Gas thereafter produced and 
 
marketed (excluding production from any wells thereafter drilled) which, in the absence of such Lease or Interest termination, 
 
would be attributable to the lost Lease or Interest on an acreage basis and which as a result of such Lease or Interest 
 
termination is credited to other parties, the proceeds of said portion of the Oil and Gas to be contributed by the other parties 
 
in proportion to their respective interests reflected on Exhibit "A"; and, 
 
 (c) Any monies, up to the amount of unrecovered costs, that may be paid by any party who is, or becomes, the owner 
 
of the Lease or Interest lost, for the privilege of participating in the Contract Area or becoming a party to this agreement. 
 
 3. Other Losses: All losses of Leases or Interests committed to this agreement, other than those set forth in Articles 
 
IV.B.1. and IV.B.2. above, shall be joint losses and shall be borne by all parties in proportion to their interests shown on 
 
Exhibit "A."  This shall include but not be limited to the loss of any Lease or Interest through failure to develop or because 
 
express or implied covenants have not been performed (other than performance which requires only the payment of money),  
 
and the loss of any Lease by expiration at the end of its primary term if it is not renewed or extended.  There shall be no 
 
readjustment of interests in the remaining portion of the Contract Area on account of any joint loss. 
 
 4. Curing Title: In the event of a Failure of Title under Article IV.B.1. or a loss of title under Article IV.B.2. above, any 
 
Lease or Interest acquired by any party hereto (other than the party whose interest has failed or was lost) during the ninety 
 
(90) day period provided by Article IV.B.1. and Article IV.B.2. above covering all or a portion of the interest that has failed  
 
or was lost shall be offered at cost to the party whose interest has failed or was lost, and the provisions of Article VIII.B.  
 
shall not apply to such acquisition. 
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ARTICLE V. 
 

OPERATOR 
 
A.  Designation and Responsibilities of Operator: 
 
  Anadarko E&P Company LP  shall be the Operator of the Contract Area, and shall conduct  
 
and direct and have full control of all operations on the Contract Area as permitted and required by, and within the limits of 
 
this agreement.  In its performance of services hereunder for the Non-Operators, Operator shall be an independent contractor 
 
not subject to the control or direction of the Non-Operators except as to the type of operation to be undertaken in accordance 
 
with the election procedures contained in this agreement.  Operator shall not be deemed, or hold itself out as, the agent of the 
 
Non-Operators with authority to bind them to any obligation or liability assumed or incurred by Operator as to any third 
 
party.  Operator shall conduct its activities under this agreement as a reasonable prudent operator, in a good and workmanlike 
 
manner, with due diligence and dispatch, in accordance with good oilfield practice, and in compliance with applicable law and  
 
regulation, but in no event shall it have any liability as Operator to the other parties for losses sustained or liabilities incurred 
 
except such as may result from gross negligence or willful misconduct. 
 
B. Resignation or Removal of Operator and Selection of Successor: 
 
 1. Resignation or Removal of Operator: Operator may resign at any time by giving written notice thereof to Non-Operators. 
 
If Operator terminates its legal existence, no longer owns an interest hereunder in the Contract Area, or is no longer capable of 
 
serving as Operator, Operator shall be deemed to have resigned without any action by Non-Operators, except the selection of a 
 
successor.  Operator may be removed only for good cause by the affirmative vote of Non-Operators owning a majority interest 
 
based on ownership as shown on Exhibit "A" remaining after excluding the voting interest of Operator; such vote shall not be 
 
deemed effective until a written notice has been delivered to the Operator by a Non-Operator detailing the alleged default and 
 
Operator has failed to cure the default within thirty (30) days from its receipt of the notice or, if the default concerns an  
 
operation then being conducted, within forty-eight (48) hours of its receipt of the notice.  For purposes hereof, "good cause" shall 
 
mean not only gross negligence or willful misconduct but also the material breach of or inability to meet the standards of  
 
operation contained in Article V.A. or material failure or inability to perform its obligations under this agreement.  
 
 Subject to Article VII.D.1., such resignation or removal shall not become effective until 7:00 o'clock A.M. on the first 
 
day of the calendar month following the expiration of ninety (90) days after the giving of notice of resignation by Operator 
 
or action by the Non-Operators to remove Operator, unless a successor Operator has been selected and assumes the duties of 
 
Operator at an earlier date. Operator, after effective date of resignation or removal, shall be bound by the terms hereof as a  
 
Non-Operator.  A change of a corporate name or structure of Operator or transfer of Operator's interest to any single 
 
subsidiary, parent or successor corporation shall not be the basis for removal of Operator. 
 
 2.  Selection of Successor Operator: Upon the resignation or removal of Operator under any provision of this agreement, a 
 
successor Operator shall be selected by the parties.  The successor Operator shall be selected from the parties owning an 
 
interest in the Contract Area at the time such successor Operator is selected.  The successor Operator shall be selected by the 
 
affirmative vote of two (2) or more parties owning a majority interest based on ownership as shown on Exhibit "A";  
 
provided, however, if an Operator which has been removed or is deemed to have resigned fails to vote or votes only to 
 
succeed itself, the successor Operator shall be selected by the affirmative vote of the party or parties owning a majority 
 
interest based on ownership as shown on Exhibit "A" remaining after excluding the voting interest of the Operator that was 
 
removed or resigned.  The former Operator shall promptly deliver to the successor Operator all records and data relating to 
 
the operations conducted by the former Operator to the extent such records and data are not already in the possession of the 
 
successor operator.  Any cost of obtaining or copying the former Operator's records and data shall be charged to the joint 
 
account. 
 
 3.  Effect of Bankruptcy: If Operator becomes insolvent, bankrupt or is placed in receivership, it shall be deemed to have  
 
resigned without any action by Non-Operators, except the selection of a successor.  If a petition for relief under the federal 
 
bankruptcy laws is filed by or against Operator, and the removal of Operator is prevented by the federal bankruptcy court, all 
 
Non-Operators and Operator shall comprise an interim operating committee to serve until Operator has elected to reject or 
 
assume this agreement pursuant to the Bankruptcy Code, and an election to reject this agreement by Operator as a debtor in  
 
possession, or by a trustee in bankruptcy, shall be deemed a resignation as Operator without any action by Non-Operators, 
 
except the selection of a successor.  During the period of time the operating committee controls operations, all actions shall 
 
require the approval of two (2) or more parties owning a majority interest based on ownership as shown on Exhibit "A."  In 
 
the event there are only two (2) parties to this agreement, during the period of time the operating committee controls 
 
operations, a third party acceptable to Operator, Non-Operator and the federal bankruptcy court shall be selected as a  
 
member of the operating committee, and all actions shall require the approval of two (2) members of the operating 
 
committee without regard for their interest in the Contract Area based on Exhibit "A." 
 
C.  Employees and Contractors: 
  
 The number of employees or contractors used by Operator in conducting operations hereunder, their selection, and the  
 
hours of labor and the compensation for services performed shall be determined by Operator, and all such employees or  
 
contractors shall be the employees or contractors of Operator. 
 
D.  Rights and Duties of Operator: 
 
 1. Competitive Rates and Use of Affiliates: All wells drilled on the Contract Area shall be drilled on a competitive 
 
contract basis at the usual rates prevailing in the area.  If it so desires, Operator may employ its own tools and equipment in 
 
the drilling of wells, but its charges therefor shall not exceed the prevailing rates in the area and the rate of such charges 
 
shall be agreed upon by the parties in writing before drilling operations are commenced, and such work shall be performed by 
 
Operator under the same terms and conditions as are customary and usual in the area in contracts of independent contractors 
 
who are doing work of a similar nature.  All work performed or materials supplied by affiliates or related parties of Operator 
 
shall be performed or supplied at competitive rates, pursuant to written agreement, and in accordance with customs and 
 
standards prevailing in  the industry. 
 
 2. Discharge of Joint Account Obligations: Except as herein otherwise specifically provided, Operator shall promptly pay 
 
and discharge expenses incurred in the development and operation of the Contract Area pursuant to this agreement and shall 
 
charge each of the parties hereto with their respective proportionate shares upon the expense basis provided in Exhibit "C." 
 
Operator shall keep an accurate record of the joint account hereunder, showing expenses incurred and charges and credits 
 
made and received. 
 
 3. Protection from Liens: Operator shall pay, or cause to be paid, as and when they become due and payable, all accounts  
 
of contractors and suppliers and wages and salaries for services rendered or performed, and for materials supplied on, to or in 
 
respect of the Contract Area or any operations for the joint account thereof, and shall keep the Contract Area free from 
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liens and encumbrances resulting therefrom except for those resulting from a bona fide dispute as to services rendered or 
 
materials supplied. 
 
 4. Custody of Funds: Operator shall hold for the account of the Non-Operators any funds of the Non-Operators advanced 
 
or paid to the Operator, either for the conduct of operations hereunder or as a result of the sale of production from the  
 
Contract Area, and such funds shall remain the funds of the Non-Operators on whose account they are advanced or paid until  
 
used for their intended purpose or otherwise delivered to the Non-Operators or applied toward the payment of debts as 
 
provided in Article VII.B.  Nothing in this paragraph shall be construed to establish a fiduciary relationship between Operator 
 
and Non-Operators for any purpose other than to account for Non-Operator funds as herein specifically provided.  Nothing in 
 
this paragraph shall require the maintenance by Operator of separate accounts for the funds of Non-Operators unless the  
 
parties otherwise specifically agree. 
   
 5. Access to Contract Area and Records: Operator shall, except as otherwise provided herein, permit each Non-Operator 
   
or its duly authorized representative, at the Non-Operator's sole risk and cost, full and free access at all reasonable times to  
 
all operations of every kind and character being conducted for the joint account on the Contract Area and to the records of 
 
operations conducted thereon or production therefrom, including Operator's books and records relating thereto.  Such access 
 
rights shall not be exercised in a manner interfering with Operator's conduct of an operation hereunder and shall not obligate 
 
Operator to furnish any geologic or geophysical data of an interpretive nature unless the cost of preparation of such 
   
interpretive data was charged to the joint account.  Operator will furnish to each Non-Operator upon request copies of any 
 
and all reports and information obtained by Operator in connection with production and related items, including, without 
 
limitation, meter and chart reports, production purchaser statements, run tickets and monthly gauge reports, but excluding 
 
purchase contracts and pricing information to the extent not applicable to the production of the Non-Operator seeking the 
 
information.  Any audit of Operator's records relating to amounts expended and the appropriateness of such expenditures 
 
shall be conducted in accordance with the audit protocol specified in Exhibit "C." 
 
 6. Filing and Furnishing Governmental Reports: Operator will file, and upon written request promptly furnish copies to 
   
each requesting Non-Operator not in default of its payment obligations, all operational notices, reports or applications 
 
required to be filed by local, State, Federal or Indian agencies or authorities having jurisdiction over operations hereunder. 
 
Each Non-Operator shall provide to Operator on a timely basis all information necessary to Operator to make such filings. 
 
 7. Drilling and Testing Operations: The following provisions shall apply to each well drilled hereunder. 
 
 (a) Operator will promptly advise Non-Operators of the date on which the well is spudded, or the date on which 
 
drilling operations are commenced. 
                   
 (b) Operator will send  to Non-Operators such reports, test results and notices regarding the progress of operations on  the 
well 
 
as the Non-Operators shall reasonably request, including, but not limited to, daily drilling reports, completion reports, and well logs. 
  evaluate 
 (c) Operator shall adequately / all Zones encountered which may reasonably be expected to be capable of producing 
 
Oil and Gas in paying quantities as a result of examination of the electric log or any other logs or cores or tests conducted 
 
hereunder. 
 
 
 
 8. Cost Estimates: Upon request of any Consenting Party, Operator shall furnish estimates of current and cumulative costs 
 
incurred for the joint account at reasonable intervals during the conduct of any operation pursuant to this agreement. 
 
Operator shall not be held liable for errors in such estimates so long as the estimates are made in good faith. 
 
 9. Insurance: At all times while operations are conducted hereunder, Operator shall comply with the workers 
 
compensation law of the state where the operations are being conducted; provided, however, that Operator may be a self- 
 
insurer for liability under said compensation laws in which event the only charge that shall be made to the joint account shall  
 
be as provided in Exhibit "C."  Operator shall also carry or provide insurance for the benefit of the joint account of the parties 
 
as outlined in Exhibit "D" attached hereto and made a part hereof.  Operator shall require all contractors engaged in work on 
 
or for the Contract Area to comply with the workers compensation law of the state where the operations are being conducted 
 
and to maintain such other insurance as Operator may require. 
 
 In the event automobile liability insurance is specified in said Exhibit "D," or subsequently receives the approval of the 
 
parties, no direct charge shall be made by Operator for premiums paid for such insurance for Operator's automotive 
 
equipment. 
 

ARTICLE VI. 
 

DRILLING AND DEVELOPMENT 
 
A.  Initial Well: 
  have the right to 
 On or before the    day of   ,   , Operator shall / commence the drilling of the Initial 
 
Well at the following location:   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
and shall thereafter continue the drilling of the well horizontally with due diligence to  
 
Operator shall have the right to cease drilling a Horizontal or Multi-lateral Well at any time, for any reason that a reasonable and prudent 
opertor would cease drilling, and such Horizontal or Multi-lateral Well shall be deemed to have reached its objective depth so long as 
Operator has drilled such Horizontal or Multi-lateral Well to the objective formation(s) and has drilled horizontally in the objective 
formation(s) for a distance which is at least equal to fifty percent (50%) of the length of the Lateral(s) proposed for the operation. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The drilling of the Initial Well and the participation therein by all parties is obligatory, subject to Article VI.C.1. as to participation 
 
in Completion operations and Article VI.F. as to termination of operations and Article XI as to occurrence of force majeure. 
 
B.  Subsequent Operations: 
 
 1.  Proposed Operations: If any party hereto should desire to drill any well on the Contract Area other than the Initial Well, or 
 
if any party should desire to Rework, Sidetrack, Deepen, Recomplete or Plug Back a dry hole or a well no longer capable of  
 
producing in paying quantities in which such party has not otherwise relinquished its interest in the proposed objective Zone under 
 
this agreement, the party desiring to drill, Rework, Sidetrack, Deepen, Recomplete or Plug Back such a well shall give written  
 
notice of the proposed operation to the parties who have not otherwise relinquished their interest in such objective Zone 
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under this agreement and to all other parties in the case of a proposal for Sidetracking or Deepening, specifying the work to be 
 
performed, the location, proposed depth, objective Zone and the estimated cost of the operation.  The parties to whom such a 
 
notice is delivered shall have thirty (30) days after receipt of the notice within which to notify the party proposing to do the work 
 
whether they elect to participate in the cost of the proposed operation.  If a drilling rig is on location, notice of a proposal to  
 
Rework, Sidetrack, Recomplete, Plug Back or Deepen may be given by telephone and the response period shall be limited to forty- 
 
eight (48) hours, exclusive of Saturday, Sunday and legal holidays.  Failure of a party to whom such notice is delivered to reply 
 
within the period above fixed shall constitute an election by that party not to participate in the cost of the proposed operation. 
 
Any proposal by a party to conduct an operation conflicting with the operation initially proposed shall be delivered to all parties 
 
within the time and in the manner provided in Article VI.B.6. 
 
 If all parties to whom such notice is delivered elect to participate in such a proposed operation, the parties shall be 
 
contractually committed to participate therein provided such operations are commenced within the time period hereafter set 
 
forth, and Operator shall, no later than ninety (90) days after expiration of the notice period of thirty (30) days (or as 
 
promptly as practicable after the expiration of the forty-eight (48) hour period when a drilling rig is on location, as the case  
 
may be), actually commence the proposed operation and thereafter complete it with due diligence at the risk and expense of  
 
the parties participating therein; provided, however, said commencement date may be extended upon written notice of same 
 
by Operator to the other parties, for a period of up to thirty (30) additional days if, in the sole opinion of Operator, such 
 
additional time is reasonably necessary to obtain permits from governmental authorities, surface rights (including rights-of- 
 
way) or appropriate drilling equipment, or to complete title examination or curative matter required for title approval or  
 
acceptance.  If the actual operation has not been commenced within the time provided (including any extension thereof as  
 
specifically permitted herein or in the force majeure provisions of Article XI) and if any party hereto still desires to conduct 
 
said operation, written notice proposing same must be resubmitted to the other parties in accordance herewith as if no prior  
 
proposal had been made.  Those parties that did not participate in the drilling of a well for which a proposal to Deepen or  
 
Sidetrack is made hereunder shall, if such parties desire to participate in the proposed Deepening or Sidetracking operation, 
 
reimburse the Drilling Parties in accordance with Article VI.B.4. in the event of a Deepening operation and in accordance 
 
with Article VI.B.5. in the event of a Sidetracking operation. 
 
 2.  Operations by Less Than All Parties: 
 
 (a) Determination of Participation.  If any party to whom such notice is delivered as provided in Article VI.B.1. or 
   
VI.C.1. (Option No. 2) elects not to participate in the proposed operation, then, in order to be entitled to the benefits of this 
   
Article, the party or parties giving the notice and such other parties as shall elect to participate in the operation shall, no 
 
later than ninety (90) days after the expiration of the notice period of thirty (30) days (or as promptly as practicable after the 
 
expiration of the forty-eight (48) hour period when a drilling rig is on location, as the case may be) actually commence the  
 
proposed operation and complete it with due diligence.  Operator shall perform all work for the account of the Consenting 
 
Parties; provided, however, if no drilling rig or other equipment is on location, and if Operator is a Non-Consenting Party, 
 
the Consenting Parties shall either: (i) request Operator to perform the work required by such proposed operation for the 
 
account of the Consenting Parties, or (ii) designate one of the Consenting Parties as Operator to perform such work.  The 
 
rights and duties granted to and imposed upon the Operator under this agreement are granted to and imposed upon the party  
 
designated as Operator for an operation in which the original Operator is a Non-Consenting Party.  Consenting Parties, when 
 
conducting operations on the Contract Area pursuant to this Article VI.B.2., shall comply with all terms and conditions of this 
 
agreement. 
 
 If less than all parties approve any proposed operation, the proposing party, immediately after the expiration of the 
 
applicable notice period, shall advise all Parties of the total interest of the parties approving such operation and its 
 
recommendation as to whether the Consenting Parties should proceed with the operation as proposed.  Each Consenting Party, 
 
within forty-eight (48) hours (exclusive of Saturday, Sunday, and legal holidays) after delivery of such notice, shall advise the 
 
proposing party of its desire to (i) limit participation to such party's interest as shown on Exhibit "A" or (ii) carry only its 
 
proportionate part (determined by dividing such party's interest in the Contract Area by the interests of all Consenting Parties in 
 
the Contract Area) of Non-Consenting Parties' interests, or (iii) carry its proportionate part (determined as provided in (ii)) of  
 
Non-Consenting Parties' interests together with all or a portion of its proportionate part of any Non-Consenting Parties' 
 
interests that any Consenting Party did not elect to take.  Any interest of Non-Consenting Parties that is not carried by a  
 
Consenting Party shall be deemed to be carried by the party proposing the operation if such party does not withdraw its 
 
proposal.  Failure to advise the proposing party within the time required shall be deemed an election under (i). In the event a 
 
drilling rig is on location, notice may be given by telephone, and the time permitted for such a response shall not exceed a  
 
total of forty-eight (48) hours (exclusive of Saturday, Sunday and legal holidays).  The proposing party, at its election, may 
 
withdraw such proposal if there is less than 100% participation and shall notify all parties of such decision within ten (10) 
 
days, or within twenty-four (24) hours if a drilling rig is on location, following expiration of the applicable response period. 
 
If 100% subscription to the proposed operation is obtained, the proposing party shall promptly notify the Consenting Parties 
 
of their proportionate interests in the operation and the party serving as Operator shall commence such operation within the 
   
period provided in Article VI.B.1., subject to the same extension right as provided therein. 
 
 (b) Relinquishment of Interest for Non-Participation. The entire cost and risk of conducting such operations shall be  
 
borne by the Consenting Parties in the proportions they have elected to bear same under the terms of the preceding  
 
paragraph.  Consenting Parties shall keep the leasehold estates involved in such operations free and clear of all liens and 
 
encumbrances of every kind created by or arising from the operations of the Consenting Parties.  If such an operation results 
 
in a dry hole, then subject to Articles VI.B.6. and VI.E.3., the Consenting Parties shall plug and abandon the well and restore 
 
the surface location at their sole cost, risk and expense; provided, however, that those Non-Consenting Parties that 
 
participated in the drilling, Deepening or Sidetracking of the well shall remain liable for, and shall pay, their proportionate 
 
shares of the cost of plugging and abandoning the well and restoring the surface location insofar only as those costs were not 
 
increased by the subsequent operations of the Consenting Parties.  If any well drilled, Reworked, Sidetracked, Deepened,  
 
Recompleted or Plugged Back under the provisions of this Article results in a well capable of producing Oil and/or Gas in 
 
paying quantities, the Consenting Parties shall Complete and equip the well to produce at their sole cost and risk, and the  
 
well shall then be turned over to Operator (if the Operator did not conduct the operation) and shall be operated by it at the 
 
expense and for the account of the Consenting Parties.  Upon commencement of operations for the drilling, Reworking, 
 
Sidetracking, Recompleting, Deepening or Plugging Back of any such well by Consenting Parties in accordance with the 
 
provisions of this Article, each Non-Consenting Party shall be deemed to have relinquished to Consenting Parties, and the  
 
Consenting Parties shall own and be entitled to receive, in proportion to their respective interests, all of such Non- 
 
Consenting Party's interest in the well and share of production therefrom or, in the case of a Reworking, Sidetracking, 
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Deepening, Recompleting or Plugging Back, and a Completion pursuant to Article VI.C.1.  Option No. 2, all of such Non- 
 
Consenting Party's interest in the production obtained from the operation in which the Non-Consenting Party did not elect 
 
to participate.  Such relinquishment shall be effective until the proceeds of the sale of such share, calculated at the well, or  
 
market value thereof if such share is not sold (after deducting applicable ad valorem, production, severance, and excise taxes, 
 
royalty, overriding royalty and other interests not excepted by Article III.C. payable out of or measured by the production 
 
from such well accruing with respect to such interest until it reverts), shall equal the total of the following: 
 
 (i)  300  % of each such Non-Consenting Party's share of the cost of any newly acquired surface equipment 
 
beyond the wellhead connections (including but not limited to stock tanks, separators, treaters, pumping equipment and 
 
piping), plus 100% of each such Non-Consenting Party's share of the cost of operation of the well commencing with first 
 
production and continuing until each such Non-Consenting Party's relinquished interest shall revert to it under other  
 
provisions of this Article, it being agreed that each Non-Consenting Party's share of such costs and equipment will be that 
 
interest which would have been chargeable to such Non-Consenting Party had it participated in the well from the beginning 
 
of the operations; and 
 
 (ii)  600  % of (a) that portion of the costs and expenses of drilling, Reworking, Sidetracking, Deepening, 
 
Plugging Back, testing, Completing, and Recompleting, after deducting any cash contributions received under Article VIII.C., 
 
and of (b) that portion of the cost of newly acquired equipment in the well (to and including the wellhead connections), 
 
which would have been chargeable to such Non-Consenting Party if it had participated therein. 
 
 Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in this Article VI.B., if the well does not reach the deepest objective Zone 
 
described in the notice proposing the well for reasons other than the encountering of granite or practically impenetrable 
 
substance or other condition in the hole rendering further operations impracticable, Operator shall give notice thereof to each 
 
Non-Consenting Party who submitted or voted for an alternative proposal under Article VI.B.6. to drill the well to a 
 
shallower Zone than the deepest objective Zone proposed in the notice under which the well was drilled, and each such Non- 
 
Consenting Party shall have the option to participate in the initial proposed Completion of the well by paying its share of the  
 
cost of drilling the well to its actual depth, calculated in the manner provided in Article VI.B.4. (a).  If any such Non- 
 
Consenting Party does not elect to participate in the first Completion proposed for such well, the relinquishment provisions 
 
of this Article VI.B.2. (b) shall apply to such party's interest. 
 
 (c) Reworking, Recompleting or Plugging Back. An election not to participate in the drilling, Sidetracking or 
 
Deepening of a well shall be deemed an election not to participate in any Reworking or Plugging Back operation proposed in  
 
such a well, or portion thereof, to which the initial non-consent election applied that is conducted at any time prior to full 
 
recovery by the Consenting Parties of the Non-Consenting Party's recoupment amount.  Similarly, an election not to 
 
participate in the Completing or Recompleting of a well shall be deemed an election not to participate in any Reworking  
 
operation proposed in such a well, or portion thereof, to which the initial non-consent election applied that is conducted at 
 
any time prior to full recovery by the Consenting Parties of the Non-Consenting Party's recoupment amount.  Any such  
 
Reworking, Recompleting or Plugging Back operation conducted during the recoupment period shall be deemed part of the  
 
cost of operation of said well and there shall be added to the sums to be recouped by the Consenting Parties ___300____% of 
 
that portion of the costs of the Reworking, Recompleting or Plugging Back operation which would have been chargeable to 
 
such Non-Consenting Party had it participated therein.  If such a Reworking, Recompleting or Plugging Back operation is 
 
proposed during such recoupment period, the provisions of this Article VI.B. shall be applicable as between said Consenting 
 
Parties in said well or portion thereof. 
 
 (d) Recoupment Matters. During the period of time Consenting Parties are entitled to receive Non-Consenting Party's 
 
share of production, or the proceeds therefrom, Consenting Parties shall be responsible for the payment of all ad valorem, 
 
production, severance, excise, gathering and other taxes, and all royalty, overriding royalty and other burdens applicable to 
 
Non-Consenting Party's share of production not excepted by Article III.C. 
 
 In the case of any Reworking, Sidetracking, Plugging Back, Recompleting or Deepening operation, the Consenting 
 
Parties shall be permitted to use, free of cost, all casing, tubing and other equipment in the well, but the ownership of all 
 
such equipment shall remain unchanged; and upon abandonment of a well after such Reworking, Sidetracking, Plugging Back, 
 
Recompleting or Deepening, the Consenting Parties shall account for all such equipment to the owners thereof, with each 
 
party receiving its proportionate part in kind or in value, less cost of salvage. 
 
 Within ninety (90) days after the completion of any operation under this Article, the party conducting the operations 
 
for the Consenting Parties shall furnish each Non-Consenting Party with an inventory of the equipment in and connected to 
 
the well, and an itemized statement of the cost of drilling, Sidetracking, Deepening, Plugging Back, testing, Completing, 
 
Recompleting, and equipping the well for production; or, at its option, the operating party, in lieu of an itemized statement 
   
of such costs of operation, may submit a detailed statement of monthly billings.  Each month thereafter, during the time the 
 
Consenting Parties are being reimbursed as provided above, the party conducting the operations for the Consenting Parties 
 
shall furnish the Non-Consenting Parties with an itemized statement of all costs and liabilities incurred in the operation of  
 
the well, together with a statement of the quantity of Oil and Gas produced from it and the amount of proceeds realized from  
 
the sale of the well's working interest production during the preceding month.  In determining the quantity of Oil and Gas 
 
produced during any month, Consenting Parties shall use industry accepted methods such as but not limited to metering or  
 
periodic well tests.  Any amount realized from the sale or other disposition of equipment newly acquired in connection with 
 
any such operation which would have been owned by a Non-Consenting Party had it participated therein shall be credited 
 
against the total unreturned costs of the work done and of the equipment purchased in determining when the interest of such  
 
Non-Consenting Party shall revert to it as above provided; and if there is a credit balance, it shall be paid to such Non- 
 
Consenting Party. 
 
 If and when the Consenting Parties recover from a Non-Consenting Party's relinquished interest the amounts provided 
   
for above, the relinquished interests of such Non-Consenting Party shall automatically revert to it as of 7:00 a.m. on the day  
 
following the day on which such recoupment occurs, and, from and after such reversion, such Non-Consenting Party shall 
 
own the same interest in such well, the material and equipment in or pertaining thereto, and the production therefrom as 
 
such Non-Consenting Party would have been entitled to had it participated in the drilling, Sidetracking, Reworking, 
 
Deepening, Recompleting or Plugging Back of said well.  Thereafter, such Non-Consenting Party shall be charged with and  
 
shall pay its proportionate part of the further costs of the operation of said well in accordance with the terms of this 
 
agreement and Exhibit "C" attached hereto. 
 
 3. Stand-By Costs: When a well which has been drilled or Deepened has reached its authorized depth and all tests have 
 
been completed and the results thereof furnished to the parties, or when operations on the well have been otherwise 
 
terminated pursuant to Article VI.F., stand-by costs incurred pending response to a party's notice proposing a Reworking, 
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Sidetracking, Deepening, Recompleting, Plugging Back or Completing operation in such a well (including the period required 
 
under Article VI.B.6. to resolve competing proposals) shall be charged and borne as part of the drilling or Deepening  
 
operation just completed.  Stand-by costs subsequent to all parties responding, or expiration of the response time permitted, 
 
whichever first occurs, and prior to agreement as to the participating interests of all Consenting Parties pursuant to the terms 
 
of the second grammatical paragraph of Article VI.B.2. (a), shall be charged to and borne as part of the proposed operation, 
 
but if the proposal is subsequently withdrawn because of insufficient participation, such stand-by costs shall be allocated 
 
between the Consenting Parties in the proportion each Consenting Party's interest as shown on Exhibit "A" bears to the total 
 
interest as shown on Exhibit "A" of all Consenting Parties. 
 
 In the event that notice for a Sidetracking operation is given while the drilling rig to be utilized is on location, any party 
 
may request and receive up to five (5) additional days after expiration of the forty-eight hour response period specified in  
 
Article VI.B.1. within which to respond by paying for all stand-by costs and other costs incurred during such extended 
 
response period; Operator may require such party to pay the estimated stand-by time in advance as a condition to extending 
 
the response period.  If more than one party elects to take such additional time to respond to the notice, standby costs shall be  
 
allocated between the parties taking additional time to respond on a day-to-day basis in the proportion each electing party's 
 
interest as shown on Exhibit "A" bears to the total interest as shown on Exhibit "A" of all the electing parties. 
 
 4. Deepening: If less than all parties elect to participate in a drilling, Sidetracking, or Deepening operation proposed 
 
pursuant to Article VI.B.1., the interest relinquished by the Non-Consenting Parties to the Consenting Parties under Article 
 
VI.B.2. shall relate only and be limited to the lesser of (i) the total depth actually drilled or (ii) the objective depth or Zone 
 
of which the parties were given notice under Article VI.B.1. ("Initial Objective").  Such well shall not be Deepened beyond the  
 
Initial Objective without first complying with this Article to afford the Non-Consenting Parties the opportunity to participate 
 
in the Deepening operation. 
 
 In the event any Consenting Party desires to drill or Deepen a Non-Consent Well to a depth below the Initial Objective, 
 
such party shall give notice thereof, complying with the requirements of Article VI.B.1., to all parties (including Non- 
 
Consenting Parties).  Thereupon, Articles VI.B.1. and 2. shall apply and all parties receiving such notice shall have the right to 
 
participate or not participate in the Deepening of such well pursuant to said Articles VI.B.1. and 2.  If a Deepening operation 
 
is approved pursuant to such provisions, and if any Non-Consenting Party elects to participate in the Deepening operation, 
 
such Non-Consenting party shall pay or make reimbursement (as the case may be) of the following costs and expenses. 
 
 (a) If the proposal to Deepen is made prior to the Completion of such well as a well capable of producing in paying 
 
quantities, such Non-Consenting Party shall pay (or reimburse Consenting Parties for, as the case may be) that share of costs 
 
and expenses incurred in connection with the drilling of said well from the surface to the Initial Objective which Non- 
 
Consenting Party would have paid had such Non-Consenting Party agreed to participate therein, plus the Non-Consenting 
 
Party's share of the cost of Deepening and of participating in any further operations on the well in accordance with the other 
 
provisions of this Agreement; provided, however, all costs for testing and Completion or attempted Completion of the well 
 
incurred by Consenting Parties prior to the point of actual operations to Deepen beyond the Initial Objective shall be for the  
 
sole account of Consenting Parties. 
 
 (b) If the proposal is made for a Non-Consent Well that has been previously Completed as a well capable of producing 
 
in paying quantities, but is no longer capable of producing in paying quantities, such Non-Consenting Party shall pay (or 
 
reimburse Consenting Parties for, as the case may be) its proportionate share of all costs of drilling, Completing, and 
 
equipping said well from the surface to the Initial Objective, calculated in the manner provided in paragraph (a) above, less 
 
those costs recouped by the Consenting Parties from the sale of production from the well.  The Non-Consenting Party shall 
 
also pay its proportionate share of all costs of re-entering said well.  The Non-Consenting Parties' proportionate part (based 
 
on the percentage of such well Non-Consenting Party would have owned had it previously participated in such Non-Consent 
 
Well) of the costs of salvable materials and equipment remaining in the hole and salvable surface equipment used in 
 
connection with such well shall be determined in accordance with Exhibit "C."  If the Consenting Parties have recouped the 
 
cost of drilling, Completing, and equipping the well at the time such Deepening operation is conducted, then a Non- 
 
Consenting Party may participate in the Deepening of the well with no payment for costs incurred prior to re-entering the  
 
well for Deepening 
 
 The foregoing shall not imply a right of any Consenting Party to propose any Deepening for a Non-Consent Well prior 
 
to the drilling of such well to its Initial Objective without the consent of the other Consenting Parties as provided in Article 
 
VI.F. 
 This Article VI.B.4. shall not apply to Deepening operations within an existing Lateral of a Horizontal or Multi-lateral Well. 
 
 5. Sidetracking: Any party having the right to participate in a proposed Sidetracking operation that does not own an 
 
interest in the affected wellbore at the time of the notice shall, upon electing to participate, tender to the wellbore owners its 
 
proportionate share (equal to its interest in the Sidetracking operation) of the value of that portion of the existing wellbore 
 
to be utilized as follows: 
 
 (a) If the proposal is for Sidetracking an existing dry hole, reimbursement shall be on the basis of the actual costs 
 
incurred in the initial drilling of the well down to the depth at which the Sidetracking operation is initiated. 
 
 (b) If the proposal is for Sidetracking a well which has previously produced, reimbursement shall be on the basis of 
 
such party's proportionate share of drilling and equipping costs incurred in the initial drilling of the well down to the depth 
 
at which the Sidetracking operation is conducted, calculated in the manner described in Article VI.B.4(b) above.  Such party's 
 
proportionate share of the cost of the well's salvable materials and equipment down to the depth at which the Sidetracking 
 
operation is initiated shall be determined in accordance with the provisions of Exhibit "C." 
 
This Article VI.B.5, “Sidetracking” shall not apply to operations in an existing Lateral of a Horizontal or Multi-lateral Well.  Drilling 
operations which are intended to recover penetration of the objective formation(s) which are conducted in a Horizontal or Multi-lateral Well 
shall be considered as included in the original proposed drilling operations. 
                                                                                  ** 
 6. Order of Preference of Operations./ Except as otherwise specifically provided in this agreement, if any party desires to 
 
propose the conduct of an operation that conflicts with a proposal that has been made by a party under this Article VI, such 
 
party shall have fifteen (15) days from delivery of the initial proposal, in the case of a proposal to drill a well or to perform 
 
an operation on a well where no drilling rig is on location, or twenty-four (24) hours, exclusive of Saturday, Sunday and legal 
 
holidays, from delivery of the initial proposal, if a drilling rig is on location for the well on which such operation is to be 
 
conducted, to deliver to all parties entitled to participate in the proposed operation such party's alternative proposal, such 
 
alternate proposal to contain the same information required to be included in the initial proposal.  Each party receiving such 
 
proposals shall elect by delivery of notice to Operator within five (5) days after expiration of the proposal period, or within 
 
twenty-four (24) hours (exclusive of Saturday, Sunday and legal holidays) if a drilling rig is on location for the well that is the 
 
subject of the proposals, to participate in one of the competing proposals.  Any party not electing within the time required 
**Priority of Operations is set forth in Article XVI for both vertical wells and horizontal wells. 
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shall be deemed not to have voted.  The proposal receiving the vote of parties owning the largest aggregate percentage 
 
interest of the parties voting shall have priority over all other competing proposals; in the case of a tie vote, the 
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initial proposal shall prevail. Operator shall deliver notice of such result to all parties entitled to participate in the operation 
 
within five (5) days after expiration of the election period (or within twenty-four (24) hours, exclusive of Saturday, Sunday 
 
and legal holidays, if a drilling rig is on location).  Each party shall then have two (2) days (or twenty-four (24) hours if a rig 
 
is on location) from receipt of such notice to elect by delivery of notice to Operator to participate in such operation or to  
 
relinquish interest in the affected well pursuant to the provisions of Article VI.B.2.; failure by a party to deliver notice within 
 
such period shall be deemed an election not to participate in the prevailing proposal. 
 
 7. Conformity to Spacing Pattern. Notwithstanding the provisions of this Article VI.B.2., it is agreed that no wells shall be 
 
proposed to be drilled to or Completed in or produced from a Zone from which a well located elsewhere on the Contract 
 
Area is producing, unless such well conforms to the then-existing well spacing pattern or an approved exception thereto for such Zone. 
 
 8. Paying Wells. No party shall conduct any Reworking, Deepening, Plugging Back, Completion, Recompletion, or 
 
 Sidetracking operation under this agreement with respect to any well then capable of producing in paying quantities except  
 
with the consent of all parties that have not relinquished interests in the well at the time of such operation. 
 
C.  Completion of Wells; Reworking and Plugging Back: 
 
 1. Completion: Without the consent of all parties, no well shall be drilled, Deepened or Sidetracked, except any well 
   
drilled, Deepened or Sidetracked pursuant to the provisions of Article VI.B.2. of this agreement.  Consent to the drilling,  
 
Deepening or Sidetracking shall include: 
   
  Option No. 1: / All necessary expenditures for the drilling, Deepening or Sidetracking, testing, Completing and 

  
equipping of  a Horizontal or Multi-lateral Well,  including necessary tankage and/or surface facilities.  For any Horizontal or 
Multi-lateral Well subject to this Agreement completion operations shall be included in the proposed drilling operations for such 
well. 

   a Vertical Well 
  Option No. 2: / All necessary expenditures for the drilling, Deepening or Sidetracking and testing of / . When 

 
such well has reached its authorized depth, and all logs, cores and other tests have been completed, and the results 
 
thereof furnished to the parties, Operator shall give immediate notice to the Non-Operators having the right to 
 
participate in a Completion attempt whether or not Operator recommends attempting to Complete the well, 
 
together with Operator's AFE for Completion costs if not previously provided.  The parties receiving such notice 
                                  
shall have forty-eight (48) hours (exclusive of Saturday, Sunday and legal holidays) in which to elect by delivery of  
 
notice to Operator to participate in a recommended Completion attempt or to make a Completion proposal with an  
 
accompanying AFE.  Operator shall deliver any such Completion proposal, or any Completion proposal conflicting 
 
with Operator's proposal, to the other parties entitled to participate in such Completion in accordance with the 
 
procedures specified in Article VI.B.6.  Election to participate in a Completion attempt shall include consent to all 
 
necessary expenditures for the Completing and equipping of such well, including necessary tankage and/or surface  
 
facilities but excluding any stimulation operation not contained on the Completion AFE.  Failure of any party 
 
receiving such notice to reply within the period above fixed shall constitute an election by that party not to  
 
participate in the cost of the Completion attempt; provided, that Article VI.B.6. shall control in the case of  
 
conflicting Completion proposals.  If one or more, but less than all of the parties, elect to attempt a Completion, the 
 
provision of Article VI.B.2. hereof (the phrase "Reworking, Sidetracking, Deepening, Recompleting or Plugging  
 
Back" as contained in Article VI.B.2. shall be deemed to include "Completing") shall apply to the operations 
 
thereafter conducted by less than all parties; provided, however, that Article VI.B.2. shall apply separately to each 
 
separate Completion or Recompletion attempt undertaken hereunder, and an election to become a Non-Consenting 
 
Party as to one Completion or Recompletion attempt shall not prevent a party from becoming a Consenting Party 
 
in subsequent Completion or Recompletion attempts regardless whether the Consenting Parties as to earlier 
 
Completions or Recompletion have recouped their costs pursuant to Article VI.B.2.; provided further, that any  
 
recoupment of costs by a Consenting Party shall be made solely from the production attributable to the Zone in 
 
which the Completion attempt is made.  Election by a previous Non-Consenting party to participate in a subsequent 
 
Completion or Recompletion attempt shall require such party to pay its proportionate share of the cost of salvable  
 
materials and equipment installed in the well pursuant to the previous Completion or Recompletion attempt, 
 
insofar and only insofar as such materials and equipment benefit the Zone in which such party participates in a  
 
Completion attempt.  Notwithstanding anything herein to the contrary, Option 1 shall apply to any Horizontal or Multi-lateral 
Well and Option 2 shall apply to any Vertical Well. 

 
 2. Rework, Recomplete or Plug Back: No well shall be Reworked, Recompleted or Plugged Back except a well Reworked, 
 
Recompleted, or Plugged Back pursuant to the provisions of Article VI.B.2. of this agreement.  Consent to the Reworking, 
 
Recompleting or Plugging Back of a well shall include all necessary expenditures in conducting such operations and 
 
Completing and equipping of said well, including necessary tankage and/or surface facilities. 
 
D.  Other Operations: 
 
 Operator shall not undertake any single project reasonably estimated to require an expenditure in excess of    
 
Fifty Thousand  Dollars ($ 50,000.00 ) except in connection with the  
 
drilling, Sidetracking, Reworking, Deepening, Completing, Recompleting or Plugging Back of a well that has been previously 
 
authorized by or pursuant to this agreement; provided, however, that, in case of explosion, fire, flood or other sudden 
 
emergency, whether of the same or different nature, Operator may take such steps and incur such expenses as in its opinion  
 
are required to deal with the emergency to safeguard life and property but Operator, as promptly as possible, shall report the 
 
emergency to the other parties.  If Operator prepares an AFE for its own use, Operator shall furnish any Non-Operator so 
 
requesting an information copy thereof for any single project costing in excess of  FiftyThousand  Dollars 
 
($ 50,000.00 ).  Any party who has not relinquished its interest in a well shall have the right to propose that 
 
Operator perform repair work or undertake the installation of artificial lift equipment or ancillary production facilities such as 
 
salt water disposal wells or to conduct additional work with respect to a well drilled hereunder or other similar project (but 
 
not including the installation of gathering lines or other transportation or marketing facilities, the installation of which shall 
 
be governed by separate agreement between the parties) reasonably estimated to require an expenditure in excess of the  
 
amount first set forth above in this Article VI.D. (except in connection with an operation required to be proposed under 
 
Articles VI.B.1. or VI.C.1. Option No. 2, which shall be governed exclusively be those Articles).  Operator shall deliver such 
 
proposal to all parties entitled to participate therein.  If within thirty (30) days thereof Operator secures the written consent  
 
of any party or parties owning at least  65 % of the interests of the parties entitled to participate in such operation, 
 
each party having the right to participate in such project shall be bound by the terms of such proposal and shall be obligated 
 
to pay its proportionate share of the costs of the proposed project as if it had consented to such project pursuant to the terms 
 
of the proposal. 
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E.  Abandonment of Wells: 
 
 1.  Abandonment of Dry Holes: Except for any well drilled or Deepened pursuant to Article VI.B.2., any well which has 
 
been drilled or Deepened under the terms of this agreement and is proposed to be completed as a dry hole shall not be 
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plugged and abandoned without the consent of all parties.  Should Operator, after diligent effort, be unable to contact any 
 
party, or should any party fail to reply within forty-eight (48) hours (exclusive of Saturday, Sunday and legal holidays) after  
 
delivery of notice of the proposal to plug and abandon such well, such party shall be deemed to have consented to the 
 
proposed abandonment.  All such wells shall be plugged and abandoned in accordance with applicable regulations and at the  
 
cost, risk and expense of the parties who participated in the cost of drilling or Deepening such well.  Any party who objects to 
 
plugging and abandoning such well by notice delivered to Operator within forty-eight (48) hours (exclusive of Saturday, 
 
Sunday and legal holidays) after delivery of notice of the proposed plugging shall take over the well as of the end of such 
 
forty-eight (48) hour notice period and conduct further operations in search of Oil and/or Gas subject to the provisions of 
 
Article VI.B.; failure of such party to provide proof reasonably satisfactory to Operator of its financial capability to conduct 
 
such operations or to take over the well within such period or thereafter to conduct operations on such well or plug and  
 
abandon such well shall entitle Operator to retain or take possession of the well and plug and abandon the well.  The party 
 
taking over the well shall indemnify Operator (if Operator is an abandoning party) and the other abandoning parties against 
 
liability for any further operations conducted on such well except for the costs of plugging and abandoning the well and  
 
restoring the surface, for which the abandoning parties shall remain proportionately liable. 
 
 2. Abandonment of Wells That Have Produced: Except for any well in which a Non-Consent operation has been  
 
conducted hereunder for which the Consenting Parties have not been fully reimbursed as herein provided, any well which has 
 
been completed as a producer shall not be plugged and abandoned without the consent of all parties.  If all parties consent to 
 
such abandonment, the well shall be plugged and abandoned in accordance with applicable regulations and at the cost, risk 
 
and expense of all the parties hereto.  Failure of a party to reply within sixty (60) days of delivery of notice of proposed 
 
abandonment shall be deemed an election to consent to the proposal.  If, within sixty (60) days after delivery of notice of the 
 
proposed abandonment of any well, all parties do not agree to the abandonment of such well, those wishing to continue its  
 
operation from the Zone then open to production shall be obligated to take over the well as of the expiration of the  
 
applicable notice period and shall indemnify Operator (if Operator is an abandoning party) and the other abandoning parties 
 
against liability for any further operations on the well conducted by such parties.  Failure of such party or parties to provide 
 
proof reasonably satisfactory to Operator of their financial capability to conduct such operations or to take over the well 
 
within the required period or thereafter to conduct operations on such well shall entitle operator to retain or take possession 
 
of such well and plug and abandon the well. 
 
 Parties taking over a well as provided herein shall tender to each of the other parties its proportionate share of the value of 
 
the well's salvable material and equipment, determined in accordance with the provisions of Exhibit "C," less the estimated cost 
 
of salvaging and the estimated cost of plugging and abandoning and restoring the surface; provided, however, that in the event 
 
the estimated plugging and abandoning and surface restoration costs and the estimated cost of salvaging are higher than the 
 
value of the well's salvable material and equipment, each of the abandoning parties shall tender to the parties continuing 
 
operations their proportionate shares of the estimated excess cost.  Each abandoning party shall assign to the non-abandoning 
 
parties, without warranty, express or implied, as to title or as to quantity, or fitness for use of the equipment and material, all 
 
of its interest in the wellbore of the well and related equipment, together with its interest in the Leasehold insofar and only 
 
insofar as such Leasehold covers the right to obtain production from that wellbore in the Zone then open to production.  If the  
 
interest of the abandoning party is or includes and Oil and Gas Interest, such party shall execute and deliver to the non- 
   
abandoning party or parties an oil and gas lease, limited to the wellbore and the Zone then open to production, for a term of  
 
one (1) year and so long thereafter as Oil and/or Gas is produced from the Zone covered thereby, such lease to be on the form 
 
attached as Exhibit "B."  The assignments or leases so limited shall encompass the Drilling Unit upon which the well is located. 
 
The payments by, and the assignments or leases to, the assignees shall be in a ratio based upon the relationship of their 
 
respective percentage of participation in the Contract Area to the aggregate of the percentages of participation in the Contract 
 
Area of all assignees.  There shall be no readjustment of interests in the remaining portions of the Contract Area. 
 
 Thereafter, abandoning parties shall have no further responsibility, liability, or interest in the operation of or production  
 
from the well in the Zone then open other than the royalties retained in any lease made under the terms of this Article.  Upon 
 
request, Operator shall continue to operate the assigned well for the account of the non-abandoning parties at the rates and 
 
charges contemplated by this agreement, plus any additional cost and charges which may arise as the result of the separate 
 
ownership of the assigned well.  Upon proposed abandonment of the producing Zone assigned or leased, the assignor or lessor 
 
shall then have the option to repurchase its prior interest in the well (using the same valuation formula) and participate in 
 
further operations therein subject to the provisions hereof. 
 
 3. Abandonment of Non-Consent Operations: The provisions of Article VI.E.1. or VI.E.2. above shall be applicable as 
 
between Consenting Parties in the event of the proposed abandonment of any well excepted from said Articles; provided, 
 
however, no well shall be permanently plugged and abandoned unless and until all parties having the right to conduct further 
 
operations therein have been notified of the proposed abandonment and afforded the opportunity to elect to take over the well 
 
in accordance with the provisions of this Article VI.E.; and provided further, that Non-Consenting Parties who own an interest 
 
in a portion of the well shall pay their proportionate shares of abandonment and surface restoration cost for such well as 
 
provided in Article VI.B.2.(b). 
 
F.  Termination of Operations: 
 
 Upon the commencement of an operation for the drilling, Reworking, Sidetracking, Plugging Back, Deepening, testing, 
 
Completion or plugging of a well, including but not limited to the Initial Well, such operation shall not be terminated without 
 
consent of parties bearing __65___% of the costs of such operation; provided, however, that in the event granite or other 
 
practically impenetrable substance or condition in the hole is encountered which renders further operations impractical, 
 
Operator may discontinue operations and give notice of such condition in the manner provided in Article VI.B.1, and the  
 
provisions of Article VI.B. or VI.E. shall thereafter apply to such operation, as appropriate. 
 
G.  Taking Production in Kind: 
 
  Option No. 1: Gas Balancing Agreement Attached 
  

 Each party shall take in kind or separately dispose of its proportionate share of all Oil and Gas produced from the  
 
Contract Area, exclusive of production which may be used in development and producing operations and in preparing and  
 
treating Oil and Gas for marketing purposes and production unavoidably lost.  Any extra expenditure incurred in the taking 
 
in kind or separate disposition by any party of its proportionate share of the production shall be borne by such party.  Any 
 
party taking its share of production in kind shall be required to pay for only its proportionate share of such part of  
 
Operator's surface facilities which it uses. 
 
 Each party shall execute such division orders and contracts as may be necessary for the sale of its interest in  
 
production from the Contract Area, and, except as provided in Article VII.B., shall be entitled to receive payment 
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directly from the purchaser thereof for its share of all production. 
 
 If any party fails to make the arrangements necessary to take in kind or separately dispose of its proportionate 
  and gas 
share of the Oil /  produced from the Contract Area, Operator shall have the right, subject to the revocation at will by 
  and gas 
the party owning it, but not the obligation, to purchase such Oil /   or sell it to others at any time and from time to  
 
time, for the account of the non-taking party.  Any such purchase or sale by Operator may be terminated by 
 
Operator upon at least thirty days (30)days written notice to the owner of said production and shall be subject always to 
 
the right of the owner of the production upon at least thirty days (30)days written notice to Operator to exercise at any 
 
time its right to take in kind, or separately dispose of, its share of all Oil not previously delivered to a purchaser. 
 
Any purchase or sale by Operator of any other party's share of Oil shall be only for such reasonable periods of time 
 
as are consistent with the minimum needs of the industry under the particular circumstances, but in no event for a  
 
period in excess of one (1) year. 
  
 Any such sale by Operator shall be in a manner commercially reasonable under the circumstances but Operator 
 
shall have no duty to share any existing market or to obtain a price equal to that received under any existing 
  and gas 
market.  The sale or delivery by Operator of a non-taking party's share of Oil / under the terms of any existing 
 
contract of Operator shall not give the non-taking party any interest in or make the non-taking party a party to said 
 
contract.  No purchase shall be made by Operator without first giving the non-taking party at least ten (10) days 
 
written notice of such intended purchase and the price to be paid or the pricing basis to be used. 
  
 All parties shall give timely written notice to Operator of their Gas marketing arrangements for the following 
 
month, excluding price, and shall notify Operator immediately in the event of a change in such arrangements. 
 
Operator shall maintain records of all marketing arrangements, and of volumes actually sold or transported, which 
 
records shall be made available to Non-Operators upon reasonable request. 
  
 In the event one or more parties' separate disposition of its share of the Gas causes split-stream deliveries to separate 
 
pipelines and/or deliveries which on a day-to-day basis for any reason are not exactly equal to a party's respective proportion- 
 
ate share of total Gas sales to be allocated to it, the balancing or accounting between the parties shall be in accordance with 
 
any Gas balancing agreement between the parties hereto, whether such an agreement is attached as Exhibit "E" or is a 
 
separate agreement.  Operator shall give notice to all parties of the first sales of Gas from any well under this agreement. 
  
   

 
ARTICLE VII. 

 
EXPENDITURES AND LIABILITY OF PARTIES 

 
A.  Liability of Parties: 
 
 The liability of the parties shall be several, not joint or collective. Each party shall be responsible only for its obligations, 
 
and shall be liable only for its proportionate share of the costs of developing and operating the Contract Area.  Accordingly, the 
 
liens granted among the parties in Article VII.B. are given to secure only the debts of each severally, and no party shall have 
 
any liability to third parties hereunder to satisfy the default of any other party in the payment of any expense or obligation 
 
hereunder.  It is not the intention of the parties to create, nor shall this agreement be construed as creating, a mining or other 
 
partnership, joint venture, agency relationship or association, or to render the parties liable as partners, co-venturers, or 
 
principals.  In their relations with each other under this agreement, the parties shall not be considered fiduciaries or to have  
 
established a confidential relationship but rather shall be free to act on an arm's-length basis in accordance with their own 
 
respective self-interest, subject, however, to the obligation of the parties to act in good faith in their dealings with each other  
 
with respect to activities hereunder. 
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Each party shall take in kind or separately dispose of its 

proportionate share of all Oil and Gas produced from

¶

the Contract Area, exclusive of production which may be used in 
development and producing operations and in 

¶

preparing and treating Oil and Gas for marketing purposes and 
production unavoidably lost.  Any extra expenditures

¶

incurred in the taking in kind or separate disposition by any party of 
its proportionate share of the production shall

¶

be borne by such party.  Any party taking its share of production in 
kind shall be required to pay for only its 

¶

proportionate share of such part of Operator's surface facilities 

which it uses.¶

¶

Each party shall execute such division orders and contracts as may 
be necessary for the sale of its interest in

¶
production from the Contract Area, and, except as provided in 

Article VII.B., shall be entitled to receive payment

¶
directly from the purchaser thereof for its share of all production.¶

¶

If any party fails to make the arrangements necessary to take in 
kind or separately dispose of its proportionate

¶

share of the Oil and/or Gas produced from the Contract Area, 

Operator shall have the right, subject to the 

¶

revocation at will by the party owning it, but not the obligation, to 
purchase such Oil and/or Gas or sell it to others

¶

at any time and from time to time, for the account of the non-taking 
party.  Any such purchase or sale by Operator

¶

may be terminated by Operator upon at least ten (10) days written 
notice to the owner of said production and shall

¶

be subject always to the right of the owner of the production upon at 
least ten (10) days written notice to Operator

¶

to exercise its right to take in kind, or separately dispose of, its share 

of all Oil and/or Gas not previously delivered

¶

to a purchaser; provided, however, that the effective date of any such 
revocation may be deferred at Operator's

¶

election for a period not to exceed ninety (90) days if Operator has 
committed such production to a purchase

¶

contract having a term extending beyond such ten (10) -day period.  
Any purchase or sale by Operator of any other¶

¶

party's share of Oil and/or Gas shall be only for such reasonable 
periods of time as are consistent with the 

¶

minimum needs of the industry under the particular circumstances, 

but in no event for a period in excess of one (1)

¶

year.¶
¶

Any such sale by Operator shall be in a manner commercially 

reasonable under the circumstances, but Operator
¶

shall have no duty to share any existing market or transportation 

arrangement or to obtain a price or transportation
¶

fee equal to that received under any existing market or transportation 
arrangement.  The sale or delivery by

¶

Operator of a non-taking party's share of production under the terms 

of any existing contract of Operator shall not

¶

give the non-taking party any interest in or make the non-taking 
party a party to said contract.  No purchase of Oil

¶

and Gas and no sale of Gas shall be made by Operator without first 
giving the non-taking party ten days written

¶ ...
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B.  Liens and Security Interests: 
 
 Each party grants to the other parties hereto a lien upon any interest it now owns or hereafter acquires in Oil and Gas 
 
Leases and Oil and Gas Interests in the Contract Area, and a security interest and/or purchase money security interest in any 
 
interest it now owns or hereafter acquires in the personal property and fixtures on or used or obtained for use in connection 
 
therewith, to secure performance of all of its obligations under this agreement including but not limited to payment of expense, 
 
interest and fees, the proper disbursement of all monies paid hereunder, the assignment or relinquishment of interest in Oil 
 
and Gas Leases as required hereunder, and the proper performance of operations hereunder.  Such lien and security interest 
 
granted by each party hereto shall include such party's leasehold interests, working interests, operating rights, and royalty and 
 
overriding royalty interests in the Contract Area now owned or hereafter acquired and in lands pooled or unitized therewith or 
 
otherwise becoming subject to this agreement, the Oil and Gas when extracted therefrom and equipment situated thereon or 
 
used or obtained for use in connection therewith (including, without limitation, all wells, tools, and tubular goods), and accounts 
 
(including, without limitation, accounts arising from gas imbalances or from the sale of Oil and/or Gas at the wellhead), 
 
contract rights, inventory and general intangibles relating thereto or arising therefrom, and all proceeds and products of the  
 
foregoing. 
 
 To perfect the lien and security agreement provided herein, each party hereto shall execute and acknowledge the recording 
 
supplement and/or any financing statement prepared and submitted by any party hereto in conjunction herewith or at any time 
 
following execution hereof, and Operator is authorized to file this agreement or the recording supplement executed herewith as 
 
a lien or mortgage in the applicable real estate records and as a financing statement with the proper officer under the Uniform 
 
Commercial Code in the state in which the Contract Area is situated and such other states as Operator shall deem appropriate 
 
to perfect the security interest granted hereunder.  Any party may file this agreement, the recording supplement executed 
 
herewith, or such other documents as it deems necessary as a lien or mortgage in the applicable real estate records and/or a  
 
financing statement with the proper officer under the Uniform Commercial Code. 
 
 Each party represents and warrants to the other parties hereto that the lien and security interest granted by such party to 
 
the other parties shall be a first and prior lien, and each party hereby agrees to maintain the priority of said lien and security 
 
interest against all persons acquiring an interest in Oil and Gas Leases and Interests covered by this agreement by, through or  
 
under such party.  All parties acquiring an interest in Oil and Gas Leases and Oil and Gas Interests covered by this agreement, 
 
whether by assignment, merger, mortgage, operation of law, or otherwise, shall be deemed to have taken subject 
 
to the lien and security interest granted by this Article VII.B. as to all obligations attributable to such interest hereunder 
 
whether or not such obligations arise before or after such interest is acquired. 
 
 To the extent that parties have a security interest under the Uniform Commercial Code of the state in which the 
 
Contract Area is situated, they shall be entitled to exercise the rights and remedies of a secured party under the Code. 
 
The bringing of a suit and the obtaining of judgment by a party for the secured indebtedness shall not be deemed an 
 
election of remedies or otherwise affect the lien rights or security interest as security for the payment thereof.  In 
 
addition, upon default by any party in the payment of its share of expenses, interests or fees, or upon the improper use 
 
of funds by the Operator, the other parties shall have the right, without prejudice to other rights or remedies, to collect 
 
from the purchaser the proceeds from the sale of such defaulting party's share of Oil and Gas until the amount owed by 
 
such party, plus interest as provided in "Exhibit C," has been received, and shall have the right to offset the amount 
 
owed against the proceeds from the sale of such defaulting party's share of Oil and Gas.  All purchasers of production 
 
may rely on a notification of default from the non-defaulting party or parties stating the amount due as a result of the  
 
default, and all parties waive any recourse available against purchasers for releasing production proceeds as provided in  
 
this paragraph. 
 
 If any party fails to pay its share of cost within one hundred twenty (120) days after rendition of a statement therefor by 
 
Operator, the non-defaulting parties, including Operator, shall upon request by Operator, pay the unpaid amount in the  
 
proportion that the interest of each such party bears to the interest of all such parties.  The amount paid by each party so  
 
paying its share of the unpaid amount shall be secured by the liens and security rights described in Article VII.B., and each 
 
paying party may independently pursue any remedy available hereunder or otherwise. 
 
 If any party does not perform all of its obligations hereunder, and the failure to perform subjects such party to foreclosure 
 
or execution proceedings pursuant to the provisions of this agreement, to the extent allowed by governing law, the defaulting 
 
party waives any available right of redemption from and after the date of judgment, any required valuation or appraisement 
 
of the mortgaged or secured property prior to sale, any available right to stay execution or to require a marshaling of assets 
 
and any required bond in the event a receiver is appointed.  In addition, to the extent permitted by applicable law, each party 
 
hereby grants to the other parties a power of sale as to any property that is subject to the lien and security rights granted  
 
hereunder, such power to be exercised in the manner provided by applicable law or otherwise in a commercially reasonable  
 
manner and upon reasonable notice. 
 
 Each party agrees that the other parties shall be entitled to utilize the provisions of Oil and Gas lien law or other lien 
 
law of any state in which the Contract Area is situated to enforce the obligations of each party hereunder.  Without limiting 
 
the generality of the foregoing, to the extent permitted by applicable law, Non-Operators agree that Operator may invoke or 
 
utilize the mechanics' or materialmen's lien law of the state in which the Contract Area is situated in order to secure the 
 
payment to Operator of any sum due hereunder for services performed or materials supplied by Operator. 
 
C.  Advances: 
 
 Operator, at its election, shall have the right from time to time to demand and receive from one or more of the other 
 
parties payment in advance of their respective shares of the estimated amount of the expense to be incurred in operations 
 
hereunder during the next succeeding month, which right may be exercised only by submission to each such party of an 
 
itemized statement of such estimated expense, together with an invoice for its share thereof.  Each such statement and invoice 
 
for the payment in advance of estimated expense shall be submitted on or before the 20th day of the next preceding month. 
 
Each party shall pay to Operator its proportionate share of such estimate within thirty (30) days after such estimate and  
 
invoice is received.  If any party fails to pay its share of said estimate within said time, the amount due shall bear interest as 
 
provided in Exhibit "C" until paid.  Proper adjustment shall be made monthly between advances and actual expense to the end 
 
that each party shall bear and pay its proportionate share of actual expenses incurred, and no more. 
 
D.  Defaults and Remedies: 
 
 If any party fails to discharge any financial obligation under this agreement, including without limitation the failure to  
 
make any advance under the preceding Article VII.C. or any other provision of this agreement, within the period required for 
 
such payment hereunder, then in addition to the remedies provided in Article VII.B. or elsewhere in this agreement, the 
 
remedies specified below shall be applicable.  For purposes of this Article VII.D., all notices and elections shall be delivered 
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only by Operator, except that Operator shall deliver any such notice and election requested by a non-defaulting Non-Operator, 
 
and when Operator is the party in default, the applicable notices and elections can be delivered by any Non-Operator. 
 
Election of any one or more of the following remedies shall not preclude the subsequent use of any other remedy specified 
 
below or otherwise available to a non-defaulting party. 
 
 1. Suspension of Rights: Any party may deliver to the party in default a Notice of Default, which shall specify the default, 
 
specify the action to be taken to cure the default, and specify that failure to take such action will result in the exercise of one 
 
or more of the remedies provided in this Article.  If the default is not cured within thirty (30) days of the delivery of such 
 
Notice of Default, all of the rights of the defaulting party granted by this agreement may upon notice be suspended until the  
 
default is cured, without prejudice to the right of the non-defaulting party or parties to continue to enforce the obligations of  
 
the defaulting party previously accrued or thereafter accruing under this agreement.  If Operator is the party in default, the 
 
Non-Operators shall have in addition the right, by vote of Non-Operators owning a majority in interest in the Contract Area 
 
after excluding the voting interest of Operator, to appoint a new Operator effective immediately.  The rights of a defaulting  
 
party that may be suspended hereunder at the election of the non-defaulting parties shall include, without limitation, the right 
 
to receive information as to any operation conducted hereunder during the period of such default, the right to elect to 
 
participate in an operation proposed under Article VI.B. of this agreement, the right to participate in an operation being 
 
conducted under this agreement even if the party has previously elected to participate in such operation, and the right to  
 
receive proceeds of production from any well subject to this agreement. 
 
 2. Suit for Damages: Non-defaulting parties or Operator for the benefit of non-defaulting parties may sue (at joint 
 
account expense) to collect the amounts in default, plus interest accruing on the amounts recovered from the date of default 
 
until the date of collection at the rate specified in Exhibit "C" attached hereto.  Nothing herein shall prevent any party from 
 
suing any defaulting party to collect consequential damages accruing to such party as a result of the default. 
 
 3. Deemed Non-Consent: The non-defaulting party may deliver a written Notice of Non-Consent Election to the  
 
defaulting party at any time after the expiration of the thirty-day cure period following delivery of the Notice of Default, in 
 
which event if the billing is for the drilling a new well or the Plugging Back, Sidetracking, Reworking or Deepening of a  
 
well which is to be or has been plugged as a dry hole, or for the Completion or Recompletion of any well, the defaulting 
 
party will be conclusively deemed to have elected not to participate in the operation and to be a Non-Consenting Party with 
 
respect thereto under Article VI.B. or VI.C., as the case may be, to the extent of the costs unpaid by such party, 
 
notwithstanding any election to participate theretofore made.  If election is made to proceed under this provision, then the 
 
non-defaulting parties may not elect to sue for the unpaid amount pursuant to Article VII.D.2. 
 
 Until the delivery of such Notice of Non-Consent Election to the defaulting party, such party shall have the right to cure 
 
its default by paying its unpaid share of costs plus interest at the rate set forth in Exhibit "C," provided, however, such  
 
payment shall not prejudice the rights of the non-defaulting parties to pursue remedies for damages incurred by the non- 
 
defaulting parties as a result of the default.  Any interest relinquished pursuant to this Article VII.D.3. shall be offered to the 
 
non-defaulting parties in proportion to their interests, and the non-defaulting parties electing to participate in the ownership 
 
of such interest shall be required to contribute their shares of the defaulted amount upon their election to participate therein. 
 
 4. Advance Payment: If a default is not cured within thirty (30) days of the delivery of a Notice of Default, Operator, or 
 
Non-Operators if Operator is the defaulting party, may thereafter require advance payment from the defaulting 
 
party of such defaulting party's anticipated share of any item of expense for which Operator, or Non-Operators, as the case may  
 
be, would be entitled to reimbursement under any provision of this agreement, whether or not such expense was the subject of  
 
the previous default.  Such right includes, but is not limited to, the right to require advance payment for the estimated costs of 
 
drilling a well or Completion of a well as to which an election to participate in drilling or Completion has been made.  If the 
 
defaulting party fails to pay the required advance payment, the non-defaulting parties may pursue any of the remedies provided 
 
in the Article VII.D. or any other default remedy provided elsewhere in this agreement.  Any excess of funds advanced remaining 
 
when the operation is completed and all costs have been paid shall be promptly returned to the advancing party. 
 
 5. Costs and Attorneys' Fees: In the event any party is required to bring legal proceedings to enforce any financial 
 
obligation of a party hereunder, the prevailing party in such action shall be entitled to recover all court costs, costs of  
 
collection, and a reasonable attorney's fee, which the lien provided for herein shall also secure. 
 
E.  Rentals, Shut-in Well Payments and Minimum Royalties: 
 
 Rentals, shut-in well payments and minimum royalties which may be required under the terms of any lease shall be paid 
 
by the party or parties who subjected such lease to this agreement at its or their expense.  In the event two or more parties 
 
own and have contributed interests in the same lease to this agreement, such parties may designate one of such parties to 
 
make said payments for and on behalf of all such parties.  Any party may request, and shall be entitled to receive, proper 
 
evidence of all such payments.  In the event of failure to make proper payment of any rental, shut-in well payment or 
 
minimum royalty through mistake or oversight where such payment is required to continue the lease in force, any loss which 
 
results from such non-payment shall be borne in accordance with the provisions of Article IV.B.2. 
 
 Operator shall notify Non-Operators of the anticipated completion of a shut-in well, or the shutting in or return to 
 
production of a producing well, at least five (5) days (excluding Saturday, Sunday, and legal holidays) prior to taking such 
 
action, or at the earliest opportunity permitted by circumstances, but assumes no liability for failure to do so.  In the event of  
 
failure by Operator to so notify Non-Operators, the loss of any lease contributed hereto by Non-Operators for failure to make  
 
timely payments of any shut-in well payment shall be borne jointly by the parties hereto under the provisions of Article 
 
IV.B.3. 
 
F.  Taxes: 
 
 Beginning with the first calendar year after the effective date hereof, Operator shall render for ad valorem taxation all 
 
property subject to this agreement which by law should be rendered for such taxes, and it shall pay all such taxes assessed 
 
thereon before they become delinquent.  Prior to the rendition date, each Non-Operator shall furnish Operator information as 
 
to burdens (to include, but not be limited to, royalties, overriding royalties and production payments) on Leases and Oil and 
 
Gas Interests contributed by such Non-Operator.  If the assessed valuation of any Lease is reduced by reason of its being 
 
subject to outstanding excess royalties, overriding royalties or production payments, the reduction in ad valorem taxes 
 
resulting therefrom shall inure to the benefit of the owner or owners of such Lease, and Operator shall adjust the charge to  
 
such owner or owners so as to reflect the benefit of such reduction.  If the ad valorem taxes are based in whole or in part 
 
upon separate valuations of each party's working interest, then notwithstanding anything to the contrary herein, charges to 
 
the joint account shall be made and paid by the parties hereto in accordance with the tax value generated by each party's 
 
working interest.  Operator shall bill the other parties for their proportionate shares of all tax payments in the manner 
 
provided in Exhibit "C." 
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 If Operator considers any tax assessment improper, Operator may, at its discretion, protest within the time and manner 
 
prescribed by law, and prosecute the protest to a final determination, unless all parties agree to abandon the protest prior to final 
 
determination.  During the pendency of administrative or judicial proceedings, Operator may elect to pay, under protest, all such taxes 
 
and any interest and penalty.  When any such protested assessment shall have been finally determined, Operator shall pay the tax for 
 
the joint account, together with any interest and penalty accrued, and the total cost shall then be assessed against the parties, and be 
 
paid by them, as provided in Exhibit "C." 
 
 Each party shall pay or cause to be paid all production, severance, excise, gathering and other taxes imposed upon or with respect 
 
to the production or handling of such party's share of Oil and Gas produced under the terms of this agreement. 
 

ARTICLE VIII. 
 

ACQUISITION, MAINTENANCE OR TRANSFER OF INTEREST 
 
A.  Surrender of Leases: 
 
 The Leases covered by this agreement, insofar as they embrace acreage in the Contract Area, shall not be surrendered in whole 
 
or in part unless all parties consent thereto. 
 
 However, should any party desire to surrender its interest in any Lease or in any portion thereof, such party shall give written 
 
notice of the proposed surrender to all parties, and the parties to whom such notice is delivered shall have thirty (30) days after 
 
delivery of the notice within which to notify the party proposing the surrender whether they elect to consent thereto.  Failure of a  
 
party to whom such notice is delivered to reply within said 30-day period shall constitute a consent to the surrender of the Leases 
 
described in the notice.  If all parties do not agree or consent thereto, the party desiring to surrender shall assign, without express or 
 
implied warranty of title, all of its interest in such Lease, or portion thereof, and any well, material and equipment which may be 
 
located thereon and any rights in production thereafter secured, to the parties not consenting to such surrender.  If the interest of the 
 
assigning party is or includes an Oil and Gas Interest, the assigning party shall execute and deliver to the party or parties not  
 
consenting to such surrender an oil and gas lease covering such Oil and Gas Interest for a term of one (1) year and so long 
 
thereafter as Oil and/or Gas is produced from the land covered thereby, such lease to be on the form attached hereto as Exhibit "B." 
 
Upon such assignment or lease, the assigning party shall be relieved from all obligations thereafter accruing, but not theretofore 
 
accrued, with respect to the interest assigned or leased and the operation of any well attributable thereto, and the assigning party 
 
shall have no further interest in the assigned or leased premises and its equipment and production other than the royalties retained 
 
in any lease made under the terms of this Article.  The party assignee or lessee shall pay to the party assignor or lessor the  
 
reasonable salvage value of the latter's interest in any well's salvable materials and equipment attributable to the assigned or leased 
 
acreage.  The value of all salvable materials and equipment shall be determined in accordance with the provisions of Exhibit "C," less 
 
the estimated cost of salvaging and the estimated cost of plugging and abandoning and restoring the surface.  If such value is less 
 
than such costs, then the party assignor or lessor shall pay to the party assignee or lessee the amount of such deficit.  If the  
 
assignment or lease is in favor of more than one party, the interest shall be shared by such parties in the proportions that the  
 
interest of each bears to the total interest of all such parties.  If the interest of the parties to whom the assignment is to be made 
 
varies according to depth, then the interest assigned shall similarly reflect such variances. 
 
 Any assignment, lease or surrender made under this provision shall not reduce or change the assignor's, lessor's or surrendering 
 
party's interest as it was immediately before the assignment, lease or surrender in the balance of the Contract Area; and the acreage 
 
assigned, leased or surrendered, and subsequent operations thereon, shall not thereafter be subject to the terms and provisions of this 
 
agreement but shall be deemed subject to an Operating Agreement in the form of this agreement. 
 
B. Renewal or Extension of Leases: 
 
 If any party secures a renewal or replacement of an Oil and Gas Lease or Interest subject to this agreement, then all other parties 
 
shall be notified promptly upon such acquisition or, in the case of a replacement Lease taken before expiration of an existing Lease, 
 
promptly upon expiration of the existing Lease.  The parties notified shall have the right for a period of thirty (30) days following 
 
delivery of such notice in which to elect to participate in the ownership of the renewal or replacement Lease, insofar as such Lease 
 
affects lands within the Contract Area, by paying to the party who acquired it their proportionate shares of the acquisition cost 
 
allocated to that part of such Lease within the Contract Area, which shall be in proportion to the interest held at that time by the 
 
parties in the Contract Area.  Each party who participates in the purchase of a renewal or replacement Lease shall be given an 
 
assignment of its proportionate interest therein by the acquiring party. 
 
 If some, but less than all, of the parties elect to participate in the purchase of a renewal or replacement Lease, it shall be owned 
 
by the parties who elect to participate therein, in a ratio based upon the relationship of their respective percentage of participation in  
 
the Contract Area to the aggregate of the percentages of participation in the Contract Area of all parties participating in the 
 
purchase of such renewal or replacement Lease.  The acquisition of a renewal or replacement Lease by any or all of the parties hereto 
 
shall not cause a readjustment of the interests of the parties stated in Exhibit "A," but any renewal or replacement Lease in which 
 
less than all parties elect to participate shall not be subject to this agreement but shall be deemed subject to a separate Operating 
 
Agreement in the form of this agreement. 
 
 If the interests of the parties in the Contract Area vary according to depth, then their right to participate proportionately in 
 
renewal or replacement Leases and their right to receive an assignment of interest shall also reflect such depth variances. 
 
 The provisions of this Article shall apply to renewal or replacement Leases whether they are for the entire interest covered by  
 
the expiring Lease or cover only a portion of its area or an interest therein.  Any renewal or replacement Lease taken before the 
 
expiration of its predecessor Lease, or taken or contracted for or becoming effective within six (6) months after the expiration of the 
 
existing Lease, shall be subject to this provision so long as this agreement is in effect at the time of such acquisition or at the time 
 
the renewal or replacement Lease becomes effective; but any Lease taken or contracted for more than six (6) months after the 
 
expiration of an existing Lease shall not be deemed a renewal or replacement Lease and shall not be subject to the provisions of this  
 
agreement. 
 
 The provisions in this Article shall also be applicable to extensions of Oil and Gas Leases. 
 
C.  Acreage or Cash Contributions: 
 
 While this agreement is in force, if any party contracts for a contribution of cash towards the drilling of a well or any other 
 
operation on the Contract Area, such contribution shall be paid to the party who conducted the drilling or other operation and shall 
 
be applied by it against the cost of such drilling or other operation.  If the contribution be in the form of acreage, the party to whom 
 
the contribution is made shall promptly tender an assignment of the acreage, without warranty of title, to the Drilling Parties in the 
 
proportions said Drilling Parties shared the cost of drilling the well. Such acreage shall become a separate Contract Area and, to  the  
 
extent possible, be governed by provisions identical to this agreement.  Each party shall promptly notify all other parties of any 
 
acreage or cash contributions it may obtain in support of any well or any other operation on the Contract Area.  The above 
 
provisions shall also be applicable to optional rights to earn acreage outside the Contract Area which are in support of well drilled 
 
inside Contract Area. 
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 If any party contracts for any consideration relating to disposition of such party's share of substances produced hereunder, 
 
such consideration shall not be deemed a contribution as contemplated in this Article VIII.C. 
 
D.  Assignment; Maintenance of Uniform Interest: 
 
  
 
 Every sale, encumbrance, transfer or other disposition made by any party shall be made expressly subject to this agreement 
 
and shall be made without prejudice to the right of the other parties, and any transferee of an ownership interest in any Oil and 
 
Gas Lease or Interest shall be deemed a party to this agreement as to the interest conveyed from and after the effective date of 
 
the transfer of ownership; provided, however, that the other parties shall not be required to recognize any such sale, 
 
encumbrance, transfer or other disposition for any purpose hereunder until thirty (30) days after they have received a copy of the  
 
instrument of transfer or other satisfactory evidence thereof in writing from the transferor or transferee.  No assignment or other 
 
disposition of interest by a party shall relieve such party of obligations previously incurred by such party hereunder with respect 
 
to the interest transferred, including without limitation the obligation of a party to pay all costs attributable to an operation 
 
conducted hereunder in which such party has agreed to participate prior to making such assignment, and the lien and security 
 
interest granted by Article VII.B. shall continue to burden the interest transferred to secure payment of any such obligations. 
 
  
 
E. Waiver of Rights to Partition: 
 
 If permitted by the laws of the state or states in which the property covered hereby is located, each party hereto owning an 
 
undivided interest in the Contract Area waives any and all rights it may have to partition and have set aside to it in severalty its 
 
undivided interest therein. 
 
 

ARTICLE IX. 
 

INTERNAL REVENUE CODE ELECTION 
 
 If, for federal income tax purposes, this agreement and the operations hereunder are regarded as a partnership, and if the  
 
parties have not otherwise agreed to form a tax partnership pursuant to Exhibit "G" or other agreement between them, each 
 
party thereby affected elects to be excluded from the application of all of the provisions of Subchapter "K," Chapter 1, Subtitle 
 
"A," of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended ("Code"), as permitted and authorized by Section 761 of the Code and 
 
the regulations promulgated thereunder.  Operator is authorized and directed to execute on behalf of each party hereby affected 
 
such evidence of this election as may be required by the Secretary of the Treasury of the United States or the Federal Internal 
 
Revenue Service, including specifically, but not by way of limitation, all of the returns, statements, and the data required by 
 
Treasury Regulation §1.761.  Should there be any requirement that each party hereby affected give further evidence of this 
 
election, each such party shall execute such documents and furnish such other evidence as may be required by the Federal Internal 
 
Revenue Service or as may be necessary to evidence this election.  No such party shall give any notices or take any other action 
 
inconsistent with the election made hereby.  If any present or future income tax laws of the state or states in which the Contract 
 
Area is located or any future income tax laws of the United States contain provisions similar to those in Subchapter "K," Chapter 
 
1, Subtitle "A," of the Code, under which an election similar to that provided by Section 761 of the Code is permitted, each party 
 
hereby affected shall make such election as may be permitted or required by such laws.  In making the foregoing election, each 
 
such party states that the income derived by such party from operations hereunder can be adequately determined without the 
 
computation of partnership taxable income. 
 

ARTICLE X. 
 

CLAIMS AND LAWSUITS 
 
 Operator may settle any single uninsured third party damage claim or suit arising from operations hereunder if the expenditure 
 
does not exceed  Fifty Thousand  Dollars ($ 50,000.00 ) and if the payment is in complete settlement 
 
of such claim or suit.  If the amount required for settlement exceeds the above amount, the parties hereto shall assume and take over 
 
the further handling of the claim or suit, unless such authority is delegated to Operator.  All costs and expenses of handling settling, 
 
or otherwise discharging such claim or suit shall be a the joint expense of the parties participating in the operation from which the 
 
claim or suit arises.  If a claim is made against any party or if any party is sued on account of any matter arising from operations 
 
hereunder over which such individual has no control because of the rights given Operator by this agreement, such party shall 
 
immediately notify all other parties, and the claim or suit shall be treated as any other claim or suit involving operations hereunder. 
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ARTICLE XI. 
 

FORCE MAJEURE 
 
 If any party is rendered unable, wholly or in part, by force majeure to carry out its obligations under this agreement, other 
 
than the obligation to indemnify or make money payments or furnish security, that party shall give to all other parties 
 
prompt written notice of the force majeure with reasonably full particulars concerning it; thereupon, the obligations of the  
 
party giving the notice, so far as they are affected by the force majeure, shall be suspended during, but no longer than, the  
 
continuance of the force majeure.  The term "force majeure," as here employed, shall mean an act of God, strike, lockout, or 
 
other industrial disturbance, act of the public enemy, war, blockade, public riot, lightening, fire, storm, flood or other act of 
 
nature, explosion, governmental action, governmental delay, restraint or inaction, unavailability of equipment, and any other 
 
cause, whether of the kind specifically enumerated above or otherwise, which is not reasonably within the control of the party 
 
claiming suspension. 
 
 The affected party shall use all reasonable diligence to remove the force majeure situation as quickly as practicable. The 
 
requirement that any force majeure shall be remedied with all reasonable dispatch shall not require the settlement of strikes, 
 
lockouts, or other labor difficulty by the party involved, contrary to its wishes; how all such difficulties shall be handled shall 
 
be entirely within the discretion of the party concerned. 
 

ARTICLE XII. 
 

NOTICES 
 
 All notices authorized or required between the parties by any of the provisions of this agreement, unless otherwise 
 
specifically provided, shall be in writing and delivered in person or by United States mail, courier service, telegram, telex, 
 
telecopier or any other form of facsimile, postage or charges prepaid, and addressed to such parties at the addresses listed on 
 
Exhibit "A."  All telephone or oral notices permitted by this agreement shall be confirmed immediately thereafter by written 
 
notice.  The originating notice given under any provision hereof shall be deemed delivered only when received by the party to 
 
whom such notice is directed, and the time for such party to deliver any notice in response thereto shall run from the date 
 
the originating notice is received.  "Receipt" for purposes of this agreement with respect to written notice delivered hereunder 
 
shall be actual delivery of the notice to the address of the party to be notified specified in accordance with this agreement, or 
 
to the telecopy, facsimile or telex machine of such party.  The second or any responsive notice shall be deemed delivered when 
 
deposited in the United States mail or at the office of the courier or telegraph service, or upon transmittal by telex, telecopy 
 
or facsimile, or when personally delivered to the party to be notified, provided, that when response is required within 24 or 
 
48 hours, such response shall be given orally or by telephone, telex, telecopy or other facsimile within such period. Each party 
 
shall have the right to change its address at any time, and from time to time, by giving written notice thereof to all other  
 
parties.  If a party is not available to receive notice orally or by telephone when a party attempts to deliver a notice required 
 
to be delivered within 24 or 48 hours, the notice may be delivered in writing by any other method specified herein and shall 
 
be deemed delivered in the same manner provided above for any responsive notice. 
 

ARTICLE XIII. 
 

TERM OF AGREEMENT 
 
 This agreement shall remain in full force and effect as to the Oil and Gas Leases and/or Oil and Gas Interests subject 
 
hereto for the period of time selected below; provided, however, no party hereto shall ever be construed as having any right, title 
 
or interest in or to any Lease or Oil and Gas Interest contributed by any other party beyond the term of this agreement. 
 
  Option No. 1: So long as any of the Oil and Gas Leases subject to this agreement remain or are continued in  
 

force as to any part of the Contract Area, whether by production, extension, renewal or otherwise. 
  

  
 
 The termination of this agreement shall not relieve any party hereto from any expense, liability or other obligation or any 
 
remedy therefor which has accrued or attached prior to the date of such termination. 
 
 Upon termination of this agreement and the satisfaction of all obligations hereunder, in the event a memorandum of this  
 
Operating Agreement has been filed of record, Operator is authorized to file of record in all necessary recording offices a  
 
notice of termination, and each party hereto agrees to execute such a notice of termination as to Operator's interest, upon  
 
request of Operator, if Operator has satisfied all its financial obligations. 
 

ARTICLE XIV. 
 

COMPLIANCE WITH LAWS AND REGULATIONS 
 
A.  Laws, Regulations and Orders: 
 
 This agreement shall be subject to the applicable laws of the state in which the Contract Area is located, to the valid rules, 
 
regulations, and orders of any duly constituted regulatory body of said state; and to all other applicable federal, state, 
 
and local laws, ordinances, rules, regulations and orders. 
 
B.  Governing Law: 
 
 This agreement and all matters pertaining hereto, including but not limited to matters of performance, non- 
 
performance, breach, remedies, procedures, rights, duties, and interpretation or construction, shall be governed and 
 
determined by the law of the state in which the Contract Area is located.   
 
C.  Regulatory Agencies: 
 
 Nothing herein contained shall grant, or be construed to grant, Operator the right or authority to waive or release any 
 
rights, privileges, or obligations which Non-Operators may have under federal or state laws or under rules, regulations or 
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orders promulgated under such laws in reference to oil, gas and mineral operations, including the location, operation, or 
 
production of wells, on tracts offsetting or adjacent to the Contract Area. 
 
 With respect to the operations hereunder, Non-Operators agree to release Operator from any and all losses, damages, 
 
injuries, claims and causes of action arising out of, incident to or resulting directly or indirectly from Operator's interpretation 
 
or application of rules, rulings, regulations or orders of the Department of Energy or Federal Energy Regulatory Commission 
 
or predecessor or successor agencies to the extent such interpretation or application was made in good faith and does not 
 
constitute gross negligence.  Each Non-Operator further agrees to reimburse Operator for such Non-Operator's share of  
 
production or any refund, fine, levy or other governmental sanction that Operator may be required to pay as a result of such 
 
an incorrect interpretation or application, together with interest and penalties thereon owing by Operator as a result of such 
 
incorrect interpretation or application. 
 

ARTICLE XV. 
 

MISCELLANEOUS 
 
A.  Execution: 
 
 This agreement shall be binding upon each Non-Operator when this agreement or a counterpart thereof has been 
 
executed by such Non-Operator and Operator notwithstanding that this agreement is not then or thereafter executed by all of  
 
the parties to which it is tendered or which are listed on Exhibit "A" as owning an interest in the Contract Area or which 
 
own, in fact, an interest in the Contract Area.  Operator may, however, by written notice to all Non-Operators who have 
 
become bound by this agreement as aforesaid, given at any time prior to the actual spud date of the Initial Well but in no  
 
event later than five days prior to the date specified in Article VI.A. fo the Initial Well, terminate this 
 
agreement if Operator in its sole discretion determines that there is insufficient participation to justify commencement of  
 
drilling operations.  In the event of such a termination by Operator, all further obligations of the parties hereunder shall cease 
 
as of such termination.  In the event any Non-Operator has advanced or prepaid any share of drilling or other costs 
 
hereunder, all sums so advanced shall be returned to such Non-Operator without interest.   In the event Operator proceeds 
 
with drilling operations for the Initial Well without the execution hereof by all persons listed on Exhibit "A" as having a 
 
current working interest in such well, Operator shall indemnify Non-Operators with respect to all costs incurred for the 
 
Initial Well which would have been charged to such person under this agreement if such person had executed the same and 
 
Operator shall receive all revenues which would have been received by such person under this agreement if such person had 
 
executed the same. 
 
B. Successors and Assigns: 
 
 This agreement shall be binding upon and shall inure to the benefit of the parties hereto and their respective heirs, 
 
devisees, legal representatives, successors and assigns, and the terms hereof shall be deemed to run with the Leases or  
 
Interests included within the Contract Area. 
 
C. Counterparts: 
 
 This instrument may be executed in any number of counterparts, each of which shall be considered an original for all  
 
purposes. 
 
D.  Severability: 
 
 For the purposes of assuming or rejecting this agreement as an executory contract pursuant to federal bankruptcy laws, 
 
this agreement shall not be severable, but rather must be assumed or rejected in its entirety, and the failure of any party to 
 
this agreement to comply with all of its financial obligations provided herein shall be a material default. 
 

ARTICLE XVI. 
 

OTHER PROVISIONS 
 

1. Conflict of Terms: Notwithstanding anything in this Agreement to the contrary, in the event of any conflict between the 

provisions of Article I through Article XV of this Agreement and the provisions of this Article XVI, the provisions  of this Article 
XVI shall control. 

 

2. Priority of Operations – Horizontal Wells: Notwithstanding Article VI.B.6 or anything else in 
this Agreement to the contrary, it is agreed that where a Horizontal or Multi-lateral Well subject to this Agreement has been drilled to the 

objective formation and the Consenting Parties cannot agree upon the sequence and timing of further operations regarding such Horizontal 

or Multi-lateral Well, the following elections shall control in the order of priority enumerated hereafter: 
 

a. An election to do additional logging, coring, or testing: 

b. An election to attempt to Complete drilling operations of all proposed Laterals: 

c. An election to attempt to Complete the well at the objective depth or objective formation; 

d. An election to extend or Deepen a Lateral: 

e. An election to kick out and drill an additional Lateral in the same formation: 
f. An election to Sidetrack: and 

g. An election to plug and abandon said well as provided for in Article VI.E. 

g. An election to temporarily abandon the well 
h. An election to plug and abandon the well 

 

It is provided, however, that if at the time the Consenting Parties are considering any of the above elections, the hole is in such a condition 
that a reasonably prudent Operator would not conduct the operations contemplated by the particular election involved for fear of placing the 

hole in jeopardy or losing the hole prior to Completing the Horizontal or Multi-lateral Well in the objective formation, such election shall be 

eliminated form priorities hereinabove set forth. 
  

3. Consent Required for Reworking: It is agreed that without the consent of all Drilling Parties, no reworking or other operations 

shall be conducted under the provisions of Article VI.B.2 hereof so long as the well subject to such reworking or other operations is 
producing or capable of producing in paying quantities. 

 

4. Deepening a Non-Consent Well: In the event any Consenting Party desires to deepen a Non-Consent Well to a depth below the 

authorized depth, such party shall give notice thereof, complying with the requirements of Article VI.B.1., to all parties (including Non-

Consenting Parties).  Thereupon Articles VI.B.1. and 2 shall apply and all parties receiving such notice shall have the right to participate or 
not participate in the deepening of such well pursuant to said Articles VI.B.1 and 2.  If a deepening operation is approved pursuant to such 

provisions, and if any Non-Consenting Party elects to participate in the deepening operation, such Non-Consenting Party shall pay or make 

reimbursement (as the case may be) of the following costs and expenses: 
 

(i) If the proposal to deepen is made prior to the completion of such well as a well capable of producing in paying 

quantities, such Non-Consenting Party shall pay (or reimburse Consenting Parties for, as the case may be) that share 

of costs and expenses incurred in connection with the drilling of said well from the surface to the authorized depth 
which Non-Consenting Party would have paid had such Non-Consenting Party agreed to participate therein, plus the 

Non-Consenting Party’s share of the cost of deepening and of participating in any further operations on the well in 

accordance with the other provisions of this agreement provided, however, all costs for testing and completion or 
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attempted completion of the well incurred by Consenting Parties prior to the commencement of operations to deepen 

beyond the authorized depth shall be for the sole account of Consenting Parties. 
 

(ii) If the proposal is made for a Non-Consent Well that has been previously completed as a well capable of producing in 

paying quantities, but is no longer capable of producing in paying Quantities, such Non-Consenting Party shall pay 

(or reimburse Consenting Parties for, as the case may be) its proportionate share of all costs of drilling, completing, 
and equipping said well from the surface to the authorized depth, calculated in the manner provided in paragraph (i) 

above, less those costs recouped by the Consenting Parties from the sale of production from the well. 

 

The Non-Consenting Party shall also pay its proportionate share of all costs of re-entering said well.  The Non-

Consenting Parties’ proportionate part (based on the percentage of such well Non-Consenting Party would have 

owned had it previously participated in such Non-Consent Well) of the costs of salvable materials and equipment 

remaining in the hole and salvable surface equipment used in connection with such well shall be determined in 
accordance with Exhibit “C”.  If the Consenting Parties have recouped the cost of drilling, completing, and equipping 

the well at the time such deepening operation is conducted, then a Non-Consenting Party may participate in the 

deepening of the well with no payment for costs incurred prior to re-entering the well for deepening. 
 

5. Previous Operating Agreements: This Operating Agreement supercedes that certain Operating Agreement dated May 9, 2006, 

covering the Contract Area that was entered into between Kerr-McGee Oil& Gas Onshore LP, American Oil & Gas, Inc. and North Finn, 
LLC.  It being understood that Chesapeake AEZ Exploration L.L.C., OOGC America, Inc. and Khody Land & Minerals Company are the 

successors in interest to American Oil & Gas, Inc. and North Finn, LLC to the Contract Area. 

 
6. Headings: The descriptive headings used in this Operating Agreement are for convenience only and will not be deemed to 

affect the meaning of the Operating Agreement. 

 

 7. Entitlements: Except as expressly provided herein, nothing in this Operating Agreement entitles any person or party other than 

Operator and Non-Operators to any claim, cause of action, remedy, or right of any kind. 
 

8. Media/News Releases: No party hereto shall, at any time, issue to the press or other media any news release, or distribute any 

information or photographs, concerning the Contract Area, without Operator having first reviewed such material.  
 

9. Commencement of Operations: For the purposes of Articles VI.B.1 and VI.B.2, Operator may commence activities 

preliminary to actual drilling operations, including without limitation building location, roads and pits, delivering materials and equipment 
to the well site, rigging up a drilling rig, and/or actual drilling operations at any time either before or after giving the notice of proposed 

operations required by said Articles.  Notwithstanding the foregoing, the parties receiving notice of proposed operations pursuant to Articles 

VI.B.1 and VI.B.2 shall have the full time allowed in which to make their election(s) and shall be subject to the non-consent provisions 
thereof to the same extent and in the same manner as provided in said Article VI.B. without reference to the time that such activities were 

commenced relative to giving notice.  Nothing in this provision shall serve to extend the time within which Operator is required to 

commence operations pursuant to Articles VI.B.1 and VI.B.2. 

 

10. Construction: Each party has had the opportunity to contribute to the drafting of this agreement and/or the opportunity to 

have it reviewed by its legal counsel; therefore, the parties agree that in the event of a dispute over the meaning or application of this 
agreement, it shall be construed as if drafted equally by the parties and no presumption shall arise favoring or disfavoring any party by 

virtue of the authorship of any provisions of this agreement. 

 
11. Plugging and Abandoning: It is understood and agreed that where the terms "plugging and abandoning" or "plugged and 

abandoned" are used in this agreement such terms shall be deemed to include all costs associated with plugging and abandoning a well 

including, but not limited to, any costs of remediating contamination and/or surface restoration, to the extent that such remediation and/or 
surface restoration is required by the lease(s), applicable laws or regulation or by prevailing oil field practices. 

12. Attorney’s Fees: Should any legal action or proceeding be commenced by either Party in order to enforce this agreement or 

any provision hereof, or in connection with any alleged dispute, breach, default, or misrepresentation in connection with any provision 
herein contained, the prevailing party shall be entitled to recover reasonable attorneys' fees and costs incurred in connection with such 

action or proceeding, including costs of pursuing or defending any legal action, and including, without limitation, any such costs arising in 

connection with any appeal, discovery, or negotiation and preparation of settlement arrangements, in addition to such other relief as may be 

granted. 

 

 13.  Non-Consent Penalty/Exploratory Wells: In the event any Party elects to go non-consent on an Exploratory Well  
or a proposed Completion operation in an Exploratory Well ("non-participating party") and the proposed Operation is completed 

by the participating party, the participating party shall be entitled to an assignment of all of the non-participating party's right, title 

and interest in (a) the Exploratory Well Drilling Unit and (b) the offsetting governmental section of the participating party's choice.  
Participating Party shall designate the offsetting governmental section prior to commencement of drilling operations of the  

Exploratory Well. Upon receipt of the participating party's demand for such assignment, the non-participating party shall deliver  

said assignment free of all liens and encumbrances created by, through or under the non-participating party.   
 

 The definition of Exploratory Well is defined as a well or, its substitute, proposed to be drilled horizontally or vertically.   

To be considered an Exploratory Well, such well must be (i) proposed to be drilled deep enough to penetrate below the top of the  
Niobrara formation, defined as the stratigraphic equivalent of 9820' as found in the Cobra Oil & Gas #1-10 Wintermote well  

located in the NE/4 Section 10, T32N-R69w, Converse County, Wyoming and; (ii) located no closer from any well drilled  

by the Parties that is a vertical or horizontal producing well located within the 8 adjoining and contiguous governmental section to 

the drillsite governmental section for the producing well that was drilled by the Parties 

 

14. Sale of Production: Operator shall market Non-Operator's share of Oil or Gas produced from the Contract Area on the same 
terms and conditions as Operator markets its own Oil or Gas, and Operator shall share the cost or benefit with Non-Operator of any 

marketing or transportation arrangements which Operator makes for its own Oil or Gas, but Operator’s marketing and transportation 

agreements will remain confidential and will not be distributed to Non-Operator. 
 

If at any time, Non-Operator wishes to take in kind or separately dispose of its proportionate share of Oil or Gas produced from 
the Contract Area, exclusive of production which is (i) used in development and producing operations, (ii) used in preparing and treating 

Gas for marketing purposes, or (iii) unavoidably lost, it may do so, provided it provides Operator notice of said intention no less than thirty 

(30) days prior to the month in which it intends to begin taking in kind or separately disposing of said production. 
 

In the event Non-Operator elects to take in kind, or separately dispose of its share of Gas produced from the Contract Area, the 

balancing or accounting between the parties shall be in accordance with the Gas Balancing Agreement attached as Exhibit “E” to this 

agreement. 

 

 
 

 

 
 

15 Priority of Operations – Vertical Wells: Notwithstanding Article VI.B.6 or anything else in 

this Agreement to the contrary, it is agreed that where a Vertical Well subject to this Agreement has been drilled to the objective formation 
and the Consenting Parties cannot agree upon the sequence and timing of further operations regarding such Vertical Well, the following 

elections shall control in the order of priority enumerated hereafter: 
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a. An election to do additional logging, coring or testing; 

b. An election to attempt to complete the well at either the object depth or objective formation; 
c. An election to plug back and attempt to complete said well in ascending order; 

d. An election to Sidetrack the well; 

e. An election to deepen said well; 
f. An election to rework said well by generally accepted stimulation techniques whether or not said well had previously 

produced in commercial quantities or is capable of commercial production, in accordance with the terms of this 

Agreement; 

g. An election to temporarily abandon the well; 

h. An election to plug and abandon the well 
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 IN WITNESS WHEREOF, this agreement shall be effective as of the    day of   , 

 

 . 

 
  , have been made to the form. 
 
 
ATTEST OR WITNESS:   OPERATOR 

 

  Anadarko E&P Company LP  

 

  By    

 

   Duane Haley  

 Type or print name 

 

 

 Title  Exploration Land Manager  

 

 Date    

 

 Tax ID or S.S. No.    

 

 

 

NON-OPERATORS 

 

 

  Rockies Standard Oil Company  

 

  By    

 

     

 Type or print name 

 

 

 Title    

 

 Date    

 

 Tax ID or S.S. No.    

 

 

 

    

 

  By    

 

     

 Type or print name 

 

 

 Title    

 

 Date    

 

 Tax ID or S.S. No.    

 

 

    

 

  By    

 

     

 Type or print name 

 

 

 Title    

 

 Date    

 

   Tax ID or S.S. No.    
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ACKNOWLEDGMENTS 

 

 Note: The following forms of acknowledgment are the short forms approved by the Uniform Law on Notarial Acts.  

 

The validity and effect of these forms in any state will depend upon the statutes of that state. 

 

 

 

Individual acknowledgment: 

 

State of    ) 

 

   ) ss. 

 

County of    ) 

 

 This instrument was acknowledged before me on 

 

   by    

 

 

 

(Seal, if any)    

 

 Title (and Rank)    

 

 My commission expires:    

 

 

 

Acknowledgment in representative capacity: 

 

State of    ) 

 

   ) ss. 

 

County of    ) 

 

 This instrument was acknowledged before me on  

 

   by    as 

 

  of    . 

 

(Seal, if any)    

 

 Title (and Rank)    

 

 My commission expires:    

 

 

 

 

 

State of    ) 

 

   ) ss. 

 

County of    ) 

 

 This instrument was acknowledged before me on  

 

   by    as 

 

  of    . 

 

(Seal, if any)    

 

 Title (and Rank)    

 

 My commission expires:    
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1 OPERATING AGREEMENT

THIS AGREEMENT, entered into by and between _ Che~eake Eroloration. L L C. ,

3 hereinafter designated and referred to as "Operator," and the signatory party or parties other than Operator, sometimes
4 hereinafter refeaed to individualty as'No~-Operator," and collectively as "Non-Operators."

5 WITNESSETH:

6 WHEREAS, the parties to this agreement aze owners of Oii and Gas Leases and/or Oil and Gas Interests in the land
7 identified in Exhibit "A," and the pazties hereto have reached an agreement to explore and develop these Leases and/or Oi(
8 and Crns Interests for the production of Oil and Gas to the eetent and as hereinafter provided,

9 NOW, Tf~REFORE, it is agreed as follows:

10

11

12

13

14
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ARTICLE L

DEI~'INITIONS

As used in this agreement, the following words and terms shall have the meanings here ascribed to them;

A. The term "AFE" shall mean an Authority for E:cpenditure prepazed by a party to this agreement for the purpose of

estimarin the costs tg be jncutted in conducting an op ration hereunder, An AFE for H 'zon 1 rMulti-Lateral Well Shall ~early.---____stipulate Y~hat the well beme n9nocgd t~ a Homonfa~ Weil or a Mulr- a era e an c a inc u e a Comp etio—T n onerabonc t~or tFe
'well

FO~matt(;d: Tab StOpS: 0.5", Leftnrwose orizonta or u i ateral

~ B. The term "Completion" or "Complete" shall mean a single operation intended to complete a well as a producer of Oi]
and Gas in one or more Zones, including, Uut not limited to, the setting of producrion casing, perforating, well stimulation

and production testing conducted in such operation.

C. The term "Contract Area" shall mean all of the lands, Oil and Gas Leases and/or Oil and Gas Interests intended to be

developed and operated for Oil and Gas purposes under this a~reemenY. Such lands, Oi( and Gas Leases and Oil and Gas
Interests aze described in E:chibit "A."

D. The term "Deepen" shall mean a single operation whereby a well is drilled to an objective Zone below the deepest
Zone in which the well was previously drilled, or below the Deepest Zone proposed in the associated AFE, whichever is the
esseT— r~Ten used in connection with a Horiz ntal Weil or Multi-Lateral Well the term "Dee en"shall mean an o eration whereb aLatera is n e a n~ n is ance ereater an area er an e is ante se ou m e w or000sa aonrove v t e oncen mqies or o a onion a is ante grew t an`~ e~~a7a~s ante o w w e era was nreviouc y dnf~d

E. The terms "Drilling Pazty" and "Consenting Party" shall mean a party who agrees to join in and pay its shaze of the
cost of any operation conducted under the provisions of this agreement.

F. The term 'Drilling UniP' shall mean the azea fixed for the drilling of one well by order or rule of any state or federal
body having authority. if a Drilling Unit is not fixed by any such rule or order, a Drilling Unit shall be the drilling unit as
established by the pattern of drilling in the Contract Area unless fixed by eepress agreement of the Drilling Parties.

G. The term "Drillsite" shall mean the Oil and Gas Lease or Oil aid Gas Interest on which a proposed well is to be
located. The te rillcit "when used in corm etion with a Horizontal Well o Multi-L,atPral Weli chali mean the surface location and thees~fOil aOil and aU S~L as n~teresfc nenefrated nv the we ores the u< me a atera s.

H. The teen "Initial Well" shall mean the well required to be drilled by the parties hereto as provided in Article VI.A
I. The term "Non-Consent Well" shall mean a well in which less than a(I parties have conducted an operation as

provided in futicle VI.B?.

J. The terms "Non-Drilling Party" and "Non-Consrnting Party" shalt mean a party who elects not to participate in a
proposed operation.

K. The term "Oil and Gras" shall mean oil, gas, casinghead gas, gas condensate, and/or al] other liquid or gaseous
hydrocazbons and other mazketable substances produced therewith, unless an intent to limit the inclusiveness of this term is
specifically stated.

L. The term "Oil and Gas Interests" or "Interests" shall mean unleased fee and mineral interests in Oil and Gas in tracts
of land lying within the Contract Area which aze owned by parties to this agreement.

M. The terms "Oil and Gas Lease," "Lease" and °Leasehold" shall mean the oil and gas ]eases or interests therein
covering tracts of land lying within the Contract Area which are owned by the parties to this agreement.

N. The term "Plug Back" shall mean a single operation whereby a deeper Zone is abandoned in order to attempt a
Completipn in a shallower Zone. Wh ti c in nn n wi h H rig n i W 11 r M I i- r 1 W 11 h rm "Pl ~ B k° ah Il m nan operation to test or Complete t e we at a tra i r~y s a ower cep o~ica onion m w is t e opera ion as een or ~s emgComo e e an w is is no vn man e~~s in¢ a er

a~n 
tie a-______,e erm ecomp e ion or ecomp e e s mean an opera ion w ere y omphe ~o FO~matt0d: T8b Stops: O.5", Left+ 5.01",

,- "'°'°` °- ~- - a'" within the existing wellbore. Right

P. The termr"Rework" shall mean an operarion conducted in the wel(bore of a well after it is Completed to secure,
restore, or improve production in a Zone which is currently open to production in the wellbore. Such operations include, but
aze not limited to, well srimulation operations but exclude any routine repair or maintenance work or drilling, Sidetracking,
Deepening, Completing, Recompleting, or Plugging Back of a we1L

Q. The term "Sidetrack" shall mean the directional control and intentional deviation of a well from veRical so as to
change the bottom hole location unless done to straighten the hole or drill azound junk in the hole to overcome other
rr~echanic~! difficultie$.~en used 'n con egtion with a Horizontal Well or Multi-Lakeral Well the term "Rid@tra k" shall m an thedtiechonal contr~l_~np mten vna tevn ion o awe n e ie eriGnnc ~atera~a c~—fi r,~ rT r ~~— -- or~T
~rQpoced unless d bi eTn ~ n e or n ar un m ~F-o e or n mer r

R. The term "Zone" shall mean a stratum of earth containing or thought to contain a common accumulation of Oi] and
Gas sepazately producible from any other common accumulation of Oii and Gas.

S The term "LateraP' shall mean that porti naq~ f ~wellbore that deviates from approximate vertical orientation to aporo~imateuonzon al orientation an a we ore eyon cut ~ ion n Tn a ea5ure eoth
T The "Ho 'z 1 W 1" h 11 w 1 n inin in I L r 1 hi h 'c ril m I e o R m 1 inn w i pro n o o c o ion s q v m nn n t m i n m ry m ry rtn i n

Th rm "M 1'- t r 1 W IP' ch 11 m n w 11 whi h n inc m r h n e i whi h i rill om 1 orec m i m nner m w ~c n~ n m n tit m n mt ry c t r xt ti c c n n rem t e ect~ve rman on s an _ excee e vemc c m open t o m enon m erva m t e ect~ve rmanon s

W The term "Vertical Well° shall mean a well drilled ompleted or Recomoleted other than Horizontal or Multi T ateralwell

Unless the conte:ct otherwise cleazly indicates, words used in the singulaz include the plural, the word "person" includes
natural and aztificial persons, the plural includes the singulaz, and any gender includes the masculine, feminine, and neuter.

ARTICLE II.

EXITS

-1-
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1 The following exhibits, as indicated below and attached hereto, aze incorporated in and made a part hereof:

X A. E:chibit "A," shall include the following information:

3 (I) Description of lands subject to this agreement,

4 (2) Restrictions, if any, as to depths, formations, or substances,

5 (3) Pazties to agreement with addresses and telephone numbers for notice purposes,

6 (4) Percentages or fractional interests of parties to this agreement,

7 (5) Oil and Gas Leases and/or Oi] and Gas Interests subject to this agreement,

3 (6) Burdens on production.

9 ~ ~ B. E:chibit "B," Form of Lease.

10 I _~ C. Exhibit "C," Accounting Procedure.

ll ~ X D. E:chibit "D," Insurance.

12 I %t E. Exhibit "E," Gas Balancing Agreement.

~~~. -~

14 I _`t G. Exhibit "G," TaY Partnership.

15 ~ ~ H. Other: E~chibit "N' Memorandum ofJoint O rating Agreement

16

17

18

19

~p
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23
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1 If any provision of any exhibit, except E:chibits "E,•• ••F" and "G," is inconsistent with any provision contained in

2 the body of this agreement, the provisions in the body of this ageement shall prevail

3 ARTICLE III.

4 INTERESTS OF PARTIES

5 A. Oil and Gas Interests:

6 If any party owns an Oil and Gras Interest in the Contract Area, that Interest shall be treated for all purposes of this
7 ~ agreemen an unng the term hereof as if it were covered by the form of Oil and Gas Lease attached hereto as E:chibit "B,"

8 and the owner thereof shall be deemed to own both royalty interest in such ]ease and the interest of the lessee thereunder.

9 B. Interests oTParties in Costs and Production:

10 Unless chaziged by other provisions, all -costs and liabilities incurred in operations under this agreement shall be borne
11 and paid, and all equipment and materials acquired in operations on the Contract Area shall be owned, by the parties as their
12 interests aze set forth in E:chibit "A." In the same manner, the parties shall also own all production of Oil and Gas from the
13 Contract Area subject, however, to the payment of royalties and other burdens on production as described hereafter.

14 Regazdless of which party has contributed any Oil and Gas Lease or Oil and Gas Interest on which royalty or other
IS burdens may be payable and except as otherwise e:cpressly provided in this agreement, each party shall pay or deliver, or
16 cause to be paid or delivered, all burdens on its shaze of the production from the Conhact Area up to, but not in excess of.--._._',
17 

(
l c h 20~ torn it n G s ranter a

or as mu u y a¢ree ~ cuc ur ens aze an s a m emm efend and hold the other parties free from any liability therefor.
Formatted: Tab stops: 0.5", Left+ 2Z8",

13 Except as otherwise eepressly provided in this ageement, if any party has contributed hereto any Lease or Interest which is
C0~t2~Ed

19 burdened with any royalty, overriding royalty, production payment or other burden on production in excess of the amounts
20 stipulated above, such party so burdened shall assume and alone beaz all such excess obligations and shall indemnify, defend
21 and hold the other parties hereto hazmless from any and all claims attributable to such excess bwden. However, so long as
22 the Drilling Unit for the productive Zones) is identical with the Contract Area, each patty shall pay or deliver, or cause to
23 be paid or delivered, all burdens on production from the Contract Area due under the terms of the Oil and Gas Leases)
24 which such party has contributed to this agreement and shall indemnify, defend and hold the other parties free from any
25 ]iaUility therefor.

26 No pazty shall ever be responsible, on a price basis higher than the price received by such party, to any other party's ~.
27 lessor or royalty owner, and if such other party's lessor or royalty owner should demand and receive settlement on a higher
23 price basis, the party contriburing the affected Lease shall bear the additional royalty burden attributable to such higher price.
29 Nothing contained in this Article III.B. shall be deemed an assignment or cross-assignment of interests covered hereby,
30 and in the event two or more parties contribute to this agreement jointly owned Leases, the parties' undivided interests in
31 said Leaseholds shall be deemed separate leasehold interests for the purposes of this agreement.
32 C. Subsequently Created Interests:
33 If any pazty has contributed hereto a Lease or Interest that is burdened with an assignment of production given as security
34 for the payment of money, or if, after the date of this ageement, any party creates an ovemding royalTy, production
35 payment, net profits interest, assignment of production or other burden payable out of production attributable to its working
36 interest hereunder, such burden shall be deemed a "Subsequently Created Interest" Further, if any party has contributed
37 hereto a Lease or Interest burdened with an overriding royalty, production payment, net profits interests, or other burden
38 payable out of production created prior to the date of this agreement, and such burden is not shown on Exhibit "A" such
39 burden also shall be deemed a Subsequently Created Interest to the extent such burden causes the burdens on such party's
40 Lease or Interest to c~cceed the amount stipulated in Article III.B. above.
41 The party whose interest is burdened with the Subsequently Created Interest (the "Burdened Party") shall assume and
42 alone beaz, pay and dischazge the Subsequently Created Interest and shall indemnify, defend and hold harmless the other
43 parties from and against any ]iabiliTy therefor. Further, if the Burdened Pazty fails to pay, when due, its shaze of expenses
44 chazgeable hereunder, all provisions of Article VII.B, shall be enforceable against the Subsequently Created Interest in the
45 same manner as they aze enforceable against the working interest of the Burdened Party. If the Burdened Party is required
46 under this agreement to assign or relinquish to any other party, or parties, all or a poRion of its working interest and/or the
47 production attributable theretq said other pazty, or parties, shall receive said assignment and/or production free aid cleaz of
43 said Subsequently Created Interest, azid the Burdened Pazty shall indemnify, defend and hold harmless said other pazty, or
49 parties, from any and all claims and demands for payment asserted by ovmers of the Subsequently Created Interest.
50 ARTICLE IV.
51 TITLES
52 A. Title Examination:

53

~

Title e:caminffiion shall be made on the Drillsite of any proposed well prior to commencement of drilling operations and,
54 if a majority in interest of the Drilling Parties so request or Operator so elects, title araznination shall be made on the entire
55 Drilling Unit, or maximum anticipated Drilling Unit, of the well. The opinion will include the ownership of the working
56 interest, minerals, royalty, overriding royalty and production payments under the applicable Leases. Each party contributing
57 I Leases and/or Oil and Cray Interests to be included in the ^="~,ae~-Drilling Unit, if appropriate, shall famish to Operator
53 all abstracts (including federal lease status repods), rifle opinions, title papers and curative material in its possession free of
59 chazge. Al] such information not in the possession of or made available to Operator by the parties, but necessary for the
60 ezcaminazion of the title, shall be obtained by Operator. Operator shall cause title to be examined by attorneys on its staff or
61 I by outside attorneys. Copies of a(I title opinion shat] be furnished to each Drilling Party. Costs incurred by Operator in.--_____I
62

or other c~consultant
procuring straas, ees pal outsi e a omeys_ or n e examination (including preliminary, supplemental, shut-in royalty

Formatted: Tab stops: 0.5", Left + 2.46'
Centered63 opinions and division order title opinions) and other direct chazges as provided in E,ehibit "C" shall be borne by the Drilling

64 Parties in the proportion that the interest of each Drilling Party bears to the total interest of al] Drilling Pazties as such
65 interests appear in Exhibit "A" Operator shall male no chazge for services rendered by its staff attorneys or other personnel
66 in the performance of the above functions.
67 I OSerator 

`~-"'—e res onsible for securin curative matter andP S pooling aznendments or agreements re aired in4 Formatted: Tab Sto 5: 0.5", Left + 1.11",p
63 connection with Leases or Oi] and Gas Interests contributed by such party. Operator shall be responsible for the prepazation Loft
69 and recording of pooling designations or declazations and communitizarion agreements as well as the conduct of hearings
70 before governmental agencies for the securing of spacing or pooling orders or any other orders necessazy or appropriate to
71 I the conduct of operations hereunder. This shall not prevent any party from appeazing on its own behalf at such heazings.f-:___:
72 or other nsul antsos mcurre y pera or, me u mg ees pal o ou ~ e a omeys,_ w is aze associated with hearings before governmental

Formatted: Tab stops: 0.5", Left + 3.43",
Centered73 agencies, and which costs are necessary and proper for the activities contemplated under this ageement, shall be direct

74 charges to the joint account and shall not be covered by the administrative overhead chazges as provided in Exhibit "C.°

-~-
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1 Operator shall make no chazge for services rendered by its staff attorneys or other personnel in the performance of the above

2 functions.
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No well shall be drilled on the Contract Area until after (1) the fide to the Drillsite or Drilling Unit, if appropriate, has

een e:camme as a ove,. - o
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3. Other Losses: All losses of Leases or Interests committed to this agreement, c` - -
dV.~.3. end--I°.°.~--aw,~sha]] be joint losses and shall be borne by al] parties in proportion to their interests shown on
E:chibit "A." This shall include but not be limited to the loss of any Lease or Interest through failure to develop or because
express or implied covenants have not been performed (other than performance which requires only the payment of money),
and the loss of any Lease by expiration ak the end of its primary term if it is not renewed or eetended. There shall be no
readjusknent of interests in the remaining portion of the Contract Area on account of anyjoint loss.

„~...tt _ „1.
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ARTICLE V.

OPERATOR

A. Designation and Responsibilities of Operator:
Chesaneake0~~r~~ n~~ Tnc~a i n van t roue rts aeen stall be the Operator of the Contract Area, and shall conduct Formatted: Tdb Stops: 0.5", Left + 3.03",

and direct and have foil control of all operations on the Contract Area as permitted and required by, and within the limits of Centered
this ageement. In its performance of services hereunder for the Non-Operators, Operator shall be an independent wnfractor
not subject to the control or direction of the Non-Operators except as to the type of operarion to be undertaken in acwrdance
with the election procedures contained in this ar,,reement. Operator shat] not be deemed, or hold itself out as, the agent of the
Non-Operators with authority to bind them to any obligation or liability assumed or intoned by Operator as to any third
party. Operator shall conduct its activities under this agreement as a reasonable prudent operator, in a good and worlananlike
macmer, with due diligence and dispatch, in accordance with good oilfield practice, and in compliance with applicable law and
regulation, but in no event shall it have any liability as Operator to the other parties for losses sustained or liabilities incutted
except such as may result from gross negligence or willful misconduct.
B. Resignation or Removal of Operator and Selection oT Successor.

I. Resiemation or Removal of O ern atom Operator may resign at any time by giving written notice thereof to Nan-Operators.
If Operator terminates its legal existence, no longer owns an interest hereunder in the Contract Area, or is no longer capable of
serving as Operator, Operator shall be deemed to have resigied without any action by Non-Operators, except the selection of a
successor. Operator may be removed only for good cause by the ~rmative vote of Non-Operators owning a majority interest
based on ownership as shown on E.rhibit "A" remaining after excluding the voting interest of Operator; such vote shall not be
deemed effecrive until a written notice has been delivered to the Operator by allon-Operator detailing the alleged default and
Operator has failed to cure the default within thirty (30) days from its receipt of the notice or, if the default co~cems an
operation then being conducted within forty-eight (43) hours of its receipt of the notice. For purposes hereof, "good cause" shall
mean not only gross negtigence or willful misconduct but also the material breach of or inability to meet the standazds of
operation contained in Article V.A, or material failure or inability to perform its obligations under this ageement.

Subject to Articte VII.D.1., such resibmation or removal shall not become effective unril 7:00 o'clock A.M. on the first
day of the calendar month following the eupiration of ninety (90) days after the giving of notice of resignation by Operator
or action by the Non-Operators to remove Operator, unless a successor Operator has been selected and assumes the dufies of
Operator at an eazlier date. Operator, after effective date of resignation or removal, shall be bound by the terms hgreof as of-_____

,h Formatted: Tab stops: 0.5", Left+ 5.98",on- perator, c ange o a corpora e name or c re o perator or ans er o pera ors merest to any si+o e Rightsubsidiazy, pazent or successor corporation shall not be the basis for removal of Operator.
Z. Selection of Successor Operator Upon the resignation or removal of Operator under any provision of this agreement, a

successor Operator shall be selected by the pazties. The successor Operator shall be selected from the parties owning an
interest in the Conhad Area at the time such successor Operator is selected. The successor Operator shall be selected by the
~rmafive vote of two (2) or mare parties owning a majority interest based on ownership as shown on E:chibit "A";
provided, however, if azi Operator which has been removed or is deemed to have resigned fails to vote or votes only to
succeed itself, the successor Operator shall be selected by the affirmative vote of the party or parties owning a majority
interest based on ownership as shown on E:chibit "A" remaining afrer excluding the voting interest of the Operator that was
removed or resibmed. The former Operazor shall promptly deliver to the successor Operator al] records and data relating to
the operations conducted by the former Operator to the e:ctent such records and data aze not already in the possession of the
successor operator. Any cost of obtaining or copying the former Operator's records and data shall be chazged to the joint
account.

3. Effect of Bankruntcv If Operator becomes insolvent, banlaupt or is placed in receivership, it shall be deemed to have
resigned without any acfion by Non-Operators, except the selection of a successor. If a perition for relief under the federal
banlauptcy laws is filed by or against Operator, and the removal of Operator is prevented by the federal bankruptcy court, all
Non-Operators and Operator shall comprise an interim operating committee to serve until Operator has elected to reject or
assume this ao Bement pursuant to the Banlauptcy Code, and an election to reject this agreement by Operator as a debtor in
possession, or by a trustee in banlavptcg shall be deemed a resignarion as Operator without any action by Non-Operators,
except the selection of a successor. During the period of time the operating committee controls operations, all actions shall
require the approval of two (Z) or more parties owning a majority interest based on ovmership as shown on Exhibit "A.° In
the event there aze only rivo (2) parties to this agreement, during the period of time the operating committee conhols
operations, a third party acceptable to Operator, Non-Operator and the federal banlauptcy court shall be selected as a
member of the operating committee, and all actions shall require the approval of two (Z) members of the operating
committee without regazd for their interest in the Contract Area based on E:chibit "A."
C. Employees xnd Contractors:

The number o£ employees or contractors used by Operator in conducting operations hereunder, their selection, and the
hours of labor and the compensation for services performed shall be determined by Operator, and all such employees or
contractors shall be the employees or contractors of Operator.
D. Rights and Duties of Operator.

1. ComQetitive Rates and Use of ~Iiafes All wells drilled on the Contract Area shall be drilled on a competitive
contract basis at the usual rates prevailing in the azea If it so desires, Operator may employ its own tools and equipment in
the drilling of wells, but its charges therefor shall not exceed the prevailing rates in the aze4 --

and such work shall be performed by
Operator under the sazne terms and condi4ons as aze customary and usual in the area in conhacts of independent contractors
who are doing work of a similar nature. All work performed or materials supplied by ~liates or related parties of Operator
shall be performed or supplied at competitive rates, pursuant to written agreement, and in accordance with customs and
standards prevailing in the industry.

2. Dischar¢e of Joint Account Obligations• Except as herein otherwise specifically provided Operator shall promptly pay
and dischazge eupenses incurred in the development and operation of the Contract Area pursuant to this agreement azid shall
chazge each of the parties hereto with their respective proportionate shazes upon the expense basis provided in Exhibit "C."
Operator shall keep an accurate record of the joint account hereunder, showing expenses intoned and chazges and credits
made and received.

3. Protection from Liens: Operator shall pay, or cause to be paid, as and when they become due and payable, all accounts
of wntractors and suppliers aid wages and salazies for services rendered or performed, and for materials supplied on, to or in
respect of the Contract Area or any operations for the joint account thereof, and shall keep the Confract Area free from
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liens and encumbrances resulting therefrom except for those resulting from a bona fide dispute as to services rendered or

materials supplied.

4. Custody of Funds' Operator shall hold for the account of the Non-Operators any funds of the Non-Operators advanced

or paid to the Operator, either for the conduct of operations hereunder or as a result of the sale of production from the

Contract Area, and such funds shall remain the funds of the Non-Operators on whose account they aze advanced or paid until

used for their intended purpose or otherwise delivered to the Non-Operators or applied toward the payment of debts as

provided in Article VII.B. Nothing in this pazagraph shall be construed to establish a fiduciary relationship between Operator

and Non-Operators for any purpose other than to account for Non-Operator funds as herein specifically provided. Nothing in

this pazasraph shall require the maintenance by Operator of sepazate accounts for the funds of Non-Operators unless the

parties otherwise specifically agree.

5. Access to Contract Area and Records Operator shall, except as otherwise provided herein, permit each Non-Operator

or its duly authorized representative, at the Non-Operator's sole risk and cost full and free access at all reasonable times to

all operations of every I:ind and chazacter being conducted for the joint account on the Contract Area and to the records of

operations conducted thereon or production therefrom, including Operator's books and records relating thereto. Such access

rights shall not be exercised in a manner interfering with Operator's conduct of an operation hereunder and shall not obligate

Operator to furnish any geologic or geophysical data of an interpretive nature unless the cost of prepazation of such

interprerive data, was chazged to the oint account. Operator will furnish to each Non-Operator upon request copies of any.-____,_
actual month) il an a r d ct~on ane~ ales volume data Formatted: Tab stops: 0.5", L2ft

r....~....:,._ _ 
n

ia€er~ettaa. Any audit of Operator's records relating to aznounts e.~cpended and the appropriazeness of such expenditures.---____ Formatted: Tab stops: 0.5", LEft+ 3.86"~s e conducted }n accordance with the audit protocol specified ip Exhibit "C " N twithstandin~ anvth~ g to the conirary nan-consentinn CenteredHamer shall be denied access to the wel I location and well mformahon unit the non consen ins erotr—ecT~

6, Filing and Fumishina Governmental Renorts~ Operator will file, and upon written request promptly famish copies to
each requesting Non-Operator not in default of its payment obligations, al] operational notices, reports or applications
required to be filed by local, State, Federal or Indian agencies or authorities having jwisdiction over operations hereunder. -
Each Non-Operator shall provide to Operator on a timely basis all information necessary to Operator to make such filings.

7. Drilline and Testing Operations: The following provisions shall apply to each well drilled hereunder-:r- ,a

— - '-":

(a) Operator will promptly advise Non-Operators of the date on which the well is spudded, or the date on which -
drilling operations aze commenced.

(b) Operator will send to Non-Operators such reports, test results and notices regazding the progress of operations on the well
as the Non-Operators shall reasonably request, including, but not limited to, daily drilling reports, completion repoRs, and well logy

(c) Operator shall adequately test all Zones encountered which may reasonably be e:cpected to be capable of producing
Oi] and Gas in paying quantities as a result of examination of the electric log or any other logs or cores or tesu conducted
hereunder.

8. Cost Estimates Upon request of any Consenting Pazty, Operator shall famish estimazes of current and cumulative costs
incurred for the joint account at reasonable intervals during the conduct of any operation pursuant to this agreement.
Operator shall not be held liable for errors in such estimates so long as the esfimates are made in good faith.

9. insurances At al] times while operations are conducted hereunder, Operator shall comply with the workers
compensation law of the state where the operafions aze being conducted; provided, however, that Operator may be a self-
insurer for liability under said compensation laws in which event the only charge that shall be made to the joint account shall
be as provided in E:chibit "C." Operator shall also cazry or provide insurance for the benefit of the joint account of the pazties
as outlined in Exhibit "D" attached hereto and made a part hereof. Operator shall require all contractors engaged in work on
or for the Conhac[ Area to wmply with the workers compensation law of the state where the operations aze being conducted
and to maintain such other insurance as Operator may require.

__ .i ~

~~ e

ARTICLE VL

DRII,LING AND DEVELOPMENT

B. Subsequent Operations: "please see additional nrovision5 in Article \VT

1. Proposed Operations• If any party hereto should desire to drill any well on the Contract Area other than the Inirial Well, or
if any party should desire to Rework Sidetrack Deepen, Recomplete or Plug Back a dry hole or a well no longer capable of
producing in paying quantities in which such pazty hu not otherwise relinquished its interest in the proposed objective Zone under
this agreement, the party desiring to drill, Rework, Sidetrack, Deepen, Recomp(ete or Plug Back such a well shall give written
notice of the proposed operation to the parties who have not othmvise relinquished their interest in such objective Zone
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under Uus agreement and to all other parties in the case of a proposal for Sidetracking or Deepening, specifying the work to be

performed, the location, proposed depth, objective Zone and the estimated cost of the operarion. The parties to whom such a

notice is delivered shall have thirty (30) days after receipt of the notice within which to notify the party proposing to do the work

whether they elect to participate in the cost of the proposed operation. If a drilling rig is on location, notice of a proposal to

Rework, Sidetrack, Recqmplete, Plug Back or Deepen may be given by telephone and the response period shall be limited to forty-F-_____
mclucive Formatted: Tab stops: 0.5", Left + 0.86",e~ ours. f SaNrday, Sunday and legal holidays. Failure of a party to whom such notice is delivered to reply eft

within the period above fixed shall constitute an election by that party not to participate in the cost of the proposed operation.

My proposal by a party to conduct an operation conflicting with the operation initially proposed shall be delivered to all parties
within the time and in the manner provided in Article VI.B.6.

If all pazties to whom such notice is delivered elect to participate in such a proposed operation, the parties shall be

contractually committed to participate therein provided such operations aze commenced within the time period hereafter set
forth, and Operator shall, no later than ninety (90) days after expiration of the notice period of thirty (30) days (or as

promptly as practicable, after the expiration, of the forty-eight (48) ,hour period v{hen a drilling rig is on location, as the case.--_____not mg conffimed herein shalt prohibit Operator or the nartianatmq parties from actually commencing the ro osed o eration Formatted: Tab Stops: 0.5", Left + 2.66",oe or~P _+~*~o~ e noti'{~ ce nen~or~s afrtTie timme"~cfi coin nrPmPnr a~irrr ~n an~.ua.,~~;r.~'~ yr y S~~tion ~T
meam e~ac ~a I commence the 

Centered
y ~ ut~l y proposed operation Land thereafter complete it with due diligence at the risk and e:cpense of

the parties participazing therein; provided, however, said commencement date may be e:ctended upon written notice of sazne
by Operator to the other parties, for a period of up to thirty (30) additional days if, in the sole opinion of Operator, such
additional time is reasonably necessary to obtain permits from governmental authorities, surface rights (including rights-of-
way) or appropriate drilling equipment, or to complete title examination or curative matter required for title approval or
acceptance. If the actual operation has not been commenced within the time provided (including any extension thereof as
specifically permitted herein or in the force majeure provisions of Article 7{n and if any party hereto still desires to conduct
said operafion, written notice proposing sazne must be resubmitted to the other parties in accordance herewith as if no prior
proposal had been made. Those parties that did not pazticipate in the drilling of a well for which a proposal to Deepen or
Sidehack is made hereunder shall, if such parties desire to participate in the proposed Deepening or Sidetracking operation,
reimburse the Drilling Parties in accordance with futicle VI.B.4. in the event of a Deepening operation and in accordance
with Article VI.B.S. in the event of a Sidetracking operation.

2. poerations by Less Than All Parties•

(a) Determination of Participation If any party to whom such notice is delivered as provided in Article VI.B1, or
VI.C1. (Option No. 2) elects not to participate in the proposed operatioq theq in order to be entitled to the benefits of this
Article, the party oc parties giving the notice and such other parties as shall elect to participate in the operation shall, no
later than ninety (90) days after the expiration of the notice period of thirty (30) days (or as promptly as practicable after the
expiration of the forty-ejght (43), hour p~riod when a drilling rig is on ]gcatiop, as the @ase may be) actually, commence thea---____no h n~ on n h r in h I r hibit of h c hn~ ie rpm II m n n h o o e Formatted: Tab stops: 0.5", Left + 0.98",g ra4 p e r er v i n t n t n nor c a t o timmc o cuc commencemen t ~y~y y~~~
ei~non or aeemea eiecnon w t e va i i t Left
propose opera on _an complete it with due diligence. Operator shall perform all work for the account of the Consenting
Parties; provided, however, if no drilling rig or other equipment is on location, and if Operator is a Non-Consenring Party,
the Consenting Parties shall either: (i) request Operator to perform the work required by such proposed operation for the
account of the Consenting Parties, or (ii) designate one of the Consenting Parties as Operator to perform such work The
rights and duties gaoled to and imposed upon the Operator under this agreement aze granted to and imposed upon the party
designated as Operator for an operation in which the original Operator is allon-Consenting Party. Consenting Pazties, when
conducting operations on the Contract Area pursuant to this Article VI.B.2., shall comply with al] terms and conditions of this
agreement.

Tf less than all parties approve any proposed operation, the proposing party, immediately after the expiration of the
applicable notice period, shall advise al] Parties of the total interest of the parties approving such operation and its
recommendation as to whether the Consenting, Parties should proceed with the operation as proposed. Each Consenting Patty,---____lus,v ~~ ",w,c n o r[y-eig t ours o atur ay, Sunday, and legal holidays) after delivery of such notice, shall advise the

Formatted: Tab stops: 0.5 Left + 1.99",
Left

proposing party of its desire to (i) limit participation to such party's interest as shown on E:chibit "A" or (ii) cazry only its
proportionate part (determined by dividing such party's interest in the Contract Area by the interests of all Consenting Parties in
the Contract Area) of Non-Consenting Parties' interests, or (iii) cazry its proportionate part (determined as provided in (ii)) of
Non-Consenting Parties' interests together with all or a portion of its proportionate part of any Non-Consenting Parties'
interests that any Consenting Party did not elect to tale. Any interest of Non-Consenting Parties that is not carried by a
Consenfing Party shall be deemed to be carried by the pazty proposing the operation if such party does not withdraw its
proposal. Failure to advise the proposing party within the time required shall be deemed an election under (i). In the event a
drilling rig is on location, notice may be given by telephone, and the time permitted for such a response shall not exceed a.---____~ncius,ve
0 0 0 -egg ours o aturday, Sunday and legal holidays). The proposing pazty, at its election, may

Formatted: Tab stops: 0.5", left + 2.08",
C2nterEd

withdraw such proposal if there is less than 100% pazticipafion and shall notify all parties of such decision within ten (10)
days, or within twenty-four (24) hours if a drilling rig is on location, following expiration of the applicable response period.
If 100% subscriprion to the proposed operation is obtained, the proposing party shall promptly notify the Consenting Parties
of their proportionate interests in the operation and the pazty serving as Operator shall commence such operation within the
period provided in Article VI.B.1., subject to the same extension right as provided therein.

(b) Relinquishment of Interest for Non-Participation The entire cost and risk of conducring such operations shall be
borne by the Consenting Parties in the proportions they have elected to beaz sazne under the terms of the preceding
paraSraph. Consenting Parties shall keep the leasehold estates involved in such operations free and clear of all liens and
encumbrances of every kind created by or arising from the operations of the Consenfing Parties. If such an operation results
in a dry hole, then subject to Articles VI.B.6. and VI.E3., the Consenting Parries shall plug and abandon the well and restore
the surface location at their sole cost, risk and e:cpense; provided, however, that those Non-Consenting Parties that
pazticipated in the drilling, Deepening or Sidetracking of the well shall remain liable for, and shall pay, their proportionate
shazes of the cost of plugging aid abandoning the well and restoring the surface location insofaz only as those costs were not
increased by the subsequent operations of the Consenting Pazties. If any well drilled, Reworked, Sidetracked, Deepened,
Recompleted or Plugged Back under the provisions of this Article results in a well capable of producing Oil and/or Cms in
paying quanri4es, the Consenting Pazties shall Complete and equip the well to produce at their sole cost and risk, and the
well shall then be tamed over to Operator (iF the Operazor did not conduct the operation) and shall be operated by it at the
expense and for the account of the Consenring Parties. Upon commencement of operations for the drilling, Reworking,
Sidetracking, Recompleting, Deepening or Plun,,,ring Back of any such well by Consenting Pazties in acwrdance with the
provisions of this Article, each Non-Consenting Party shall be deemed to have relinquished to Consenting Pazties, and the

-6-
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Consenting Parties shall own and be entitled to receive, in propoKion to their respective interests, all o£ such Non-

~ Consenting Party's interest in the well azid shaze of production therefrom or, in the case of a Reworking, Sidetracking, -
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Deepening Recompleting or Plugging Back or a Completion pursuant to Article VI.C.1. Option No. 2, all of such Non-
Consenting Pazty's interest in the production obtained from the operafion in which the Non-Consenting Pazty did not elect
to pazticipate. Such relinquishment shall be effective until the proceeds of the sale of such shaze, calculated at the well, or
mazket value thereof if such shaze is not sold (after deducting applicable ad valorem, production, severance, aid excise taxes,
royalTy, ovemding royalty and other interests not excepted by Article III.C. payable out of or measured by the production
from such well accruing with respect to such interest until it reverts), shall equal the total of the following:

(i) 500 % of each such Non-Consenting Party's shaze of the cost of any newly acquired surface equipment
beyond the wellhead connections (including but not limited to stock tanks, sepazators, treaters, pumping equipment aid
piping), plus 100% of each such Non-Consenring Party's shaze of the cost of operation of the well commencing with first
production and continuing until each such Non-Consenting Pazty's relinquished interest shall revert to it under other
provisions of this Article, it being agreed that each Non-Consenting Party's shaze of such costs aid equipment will be that
interest which would have been chazgeable to such Non-Consenting Party had it participated in the well from the beginning
of the operations; and

(ii) 500 % of (a) that portion of the costs and expenses of drilling, Reworking, Sidehacking, Deepening,
Plugging Bach, testing, Completing, and Recomple6ns, after deducting az~y cash contributions received under Article VIII.C.,
and of (b) that poRion of the cost of newly acquired equipment in the wet] (to and including the wellhead connections),
which would have been chazgeable to such Non-Consenting Pazty if it had participated therein.

Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in this Article VI.B., if the well does not reach the deepest objective Zone
described in the notice proposing the well for reasons other than the encountering of granite or practically impe~ehable
substance or other condition in the hole rendering further operations impracticable, Operator shall give notice thereof to each
Non-Consenting Party who submitted or voted for an alternative proposal under Article VI.B.6. to drill the well to a
shallower Zone than the deepest objective Zone proposed in the notice under which the well was drilled, and each such Non-
Consenting Pazty shall have the option to participate in the initial proposed Completion of the well by paying its share of the
cost of drilling the well to its actual depth, calculated in the manner provided in Article VI.B.4. (a). If any such Non-
Consenting Party does not elect to pazticipaze in the first Completion proposed for such well, the relinquishment provisions
of this Article VI.B.2. (b) shall apply to such party's interest.

(c) Reworkine. Recomnletin~or Plgg„rins Back An election not to participate in the drilling, Sidetracking or
Deepening of a well shall be deemed an election not to pazticipate in any Reworking or Plugging Back operation proposed in
such a well, or portion thereof, to which the initial non-consent election applied that is conducted at aziy time prior to full
recovery by the Consenting Parties of the Non-Consenting Party's recoupment aznount. Similazly, an e(ecdon not to
participate in the Completing or Recompleting of a well shall be deemed an election not to participate in any Reworking
operation proposed in such a well, or portion thereof, to which the inirial non-consent election applied that is conducted at
any time prior to full recovery by the Consenting Pazties of the Non-Consenting Party's recoupment amount. Any such
Reworking, Recompleting or Pluge ng Back operation conducted during the recoupment period shall be deemed part of the
cost of operation of said well and there shall be added to the sums to be recouped by the Consenting Parties 500 % of
that portion of the costs of the Reworking, Recomplering or Plugging Back operation which would have been chazgeable to
such Non-Consenting ParTy had it participated therein. If such a ReworMng, Recompleting or Plugging Back operation is
proposed during such recoupment period, the provisions of this Article VI.B. shall be applicable as between said Consenfing
Parties in said we1L

(d) Recounment Matters During the period of time Consenting Pazties aze entitled to receive Non-Consenting Party's
shaze of production, or the proceeds therefrom, Consenring Parties shall be responsible for the payment of all ad valorem,
productioq severance, excise, gathering and other takes, and atl royalty, overriding royalty and other burdens applicable to
Non-Consenting Pazty's shaze of production not excepted by Article III.C.

In the case of any Reworking., Sidetrad:inr„ Plugging Back Recompleting or Deepening operation, the Consenting
Pazties shall be permitted to use, free of cost, all casing, tubing and other equipment in the well, but the ownership of all
such equipment shall remain unchanged; and upon abandonment of a well after such Reworking, Sidetracking, Plugging Back
Recompleting or Deepening, the Consenting Parties shall account for all such equipment to the owners thereof with each
party receiving its propoRionate pazt in kind or in value, less cost of salvage.

Within ninety (90) days after the completion of any operation under this Article, the party conducting the operarions
for the Consenting Parties shall furnish each Non-Consenting Pazty with an inventory of the equipment in and connected to
the well, azid an itemized statement of the cost of drilling Sidetracking, Deepening, Pluming Back testing, Completing
Recompleting, and equipping the well for production; or, at its option, the operating pazty, in lieu of an itemized statement
of such costs of operation, may submit a detailed statement of monthly billings. Each month thereafter, during the time the
Consenting Parties aze being reimbursed as provided above, the party conducting the operations for the Consenting Pazties
shall furnish the Non-Consenting Parties with an itemized statement of all costs and liabilities incurred in the operation of
the well, together with a statement of the quantity of Oi] azid Cras produced from it and the amount of proceeds realized from
the sale of the well's working interest production during the preceding month. In determining the quantity of Oil and Cras
produced during any month, Consenting Parties shall use industry accepted methods such as but not limited to metering or
periodic well tests. Any amount realized from the sale or other disposition of equipment newly acquired in connection with
any such operation which would have been owned by allon-Consenting Party had it pazticipated therein shall be credited
against the total unretumed costs of the work done and of the equipment purchased in determining when the interest of such
Non-Consenting Party shall revert to it as above provided; and if there is a credit balance, it shall be paid to such Non-
Consenting Party.

If and when the Consenting Pazties recover from a No -Consenting Party's relingµished interest the aznounts provided.---____th f,rst ft m nth f II wm t m nc ,n~~~~Y Formatted: Tab stops: 0.5", Left+ 5.21",or a ove, ere mquis e mteres o suc on- ons ng s autom c y revert to i as o Right
which such recoupment occurs, and, from and after such reversion, such Non-Consenting Party shall

own the same interest in such well, the material and equipment in or pertaining thereto, and the production therefrom as -
such Non-Consenring Party would have been entitled to had it participated in the drilling, Sidetraddng, Reworking,
Deepening, Recompleting or Plugging Back of said well. ThereaRer, such Non-Consenting Party shall be chazged with and
shall pay its proportionate part of the further costs of the operation of said well in accordance with the terms of this
agreement and Eachibit "C" attached hereto.

3. stand-Bv Costs• When a well which has been drilled or Deepened has reached its authorized depth and all tests have
been completed and the results thereof furnished to the parties, or when operations on the well have been otherwise
terminated pursuant to Article VI.F., stazid-by costs incu[red pending response to a party's notice proposing a Reworking,
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SideVacking, Deepening. Recomp(eting, Plugging Back or Completing operation in such a well (including the period required
under Article VI.B.6. to resolve competing proposals) shall Ue chazged and borne as part of the drilling or Deepening
operation just completed. Stand-by costs subsequent to all pazties responding, or eepiration of the response time permitted,
whichever first occurs, and prior to ageement as to the participating interests of all Consenring Pazties pursuant to the terms
of the second graznmatical parag'aph of Article VI.B.2. (a), shall be chazged to and borne as part of the proposed operatioq
but if the proposal is subsequently withdrawn because of insufficient pazticipation, such stand-by costs shall be allocated
between the Consenting Parties in the propor[io~ each Consenting ParTy's interest as shown on Exhibit "A" beazs to the total
interest as shown on E:chibit "A" of al] Consenting Parties

In the event that notice for a Sidetracking operation is given while the drilling rig to be utilized is on location, any pazty
may request and receive up to five (5) additional days after e.~cpiration of the forty-eight hour response period specified in
Article VI.B1. within which to respond by paying for all stand-by costs and other costs incurred during such extended
response period; Operator may require such party to pay the estimated stand-by time in advance as a condition to extending
the response period Tf more than one pazTy elects to take such additional time to respond to the notice, standby costs shall be
allocated beriveen the parties taking additional time to respond on a day-to-day basis in the proportion each electing party's
interest as shown on Exhibit "A" beazs to the total interest as shown on E:chibit "A" oFa11 the electing parties.

4. Deeoenine~ If less than al] parties elect to participate in a drilling Sidetracking or Deepening operation proposed
pursuant to Article VI.B1., the interest relinquished by the Non-Consenting Pazties to the Consenting Parties under Article
VI.B.2. shall relate only and be limited to the lesser of (i) the total depth actually drilled or (ii) the objective depth or Zone
of which the parties were cr~iven notice under Article VI.B1. ("Initial Objective"). Such well shall not be Deepened beyond the
Initial Objective without first complying with this Article to afford the Non-Consenting Parties the opportunity to participate
in the Deepening operarion.

In the event any Consenting Party desires to drill or Deepen allon-Consent Wel] to a depth below the Initial Objective,
such party shall give notice thereof, complying with the requirements of Article VI.B.1., to all pazties (including Non-
Consenting Parties). Thereupon, Articles VI.B.1. and 2. shall apply and all parties receiving such notice shall have the right to
participate or not participate in the Deepening of such well pursuant to said Articles VI.B.1. and 2. If a Deepening operarion
is approved pursuant to such provisions, and if any Non-Consenting Pazty elects to participate in the Deepening operation.
such Non-Consenting party shall pay or make reimbursement (as the case maybe) of the following costs and expenses.

(a) If the proposal to Deepen is made prior to the Completion of such well as a well capable of producing in paying
quantities, such Non-Consenting Party shall pay (or reimburse Consenting Parties for, as the case may be) that shaze of costs
and cepenses incased in connection with the drilling of said well from the surface to the Initial Objective which Non-
Consenting Party would have paid had such Non-Consenting Party ageed to participate thereiq plus the Non-Consenting
Party's shaze of the cost of Deepening and of participaring in any further operations on the well in accordance with the other
provisions of this ~ Agreement; provided, however, all costs for testing and Completion or attempted Completion of the well
incurred by Consenting Parties prior to the point of actual operations to Deepen beyond the Initial Objective shall be for the
sole account of Consenting Parties.

(b) If the proposal is made for allon-Consent Well that has been previously Completed as a well capable of producing
in paying quanrities, but is no longer capable of producing in paying quantities, such Non-Consenting Party shall pay (or
reimburse Consenting Parties for, as the case may be) its proportionate shaze of a(I costs of drilling, Completing, and
equipping said we]] from the surface to the Initial Objective, calculated in the manner provided in pazagraph (a) above, less
those costs recouped by the Consenting Parties from the sale of production from the well. The Non-Consenting Party shall
also pay its proportionate share of al] costs of re-entering said well. The Non-Consenting Parties' proportionate part (based
on the percentage of such well Non-Consenting Party would have owned had it previously participated in such Non-Consent
Well) of the costs of salvable materials and equipmetrt remaining in the hole and salvable surface equipment used in
connection with such well shall be determined in accordance with E:chibit "C.° If the Consenting Parties have recouped the
cost of drilling, Completing, and equipping the well at the time such Deepening operation is conducted, then a Non-
Consenting Party may participate in the Deepening of the well with no payment for costs incurred prior to re-entering the
well for Deepening

The foregoing shall not imply a right of any Consenting Party to propose any Deepening for allon-Consent Well prior
to the drilling of such well to its Initial Objective without the consent of the other Consenring Parties as provided in Article
VI.F.

This article VT B 4 shall not a~ to Deeoenin,e operations within an exi5tin~Lakeral or Hon~ontal or Multi-Lateral Wry],
5. Sidetracking Any pazty having the right to participate in a proposed Sidetracking operation that does not own an

interest in the affected wellbore at the time of the notice shall, upon electing to participate, tender to the wellbore ovmers its
proportionate shaze (equal to its interest in the Sidetracking operarion) of the value of that portion of the c~is[ing wellbore
to be utilized as follows:

(a) If the proposal is for Sidetracking an existing dry hole, reimbursement shall be on the basis of the actual costs
incurred in the initial drilling of the well down to the depth at which the Sidetracking operation is initiated.

(b) If the proposal is for Sidetracking a well which has previously produced, reimbursement shall be on the basis of
such party's propoRionate shaze of drilling and equipping costs incurred in the initial drilling of the well down to the depth
at which the Sidetracking operation is conducted, calculated in the manner described in Article VI.B.4(b) above. Such pazty's
proportionate shaze of the cost of the well's salvable materials and equipment down to the depth at which the SideVacking
operation is initiated shall be det fined in accordance with the provjsigns of E:chibit "C."T c A B, i io f H '~o r M '- 11 Drilli r tir t v o r o i o i i i-n i r m ro n r n m r ~ nc

r r r r n r ions xcept as otherwise specifically provided in this agreement, if any party desires to~' -- Formatted: Tab Stops: 0.5", Left + 2.33",
propose the conduct of an operation that conflicts with a proposal that has been made by a party under this Article VI, such Centered
party shall have fifreen (15) days from delivery of the initial proposal, in the case of a proposal to drill a well or to perform.--_____

mcl s,ve* Formatted: Tab stops: 0.5", Left + 4.79",an opera on on a we were no n mg ng ~s on oca ion, or en -our _ ours, ec _o aturday, Sunday and legal Centeredholidays, from delivery of the initial proposal, if a drilling rig is on location for the well on which such operarion is to be
conducted, to deliver to al] partiu enritled to participate in the proposed operation such pazty's alternative proposal, such
alternate proposal to contain the sazne information required to be included in the initial proposal. Each party receiving such
proposals shall elect by delivery qF notice to Operator within five (5) days after expiration of the proposal period, or withicr--_____,n lus,~e*en -our .. ours e:c tve- o ay, Sunday and legal holidays) iF a drilling rig is on location for the well that is the

Formatted: Tab stops: 0.5", Left + 1.69",
LEft~ub_iCCt,of the proposals, to par~.icipa~e in on@ of the cgm~etin,G prq~osals. Any party not electing within the time requiredPn only of ODerffi~on ~s Set forth m ArtCle , for both vertiCa welTS antl ori~ ntal wells-6esna1T aeeme not o ve voted-- e proposal recervmg e vote o p~ owning the lazgest aggregate percentage
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interest of the parties voting shall have priority over all other competing proposals; in the case of a tie vote, the
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I I initial proposal shall prevail. Operator shall deliver notice of such result to all pazties entitled ~o artic~ate in the operation--_____
mc~uc~~e Formatted: Tab stops: 0.5", Left + 5.25",2 w~ m rve ~ ays er e:cpva ton o t e e e on peno or wi m enry- our _ ours, of Saturday, Sunday Right

3 and legal holidays, if a drilling rig is on ]ocarion). Each pazty shall then have rivo (2) days (or twenty-four (24) hours if a rig
4 is on location) from receipt of such nofice to elect by delivery of notice to Operator to participate in such operation or to
5 relinquish interest in the affected well pursuant to the provisions of Article VI.B.2.; failure by a party to deliver notice within
6 such period shall be deemed an election nQt to participate in the prevailing proposal.

7 7. Conformity to S acing Pattern. Norivithstanding the provisions of this Article VI.B.2., it is agreed that no wells shall be
S proposed to be drilled to or Completed in or produced from a Zone from which a well located elsewhere on the Conhact
9 Area is producing, unless such well wnforms to thethen-eeisting well spacing pattern for such Zone.
10 3. Paving Wells No party shall conduct any Reworking, Deepening, Pluming Back, Completion, Recompletion, or
11 Sidetracking operation under this agreement with respect to any well then capable of producing in paying quanrities except
12 with the consent of all parties that have not relinquished interests in the well at the rime of such operation.
13 C. Completion of Wells; Reworking and Plugging Back:

14 1. Corn lep lion. Without the consent of al( parties, no well shall be drilled, Deepened or Sidetracked, except any well
IS drilled, Deepened or Sidetracked pursuant to the provisions of Article VI.B.2. of this agreement. Consent to the drilling,
16 Deepening or Sidetracking shall include:

17 I H_ O ti n N I: !{ll necessazy .expenditures for the drilling, Deepening or Sidetracking, testing Completing ands---___~`a Honzontal r Multi-Lat raI well Formatted: Tab stops: 1.13", Left13 eauroome o - , me u nt necessary. an aye and/or surface faci(i4es, For any Horizontal or Multt lateral Well cubieEt to
19

n ion o. necessary e:cpen es or e mg, eepenmg or i e ac ng an es~ ng o ~~Ekz--we~i. When~ Formatted: Tab Stops: 0.5", Left + 5.49",'-~ such well has reached its authorized depth, and al] logs, cores acid other tests have been completed, and the results Ri htg
~1

~~
thereof famished to the parties, Operator shall give immediate notice to the Non-Operators having the right to
participate in a Completion aktempt whether or not Operator recommends attempting to Complete the well,23

24 I
together with Operator's AFE for Completion costs if not previously provided. The pazties receiving such notice.---____inclusive'" Formatted: Tab stops: 2.67", Centereds aye o -ei ours e~c o aturday, Sunday and legal holidays) in which to elect by delivery of5

notice to Operator to participate in a recommended Completion attempt or to make a Completion proposal with an26
accompanying AFE. Operator shalt deliver any such Completion proposal, or any Completion proposal conflicting~,~

with Operator's proposal, to the other parties entitled to pazticipate in such Complerion in accordance with the
~s

procedures specified in Article VI.B.6. Election to participate in a Completion attempt shall include consent to allyg
necessazy expenditures for the Complering and equipping of such wets, including necessazy tankage and/or surface30
facilities but excluding any stimulation operation not contained on the Completion AFE. Failure of any party31
receiving such notice to reply within the period above fixed shall constitute an election by that party not to

3~ participate in the cost of the Completion attempt; provided, that Article VI.B.6, shall control in the case of33
conflicting Complefion proposals. If one or more, but less than al] of the parties, elect to attempt a Completion, the34
provision of Article VI.B.2. hereof (the phrase "Reworking, Sidetracking, Deepening, Recompleting or Plunging35
Back" as contained in Article VI.B2. shall be deemed to include "Completing") shall apply to the operations36
thereafter conducted by less than all parties; provided however, that Article VI.B.2. shall apply separately to each

3~

sepazate Complefion or Recompletion attempt undertaken hereunder, and an election to become allon-Consenting38
Party as to one Compierion or Recompletion attempt shall not prevent a party from becoming a Consenting Party39
in subsequent Completion or Recompletion attempts regazdless whether the Consenting Parties as to earlier40
Completions or Recomplerion have recouped their costs pursuant to Article VI.B.2.; provided further, that any41
recoupment of costs by a Consenting Pazty shall be made solely from the production attributable to the Zone in42
N'hich the Completion attempt is made. Election by a previous Non-Consenting party to participate in a subsequent43
Completion or Recompletion attempt shall require such party to pay its propoRionate share of the cost of salvable

~

materials and equipment installed in the well pursuant to the previous Completion or Recompletion attempt,45
insofar and only insofaz as such materials and equipmetrt benefit the Zone in which such pazTy participates in a46
Completion attem, pt Nothwith tandinc anvthin~ herein to the conhary„ Option 1 shall aonly to any Horizontal or Multi-lateral47 Well and Onhon L sha app_y to any erticT~efl

43 2. Rework Recomolete or Plue Back No we(( shall be Reworked, Recompleted or Plugged Back except a well Reworked
49 Recompleted, or Plugged Back pursuant to the provisions of Article VI.B2. of this agreement. Consent to the Reworking,
50 Recompleting or Plugging Back of a well shall include all necessazy expenditures in conducting such operations and
51 Completing and equipping of said well, including necessary tankage and/or surface facilities.
52 D. OtherOperntions.

53 Operator shall not undertake any single project reasonably estimated to require an expenditure in excess of
54 ~ Seventy-Five Thousand Dollars ($ 75.000 00 )except in connection with then--_____

FOBmatted: T0b StOpS: 0.99", Left+ 4.1",55 drilling Sidetracking Reworking, Deepening, Completing, Recompleting or Pluming Back of a well that has been previously Left56 authorized by or pursuant to this agreement; provided, however, that, in case of c~cplosion, fue, flood or other sudden
57 emergency, whether of the sazne or different nature, Operator may take such steps and incur such expenses as in its opinion
58 aze required to deal with the emergency to safeguard life and property but Operator, as promptly as possible, shall report the
59 emergency to the other parties. If Operator prepazes an AFE for its ovm use, Operator shall furnish any Non-Operator so
60 ~ requesfing an informarion copy thereof for any single project costing in excess of Sevent~Five Thousand Dollars.--____
61 ~ ($ 75.000.00 1. Any pazty who has not relinquished its interest in a well shall have the right to propose that --_,__

Formatted: Tab stops: 4.28", L2ft

62 Operator perform repair work or undertake the installation of artificial lift equipment or ancillazy production facilities such as ~ Formatted: Tab Stops: 0.74", L2ft
63 salt water disposal wells or to conduct additional work with respect to a well drilled hereunder or other similaz project (but
64 not including the installation of gathering lines or other transportation or mazketing faciliries, the installation of which shall
65 be governed by separate agreement between the parties) reasonably estimated to require an eepe~diture in excess of the
66 aznount first set forth above in this Article VI.D. (except in connection with an operation required to be proposed under
67 Articles VI.B.1. or VI.C.1. Option No. 2, which shall be governed ccclusively be those Articles). Operator shall deliver such
68 proposal to al] pazties entitled to participate therein. If within thirty (30) days thereof Operator secures the written consent
69 ~ of any party or parties owning at lent 76 % of the interests of the pazties enritled to participate in such operation,
70 each party having the right to participate in such project shall be bound by the terms of such proposal and shall be obligated
71 to pay its proportionate share of the costs of the proposed project as if it had consented to such project pursuant to the tezzns
72 ~ of the proposal. An AFE is an estimffie only of costs and in no way shall execution of an AFE limit the liability of any oartg
73 E. Abandonment of Wells:

74 I. Abandonment of Dry Holes• Except for any well drilled or Deepened pursuant to Article VI.B.2., any well which has
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been drilled or Deepened under the terms of this agreement and is proposed to be completed as a dry hole shall not be
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plusred and abandoned without the consent of all parties. Should- Operator, after diligent effort, be unable to contact any

party, or should any party fail to reply within forty-eight (43) hours (exclusive of Saturday, Sunday and legal holidays) after

delivery of notice of the proposal to plug and abandon such well, such party shall be deemed to have consented to the

proposed abandonment. Alt such wells shat] be plumed and abandoned in accordance with applicable regulations and at the

cost, risk and expense of the parties who pazticipated in the cost of drilling or Deepening such well. Any party who objects to

pluming and abandoning such well by notice delivered to Operator within forty-eight (43) hours (exclusive of Saturday, -

Sunday and legal holidays) after delivery of notice of the proposed pluming shall take over the well as of the end of such

forty-eight (43) hour notice period and conduct further operations in seazch of Oil and/or Gras subject to the provisions of

futicle VI.B.; failure of such party to provide proof reasonably satisfactory to Operator of its financial capabiliTy to conduct

such operations or to tale over the well within such period or thereafter to conduct operations on such well or plug and

abandon such well shall enritle Operator to retain or tai:e possession of the well and plug and abandon the we(L The party

taking over the well shall indemnify Operator (if Operator is an abandoning party) and the other abandoning parties against
liability for any further operations conducted on such well except for the costs of plugging and abandoning the well and
restoring the surface, for which the abandoning parties shall remain propor[io~ately liable.

2. Abandonment of Wells That Have Produced• Except for any well in which a Non-Consent operation has been
conducted hereunder for which the Consenting Parties have not been fully reimbuised as .herein provided, any well which haste--____

wh , ~ ~~ h r~ilin
een comp ete as a pro ucer s no e p use an an one wi ou e consent o parties. If all pazties consent to
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an onmen s e eem an e ection o consent to e propos , w~ m s~~ct~q-(3069) days after delivery of nonce of the
proposed abandonment of any well, al] parties do not agree to the abandonment of such well, those wishing to continue its Formatted: Tab stops: 0.5", Left + 3.97",

operation from the Zone then open to production shall be obligated to take over the well as of the expiration of the
Centered

applicable notice period and shall indemnify Operator (if Operator is an abandoning party) and the other abandoning parties
against (iabiliry for any further operations on the well conducted by such parties. Failure of such pazty or parties to provide
proof reasonabty satisfactory to Operator of their financial capability to conduct such operations or to tale over the well
within the required period or thereafter to conduct operations on such well shall entitle operator to retain or take possession
of such well and plug and abandon the well.

Parties taking over a well as provided herein shall tender to each of the other pazties its proportionate shaze of the value of
the well's salvable material and equipment, determined in accordance with the provisions of E:chibit "C," less the esrimated cost
of salvaging and the estimated cost of plugging and abandoning and restoring the surface; provided, however, that in the event
the estimated plu~ring and abandoning and surface restoration costs and the estimated cost of salvaging aze higher than the
value of the well's salvable material and equipment, each of the abandoning parties shall tender to the pazties conrinuing
operarions their proportionate shazes of the estimated excess cost. Each abandoning party shall assign to the non-abandoning
parties, without warranty, e:cpress or implied, as to title or as to quantity, or fitness for use of the equipment and material, ali
of its interest in the wellbore of the well and related equipment, together with its interest in the Leasehold insofar and only
insofaz as such Leasehold covers the right to obtain production from that wellbore in the Zone then open to production. If the
interest of the abandoning pazty is or includes and Oil and Cras Interest, such party shall execute azid deliver to the non-
abandoning party or parties an oil and gas lease, limited to the wellbore azid the Zone then open to production, for a term of
one (I) yeaz and so long thereafter as Oi] and/or Gas is produced from the Zone covered thereby, such ]ease to be on the form
attached as E.ehibit "B." The assigunents or leases so limited shall encompass the Drilling Unit upon which the well is located.
The paymenu by, aid the assignments or leases to, the assic„mees shall be in a ratio based upon the relationship of their
respective percentage of participation in the Contract Area to the an,,~regate of the percentages of participation in the Contract
Area of all assigiees. There shall be no readjustment of interests in the remaining portions of the Contract Area.

Thereafter, abandoning parties shall have no further responsibility, liability, or interest in the operation of or production.--.___,'
b ~ r' onGom ewe m e one en open o er an e roy ties re ne many ease m e un er e terms o ~s c e. F~e+7
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rec~eest, Operator shall continue to operate the assigned well for the account of the non-abandoning parties at the rates and
chazges contemplated by this agreement, plus any additional cost and chazges which may arise as the result of the separate
ownership of the assisted well. Upon proposed abandonment of the producing Zone assigned or leased, the assignor or lessor
shall then have the option to repurchase its prior interest in the well (using the sazne valuation formula) and pazticipate in
further operarions therein subject to the provisions hereof.

3. abandonment of Non-Consent Ooerationc~ The provisions of Article VI.E.I. or VI.E,2, above shall be applicable as
between Consenting Parties in the event of the proposed abandonment of any well excepted from said Articles; provided,
however, no well shall be permanently plumed and abandoned unless and unri] al] parties having the right to conduct further
operations therein have been notified of the proposed abandonment and afforded the opportuniTy to elect to take over the well
in accordance with the provisions of this Article VI.E.; acid provided further, that Non-Consenting Parties who own an interest
in a portion of the well shall pay their proportionate shazes of abandonment and surface restoration cost for such well as
provided in Article VI.B:L.(b).

F. Termination of Operntions:

Upon the commencement of an operation for the drilling, Reworking Sidetracking, Plugging Back Deepening, testing,
Complerion or plusring of a well, including but not limited to the Initial Well, such operation shall not be terminated without
consent of parties bearing 76 % of the costs of such operation; provided however, that in the event ganite or other
practically impenetrable substance or condition in the hole is encountered which renders further operations impractical,
Operator may discontinue operations and gve notice of such condition in the manner provided in Article VI.B.1, aid the
provisions of Article VI.B. or VI.E. shall thereafter apply to such operation, as appropriate.
G. Taking Production in Kind:

Q Option No. 1: Gas Balancing Agreement Attached

Each pazty shall take in kind or sepazately dispose of its proportionate share of all Oil and Gas produced from the
Contract Area, exclusive of production which may be used in development and producing operations and in preparing and
treating Oil and Gas for mazketing purposes and production unavoidably lost. Any extra e:cpenditure incurred in the taking
in kind or separate disposition by any party of its proportionate shaze of the production shall be borne by such party. Any
party taking its shaze of production in kind shall be required to pay for only its proportionate shaze of such part of
Operator's surface facilities which it uses.

Each party shall esewte such division orders and contracts as may be necessazy for the sale of its interest in
production from the Contract Area, and, except as provided in Article VII.B., shall be entitled to receive payment
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directly from the purchaser thereof for its share of al( production.

If any party fails to make the attangements necessary to take in kind or separately dispose of its proportionate.---____
a d nos Formatted: Tab stops: 1.24", Left

s aze o e i pro aced from the Contract Area, Operator shall have the right, subject to the revocation at will by.-____

i~ ownm t u no e o ~gahon, to 
a d cac -' Formatted: Tab Sto S 3J5", CenteredpazTy g purc ase sac i or sell it to others at any time and from time to p

time, for the account of the non-taking pazTy. Any such purchase or sale by Operator may be terminated by

Operator upon at least ten (10) days written notice to the owner of said production and shall be subject always to

the right of the owner of the production upon at ]east ten (10) days written notice to Operator to exercise at any

rime its right to take in ]dnd, or sepazately dispose of, its shaze of al] Oil not previously delivered to a purchaser.

Any purchase or sale by Operator of any other party's shaze of Oil shall be only for such reasonable periods of time

as aze consistent with the minimum needs of the indus4y under the particular circumstances, but in no event fora

period in excess of one (1) yeaz.

Any such sale by Operator shall be in a manner commercially reasonable under the circumstances but Operator

shall have no duty to shaze any existing market or to obtain a price equal to that received under any existing--___,_
and mat Formatted: Tab stops: 4.58", Centeredmar et. e s e or e rvery y perator o anon- ng party s s aze o i under the terms of any existing

contract of Operator shall not give the non-taking party any interest in or make the non-taking party a party to said

contract. No pwchase shall be made by Operator without first giving the non-taking pazty at ]east ten (10) days
written notice of such intended purchase and the price to be paid or the pricing basis to be used.

All pazties shall give timely written notice to Operator of their Gas mazke6ng arrangements for the following
month, excluding price, and shall notify Operator immediately in the event of a change in such arrangements.
Operator shall maintain records of all mazketing arrangements, and of volumes actually sold or transported, which

records shall be made available to Non-Operators upon reasonable request.

In the event one or more parties' sepazate disposition of its shaze of the Gas causes split-stream deliveries to sepazate
pipelines and/or deliveries which on a day-to-day basis for any reason aze not exactly equal to a party's respective propodion-
ate share of total Gas sales to be allocated to it, the balancing or accounting behveen the parties shall be in accordance with
any Gas balancing agreement beriveen the parties hereto, whether such an ageement is attached as Exhibit "E" or is a

separate agreement. Operator shall give notice to all parties of the first sales of Gras from any well under this ageemrnt.
$ d e
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ARTICLE VII.

EXPENDTTURES AND LIABILITY OF PARTIES
A. Liability of Parties:

The liability of the parties shall be several, not joint or collective. Each party shall be responsible only for its obligations,
and shall be liable only for its proportionate shaze of the costs of developing and operating the Contract Area Accordingly, the
liens granted aznong the pazties in Article VII.B, aze gives to secure only the debts of each severally, and no party shall have
any liability to third parties hereunder to satisfy the default of any other party in the payment of any expense or obligation
hereunder. It is not the intenrion of the pazties to create, nor shall this agreement be construed as creating, a mining or other
partnership, joint venture, agency relationship or associatioq or to render the parties liable as partners, co-venturers, or
principals. In their relations with each other under this agreement, the parties shall not be considered fiduciaries or to have
established a co~dential relationship but rather shall be free to act on an arm's-length basis in accordance with their own
respective self-interest, subject, however, to the obligarion of the parties to act in good faith in their dealings with each other
with respect to activities hereunder.
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1 B. Liens and Security Interests:

2 Each party grants to the other pazties hereto a lien upon any interest it now owns or hereafrer acquires in Oil and Gas

3 Leases and Oi] and Gas Interests in the Contract Area, and a security interest and/or purchase money security interest in any

4 interest it now owns or hereafter acquires in the personal property and fi:ctures on or used or obtained for use in connection

5 therewith, to secure performance of all of its obligations under this as Bement including but not limited to payment of expense.
6 interest and fees, the proper disbursement of al( monies paid hereunder, the assignment or relinquishment of interest in Oil

7 and Gas Leases as required hereunder, and the proper performance of operaTions hereunder. Such lien and security interest

8 granted by each party hereto shall include such pazty's leasehold interests, worling interests, operating rights, and royalty and
9 overtiding royalty interests in the Contract Area now owned or hereafter acquired and in (ands pooled or unitized therewith or
10 otherwise becoming subject to this agreement, the Oil and Gas when e:ctracted therefrom and equipment situated thereon or
II used or obtained for use in connec4on therewith (inc(udin~, without limitafio~, all wells, tools, and tubulaz goods), and accounts
12 (including without limitation, accounts arising from gas imbalances or from the sale of Oil and/or Gas at the wellhead),
13 contract rights, inventory and general intangibles relating thereto or arising therefrom, and a(( proceeds and products of the
14 foregoing

15 To perfect the lien and security ageement provided herein, each party hereto shall execute and aclmowledge the recording
16 supplement and/or any financing statement prepazed and submitted by any party hereto in conjunction herewith or a[ any time
17 following execution hereof, and Operator is authorized to file this a~eement or the recording supplement executed herewith as
13 alien or mortgage in the applicable real estate records and as a financing statement with the proper officer under the Uniform
19 Commercial Code in the state in which the Contract Area is situated and such other states as Operator shall deem appropriate
20 to perfect the security interest granted hereunder. My party may file this ageement, the recording supplement executed
Zl herewith, or such other documents as it deems necessary as a lien or mortgage in the applicable real estate records and/or a
22 financing statement with the proper officer under the Uniform Commercial Code.

23 Each party represents and warrants to the other pazties hereto that the lien acid security interest granted by such party to
24 the other parties shall be a fast and prior lies, and each party hereby agrees to maintain the priority of said lien and security
25 interest against all persons acquiring an interest in Oil and Gas Leases and Interests covered by this agreement by, through or
26 under such party. All parties acquiring an interest in Oil and Gas Leases and Oi] and Gas Interests covered by this agreement,
27 whether by assignment, merger, mortgage, operation of law, or otherwise, shall be deemed to have taken subject
23 to the lien and security interest granted by this Article VII.B. as to al] obligations attributable to such interest hereunder
29 whether or not such obligations azise before or after such interest is acgwred.
30 To the ea-tent that parties have a security interest under the Uniform Commercial Code of the state in which the
31 Contract Area is situated, they shall be entitled to exercise the rights and remedies of a secured pazty under the Code.
32 The brine,}'ng of a suit and the obtaining of judgnent by a party for the secured indebtedness shall not be deemed an
33 election of remedies or otherwise affect the lien rights or security interest as security for the payment thereof. In
34 addition, upon default by any party in the payment of its share of aepenses, interests or fees, or upon the improper use
35 of funds by the Operator, the other parties shalt have the right, without prejudice to other rights or remedies, to collect
36 from the purchaser the proceeds from the sale of such defautting party's shaze of Oit and Gas until the amount owed by
37 such pazty, plus interest as provided in 'Exhibit C," has been received, and shall have the right to offset the amount
33 owed against the proceeds from the sale of such defaulting pazty's shaze of Oi] and Gas. All purchasers of production
39 may rely on a not cation of default from the non-defaulring party or parties stating the amount due as a result of the
40 default, and all parties waive any recourse available against purchasers for releasing production proceeds as provided in
41 this pazagaph.

42 If aziy party faits to pay its share of cost within one hundred riventy (LO) days after rendition of a statement therefor by
43 Operator, the non-defaulting pazties, including Operator, shalt upon request by Operator, pay the unpaid aznount in the
44 propoRion that the interest of each such pazty bears to the interest of all such pazties. The amount paid by each party so
45 paying its share of the unpaid amount shall be secured by the liens and security rights described in Article VII.B., and each
46 paying party may independently pursue any remedy available hereunder or otherwise.
47 If any party does not perform all of its obligations hereunder, and the failure to perform subjects such pazty to foreclosure
43 or execution proceedings pursuant to the provisions of this agreement, to the extent allowed by governing law, the defaulting
49 party waives any available right of redemprion from and after the date of judgment, any required valuation or appraisement
50 of the mortgaged or secured property prior to sale, any available right to stay execufion or to require a mazshaling of assets
51 and any required bond in the event a receiver is appointed. In addition, to the extent permitted by applicable law, each party
52 hereby grants to the other parties a power of sale as to any property that is subject to the lien and security rights granted
53 hereunder, such power to be exercised in the manner provided by applicable law or otherwise in a commercially reasonable
54 manner az~d upon reasonable notice.

55 Each party agrees that the other parties shall be entitled to utilize the provisions of Oil and Gas lien law or other lien
56 law of any state in which the Contract Area is situated to enforce the obligations of each party hereunder. Without limiting
57 the generality of the foregoing„ to the extent permitted by applicable law, Non-Operators agree that Operator may invoke or
53 utilize the mechanics' or materialmen's lien law of the state in which the Contract Area is siNated in order to secure the
59 payment to Operator of any sum due hereunder for services performed or materials supplied by Operator.
60 C. Advances:

61 Operator, at its election, shall have the right from time to time to demand and receive from one or more of the other
62 parties payment in advance of their respective shares of the estimated amount of the expense to be incurred in operarions
63 hereunder during the ne~ct succeeding month, which right may be exercised only by submission to each such pazty of an
64 itemized statement of such estimated cYpense, together with an invoice for its share thereof. Each such statement and invoice
65 ~ for the payment in advance of estimated eeprnse shall be submitted on or before the 20th hay o30the ne.~ct preceding month..--___._
66 ac p s pay o pera or ~ s propo on e s aze o suc e tma e wi m _ ays after such estimate and 

Formatted: Tab stops: 0.5", Left + 4.8",
Centered67 invoice is received. If any party fails to pay its shaze of said esrimate within said lime, the amount due shall beaz interest as

68 provided in Exhibit "C" until paid. Proper adjustment shalt be made monthly between advances and actual ecpense to the end
69 that each party shat( beaz and pay its proportionate shaze of actual e~cpenses incuaed, and no more.
70 D. Defaults and Remedies:

71 If any party fails to discharge any financial obligation under this agreement, including without limitation the failure to
72 make any advance under the preceding Article VII.C. or any other provision of this ageement, within the period required for
73 such payment hereunder, then in addition to the remedies provided in Article VII,B, or elsewhere in this ageement, the
74 remedies specified below shalt be applicable. For purposes of this Article VII.D., all notices and elections shall be delivered
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on(y by Operator, except that Operator shall deliver any such notice and election requested Uy anon-defaulting Non-Operator,

and when Operator is the party in default, the applicable notices and elections can be delivered by any Non-Operazoc

Election of any one or more of the following remedies shall not preclude the subsequent use of any other remedy specified

below or otherwise available to anon-defaulting party.

I. Suspension of Rights• Any party may deliver to the party in default a NoUCe of Default, which shall specify the default,

specify the action to be taken to cure the default, and specify that failure to take such action will result in the exercise of one

or more of the remedies provided in this Article. If the default is not cured within thirty (30) days of the delivery of such

Notice of Default, all of the rights of the defaulting party ganted by this agreement may upon notice be suspended until the

default is cured, without prejudice to the right of the non-defauhing party or parties to continue to enforce the obligarions of

the defaulting party previously accrued or thereafter accruing under this agreement. If Operator is the party in default, the
Non-Operators shall have in addition the right, by vote of Non-Operators owning a majority in interest in the Contract Area
aRer eYCluding the voting interest of Operator, to appoint a new Operator effective immediately. The rights of a defaulfing
pazty that may be suspended hereunder at the election of the non-defaulting parties shall include, without limitation, the right
to receive information as to any operation conducted hereunder during the period of such default, the right to elect to
pazticipate in an operation proposed under Articte VI.B, of this agreement, the right to participate in an operation being
conducted under this agreement even if the pazty has previously elected to pazticipate in such operation, and the right to
receive proceeds of production from any well subject to this ageement.

2. Suit for Damages• Non-defaulting parties or Operator for the benefit of non-defaulting parties may sue (at joint
account expense) to collect the amounts in default, plus interest accruing on the aznounts recovered from the date of defauk
until the date of collecrion at the rate specified in Exhibit "C" attached hereto. Nothing herein shall prevent any party from
suing any defaulting party to collect consequential daznages accruing to such party as a result of the default.

3. Deemed Non-Consent• The non-defaulring party may deliver a written Norice of Non-Consent Election to the
defaulting party at any rime after the eepiration of the thirty-day cure period following delivery of the Notice of Default, in
which event if the billing is for the drilling a new well or the Plugging Bach, Sidetracking,,, Reworking or Deepening of a
well which is to be or has been plugged as a dry hole, or for the Complerion or Recompletion of any well, the defaulting
party will be conclusively deemed to have elected not to participate in the operation and to be allon-Consenting Party with
respect thereto under Article VI.B. or VI.C., as the case may be, to the cetent of the costs unpaid by such party,
notwithstanding any election to participate theretofore made. If election is made to proceed under this provision, then the
non-defaulting parties may not elect to sue for the unpaid amount pursuant to fvticle VII.D2.

Unri] the delivery of such Notice of Non-Consent Election to the defaulting party, such party shall have the right to cure
its default by paying its unpaid shaze of costs plus interest at the rate set forth in Exhibit "C," provided however, such
payment shall not prejudice the rights of the non-defaulting parties to pursue remedies for damages incurred by the non-
defaulting parties as a result of the default. Any interest relinquished pursuant to this Article VII.D3. shall be offered to the
non-defaulting parties in proportion to their interests, and the non-defaulting pazties electing to participate in the ownership
of such interest shall be required to contribute their shazes of the defaulted amount upon their election to participate therein.

4. Advance Payment If a default is not cured within thirty (30) days of the delivery of a Norice of Default, Operator, or
Non-Operators if Operator is the defaulting party, may thereafter require advance payment from the defaulting
pazty of such defaulting party's anticipated shaze of any item of e:cpense for which Operator, or Non-Operators, as the case may
be, would be entitled to reimbursement under any provision of this agreement, whether or not such expense was the subject of
the previous default. Such right includes, but is not limited to, the right to require advance payment for the estimated costs of
drilling a well or Completion of a well as to which an election to pazticipate in drilling or Completion has been made. If the
defaulting party fails to pay the required advance payment, the non-defaulting parties may pursue any of the remedies provided
in the Article VII.D. or any other default remedy provided elsewhere in this agreement. Any excess of funds advanced remaining
when the operation is completed and al] costs have been paid shall be promptly returned to the advazicing party.

5. Costs and Attorneys' Feec• In the event any pazTy is required to bring legal proceedings to enforce any financial
obligation of a pazty hereunder, the prevailing party in such action shall be entitled to recover al] court costs, costs of
collection, and a reasonable attorney's fee, which the lien provided for herein shall also secure.
E. Rentals, Shut-in Well Payments and Minimum Royalties:

Rentals, shut-gin welt pa ents and minimum royalties whiph, may be required under the terms of an~ lease shall ~e paid --_______fi_~]Jr vided that in t ie event erator and Non- erator omtl own intere sub ect to this A eemen Aerator shat tender Formatted: Tab Stops: 0.5", Left + 4.52",
by~iie p or partres who s ~~ e suc ease roe ,s a~eemen ~ us or eir expenseL. In the event two or more parties CenterEd

own and have contributed interests in the sazne ]ease to this agreement, such pazties may designate one of such pazties to.---___.
m e sv payments for and on behalf of al( such parties. Any party may request, and shall be entitled to receive, proper

Formatted: Tab stops: 0.5", Left + 3.01",

evidence of al] such payments. In the event of failure to make proper payment of any rental, shut-in well payment or
Centered

minimum royalty through mistake or oversight where such payment is required to continue the lease in force, any loss which
results from such non-payment shall be borne in accordance with the provisions of Article N.B.2.

Operator shall norify Non-Operators of the anticipated complerion of a shut-in well, or the shutting in or return to
production of a producing well, at ]east five (5) days (excluding Saturday, Sunday, and legal holidays) prior to talcing such
action, or at the earliest opportunity permitted by circumstances, but assumes no liability for failure to do so. In the event of
failure by Operator to so notify Non-Opuators, the loss of arty lease contributed hereto by Non-Operators for failure to make
timely payments of any shut-in well payment shall be borne jointly by the parties hereto under the provisions of Article
N.B.3.

F. TAXCS:

Beginning with the first calendaz yeaz afrer the effective date hereof, Operator shall render for ad valorem taxation all
property subject to this agreement which by law should be rendered for such takes, and it shall pay all such taxes assessed
thereon before they become delinquent. Prior to the rendition date, each Non-Operator shall fwnish Operator information as
to burdens (to include, but not be limited to, royalries, overriding royalties and production payments) on Leases and Oil and
Gas Interests contributed by such Non-Operator. If the assessed valuation of any Lease is reduced by reason of its being
subject to outstanding excess royalties, overriding royalties or production payments, the reduction in ad valorem taees
resulting therefrom shall inure to the benefit of the owner or owners of such Lease, azid Operator shall adjust the charge to
such owner or owners so as to reflect the benefit of such reduction. If the ad valorem takes aze based in whole or in part
upon sepazate valuations of each pazty's working interest, then notwithstanding anything to the contrary herein, chazges to
the joint account shall be made and paid by the parties hereto in accordance with the tae value generated by each party's
working interest. Operator shall bill the other parties for their proportionate shazes of all tae payments in the manner
provided in Exhibit "C."
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If Operator considers any ta~c assessment improper, Operator may, at its discretion, protest within the rime and manner

prescribed by law, and prosecute the protest to a final determination, unless all parties agee to abandon the protest prior to final

determination. During the pendency of administrarive or judicial proceedings, Operator may elect to pay, under protest, al] such takes

and any interest and penalty. When any such protested assessment shall have been finally determined, Operator shall pay the tax for

the joint account, together with any interest and penalty accrued, and the total cost shall then be assessed against the parties, and be
paid by them, as provided in E:chibit "C."

Each party shall pay or cause to be paid al] production, severance, excise, gathering and other taffies imposed upon or with respect
to the production or handling of such party's shaze of Oil and Gas produced under the terms of this ae Bement.

ARTICLE VIII.

ACQUISITION, MAINTENANCE OR TRANSFER OF INTEREST

A. Surrender of Leases:

The Leases covered by this reement, insofaz as they embrace acreage in,the Contract Area s}~all not be surrendered in whole-.____• however no c nsent shall be necessa to release lease which has e. fired or therv~nse terminated Formatted: Tab stops: 0.5", Left + 2.01",or m p un ess p es consen ere o_.
Centered

However, should any party desire to surrender its interest in any Lease or in any portion thereof, such party shall give written
notice of the proposed surrender to al] parties, and the parties to whom such notice is delivered shall have thirty (30) days after
delivery of the notice within which to notify the party proposing the surrender whether they elect to consent thereto. Failure of a
party to whom such notice is delivered to reply within said 30-day period shall constitute a consent to the surrender of the Leases
described in the notice. If all parties do not ag~ee or consent thereto, the party desiring to surrender shall assign, without express or
implied warranty of title, all of its interest in such Lease, or portion thereof, and any well, material and equipment which may be
located thereon and any rirhts in production thereafter secured, to the parties not consenring to such surrender. If the interest of the
assigning party is or includes an Oil and Gas Interest, the assigning party shall execute and deliver to the pazty or parties not
consenting to such surrender an oil and, gas lease, covering, such qil an~l Gas Interest, for of one (1) year and so long.---____~t~rm
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Upon such assignment or lease, the assigning party shall be relieved from all obligations thereafter accruing, but not theretofore
accrued, with respect to the interest assio ed or leased and the operation of any well attributable thereto, and the assie ing party
shall have no further interest in the assigned or leased premises and its equipment and producrion other than the royalties retained
in any lease made under the terms of this Article. The party assignee or lessee shall pay to the pazty assi~,mor or lessor the
reasonable salvage value of the tatter's interest in any well's salvable materials and equipment attributable to the assigned or leased
acreage. The value of ail salvable materials and equipment shall be determined in accordance with the provisions of E:chibit "C," less
the estimated cost of salvaging and the estimated cost of pluming and abandoning and restoring the surface. If such value is less
than such costs, then the party assignor or lessor shall pay to the pazty usi~ee or lessee the amount of such deficit. If the
assignment or ]ease is in favor of more than one party, the interest shall be shazed by such parties in the proportions that the
interest of each beazs to the total interest of all such pazties. If the interest of the pazties to whom the assignment is to be made
varies according to depth, then the interest assigned shall similazly reflect such variances.

Any assignment, lease or surrender made under this provision shall not reduce or change the assignor's, lessor's or surrendering
party's interest as it was immediately before the assignment, ]ease or surrender in the balance of the Contract Area; and the acrea;e
assigned, leased or surrendered, and subsequent operations thereoq shall not thereafter be subject to the terms and provisions of this
ao Bement but shall be deemed subject to an Operating Ageement in the form of this ageement.
B. Renewal or Extension of Leases:

If any party secures a renewal or replacement of an Oi] and Gas Lease or Interest subject to this agreement, then all other parties
shall be notified promptly upon such acquisition or, in the case of a replacement Lease taken before e.~cpirafion of an existing Lease.
promptly upon expiration of the existing Lease. The parties notified shall have the right for a period of thirty (30) days following
delivery of such notice in which to elect to participate in the ownership of the renewal or replacement Lease, insofaz as such Lease
affects lands within the Contract Are, by paying to the pazty who acquired it their proportionate shares of the acquisition cost
allocated to that part of such Lease within the Contract Area, which shall be in proportion to the interest held at that time by the
pazties in the Contract Area Each party who participates in the purchase of a renewal or replacement Lease shall be given an
assignment of its proportionate interest therein by the acquiring party.

If some, but less than all, of the parties elect to participate in the purchase of a renewal or replacement Lease, it shall be owned
by the parties who elect to participate therein, in a ratio based upon the relationship of their respective percentage of participation in
the Contract Area to the aggegate of the percentages of participation in the Contract Area of al] parties pazticipating in the
purchase of such renewal or replacement Lease. The acquisition of a renewal or replacement Lease by any or all of the pazties hereto
shall not cause a readjustment of the interests of the parties stated in Exhibit "A" but any renewal or replacement Lease in which
less than all parties elect to participate shall not be subject to this agreement but shall be deemed subject to a sepazate Operating
Agreement in the form of this agreement

If the interests of the parties in the Contract Area vary according to depth, then their right to pazticipate proportionateCy in
renewal or replacement Leases and their right to receive an assignment of interest shall also reflect such depth variances.

The provisions of this Article shall apply to renewal or replacement Leases whether they aze for the entire interest covered by
the expiring Lease or cover only a portion of its azea or an interest therein. Any renewal or replacement Lease taken before the
expiration of its predecessor Lease, or taken or contracted for or becoming effective within six (6) months after the e:cpiration of the
exisfing Lease, shall be subject to this provision so long as this agreement is in effect at the time of such acquisition or at the time
the renewal or replacement Lease becomes effective; but any Lease taken or contracted for more than six (6) months after the
expiration of an existing Lease shall not be deemed a renewal or replacement Lease and shall not be subject to the provisions of this
agreement.

The provisions in this Article shall also be applicable to extensions of Oil and Gas Leases.

"~'' . mom
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D. Assignment; Maintenance of Uniform Interest:

`~`""~ ~--' Formatted: Tab stops: 0.19", Left
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~' ~ ~ Formatted: Tab stops: 0.19", LeftEvery sale, encumbrance, transfer or other disposition made by any party shall be made expressly subject to this ageement
and shall be made without prejudice to the right of the other parties, and any transferee of an ownership interest in any Oi] and Formatted: Tab stops: 0.19", Left + NOt et
Gas Lease or Interest shall be deemed a pazty to this agreement as to the interest conveyed from and after the effecrive date of 0.25" + 038"

the transfer of ownership; provided, however, that the other parties shall not be required to reco6mize any such sale, Formatted: Tab stops: 0.19", Left
encumbrance, transfer or other disposition for any purpose hereunder until thirty (30) days after they have received a copy of the
instrument of transfer or other satisfactory evidence thereof in writing from the hansferor or transferee. No assignment or other
disposition of interest by a party shall relieve such party of obligations previously incurred by such pazty hereunder with respect
to the interest transferred, including without limitation the obligation of a pazTy to pay al( costs attributable to an operation
conducted hereunder in which such party has agreed to participate prior to making such assigiment, and the lien and security
interest panted by Article VII.B. shall continue to burden the interest transferred to secure payment of any such obligations.
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E. Waiver of Rights to Partition:

If permitted by the laws of the state or states in which the property covered hereby is located, each party hereto owning an
undivided interest in the Contract Area waives any and all rights it may have to partition and have set aside to it in severalty its
undivided interest therein.
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46 ARTICLE IX.

4~ INTERNAL REVENUE CODE ELECTION
4S If, for federal income tar purposes, this ageement and the operations hereunder aze regazded as a partnership, and if the
49 parties have not otherwise agreed to form a tar partnership pursuant to Exhibit "G" or other ageement between them, each
50 party thereby affected elects to be excluded from the application of al] of the provisions of Subchapter °K" Chapter I, Subtitle
51 "A," of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended ("Code"), as permitted and authorized by Section 761 of the Code and
52 the regulations promulgated thereunder. Operator is authorized and directed to execute on behalf of each party hereby affected
53 such evidence of this election as may be required by the Secretary of the Treasury of the United States or the Federal Internal
54 Revenue Service, including specifically, but not by way of ]imitation, all of the returns, statements, and the data required by
55 Treasury Regulation §1.761. Should there be any requirement that each party hereby affected give fiuther evidence of this
56 elecdoq each such party shall execute such documents and furnish such other evidence as may be required by the Federal Internal
57 Revenue Service or as may be necessary to evidence this election. No such party shall give any notices or tale any other action
53 inconsistent with the election made hereby. If any present or future income tar laws of the state or states in which the Contract
59 Area is located or any future income taY laws of the United States contain provisions similaz to those in Subchapter "K" Chapter
60 1, Subtitle "A" of the Code, under which an election similaz to that provided by Section 761 of the Code is permitted, each party
61 hereby affected shall make such elecUOn as may be permitted or required by such laws. In making the foregoing election, each
62 such party states that the income derived by such party from operations hereunder can be adequately determined without the
63 computation of paztnership taxable income.

64 ARTICLE K
65 CLAIlVIS AND LAWSUITS
66 Operator may settle any single uninsured third pazty damage claim or suit arising from operations hereunder if the expenditure
67 I does not exceed Fifty Thousand Dollazs ($ 50.000 00 )and if the payment is in complete settlement.-
68 of such claim or suit. If the amount required for settlement exceeds the above aznount, the parties hereto shall assume and take over
69 the further handling of the claim or suit, unless such authority is delegated to Operator. All costs and expenses of handling settling
70 or otherwise dischazging such claim or suit shall be a the joint eepense of the parties participating in the operation from which the
71 claim or suit arises. If a claim is made against any party or if any party is sued on account of any matter arising from operations
72 hereunder over which such individual has no control because of the rights given Operator by this agreement, such party shall
73 immediately notify all other parties, and the claim or suit shall be treated as any other claim or suit involving operations hereunder.
74
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ARTICLE XI.

FORCE MAJEi7RE

If any party is rendered unable, wholly or in part, by force majeure to carry out its obligations under this agreement, other
than the obligation to indemnify or make money payments or furnish security, that party shall give to all other parties
prompt written notice of the force majeure with reasonably full particulazs concerning it; thereupon, the obligations of the
pazty giving the notice, so faz as they aze affected by the force majeure, shall be suspended during, but no longer than, the
continuance of the force majeure. The term "force majeure," as here employed, shalt mean an act of God, strike, lockout, or
other industrial disturbance, act of the public enemy, war, blockade, public riot, lightening fire, storm, flood or other act of
nature, e:cpiosion, governmental actioq governmental delay, restraint or inaction, unavailability of equipment, and any other
cause, whether of the kind specifically enumerated above or otherwise, which is not reasonably within the control of the party
claiming suspension.

The affected party shall use all reasonable diligence to remove the force majeure siNation as quickly as practicable. The
requirement that any force majeure shall be remedied with ali reasonable dispatch shall not require the settlement of strikes,
lockouts, or other labor difficulty by the party involved contrary to its wishes; how all such difficulties shall be handled shall
be entirely within the discretion of the party concerned.

ARTICLE XII.

NOTICES
Al] notices authorized or required between the pazties by any of the provisions of this agreement, unless otherwise

specifically provided, shall be in writing and delivered in person or by United States mail, courier service, telegam, telex,
telecopier or any other form of facsimile, postage or chazges prepaid, and addressed to such pazties at the addresses listed on
E:chibit "A." All telephone or oral notices permitted by this agreement shall be co~rmed immediately thereafrer by written
notice. The originating notice given under any provision hereof shall be deemed delivered only when received by the party to
whom such notice is directed, and the time for such party to deliver any notice in response thereto shall run from the date
the originating nolice is received. "Receipt" for purposes of this agreement with respect to written notice delivered hereunder
shall be actual delivery of the nofice to the address of the party to be notified specified in accordance with this ageement, or
to the telecopy, facsimile or telex machine of such party. The second or any responsive notice shall be deemed delivered when
deposited in the United States mail or at the office of the courier or telegaph service, or upon transmittal by telec, telecopy
or facsimile, or when personally delivered to the pazty to be notified, provided, that when response is required within 24 or
48 hours. such response shall be given orally or by telephone, telex telecopy or other facsimile within such period. Each pazty
shall have the right to change its address at any time, and from time to time, by giving written notice thereof to all other
pazties. If a party is not available to receive no4ce orally or by telephone when a party attempts to deliver a notice required
to be delivered within 24 or 48 hours, the notice may be delivered in wriri~g by any other method specified herein and shall
be deemed delivered in the same manner provided above for any responsive nofice.

ARTICLE XIII.

TERM OF AGREEMENT
This agreement shall remain in full force and effect as to the Oi] and Gas Leases and/or Oi] and Cras Interests subject

hereto for the period of time selected below; provided, however, no party hereto shall ever be construed as having any right, title
or interest in or to any Lease or Oi] and Gas Interest contributed by any other pazty beyond the term ofthis ageement.

Q Option No 1 • So long as any of the Oil azid Gas Leases subject to this ageement remain or aze continued in
force as to any part of the Contract Area, whether by production, e:ctensioq renewal or otherwise.

6

:,~---~--~~~, e 
oD e,

The termination of this agreement shall not relieve any party hereto from any expense, liability or other obligation or any
remedy therefor which has accrued or attached prior to the date of such teRnination.

Upon termination of this a~eement and the satisfaction of all obligations hereunder, in the event a memorandum of this
Operating Agreement has been filed of record, Operator is authorized to file of record in all necessary recording offices a
notice of termination, and each pazty hereto agrees to execute such a notice of termination as to Operator's interesk upon
request of Operator, if Operator has satisfied al] its financial obligations.

ARTICLE XIV.

COMPLIANCE WITH LAWS AND REGULATIONS
A. Laws, Regulations and Orders:

This agreement shall be subject to the applicable laws of the state in which the Contract Area is located, to the valid rules,
regulations, and orders of any duly constituted regulatory body of said state; and to al] other applicable federal, state,
and local laws, ordinances, rules, regulations and orders.
B. Governing Law:

This agreement and all matters pertaining hereto, including but not limited to matters of perTormance, non-
performance, breach, remedies, procedures, rights, dufies, nod interpretation or construction, shall be governed and
determined by the law of the state in which the Contract Area is located. If the Contract Area is in two or more states,
the law of the state of Utnh shall govern.
C. Regulatory Agencies:

Notlilng herein contained shall grant, or be construed to grant, Operator the right or authority to waive or release any
rights, privileges, or obligations which Non-Operators may have under federal or state laws or under rules, regulations or
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orders promulgated under such laws in reference to oil, gas and mineral operations, including the location, operation, or

production of wells, on tracts offsetting or adjacent to the Conhact Area -

With respect to the operations hereunder, Non-Operators agree to release Operator from any and all losses, damages.
injuries, claims and causes of action arising out of, incident to or resulting directly or indirectly from Operator's interpretation
or application of rules, mlings, regulations or orders of the Depaztment of Energy or Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
or predecessor or successor agencies to the e:ctent such interpretation or application was made in good faith and does not

constitute Boss negligence. Each Non-Operator further agees to reimburse Operator for such Non-Operator's shaze of
producrion or any refund, fine, levy oc other governmental sanction that Operator may be required to pay as a result of such
an incorrect intecpretarion or application, together with interest and penalties thereon owing by Operator as a result of such
incorzect interpretation or application

ARTICLE XV.

MISCELLANEOUS

A. Execution:

This agreement shall be binding upon each Non-Operator when this agreement or a counterpart thereof has been
executed by such Non-Operator and Operator notwithstanding that this ageement is not then or thereafter executed by ail of
the pazties to which it is tendered or which aze listed on Exhibit "A" as owning an interest in the Contract Area or which
ovm, in fact an interest in the Contract Area. Operator may, however, by written notice to all Non-Operators who have
become bound by this ageement as aforesaid, given at any time prior to the actual spud date of the Initial Well but in no
event later than five days prior to the date specified in Article VI.A, for commencement of the Initial Well, terminate this
agreement if Operator in its sole discretion determines that there is insufficient participation to justify commencement of
drilling operations. In the event of such a termination by Operator, al( further obligations of the parties hereunder shall cease
as of such termination. In the event any Non-Operator has advanced or prepaid any shaze of drilling or other costs
hereunder, all sums so advanced shall be returned to such Non-Operator without interest. In the event Operator proceeds
with drilling operations for the Initial Well without the execution hereof by all persons listed on Exhibit "A" as having a
current working interest in such well, Operator shall indemnify Non-Operators with respect to all costs incurred for the
Initial Well which would have been chazged to such person under this agreement if such person had executed the same and
Operator shall receive all revenues which would have been received by such person under this ageement if such person had
executed the same.

B. Successors and Assigns:

This ageement shall be binding upon and shall inure to the benefit of the parties hereto and their respective heirs,
devisees, legal representatives, successors azid assibms, and the teens hereof shall be deemed to run with the Leases or
Interests included within the Contract Area

C. Counterparts:

This instrument may be esearted in any number of counterparts, each of which shall be considered an original for all
purposes.

D. Severability:

For the purposes of assuming or rejecting this ageement as an executory contrail pursuant to federal bankruptcy laws,
this agreemrnt shall not be severable, but rather must be assumed or rejected in its entirety, and the failure of any party to
this agreement to comply with all of its financial obligarions provided herein shall be a material default

ARTICLE XVI.

OTHER PROVISIONS

See that Article XVI attached hereto on ongec 17-A through ]7-F and made a nnrt hereof
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1 IN WITNESS WHEREOF, this agreement shall be efFective as ofthe day of

3

4 b . p ~s

J b y~ ,~}~ __ ♦~~

5 ~$ ~ 1tU'.VCVLH~'E-~6'E1C-36f~

6 ATTEST OR WITNESS: OPERATOR

7

By
s

9 Type or print name

10
Title

11
Date

12
Tar ID or S.S. No.

13

14 NON-OPERATORS

IS

Par Five Exploration. LLC
l6

17 BY

Daniel R Gunnell
is Type or print nazne

19

Title Manager for GunHoCo LLC as Manaeer for Par
,p Five Exploration LLC

,I Date

00 Tai ID or S.S. No.

~g

24

?5 BY

Type or print name
26

'7

Tifle

'-$ Date

'-9 TaY ID or S.S. No.

30

31

32 By

Type or print name33

34
Tifle

35
Date

36
Tai ID or S.S. No.

37
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1 ACKNOWLEDGMENTS

2 Note: The following forms of aclmowledgment aze the short forms approved by the Uniform L,aw on Notarial Acts.

3 The validiTy and effect of these forms in any state will depend upon the statutes ofthat state.

4

5 Individual aclmowledgment:

6 State of )

~ ) ss.

s County of )

9 This instrument was aclaiowledged before me on

to by

tt

12 (Seal, if any)

13 Tifle (and Ranh)

14 My commission expires:

15

16 Aclmowledgment in representafive capaciTy:

17 State of )

18 ) sa

19 County of )

20 This instrument was ac]aiowledged before me on
'I by ~

?? of

23 (Seal, if any)

'-4 Tifle (and Rank)

'S My commission expires:

26

?~

2s

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

37
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ARTICLE XVI.
OTHER PROVISIONS

1. Conflict of Terms: Notwithstanding anything in this Agreement to the contrary, in the event of
any conflict between the provisions of Article I through Article XV of this Agreement and the provisions
of this Article XVI, the provisions of this Article XVI shall control.

2. Priority of Operations— Horizontal Wells: Notwithstanding Article VI.B.6 or anything else in
this Agreement to the contrary, it is agreed that where a Horizontal or Multi-lateral Well subject to this
Agreement has been drilled to the objective formation and the Consenting Parties cannot agree upon
the sequence and timing of further proposed operations regarding such Horizontal orMulti-lateral Well,
such proposed operations shall control in the order of priority enumerated hereafter:

a. additional logging, coring, or testing:
b. completion of drilling operations of all proposed Laterals:
c. an attempt to Complete the well at the objective depth or objective
formation in the manner set forth in the AFE (i.e., in accordance with the casing,
stimulation and other completion programs set forth in the AFE):
d. an attempt to Complete the well at the authorized depth in a manner different than
as set forth in the AFE:
e. attempt to Deepening a Lateral for a specified number of feet in the direction it is
drilling, with priority given to the shortest additional length proposed by any of the
participating parties:
f. an attempt to kick out and drill an additional Lateral in the same formation in a
different direction:
g. drilling a new Lateral at a different depth, with priority given in ascending order to
objectives above the authorized depth, and then in descending order to objectives below
the authorized depth:
h. plugging and attempting to Complete the well at a depth shallower than the
authorized depth, with priority given to objectives in ascending order up the hole:
i. Sidetracking the well to a new target objective, with priority given first in ascending
order to objectives above the authorized depth, and then in descending order to
objectives below the authorized depth:
j. plugging and abandoning said well as provided for in Article VI.E.
k. temporarily abandoning the well
I. plugging and abandoning the well

It is provided, however, that if at the time the Consenting Parties are considering any of the above
proposed operations, the hole is in such a condition that a reasonably prudent Operator would not
conduct the operations contemplated by the particular election involved for fear of placing the hole in
jeopardy or losing the hole prior to Completing the Horizontal or Multi-lateral Well in the objective
formation, such proposed operation shall be eliminated from priorities hereinabove set forth.

3.Headin~s: The descriptive headings used in this Operating Agreement are for convenience only and
will not be deemed to affect the meaning of the Operating Agreement

4. Entitlements: Except as expressly provided herein, nothing in this Operating Agreement entitles
any person or party other than Operator and Non-Operators to any claim, cause of action, remedy, or
right of any kind.
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5. Commencement of Operations: For the purposes of Articles VI.B.1 and VI.B.2, Operator may
commence activities preliminary to actual drilling operations, including without limitation building
location, roads and pits, delivering materials and equipment to the well site, rigging up a drilling rig,
and/or actual drilling operations at any time either before or after giving the notice of proposed
operations required by said Articles. Notwithstanding the foregoing, the parties receiving notice of
proposed operations pursuant to Articles VI.B.1 and VI.B.2 shall have the full time allowed in which to
make their elections) and shall be subject to the non-consent provisions thereof to the same extent and
in the same manner as provided in said Article VI.B. without reference to the time that such activities
were commenced relative to giving notice. Nothing in this provision shall serve to extend the time
within which Operator is required to commence operations pursuant to Articles VI.B.1 and VI.B.2.

6. Construction: Each party has had the opportunity to contribute to the drafting of this
agreement and/or the opportunity to have it reviewed by its legal counsel; therefore, the parties agree
that in the event of a dispute over the meaning or application of this agreement, it shall be construed as
if drafted equally by the parties and no presumption shall arise favoring or disfavoring any party by
virtue ofthe authorship of any provisions ofthis agreement.

7. Plu~gin~ and Abandoning: It is understood and agreed that where the terms "plugging and
abandoning" or "plugged and abandoned" are used in this agreement such terms shall be deemed to
include all costs associated with plugging and abandoning a well including, but not limited to, any costs
of remediating contamination and/or surface restoration, to the extent that such remediation and/or
surface restoration is required by the lease(s), applicable laws or regulation or by prevailing oil field
practices.

8. Attorney's Fees: Should any legal action or proceeding be commenced by either Party in order
to enforce this agreement or any provision hereof, or in connection with any alleged dispute, breach,
default, or misrepresentation in connection with any provision herein contained, the prevailing party
shall be entitled to recover reasonable attorneys' fees and costs incurred in connection with such action
or proceeding, including costs of pursuing or defending any legal action, and including, without
limitation, any such costs arising in connection with any appeal, or discovery, in addition to such other
relief as may be granted.

9. Sale of Production: Operator shall market Non-Operator's share of Oil or Gas produced from the
Contract Area on the same terms and conditions as Operator markets its own Oil or Gas, and Operator
shall share the cost or benefit with Non-Operator of any marketing or transportation arrangements
which Operator makes for its own Oil or Gas, but Operator's marketing and transportation agreements
will remain confidential and will not be distributed to Non-Operator.

If at any time, Non-Operator wishes to take in kind or separately dispose of its proportionate
share of Oil or Gas produced from the Contract Area, exclusive of production which is (i) used in
development and producing operations, (ii) used in preparing and treating Gas for marketing purposes,
or (iii) lost, it may do so, provided it provides Operator notice of said intention no less than thirty (30)
days prior to the month in which it intends to begin taking in kind or separately disposing of said
production.

In the event Non-Operator elects to take in kind, or separately dispose of its share of Gas
produced from the Contract Area, the balancing or accounting between the parties shall be in
accordance with the Gas Balancing Agreement attached as Exhibit "E" to this agreement.

None of the non-operators Oil and Gas production may be marketed to the Operator itself or
any affiliate of the Operator, unless Non-Operators otherwise consents to the same in writing, or unless
the price received for non-operators share of production is based on the price received by Operator (or
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its affiliate) in the sale to an unaffiliated third-party purchaser. Unless the non-operators otherwise
consents to the same in writing, Operators will not commit any of the non-operators Oil and Gas
production to any obligations or sales agreement containing a term that extends beyond one (1) year.
Title to the non-operator's share of the Oil and Gas production will remain in the non-operators until
such time as title to such Oil and Gas production is required to be transferred to the buyer under the
terms of the applicable sales or marketing agreement. The Operator shall not have the right to
encumber any of the non-operator's share of the Oil and Gas production in any manner. The buyer
under each sales or marketing agreement shall make payment for each party's proportionate share of
the Oil and Gas production sold directly to the respective party or to an account designated by the
respective party. If any payment for anon-operator's share of the Oil and Gas production is received by
the Operator, the Operator will be deemed to have received such payment in trust for the non-operator
and shall forward such payment to the non-operator immediately following receipt thereof.The
Operator will make all nominations that are required to be made under the terms of any sales or
marketing agreement. Each Party will be responsible for conducting (for its own account) any hedging
activities with respect to its Oil and Gas production.

10. Priority of Operations — Vertical Wells: Notwithstanding Article VI.B.6 or anything else in
this Agreement to the contrary, it is agreed that where a Vertical Well subject to this Agreement has
been drilled to the objective formation and the Consenting Parties cannot agree upon the sequence and
timing of further proposed operations regarding such Vertical Well, the following proposed operations
shall control in the order of priority enumerated hereafter:

a. additional logging, coring or testing;
b. Completing the well at either the object depth or objective formation;
c. plugging back and attempting to complete said well in ascending order;
d. Sidetracking the well;
e. Deepening said well;
f. Reworking said well by generally accepted stimulation techniques whether or not said

well had previously produced in commercial quantities or is capable of commercial
production, in accordance with the terms of this Agreement;

g. temporarily abandoning the well;
h. plugging and abandoning the well

11. Prior Agreements: This Joint Operating Agreement is executed pursuant to the terms and
provisions of the Purchase and Sale Agreement dated May 13, 2014 by and between Par Five
Exploration LLC and Chesapeake Exploration, L.L.C. (the "PSA"), and in the event of any conflict with the
provisions of this Agreement and the Purchase and Sale Agreement, the terms of the Purchase and Sale
Agreement shall control.

12. AFE Overruns: If in drilling any well or performing any operation under the terms hereof,
Operator's estimate of actual cumulative costs of drilling such well or conducting any such operation
exceeds One Hundred Twenty-Five Percent (125%) of the AFE approved by the consenting parties for
such well or operation, exclusive of the estimated costs of completion and the costs incurred as a result
of explosion, fire, flood, spill or other sudden emergency, well control costs, fishing costs, and other
similar emergency costs, Operator shall submit a Supplemental AFE to the Non-Operators) for
information purposes only.
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13. Federal and State Administration: Operator shall act as the representative for the parties
hereto concerning all filings required by and hearings and proceedings before any Federal or State
administrative bodies having jurisdiction over the Contract Area and all costs and expenses incurred by
Operator, directly or by retention of outside personnel, in making such filings or participating in such
hearings or proceedings shall be proper charges against the joint account. Nothing herein contained
shall prohibit any of the parties to this agreement from participating in any such hearings or proceedings
in its own behalf and at its own cost, expense and risk.

14. Successor Liability: Any assignment, conveyance or other transfer of an Oil and Gas Lease or Oil
and Gas Interest that is subject to this Operating Agreement shall relieve the transferor from liability for
the cost and expense of any operation attributable to the transferred interest which is conducted
thereafter, including plugging and abandonment of any well now or hereafter located on the lands and
leases assigned hereby and the remediation, reclamation, dismantling or salvage - of any wellsite or
facility constructed or to be constructed thereon; provided that, the transferor shall remain liable for
and cause to be paid its proportionate part of the cost and expense of all drilling and completion
operations and construction of any ancillary facilities for which it was obligated to pay and were
commenced prior to the actual transfer, except costs and expenses arising out of or directly related to a
specific operation in which the transferor elected (or was deemed to have elected) not to participate
pursuant to Article VI. From and after the effective date of the said assignment, conveyance or other
transfer, the transferee shall be deemed to be a party to this Operating Agreement.

15. Assignment of Interest: The terms, covenants and conditions of this agreement shall be
covenants running with the lands covered hereby and the leasehold estates therein, and each transfer
or assignment of said leasehold estates covered hereby shall state in such assignment or transfer that it
is subject to all of the terms covenants and conditions hereof, and Assignor shall promptly give notice to
the Parties to this Agreement of any such assignment or transfer and shall furnish Operator with a copy
of such recorded assignment within thirty (30) days after the effective date thereof and the Assignee
benefiting from such assignment shall become a signatory Party to this Agreement. Operator shall
continue to send invoices, statements and other notices as required under this Agreement to the party
assigning any portion of its interest hereunder until such time as Operator has received a recorded copy
of such conveyance.

16. Bankruptcy: If, following the granting of relief under the Bankruptcy Code to any party hereto as
debtor thereunder, this Agreement should be held to be an executory contract under the Bankruptcy
Code, then any remaining party shall be entitled to a determination by debtor or-any trustee for debtor
within thirty (30) days from the date an order for relief is entered under the Bankruptcy Code as to the
rejection or assumption of this agreement. In the event of an assumption, such party seeking
determination shall be entitled to adequate assurances as to the future performance of debtor's
obligation hereunder and the protection of the interest of all parties. The debtor shall satisfy its
obligation to provide adequate assurances by either advancing payment or depositing the debtor's
proportionate share of expenses in escrow.

17. Right to Propose Operations: Notwithstanding anything to the contrary herein, only a party that
participated in the drilling of allon-Consent Well shall have the right to propose the reworking, side-
tracking, plugging back, deepening, or completion of that Non-Consent Well, to receive notices of such
proposals, and to participate in such proposed operation.
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18. Surplus Material: Surplus material and equipment from the Contract Area which in the
judgment of Operator is not necessary for the development and operation thereof, may be sold by
Operator to any of the parties hereto or to others for the benefit of all parties hereto, or may be divided
in kind between such parties. Proper charges and credits shall be made by Operator in a timely manner
(within one year of well completion or Plug and Abandonment) as provided in the Accounting
Procedure.

19. Proposal of Horizontal Operations: Subject to the other provisions hereof, with respect to the
drilling of any well or any subsequent drilling of a new horizontal drainhole on the Contract Area, the
Operator shall, at least 30 days prior to the spud date for said operation, deliver to each of the Non-
Operators anAuthorization of Expenditure ("AFE") containing the estimated costs of drilling, testing and
completion the proposed operation. If a party desires to participate in the drilling of the proposed
operation, the party must execute the AFE and return it to the Operator within 30 days after receipt of
said materials from the Operator, or 10 days prior to spud, whichever is later. The failure of a party to
return the executed AFE within the stated time period shall be deemed that party's election not to
participate in such operation and the provisions ofArticle VI.B. Ofthis Agreement shall govern.

20. Memorandum of Operating Agreement: Parties agree to execute a memorandum of this
agreement simultaneously with the execution of this agreement which shall be recorded by Operator in
each county in which lands comprising all or any part of the Contract Area are situated. Operator will
prepare the memorandum of this agreement and circulate same to the Non-Operators) for execution.
Upon recording, Operator will provide recordation information to Non-Operator for its records. The
form of said memorandum, which is attached as Exhibit "G" hereto, shall include a reference to the
pertinent provisions of this agreement including the gas balancing agreement. Operator reserves the
right to substitute any affiliate designee of Operator as signatory party to such memorandum. The
Parties agree to execute a release of said Memorandum upon termination of this agreement upon the
request of any other Party.

21. Non-Consent: Notwithstanding the provision of Article VI.B. hereof, if a proposed well is an
Exploratory Well and if the non-proposing Party elects not to participate in the drilling of any such
Exploratory Well, then, in such case, if the Exploratory Well is thereafter timely drilled to a depth
sufficient to penetrate the objective formation specified in the proposal notice ("Objective Formation"),
the Party electing not to participate shall relinquish all of its right, title and interest to the Joint Leases in
the applicable drilling unit (as defined herein, but in no case more than a single governmental section for
a horizontal well or 40 acres, plus 10%, for a vertical well, but may be larger if unitized by order of the
Utah Department of Natural Resources or pooled in accordance with the rules and regulations of the
governing agency having jurisdiction, but shall be limited to those lands within such pool) only insofar as
such Joint Leases lie within such drilling unit, from the surface down to one hundred fifty (150) feet
below the stratigraphic equivalent of the base of the deepest formation penetrated. Appropriate
assignments shall be executed, acknowledged and delivered by the non-participating Party in favor of
the participating Party. Should an Exploratory Well not penetrate the Objective Formation but is
otherwise completed as a producing well in a shallower formation, then, in such case, the Party electing
not to participate in such Exploratory Well shall be subject to the non-consent percentage penalties in
Article VI.B. For the purposes of this paragraph, an Exploratory Well shall mean the first well (other than
the Obligation Well, as defined in the PSA) drilled in a governmental section (or sections if pooled) in
which there are Joint Leases.

22. Federal or State Units: Should Operator propose the formation of a federal or state exploratory
unit covering a portion of the lands located within the Contract Area, Non-Operator shall exercise
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reasonable efforts to timely execute appropriate unit ratifications and joinders necessary to commit its
leasehold interests to such unit.

23. 48 Hours Notice: Notwithstanding anything to the contrary herein, whenever the Operator is to

provide Par Five Exploration, LLC with forty-eight (48) hours notice inclusive of Saturdays, Sundays, and
legal holidays in which to make an election (including, but not limited to elections pursuant to Sections

VI.B.1, VI.B2.a, VI.B.6, and VI.C.1), Operator shall attempt to contact Par Five Exploration, LLC by the

following means, in order: (1) Danny Gunnell, Kimball Hodges, or Cory Jensen at 801.224.4771, (2)

Danny Gunnell at 801.787.7868, (3) Kimball Hodges at 801.787.5351; and (4) Cory Jensen at
801.362.2025. The forty-eight (48) hours which Par Five Exploration, LLC has to make its election shall
only begin to run after Operator has either successfully contacted one of, or attempted in good faith to
contact each of, those individuals above.
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EXHIBIT "A"

EXHIBIT "A" ATTACHED TO, AND MADE A PART OF, THAT CERTAIN OPERATING AGREEMENT DATED

20_ BY AND BETWEEN CHESAPEAKE EXPLORATION, L.L.C., AS OPERATOR, AND PAR FIVE

EXPLORATION, LLC, AS NON-OPERATOR.

1. Contract Area:

2. Restrictions as to depths and formations: None

3. Interests of parties and addresses of the parties for notice purposes*:

Owner 4. Working Interest

Chesapeake Exploration, L.L.C. 75.0%
P.O. Box 18496

Oklahoma City, OK 73154
Attn: Vice President -Land
Phone: (405) 935-8884
Facsimile: (405) 849-8884

Par Five Exploration, LLC 25.0%
1411 East 840 North

O re m, UT 84097

Attn: Operations

Phone: (801) 224-4771**

Facsimile: (801) 224-1593**

TOTAL 100.0%

5. Oil and gas leases subject to this Operating Agreement: The oil and gas leases subject to this
Operating Agreement shall include only that portion of each oil and gas lease within the Contract Area
(as described in item 1 above) that are jointly-owned by Chesapeake Exploration, L.L.C. and Par Five
Exploration, LLC.

* The interests of the parties hereto will be adjusted as necessary to reflect actual ownership within any
given unit.

**See Article XVI of the JOA for further contact information on Par Five.
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OPERATING AGREEMENT 
 

THIS AGREEMENT, entered into by and between   Newfield Production Company, 
 
hereinafter designated and referred to as "Operator," and the signatory party or parties other than Operator, sometimes hereinafter referred to  
 
individually as "Non-Operator," and collectively as "Non-Operators." 
 

WITNESSETH: 
 

WHEREAS, the parties to this agreement are owners of Oil and Gas Leases and/or Oil and Gas Interests in the land 
 
identified in Exhibit "A," and the parties hereto have reached an agreement to explore and develop these Leases and/or Oil 
 
and Gas Interests for the production of Oil and Gas to the extent and as hereinafter provided, 
 

NOW, THEREFORE, it is agreed as follows: 
 

ARTICLE I. 
 

DEFINITIONS 
 

As used in this agreement, the following words and terms shall have the meanings here ascribed to them: 
 

A.  The term "AFE" shall mean an Authority for Expenditure prepared by a party to this agreement for the purpose of 
 
estimating the costs to be incurred in conducting an operation hereunder.  An AFE for a Horizontal Well or Multi Well Pad Drilling 
Operation shall clearly stipulate that the operation being proposed is a Horizontal Well or Multi Well Pad Drilling Operation and 
shall include all Completion operations for the proposed Horizontal Well or Multi Well Pad Drilling Operation.  An AFE is an 
estimate only, and any drilling party is obligated thereunder for all actual costs and expenses incurred in the operation described in 
a given AFE.  
 

B.  The term "Completion" or "Complete" shall mean a single operation intended to complete a well as a producer of Oil 
 
and Gas in one or more Zones, including, but not limited to, the setting of production casing, perforating, well stimulation 
 
and production testing conducted in such operation. 
 

C.  The term "Contract Area" shall mean all of the lands, Oil and Gas Leases and/or Oil and Gas Interests intended to be 
 
developed and operated for Oil and Gas purposes under this agreement.  Such lands, Oil and Gas Leases and Oil and Gas 
 
Interests are described in Exhibit "A." 
 

D.  The term "Deepen" shall mean a single operation whereby a well is drilled to an objective Zone below the deepest 
 
Zone in which the well was previously drilled, or below the Deepest Zone proposed in the associated AFE, whichever is the 
 
lesser. 

 
E.  The terms "Drilling Party" and "Consenting Party" shall mean a party who agrees to join in and pay its share of the 

 
cost of any operation conducted under the provisions of this agreement. 
 

F.  The term "Drilling Unit" shall mean the area fixed for the drilling of one well by order or rule of any state or federal 
 
body having authority.  If a Drilling Unit is not fixed by any such rule or order, a Drilling Unit shall be the drilling unit as 
 
established by the pattern of drilling in the Contract Area unless fixed by express agreement of the Drilling Parties. 
 

G.  The term "Drillsite" shall mean the Oil and Gas Lease or Oil and Gas Interest on which a proposed well is to be 
 
located. The term “Drillsite” when used in connection with a Horizontal Well or Multi Well Pad Drilling Operation shall mean the 
surface location and the Oil and Gas Leases or Oil and Gas Interests within the spacing unit on which the wellbores, including all 
Laterals are located. 
 

H.  The term "Initial Well" shall mean the well required to be drilled by the parties hereto as provided in Article VI.A. 
 

I.  The term "Non-Consent Well" shall mean a well in which less than all parties have conducted an operation as 
 
provided in Article VI.B.2. 
 

J.  The terms "Non-Drilling Party" and "Non-Consenting Party" shall mean a party who elects not to participate in a 
 
proposed operation. 
 

K.  The term "Oil and Gas" shall mean oil, gas, casinghead gas, gas condensate, and/or all other liquid or gaseous 
 
hydrocarbons and other marketable substances produced therewith, unless an intent to limit the inclusiveness of this term is 
 
specifically stated. 
 

L.  The term "Oil and Gas Interests" or "Interests" shall mean unleased fee and mineral interests in Oil and Gas in tracts 
 
of land lying within the Contract Area which are owned by parties to this agreement. 
 

M.  The terms "Oil and Gas Lease," "Lease" and "Leasehold" shall mean the oil and gas leases or interests therein 
 
covering tracts of land lying within the Contract Area which are owned by the parties to this agreement. 
 

N.  The term "Plug Back" shall mean a single operation whereby a deeper Zone is abandoned in order to attempt a 
 
Completion in a shallower Zone.  When used in connection with a Horizontal Well or Multi Well Pad Drilling Operation, the term 
“Plug Back” shall mean operation to test or Complete the well at a stratigraphically shallower geological horizon in which the 
operation has been or is being Completed and which is not within an existing Lateral. 
 

O.  The term "Recompletion" or "Recomplete" shall mean an operation whereby a Completion in one Zone is abandoned 
 
in order to attempt a Completion in a different Zone within the existing wellbore. 
 

P.  The term "Rework" shall mean an operation conducted in the wellbore of a well after it is Completed to secure, 
 
restore, or improve production in a Zone which is currently open to production in the wellbore.  Such operations include, but 
 
are not limited to, well stimulation operations but exclude any routine repair or maintenance work or drilling, Sidetracking, 
 
Deepening, Completing, Recompleting, or Plugging Back of a well. 
 

Q.  The term "Sidetrack" shall mean the directional control and intentional deviation of a well from vertical so as to 
 
change the bottom hole location unless done to straighten the hole or drill around junk in the hole or to overcome other 
 
mechanical difficulties.  When used in connection with a Horizontal Well or Multi Well Pad Drilling Operation, the term “Sidetrack” 
shall mean the directional control, and intentional deviation of a well outside the existing Lateral(s) so as to change the Zone or 
direction of a Lateral as originally proposed, unless done to straighten the hole or drill around junk in the hole or to overcome other 
mechanical difficulties. 
 

R.  The term "Zone" shall mean a stratum of earth containing or thought to contain a common accumulation of Oil and 
 
Gas separately producible from any other common accumulation of Oil and Gas. 
 
 S.  The term “Lateral” shall mean that portion of a wellbore that deviates from approximate vertical orientation to 
approximate horizontal orientation and all wellbore beyond such deviation to Total Measured Depth. 
 
 T.  The term “Horizontal Well” shall mean a well containing a single Lateral which is drilled, Completed or Recompleted 
in a manner in which the horizontal component of the completion interval extends at least five hundred (500’) feet in the objective 
formation.  
 
 U.  The term “Multi Well Pad Drilling Operation” shall mean multiple (two or more) Horizontal Wells drilled, Completed 
or Recompleted from a single drilling pad in close proximity to one another as to each respective wellhead location, and which are 
undertaken as a substantially integrated operation, i.e. same drilling rig(s) and frac fleets for each Horizontal Well are contemplated 
in the AFE for the Multi Well Pad Drilling Operation.  Any Multi Well Pad Drilling Operation must be so identified in the AFE 
package for such a proposed operation.   
 
 V.  The term “Total Measured Depth”, when used in connection with a Multi Well Pad Drilling Operation or Horizontal 
Well, shall mean the distance from the surface of the ground to the terminus of the wellbore, as measured along the wellbore.  Each 
Lateral taken together with the common vertical wellbore shall be considered a single wellbore and shall have a corresponding Total 
Measured Depth.  Notwithstanding the foregoing, in the case of a Multi Well Pad Drilling Operation, if the production from each 
Lateral is to be commingled in the common vertical wellbore then the Laterals and vertical wellbore shall be considered collectively 
as one wellbore.  When the proposed operations(s) is the drilling of, or operation on, a Horizontal or Multi Well Pad Drilling 
Operation, the terms “depth” or “total depth” wherever used in the Agreement shall be deemed to read “Total Measured Depth” 
insofar as it applies to such well. 
 
 W.  The term “Vertical Well” shall mean a well drilled, Completed or Recompleted other than a Horizontal or Multi-
Lateral Well. 
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 X.  The term “Open Additional Pay Zone” shall mean an operation to attempt a Completion in a different Zone(s) within 
an existing wellbore of a Vertical Well without abandoning other Completed Zone(s). 
 
 Y.   The term “Extend” shall mean an operation whereby a Lateral is drilled to a horizontal distance greater than the 
distance set out in the well proposal approved by the Consenting Parties, or to a horizontal distance greater than the horizontal 
distance to which the Lateral was previously drilled. 
 

Unless the context otherwise clearly indicates, words used in the singular include the plural, the word "person" includes 
 
natural and artificial persons, the plural includes the singular, and any gender includes the masculine, feminine, and neuter. 
 

ARTICLE II. 
 

EXHIBITS 
 

The following exhibits, as indicated below and attached hereto, are incorporated in and made a part hereof: 
 
 X   A. Exhibit "A," shall include the following information: 
 
    (1) Description of lands subject to this agreement, 
 
    (2) Restrictions, if any, as to depths, formations, or substances, 
 
    (3) Parties to agreement with addresses and telephone numbers for notice purposes, 
 
    (4) Percentages or fractional interests of parties to this agreement, 
 
    (5) Oil and Gas Leases and/or Oil and Gas Interests subject to this agreement, 
 
    (6) Burdens on production. 
 
 X  B. Exhibit "B," Form of Lease. 
 
 X  C. Exhibit "C," Accounting Procedure. 
 
 X  D. Exhibit "D," Insurance. 
 
   E. Exhibit "E," Gas Balancing Agreement. 
 
   F. Exhibit "F," Non-Discrimination and Certification of Non-Segregated Facilities. 
 
   G. Exhibit "G," Tax Partnership. 
 
 X  H. Other:  Recording Supplement  
 
 
 
   If any provision of any exhibit, except Exhibit"E," is inconsistent with any provision contained in the body of this agreement, the  
 
provisions in the body of this agreement shall prevail. 
 

ARTICLE III. 
 

INTERESTS OF PARTIES 
 
A.  Oil and Gas Interests: 
 

If any party owns an Oil and Gas Interest in the Contract Area, that Interest shall be treated for all purposes of this 
 
agreement and during the term hereof as if it were covered by the form of Oil and Gas Lease attached hereto as Exhibit "B," 
 
and the owner thereof shall be deemed to own both royalty interest in such lease and the interest of the lessee thereunder. 
 
B.  Interests of Parties in Costs and Production: 
 

Unless changed by other provisions, all costs and liabilities incurred in operations under this agreement shall be borne 
 
and paid, and all equipment and materials acquired in operations on the Contract Area shall be owned, by the parties as their 
 
interests are set forth in Exhibit "A."  In the same manner, the parties shall also own all production of Oil and Gas from the 
 
Contract Area subject, however, to the payment of royalties and other burdens on production as described hereafter. 
 
 

Regardless of which party has contributed any Oil and Gas Lease or Oil and Gas Interest on which royalty or other 
 
burdens may be payable and except as otherwise expressly provided in this agreement, each party shall pay or deliver, or  
 
cause to be paid or delivered, all burdens on its share of the production from the Contract Area up to, but not in excess of, 
 
                        burdens placed of record as of the date of this Agreement         and shall indemnify, defend and hold the other parties free from 
any liability therefor. 
 
Except as otherwise expressly provided in this agreement, if any party has contributed hereto any Lease or Interest which is 
 
burdened with any royalty, overriding royalty, production payment or other burden on production in excess of the amounts 
 
stipulated above, such party so burdened shall assume and alone bear all such excess obligations and shall indemnify, defend 
 
and hold the other parties hereto harmless from any and all claims attributable to such excess burden.  However, so long as 
 
the Drilling Unit for the productive Zone(s) is identical with the Contract Area, each party shall pay or deliver, or cause to  
 
be paid or delivered, all burdens on production from the Contract Area due under the terms of the Oil and Gas Lease(s) 
 
which such party has contributed to this agreement, and shall indemnify, defend and hold the other parties free from any  
 
liability therefor. 
 

No party shall ever be responsible, on a price basis higher than the price received by such party, to any other party's 
 
lessor or royalty owner, and if such other party's lessor or royalty owner should demand and receive settlement on a higher 
 
price basis, the party contributing the affected Lease shall bear the additional royalty burden attributable to such higher price. 
 

Nothing contained in this Article III.B. shall be deemed an assignment or cross-assignment of interests covered hereby, 
 
and in the event two or more parties contribute to this agreement jointly owned Leases, the parties' undivided interests in 
 
said Leaseholds shall be deemed separate leasehold interests for the purposes of this agreement. 
 
C.  Subsequently Created Interests: 
 

If any party has contributed hereto a Lease or Interest that is burdened with an assignment of production given as security 
 
for the payment of money, or if, after the date of this agreement, any party creates an overriding royalty, production 
 
payment, net profits interest, assignment of production or other burden payable out of production attributable to its working  
 
interest hereunder, such burden shall be deemed a "Subsequently Created Interest."  Further, if any party has contributed 
 
hereto a Lease or Interest burdened with an overriding royalty, production payment, net profits interests, or other burden 
 
payable out of production created prior to the date of this agreement, and such burden is not shown on Exhibit "A," such 
 
burden also shall be deemed a Subsequently Created Interest to the extent such burden causes the burdens on such party's 
 
Lease or Interest to exceed the amount stipulated in Article III.B. above. 
 

The party whose interest is burdened with the Subsequently Created Interest (the "Burdened Party") shall assume and 
 
alone bear, pay and discharge the Subsequently Created Interest and shall indemnify, defend and hold harmless the other  
 
parties from and against any liability therefor.  Further, if the Burdened Party fails to pay, when due, its share of expenses 
 
chargeable hereunder, all provisions of Article VII.B. shall be enforceable against the Subsequently Created Interest in the  
 
same manner as they are enforceable against the working interest of the Burdened Party.  If the Burdened Party is required 
 
under this agreement to assign or relinquish to any other party, or parties, all or a portion of its working interest and/or the 
 
production attributable thereto, said other party, or parties, shall receive said assignment and/or production free and clear of  
 
said Subsequently Created Interest, and the Burdened Party shall indemnify, defend and hold harmless said other party, or  
 
parties, from any and all claims and demands for payment asserted by owners of the Subsequently Created Interest. 
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 ARTICLE IV. 
 
 TITLES 
 
A.  Title Examination: 

 
Title examination shall be made on the Drillsite of any proposed well prior to commencement of drilling operations and, 

 
if a majority in interest of the Drilling Parties so request or Operator so elects, title examination shall be made on the entire 
 
Drilling Unit, or maximum anticipated Drilling Unit, of the well.   The opinion will include the ownership of the working 
 
interest, minerals, royalty, overriding royalty and production payments under the applicable Leases.   Each party contributing 
 
Leases and/or Oil and Gas Interests to be included in the Drillsite or Drilling Unit, if appropriate, shall furnish to Operator 
 
all abstracts (including federal lease status reports), title opinions, title papers and curative material in its possession free of 
 
charge.  All such information not in the possession of or made available to Operator by the parties, but necessary for the 
 
examination of the title, shall be obtained by Operator.  Operator shall cause title to be examined by attorneys on its staff or 
 
by outside attorneys.  Copies of all title opinions shall be furnished to each Drilling Party.  Costs incurred by Operator in 
 
procuring abstracts, fees paid outside attorneys for title examination (including preliminary, supplemental, shut-in royalty 
 
opinions and division order title opinions) and other direct charges as provided in Exhibit "C" shall be borne by the Drilling 
 
Parties in the proportion that the interest of each Drilling Party bears to the total interest of all Drilling Parties as such 
 
interests appear in Exhibit "A."  Operator shall make no charge for services rendered by its staff attorneys or other personnel 
 
in the performance of the above functions. 
 

Each party shall be responsible for securing curative matter and pooling amendments or agreements required in 
 
connection with Leases or Oil and Gas Interests contributed by such party.  Operator shall be responsible for the preparation 
 
and recording of pooling designations or declarations and communitization agreements as well as the conduct of hearings 
 
before governmental agencies for the securing of spacing or pooling orders or any other orders necessary or appropriate to 
 
the conduct of operations hereunder.  This shall not prevent any party from appearing on its own behalf at such hearings. 
 
Costs incurred by Operator, including fees paid to outside attorneys, which are associated with hearings before governmental  
 
agencies, and which costs are necessary and proper for the activities contemplated under this agreement, shall be direct 
 
charges to the joint account and shall not be covered by the administrative overhead charges as provided in Exhibit "C." 
 
Operator shall make no charge for services rendered by its staff attorneys or other personnel in the performance of the above 
 
functions. 
 

No well shall be drilled on the Contract Area until after (1) the title to the Drillsite or Drilling Unit, if appropriate, has 
 
been examined as above provided, and (2) the title has been approved by the examining attorney or title has been accepted by  
 
all of the Drilling Parties in such well. 
 
B. Loss or Failure of Title:  
 

1.  Failure of Title: Should any Oil and Gas Interest or Oil and Gas Lease be lost through failure of title, which results in a  
 
reduction of interest from that shown on Exhibit "A," the party credited with contributing the affected Lease or Interest 
 
(including, if applicable, a successor in interest to such party) shall have ninety (90) days from final determination of title 
 
failure to acquire a new lease or other instrument curing the entirety of the title failure, which acquisition will not be subject 
 
to Article VIII.B., and failing to do so, this agreement, nevertheless, shall continue in force as to all remaining Oil and Gas 
 
Leases and Interests; and, 
 

(a) The party credited with contributing the Oil and Gas Lease or Interest affected by the title failure (including, if 
 
applicable, a successor in interest to such party) shall bear alone the entire loss and it shall not be entitled to recover from 
 
Operator or the other parties any development or operating costs which it may have previously paid or incurred, but there 
 
shall be no additional liability on its part to the other parties hereto by reason of such title failure; 
 

(b) There shall be no retroactive adjustment of expenses incurred or revenues received from the operation of the  
 
Lease or Interest which has failed, but the interests of the parties contained on Exhibit "A" shall be revised on an acreage  
 
basis, as of the time it is determined finally that title failure has occurred, so that the interest of the party whose Lease or 
 
Interest is affected by the title failure will thereafter be reduced in the Contract Area by the amount of the Lease or Interest failed; 
 

(c) If the proportionate interest of the other parties hereto in any producing well previously drilled on the Contract 
 
Area is increased by reason of the title failure, the party who bore the costs incurred in connection with such well attributable 
 
to the Lease or Interest which has failed shall receive the proceeds attributable to the increase in such interest (less costs and 
 
burdens attributable thereto) until it has been reimbursed for unrecovered costs paid by it in connection with such well 
 
attributable to such failed Lease or Interest; 
 

(d) Should any person not a party to this agreement, who is determined to be the owner of any Lease or Interest 
 
which has failed, pay in any manner any part of the cost of operation, development, or equipment, such amount shall be paid 
 
to the party or parties who bore the costs which are so refunded; 
 

(e) Any liability to account to a person not a party to this agreement for prior production of Oil and Gas which arises 
 
by reason of title failure shall be borne severally by each party (including a predecessor to a current party) who received 
 
production for which such accounting is required based on the amount of such production received, and each such party shall 
 
severally indemnify, defend and hold harmless all other parties hereto for any such liability to account; 
 

(f) No charge shall be made to the joint account for legal expenses, fees or salaries in connection with the defense of 
 
the Lease or Interest claimed to have failed, but if the party contributing such Lease or Interest hereto elects to defend its title 
 
it shall bear all expenses in connection therewith; and 
 

(g) If any party is given credit on Exhibit "A" to a Lease or Interest which is limited solely to ownership of an 
 
interest in the wellbore of any well or wells and the production therefrom, such party's absence of interest in the remainder 
 
of the Contract Area shall be considered a Failure of Title as to such remaining Contract Area unless that absence of interest 
 
is reflected on Exhibit "A." 
 

2.  Loss by Non-Payment or Erroneous Payment of Amount Due: If, through mistake or oversight, any rental, shut-in well  
 
payment, minimum royalty or royalty payment, or other payment necessary to maintain all or a portion of an Oil and Gas 
 
Lease or interest is not paid or is erroneously paid, and as a result a Lease or Interest terminates, there shall be no monetary 
 
liability against the party who failed to make such payment.  Unless the party who failed to make the required payment 
 
secures a new Lease or Interest covering the same interest within ninety (90) days from the discovery of the failure to make 
 
proper payment, which acquisition will not be subject to Article VIII.B., the interests of the parties reflected on Exhibit "A" 
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shall be revised on an acreage basis, effective as of the date of termination of the Lease or Interest involved, and the party 
 
who failed to make proper payment will no longer be credited with an interest in the Contract Area on account of ownership 
 
of the Lease or Interest which has terminated.  If the party who failed to make the required payment shall not have been fully 
 
reimbursed, at the time of the loss, from the proceeds of the sale of Oil and Gas attributable to the lost Lease or Interest, 
 
calculated on an acreage basis, for the development and operating costs previously paid on account of such Lease or Interest, 
 
it shall be reimbursed for unrecovered actual costs previously paid by it (but not for its share of the cost of any dry hole 
 
previously drilled or wells previously abandoned) from so much of the following as is necessary to effect reimbursement: 
 

(a) Proceeds of Oil and Gas produced prior to termination of the Lease or Interest, less operating expenses and lease 
 
burdens chargeable hereunder to the person who failed to make payment, previously accrued to the credit of the lost Lease or 
 
Interest, on an acreage basis, up to the amount of unrecovered costs; 
 

(b) Proceeds of Oil and Gas, less operating expenses and lease burdens chargeable hereunder to the person who failed 
 
to make payment, up to the amount of unrecovered costs attributable to that portion of Oil and Gas thereafter produced and 
 
marketed (excluding production from any wells thereafter drilled) which, in the absence of such Lease or Interest termination, 
 
would be attributable to the lost Lease or Interest on an acreage basis and which as a result of such Lease or Interest 
 
termination is credited to other parties, the proceeds of said portion of the Oil and Gas to be contributed by the other parties 
 
in proportion to their respective interests reflected on Exhibit "A"; and, 
 

(c) Any monies, up to the amount of unrecovered costs, that may be paid by any party who is, or becomes, the owner 
 
of the Lease or Interest lost, for the privilege of participating in the Contract Area or becoming a party to this agreement. 
 

3. Other Losses: All losses of Leases or Interests committed to this agreement, other than those set forth in Articles 
 
IV.B.1. and IV.B.2. above, shall be joint losses and shall be borne by all parties in proportion to their interests shown on 
 
Exhibit "A."  This shall include but not be limited to the loss of any Lease or Interest through failure to develop or because 
 
express or implied covenants have not been performed (other than performance which requires only the payment of money), 
 
and the loss of any Lease by expiration at the end of its primary term if it is not renewed or extended.  There shall be no 
 
readjustment of interests in the remaining portion of the Contract Area on account of any joint loss. 
 

4. Curing Title: In the event of a Failure of Title under Article IV.B.1. or a loss of title under Article IV.B.2. above, any 
 
Lease or Interest acquired by any party hereto (other than the party whose interest has failed or was lost during the ninety 
 
(90) day period provided by Article IV.B.1. and Article IV.B.2. above) covering all or a portion of the interest that has failed  
 
or was lost shall be offered at cost to the party whose interest has failed or was lost, and the provisions of Article VIII.B.  
 
shall not apply to such acquisition. 

 
ARTICLE V. 

 
OPERATOR 

 
A.  Designation and Responsibilities of Operator: 
 

 Newfield Production Company                                         shall be the Operator of the Contract Area, and shall conduct  
 
and direct and have full control of all operations on the Contract Area as permitted and required by, and within the limits of 
 
this agreement.  In its performance of services hereunder for the Non-Operators, Operator shall be an independent contractor 
 
not subject to the control or direction of the Non-Operators except as to the type of operation to be undertaken in accordance 
 
with the election procedures contained in this agreement.  Operator shall not be deemed, or hold itself out as, the agent of the 
 
Non-Operators with authority to bind them to any obligation or liability assumed or incurred by Operator as to any third 
 
party.  Operator shall conduct its activities under this agreement as a reasonable prudent operator, in a good and workmanlike 
 
manner, with due diligence and dispatch, in accordance with good oilfield practice, and in compliance with applicable Tribal, State and Federal 
law and regulation, but in no event shall it have any liability as Operator to the other parties for losses sustained or liabilities incurred 
 
except such as may result from gross negligence or willful misconduct. The protection offered operator under this provision shall include 
(without limitation) all matters which impact the joint account pro rata among the Drilling Parties, and shall further cover all 
revenue disbursement matters. 
 
B. Resignation or Removal of Operator and Selection of Successor: 
 

1. Resignation or Removal of Operator: Operator may resign at any time by giving written notice thereof to Non-Operators. 
 
If Operator terminates its legal existence, no longer owns an interest hereunder in the Contract Area, or is no longer capable of 
 
serving as Operator, Operator shall be deemed to have resigned without any action by Non-Operators, except the selection of a 
 
successor.  Operator may be removed only for good cause by the affirmative vote of Non-Operators owning a majority interest 
 
based on ownership as shown on Exhibit "A" remaining after excluding the voting interest of Operator; such vote shall not be 
 
deemed effective until a written notice has been delivered to the Operator by a Non-Operator detailing the alleged default and 
 
Operator has failed to cure the default within thirty (30) days from its receipt of the notice or, if the default concerns an  
 
operation then being conducted, within forty-eight (48) hours of its receipt of the notice.  For purposes hereof, "good cause" shall 
 
mean not only gross negligence or willful misconduct but also the material breach of or inability to meet the standards of  
 
operation contained in Article V.A. or material failure or inability to perform its obligations under this agreement. 
 

Subject to Article VII.D.1., such resignation or removal shall not become effective until 7:00 o'clock A.M. on the first 
 
day of the calendar month following the expiration of ninety (90) days after the giving of notice of resignation by Operator 
 
or action by the Non-Operators to remove Operator, unless a successor Operator has been selected and assumes the duties of 
 
Operator at an earlier date. Operator, after effective date of resignation or removal, shall be bound by the terms hereof as a  
 
Non-Operator.  A change of a corporate name or structure of Operator or transfer of Operator's interest to any single 
 
subsidiary, parent or successor corporation shall not be the basis for removal of Operator. 
 

2.  Selection of Successor Operator: Upon the resignation or removal of Operator under any provision of this agreement, a 
 
successor Operator shall be selected by the parties.  The successor Operator shall be selected from the parties owning an 
 
interest in the Contract Area at the time such successor Operator is selected.  The successor Operator shall be selected by the 

 
affirmative vote of two (2) or more parties/  owning a majority interest based on ownership as shown on Exhibit "A"; 
 
provided, however, if an Operator which has been removed or is deemed to have resigned fails to vote or votes only to 
 
succeed itself, the successor Operator shall be selected by the affirmative vote of the party or parties owning a majority 
 
interest based on ownership as shown on Exhibit "A" remaining after excluding the voting interest of the Operator that was 
 
removed or resigned provided that any assignee of operator hereunder may vote its assigned interest.  The former Operator shall promptly 
deliver to the successor Operator all records and data relating to 
 
the operations conducted by the former Operator to the extent such records and data are not already in the possession of the 
 
successor operator.  Any cost of obtaining or copying the former Operator's records and data shall be charged to the joint 
 
account. 
 

3.  Effect of Bankruptcy: If Operator becomes insolvent, bankrupt or is placed in receivership, it shall be deemed to have  
 
resigned without any action by Non-Operators, except the selection of a successor.  If a petition for relief under the federal 
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bankruptcy laws is filed by or against Operator, and the removal of Operator is prevented by the federal bankruptcy court, all 
 
Non-Operators and Operator shall comprise an interim operating committee to serve until Operator has elected to reject or 
 
assume this agreement pursuant to the Bankruptcy Code, and an election to reject this agreement by Operator as a debtor in  
 
possession, or by a trustee in bankruptcy, shall be deemed a resignation as Operator without any action by Non-Operators, 
 
except the selection of a successor.  During the period of time the operating committee controls operations, all actions shall 
 
require the approval of two (2) or more parties owning a majority interest based on ownership as shown on Exhibit "A."  In 
 
the event there are only two (2) parties to this agreement, during the period of time the operating committee controls 
 
operations, a third party acceptable to Operator, Non-Operator and the federal bankruptcy court shall be selected as a  
 
member of the operating committee, and all actions shall require the approval of two (2) members of the operating 
 
committee without regard for their interest in the Contract Area based on Exhibit "A." 
 
C.  Employees and Contractors: 
 

The number of employees or contractors used by Operator in conducting operations hereunder, their selection, and the  
 
hours of labor and the compensation for services performed shall be determined Operator, and all such employees or  
 
contractors shall be the employees or contractors of Operator. 
 
D.  Rights and Duties of Operator: 
 

1. Competitive Rates and Use of Affiliates: All wells drilled on the Contract Area shall be drilled on a competitive 
 
contract basis at the usual rates prevailing in the area.  If it so desires, Operator may employ its own tools and equipment in 
 
the drilling of wells, but its charges therefor shall not exceed the prevailing rates in the area and the rate of such charges 
 
shall be agreed upon by the parties in writing before drilling operations are commenced, and such work shall be performed by 
 
Operator under the same terms and conditions as are customary and usual in the area in contracts of independent contractors 
 
who are doing work of a similar nature.  All work performed or materials supplied by affiliates or related parties of Operator 
 
shall be performed or supplied at competitive rates, pursuant to written agreement, and in accordance with customs and 
 
standards prevailing in  the industry. See related provisions in Article XVI regarding gathering and marketing. 
 

2. Discharge of Joint Account Obligations: Except as herein otherwise specifically provided, Operator shall promptly pay 
 
and discharge expenses incurred in the development and operation of the Contract Area pursuant to this agreement and shall 
 
charge each of the parties hereto with their respective proportionate shares upon the expense basis provided in Exhibit "C." 
 
Operator shall keep an accurate record of the joint account hereunder, showing expenses incurred and charges and credits 
 
made and received. 
 

3. Protection from Liens: Operator shall pay, or cause to be paid, as and when they become due and payable, all accounts  
 
of contractors and suppliers and wages and salaries for services rendered or performed, and for materials supplied on, to or in 
 
respect of the Contract Area or any operations for the joint account thereof, and shall keep the Contract Area free from 
 
liens and encumbrances resulting therefrom except for those resulting from a bona fide dispute as to services rendered or 
 
materials supplied. 
 

4. Custody of Funds: Operator shall hold for the account of the Non-Operators any funds of the Non-Operators advanced 
 
or paid to the Operator, either for the conduct of operations hereunder or as a result of the sale of production from the  
 
Contract Area, and such funds shall remain the funds of the Non-Operators on whose account they are advanced or paid until  
 
used for their intended purpose or otherwise delivered to the Non-Operators or applied toward the payment of debts as 
 
provided in Article VII.B.  Nothing in this paragraph shall be construed to establish a fiduciary relationship between Operator 
 
and Non-Operators for any purpose other than to account for Non-Operator funds as herein specifically provided.  Nothing in 
 
this paragraph shall require the maintenance by Operator of separate accounts for the funds of Non-Operators unless the  
 
parties otherwise specifically agree. 
              Consenting Party 

5. Access to Contract Area and Records: Operator shall, except as otherwise provided herein, permit each /Non-Operator 
              Consenting Party’s 
or its duly authorized representative, at the /Non-Operator's sole risk and cost, full and free access at all reasonable times to  
 
all operations of every kind and character being conducted for the joint account on the Contract Area and to the records of 
 
operations conducted thereon or production therefrom, including Operator's books and records relating thereto.  Such access 
 
rights shall not be exercised in a manner interfering with Operator's conduct of an operation hereunder and shall not obligate 
 
Operator to furnish any geologic or geophysical data of an interpretive nature unless the cost of preparation of such 
       Consenting Party 
interpretive data was charged to the joint account.  Operator will furnish to each /Non-Operator upon request copies of any 
 
and all reports and information obtained by Operator in connection with production and related items, including, without 
 
limitation, meter and chart reports, production purchaser statements, run tickets and monthly gauge reports, but excluding 
            Consenting Party 
purchase contracts and pricing information to the extent not applicable to the production of the /Non-Operator seeking the 
 
information.  Any audit of Operator's records relating to amounts expended and the appropriateness of such expenditures 
 
shall be conducted in accordance with the audit protocol specified in Exhibit "C." 
 

6. Filing and Furnishing Governmental Reports: Operator will file, and upon written request promptly furnish copies to 
 
each requesting Non-Operator not in default of its payment obligations, all operational notices, reports or applications 
 
required to be filed by local, State, Federal or Indian agencies or authorities having jurisdiction over operations hereunder. 
 
Each Non-Operator shall provide to Operator on a timely basis all information necessary to Operator to make such filings. 

Completed, Reworked, Recompleted, Sidetracked or Plugged Back 
7. Drilling and Testing Operations: The following provisions shall apply to each well drilled/  hereunder, including but not 

 
limited to the Initial Well: 
 

(a) Operator will promptly advise Non-Operators of the date on which the well is spudded, or the date on which 
 
drilling operations are commenced. 

 
(b)  Operator will send to Non-Operators/  such reports, test results and notices regarding the progress of operations on  the well 

      Consenting Parties    Consenting Parties 
as the Non-Operators shall reasonably request, including, but not limited to, daily drilling reports, completion reports, and well logs. 
 

(c) Operator shall adequately test all Zones encountered which may reasonably be expected to be capable of producing 
 
Oil and Gas in paying quantities as a result of examination of the electric log or any other logs or cores or tests conducted 
 
hereunder. 
 

8. Cost Estimates: Upon request of any Consenting Party, Operator shall furnish estimates of current and cumulative costs 
 
incurred for the joint account at reasonable intervals during the conduct of any operation pursuant to this agreement. 
 
Operator shall not be held liable for errors in such estimates so long as the estimates are made in good faith. 
 

9. Insurance: At all times while operations are conducted hereunder, Operator shall comply with the workers 
 
compensation law of the state where the operations are being conducted; provided, however, that Operator may be a self- 
 
insurer for liability under said compensation laws in which event the only charge that shall be made to the joint account shall  
 
be as provided in Exhibit "C."  Operator shall also carry or provide insurance for the benefit of the joint account of the parties 
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as outlined in Exhibit "D" attached hereto and made a part hereof.  Operator shall require all contractors engaged in work on 
 
or for the Contract Area to comply with the workers compensation law of the state where the operations are being conducted 
 
and to maintain such other insurance as Operator may require. 
 

In the event automobile liability insurance is specified in said Exhibit "D," or subsequently receives the approval of the 
 
parties, no direct charge shall be made by Operator for premiums paid for such insurance for Operator's automotive 
 
equipment. 
 

ARTICLE VI. 
 

DRILLING AND DEVELOPMENT 
 
A.  Initial Well: 
 

On or before the    day of   ,   , Operator shall commence the drilling of the Initial 
 
Well at the following location: 
 
   
 
and shall thereafter continue the drilling of the well with due diligence to 
 
 
 
 
The drilling of the Initial Well and the participation therein by all parties is obligatory, subject to Article VI.C.1. as to participation 
 
in Completion operations and Article VI.F. as to termination of operations and Article XI as to occurrence of force majeure. 
 
B.  Subsequent Operations: 
 

1.  Proposed Operations: If any party hereto should desire to drill any well on the Contract Area other than the Initial Well, or 
 
if any party should desire to Rework, Sidetrack, Deepen, Recomplete or Plug Back a dry hole or a well no longer capable of  
 
producing in paying quantities in which such party has not otherwise relinquished its interest in the proposed objective Zone under 
 
this agreement, the party desiring to drill, Rework, Sidetrack, Deepen, Recomplete or Plug Back such a well shall give written  
 
notice of the proposed operation to the parties who have not otherwise relinquished their interest in such objective Zone 
 
under this agreement and to all other parties in the case of a proposal for Sidetracking or Deepening, specifying the work to be 
 
performed, the location, proposed depth, objective Zone and the estimated cost of the operation.  The parties to whom such a 
 
notice is delivered shall have thirty (30) days after receipt of the notice within which to notify the party proposing to do the work 
 
whether they elect to participate in the cost of the proposed operation. In order to make a valid election to participate as a Consenting party, a 
Non-Operator must adhere to the provision in Article XVI below entitled “Cash Calls”. If a drilling rig is on location, notice of a proposal to 
 
Rework, Sidetrack, Recomplete, Plug Back or Deepen may be given by telephone and the response period shall be limited to forty- 
 
eight (48) hours, exclusive of Saturday, Sunday and legal holidays.  Failure of a party to whom such notice is delivered to reply 
 
within the period above fixed shall constitute an election by that party not to participate in the cost of the proposed operation. 
 
Any proposal by a party to conduct an operation conflicting with the operation initially proposed shall be delivered to all parties 
 
within the time and in the manner provided in Article VI.B.6. 
 

If all parties to whom such notice is delivered elect to participate in such a proposed operation, the parties shall be 
 
contractually committed to participate therein provided such operations are commenced within the time period hereafter set 
 
forth, and Operator shall, no later than ninety (90) days after expiration of the notice period of thirty (30) days (or as 
 
promptly as practicable after the expiration of the forty-eight (48) hour period when a drilling rig is on location, as the case 
 
may be), actually commence the proposed operation and thereafter complete it with due diligence at the risk and expense of 
 
the parties participating therein; provided, however, said commencement date may be extended upon written notice of same 
 
by Operator to the other parties, for a period of up to thirty (30) additional days if, in the sole opinion of Operator, such 
 
additional time is reasonably necessary to obtain permits from governmental authorities, surface rights (including rights-of- 
 
way) or appropriate drilling equipment, or to complete title examination or curative matter required for title approval or 
 
acceptance.  If the actual operation has not been commenced within the time provided (including any extension thereof as 
 
specifically permitted herein or in the force majeure provisions of Article XI) and if any party hereto still desires to conduct 
 
said operation, written notice proposing same must be resubmitted to the other parties in accordance herewith as if no prior 
 
proposal had been made.  Those parties that did not participate in the drilling of a well for which a proposal to Deepen or 
 
Sidetrack is made hereunder shall, if such parties desire to participate in the proposed Deepening or Sidetracking operation, 
 
reimburse the Drilling Parties in accordance with Article VI.B.4. in the event of a Deepening operation and in accordance 
 
with Article VI.B.5. in the event of a Sidetracking operation. No party who Non-Consents an operation to drill a well in the Contract Area 
may subsequently propose a well within the same formation in the Contract Area until the Consenting Parties have recouped the amounts 
provided for in Article VI (B) (2) (b) below. 
 

2.  Operations by Less Than All Parties 
 

(a) Determination of Participation.  If any party to whom such notice is delivered as provided in Article VI.B.1. or 
 
VI.C.1. (Option No. 2) elects not to participate in the proposed operation, then, in order to be entitled to the benefits of this 
 
Article, the party or parties giving the notice and such other parties as shall elect to participate in the operation shall, no 
 
later than ninety (90) days after the expiration of the notice period of thirty (30) days (or as promptly as practicable after the 
 
expiration of the forty-eight (48) hour period when a drilling rig is on location, as the case may be) actually commence the  
 
proposed operation and complete it with due diligence.  Operator shall perform all work for the account of the Consenting 
 
Parties; provided, however, if no drilling rig or other equipment is on location, and if Operator is a Non-Consenting Party, 
 
the Consenting Parties shall either: (i) request Operator to perform the work required by such proposed operation for the 
 
account of the Consenting Parties, or (ii) designate one of the Consenting Parties as Operator to perform such work.  The 
 
rights and duties granted to and imposed upon the Operator under this agreement are granted to and imposed upon the party  
 
designated as Operator for an operation in which the original Operator is a Non-Consenting Party.  Consenting Parties, when 
 
conducting operations on the Contract Area pursuant to this Article VI.B.2., shall comply with all terms and conditions of this 
 
agreement. 
 

If less than all parties approve any proposed operation, the proposing party, immediately after the expiration of the 
 
applicable notice period, shall advise all Parties of the total interest of the parties approving such operation and its 
 
recommendation as to whether the Consenting Parties should proceed with the operation as proposed.  Each Consenting Party, 
 
within forty-eight (48) hours (exclusive of Saturday, Sunday, and legal holidays) after delivery of such notice, shall advise the 
 
proposing party of its desire to (i) limit participation to such party's interest as shown on Exhibit "A" or (ii) carry only its 
 
proportionate part (determined by dividing such party's interest in the Contract Area by the interests of all Consenting Parties in 
 
the Contract Area) of Non-Consenting Parties' interests, or (iii) carry its proportionate part (determined as provided in (ii)) of  
 
Non-Consenting Parties' interests together with all or a portion of its proportionate part of any Non-Consenting Parties' 
 
interests that any Consenting Party did not elect to take.  Any interest of Non-Consenting Parties that is not carried by a  
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Consenting Party shall be deemed to be carried by the party proposing the operation if such party does not withdraw its 
 
proposal.  Failure to advise the proposing party within the time required shall be deemed an election under (i). In the event a 
 
drilling rig is on location, notice may be given by telephone, and the time permitted for such a response shall not exceed a  
 
total of forty-eight (48) hours (exclusive of Saturday, Sunday and legal holidays).  The proposing party, at its election, may 
 
withdraw such proposal if there is less than 100% participation and shall notify all parties of such decision within ten (10) 
 
days, or within twenty-four (24) hours if a drilling rig is on location, following expiration of the applicable response period. 
 
If 100% subscription to the proposed operation is obtained, the proposing party shall promptly notify the Consenting Parties 
 
of their proportionate interests in the operation and the party serving as Operator shall commence such operation within the 
 
period provided in Article VI.B.1., subject to the same extension right as provided therein. 

 
(b) Relinquishment of Interest for Non-Participation. The entire cost and risk of conducting such operations shall be  

 
borne by the Consenting Parties in the proportions they have elected to bear same under the terms of the preceding  
 
paragraph.  Consenting Parties shall keep the leasehold estates involved in such operations free and clear of all liens and 
 
encumbrances of every kind created by or arising from the operations of the Consenting Parties.  If such an operation results 
 
in a dry hole, then subject to Articles VI.B.6. and VI.E.3., the Consenting Parties shall plug and abandon the well and restore 

 
the surface location at their sole cost, risk and expense; provided, however, that those Non-Consenting Parties that 
 
participated in the drilling, Deepening or Sidetracking of the well shall remain liable for, and shall pay, their proportionate 
 
shares of the cost of plugging and abandoning the well and restoring the surface location insofar only as those costs were not 
 
increased by the subsequent operations of the Consenting Parties.  If any well drilled, Reworked, Sidetracked, Deepened,  
 
Recompleted or Plugged Back under the provisions of this Article results in a well capable of producing Oil and/or Gas in 

 
paying quantities, the Consenting Parties shall Complete and equip the well to produce at their sole cost and risk,  and the  
 
well shall then be turned over to Operator (if the Operator did not conduct the operation) and shall be operated by it at the 
 
expense and for the account of the Consenting Parties.  Upon commencement of operations for the drilling, Reworking, 
 
Sidetracking, Recompleting, Deepening or Plugging Back of any such well by Consenting Parties in accordance with the 
 
provisions of this Article, each Non-Consenting Party shall be deemed to have relinquished to Consenting Parties, and the  
 
Consenting Parties shall own and be entitled to receive, in proportion to their respective interests, all of such Non- 
 
Consenting Party's interest in the well and share of production therefrom or, in the case of a Reworking, Sidetracking, 
Deepening, Recompleting or Plugging Back, or a Completion pursuant to Article VI.C.1.  Option No. 2, all of such Non- 
 
Consenting Party's interest in the production obtained from the operation in which the Non-Consenting Party did not elect 
 
to participate.  Such relinquishment shall be effective until the proceeds of the sale of such share, calculated at the well, or  
 
market value thereof if such share is not sold (after deducting applicable ad valorem, production, severance, and excise taxes, 
 
royalty, overriding royalty and other interests not excepted by Article III.C. payable out of or measured by the production 
 
from such well accruing with respect to such interest until it reverts), shall equal the total of the following: 
 

(i)  100 % of each such Non-Consenting Party's share of the cost of any newly acquired surface equipment 
 
beyond the wellhead connections (including but not limited to stock tanks, separators, treaters, pumping equipment and 
 
piping), plus 100% of each such Non-Consenting Party's share of the cost of operation of the well commencing with first 
 
production and continuing until each such Non-Consenting Party's relinquished interest shall revert to it under other  
 
provisions of this Article, it being agreed that each Non-Consenting Party's share of such costs and equipment will be that 
 
interest which would have been chargeable to such Non-Consenting Party had it participated in the well from the beginning 
 
of the operations; and 
 

(ii)  300 % of (a) that portion of the costs and expenses of drilling, Reworking, Sidetracking, Deepening, 
 
Plugging Back, testing, Completing, and Recompleting, after deducting any cash contributions received under Article VIII.C., 
 
and of (b) that portion of the cost of newly acquired equipment in the well (to and including the wellhead connections), 
 
which would have been chargeable to such Non-Consenting Party if it had participated therein. 
 

Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in this Article VI.B., if the well does not reach the deepest objective Zone 
 
described in the notice proposing the well for reasons other than the encountering of granite or practically impenetrable 
 
substance or other condition in the hole rendering further operations impracticable, Operator shall give notice thereof to each 
 
Non-Consenting Party who submitted or voted for an alternative proposal under Article VI.B.6. to drill the well to a 
 
shallower Zone than the deepest objective Zone proposed in the notice under which the well was drilled, and each such Non- 
 
Consenting Party shall have the option to participate in the initial proposed Completion of the well by paying its share of the  
 
cost of drilling the well to its actual depth, calculated in the manner provided in Article VI.B.4. (a).  If any such Non- 
 
Consenting Party does not elect to participate in the first Completion proposed for such well, the relinquishment provisions 
 
of this Article VI.B.2. (b) shall apply to such party's interest. 
 

(c) Reworking, Recompleting or Plugging Back. An election not to participate in the drilling, Sidetracking or 
 
Deepening of a well shall be deemed an election not to participate in any Reworking or Plugging Back operation proposed in 
 
such a well, or portion thereof, to which the initial non-consent election applied that is conducted at any time prior to full 
 
recovery by the Consenting Parties of the Non-Consenting Party's recoupment amount.  Similarly, an election not to 
 
participate in the Completing or Recompleting of a well shall be deemed an election not to participate in any Reworking  
 
operation proposed in such a well, or portion thereof, to which the initial non-consent election applied that is conducted at 
 
any time prior to full recovery by the Consenting Parties of the Non-Consenting Party's recoupment amount.  Any such  
 
Reworking, Recompleting or Plugging Back operation conducted during the recoupment period shall be deemed part of the  
 
cost of operation of said well and there shall be added to the sums to be recouped by the Consenting Parties 300 % of 
 
that portion of the costs of the Reworking, Recompleting or Plugging Back operation which would have been chargeable to 
 
such Non-Consenting Party had it participated therein.  If such a Reworking, Recompleting or Plugging Back operation is 
 
proposed during such recoupment period, the provisions of this Article VI.B. shall be applicable as between said Consenting 
 
Parties in said well. 
 

(d) Recoupment Matters. During the period of time Consenting Parties are entitled to receive Non-Consenting Party's 
 
share of production, or the proceeds therefrom, Consenting Parties shall be responsible for the payment of all ad valorem, 
 
production, severance, excise, gathering and other taxes, and all royalty, overriding royalty and other burdens applicable to 
 
Non-Consenting Party's share of production not excepted by Article III.C. 
 

In the case of any Reworking, Sidetracking, Plugging Back, Recompleting or Deepening operation, the Consenting 
 
Parties shall be permitted to use, free of cost, all casing, tubing and other equipment in the well, but the ownership of all 
 
such equipment shall remain unchanged; and upon abandonment of a well after such Reworking, Sidetracking, Plugging Back, 
 
Recompleting or Deepening, the Consenting Parties shall account for all such equipment to the owners thereof, with each 
 
party receiving its proportionate part in kind or in value, less cost of salvage. 
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Within ninety (90) days after the completion of any operation under this Article, the party conducting the operations 

 
for the Consenting Parties shall furnish each Non-Consenting Party with an inventory of the equipment in and connected to 
 
the well, and an itemized statement of the cost of drilling, Sidetracking, Deepening, Plugging Back, testing, Completing, 
 
Recompleting, and equipping the well for production; or, at its option, the operating party, in lieu of an itemized statement 
                                                                                                                                 quarter 
of such costs of operation, may submit a detailed statement of monthly billings.  Each/  month thereafter, during the time the 
 
Consenting Parties are being reimbursed as provided above, the party conducting the operations for the Consenting Parties 
 
shall furnish the Non-Consenting Parties with an itemized statement of all costs and liabilities incurred in the operation of  
 
the well, together with a statement of the quantity of Oil and Gas produced from it and the amount of proceeds realized from  
                                                                                                        quarter 
the sale of the well's working interest production during the preceding/  month.  In determining the quantity of Oil and Gas 
 
produced during any month, Consenting Parties shall use industry accepted methods such as but not limited to metering or  
 
periodic well tests.  Any amount realized from the sale or other disposition of equipment newly acquired in connection with 
 
any such operation which would have been owned by a Non-Consenting Party had it participated therein shall be credited 
 
against the total unreturned costs of the work done and of the equipment purchased in determining when the interest of such  
 
Non-Consenting Party shall revert to it as above provided; and if there is a credit balance, it shall be paid to such Non- 
 
Consenting Party. 
 

If and when the Consenting Parties recover from a Non-Consenting Party's relinquished interest the amounts provided 
 
for above, the relinquished interests of such Non-Consenting Party shall automatically revert to it as of 7:00 a.m. on the day  
 
following the day on which such recoupment occurs, and, from and after such reversion, such Non-Consenting Party shall 
 
own the same interest in such well, the material and equipment in or pertaining thereto, and the production therefrom as 
 
such Non-Consenting Party would have been entitled to had it participated in the drilling, Sidetracking, Reworking, 
 
Deepening, Recompleting or Plugging Back of said well.  Thereafter, such Non-Consenting Party shall be charged with and  
 
shall pay its proportionate part of the further costs of the operation of said well in accordance with the terms of this 
 
agreement and Exhibit "C" attached hereto. 
 

3. Stand-By Costs: When a well which has been drilled or Deepened has reached its authorized depth and all tests have 
 
been completed and the results thereof furnished to the parties, or when operations on the well have been otherwise 
 
terminated pursuant to Article VI.F., stand-by costs incurred pending response to a party's notice proposing a Reworking, 
 
Sidetracking, Deepening, Recompleting, Plugging Back or Completing operation in such a well (including the period required 
 
under Article VI.B.6. to resolve competing proposals) shall be charged and borne as part of the drilling or Deepening  
 
operation just completed.  Stand-by costs subsequent to all parties responding, or expiration of the response time permitted, 
 
whichever first occurs, and prior to agreement as to the participating interests of all Consenting Parties pursuant to the terms 
 
of the second grammatical paragraph of Article VI.B.2. (a), shall be charged to and borne as part of the proposed operation, 
 
but if the proposal is subsequently withdrawn because of insufficient participation, such stand-by costs shall be allocated 
 
between the Consenting Parties in the proportion each Consenting Party's interest as shown on Exhibit "A" bears to the total 
 
interest as shown on Exhibit "A" of all Consenting Parties. 
 

In the event that notice for a Sidetracking operation is given while the drilling rig to be utilized is on location, any party 
 
may request and receive up to five (5) additional days after expiration of the forty-eight hour response period specified in  
 
Article VI.B.1. within which to respond by paying for all stand-by costs and other costs incurred during such extended 
 
response period; Operator may require such party to pay the estimated stand-by time in advance as a condition to extending 
 
the response period.  If more than one party elects to take such additional time to respond to the notice, standby costs shall be  
 
allocated between the parties taking additional time to respond on a day-to-day basis in the proportion each electing party's 
 
interest as shown on Exhibit "A" bears to the total interest as shown on Exhibit "A" of all the electing parties. 
 

4. Deepening: If less than all parties elect to participate in a drilling, Sidetracking, or Deepening operation proposed 
         
pursuant to Article VI.B.1., the interest relinquished by the Non-Consenting Parties to the Consenting Parties under Article 
 
VI.B.2. shall relate only and be limited to the lesser of (i) the total depth actually drilled or (ii) the objective depth or Zone 
 
of which the parties were given notice under Article VI.B.1. ("Initial Objective").  Such well shall not be Deepened beyond the  
 
Initial Objective without first complying with this Article to afford the Non-Consenting Parties the opportunity to participate 
 
in the Deepening operation. 
 

In the event any Consenting Party desires to drill or Deepen a Non-Consent Well to a depth below the Initial Objective, 
 
such party shall give notice thereof, complying with the requirements of Article VI.B.1., to all parties (including Non- 
 
Consenting Parties).  Thereupon, Articles VI.B.1. and 2. shall apply and all parties receiving such notice shall have the right to 
 
participate or not participate in the Deepening of such well pursuant to said Articles VI.B.1. and 2.  If a Deepening operation 
 
is approved pursuant to such provisions, and if any Non-Consenting Party elects to participate in the Deepening operation, 
 
such Non-Consenting party shall pay or make reimbursement (as the case may be) of the following costs and expenses. 
 

(a) If the proposal to Deepen is made prior to the Completion of such well as a well capable of producing in paying 
 
quantities, such Non-Consenting Party shall pay (or reimburse Consenting Parties for, as the case may be) that share of costs 
 
and expenses incurred in connection with the drilling of said well from the surface to the Initial Objective which Non- 
 
Consenting Party would have paid had such Non-Consenting Party agreed to participate therein, plus the Non-Consenting 
 
Party's share of the cost of Deepening and of participating in any further operations on the well in accordance with the other 
 
provisions of this Agreement; provided, however, all costs for testing and Completion or attempted Completion of the well 
 
incurred by Consenting Parties prior to the point of actual operations to Deepen beyond the Initial Objective shall be for the  
 
sole account of Consenting Parties. 
 

(b) If the proposal is made for a Non-Consent Well that has been previously Completed as a well capable of producing 
 
in paying quantities, but is no longer capable of producing in paying quantities, such Non-Consenting Party shall pay (or 
 
reimburse Consenting Parties for, as the case may be) its proportionate share of all costs of drilling, Completing, and 
 
equipping said well from the surface to the Initial Objective, calculated in the manner provided in paragraph (a) above, less 
 
those costs recouped by the Consenting Parties from the sale of production from the well.  The Non-Consenting Party shall 
 
also pay its proportionate share of all costs of re-entering said well.  The Non-Consenting Parties' proportionate part (based 
 
on the percentage of such well Non-Consenting Party would have owned had it previously participated in such Non-Consent 
 
Well) of the costs of salvable materials and equipment remaining in the hole and salvable surface equipment used in 
 
connection with such well shall be determined in accordance with Exhibit "C."  If the Consenting Parties have recouped the 
 
cost of drilling, Completing, and equipping the well at the time such Deepening operation is conducted, then a Non- 
 
Consenting Party may participate in the Deepening of the well with no payment for costs incurred prior to re-entering the  
 
well for Deepening 
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The foregoing shall not imply a right of any Consenting Party to propose any Deepening for a Non-Consent Well prior 

 
to the drilling of such well to its Initial Objective without the consent of the other Consenting Parties as provided in Article 
 
VI.F. 
 If Less than all the Consenting Parties to the drilling of Horizontal or Multi Well Pad Drilling Operation, elect to 
participate in an operation to Extend a Lateral, proposed pursuant to Article VI.B.1, within an existing Lateral of such Horizontal or 
Multi Well Pad Drilling Operation, the interest relinquished by the Non-Consenting Parties to the Consenting Parties under Article 
VI.B.2 shall be all of such Non-Consenting Party’s interest in such Horizontal or Multi Well Pad Drilling Operation, until such time 
as the requisite percentage of such Non-Consenting Party’s proportionate share of the costs of such operation to Extend a Lateral 
has been recouped by the Consenting Parties, pursuant to Section VI.B.2(b)(ii); provided, however, that any operation to Extend a 
Lateral which increases the Lateral’s length in such well by greater than 10% shall require a new election to each Non-Consenting 
Party as to whether such Non-Consenting Party desires to change its election and participate in the operation. However, such 
election (i) must be made within 48 hours of receipt of such election notice; (ii) must be made without any information obtained 
during the operation then at issue; and (iii) shall be deemed effective as of the date of first operations so that the applicable Party is 
obligated for its share of all costs and expenses of the entire operation. 
 

5. Sidetracking: Any party having the right to participate in a proposed Sidetracking operation that does not own an 
 
interest in the affected wellbore at the time of the notice shall, upon electing to participate, tender to the wellbore owners its 
 
proportionate share (equal to its interest in the Sidetracking operation) of the value of that portion of the existing wellbore 
 
to be utilized as follows: 
 

(a) If the proposal is for Sidetracking an existing dry hole, reimbursement shall be on the basis of the actual costs 
 
incurred in the initial drilling of the well down to the depth at which the Sidetracking operation is initiated. 
 

(b) If the proposal is for Sidetracking a well which has previously produced, reimbursement shall be on the basis of 
 
such party's proportionate share of drilling and equipping costs incurred in the initial drilling of the well down to the depth 
 
at which the Sidetracking operation is conducted, calculated in the manner described in Article VI.B.4(b) above.  Such party's 
 
proportionate share of the cost of the well's salvable materials and equipment down to the depth at which the Sidetracking 
 
operation is initiated shall be determined in accordance with the provisions of Exhibit "C." 
 This Article VI.B.5, “Sidetracking” shall not apply to operations in an existing Lateral of a Horizontal or Multi Well Pad 
Drilling Operation.  Drilling operations which are intended to recover penetration of the objective formation(s) which are conducted 
in a Horizontal or Multi Well Pad Drilling Operation shall be considered as included in the original proposed drilling operations. 
 

6. Order of Preference of Operations. Except as otherwise specifically provided in this agreement, if any party desires to 
 
propose the conduct of an operation that conflicts with a proposal that has been made by a party under this Article VI, such 
 
party shall have fifteen (15) days from delivery of the initial proposal, in the case of a proposal to drill a well or to perform 
               inclusive 
an operation on a well where no drilling rig is on location, or twenty-four (24) hours, exclusive of Saturday, Sunday and legal 
 
holidays, from delivery of the initial proposal, if a drilling rig is on location for the well on which such operation is to be 
 
conducted, to deliver to all parties entitled to participate in the proposed operation such party's alternative proposal, such 
 
alternate proposal to contain the same information required to be included in the initial proposal.  Each party receiving such 
 
proposals shall elect by delivery of notice to Operator within five (5) days after expiration of the proposal period, or within 
    inclusive 
twenty-four (24) hours (exclusive of Saturday, Sunday and legal holidays) if a drilling rig is on location for the well that is the 
 
subject of the proposals, to participate in one of the competing proposals.  Any party not electing within the time required 
 
shall be deemed not to have voted.  The proposal receiving the vote of parties owning the largest aggregate percentage 
 
interest of the parties voting shall have priority over all other competing proposals; in the case of a tie vote, the initial proposal shall prevail. 
Operator shall deliver notice of such result to all parties entitled to participate in the operation 
 
within five (5) days after expiration of the election period (or within twenty-four (24) hours, exclusive of Saturday, Sunday 
 
and legal holidays, if a drilling rig is on location).  Each party shall then have two (2) days (or twenty-four (24) hours if a rig 
 
is on location) from receipt of such notice to elect by delivery of notice to Operator to participate in such operation or to  
 
relinquish interest in the affected well pursuant to the provisions of Article VI.B.2.; failure by a party to deliver notice within 
 
such period shall be deemed an election not to participate in the prevailing proposal. 
 

7. Conformity to Spacing Pattern. Notwithstanding the provisions of this Article VI.B.2., it is agreed that no wells shall be 
 
proposed to be drilled to or Completed in or produced from a Zone from which a well located elsewhere on the Contract 

as directed by applicable governmental authority 
Area is producing, unless such well conforms to the then-existing well spacing pattern for such Zone/ . 
 

8. Paying Wells. No party shall conduct any Reworking, Deepening, Plugging Back, Completion, Recompletion, or 
 
Sidetracking operation under this agreement with respect to any well then capable of producing in paying quantities except  

 
with the consent of all parties that have not relinquished interests in the well at the time of such operation. 
 
C.  Completion of Wells; Reworking and Plugging Back: 

 
1. Completion: Without the consent of all parties, no well shall be drilled, Deepened or Sidetracked, except any well 

 
drilled, Deepened or Sidetracked pursuant to the provisions of Article VI.B.2.  of this agreement.  Consent to the drilling, 
 
Deepening or Sidetracking shall include: 
 

 Option No. 1: All necessary expenditures for the drilling, Deepening or Sidetracking, testing, Completing and 
 

equipping of the well, including necessary tankage and/or surface facilities.  For any Horizontal or Multi Well Pad 
Drilling Operation subject to this Agreement, Completion operations shall also be included in the proposed 
drilling operations for such well i.e. in the AFE. 

          
 Option No. 2: All necessary expenditures for the drilling, Deepening or Sidetracking and testing of the well. When 

 
such well has reached its authorized depth, and all logs, cores and other tests have been completed, and the results 

 
thereof furnished to the parties, Operator shall give immediate notice to the Non-Operators having the right to 

 
  participate in a Completion attempt whether or not Operator recommends attempting to Complete the well, 
 
  together with Operator's AFE for Completion costs if not previously provided.  The parties receiving such notice 
    
  shall have forty-eight (48) hours (exclusive of Saturday, Sunday and legal holidays) in which to elect by delivery of  
 
  notice to Operator to participate in a recommended Completion attempt or to make a Completion proposal with an  
 
  accompanying AFE.  Operator shall deliver any such Completion proposal, or any Completion proposal conflicting 
 
  with Operator's proposal, to the other parties entitled to participate in such Completion in accordance with the 
 
  procedures specified in Article VI.B.6.  Election to participate in a Completion attempt shall include consent to all 
 
  necessary expenditures for the Completing and equipping of such well, including necessary tankage and/or surface  
 
  facilities but excluding any stimulation operation not contained on the Completion AFE.  Failure of any party 
 
  receiving such notice to reply within the period above fixed shall constitute an election by that party not to  
 
  participate in the cost of the Completion attempt; provided, that Article VI.B.6. shall control in the case of  
 
  conflicting Completion proposals.  If one or more, but less than all of the parties, elect to attempt a Completion, the 
 
  provision of Article VI.B.2. hereof (the phrase "Reworking, Sidetracking, Deepening, Recompleting or Plugging  
  
  Back" as contained in Article VI.B.2. shall be deemed to include "Completing") shall apply to the operations 
 
  thereafter conducted by less than all parties; provided, however, that Article VI.B.2. shall apply separately to each 
 
  separate Completion or Recompletion attempt undertaken hereunder, and an election to become a Non-Consenting 
 
  Party as to one Completion or Recompletion attempt shall not prevent a party from becoming a Consenting Party 
 
  in subsequent Completion or Recompletion attempts regardless whether the Consenting Parties as to earlier 
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  Completions or Recompletion have recouped their costs pursuant to Article VI.B.2.; provided further, that any  
 
  recoupment of costs by a Consenting Party shall be made solely from the production attributable to the Zone in 
 
  which the Completion attempt is made.  Election by a previous Non-Consenting party to participate in a subsequent 
 
  Completion or Recompletion attempt shall require such party to pay its proportionate share of the cost of salvable 
 
  materials and equipment installed in the well pursuant to the previous Completion or Recompletion attempt, 
 
  insofar and only insofar as such materials and equipment benefit the Zone in which such party participates in a  
 

Completion attempt.   
 

2. Rework, Recomplete or Plug Back: No well shall be Reworked, Recompleted or Plugged Back except a well Reworked, 
 
Recompleted, or Plugged Back pursuant to the provisions of Article VI.B.2. of this agreement.  Consent to the Reworking, 
 
Recompleting or Plugging Back of a well shall include all necessary expenditures in conducting such operations and 
 
Completing and equipping of said well, including necessary tankage and/or surface facilities. 
 
D.  Other Operations: 
 

Operator shall not undertake any single project reasonably estimated to require an expenditure in excess of Seventy-Five Thousand      
  
               and no/100 ---------------------------------------------------------------------  Dollars ($  75,000.00         ) except in connection with the  
 
drilling, Sidetracking, Reworking, Deepening, Completing, Recompleting or Plugging Back of a well that has been previously 
 
authorized by or pursuant to this agreement; provided, however, that, in case of explosion, fire, flood or other sudden 
 
emergency, whether of the same or different nature, Operator may take such steps and incur such expenses as in its opinion  
 
are required to deal with the emergency to safeguard life and property but Operator, as promptly as possible, shall report the 
 
emergency to the other parties.  If Operator prepares an AFE for its own use, Operator shall furnish any Non-Operator so 
 
requesting an information copy thereof for any single project costing in excess of Seventy-Five Thousand and no/100                  Dollars 
 
,($  75,000.00                                    ).  Any party who has not relinquished its interest in a well shall have the right to propose that 
 
Operator perform repair work or undertake the installation of artificial lift equipment or ancillary production facilities such as 
 
salt water disposal wells or to conduct additional work with respect to a well drilled hereunder or other similar project (but 
 
not including the installation of gathering lines or other transportation or marketing facilities, the installation of which shall 
 
be governed by separate agreement between the parties) reasonably estimated to require an expenditure in excess of the  
 
amount first set forth above in this Article VI.D. (except in connection with an operation required to be proposed under 
 
Articles VI.B.1. or VI.C.1. Option No. 2, which shall be governed exclusively be those Articles).  Operator shall deliver such 
 
proposal to all parties entitled to participate therein.  If within thirty (30) days thereof Operator secures the written consent  
 
of any party or parties owning at least   50 % of the interests of the parties entitled to participate in such operation, 
 
each party having the right to participate in such project shall be bound by the terms of such proposal and shall be obligated 
 
to pay its proportionate share of the costs of the proposed project as if it had consented to such project pursuant to the terms 
 
of the proposal. 
 
E.  Abandonment of Wells: 
 

1.  Abandonment of Dry Holes: Except for any well drilled or Deepened pursuant to Article VI.B.2., any well which has 
 

been drilled or Deepened under the terms of this agreement and is proposed to be completed as a dry hole shall not be 
 
plugged and abandoned without the consent of those Consenting Parties owning an aggregate majority working interest in such well.   
 
Should Operator, after diligent effort, be unable to contact any party, or should any party fail to reply within forty-eight (48) hours  
 
(exclusive of Saturday, Sunday and legal holidays) after delivery of notice of the proposal to plug and abandon such well, such party shall be  
 
deemed to have consented to the proposed abandonment.  All such wells shall be plugged and abandoned in accordance with applicable regulations  
 
and at the cost, risk and expense of the parties who participated in the cost of drilling or Deepening such well.  Any party who objects to 
 
plugging and abandoning such well by notice delivered to Operator within forty-eight (48) hours (exclusive of Saturday, 
 
Sunday and legal holidays) after delivery of notice of the proposed plugging shall take over the well as of the end of such 
 
forty-eight (48) hour notice period and conduct further operations in search of Oil and/or Gas subject to the provisions of 
 
Article VI.B.; failure of such party to provide proof reasonably satisfactory to Operator of its financial capability to conduct 
 
such operations or to take over the well within such period or thereafter to conduct operations on such well or plug and  
 
abandon such well shall entitle Operator to retain or take possession of the well and plug and abandon the well.  The party 
 
taking over the well shall indemnify Operator (if Operator is an abandoning party) and the other abandoning parties against 
 
liability for any further operations conducted on such well except for the costs of plugging and abandoning the well and  
 
restoring the surface, for which the abandoning parties shall remain proportionately liable. 
 

2. Abandonment of Wells That Have Produced: Except for any well in which a Non-Consent operation has been  
 
conducted hereunder for which the Consenting Parties have not been fully reimbursed as herein provided, any well which has 
 
been completed as a producer shall not be plugged and abandoned without the consent of the Consenting Parties owning an aggregate 85%  
Working Interest in the pertinent well.  If all such parties consent to such abandonment, the well shall be plugged and abandoned  
 
in accordance with applicable regulations and at the cost, risk 
 
and expense of all the parties hereto.  Failure of a party to reply within sixty (60) days of delivery of notice of proposed 
 
abandonment shall be deemed an election to consent to the proposal.  If, within sixty (60) days after delivery of notice of the 
 
proposed abandonment of any well, all required parties do not agree to the abandonment of such well, those wishing to continue its 
 
operation from the Zone then open to production shall be obligated to take over the well as of the expiration of the  
 
applicable notice period and shall indemnify Operator (if Operator is an abandoning party) and the other abandoning parties 
 
against liability for any further operations on the well conducted by such parties.  Failure of such party or parties to provide 
 
proof reasonably satisfactory to Operator of their financial capability to conduct such operations or to take over the well 
 
within the required period or thereafter to conduct operations on such well shall entitle operator to retain or take possession 
 
of such well and plug and abandon the well. 
 

Parties taking over a well as provided herein shall tender to each of the other parties its proportionate share of the value of 
 
the well's salvable material and equipment, determined in accordance with the provisions of Exhibit "C," less the estimated cost 
 
of salvaging and the estimated cost of plugging and abandoning and restoring the surface; provided, however, that in the event 
 
the estimated plugging and abandoning and surface restoration costs and the estimated cost of salvaging are higher than the 
 
value of the well's salvable material and equipment, each of the abandoning parties shall tender to the parties continuing 
 
operations their proportionate shares of the estimated excess cost.  Each abandoning party shall assign to the non-abandoning 
 
parties, without warranty, express or implied, as to title or as to quantity, or fitness for use of the equipment and material, all 
 
of its interest in the wellbore of the well and related equipment, together with its interest in the Leasehold insofar and only 
 
insofar as such Leasehold covers the right to obtain production from that wellbore in the Zone then open to production.  If the  
 
interest of the abandoning party is or includes and Oil and Gas Interest, such party shall execute and deliver to the non- 
 
abandoning party or parties an oil and gas lease, limited to the wellbore and the Zone then open to production, for a term of  
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one (1) year and so long thereafter as Oil and/or Gas is produced from the Zone covered thereby, such lease to be on the form 

 
attached as Exhibit "B."  The assignments or leases so limited shall encompass the Drilling Unit upon which the well is located./  
 
The payments by, and the assignments or leases to, the assignees shall be in a ratio based upon the relationship of their 
 
respective percentage of participation in the Contract Area to the aggregate of the percentages of participation in the Contract 
 
Area of all assignees.  There shall be no readjustment of interests in the remaining portions of the Contract Area. 
 

Thereafter, abandoning parties shall have no further responsibility, liability, or interest in the operation of or production  
 
from the well in the Zone then open other than the royalties retained in any lease made under the terms of this Article.  Upon 
 
request, Operator shall continue to operate the assigned well for the account of the non-abandoning parties at the rates and 
 
charges contemplated by this agreement, plus any additional cost and charges which may arise as the result of the separate 
 
ownership of the assigned well.  Upon proposed abandonment of the producing Zone assigned or leased, the assignor or lessor 
 
shall then have the option to repurchase its prior interest in the well (using the same valuation formula) and participate in 
 
further operations therein subject to the provisions hereof. 
 

3. Abandonment of Non-Consent Operations: The provisions of Article VI.E.1. or VI.E.2. above shall be applicable as 
 
between Consenting Parties in the event of the proposed abandonment of any well excepted from said Articles; provided, 
 
however, no well shall be permanently plugged and abandoned unless and until all parties having the right to conduct further 
 
operations therein have been notified of the proposed abandonment and afforded the opportunity to elect to take over the well 
 
in accordance with the provisions of this Article VI.E.; and provided further, that Non-Consenting Parties who own an interest 
 
in a portion of the well shall pay their proportionate shares of abandonment and surface restoration cost for such well as 
 
provided in Article VI.B.2.(b). 
 
 
 
F.  Termination of Operations: 
 

Upon the commencement of an operation for the drilling, Reworking, Sidetracking, Plugging Back, Deepening, testing, 
 
Completion or plugging of a well, including but not limited to the Initial Well, such operation shall not be terminated without 
                                    greater than 
consent of parties bearing/ 50 % of the costs of such operation; provided, however, that in the event granite or other 
 
practically impenetrable substance or condition in the hole is encountered which renders further operations impractical, 
 
Operator may discontinue operations and give notice of such condition in the manner provided in Article VI.B.1, and the  
 
provisions of Article VI.B. or VI.E. shall thereafter apply to such operation, as appropriate. Operator may, in its sound discretion and with 
the agreement at the Consenting Parties, cease drilling any Lateral prior to reaching the Total Measured Depth set out in the 
relevant AFE and Complete such well w/o any obligation to any Non-Consenting Parties, provided that such lateral has been drilled 
into the objective formation and drilled to at least 50% of the proposed Lateral length. In such a case, the Consenting Parties shall 
still be entitled to the recoupment provided for under Article VI (B) (2) (b). However, nothing in the foregoing shall impede of 
diminish Operator’s other rights herein to abandon an operation at an earlier stage if prudent to do so; i.e. this pertains solely to 
Non-Consent recoupment matters. 
 
G.  Taking Production in Kind: 
 
  Option No. 1: Gas Balancing Agreement Attached 

 
Each party shall have the option to take in kind or separately dispose of its proportionate share of all Oil and Gas produced from the  

 
Contract Area, exclusive of production which may be used in development and producing operations and in preparing and  
 
treating Oil and Gas for marketing purposes and production unavoidably lost.  Any extra expenditure incurred in the taking 
 
in kind or separate disposition by any party of its proportionate share of the production shall be borne by such party.  Any 
 
party taking its share of production in kind shall be required to pay for only its proportionate share of such part of  
 
Operator's surface facilities which it uses. 
 

Each party shall execute such division orders and contracts as may be necessary for the sale of its interest in  
 
production from the Contract Area, and, except as provided in Article VII.B., shall be entitled to receive payment directly from the  
 
purchaser thereof for its share of all production. 
 

If any party fails to make the arrangements necessary to take in kind or separately dispose of its proportionate 
 
share of the Oil produced from the Contract Area, Operator shall have the right, subject to the revocation at will by 
 
the party owning it, but not the obligation, to purchase such Oil or sell it to others at any time and from time to  
 
time, for the account of the non-taking party.  Any such purchase or sale by Operator may be terminated by 
 
Operator upon at least ten (10) days written notice to the owner of said production and shall be subject always to 
     ninety (90) 
the right of the owner of the production upon at least ten (10) days written notice to Operator to exercise at any 
 
time its right to take in kind, or separately dispose of, its share of all Oil not previously delivered to a purchaser. 
 
Any purchase or sale by Operator of any other party's share of Oil shall be only for such reasonable periods of time 
 
as are consistent with the minimum needs of the industry under the particular circumstances., but in no event for a  
 
period in excess of one (1) year. 
 

Any such sale by Operator shall be in a manner commercially reasonable under the circumstances but Operator 
 
shall have no duty to share any existing market or to obtain a price equal to that received under any existing 
 
market.  The sale or delivery by Operator of a non-taking party's share of Oil under the terms of any existing 
 
contract of Operator shall not give the non-taking party any interest in or make the non-taking party a party to said 
 
contract.  No purchase shall be made by Operator without first giving the non-taking party at least ten (10) days 
 
written notice of such intended purchase and the price to be paid or the pricing basis to be used. 
 

All parties shall give timely written notice to Operator of their Gas marketing arrangements for the following 
 
month, excluding price, and shall notify Operator immediately in the event of a change in such arrangements. 
 
Operator shall maintain records of all marketing arrangements, and of volumes actually sold or transported, which 
 
records shall be made available to Non-Operators upon reasonable request. 
 

In the event one or more parties' separate disposition of its share of the Gas causes split-stream deliveries to separate 
 
pipelines and/or deliveries which on a day-to-day basis for any reason are not exactly equal to a party's respective proportion- 
 
ate share of total Gas sales to be allocated to it, the balancing or accounting between the parties shall be in accordance with 
 
any Gas balancing agreement between the parties hereto, whether such an agreement is attached as Exhibit "E" or is a 
 
separate agreement.  Operator shall give notice to all parties of the first sales of Gas from any well under this agreement. 
 

 Option No. 2: No Gas Balancing Agreement: 
 

Each party shall take in kind or separately dispose of its proportionate share of all Oil and Gas produced from 
 
the Contract Area, exclusive of production which may be used in development and producing operations and in  
 
preparing and treating Oil and Gas for marketing purposes and production unavoidably lost.  Any extra expenditures 
 
incurred in the taking in kind or separate disposition by any party of its proportionate share of the production shall 
 
be borne by such party.  Any party taking its share of production in kind shall be required to pay for only its  
 
proportionate share of such part of Operator's surface facilities which it uses. 
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Each party shall execute such division orders and contracts as may be necessary for the sale of its interest in 

 
production from the Contract Area, and, except as provided in Article VII.B., shall be entitled to receive payment 
 
directly from the purchaser thereof for its share of all production. 
 

If any party fails to make the arrangements necessary to take in kind or separately dispose of its proportionate 
 
share of the Oil and/or Gas produced from the Contract Area, Operator shall have the right, subject to the  
 
revocation at will by the party owning it, but not the obligation, to purchase such Oil and/or Gas or sell it to others 
 
at any time and from time to time, for the account of the non-taking party.  Any such purchase or sale by Operator 
 
may be terminated by Operator upon at least ten (10) days written notice to the owner of said production and shall 
 
be subject always to the right of the owner of the production upon at least ten (10) days written notice to Operator 
 
to exercise its right to take in kind, or separately dispose of, its share of all Oil and/or Gas not previously delivered 
 
to a purchaser; provided, however, that the effective date of any such revocation may be deferred at Operator's 
 
election for a period not to exceed ninety (90) days if Operator has committed such production to a purchase 
 
contract having a term extending beyond such ten (10) -day period.  Any purchase or sale by Operator of any other 
 
party's share of Oil and/or Gas shall be only for such reasonable periods of time as are consistent with the  
 
minimum needs of the industry under the particular circumstances, but in no event for a period in excess of one (1) 
 
year. 
 

Any such sale by Operator shall be in a manner commercially reasonable under the circumstances, but Operator 
 
shall have no duty to share any existing market or transportation arrangement or to obtain a price or transportation 
 
fee equal to that received under any existing market or transportation arrangement.  The sale or delivery by 
 
Operator of a non-taking party's share of production under the terms of any existing contract of Operator shall not 
 
give the non-taking party any interest in or make the non-taking party a party to said contract.  No purchase of Oil 
 
and Gas and no sale of Gas shall be made by Operator without first giving the non-taking party ten days written 
 
notice of such intended purchase or sale and the price to be paid or the pricing basis to be used. Operator shall give 
 
notice to all parties of the first sale of Gas from any well under this Agreement. 
 

All parties shall give timely written notice to Operator of their Gas marketing arrangements for the following  
month, excluding price, and shall notify Operator immediately in the event of a change in such arrangements. 
Operator shall maintain records of all marketing arrangements, and of volumes actually sold or transported, which 
records shall be made available to Non-Operators upon reasonable request. See the provisions in Article XVI regarding 
Operator’s marketing of Non-Operator’s share of production. 
 

ARTICLE VII. 
 

EXPENDITURES AND LIABILITY OF PARTIES 
 
A.  Liability of Parties: 
 

The liability of the parties shall be several, not joint or collective. Each party shall be responsible only for its obligations, 
 
and shall be liable only for its proportionate share of the costs of developing the operating the Contract Area.  Accordingly, the 
 
liens granted among the parties in Article VII.B. are given to secure only the debts of each severally, and no party shall have 
 
any liability to third parties hereunder to satisfy the default of any other party in the payment of any expense or obligation 
 
hereunder.  It is not the intention of the parties to create, nor shall this agreement be construed as creating, a mining or other 
 
partnership, joint venture, agency relationship or association, or to render the parties liable as partners, co-venturers, or 
 
principals.  In their relations with each other under this agreement, the parties shall not be considered fiduciaries or to have  
 
established a confidential relationship but rather shall be free to act on an arm's-length basis in accordance with their own 
 
respective self-interest, subject, however, to the obligation of the parties to act in good faith in their dealings with each other  
 
with respect to activities hereunder. 
 
B.  Liens and Security Interests: 
 

Each party grants to the other parties hereto a lien upon any interest it now owns or hereafter acquires in Oil and Gas 
 
Leases and Oil and Gas Interests in the Contract Area, and a security interest and/or purchase money security interest in any 
 
interest it now owns or hereafter acquires in the personal property and fixtures on or used or obtained for use in connection 
 
therewith, to secure performance of all of its obligations under this agreement including but not limited to payment of expense, 
 
interest and fees, the proper disbursement of all monies paid hereunder, the assignment or relinquishment of interest in Oil 
 
and Gas Leases as required hereunder, and the proper performance of operations hereunder.  Such lien and security interest 
 
granted by each party hereto shall include such party's leasehold interests, working interests, operating rights, and royalty and 
 
overriding royalty interests in the Contract Area now owned or hereafter acquired and in lands pooled or unitized therewith or 
 
otherwise becoming subject to this agreement, the Oil and Gas when extracted therefrom and equipment situated thereon or 
 
used or obtained for use in connection therewith (including, without limitation, all wells, tools, and tubular goods), and accounts 
 
(including, without limitation, accounts arising from gas imbalances or from the sale of Oil and/or Gas at the wellhead), 
 
contract rights, inventory and general intangibles relating thereto or arising therefrom, and all proceeds and products of the  
 
foregoing. 
 

To perfect the lien and security agreement provided herein, each party hereto shall execute and acknowledge the recording 
 
supplement and/or any financing statement prepared and submitted by any party hereto in conjunction herewith or at any time 
 
following execution hereof, and Operator is authorized to file this agreement or the recording supplement executed herewith as 
 
a lien or mortgage in the applicable real estate records and as a financing statement with the proper officer under the Uniform 
 
Commercial Code in the state in which the Contract Area is situated and such other states as Operator shall deem appropriate 
 
to perfect the security interest granted hereunder.  Any party may file this agreement, the recording supplement executed 
 
herewith, or such other documents as it deems necessary as a lien or mortgage in the applicable real estate records and/or a  
 
financing statement with the proper officer under the Uniform Commercial Code. 
 

Each party represents and warrants to the other parties hereto that the lien and security interest granted by such party to 
 
the other parties shall be a first and prior lien, and each party hereby agrees to maintain the priority of said lien and security 
 
interest against all persons acquiring an interest in Oil and Gas Leases and Interests covered by this agreement by, through or  
 
under such party.  All parties acquiring an interest in Oil and Gas Leases and Oil and Gas Interests covered by this agreement, 
 
whether by assignment, merger, mortgage, operation of law, or otherwise, shall be deemed to have taken subject 
 
to the lien and security interest granted by this Article VII.B. as to all obligations attributable to such interest hereunder 
 
whether or not such obligations arise before or after such interest is acquired. 
 

To the extent that parties have a security interest under the Uniform Commercial Code of the state in which the 
 
Contract Area is situated, they shall be entitled to exercise the rights and remedies of a secured party under the Code. 
 
The bringing of a suit and the obtaining of judgment by a party for the secured indebtedness shall not be deemed an 
 
election of remedies or otherwise affect the lien rights or security interest as security for the payment thereof.  In 
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addition, upon default by any party in the payment of its share of expenses, interests or fees, or upon the improper use 
 
of funds by the Operator, the other parties shall have the right, without prejudice to other rights or remedies, to collect 
 
from the purchaser the proceeds from the sale of such defaulting party's share of Oil and Gas until the amount owed by 
 
such party, plus interest as provided in "Exhibit C," has been received, and shall have the right to offset the amount 
 
owed against the proceeds from the sale of such defaulting party's share of Oil and Gas.  All purchasers of production 
 
may rely on a notification of default from the non-defaulting party or parties stating the amount due as a result of the  
 
default, and all parties waive any recourse available against purchasers for releasing production proceeds as provided in  
 
this paragraph. 
 

If any party fails to pay its share of cost within one hundred twenty (120) days after rendition of a statement therefor by 
 
Operator, the non-defaulting parties, including Operator, shall upon request by Operator, pay the unpaid amount in the  
 
proportion that the interest of each such party bears to the interest of all such parties.  The amount paid by each party so 
 
paying its share of the unpaid amount shall be secured by the liens and security rights described in Article VII.B., and each 
 
paying party may independently pursue any remedy available hereunder or otherwise. 
 

If any party does not perform all of its obligations hereunder, and the failure to perform subjects such party to foreclosure 
 
or execution proceedings pursuant to the provisions of this agreement, to the extent allowed by governing law, the defaulting 
 
party waives any available right of redemption from and after the date of judgment, any required valuation or appraisement 
 
of the mortgaged or secured property prior to sale, any available right to stay execution or to require a marshaling of assets 
 
and any required bond in the event a receiver is appointed.  In addition, to the extent permitted by applicable law, each party 
 
hereby grants to the other parties a power of sale as to any property that is subject to the lien and security rights granted 
 
hereunder, such power to be exercised in the manner provided by applicable law or otherwise in a commercially reasonable  
 
manner and upon reasonable notice. 
 

Each party agrees that the other parties shall be entitled to utilize the provisions of Oil and Gas lien law or other lien 
 
law of any state in which the Contract Area is situated to enforce the obligations of each party hereunder.  Without limiting 
 
the generality of the foregoing, to the extent permitted by applicable law, Non-Operators agree that Operator may invoke or 
 
utilize the mechanics' or materialmen's lien law of the state in which the Contract Area is situated in order to secure the 
 
payment to Operator of any sum due hereunder for services performed or materials supplied by Operator. 
 
C.  Advances: This provision is supplemented by an analogue provision in Article XVI. 
 

Operator, at its election, shall have the right from time to time to demand and receive from one or more of the other 
 
parties payment in advance of their respective shares of the estimated amount of the expense to be incurred in operations 

 
hereunder during the next succeeding month/ , which right may be exercised only by submission to each such party of an 
 
itemized statement of such estimated expense, together with an invoice for its share thereof.  Each such statement and invoice 

 
for the payment in advance of estimated expense shall be submitted on or before the 20th day of the next preceding month/ . 
       thirty (30) 
Each party shall pay to Operator its proportionate share of such estimate within /fifteen (15) days after such estimate and  
 
invoice is received.  If any party fails to pay its share of said estimate within said time, the amount due shall bear interest as 
 
provided in Exhibit "C" until paid.  Proper adjustment shall be made monthly between advances and actual expense to the end 
 
that each party shall bear and pay its proportionate share of actual expenses incurred, and no more. 
 
D.  Defaults and Remedies: 
 

If any party fails to discharge any financial obligation under this agreement, including without limitation the failure to  
 
make any advance under the preceding Article VII.C. or any other provision of this agreement, within the period required for 
 
such payment hereunder, then in addition to the remedies provided in Article VII.B. or elsewhere in this agreement, the 
 
remedies specified below shall be applicable.  For purposes of this Article VII.D., all notices and elections shall be delivered 
 
only by Operator, except that Operator shall deliver any such notice and election requested by a non-defaulting Non-Operator, 
 
and when Operator is the party in default, the applicable notices and elections can be delivered by any Non-Operator. 
 
Election of any one or more of the following remedies shall not preclude the subsequent use of any other remedy specified 
 
below or otherwise available to a non-defaulting party. Operator shall be entitled (but not required) to enforce the default remedies 
herein against any given Non-Operator who has committed a material default under any other agreement pertaining to lands and / 
or  interests in Duchesne or Uintah Counties, Utah, between such Non-Operator and Operator. Similarly, if Operator defaults under 
this Agreement, Non-Operator may treat same as a default under or breach of other agreements pertaining to lands and / or 
interests in Duchesne or Uintah Counties, Utah, between Non-Operator and that particular Operator. 
 

1. Suspension of Rights: Any party may deliver to the party in default a Notice of Default, which shall specify the default, 
 
specify the action to be taken to cure the default, and specify that failure to take such action will result in the exercise of one 
 
or more of the remedies provided in this Article.  If the default is not cured within thirty (30) days of the delivery of such 
 
Notice of Default, all of the rights of the defaulting party granted by this agreement may upon notice be suspended until the  
 
default is cured, without prejudice to the right of the non-defaulting party or parties to continue to enforce the obligations of  
 
the defaulting party previously accrued or thereafter accruing under this agreement.  If Operator is the party in default, the 
 
Non-Operators shall have in addition the right, by vote of Non-Operators owning a majority in interest in the Contract Area 
 
after excluding the voting interest of Operator, to appoint a new Operator effective immediately.  The rights of a defaulting 
 
party that may be suspended hereunder at the election of the non-defaulting parties shall include, without limitation, the right 
 
to receive information as to any operation conducted hereunder during the period of such default, the right to elect to 
 
participate in an operation proposed under Article VI.B. of this agreement, the right to participate in an operation being 
 
conducted under this agreement even if the party has previously elected to participate in such operation, and the right to  
 
receive proceeds of production from any well subject to this agreement. 
 

2. Suit for Damages: Non-defaulting parties or Operator for the benefit of non-defaulting parties may sue (at joint 
 
account expense) to collect the amounts in default, plus interest accruing on the amounts recovered from the date of default 
 
until the date of collection at the rate specified in Exhibit "C" attached hereto.  Nothing herein shall prevent any party from 
 
suing any defaulting party to collect consequential damages accruing to such party as a result of the default. 
 

3. Deemed Non-Consent: The non-defaulting party may deliver a written Notice of Non-Consent Election to the  
 
defaulting party at any time after the expiration of the thirty-day cure period following delivery of the Notice of Default, in 
 
which event if the billing is for the drilling a new well or the Plugging Back, Sidetracking, Reworking or Deepening of a  
 
well which is to be or has been plugged as a dry hole, or for the Completion or Recompletion of any well, the defaulting 
 
party will be conclusively deemed to have elected not to participate in the operation and to be a Non-Consenting Party with 
 
respect thereto under Article VI.B. or VI.C., as the case may be, to the extent of the costs unpaid by such party, 
 
notwithstanding any election to participate theretofore made.  If election is made to proceed under this provision, then the 
 
non-defaulting parties may not elect to sue for the unpaid amount pursuant to Article VII.D.2. 
 

Until the delivery of such Notice of Non-Consent Election to the defaulting party, such party shall have the right to cure 
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its default by paying its unpaid share of costs plus interest at the rate set forth in Exhibit "C," provided, however, such  
 
payment shall not prejudice the rights of the non-defaulting parties to pursue remedies for damages incurred by the non- 
 
defaulting parties as a result of the default.  Any interest relinquished pursuant to this Article VII.D.3. shall be offered to the 
 
non-defaulting parties in proportion to their interests, and the non-defaulting parties electing to participate in the ownership 
 
of such interest shall be required to contribute their shares of the defaulted amount upon their election to participate therein. 
 

4. Advance Payment: If a default is not cured within thirty (30) days of the delivery of a Notice of Default, Operator, or 
 
Non-Operators if Operator is the defaulting party, may thereafter require advance payment from the defaulting 
 
party of such defaulting party's anticipated share of any item of expense for which Operator, or Non-Operators, as the case may  
 
be, would be entitled to reimbursement under any provision of this agreement, whether or not such expense was the subject of  
 
the previous default.  Such right includes, but is not limited to, the right to require advance payment for the estimated costs of 

 
drilling a well or Completion of a well as to which an election to participate in drilling or Completion has been made.  If the 
 
defaulting party fails to pay the required advance payment, the non-defaulting parties may pursue any of the remedies provided 
 
in the Article VII.D. or any other default remedy provided elsewhere in this agreement.  Any excess of funds advanced remaining 
 
when the operation is completed and all costs have been paid shall be promptly returned to the advancing party. 
 

5. Costs and Attorneys' Fees: In the event any party is required to bring legal proceedings to enforce any financial 
 
obligation of a party hereunder, the prevailing party in such action shall be entitled to recover all court costs, costs of  
 
collection, and a reasonable attorney's fee, which the lien provided for herein shall also secure. 
 
E.  Rentals, Shut-in Well Payments and Minimum Royalties: 
 

Rentals, shut-in well payments and minimum royalties which may be required under the terms of any lease shall be paid 
 
by the party or parties who subjected such lease to this agreement at its or their expense.  In the event two or more parties 
 
own and have contributed interests in the same lease to this agreement, such parties may designate one of such parties to 
 
make said payments for and on behalf of all such parties.  Any party may request, and shall be entitled to receive, proper 
 
evidence of all such payments.  In the event of failure to make proper payment of any rental, shut-in well payment or 
 
minimum royalty through mistake or oversight where such payment is required to continue the lease in force, any loss which 
 
results from such non-payment shall be borne in accordance with the provisions of Article IV.B.2. 
 

Operator shall notify Non-Operators of the anticipated completion of a shut-in well, or the shutting in or return to 
 
production of a producing well, at least five (5) days (excluding Saturday, Sunday, and legal holidays) prior to taking such 
 
action, or at the earliest opportunity permitted by circumstances, but assumes no liability for failure to do so.  In the event of  
 
failure by Operator to so notify Non-Operators, the loss of any lease contributed hereto by Non-Operators for failure to make  
 
timely payments of any shut-in well payment shall be borne jointly by the parties hereto under the provisions of Article 
 
IV.B.3. 
 
F.  Taxes: 
 

Beginning with the first calendar year after the effective date hereof, Operator shall render for ad valorem taxation all 
 
property subject to this agreement which by law should be rendered for such taxes, and it shall pay all such taxes assessed 
 
thereon before they become delinquent.  Prior to the rendition date, each Non-Operator shall furnish Operator information as 
 
to burdens (to include, but not be limited to, royalties, overriding royalties and production payments) on Leases and Oil and 
 
Gas Interests contributed by such Non-Operator.  If the assessed valuation of any Lease is reduced by reason of its being 
 
subject to outstanding excess royalties, overriding royalties or production payments, the reduction in ad valorem taxes 
 
resulting therefrom shall inure to the benefit of the owner or owners of such Lease, and Operator shall adjust the charge to  
 
such owner or owners so as to reflect the benefit of such reduction.  If the ad valorem taxes are based in whole or in part 
 
upon separate valuations of each party's working interest, then notwithstanding anything to the contrary herein, charges to 
 
the joint account shall be made and paid by the parties hereto in accordance with the tax value generated by each party's 
 
working interest.  Operator shall bill the other parties for their proportionate shares of all tax payments in the manner 
 
provided in Exhibit "C." 

 
If Operator considers any tax assessment improper, Operator may, at its discretion, protest within the time and manner 

 
prescribed by law, and prosecute the protest to a final determination, unless all parties agree to abandon the protest prior to final 
 
determination.  During the pendency of administrative or judicial proceedings, Operator may elect to pay, under protest, all such taxes 
 
and any interest and penalty.  When any such protested assessment shall have been finally determined, Operator shall pay the tax for 
 
the joint account, together with any interest and penalty accrued, and the total cost shall then be assessed against the parties, and be 
 
paid by them, as provided in Exhibit "C." 
 

Each party shall pay or cause to be paid all production, severance, excise, gathering and other taxes imposed upon or with respect 
 
to the production or handling of such party's share of Oil and Gas produced under the terms of this agreement. 
 
 ARTICLE VIII. 
 
 ACQUISITION, MAINTENANCE OR TRANSFER OF INTEREST 
 
A.  Surrender of Leases: 
 

The Leases covered by this agreement, insofar as they embrace acreage in the Contract Area, shall not be surrendered in whole 
 
or in part unless all parties consent thereto. 
 

However, should any party desire to surrender its interest in any Lease or in any portion thereof, such party shall give written 
 
notice of the proposed surrender to all parties, and the parties to whom such notice is delivered shall have thirty (30) days after 
 
delivery of the notice within which to notify the party proposing the surrender whether they elect to consent thereto.  Failure of a  
 
party to whom such notice is delivered to reply within said 30-day period shall constitute a consent to the surrender of the Leases 
 
described in the notice.  If all parties do not agree or consent thereto, the party desiring to surrender shall assign, without express or 
 
implied warranty of title, all of its interest in such Lease, or portion thereof, and any well, material and equipment which may be 
 
located thereon and any rights in production thereafter secured, to the parties not consenting to such surrender, if not restricted by the lease or a  
 
prior contract.  If the interest of the assigning party is or includes an Oil and Gas Interest, the assigning party shall execute and deliver to the party  
 
or parties not consenting to such surrender an oil and gas lease covering such Oil and Gas Interest for a term of one (1) year and so long 
 
thereafter as Oil and/or Gas is produced from the land covered thereby, such lease to be on the form attached hereto as Exhibit "B." 
 
Upon such assignment or lease, the assigning party shall be relieved from all obligations thereafter accruing, but not theretofore 
 
accrued, with respect to the interest assigned or leased and the operation of any well attributable thereto, and the assigning party 
 
shall have no further interest in the assigned or leased premises and its equipment and production other than the royalties retained 
 
in any lease made under the terms of this Article.  The party assignee or lessee shall pay to the party assignor or lessor the  
 
reasonable salvage value of the latter's interest in any well's salvable materials and equipment attributable to the assigned or leased 
 
acreage.  The value of all salvable materials and equipment shall be determined in accordance with the provisions of Exhibit "C," less 
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the estimated cost of salvaging and the estimated cost of plugging and abandoning and restoring the surface.  If such value is less 
 
than such costs, then the party assignor or lessor shall pay to the party assignee or lessee the amount of such deficit.  If the  
 
assignment or lease is in favor of more than one party, the interest shall be shared by such parties in the proportions that the  
 
interest of each bears to the total interest of all such parties.  If the interest of the parties to whom the assignment is to be made 
 
varies according to depth, then the interest assigned shall similarly reflect such variances. 
 

Any assignment, lease or surrender made under this provision shall not reduce or change the assignor's, lessor's or surrendering 
 
party's interest as it was immediately before the assignment, lease or surrender in the balance of the Contract Area; and the acreage 
 
assigned, leased or surrendered, and subsequent operations thereon, shall not thereafter be subject to the terms and provisions of this 
 
agreement but shall be deemed subject to an Operating Agreement in the form of this agreement. 
 
B. Renewal or Extension of Leases: 
       then owning an interest in the prior lease 

If any party secures a renewal or replacement of an Oil and Gas Lease or Interest subject to this agreement, then all other parties/ 
 
shall be notified promptly upon such acquisition or, in the case of a replacement Lease taken before expiration of an existing Lease, 
 
promptly upon expiration of the existing Lease.  The parties notified shall have the right for a period of thirty (30) days following 
 
delivery of such notice in which to elect to participate in the ownership of the renewal or replacement Lease, insofar as such Lease 
 
affects lands within the Contract Area, by paying to the party who acquired it their proportionate shares of the acquisition cost 
 
allocated to that part of such Lease within the Contract Area, which shall be in proportion to the interest held at that time by the 
 
parties in the Contract Area.  Each party who participates in the purchase of a renewal or replacement Lease shall be given an 
 
assignment of its proportionate interest therein by the acquiring party. 
 

If some, but less than all, of the parties elect to participate in the purchase of a renewal or replacement Lease, it shall be owned 
 
by the parties who elect to participate therein, in a ratio based upon the relationship of their respective percentage of participation in  
 
the Contract Area to the aggregate of the percentages of participation in the Contract Area of all parties participating in the 
 
purchase of such renewal or replacement Lease.  The acquisition of a renewal or replacement Lease by any or all of the parties hereto 
 
shall not cause a readjustment of the interests of the parties stated in Exhibit "A," but any renewal or replacement Lease in which 
 
less than all parties elect to participate shall not be subject to this agreement but shall be deemed subject to a separate Operating 
 
Agreement in the form of this agreement. 
 

If the interests of the parties in the Contract Area vary according to depth, then their right to participate proportionately in 
 
renewal or replacement Leases and their right to receive an assignment of interest shall also reflect such depth variances. 
 

The provisions of this Article shall apply to renewal or replacement Leases whether they are for the entire interest covered by  
 
the expiring Lease or cover only a portion of its area or an interest therein.  Any renewal or replacement Lease taken before the 

or, if a State or Federal Lease, nominated 
expiration of its predecessor Lease, or taken, or contracted for, or becoming effective/  within six (6) months after the expiration of the 
 
existing Lease, shall be subject to this provision so long as this agreement is in effect at the time of such acquisition or at the time 

or, if a State or Federal Lease, nominated 
the renewal or replacement Lease becomes effective; but any Lease taken, or contracted for,/  more than six (6) months after the 
 
expiration of an existing Lease shall not be deemed a renewal or replacement Lease and shall not be subject to the provisions of this  
 
agreement. 
 

The provisions in this Article shall also be applicable to extensions of Oil and Gas Leases. 
 
C.  Acreage or Cash Contributions: 
 

While this agreement is in force, if any party contracts for a contribution of cash towards the drilling of a well or any other 
 
operation on the Contract Area, such contribution shall be paid to the party who conducted the drilling or other operation and shall 
 
be applied by it against the cost of such drilling or other operation.  If the contribution be in the form of acreage, the party to whom 
 
the contribution is made shall promptly tender an assignment of the acreage, without warranty of title, to the Drilling Parties in the 
 
proportions said Drilling Parties shared the cost of drilling the well. Such acreage shall become a separate Contract Area and, to  the  
 
extent possible, be governed by provisions identical to this agreement.  Each party shall promptly notify all other parties of any 
 
acreage or cash contributions it may obtain in support of any well or any other operation on the Contract Area.  The above 
 
provisions shall also be applicable to optional rights to earn acreage outside the Contract Area which are in support of well drilled  
inside the Contract Area. 
  
 If any party contracts for any consideration relating to disposition of such party's share of substances produced hereunder, 
 
such consideration shall not be deemed a contribution as contemplated in this Article VIII.C. 
 
D.  Assignment; Maintenance of Uniform Interest: 
 

For the purpose of maintaining uniformity of ownership in the Contract Area in the Oil and Gas Leases, Oil and Gas 
 
Interests, wells, equipment and production covered by this agreement no party shall sell, encumber, transfer or make other 
 
disposition of its interest in the Oil and Gas Leases and Oil and Gas Interests embraced within the Contract Area or in wells, 
 
equipment and production unless such disposition covers either: 
 

1.  the entire interest of the party in all Oil and Gas Leases, Oil and Gas Interests, wells, equipment and production; or 
 

2. an equal undivided percent of the party's present interest in all Oil and Gas Leases, Oil and Gas Interests, wells, 
 
equipment and production in the Contract Area. 
 

Every sale, encumbrance, transfer or other disposition made by any party shall be made expressly subject to this agreement 
 
and shall be made without prejudice to the right of the other parties, and any transferee of an ownership interest in any Oil and 
 
Gas Lease or Interest shall be deemed a party to this agreement as to the interest conveyed from and after the effective date of 
 
the transfer of ownership; provided, however, that the other parties shall not be required to recognize any such sale, 
 
encumbrance, transfer or other disposition for any purpose hereunder until thirty (30) days after they have received a copy of the  
 
instrument of transfer or other satisfactory evidence thereof in writing from the transferor or transferee.  No assignment or other 
 
disposition of interest by a party shall relieve such party of obligations previously incurred by such party hereunder with respect 
 
to the interest transferred, including without limitation the obligation of a party to pay all costs attributable to an operation 
 
conducted hereunder in which such party has agreed to participate prior to making such assignment, and the lien and security 
 
interest granted by Article VII.B. shall continue to burden the interest transferred to secure payment of any such obligations. 

three 
If, at any time the interest of any party is divided among and owned by/  four or more co-owners, Operator, at its discretion, 

 
may require such co-owners to appoint a single trustee or agent with full authority to receive notices, approve expenditures, 
 
receive billings for and approve and pay such party's share of the joint expenses, and to deal generally with, and with power to  
 
bind, the co-owners of such party's interest within the scope of the operations embraced in this agreement; however, all such co- 
 
owners shall have the right to enter into and execute all contracts or agreements for the disposition of their respective shares of  
 
the Oil and Gas produced from the Contract Area and they shall have the right to receive, separately, payment of the sale 
 
proceeds thereof. 
 
E. Waiver of Rights to Partition: 
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If permitted by the laws of the state or states in which the property covered hereby is located, each party hereto owning an 

 
undivided interest in the Contract Area waives any and all rights it may have to partition and have set aside to it in severalty its 
 
undivided interest therein. 
 
F.  Preferential Right to Purchase: 
 
 (Optional; Check if applicable.) 
 

Should any party desire to sell all or any part of its interests under this agreement, or its rights and interests in the Contract 
 
Area, it shall promptly give written notice to the other parties, with full information concerning its proposed disposition, which 
 
shall include the name and address of the prospective transferee (who must be ready, willing and able to purchase), the purchase 
 
price, a legal description sufficient to identify the property, and all other terms of the offer.  The other parties shall then have an 
 
optional prior right, for a period of ten (10) days after the notice is delivered, to purchase for the stated consideration on the 
 
same terms and conditions the interest which the other party proposes to sell; and, if this optional right is exercised, the  
 
purchasing parties shall share the purchased interest in the proportions that the interest of each bears to the total interest of all 
 
purchasing parties.  However, there shall be no preferential right to purchase in those cases where any party wishes to mortgage 
 
its interests, or to transfer title to its interests to its mortgagee in lieu of or pursuant to foreclosure of a mortgage of its interests, 
 
or to dispose of its interests by merger, reorganization, consolidation, or by sale of all or substantially all of its Oil and Gas assets 
 
to any party, or by transfer of its interests to a subsidiary or parent company or to a subsidiary of a parent company, or to any 
 
company in which such party owns a majority of the stock. 
 
 ARTICLE IX. 
 
 INTERNAL REVENUE CODE ELECTION 
 

If, for federal income tax purposes, this agreement and the operations hereunder are regarded as a partnership, and if the  
 
parties have not otherwise agreed to form a tax partnership pursuant to Exhibit "G" or other agreement between them, each 
 
party thereby affected elects to be excluded from the application of all of the provisions of Subchapter "K," Chapter 1, Subtitle 
 
"A," of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended ("Code"), as permitted and authorized by Section 761 of the Code and 
 
the regulations promulgated thereunder.  Operator is authorized and directed to execute on behalf of each party hereby affected 
 
such evidence of this election as may be required by the Secretary of the Treasury of the United States or the Federal Internal 
 
Revenue Service, including specifically, but not by way of limitation, all of the returns, statements, and the data required by 
 
Treasury Regulation §1.761.  Should there be any requirement that each party hereby affected give further evidence of this 
 
election, each such party shall execute such documents and furnish such other evidence as may be required by the Federal Internal 
 
Revenue Service or as may be necessary to evidence this election.  No such party shall give any notices or take any other action 
 
inconsistent with the election made hereby.  If any present or future income tax laws of the state or states in which the Contract 
 
Area is located or any future income tax laws of the United States contain provisions similar to those in Subchapter "K," Chapter 
 
1, Subtitle "A," of the Code, under which an election similar to that provided by Section 761 of the Code is permitted, each party 
 
hereby affected shall make such election as may be permitted or required by such laws.  In making the foregoing election, each 
 
such party states that the income derived by such party from operations hereunder can be adequately determined without the 
 
computation of partnership taxable income. 
 
 ARTICLE X. 
 
 CLAIMS AND LAWSUITS 
 

Operator may settle any single uninsured third party damage claim or suit arising from operations hereunder if the expenditure 
 
does not exceed  Seventy-Five Thousand         Dollars ($ 75,000.00     ) and if the payment is in complete settlement 
 
of such claim or suit.  If the amount required for settlement exceeds the above amount, Operator shall notify all affected Consenting Parties. 
Unless a Consenting Party expressly objects within 10 days of such notice, 
 
the further handling of the claim or suit, will thereafter be deemed delegated to Operator.  All costs and expenses of handling settling, 
 
or otherwise discharging such claim or suit shall be a the joint expense of the parties participating in the operation from which the 
 
claim or suit arises.  If a claim is made against any party or if any party is sued on account of any matter arising from operations 
 
hereunder over which such individual has no control because of the rights given Operator by this agreement, such party shall 
 
immediately notify all other parties, and the claim or suit shall be treated as any other claim or suit involving operations hereunder. All surface 
damages and use matters for the Contract Area shall be settled and/or resolved by appropriate litigation or settlement negotiations in 
Operator’s reasonable discretion, and shall not be subject to the limitation in the first sentence of this paragraph.    

ARTICLE XI. 
 
 FORCE MAJEURE 
 

If any party is rendered unable, wholly or in part, by force majeure to carry out its obligations under this agreement, other 
 
than the obligation to indemnify or make money payments or furnish security, that party shall give to all other parties 
 
prompt written notice of the force majeure with reasonably full particulars concerning it; thereupon, the obligations of the  
 
party giving the notice, so far as they are affected by the force majeure, shall be suspended during, but no longer than, the  
 
continuance of the force majeure.  The term "force majeure," as here employed, shall mean an act of God, strike, lockout, or 
 
other industrial disturbance, act of the public enemy, war, blockade, public riot, lightening, fire, storm, flood or other act of 
 
nature, explosion, governmental action, governmental delay, restraint or inaction, unavailability of equipment, and any other 
 
cause, whether of the kind specifically enumerated above or otherwise, which is not reasonably within the control of the party 
 
claiming suspension. 
 

The affected party shall use all reasonable diligence to remove the force majeure situation as quickly as practicable. The 
 
requirement that any force majeure shall be remedied with all reasonable dispatch shall not require the settlement of strikes, 
 
lockouts, or other labor difficulty by the party involved, contrary to its wishes; how all such difficulties shall be handled shall 
 
be entirely within the discretion of the party concerned. 
 
 ARTICLE XII. 
 
 NOTICES 
 

All notices authorized or required between the parties by any of the provisions of this agreement, unless otherwise 
 
specifically provided, shall be in writing and delivered in person or by United States mail, courier service, or telegram, telex, 
 
telecopier or any other form of facsimile (fax), postage or charges prepaid, and addressed to such parties at the addresses listed on 
 
Exhibit "A."  All telephone or oral notices permitted by this agreement shall be confirmed immediately thereafter by written 
 
Notice by email.  The originating notice given under any provision hereof shall be deemed delivered only when received by the party to 
 
whom such notice is directed, and the time for such party to deliver any notice in response thereto shall run from the date 
 
the originating notice is received.  "Receipt" for purposes of this agreement with respect to written notice delivered hereunder 
 
shall be actual delivery of the notice to the address of the party to be notified specified in accordance with this agreement, or 
 
to the telecopy, facsimile or telex machine of such party.  The second or any responsive notice shall be deemed delivered when 
 
deposited in the United States mail or at the office of the courier or telegraph service, or upon transmittal by telex, telecopy 
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or facsimile, or when personally delivered to the party to be notified, provided, that when response is required within 24 or 
 
48 hours, such response shall be given orally or by telephone, telex, telecopy or other facsimile within such period. Each party 
 
shall have the right to change its address at any time, and from time to time, by giving written notice thereof to all other 
 
parties.  If a party is not available to receive notice orally or by telephone when a party attempts to deliver a notice required 
 
to be delivered within 24 or 48 hours, the notice may be delivered in writing by any other method specified herein and shall 
 
be deemed delivered in the same manner provided above for any responsive notice. 
 
 ARTICLE XIII. 
 
 TERM OF AGREEMENT 
 

This agreement shall remain in full force and effect as to the Oil and Gas Leases and/or Oil and Gas Interests subject 
 
hereto for the period of time selected below; provided, however, no party hereto shall ever be construed as having any right, title 
 
or interest in or to any Lease or Oil and Gas Interest contributed by any other party beyond the term of this agreement. 
 

 Option No. 1: So long as any of the Oil and Gas Leases subject to this agreement remain or are continued in  
 

force as to any part of the Contract Area, whether by production, extension, renewal or otherwise. 
 

 
 Option No. 2: In the event the well described in Article VI.A., or any subsequent well drilled under any provision 

 
of this agreement, results in the Completion of a well as a well capable of production of Oil and/or Gas in paying 
 
quantities, this agreement shall continue in force so long as any such well is capable of production, and for an 
 
additional period of   90   days thereafter; provided, however, if, prior to the expiration of such 
 
additional period, one or more of the parties hereto are engaged in drilling, Reworking, Deepening, Sidetracking, 
 
Plugging Back, testing or attempting to Complete or Re-complete a well or wells hereunder, this agreement shall 
 
continue in force until such operations have been completed and if production results therefrom, this agreement 
 
shall continue in force as provided herein.  In the event the well described in Article VI.A., or any subsequent well 
 
drilled hereunder, results in a dry hole, and no other well is capable of producing Oil and/or Gas from the 
 
Contract Area, this agreement shall terminate unless drilling, Deepening, Sidetracking, Completing, Re- 
 
completing, Plugging Back or Reworking operations are commenced within  90  days from the 
 
date of abandonment of said well.  "Abandonment" for such purposes shall mean either (i) a decision by all parties 
 
not to conduct any further operations on the well or (ii) the elapse of 180 days from the conduct of any  
 
operations on the well, whichever first occurs. 

 
The termination of this agreement shall not relieve any party hereto from any expense, liability or other obligation or any 

 
remedy therefor which has accrued or attached prior to the date of such termination. 
 

Upon termination of this agreement and the satisfaction of all obligations hereunder, in the event a memorandum of this  
 
Operating Agreement has been filed of record, Operator is authorized to file of record in all necessary recording offices a  
 
notice of termination, and each party hereto agrees to execute such a notice of termination as to Operator's interest, upon  
 
request of Operator, if Operator has satisfied all its financial obligations. 
 
 ARTICLE XIV. 
 
 COMPLIANCE WITH LAWS AND REGULATIONS 
 
A.  Laws, Regulations and Orders: 
 

This agreement shall be subject to the applicable laws of the state in which the Contract Area is located, to the valid rules, 
 
regulations, and orders of any duly constituted regulatory body of said state; and to all other applicable federal, state, 
 
and local laws, ordinances, rules, regulations and orders. 
 
B.  Governing Law: 
 

This agreement and all matters pertaining hereto, including but not limited to matters of performance, non- 
 
performance, breach, remedies, procedures, rights, duties, and interpretation or construction, shall be governed and 
 
determined by the law of the state in which the Contract Area is located.  If the Contract Area is in two or more states, 
 
the law of the state of        Utah    shall govern. Venue for any dispute between the parties hereto shall lie exclusively in the state or 
federal district courts (as jurisdiction may attach) in Duchesne County, Utah. 
 
C.  Regulatory Agencies: 
 

Nothing herein contained shall grant, or be construed to grant, Operator the right or authority to waive or release any 
 
rights, privileges, or obligations which Non-Operators may have under federal or state laws or under rules, regulations or 
 
orders promulgated under such laws in reference to oil, gas and mineral operations, including the location, operation, or 
 
production of wells, on tracts offsetting or adjacent to the Contract Area. 
 

With respect to the operations hereunder, Non-Operators agree to release Operator from any and all losses, damages, 
 
injuries, claims and causes of action arising out of, incident to or resulting directly or indirectly from Operator's interpretation 
 
or application of rules, rulings, regulations or orders of the Department of Energy or Federal Energy Regulatory Commission 
 
or predecessor or successor agencies to the extent such interpretation or application was made in good faith and does not 
 
constitute gross negligence.  Each Non-Operator further agrees to reimburse Operator for such Non-Operator's share of  
 
production or any refund, fine, levy or other governmental sanction that Operator may be required to pay as a result of such 
 
an incorrect interpretation or application, together with interest and penalties thereon owing by Operator as a result of such 
 
incorrect interpretation or application. 
 
 ARTICLE XV. 
 
 MISCELLANEOUS 
 
A.  Execution: 
 

This agreement shall be binding upon each Non-Operator when this agreement or a counterpart thereof has been 
 
executed by such Non-Operator and Operator notwithstanding that this agreement is not then or thereafter executed by all of  
 
the parties to which it is tendered or which are listed on Exhibit "A" as owning an interest in the Contract Area or which 
 
own, in fact, an interest in the Contract Area.  Operator may, however, by written notice to all Non-Operators who have 
 
become bound by this agreement as aforesaid, given at any time prior to the actual spud date of the Initial Well but in no  
 
event later than five days prior to the date specified in Article VI.A. for commencement of the Initial Well, terminate this 
 
agreement if Operator in its sole discretion determines that there is insufficient participation to justify commencement of  
 
drilling operations.  In the event of such a termination by Operator, all further obligations of the parties hereunder shall cease 
 
as of such termination.  In the event any Non-Operator has advanced or prepaid any share of drilling or other costs 
 
hereunder, all sums so advanced shall be returned to such Non-Operator without interest.   In the event Operator proceeds 
 
with drilling operations for the Initial Well without the execution hereof by all persons listed on Exhibit "A" as having a 
 
current working interest in such well, Operator shall indemnify Non-Operators with respect to all costs incurred for the 
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Initial Well which would have been charged to such person under this agreement if such person had executed the same and 
 
Operator shall receive all revenues which would have been received by such person under this agreement if such person had 
 
executed the same. 
 
B. Successors and Assigns: 
 

This agreement shall be binding upon and shall inure to the benefit of the parties hereto and their respective heirs, 
 
devisees, legal representatives, successors and assigns, and the terms hereof shall be deemed to run with the Leases or  
 
Interests included within the Contract Area. 
 
C. Counterparts: 
 

This instrument may be executed in any number of counterparts, each of which shall be considered an original for all  
 
purposes. 
 
D.  Severability: 
 

For the purposes of assuming or rejecting this agreement as an executory contract pursuant to federal bankruptcy laws, 
 
this agreement shall not be severable, but rather must be assumed or rejected in its entirety, and the failure of any party to 
 
this agreement to comply with all of its financial obligations provided herein shall be a material default. 
 
 
 ARTICLE XVI. 
 
 OTHER PROVISIONS 
 
SEE ATTACHED FOR ADDITIONAL PROVISIONS 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, this agreement shall be effective as of the        day of   , 
in the year    ___     . 
 
                    , who has prepared and circulated this form for execution, represents and warrants 
that the form was printed from and, with the exception listed below, is identical to the AAPL Form 610-1989 Model Form Operating 
Agreement, as published in computerized form by Forms On-A-Disk, Inc. No changes, alternations, or modifications, other than those made 
by strikethrough and/or type-over  have been made to the form. 
 
 
ATTEST OR WITNESS:   OPERATOR 
 

  NEWFIELD PRODUCTION COMPANY                                   
        
 

 By   
   
             Gary M. Walker                                                                  
  Type or print name 

 
  Title  Attorney-in-Fact                    

 
  Date   

 
   

 
 
  NON-OPERATORS 
 
 
                                                                                                                 NEWFIELD RMI LLC 
 

 By   
 

             Gary M. Walker                                                                  
  Type or print name 

 
  Title  Attorney-in-Fact                    

 
  Date   

 
 

 
 
             WEM UINTAH, LLC 
 

 By   
 

    
  Type or print name 

 
  Title   

 
  Date   

 
  Tax ID or S.S. No.                                             
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 ACKNOWLEDGMENTS 
 

Note: The following forms of acknowledgment are the short forms approved by the Uniform Law on Notarial 
 
Acts. The validity and effect of these forms in any state will depend upon the statutes of that state. 
 
 
 
Acknowledgment: 
 
State of Texas                     ) 
                                           ) ss. 
County of Montgomery       ) 
 

This instrument was acknowledged before me on this ______________ day of ______________________, 2018 by Gary M. Walker 
as Attorney-in-Fact of NEWFIELD PRODUCTION COMPANY. 
             
 (Seal, if any)      
 
    Title (and Rank)   
 
    My commission expires:   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
State of Texas                     ) 
                                           ) ss. 
County of Montgomery       ) 
 

This instrument was acknowledged before me on this ______________ day of ______________________, 2018 by Gary M. Walker 
as Attorney-in-Fact of NEWFIELD RMI LLC. 
             
 
(Seal, if any)      
 
    Title (and Rank)   
 
    My commission expires:   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Acknowledgment: 
 
State of ___________________         ) 
                                     ) ss. 
County of __________________       ) 
 

This instrument was acknowledged before me on this _______day of ______________________, 2018 by   
     as                                                                  of  
 
                     . 
 
(Seal, if any)      
 
    Title (and Rank)   
 
    My commission expires:   
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 ARTICLE XVI. 
 
 OTHER PROVISIONS 
 
The following terms, conditions and provisions are hereby added to this Operating Agreement.  
In the event that any of these terms, conditions and provisions create an ambiguity or are in 
conflict with the previous terms, conditions and provisions of this Operating Agreement, the 
following terms and provisions shall prevail and govern the parties’ rights and responsibilities. 
 
A) TIMING: 
 
Notwithstanding anything herein to the contrary, if a party proposes an operation pursuant to 
Article VI.B.1, Operator may commence operations on the proposed operation prior to the 
expiration of the thirty (30) day notice period at Operator’s sole cost and expense and without 
notice to Non-Operator, pending and preserving the election of Non-Operator to participate or 
Non-Consent the proposed operation.  Non-Operator will not be entitled to receive reports or 
information regarding the proposed operation pending receipt by Operator of Non-Operator’s 
election. 
 
B) PRIORITY OF OPERATIONS FOR VERTICAL WELLS: 

 
Where a Vertical Well  has been authorized under the terms of this agreement by all parties (or 
by one or more, but less than all parties under Article VI.B.2.,) and has been drilled to the 
Objective Depth or the Objective Formation, whichever is deepest, all operations in the well plan 
and AFE have been conducted,  terminated due to hole conditions, or have been waived by 
unanimous agreement, and all log and tests results have been distributed to the participating 
parties, and the parties participating in the well cannot agree upon the sequence and timing of 
further operations regarding such well, the following elections shall control in the priority of 
operations, in descending order, listed below: 
 

(1) an election to do additional logging, coring and testing, other than provided for in 
 the AFE; 

(2) an election to attempt to complete the well at either the Objective Depth or  
 Objective Formation; 

(3) an election to utilize the well bore to drill a horizontal lateral; 

(4) an election to plug back and attempt to complete said well at a lesser depth; 

(5) an election to deepen said well; 

(6) an election to sidetrack said well; and 

(7) an election to plug and abandon said well. 

If some, but not all parties elect to participate in additional logging, coring or testing operations, 
then those parties so electing may do so at their sole cost, risk and expense, including the 
obligation to return the hole to the same condition in which it existed immediately preceding the 
commencement of such operations.  The Non-Consenting Parties shall not bear any part of the 
cost thereof and although the Non-Consenting Parties will not be entitled to the results of such 
operations, such parties shall not suffer any penalty or forfeiture, and shall have the election to 
join in all subsequent operations in the priority listed above.  Notwithstanding the foregoing, if at 
any time said parties are considering above elections, the well is in such a condition that in the 
opinion of the Operator, a reasonably prudent operator would not conduct the proposed operation 
for fear of placing the well in jeopardy or losing same prior to a completion attempt under 
election (2) above, such election shall not be given the priority set forth above. 
 
 
 
C) PRIORITY OF OPERATIONS FOR HORIZONTAL WELLS: 
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After a Horizontal Well has been drilled to the Objective Depth or the Objective Formation, 
whichever is deepest, all operations in the well plan and AFE have been conducted,  terminated 
due to hole conditions, or have been waived by unanimous agreement, and all log and tests 
results have been distributed to the participating parties, and the participating parties in the well 
cannot agree upon the sequence and timing of further operations regarding such well, the 
following elections shall control in the priority of operations, in descending order, listed below: 
 

(1) an election to do additional logging, coring and testing, other than provided  for in      
the well plan and AFE; 

(2) an election to attempt to complete the well in the lateral portion of the wellbore at 
either the Objective Depth or  Objective Formation; 

(3) an election to utilize the well bore to drill a another horizontal lateral; 

(4) an election to plug back and attempt to complete said well at a lesser depth; 

(5) an election to deepen said well; 

(6) an election to sidetrack said well; and 

(7) an election to plug and abandon said well. 

D) SECURITY AGREEMENT AND FINANCING STATEMENT: 
 

Each party, as Debtor, further grants to each other party, as a Secured Party, a security interest in 
and to all personal property of Debtor located within the Contract Area, and any proceeds 
therefrom.  This Security Agreement and Financing Statement covers the following types of 
items of collateral of Debtor: 
 

All of Debtor’s interests in compressors, casing, tubing, subsurface equipment, 
pumping unit, all other production facilities, and oil and gas in such production 
facilities, and all of Debtor’s interest in the proceeds from any production from  
the Contract Area and any other oilfield personal property owned by Debtor 
located within the Contract Area.  
 

The Security Interest granted Secured Party is to secure the indebtedness, of any, now or 
thereafter due and owing Secured Party by Debtor.  The above minerals or the like (including oil 
and gas) or accounts will be financed at the wellhead of the well located on the above described 
lands. 
  
E) NOTICE: 

Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained in this Agreement, if the response 
period for a notice which requires a response within forty-eight (48) hours after receipt of such 
notice does not include at least one (1) “business day” (a period from 7:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. local 
time that is not a Saturday, Sunday or legal holiday), then such response period shall be extended 
to include the next “business day.”, however, it is understood that such response period shall not 
exceed a maximum of seventy-two (72) hours At all times while a drilling rig is on location, the 
Non-Operators shall designate a contact representative and provide Operator with his name, 
telephone number and other weekend contact information so that such representative can be 
contacted on a Saturday, Sunday or legal holiday in an effort to avoid or minimize the payment 
of rig stand-by time. 

F) CASH CALLS: 
 
Notwithstanding any other provisions herein, Operator shall have the right to request and receive 
from each Non-Operator payment in advance of its respective share of (i) the estimated dry hole 
cost or (at Operator's election), after well has reached total depth, the estimated completion cost 
for any well to be drilled hereunder to which such Non-Operator has consented, and (ii) the 
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estimated cost of any recompletion, reworking, deepening or plugging back operations to which 
such Non-Operator has consented (any such operations under Clause (i) or (ii) being herein 
called a "Drilling Operation").  Such request for advance payment may be made upon all Non-
Operators, or any one or more of them, to the exclusion of others, and shall be made in writing 
no earlier than 45 days prior to the anticipated commencement date for such Drilling Operation 
as set forth in the applicable AFE.   
 
A Non-Operator receiving a request for advance payment shall within forty-eight (48) hours of 
the receipt of such request if a drilling rig is on location and within thirty (30) days of the receipt 
of such request in all other cases, pay to Operator in cash the full amount of such request.  
Operator shall credit the amount to the Non-Operator's account for the payment of such Non-
Operator's share of costs of such Drilling Operation, and following the end of each month 
Operator shall charge such account with such Non-Operator's share of actual costs incurred 
during such month. 
 
Payment of an advance shall in no event relieve a Non-Operator of its obligation to pay its share 
of the actual cost of a Drilling Operation, and when the actual costs have been determined, 
Operator shall adjust the accounts of the parties by refunding any net amounts due or invoicing 
the parties for additional sums owing, which additional sums shall be paid in accordance with the 
Accounting Procedure.   
 
If a Non-Operator fails to pay or furnish the aforesaid security within the time period 
contemplated above, then at Operator’s sole election, the Non-Operator shall be deemed to have 
Non-Consented, in the same manner as set forth in Article VI.B.2.  If Operator does not so elect 
with respect to Non-Operator’s Interest, Operator may also pursue other remedies as set forth 
herein or at law or regulation.   
 
G) ASSIGNMENTS: 
 
It is agreed that if any party to this agreement (hereinafter referred to as "Selling Party") assigns 
all or part of its interest as set out on Exhibit "A", whether to one or several Assignees, said 
assignment shall be made specifically subject to this agreement. 
 
Upon assignment of part or all of its working interest in the Contract Area to a party who agrees 
in the instrument of assignment to succeed to and fully perform its proportionate share of the 
assigning party’s obligations under this Agreement, the assigning party shall be deemed released 
by all other parties hereto from performance of and liability for the obligations arising or 
accruing hereunder but only to the extent of the interest assigned. 
 
Upon any such sale, assignment or disposal of any interest, the Selling Party shall promptly 
furnish to Operator the following: 
 

1. Written notice of the conveyance and photostatic or certified copies of the recorded 
assignments by which the transfer was made; and, 

 
2. The name of the Assignee to be billed and a written statement signed by the Assignee 

to be billed in which it consents to receive statements and billings for the applicable 
interest; and, 

 
H) COVENANTS: 
 
The terms, provisions, covenants and conditions of this agreement shall be deemed to be 
covenants running with the lands, the lease or leases and leasehold estate covered hereby, and all 
of the terms, provisions, covenants and conditions of this agreement shall be binding upon and 
inure to the benefit of the parties hereto, their respective heirs, executors, administrators, 
personal representatives, successors and assigns. 
 
I) SURFACE USE AND DAMAGES SETTLEMENTS: 
 
Operator is authorized by each Consenting Party to settle and compromise damages owed to the 
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owner of the surface estate of the Contract Area (or any portion thereof), along with any other 
accommodation regarding surface use, in Operator’s reasonable discretion.  The amounts paid in 
such a settlement and compromise shall be billed to the joint account and need not be reflected in 
the applicable AFE for a well or wells, and shall be deemed reasonable unless manifestly 
otherwise. 
 
J) MULTI WELL PAD DRILLING OPERATIONS: 
 
In the event that a party proposes a Multi Well Pad Drilling Operation, all non-proposing parties 
shall be entitled to elect to become a Consenting Party or Non-Consenting Party, as the case may 
be, on a well-by-well basis, notwithstanding that all such wells are proposed simultaneously and 
may constitute an integrated operation.  For purposes of determining a party’s share of the cost 
of a particular well operation in cases where a party is a Consenting Party to less than all of the 
wells proposed as a Multi Well Pad Drilling Operation, all costs and expenses other than 
“downhole” expenses such as drilling and completing shall be allocated evenly among the wells 
constituting a Multi Well Pad Drilling Operation for all purposes.  Downhole expenses for any 
given well shall not be so allocated and shall instead be the sole risk and expense of the 
Consenting Parties to that particular well.  Allocation amounts for costs and expenses other than 
“downhole” expenses shall be included in all statements furnished pursuant to Article VI.B.2(b).  
A Non-Consenting Party shall have thirty (30) days from its receipt of such statement to inform 
Operator, by written notice, of any dispute regarding allocation amounts.  The absence of such 
notice shall be deemed acceptance and acknowledgement by a Non-Consenting party of the 
allocation amounts. 
 
K) GATHERING, TRANSPORTATION, MARKETING AND LEASE FUEL: 
 
This provision (K) modifies Article VI.G above and shall constitute a separate agreement 
regarding water disposal, gathering and marketing facilities.  Article VI.G is also modified to the 
extent necessary to give effect to the following provisions and avoid any conflict or ambiguity 
between the respective provisions. 
 

1) Operator is presently the owner and operator of a field-wide gas gathering, water 
gathering, water disposal, gas treating and transportation system (the “CB Midstream 
System”).  The CB Midstream System is a going concern and may later be owned and 
operated by an affiliate of Operator, or a third-party company.  Additionally, Operator’s 
share of the gas stream produced from the Contract may be contractually dedicated to one 
or another downstream gathering and/or processing arrangements.  Operator intends to 
connect all wells in the Contract Area to the CB Midstream System in order to optimize 
the value of the full gas stream and to minimize water expenses associated with 
operations.  Accordingly, if any Non-Operator desires to exercise its right under Article 
VI.G, such party must so inform Operator concurrently with its affirmative election to 
participate in an operation proposed pursuant to Article VI.  If Non-Operator so elects, it 
must make suitable arrangements (including surface facility installation) prior to the well 
at issue being put on to production to sales.  In the event that Non-Operator does not 
affirmatively elect to take its gas and produced water volumes in-kind concurrently with 
a timely participation election, or does not make the required arrangements to do so as 
required herein, then Non-Operator shall be deemed to have irrevocably waived its right 
to take in-kind its share of gas and produced water volumes from the Contract Area until 
January 1 of the calendar year following the calendar year during which the well(s) is 
turned to sales; provided, however, that if the well(s) is turned to sales in the final 
calendar quarter of a given year, such waiver shall be effective until the January 1 of the 
second calendar year following first sales.  

  
a) During any period when Non-Operator is not taking its gas and produced water 

volumes in-kind, Operator will make arrangements to gather, transport, process and 
market the gas stream and, if applicable, to gather, transport and dispose of water 
produced from the Contract Area on the same terms and conditions as Operator 
obtains for its own equity gas and volumes therefrom.  In some cases this may require 
connection to a transmission and processing system presently operated by an affiliate 
of Kinder Morgan, Inc.  Operator shall also arrange for water off-loading and disposal 
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through the CB Midstream System, as well as lease fuel redelivery to the Contract 
Area as more particularly described below.   

b) The owner/operator of the CB Midstream System will charge a fee for the gas 
gathering, condensate capture, condensate allocation, compression dehydration, 
treating, processing, fuel redelivery and metering services rendered for the benefit of 
those Consenting Parties within the Contract Area who do not take in-kind pursuant 
to the terms above.  Flowback and produced water transportation and disposal 
services shall also be charged to the joint account for all Consenting Parties (as part 
of the lease operating expense).  This fee may be deducted from the sales proceeds 
obtained by Operator from the ultimate disposition of the gas stream for the benefit of 
the joint account before those proceeds are distributed by Operator to the Non-
Operator(s).   
 

2) As of the date of this Agreement, the fee charged by the CB Midstream System for gas-
related services shall be an amount equal to [$2.66/MCF].  This fee shall remain fixed 
until the date of January 1 next occurring after the date of first production to sales from 
the Contract Area.  Water off-take and disposal services shall be charged to the joint 
account by the CB Midstream System at a rate not to exceed $1.95 per standard barrel.  
This rate may decrease depending upon whether water is piped or trucked from the 
Contract Area, but Non-Operator acknowledges that where water is trucked, the joint 
account may incur separate, incremental third party charges for water disposal.   

a) During each calendar year in which there is gas production from the Contract Area, by 
November 1 Operator will notify or cause to be notified any Consenting Party within 
the Contract Area who is not then taking its gas and produced water volumes in-kind 
as to any adjustment (increase or decrease) to the fees charged by the CB Midstream 
System for the services it renders for the benefit of the Contract Area.  Such 
adjustment shall only become effective as of the ensuing January 1.  Subject to the last 
sentence of Section (K)(1) herein above, each Consenting Party shall thereafter have 
until December 31 of that same year in which to elect to continue accepting such 
services from the CB Midstream System on such price terms, or to take and market its 
own equity gas and other production volumes in-kind.  Failure to affirmatively and 
expressly elect to take in-kind and make timely arrangements to facilitate such election 
shall be deemed an irrevocable waiver of a party’s right to take its share of gas and 
other production volumes from the Contract Area in-kind for another calendar year.  
This take in-kind election process is intended to be an annual election after Non-
Operator is informed of the price it will be charged by the CB Midstream System for 
gas- and water-related services. 

b) The fee charged for waste water transportation and disposal services provided by the 
CB Midstream System may also be adjusted annually.  However, absent a claim by 
Non-Operator that the fee charged for such services is unreasonable relative to similar 
service providers in the general vicinity of the Contract Area, Non-Operator will have 
no election to make with respect to same.  Any assertion of unreasonable charges for 
such services shall be reconciled through the joint account audit process contemplated 
in Exhibit “C”. 
 

3) As of the date of this Agreement, Operator intends to obtain fuel gas for the Contract 
Area by utilizing the CB Midstream System to transport the full (rich) gas stream off the 
Contract Area, through a co-mingled system, to an intermediate processing facility.  
There, the operator of the CB Midstream System will strip out part (but not necessarily 
all) of the “heavy” components of the stream (i.e. liquids), and market same for the joint 
account of the Consenting Parties.  Residue gas from the tailgate of a processing facility 
which is not returned to the Contract Area as lease fuel will also be marketed downstream 
on the same terms as Operator’s equity gas.  The CB Midstream System will return lean 
gas to the Contract Area as needed for lease fuel thereupon.  Operator shall cause the gas 
stream to be metered as it leaves the Contract Area, as well as causing the installation of 
lease fuel meters.   
 

4) Operator and/or the CB Midstream System may use reasonable pipeline balancing and 
allocation procedures recognized in the midstream industry to accomplish all of the 
foregoing.  
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L) OPERATOR AS INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR; DUTIES OF THE PARTIES: 

 
(1) In its performance of services hereunder for the Non-Operators, Operator shall be an 
independent contractor not subject to the control or direction of the Non-Operators as to the 
means or manner of such performance but only as to the type of operation to be undertaken in 
accordance with the election procedures contained in this agreement.   
(2) In their relations with each other under this agreement and any other agreement relating 
to the Contract Area, the parties shall not be considered fiduciaries or to have a fiduciary or 
confidential relationship, but rather shall be free to act on an arm’s-length basis in accordance 
with their own perceptions of their respective self -interests, subject to the Operator’s standard of 
conduct in Article V.A.  NO PARTY SHALL BE LIABLE TO ANY OTHER PARTY HERETO 
FOR ANY LOST OR PROSPECTIVE PROFITS OR ANY OTHER SPECIAL, PUNITIVE, 
EXEMPLARY, CONSEQUENTIAL, INCIDENTAL OR INDIRECT LOSSES OR DAMAGES 
(IN TORT, CONTRACT OR OTHERWISE) UNDER OR IN RESPECT OF THIS 
AGREEMENT OR ANY OTHER AGREEMENT RELATING TO THE CONTRACT AREA 
HOWSOEVER CAUSED, WHETHER OR NOT ARISING FROM SUCH PARTY’S SOLE, 
JOINT OR CONCURRENT NEGLIGENCE, STRICT LIABILITY, BREACH OF 
CONTRACT, OR OTHER FAULT OR RESPONSIBILITY. 
 
M) DEFAULT ON PAYMENTS: 
 
In addition to any other remedies that may be available hereunder, if any party to this Operating 
Agreement with an obligation to do so fails to pay its share of any costs due hereunder, including 
any advance cost under Article VII.C or any other provision of this Operating Agreement, within 
the time period required for such payment, then Operator (or any Non-Operator if the Operator is 
the party in default) may place such party in default by delivering to such party a Notice of 
Default, which shall specify the nature of default, the action which needs to be taken to cure the 
default, and that failure to take such action within twenty (20) days of the delivery of such Notice 
of Default may, in addition to all other remedies provided for herein, result in the exercise by 
Operator (or any Non-Operator if Operator is in default) of one or more of the remedies provided 
for in this Article: 
 

1. If a party is placed in default, during the time such party remains in default Operator 
(or any Non-Operator if Operator is the party in default) may suspend any or all of the 
rights of the defaulting party granted by this Operating Agreement until the default is 
cured and such defaulting party shall have no further access to the Contract Area or to 
information obtained in connection with operations hereunder and shall not be 
entitled to vote on any matter hereunder. 

 
2. Operator (or any Non-Operator if Operator is the party in default) may sue to collect 

the amounts in default together with all consequential damages suffered by the non-
defaulting parties as a result of the default, plus accrued interest on such amounts 
from the date of default until the date of collection at the rate specified in the 
Accounting Procedures attached hereto. 

 
3. Upon receipt of a Notice of Default, if a party disputes in good faith the unpaid 

charge which is listed in the notice of Default, such party may avoid the imposition of 
the remedies hereunder by depositing the amount in dispute into an interest earning 
escrow account at a mutually acceptable bank.  The escrow account shall require the 
signatures of the objecting party and the Operator (or, if the Operator is the party in 
default, a Non-Operator designated by the Non-Operators) in order to release such 
funds.  Such funds shall be released to the party entitled thereto upon the resolution of 
the issue raised by the objecting party. 

 
N) OPEN ADDITIONAL PAY ZONE: 

 
Any party to this Agreement may propose to the other parties a subsequent operation to Open 
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Additional Pay Zone(s) on any Vertical Well, regardless of whether the well is capable of 
producing or is producing in paying quantities, in writing, including a detailed description of 
the procedure and an AFE.  Notwithstanding anything in this Agreement to the contrary, 
including without limitation, the provisions of Articles VII.D.2 AND VII.D.3 hereof, an 
operation to Open Additional Pay Zone(s) may be conducted on a previously drilled well that 
is capable of producing or is producing in paying quantities upon written approval of two (2) 
or more parties collectively owning seventy-five percent (75%) or more of the working 
interest in the well.  If approved by the necessary vote, Operator shall immediately notify all 
Parties.  Any Party who voted against the proposal shall respond to the Operator within 48 
hours electing either to be a Non-Consenting party pursuant to Article VI.B.2 or to 
participate in the operation.  The cost, risk and expense, of such operation to Open Additional 
Pay Zone(s), and the benefits and the hydrocarbon production of resulting from such 
operation, shall be borne and shared by all participating parties owning in such Drilling Unit 
proportionately to their working interest in the Drilling Unit, regardless of whether or not a 
party approved the operation to Open Additional Pay Zone(s) proposal.  In the event an 
operation to Open Additional Pay Zone(s) is proposed in a well in which there are Non-
Consenting Parties pursuant to Article VI. B. 2, the proposal must be approved by two (2) or 
more Consenting Parties owning seventy-five percent (75%) or more of the combined 
working interest of all Consenting Parties in the well, which approval vote shall be binding 
on all Consenting Parties, and the costs of such operation to Open Additional Pay Zone(s) 
shall be recouped by the Consenting Parties pursuant to Article VI.B.2. 
 

O) STAGGERED OPERATIONS: 
 
The parties acknowledge that the well-drilling operation contemplated in any particular AFE 
may be accomplished by multiple rigs types.  Without limiting the generality of the foregoing, it 
is therefore acceptable for Operator to utilize a “spudder rig” to drill the initial hole for surface 
casing, then bring on a larger drilling to drill either the vertical component or all the way through 
Total Measured Depth, move a smaller “workover” rig onto the well for work prepatory to 
fracture stimulation operations, and later bring a fracture stimulation fleet onto the well.  The 
foregoing is only an illustrative list and not intended to create an obligation upon the Operator 
(or any Consenting Party) to utilize any particular combination of equipment or operational 
method to perform a drilling and completion operation.   
 
P) INVALID PROVISIONS: 
 
In the event any provision contained in this Operating Agreement is contrary to any law, rule, 
regulation or order and is held to be invalid, void, illegal or unenforceable in any respect, the 
parties shall either modify the provision to property conform with such law, rule, regulation or 
order or delete such provision from this Operating Agreement, and in either case the remaining 
provisions hereof shall remain unaffected and will continue in full force and effect. 
 
Q) HEADINGS: 
 
The headings and captions used in this Operating Agreement are inserted for convenience of 
reference only and shall not be a part of, or control or affect the meaning of, this Operating 
Agreement. 
 
R) MODEL FORM RECORDING SUPPLEMENT TO OPERATING AGREEMENT 

AND FINANCING STATEMENT: 
 
 Each party to this agreement ratifies and agrees to execute a “Model Form Recording 
Supplement to Operating Agreement and Financing Statement” in the form attached hereto as 
Exhibit “H” simultaneously with their execution of this agreement.  Each party further 
authorizes the Operator to file such instrument in the appropriate records of the county or 
counties where the contract lands are located and in the Uniform Commercial Code records of 
the appropriate Secretary of State’s office and/or such other records as may be required under 
applicable state law to fully perfect the security interests created herein. 

 
S) MISCELLANEOUS: 
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In their relations with each other under this Agreement, the parties shall not be considered 
fiduciaries but rather shall be free to act on an arm’s-length basis in accordance with their own 
perceptions of their respective self-interests, subject, however, to the obligations of the parties to 
act in good faith in their dealings with each other with respect to matters affecting operations 
hereunder and subject further to the following: 
 

(a) Operator may utilize affiliates to provide service or supplies to operations hereunder 
only upon competitive rates and only if the parties providing such services and 
supplies are as competent and conveniently located as are other competing 
subcontractors or suppliers in the vicinity of the joint operations. 

 
(b) Operator agrees to comply with all laws and lawful regulations applicable to any 

activities carried out in the name of or on behalf of any one or more of the parties to 
this agreement under the provisions of this agreement and/or any amendments to it. 

 
(c) Operator agrees that all financial settlements, billings, and reports rendered to any one 

or more of the parties to this agreement as provided for in this agreement and/or any 
amendments to it, will, to the best of its knowledge and belief, reflect property the 
facts about all activities and transactions, handled for the account of such party or 
parties, which data may be relied upon as being complete and accurate in any further 
recording and reporting made by such party or parties for whatsoever purpose. 

 
(d) Operator agrees to notify the other parties to this agreement promptly upon discovery 

of any instance where the Operator fails to comply with the provision (b) above or 
where Operator has reason to believe data covered by (c) above is no longer accurate 
and complete. 
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Ladies and Gentlemen,

Once again I write to you in my personal capacity, in response to the Notice of Board
Deliberation dated May 17 , 2019. Many of the concerns I expressed in my original letter
dated October 31, 2018 remain. I am thankful that the "lYo" notice rule was removed
during this process. However, I believe much remains to be desired in enactin g a fair and
comprehensive rule to address the statutory changes.

I will not be able to travel to Utah to attend the session. However, as I understand the
process, this session will be limited to an on-the-record discussion between the members
of the Board. Therefore, direct testimony from attorneys, owners and operators may not
be desired, and I hadn't planned on submitting anything directly to the Board. However, I
am in receipt of a submission by Mr. Bradley Gunnell, with four attached JOAs. His
letter and attachments illustrate and echo many of the concerns expressed by myself and
my clients over the past five years. As he points out, the proposed rule is currently an
"operator wins" scenario. I don't believe that this is the result that the Board intends.
And, along with Mr. Gunnell I encourage the Board to weigh its responsibilities to
develop Utah's natural resources with its duty to protect correlative rights in a just and
reasonable manner.

To that end, I write to you to offer eight avenues of inquiry which may help the Board
decide if more effort to craft an equitable and workable rule is advisable. Six of the
avenues are tied to specific rule provisions, and two are focused on the assumptions
underlying the proposed rule.

What authority or principle entitles an operator to receive the full funding of a
proposed well from non-operators as soon as a well is proposed? See R649-2-8a
(1), (1 .t), (r.2), (4.4).

RE:

o

a What protections does a small company or unleased individual have from an
operator who includes exploitative provisions in Article XVI of its proposed
JOA? See Cursory Analysis of Article XVI Samples Provided by Bradley D.
Gunnell, attached, andR649-2-8a(2), (2.1), and (3).

What options does an "unlocatable" owner have once notice has been published?
Are leasing to the operator or signing its AFE and JOA the only choices after
publication and before the hearing? Are the lease terms still negotiable in any

a



a

o

a

o

effective sense? The JOA terms? Is leasing to another company an option under
this rule? Does the new lessee have the same opportunity to review and object?
SeeR649-2-9a (1.3).

Does the Board have the authority to compel unleased mineral owners or non-
operating lease owners to sign a lease or JOA? Does the Board contemplate
obtaining an injunction from a district court ordering landowners to sign a JOA?
Is a court likely to grant such an injunction? SeeR649-2-8a (3.a).

After the Board has found that an operator has demanded unreasonable amounts
from a non-operator, does the Board intend that the only consequence of that
demand is that the non-operator gets a credit on its account? The non-operator is
not entitled to a refund? What's stopping any operator from routinely demanding
excess amounts of drilling or operating expenses from non-operators if the
regulatory consequence is the equivalent of "store credit?" SeeR649-2-8a (3.a).

Is the Board going to designate which provisions of the imposed JOA are "in the
contravention" of the pooling statute? Is that the non-operator's responsibility?
What if a there are provisions imposed that conflict with the statute when no party
appears to object to an imposed JOA (e.g. unlocatables)? What is the process by
which a particular term can be voided by operation of law? SeeR649-2-8a (5)

Does the Board intend for the process to be 1) proposal from the private company,
2) automatic imposition of the statutory penalty unless the proposal is
successfully challenged, and 3) restricting the opportunity to challenge the
proposal to those who put the demanded cash into escrow? Does this process
protect correlative rights? Does this process ensure the right to a fair hearing?

Referring back to the first question (assuming the Board wants to create an
entitlement to full funding of proposed wells via rulemaking), does creating that
entitlement have the knock-on effect of obligating the Board to determine which
operator has superior rights among competing operators? Is the rule creating
winners and losers?

I appreciate the opportunity to participate in this process and am always available to
answer any questions via phone or video teleconference.

Yours Very Truly,

Tony Hunter
2161 N. Covington Cir
Wichita, K5,67212
(316) 6s5-s0s1
hunterath@gmail.com

a



Cursorv Analvsis of Article XVI Samnles Provided bv Bradlev Gunnell

Fidelitv JOA Arricle XVI

o Paragraph D: Obligates Nonconsenting parties to assign their lease to the
Consenting parties. The Nonconsenting Parties can get 25Yo of their lease back
after the well breaks even.

Paragraph H (1) (c): If a non-operator defaults, their leases in the drilling unit are
forfeited.

Paragraph J: ln addition to the non-consent forfeiture and the default forfeiture,
the Operator gets a lien on the non-operator's leasehold. This may entitle the
operator to pursue the non-operator for a deficiency judgment (sue the non-
operator in court for any shortfall between the amount owed and the price fetched
by selling the non-operator's interest)

Anadarko JOA Article XVI

Paragraph 8: Media gag provision

Paragraph 9: Operator may commence drilling operations without notice

Paragraph l0: This is not a take-it-or-leave-it contract - even if it's imposed by
Board order?

Paragraph 12: Attorney's Fees provision

Paragraph l3: Non-consenting operators shall assign leasehold interest in the
drilling unit AND any interest in adjoining sections.

Paragraph 14: Marketing and transportation agreements will not be shared with
non-operator (who is paying how much for services - which is a major
component of operating costs)

Chesapeake JOA Article XVI

Paragraph 5: Operator may commence operations without notice

a

a

a

a

a

a

o

a

Paragraph 6: This is not a take-it-or-leave-it contract - even if it's imposed by
Board order?

a Paragraph 8: Attorney's Fees provision



Paragraph 9: Marketing and transportation agreements will not be shared with
non-operator (who is paying how much for services - BIG component of
operating costs). And, operator may sell production to an affiliate if the contract is
"based on" the price received by third party, but the affiliate agreement itself will
be confidential and could contain adverse terms.

Paragraph 12: Non-operator is still committed even if the well runs over I25o/o of
the AFE, a supplement will be sent out "for information purposes only."

Paragraph 21: Non-consenting parties must assign all their drilling unit leaseholds
to the Operator. Specifically states that leaseholds larger than a section may be
subject to this paragraph if the Utah Department of Natural Resources issues a
unitization or pooling order.

Newfield JOA Article XVI

Paragraph D: Authorizes a lien on personal property and production. May expose
non-operators to deficiency liability.

Paragraph E: Cash call provision (operator may target specific non-operators for
cash calls, may exempt others)

Paragraph J: Contemplates multi-well simultaneous proposed operations. This
allows an operator to literally price a non-operator out of a well.

Paragraph K: lnfrastructure owned and operated separately from the drilling unit.
$2.66 per MCF gas charge. $1.95 per barrel water disposal charge (PLUS
whatever the operator is actually charged by a third party to put the water down a
well - that can cost extra)

Paragraph L: Absolving the Operator from negligence claims. The "industry
norm" is that the operator is held to the "prudent operator" standard. Why would
ANYONE agree to choose an operator who disclaimed the duty to act as a
prudent operator?

o

o

a

o

a

a

a

a





















R649.  Natural Resources; Oil, Gas and Mining; Oil and Gas. 
R649-1.  Oil and Gas Definitions. 
R649-1-1.  Definitions. 
 "Authorized Agent" means a representative of the director as 
authorized by the board. 
 "Aquifer" means a geological formation including a group of 
formations or part of a formation that is capable of yielding a 
significant amount of water to a well or spring. 
 "Artificial Liner" means a pit liner made of material other than 
clay or other in-situ material and which meets the requirements of 
R649-9-3, Permitting of Disposal Pits. 
 “Authority for Expenditure” or “AFE” is a detailed written 
statement made in good faith by an operator of the total estimated 
costs and expenses to be incurred in the drilling, testing, completion 

and equipping of a well for oil and gas operations. 
 "Barrel" means 42 (US) gallons at 60 degrees Fahrenheit at 
atmospheric pressure. 
 "Board" means the Board of Oil, Gas and Mining. 
 "Carrier, Transporter or Taker" means any person moving or 
transporting oil or gas away from a well or lease or from any pool. 
 "Casing Pressure" means the pressure within the casing or between 
the casing and tubing at the wellhead. 
 "Central Disposal Facility" means a facility that is used by 
one or more producers for disposal of exempt E and P wastes and for 
which the operator of the facility receives no monetary remuneration, 
other than operating cost sharing. 
 "Class II Injection Well" means a well that is used for: 
 1.  The disposal of fluids that are brought to the surface in 

connection with conventional oil or natural gas production and that 
may be commingled with wastewater produced from the operation of a 
gas plant that is an integral part of production operations, unless 
that wastewater is classified as a hazardous waste at the time of 
injection, or 
 2.  Enhanced recovery of oil or gas, or 
 3.  Storage of hydrocarbons that are liquids at standard 
temperature and pressure conditions. 
 "Closed System" means but is not limited to, the use of a 
combination of solids control equipment (i.e., shale shakers, flowline 
cleaners, desanders, desilters, mud cleaners, centrifuges, agitators, 
and necessary pumps and piping) incorporated in a series on the rig's 
steel mud tanks, or a self contained unit that eliminates the use 

of a reserve pit for the purpose of dumping and dilution of drilling 
fluids for the removal of entrained drill solids.  A closed system 
for the purpose of these rules may with Division approval include 
the use of a small pit to receive cuttings, but does not include the 
use of trenches for the collection of fluids of any kind. 
 "Coalbed Methane" means natural gas that is produced, or may 
be produced, from coalbeds and rock strata associated with the coalbed. 
 "Commercial Disposal Facility" means a disposal well, pit or 
treatment facility whose owner(s) or operator(s) receives 
compensation from others for the temporary storage, treatment, and 
disposal of produced water, drilling fluids, drill cuttings, 
completion fluids, and any other exempt E and P wastes, and whose 
primary business objective is to provide these services. 



 "Completion of a Well" means that the well has been adequately 

worked to be capable of producing oil or gas or that well testing 
as required by the division has been concluded. 
 "Confining Strata" refers to a body of material that is relatively 
impervious to the passage of liquids or gases and that occurs either 
below, above, or lateral to a more permeable material in such a way 
that it confines or limits the movement of liquids or gases that may 
be present. 
 "Correlative Rights" means the opportunity of each owner in a 
pool to produce his just and equitable share of the oil and gas in 
the pool without waste. 
 "Cubic Foot" of gas means the volume of gas contained in one 
cubic foot of space at a standard pressure base of 14.73 psia and 
a standard temperature base of 60 degrees Fahrenheit. 

 "Day" means a period of 24 consecutive hours. 
 "Development Wells" means all oil and gas producing wells other 
than wildcat wells. 
 "Director" means the executive and administrative head of the 
division. 
 "Disposal Facility" means an injection well, pit, treatment 
facility or combination thereof that receives E and P Wastes for the 
purpose of disposal.  This includes both commercial and noncommercial 
facilities. 
 "Disposal Pit" means a lined or unlined pit approved for the 
disposal and/or storage of E and P Wastes. 
 "Division" means the Division of Oil, Gas and Mining. 
 "Drilling Fluid" means a circulating fluid usually called mud, 
that is introduced in a drill hole to lubricate the action of the 

rotary bit, remove the drilling cuttings, and control formation 
pressures. 
 "E and P Waste" means Exploration and Production Waste, and is 
defined as those wastes resulting from the drilling of and production 
from oil and gas wells as determined by the Environmental Protection 
Agency (EPA), prior to January 1, 1992, to be exempt from Subtitle 
C of the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA). 
 "Emergency Pit" means a pit used for containing fluids at an 
operating well during an actual emergency or for a temporary period 
of time. 
 "Enhanced Recovery" means the process of introducing fluid or 
energy into a pool for the purpose of increasing the recovery of 
hydrocarbons from the pool. 

 "Enhanced Recovery Project" means the injection of liquids or 
hydrocarbon or non-hydrocarbon gases directly into a reservoir for 
the purpose of augmenting reservoir energy, modifying the properties 
of the fluids or gases in the reservoir, or changing the reservoir 
conditions to increase the recoverable oil, gas, or oil and gas through 
the joint use of two or more well bores. 
 "Entity" means a well or a group of wells that have identical 
division of interest, have the same operator, produce from the same 
formation, have product sales from a common tank, LACT meter, gas 
meter, or are in the same participating area of a properly designated 
unit. Entity number assignments are made by the division in cooperation 
with other state government agencies. 
 "Field" means the general area underlaid by one or more pools. 



 "Gas" means natural gas or natural gas liquids or other gas or 

any mixture thereof defined as follows: 
 1.  "Natural Gas" means those hydrocarbons, other than oil and 
other than natural gas liquids separated from natural gas, that occur 
naturally in the gaseous phase in the reservoir and are produced and 
recovered at the wellhead in gaseous form.  Natural gas includes 
coalbed methane. 
 2.  "Natural Gas Liquids" means those hydrocarbons initially 
in reservoir natural gas, regardless of gravity, that are separated 
in gas processing plants from the natural gas as liquids at the surface 
through the process of condensation, absorption, adsorption, or other 
methods. 
 3.  "Other Gas" means hydrogen sulfide (H2S), carbon dioxide 
(CO2), helium (He), nitrogen (N), and other nonhydrocarbon gases that 

occur naturally in the gaseous phase in the reservoir or are injected 
into the reservoir in connection with pressure maintenance, gas 
cycling, or other secondary or enhanced recovery projects. 
 "Gas-Oil Ratio" means the ratio of the number of cubic feet of 
natural gas produced to the number of barrels of oil concurrently 
produced during any stated period.  The term GOR is synonymous with 
gas-oil ratio. 
 "Gas Processing Plant" means a facility in which liquefiable 
hydrocarbons are removed from natural gas, including wet gas or 
casinghead gas, and the remaining residue gas is conditioned for 
delivery for sale, recycling or other use. 
 "Gas Well" means any well capable of producing gas in substantial 
quantities that is not an oil well. 
 "Ground Water" means water in a zone of saturation below the 

ground surface. 
 "Hearing" means any matter heard before the board or its 
designated hearing examiner. 
 "Horizontal Well" means a well bore drilled laterally at an angle 
of at least eighty (80) degrees to the vertical or with a horizontal 
projection exceeding one hundred (100) feet measured from the initial 
point of penetration into the productive formation through the 
terminus of the lateral in the same common source of supply. 
 "Illegal Oil or Illegal Gas" means oil or gas that has been 
produced from any well within the state in violation of Chapter 6 
of Title 40, or any rule or order of the board. 
 "Illegal Product" means any product derived in whole or in part 
from illegal oil or illegal gas. 

 "Incremental Production" means that part of production that is 
achieved from an enhanced recovery project that would not have 
economically occurred under the reservoir conditions existing before 
the project and that has been approved by the division as incremental 
production. 
 "Injection or Disposal Well" means any Class II Injection Well 
used for the injection of air, gas, water or other substance into 
any underground stratum. 
 "Interest Owner" means a person owning an interest (working 
interest, royalty interest, payment out of production, or any other 
interest) in oil or gas, or in the proceeds thereof. 
 “Joint Operating Agreement” or “JOA” is an agreement between 
or among owners to govern oil and gas operations, including 



designation of an operator, of a concurrently owned tract(s), 

leasehold(s) and/or drilling unit. 
 "Load Oil" means any oil or liquid hydrocarbon that is used in 
any remedial operation in an oil or gas well. 
 "Log or Well Log" means the written record progressively 
describing the strata, water, oil or gas encountered in drilling a 
well with such additional information as is usually recorded in the 
normal procedure of drilling including electrical, radioactivity, 
or other similar conventional logs, a lithologic description of 
samples and drill stem test information. 
 "Multiple Zone Completion" means a well completion in which two 
or more separate zones, mechanically segregated one from the other, 
are produced simultaneously from the same well. 
 “Notice of Opportunity to Participate” means the written notice 

of opportunity to participate in a well for oil and gas operations 
required by Utah Code §40-6-2(11) to be provided to an owner and 
which includes an offer to lease if the owner is an unleased owner, 
and an offer for the owner to directly participate financially, in 
proportion to the owner's interest in the drilling, testing, 
completion, equipping and operation of the subject well and which 
includes: (i)  the approximate surface and, if applicable, bottom 
hole location of the subject well by county, township, range, section, 
quarter-quarter section or substantially equivalent lot, and 
footages from directional section lines; (ii) the proposed well name; 
(iii) the proposed total distance from the surface of the ground 
to the terminus measured along the vertical component and lateral 
if the well is a horizontal well; (iv) the proposed total depth; 
(v) the objective productive zone(s) and the approximate depth and 

locations of producing intervals in the borehole; (vi) the 
approximate date upon which the subject well was or will be spud; 
(vii) a joint operating agreement proposed in good faith by the 
operator for operation of the drilling unit upon which the subject 
well is to be drilled; (viii) an AFE for the subject well; (ix) a 
statement that a refusal to agree to either lease or participate 
in the subject well may result in the imposition of a statutory risk 
compensation award allowed under Utah Code § 40-6-6.5(4)(d)(i)(D) 
of between 150% and 400% as determined by the board; (x) a statement 
that any initial compulsory pooling order may apply to subsequent 
wells within the drilling unit including, but not limited to, any 
statutory risk compensation award imposed under Utah law pursuant 
to UCA § 40-6-6.5(12). 

 "Oil" means crude oil or condensate or any mixture thereof, 
defined as follows: 
 1.  "Crude Oil" means those hydrocarbons, regardless of gravity, 
that occur naturally in the liquid phase in the reservoir and are 
produced and recovered at the wellhead in liquid form. 
 2.  "Condensate" means those hydrocarbons, regardless of 
gravity, that occur naturally in the gaseous phase in the reservoir 
that are separated from the natural gas as liquids through the process 
of condensation either in the reservoir, in the well bore or at the 
surface in field separators. 
 3.  "Oil and Gas" shall not include gaseous or liquid substances 
derived from coal, oil shale, tar sands or other hydrocarbons 
classified as synthetic fuel. 



 "Oil and Gas Field" means a geographical area overlying an oil 

and gas pool. 
 "Oil Well" means any well capable of producing oil in substantial 
quantities. 
 "Operator or Designated Agent" means the person who has been 
designated by the owners or the board to operate a well or unit. 
 "Owner" means the person who has the right to drill into and 
produce from a reservoir and to appropriate the oil and gas that he 
produces, either for himself or for himself and others. 
 "Person" means and includes any natural person, bodies politic 
and corporate, partnerships, associations and companies. 
 "Pit" means an earthen surface impoundment constructed to retain 
fluids and oil field wastes. 
 "Pollution" means such contamination or other alteration of the 

physical, chemical or biological properties of any waters of the state, 
or the discharge of any liquid, gaseous or solid substance into any 
waters of the state in such manner as will create a nuisance or render 
such waters harmful, detrimental or injurious to the public health, 
safety or welfare; to domestic, commercial, industrial, agricultural, 
recreational, or other legitimate beneficial uses; or to livestock, 
wild animals, birds, fish or other aquatic life. 
 "Pool" means an underground reservoir containing a common 
accumulation of oil or gas or both.  Each zone of a general structure 
that is completely separated from any other zone in the structure 
is a separate pool. "Common source of supply" and "reservoir" are 
synonymous with "pool." 
 "Pressure Maintenance" means the injection of gas, water or other 
fluids into a reservoir, either to increase or maintain the existing 

pressure in such reservoir or to retard the natural decline in the 
reservoir pressure. 
 "Produced Water" means water produced in conjunction with the 
conventional production of oil and/or gas. 
 "Producer" means the owner or operator of a well capable of 
producing oil or gas. 
 "Producing Well" means a well capable of producing oil or gas. 
 "Product" means any commodity made from oil and gas. 
 "Production Facilities" means all storage, separation, treating, 
dehydration, artificial lift, power supply, compression, pumping, 
metering, monitoring, flowline, and other equipment directly 
associated with oil wells, gas wells or injection wells, prior to 
any processing plant or refinery. 

 "Purchaser or Transporter" means any person who, acting alone 
or jointly with any other person, by means of his own, an affiliated, 
or designated carrier, transporter or taker, shall directly or 
indirectly purchase, take or transport by any means whatsoever, or 
who shall otherwise remove from any well or lease, oil or gas produced 
from any pool, excepting royalty portions of oil or gas taken in kind 
by an interest owner who is not the operator. 
 "Recompletion" means any completion in a new perforated interval 
or pool within an established wellbore and approved as a recompletion 
by the division. 
 "Refinery" means a facility, other than a gas processing plant, 
where controlled operations are performed by which the physical and 
chemical characteristics of petroleum or petroleum products are 



changed. 

 "Reserve Pit" means a pit used to retain fluid during the 
drilling, completion, and testing of a well. 
 "Seismic Operator" means a person who conducts seismic 
exploration for oil or gas, whether for himself or as a contractor 
for others. 
 "Shut-in Well" means a well that is completed, is shown to be 
capable of production in paying quantities, and is not presently being 
operated. 
 "Spud In" means the first boring of a hole in the drilling of 
a well by any type of rig. 
 "State" means the State of Utah. 
 "Stratigraphic Test or Core Hole" means any hole drilled for 
the sole purpose of obtaining geological information.  The general 

rules applicable to the drilling of a well will apply to the drilling 
of a stratigraphic test or core hole. 
 "Temporarily Abandoned Well" means a well that is completed, 
is shown not capable of production in paying quantities, and is not 
presently being operated. 
 "Temporary Spacing Unit" means a specified area of land 
designated by the board for purposes of determining well density and 
location.  A temporary spacing unit shall not be a drilling unit as 
provided for in U.C.A. 40-6-6, Drilling Units, and does not provide 
a basis for pooling the interest therein as does a drilling unit. 
 "Underground Source of Drinking Water" (or USDW) means a fresh 
water aquifer or a portion thereof that supplies drinking water for 
human consumption or that contains less than 10,000 mg/1 total 
dissolved solids and that is not an exempted aquifer under R649-5-4. 

 "Waste" means: 
 1.  The inefficient, excessive or improper use or the unnecessary 
dissipation of oil or gas or reservoir energy. 
 2.  The inefficient storing of oil or gas. 
 3.  The locating, drilling, equipping, operating, or producing 
of any oil or gas well in a manner that causes reduction in the quantity 
of oil or gas ultimately recoverable from a reservoir under prudent 
and economical operations, or that causes unnecessary wells to be 
drilled, or that causes the loss or destruction of oil or gas either 
at the surface or subsurface. 
 4.  The production of oil or gas in excess of: 
 4.1.  Transportation or storage facilities. 
 4.2.  The amount reasonably required to be produced in the proper 

drilling, completing, testing, or operating of a well or otherwise 
utilized on the lease from which it is produced. 
 5.  Underground or above ground waste in the production or 
storage of oil or gas. 
 "Waste Crude Oil Treatment Facility" means any facility or site 
constructed or used for the purpose of wholly or partially reclaiming, 
treating, processing, cleaning, purifying or in any manner making 
non-merchantable waste crude oil marketable. 
 "Well" means an oil or gas well, injection or disposal well, 
or a hole drilled for the purpose of producing oil or gas or both. 
The definition of well shall not include water wells, or seismic, 
stratigraphic test, core hole, or other exploratory holes drilled 
for the purpose of obtaining geological information only. 



 "Well Site" means the areas that are directly disturbed during 

the drilling and subsequent use of, or affected by production 
facilities directly associated with any oil well, gas well or injection 
well. 
 "Wildcat Wells" means oil and gas producing wells that are drilled 
and completed in a pool in which a well has not been previously 
completed as a well capable of producing in commercial quantities. 
 "Working Interest Owner" means the owner of an interest in oil 
or gas burdened with a share of the expenses of developing and operating 
the property. 
 "Workover" means any operation designed to sustain, to restore, 
or to increase the production rate, the ultimate recovery, or the 
reservoir pressure system of a well or group of wells and approved 
as a workover, a secondary recovery, a tertiary recovery, or a pressure 

maintenance project by the division.  The definition shall not include 
operations that are conducted principally as routine maintenance or 
the replacement of worn or damaged equipment. 
 
KEY:  oil and gas law 
Date of Enactment or Last Substantive Amendment:  June 2, 1998 
Notice of Continuation:  August 26, 2016 
Authorizing, and Implemented or Interpreted Law:  40-6-1 et seq. 
 
 



R649.  Natural Resources; Oil, Gas and Mining; Oil and Gas. 
R649-2.  General Rules. 
R649-2-1.  Scope of Rules. 
 1.  The following general rules adopted by the board pursuant 
to Chapter 6 of Title 40 shall apply to all lands in the state in 
order to conserve the natural resources of oil and gas in the state, 
to protect human health and the environment, to prevent waste, to 
protect the correlative rights of all owners and to realize the 
greatest ultimate recovery of oil and gas. 
 2.  Special rules and orders have been and will be issued by 
the board when required and shall prevail as against the general rules 
and orders of the board if in conflict therewith. 
 3.  Exceptions to the general rules may also be granted by the 
director or authorized agent for good cause shown and shall prevail 

as against the general rules. 
 4.  No exceptions granted by the board, director, or authorized 
agent to the rules applicable to the Underground Injection Control 
Program will be effective without the consent of the federal 
Environmental Protection Agency. 
 
R649-2-2.  Application of Rules to Lands Owned or Controlled By the 
United States. 
 These general rules shall apply to all lands in the state 
including lands of the United States and lands subject to the 
jurisdiction of the United States to the extent lawfully subject to 
the state's power. 
 
R649-2-3.  Application of Rules to Unit Agreements. 
 1.  The board may suspend the application of the general rules 
or orders or any part thereof, with regard to any unit agreement 
approved by a duly authorized officer of the appropriate federal 
agency, so long as the conservation of oil or gas and the prevention 
of waste is accomplished thereby. 
 2.  Such suspension shall not relieve any operator from making 
such reports as are otherwise required by the general rules or orders, 
or as may reasonably be requested by the board or the division in 
order to keep the board and the division fully informed as to operations 
under such unit agreements. 
 
R649-2-4.  Designation of Agent or Operator. 
 1.  A designation of agent or operator shall be submitted to 

the division prior to the commencement of operations. 
 2.  A designation of agent or operator will, for purposes of 
the general rules and orders, be accepted as evidence of authority 
of agent to fulfill the obligations of the owner, to sign any required 
documents or reports on behalf of the owner, and to receive all 
authorized orders or notices given by the board or the division. 
 3.  All changes of address and any termination of the designated 
agent's or operator's authority shall be promptly reported in writing 
to the division, and in the latter case a designation of a new agent 
or operator shall be promptly made. 
 
R649-2-5.  Right to Inspect. 
 1.  The director or authorized agent shall have the right at 



all reasonable times to go upon and inspect any oil or gas properties 

and wells for the purpose of making any investigations or tests 
reasonably necessary to ensure compliance with the provisions of the 
statutes, the general rules and orders of the board or any special 
field rules and orders.  The director or authorized agent shall report 
any observed violation to the board. 
 2.  The documentation of off lease transportation of crude oil 
required by R649-2-6, Access to Records, shall be carried in the motor 
vehicle during transportation and shall be available for examination 
and inspection by the director or an authorized agent upon request. 
 
R649-2-6.  Access to Records. 
 1.  Any person who produces, operates, sells, purchases, 
acquires, stores, transports, refines, or processes oil or gas or 

who injects fluids for cycling, pressure maintenance, secondary or 
enhanced recovery, or disposal of salt water or oil field waste within 
the state, shall make and keep appropriate books and records covering 
histheir operations in the state from which hethey shall be able to 
make and substantiate all reports required by the board or the 
division. 
 1.1.  Such books and records, together with copies of all reports 
and notices submitted to the board or the division shall be kept on 
file and available for inspection by the director or an authorized 
agent at all reasonable times for a period of at least six years. 
 1.2.  The director or the authorized agent shall also have access 
to all pertinent well records wherever located. 
 2.  Each owner or operator shall permit the director or 
authorized agent at histheir sole risk and expense, in the absence 

of negligence on the part of the owner or operator, to come upon any 
lease, property or well operated or controlled by himthem; to inspect 
the records pertaining to and the manner of operation of such property 
or well; and to have access at all reasonable times to any and all 
records pertaining to such well.  All information so obtained by the 
director or authorized agent shall be kept confidential and shall 
be reported only to the division or its authorized agent, unless the 
owner or operator gives written permission to the director to release 
such information. 
 3.  All off lease transportation of oil by motor vehicle shall 
be accompanied by a run ticket or equivalent document. The 
documentation shall identify the name and address of the transporter, 
the name of the operator, the lease or facility from which the oil 

was taken, the date of removal, the API gravity of the oil, the 
calculated percentage of BS and W, the volume of oil or the opening 
and closing tank gauges or meter readings, and the destination of 
the oil. 
 
R649-2-7.  Naming of Oil and Gas Fields or Pools. 
 1.  The division shall name oil and gas fields or pools within 
the state in cooperation with a Fields Names Advisory Committee and 
with due regard and consideration for any recommendation from the 
owners or operators of such fields or pools. The Field Names Advisory 
Committee shall be composed of a representative of the United States 
Bureau of Land Management and representatives of appropriate state 
agencies and the oil and gas industry. 



 
R649-2-8.  Measurement of Production. 
 1.  The volume of oil production shall be computed in barrels 
of clean oil, on the basis of acceptable meter measurements, tank 
measurements, or with such greater accuracy as may be required by 
the division. Computations of the volume of oil production shall be 
subject to the following corrections: 
 1.1.  The gross volume of oil shall be corrected to exclude the 
entire volume of impurities not constituting a natural component part 
of the oil. 
 1.2.  The observed volume of oil after correction for impurities 
shall be further corrected to the standard volume at 60 degrees 
Fahrenheit, in accordance with Table 6A of the API/ASTM D-1250, Chapter 
11.1, Manual of Petroleum Measurement (1980), or any revisions or 

supplements, or any alternative publication or tables approved by 
the division. 
 1.3.  The observed gravity of oil shall be corrected to the 
standard API gravity at 60 degrees Fahrenheit in accordance with Table 
5A of API/ASTM, D-1250, Chapter 11.1, Manual of Petroleum Measurement 
(1980), or any revisions or supplements, or any alternative 
publication or tables approved by the division. 
 2.  All gas shall be measured by an orifice type meter unless 
otherwise authorized by the division. 
 2.1.  In computing the volumes of all gas produced, sold, or 
injected, the standard pressure base shall be 14.73 pounds per square 
inch absolute (psia), and the standard temperature base shall be 60 
degrees Fahrenheit. 
 2.2.  All measurements of gas shall be adjusted by computation 

to these standards, regardless of the pressure and temperature at 
which the gas was actually measured, unless otherwise authorized by 
the division. 
 
R649-2-8a.  Consenting to Participate in a Well 
 1.  Except as provided in Subsection (2.1) below, an owner shall 
be determined by the board to be a “Nonconsenting owner” as defined 
in Utah Code §40-6-2(11) if, within 30 days from the date the Notice 
of Opportunity to Participate is received, the owner has failed to: 
 1.1.  Execute and deliver to the operator an executed AFE for 
the well; and 
 1.2.  Execute and deliver to the operator a JOA to govern the 
drilling and operation of the well and applicable drilling unit with 

the operator, and subject the owner to the risk compensation award 
under, and other provisions of, Utah Code §40-6-6.5 as may be 
determined by the board. 
 2.  If, within 30 days from the date the Notice of Opportunity 
to Participate is received or such later date as provided for by the 
Notice of Opportunity to Participate, or by written agreement, an 
owner has delivered to the operator: 
 2.0.1.  An executed AFE, 
 2.0.2.  Payment of its proportionate share of the AFE’d cost, 
and 
 2.0.3.  Written objections, addressing the specific provisions 
of the operator’s proposed JOA to which the owner in good faith objects, 
the reasoning for each objection, and modifications/alternative 



provisions the owner proposes in lieu thereof, the owner shall be 

deemed a “Consenting owner” as defined in Utah Code §40-6-2(4). 
 2.1  Failure of an owner to comply with the requirements of 
Subsection (2) shall result in the determination by the board that 
the owner is a nonconsenting owner and subject the owner to the risk 
compensation award under, and other provisions of, Utah Code 
§40-6-6.5 as may be determined by the board and, in such an event, 
any AFE’d amount paid by the owner shall be refunded to the owner. 
 3.  An owner who complies with the requirements of Subsection 
(2.1) or an operator who in good faith rejects said owner’s proposed 
modifications/alternate provisions to the JOA may request that the 
board determine the terms of the JOA in accordance with the provisions 
of Utah Code § 40-6-6.5(2) as follows: 
 3.1.  If the operator has filed a Request for Agency Action 

for compulsory pooling of owners in the well and associated drilling 
unit has been filed, either the owner or the operator may move the 
board to determine the reasonableness of the costs charged and/or 
the terms of the JOA between the owner and operator as part of that 
proceeding, and 
 3.2.  If no Request for Agency Action has been filed for 
compulsory pooling of owners in the well and associated drilling 
unit, then either the owner or the operator may file a Request for 
Agency Action within 60 days of the receipt by the operator of the 
owner’s written objections, the hearing upon which shall be limited 
to addressing the terms of the JOA in dispute pursuant to the owner’s 
written objections. 
 3.3.  If neither (3.1) or (3.2) timely occurs, then the actual 
costs incurred will be deemed by the board as just and reasonable, 

and the terms of the JOA as proposed by the operator in the Notice 
of Opportunity to Participate will be deemed by the board to govern 
as between the operator and the owner in any subsequent hearing before 
the board. 
 3.4.  If a hearing is held before the board, the owner and 
operator must execute the JOA as approved by the board and/or, if 
the board determines the owner’s objections to the costs charged 
are justified, the operator shall apply the amounts over and above 
those found to be reasonable charges as a credit against the owner’s 
proportionate share of future operational expenses. 
 4.  An operator who has received payment of AFE’d costs from 
an owner who has complied with the provisions of Subsection (2) shall 
deposit the proceeds in a separate trust account in a federally 

insured bank or savings and loan institution: 
 4.1.  The deposit shall earn interest at the highest rate being 
offered by that institution for the amount and term of similar demand 
deposits. 
 4.2.  The operator may commingle the proceeds only with proceeds 
received from other similarly situated owners. 
 4.3.  Applicable bank/financial institution fees shall be 
deducted. 
 4.4.  Payment of principal and accrued interest from the trust 
account shall be made to the operator if and when operations as set 
forth in the written Notice of Opportunity to Participate are 
commenced within 120 days after expiration of the election period 
provided in Subsection (1). 



 4.5.  If operations as set forth in the written Notice of 

Opportunity to Participate are not commenced within 120 days after 
expiration of the election period provided in Subsection (1), then, 
absent the owner’s written agreement to the contrary,  the owner’s 
consent and agreement shall be null and void, the operator must return 
the tendered AFE’d amount plus accrued interest, but deducting 
applicable bank/financial institution fees, thereon to the owner 
within 30 days of the expiration of the 120-day period, and a new 
written Notice of Opportunity to Participate  must be provided if 
the well is to be re-proposed. 
 
R649-2-9. Refusal to Agree. 
 1.  An owner shall be deemed to have refused to agree to bear 
his proportionate share of the costs of the drilling and operation 

of a well under Section 40-6-6.5 if: 
 1.1.  The operator of the proposed well has, in good faith, 
attempted to reach agreement with such owner for the leasing of the 
owner's mineral interest or for that owner's voluntary participation 
in the drilling of the well. 
 1.2.  The owner and the operator have been unable to agree upon 
terms for the leasing of the owner's interest or for the owner's 
participation in the drilling of the well.  For purposes of Utah Code 
Sections 40-6-2(4) and -2(11), the consent and agreement required 
of an owner shall be manifested by the owner agreeing in writing, 
within thirty (30) days from the date the notice required by Utah 
Code Section 40-6-2(11) is received, to bear that owner's 
proportionate share of the costs of drilling, testing, completion, 
equipping and operation of the well. 

 2.1.  If the operator of the proposed welland owner shall fail 
to attempt, in good faith, to reach agreement with the ownerfor the 
leasing of that owner's mineral interest or for voluntary 
participation by that owner in the proposed well prior to the filing 
of a Request for Agency Action for involuntarycompulsory pooling of 
interests in the drilling unit under Section 40-6-6.5 then, upon 
written request and after notice and hearing, the hearing on the 
Request for Agency Action for involuntarycompulsory pooling may, at 
the discretion of the board or its designated hearing examiner, be 
delayed for a period not to exceed 30 days, to allow for negotiations 
between the operator and the owner. 
 
R649-2-9a.  Notice to Unlocatable and Unidentified Owners. 
 1.  Either an owner who is not identifiable, but may claim 
ownership by, through, or under the estate of a deceased owner of 
record, or an owner who is not locatable, may be determined by the 
board to be a nonconsenting owner if: 
 1.1.  The operator, concurrent with the filing of a Request 
for Agency Action for compulsory pooling, files with the board an 
ex parte motion for notice by publication in a newspaper of general 
circulation in the county where the well is located for two (2) 
consecutive weeks prior to the hearing date, which motion shall be 
accompanied by a proposed form of such notice to be published, and 
an affidavit outlining in sufficient detail the operator’s reasonable 
diligent and good faith efforts to identify and locate such owners 
including at a minimum: 



 1.1.1.  A listing of all such owners; provided, if such owners 

are unknown, then identifying them as parties not already leased 
or participating in the well at issue and claiming by, through or 
under the estate of the deceased owner of record; 
 1.1.2.  The name, address, email address and telephone number 
of a contact person for the operator to respond to the notice; and 
 1.1.3.  All of the information set forth in Notice of 
Opportunity to Participate, but, in lieu of an AFE and a JOA, a 
statement that an AFE for the subject well and a proposed JOA agreement 
shall be provided by the operator to the owner if a response to the 
notice is received before the hearing. 
 1.2.  The board finds the operator has exercised such reasonable 
diligent and good faith efforts and finds the proposed form of notice 
is acceptable, and issues an order granting the motion, and proof 

of such publication is supplied by said newspaper publisher and filed 
with the board, and 
 1.3.  No response, either agreeing to lease or to otherwise 
participate in the subject well, is received by the operator from 
any such owner prior to the hearing. 
 
R649-2-9b.  Imposition of Statutory Risk Compensation Award. 
 In determining the level of any risk compensation award imposed 
within the range of 150% to 400% specified in Utah Code § 
40-6-6.5(4)(d)(i)(D), the board may consider, among other factors 
the geologic and engineering uncertainties and difficulties in 
drilling the well, the availability of information from prior 
drilling and development in the area, the costs of the well, and 
the risk compensation award in the JOA reached through arm’s length 

negotiations between parties in the drilling unit. 
 
R649-2-10.  Notification of Lease Sale or Transfer. 
 The owner of a lease shall provide notification to any person 
with an interest in such lease, when all or part of that interest 
in the lease is sold or transferred. 
 
R649-2-11.  Confidentiality of Well Log Information. 
 1.  Well logs marked confidential shall be kept confidential 
for one year after the date on which the log is required to be filed 
with the division, unless the operator gives written permission to 
release the log at an earlier date. 
 2.  Information on a newly permitted well will be held 

confidential only upon receipt by the division of a written request 
from the owner or operator. 
 3.  The period of confidentiality may begin at the time the APD 
is submitted for approval if a request for confidentiality is received 
at that time. The information on the application itself will not be 
considered confidential. 
 4.  Information that shall be held confidential includes well 
logs, electrical or radioactivity logs, electromagnetic, electrical, 
or magnetic surveys, core descriptions and analysis, maps, other 
geological, geophysical, and engineering information, and well 
completion reports that contain such information. 
 5.  The owner or operator shall clearly mark documents as 
confidential.  Such marking shall be in red and be clearly visible. 



 6.  Confidential wells or information shall be reported 

separately from wells or information that is not in confidential 
status. 
 
R649-2-12.  Tests and Surveys. 
 1.  When deemed necessary or advisable the director or authorized 
agent can require that tests or surveys be made to determine the 
presence of waste of oil, gas, water, or reservoir energy; the quantity 
of oil, gas or water; the amount and direction of deviation of any 
well from the vertical; formation, casing, tubing, or other pressures; 
or any other test or survey deemed necessary to carry out the purposes 
of the Oil and Gas Conservation Act. 
 2.  Directional, deviation, and/or measurements-while-drilling 
(MWD) surveys must be run on horizontal wells and submitted in 

accordance with R649-3-21, Well Completion and Filing of Well Logs, 
as amended for horizontal wells. 
 
R649-2-13.  Application of a Compulsory Pooling Order to Subsequently 
Drilled Wells in a Drilling Unit. 
 1.  An initial board order compulsory pooling all interests 
in a drilling unit, including the terms and conditions of a JOA as 
adopted by the board, shall apply to any subsequently drilled well 
in the drilling unit as authorized under Utah Code § 40-6-6.5(12), 
subject to compliance with the following: 
 1.1.  The operator has filed with the board a motion to modify 
the initial order to apply its terms to an additional well in the 
drilling unit which sets forth by affidavit: 
 1.1.1.  The docket and cause numbers of said initial board 

order; 
 1.1.2.  The location, identification, and description of the 
well drilled to which the order is to apply; 
 1.1.3.  An identification of those owners who the operator 
asserts have not consented to participate in the subsequent well 
after having been provided a Notice of an Opportunity to Participate 
and failing to consent or make objections as allowed by R649-2-8a, 
and those owners who are either locatable, unlocatable, or cannot 
be identified; 
 1.1.4.  Certification that the operator has made reasonable 
efforts to locate and provide notice to the alleged nonconsenting 
owners which shall include: 
 1.1.4.1.  Copies of the written Notice of Opportunity to 

Participate sent to them together with a proof of service; or 
 1.1.4.2.  Proof of notice by publication as required by 
R649-2-9a(1.2) if any such alleged nonconsenting owner is unlocatable 
or not identified. 
 1.1.5.  A statement that the average weighted landowner’s 
royalty for the drilling unit remains the same as that provided for 
in the initial board order or a calculation of the average weighted 
landowner’s royalty for the drilling unit at the time of commencement 
of the drilling of the subsequent well as provided in Utah Code 
§40-6-6.5(6); 
 1.1.6.  The anticipated costs of plugging the well; and 
 1.1.7.  The risk compensation award as determined by the board 
in the original order. 



 1.2.  The motion to modify the initial board order has been 

mailed by the operator, together with copies of the initial board 
order and a recitation of the provisions of Utah Code § 40-6-6.5(12) 
and R649-2-8a to all such alleged nonconsenting owners, with a 
certification of service evidencing the same executed and filed with 
the board; and 
 1.3.  Within 30 days of the mailing of the motion, no party 
has filed any objection to the motion to modify the initial board 
order to apply to the subsequently drilled well in the drilling unit, 
including without limitation objection to said party’s alleged 
nonconsent status, the applicable risk compensation percentage or 
the reasonableness of the actual costs incurred for the subsequently 
drilled well. 
 2.  Upon a written notice filed with the board stating that 

the foregoing conditions have been satisfied, the board may enter 
an order declaring its initial compulsory pooling order to be 
applicable to such subsequently drilled well, with the modifications 
for the matters addressed in the motion to modify the order. 
 3.  If an owner or other person with an interest affected by 
the motion shall have filed an objection within 30 days of the mailing 
of the motion to modify the order including but not limited to an 
objection to said person’s alleged nonconsent status, the applicable 
risk compensation percentage, or the reasonableness of the costs 
of the well, then the board shall set a time for a hearing in accordance 
with Rules of Practice Before the Board in R641-100 et. seq. 
 3.1.  The hearing shall be limited to the addressing the 
objections to the motion to modify the order as asserted by any party 
in the objections filed; 

 3.2.  The operator shall have the burden to satisfy the 
requirements of Utah Code §40-6-6.5 for the granting of the motion 
and the objecting owner shall have the burden of establishing merit 
to its objections; and 
 3.3.  The board shall enter an order determining the application 
of the initial order to the subsequent well as the any party who 
filed objections, and how the initial order will apply to others 
who have not objected. 
 4.  If there are no objections made to the motion to modify 
the initial compulsory pooling order, the initial order shall apply 
to the subsequent well as requested. 
 5.  The terms of any JOA adopted by the board in an initial 
compulsory pooling order and applicable to any subsequent order may 

not be in the contravention of the provisions of Utah Code §40-6-6.5, 
including providing that an owner shall be entitled to receive Notice 
Of Opportunity to Participate in any subsequent well proposed in 
the drilling unit regardless of the owner’s prior consent or 
nonconsent status on a prior well in the drilling unit. 
 
KEY:  consenting, nonconsenting, oil, pooling 
Date of Enactment or Last Substantive Amendment:  September 21, 2017 
Notice of Continuation:  August 26, 2016 
Authorizing, and Implemented or Interpreted Law:  40-6-1 et seq. 
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SECRETARY BOARD OF
OIL, GAS & MINING

Bradley D. Gunnell
3319 N. University Ave., Suite 200
Provo, UT 84604
Email : bgunnell@wemenergy.com

RE Public Comment re: Docket No. 2017-013 Cause No. RO&G-2017-0l-Atah Board of Oil,
Gas, and Mining Proposed Compulsory Pooling and JOA Rules

I represent a number of oil and gas exploration entitiesr active in the State of Utah that currently hold over
500,000 net mineral acres under lease for oil and gas development, and operate over 60 wells in the State.
On behalf of these clients, I write to provide additional comment (in addition to my comment previously
filed on April 24, 2019 and on May 20, 2019) on the draft rules circulated in this matter and to provide
proposed revisions to those draft rules. Specifically we propose revisions to three of the proposed rules,
with those specific revisions attached to this letter.

Proposed Revisions to R649-2-8a

While we understand the desire to provide operators in the State of Utah with a clear and timely delineation
of which owners are participating or not participating in a well prior to commencing operations, forcing
non-operating owners to either accept an operator's JOA or negotiate changes to that JOA from a position
of board-imposed weakness is not the line that should be drawn. A JOA is, next to the oil and gas lease, the
most important and closely negotiated agreement in oil and gas exploration. Among many other things, it
may determine:

voting rights in future elections and operations,
the extent of title examination the operator must perform and how title defects are to be addressed
and by whom,
the amount of"overhead" an operator can expense to a well or other operations,
non-consent penalties often including the forfeiture of leases or rights,
liens imposed by the operator on leases or production,
rights of first refusal on the acquisition or divestiture of interests,
sharing and/or confidentiality of well data

These are important provisions that are part and parcel of a non-operator's decision whether or not to
participate in a well, and the board should not place its finger on the scales in these negotiations. We know
that there are non-operating owners who apparently as a matter of course refuse altogether to enter into
JOAs, which frustrates operators who are never certain if those non-operators are Consenting owners or
Non-consenting owners. While we understand the desire to give operators a clear line to help realize a
greater ultimate recovery of oil and gas, this proposed line goes too far and curtails the correlative rights of
the non-operators who lose even more leverage in negotiating their JOAs.

Rather than compelling non-operators to accept JOAs as proposed by the operators or negotiate from a
position of board-imposed weakness, we instead propose that the line be drawn at attempting to negotiate
in good faith a JOA with an operator who must likewise attempt to negotiate in good faith. With our

I These entities include, among others: Wasatch Energy Management,LLC; WEM Uintah ,LLC; WEM Dragon,
LLC; WEM Castlegate, LLC; Rockies Standard Oil Company,LLC; Liberty Pioneer Energy Source, Inc.; Par Five
Exploration LLC; Sanpete Energy, LLC; and other affiliated and unaffiliated companies.
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proposed revisions to Subsections 1 and 2, a non-operator owner is deemed a Consenting owner to a well
and is obligated to bear its share of the cost of the drilling and operation of the well by both:

(l) executing and returning an AFE, and
(2) either

(a) agreeing to a JOA with the operator for that well2, or
(b) attempting to negotiate in good faith a JOA for that well

If the parties negotiate in good faith and it nevertheless turns out that they still cannot reach agreement on
a JOA, then either party retains the right under Subsection 3 to bring the matter to the board for the board
to determine the terms of the JOA and resolve the deadlock.

Additionally, Subsection L2 as proposed would compel the non-operator to negotiate for more than the
well that is the subject of the Notice of Opportunity to Participate as it contemplates the JOA covering not
just the well, but also the "applicable drilling unit". As the board has indicated it is in the process of
proposing rules for operatorship of wells and drilling units, this concept is better addressed in those
proposed rules rather than raising the specter of that issue here by obligating non-operating owners to
negotiate a JOA for the entire drilling unit in order to participate in a single well. The reference to the
"applicable drilling unit" needs to be struck from Subsection 1.2-non-operators should not be forced to
negotiate a JOA for the entire drilling unit and therefore hypothetical future wells as a prerequisite to
participating in a single well.

We continue to strongly object to any requirement that non-operating owners are required to pay funds to
the operator for the privilege of negotiating terms in a JOA. While some expressed the opinion that the non-
operators do not have skin in the game otherwise, they have exactly as much skin in the game as the
operators do. If the well is drilled (which is completely in the control of the operator, not the non-operator),
the operator must pay its share, and if the non-operator is a Consenting owner, they must also pay their
share per our proposed revisions. If they don't agree to the AFE or negotiate a JOA in good faith, then they
are deemed to be a Non-consenting owner. We have removed the requirement for a non-operator to pay in
order to come to the negotiating table as well as other references to that requirement.

We have also removed the clause in Subsection 3.3 providing that, in the event of deadlocked negotiations
and absence of board determination, the operator's JOA wins. This clause is a tremendous disincentive for
an operator to negotiate and get past deadlock. Instead, it encourages operators to push the envelope in what
they propose. It is not the board's role to compel non-operators into a contractual agreement they have not
agreed to despite negotiating in good faith. If the parties do not reach terms on a JOA, there simply will be
no JOA. The board will still, under the revised Subsection 3.3, be able to deem the actual costs as just and
reasonable, and the owner will still be obligated to pay its proportionate share of those actual costs under
Subsection 2.

Subsection 3.2 limits the board's authority to determining only those terms placed at issue by the ownsr's
initial written objections. This may encourage the non-operating owner to, in good faith, throw in the
kitchen sink when it undertakes to write those written objections in order to avoid preclusion of an issue in
the future. The unintended consequence of this limitation is it encourages the submission of every possible
objection and will thereby actually slow down the process of distilling the issues down and reaching an
agreement. Furthermore, in the course of any good faith negotiations, there is an element of give and take.
If the parties' good faith negotiations expand beyond those original objections to include JOA terms that
were not part of the owner's initial written objections, the board should not be precluded from looking at

2 In what I believe to be an oversight, the currently proposed rules do not include a non-operating owner who signs a
JOA as someone who is deemed a "Consenting owner", which our addition in2.0.2.1. corrects.
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the entire scope of terms at issue if and when the matter comes before the board. Therefore, we have revised
the final clause in Subsection3.2to expand the boards review to allterms of the JOA at issue when it comes
before the board and to prevent overbroad laundry lists ofobjections from cautious non-operators.

Finally, in Subsection 4, there is some ambiguity as to exactly what "operations" must commence within
the timeframe under Subsection 4 before the owner's consent is nullified. These should be "drilling
operations". Also, if those operations are not commenced, the JOA should also be nullified along with the
consent. However, we fully expect that the terms an operating or non-operating owner has agreed to in the
recent past would inform a determination of whether or not they negotiate another JOA on a re-proposal of
the well.

Pronosed Revisions to R649-2-9

We propose only a minor, but important change to this rule - that the first o'and" be switched to "or", such
that a failure to negotiate by either party (as opposed to both parties) may, in the board's discretion, delay
the hearing for 30 day to allow further negotiations to take place.

Proposed Revisions to R649-2-9b

Risk compensation awards between other parties should not be included in the list of factors to be
considered. While the list is not all-inclusive and the board is free to consider that factor whether or not it
is included, experience has shown that once a factor is listed, it will be used at every chance. If these risk
compensation awards are negotiated as a result of arms-length negotiations with no power imbalances or
other factors, they may be useful. However, those negotiated between parents and subsidiaries, parties to
joint venture agreements or farmout agreements, or other situations of power imbalance would make for
tenible precedents to impose on parties negotiating in good faith. As such, it must not be included as a
listed and therefore elevated factor for consideration.

We appreciate the board's willingness to take what some might perceive as a step back in the process of
getting the right rules in place. Getting it as close to right as possible should be the foremost concern as

correlative rights are implicated any time the board addresses who is and is not a Nonconsenting owner.
All operators, my operating clients included, want clarity in determining who is participating in a well and
who is not prior to commencing operations. Yes, other lines can be more distinct and give the operator
greater certainty, but those more distinct lines give too much to operating owners and infringe too much on
the non-operating owners' correlative rights. We believe that requiring a non-operator to attempt in good
faith to negotiate a JOA for the proposed well is the right line and is much clearer than the status quo.

Regards,

J}
Bradley D. Gunnell, esq
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Filed VIA Email Re : Informal Rulemaking

Cause No. RO&G 2017-01

Ladies and Gentlemen,

Pursuant to the May 29,2019 Notice of Public Comment Period And Additional
Public Hearing And Return To Informal Rulemaking, J.P. Furlong Co., International
Petroleum Limited Liability Company, and BRO Energy, LLC, submit the following
additional written comments for the Board's consideration at the June 26,2019 hearing.

In light of the Board's "encourage[ment] to provide specific alternate language
and/or proposed written revisions to the proposed rules[,]" I have attached specific
altemate language for changes to Utah Admin. Rule R649-1-1 and R649-2-8 et. seq.
There are both clean text and redline versions included for ease of reading and ease of
comparison to the present proposal. These proposals track closely with the specific
alternate language proposed by Furlong, International and BRO in their April 23,2019
letter on file in this matter. A brief description of the proposed language and the rationale
behind each proposal follows below.

R649-1-1: We suggest only technical changes clarifying abbreviations of
references to the Utah Code in the definition of "Notice of Opportunity to Participate."

R649-2-8a: We suggest striking the entire proposed rule. In our view, the
proposed rule proceeds from a false assumption: that the mere act of sending a letter to
owners of interests in a spacing unit confers unilateral rights and powers upon the party
that sent the letter. As Furlong successfully argued to this Board back in April 2015, there
is nothing in the pooling statute that implies that the exercise of express statutory rights
and inalienable constitutional rights by an owner is contingent upon agreeing to a

contract with an operator. Subsections 1 and 2 of this proposed regulation would
manufacture such powers and give them to anyone with a single acre of ground in any
spacing unit. Unless a// consenting parties (including the party proposing the well) are
required to escrow cash pending the drilling of the proposed well prior to actually drilling
it, the party proposing the well (or who has already drilled it) will always have the upper
hand.



Detailed objections to Subsections 3 and 4 were provided in our April 23,2019
letter, and in the interest of economy, will not be repeated here.

However, one basic question must be answered if the Board adopts Subsection 3.4
of this proposed rule: what judicial or administrative mechanism will the Board use
to force an owner to sign a JOA?

R649-2-9:
existing rule

As an alternative to the proposed Rule 8a, we recommend enhancing the

The rule as a whole would be updated to include the new proposed regulatory
definitions in R649-1-1 for clarity and consistency.

Subsection I would be updated to include requirements that the well be drilled as
proposed within 120 days or the well re-noticed and owners be allowed to re-elect
to the new proposal.

a

a

Subsection 2 would be updated for consistency and clarity with the new rules

Subsection 3 would be added to set the Board's minimum expectations of what
constitutes "good faith" negotiations. Most of this language has been proposed, in
various forms, throughout this process in comments to the Division and the
Board, by multiple parties. Specifically, "good faith" negotiations recognizes l)
the need for a written "agreement to agree" to bear a proportionate share of the
well costs subject to final approval of a JOA, 2) written notice that the JOA
component of the election was objectionable, and 3) identification of and
engagement with persons who have authority to negotiate.

Subsection 4 spells out the consequences and requirements when the parties fail to
reach an agreement on the JOA. Specifically, it establishes that the proponent of a
term bears the burden of demonstrating it is just and reasonable, and sets a
minimum evidentiary standard for a pafty's claim that "everyone is doing it these
days." These changes were proposed in our April 23, 2019 letter under the
heading "Addition to Proposed R649-2-8.5."

Subsection 5 sets out a statutorily authoizedway to ensure that there is "skin in
the game" on both sides. No owner should be forced to pay out of pocket until the
terms of the deal are known. If there is a voluntary agreement, the terms are
known upon executing the JOA. If there is no voluntary agreement, the terms are
unknown until the Board issues an order. Once the terms are known, an owner can
make a fully informed decision as to whether or not the risk of participating is
justified by the expected course of performance by the operator. At any point
before then, parting with money is a gamble, not a risk.

R649-2-9.5: In our Aprll23,2019 letter, we suggested striking the "unlocatable" rule in
its entirety. This is still our preferred outcome, for the reasons discussed in that letter.

a
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However, in the alternative, or in the interim prior to a legislative fix, a rule mandating
the minimum risk penalty assessment for those persons who never actually l*tew they had
a decision to make would be appropriate.

R649-2-9b: Risk compensation is required by statute to be imposed after consideration of
the facts in evidence. The language proposed here is substantially similar to the "Addition to
Proposed Rule R649-2-9.6" in our April23,2019 letter. Further, as noted by Board Member
Susan Davis at the }lay 22,2019 hearing, parties to an existing JOA have the contractual
incentive to enhance the stated risk of a prospect. This is either a method to ensure
compliance with the contract or to increase damages in the event of a breach. In contrast, the
statutory purpose of a Board-imposed risk penalty is to ensure recovery of the resource
without waste while protecting correlative rights. This is a method to spread the burden of
developing the resources urmong the broadest pool of participants possible. By limiting
consideration of "risk" to engineering and geological factors, the Board can eliminate the
possibility that the business model of the operator could conflict with the policy of the
Legislature.

R649-2-13: Subsection 1.3 should be changed to "receipt" of the notice, instead of
"mailing" the notice. Again, if the party is not actually aware of the opportunity to
participate in a well, there is no meaningful chance to consent to participate.

,f rl. {.

Once again, J.P. Furlong Co., Intemational Petroleum Limited Liability Company, and
BRO Energy, LLC appreciate the opportunity to contribute and thank the Board and
Division staff who spent considerable time and effort in the process. We intend to appear
at the June 26, 2019 heaing to address any questions the Board has regarding our
proposal. We further intend to offer testimony regarding "gaming the system," "having
skin in the game," and an alternative perspective of the petroleum business environment
in Utah and beyond.

Very truly yours,

L/u *=+-'-

Tony Hunter



R649-1-1 :"Notice of Opportunity to Participate" means the written notice of opportunity
to participate in a well for oil and gas operations required by Utah Code $40-6-2(11) to
be provided to an owner and which includes an offer to lease if the owner is an unleased
owner, and an offer for the owner to directly participate financially, in proportion to the
owner's interest, in the drilling, testing, completion, equipping and operation of the
subject well and which includes: (i) the approximate surface and, if applicable, bottom
hole location of the subject well by county, township, range, section, quarter-quarter
section or substantially equivalent lot, and footages from directional section lines; (ii) the
proposed well name; (iii) the proposed total distance from the surface of the ground to the
terminus measured along the vertical component and lateral if the well is a horizontal
well; (iv) the proposed total depth; (v) the objective productive zone(s) and the
approximate depth and locations of producing intervals in the borehole; (vi) the
approximate date upon which the subject well was or will be spud; (vii) a joint operating
agreement proposed in good faith by the operator for operation of the drilling unit upon
which the subject well is to be drilled; (viii) an AFE, for the subject well; (ix) a statement
that a refusal to agree to either lease or participate in the subject well may result in the
imposition of a statutory risk compensation award allowed under Utah Code Ann. $ 40-6-
6.5(4Xd)(D@) of between 150% and 400Yo as determined by the board; (x) a statement
that any initial compulsory pooling order may apply to subsequent wells within the
drilling unit including, but not limited to, any statutory risk compensation award imposed
under Utah law, pursuant to Utah Code Ann. $ 40-6-6.5(12).

R649-2-9. Consenting to Participate in a Well.
1. An owner may be deemed to have refused to agree to bear his proportionate share

of the costs of the drilling and operation of a well under Section 40-6-6.5 if:
1.1. The operator of the proposed well has, in good faith, attempted to reach

agreement with such owner for the leasing of the owner's mineral interest or for that owner's
voluntary participation in the drilling of the well; and

1.2. The owner and the operator have been unable to agree upon terms for the
leasing of the owner's interest or for the owner's participation in the drilling of the well, as

set forth in the Notice of Opportunity to Participate. For purposes of Utah Code Sections
40-6-2(4) and -2(11), the consent and agreement required of an owner shall be manifested
by the owner agreeing in writing, within thirty (30) days from the date the Notice of
Opportunity to Participate is received, to bear that owner's proportionate share of the costs of
drilling, testing, completion, equipping and operation of the well.

1 .3. If any of the enumerated terms of the Notice of Opportunity to Participate
changes between the time of the Notice and the spudding of the proposed well, or if the
proposed well is not spudded within 120 days of the date indicated by the Notice, a new
Notice of Opportunity to Participate must be provided and previous elections shall be
void.

2. If the operator and owner shall fail to affempt, in good faith, to reach agreement
for the leasing of that owner's mineral interest or for voluntary participation by that owner in
the proposed well prior to the filing of a Request for Agency Action for compulsory pooling
of interests in the drilling unit under Utah Code Ann. $ 40-6-6.5 then, upon written request



and after notice and hearing, the hearing on the Request for Agency Action for compulsory
pooling may, at the discretion of the board or its designated hearing examiner, be delayed
for a period not to exceed 30 days, to allow for negotiations between the operator and the
owner.

3. The Board shall consider the following as prima facie evidence of good faith
negotiations.

3.1 The Owner has provided written consent and agreement to the
Operator as set forth in Subsection L2.

3.2 The Owner has provided a written objection to some portion of the
Notice of Opportunity to Participate to the Operator.

3.3 A person with authority to make a legally binding agreement on
behalf of the Owner or Operator has approved or denied a request to amend the terms set
forth in the Notice of Opportunity to Participate.

4. In the absence of a voluntary agreement between the Owner and Operator
for the drilling and operation of the proposed well, following good faith negotiations, the
Board may impose terms of operation on the parties pursuant to Utah Code Ann. $ 40-6-6.5
(c) upon notice and hearing. If the Board adopts terms pursuant to Utah Code Ann. $40-6-
6.5 (c) (i) or (ii), then

4.I. The burden of persuasion that any term of a proposed JOA is just
and reasonable shall be borne by the proponent of the term.

4.2. The Board shall not consider a proposed term to be in common use
in the operating area or specifically adopted in the drilling unit unless executed
copies of the relevant JOA are filed.

5. The final order of the Board may provide that unless the AFE costs as set
forth in the Notice of Opportunity to Participate have been tendered to the Operator
within 30 days of either the filing of the Board's final compulsory pooling order, or
commencing drilling operations with a rig capable of reaching total depth of the proposed
well, whichever is later, then the Operator may file a motion before the Board requesting
that the Owner's election to participate shall be deemed null and void ab initio.lf
granted, the Owner shall be considered as a non-consenting Owner as otherwise provided
in the final compulsory pooling order.

R649-2-9a. Notice to Unlocatable and Unidentified Owners.
1. Either an owner who is not identifiable, but may claim ownership by, through,

or under the estate of a deceased owner of record, or an owner who is not locatable, may
be determined by the board to be a "Nonconsenting owner" as defrned in Utah Code $40-
6-2(rr) if:

1.1. The operator, concurrent with the filing of a Request for Agency Action for
compulsory pooling, files with the board an ex parte motion for notice by publication in a
newspaper of general circulation in the county where the well is located for two (2)
consecutive weeks prior to the hearing date, which motion shall be accompanied by a



proposed form of such notice to be published, and an affidavit outlining in sufficient
detail the operator's reasonable diligent and good faith efforts to identiff and locate such
owners including at a minimum:

1.1.1. A listing of all such owners; provided, if such owners are unknown, then
identi$ing them as parties not already leased or participating in the well at issue and
claiming by, through or under the estate of the deceased owner of record;

1.1.2. The name, address, email address and telephone number of a contact
person for the operator to respond to the notice; and

1.1.3. All of the information set forth in Notice of Opportunity to Participate, but,
in lieu of an AFE and a JOA, a statement that an AFE for the subject well and a proposed
JOA agreement shall be provided by the operator to the owner if a response to the notice
is received before the hearing.

1.2. The board finds the operator has exercised such reasonable diligent and good
faith efforts and finds the proposed form of notice is acceptable, and issues an order
granting the motion, and proof of such publication is supplied by said newspaper
publisher and filed with the board, and

1.3. No response, either agreeing to lease or to otherwise participate in the
subject well, is received by the operator from any such owner prior to the hearing.

2. If the Board determines that an Owner is a Nonconsenting owner under
Subsection 1, then the Board shall not impose a nonconsent penalty greater than the
minimum allowed under Utah Code Ann. $ 40-6-6.5 (4XdXDp).

R649-2-9b. Imposition of Statutory Risk Compensation Award.
1. In determining the level of any risk compensation award imposed within

the range of l50ohto 400Yo specified in Utah Code $ 40-6-6.5(4)(d)(iXD), the board may
consider, among other factors, the geologic and engineering uncertainties and difficulties
in drilling the well, and the availability of information from prior drilling and
development in the area. The Board shall not consider evidence of general business risk,
economic conditions, time to payout, title or ownership issues, legal risk or any of the
terms of any current or proposed JOA for the drilling unit in awarding risk compensation.

2. When a risk compensation award is granted, the final order of the Board
shall require the Operator to provide the nonconsenting Owners with a quarterly payout
statement regarding the status of the wells, including an itemized report of drilling,
operation, and completion expenses and revenues applied to offset them.

R649-2-13. Application of a Compulsory Pooling Order to Subsequently Drilled Wells
in a Drilling Unit.

1. An initial board order compulsory pooling all interests in a drilling unit,
including the terms and conditions of a JOA as adopted by the board, shall apply to any
subsequently drilled well in the drilling unit as authorized under Utah Code $ 40-6-
6.5(12), subject to compliance with the following:

1.I . The operator has filed with the board a motion to modify the initial order to
apply its terms to an additional well in the drilling unit which sets forth by affidavit:

1 .1.1. The docket and cause numbers of said initial board order;



1.1.2. The location, identihcation, and description of the well drilled to which the
order is to apply;

1.1.3. An identification of those owners who the operator asserts have not
consented to participate in the subsequent well after having been provided a Notice of an
Opportunity to Participate and failing to consent or make objections as allowed by R649-
2-8a, and those owners who are either locatable, unlocatable, or cannot be identified;

1.1.4. Certification that the operator has made reasonable efforts to locate and
provide notice to the alleged nonconsenting owners which shall include:

1,1.4.1. Copies of the written Notice of Opportunity to Participate sent to them
together with a proof of service; or

1.1.4.2. Proof of notice by publication as required by R649-2-9a(1.2) if any such
alleged nonconsenting owner is unlocatable or not identified.

1.1.5. A statement that the average weighted landowner's royalty for the drilling
unit remains the same as that provided for in the initial board order or a calculation of the
average weighted landowner's royalty for the drilling unit at the time of commencement
of the drilling of the subsequent well as provided in Utah Code 940-6-6.5(6);

1.1.6. The anticipated costs of plugging the well; and
1.1.7. The risk compensation award as determined by the board in the original

order.
1.2. The motion to modify the initial board order has been mailed by the operator,

together with copies of the initial board order and a recitation of the provisions of Utah
Code $ 40-6-6.5(12) and R649-2-8a to all such alleged nonconsenting owners, with a
certification of service evidencing the same executed and filed with the board; and

1.3. Within 30 days of the mei+ing receipt of the motion, no party has filed any
objection to the motion to modifu the initial board order to apply to the subsequently
drilled well in the drilling unit, including without limitation objection to said party's
alleged nonconsent status, the applicable risk compensation percentage or the
reasonableness of the actual costs incurred for the subsequently drilled well.

2. Upon a written notice filed with the board stating that the foregoing conditions
have been satisfied, the board may enter an order declaring its initial compulsory pooling
order to be applicable to such subsequently drilled well, with the modifications for the
matters addressed in the motion to modify the order.

3. If an owner or other person with an interest affected by the motion shall have
filed an objection within 30 days of the mailing of the motion to modiff the order
including but not limited to an objection to said person's alleged nonconsent status, the
applicable risk compensation percentage, or the reasonableness of the costs of the well,
then the board shall set a time for a hearing in accordance with Rules of Practice Before
the Board in R641-100 et. seq.

3.1. The hearing shall be limited to the addressing the objections to the motion to
modify the order as asserted by any party in the objections filed;

3.2. The operator shall have the burden to satisfr the requirements of Utah Code

540-6-6.5 for the granting of the motion and the objecting owner shall have the burden of
establishing merit to its objections; and

3.3. The board shall enter an order determining the application of the initial order
to the subsequent well as the any party who hled objections, and how the initial order
will apply to others who have not objected.



4. If there are no objections made to the motion to modifii the initial compulsory
pooling order, the initial order shall apply to the subsequent well as requested.

5. The terms of any JOA adopted by the board in an initial compulsory pooling
order and applicable to any subsequent order may not be in the contravention of the
provisions of Utah Code $40-6-6.5, including providing that an owner shall be entitled to
receive Notice Of Opportunity to Participate in any subsequent well proposed in the
drilling unit regardless of the owner's prior consent or nonconsent status on a prior well
in the drilling unit.



R649- l- I :"Notice of Opportunity to Participate" means the written notice of opportunity
to participate in a well for oil and gas operations required by Utah Code $40-6-2(l l) to
be provided to an owner and which includes an offerto lease if the owner is an unleased

. owner, and an offer for the owner to directly participate financially, in proportion to the

I owner's interest in the drilling, testing, completion, equipping and opeiation of the
subject well and which includes: (i) the approximate surface and, if applicable, bottom
hole location of the subject well by county, township, range, section, quarter-quarter
section or substantially equivalent lot, and footages from directional section lines; (ii) the
proposed well name; (iii) the proposed total distance from the surface ofthe ground to the
terminus measured along the vertical component and lateral if the well is a horizontal
well; (iv) the proposed total depth; (v) the objective productive zone(s) and the
approximate depth and locations of producing intervals in the borehole; (vi) the
approximate date upon which the subject well was or will be spud; (vii) a joint operating
agreement proposed in good faith by the operator for operation of the drilling unit upon
which the subject well is to be drilled; (viii) an AFE for the subject well; (ix) a statement

. that a refusal to agree to either lease or participate in the subject well may result in the

I imposition of a statutory risk compensation award allowed under Utah Codi Ann. $ 40-6-
6.5(4XdXD(D) of between l50Yo and 400Yo as determined by the board; (x) a statement
that any initial compulsory pooling order may apply to subsequent wells within the
drilling unit including, but not limited to, any statutory risk compensation award imposed
under Utah la% pursuant to 40-6-6.
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R649-2-9.
Participate in a Well.

An owner deemed to have refused to to bear his share
of the costs of the drilling and operation of a well under Section 40-6-6.5 if:

1.1. The operator of the proposed well has, in good faith, attempted to reach
agreement with such owner for the leasing of the owner's mineral interest or for that owner's
voluntary participation in the drilling of the well

1.2. The owner and the operator have been unable to agree upon terms for the
leasing of the owner's interest or for the owner's participation in the drilling of the well. as
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For of Utah Code Sections
40-6-2(4) and -2(l l), the consent and agreement required of an owner shall be manifested
by the owner agreeing in writing, within thirty (30) days from the date the

is to bear that owner's share ofthe costs of
drilling, testing, completion, equipping and operation of the well.

1.3. If any of the enumerated ternrs of the Notice of Ooportunit), to Participate
changes between the time of the Notice and the spuddine of the proposed well. or if the

rs not within 120 of
Notice of Opportunitlzto Participate must be provided and previous elections shall be
void.

If the owner shall fail to ln
faith, to reach agreement withthqownerfor the leasing of that owner's mineral interest or for
voluntary participation by that owner in the proposed well prior to the filing of a Request for
Agency Action for inveluntarycompulsory pooling of interests in the drilling unit under
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40-6-6.5 written uest and after notice and
the hearing on the Request for Agency Action for inve{un+arycompulsory pooling may, at
the discretion of the board or its designated hearing examiner, be delayed for a period not to
exceed 30 days, to allow for negotiations between the operator and the owner.

3 The Roard shall consider the llowins as nrima facie evidence of sood faith
negotratlons.

Owner lrcq writlen corlsent and agreement to tlre
Operator as set forth in Subsection 1.2

3.2 The Owner has provided a written obiection to sorne nortion of the
Notice of Opportr,uritv to Particinate to the Ooerator.

3 3 A nerson with arrth to make a lesallv bindins asreement on
behalf of the Owtrer or Operator has approved or denied a request to amend the terms set
forth in the Notice of Opnortunitv to Participate.

4. In the absence of a voluntary agreement between the Owner and Operator
for the drilling and operation of the proposed well. following sood faith negotiations. the

I The
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Board may impose terms of opelation on thq parties pulsuarrt to Utah Code Ann. g 40-6-6.5
(c) upon notice and hearing. If the Board adopts terms pursuant to Utah Code Ann. {40-6-
6.5 (c) (i) or (ii). then

4. I . The burden of persuasion that any term of a proposed JOA is just
and reasonable shall be borne bv the proponent ofthe terrn.

4.2. The Board shall not consider a proposed term to be irr cornrnon use
in the opelating area or specifically adopted in the drilling unit unless executed
copies of the relevant JOA are filed.

5. The final order of the Board may provide that unless the AFE costs as set
forth in the Notice of Opportunitv to Participate have been tendered to the Operator
within 30 days of either the filing of the Board's final compulsorv pooling older. or
commencing drilling operations with a rig capable of reachine total depth of the proposed

well. whichever is later. then the Operator may file a qrotion before the Board requesting
that the Orvner's electiorr to narticinate all be deemed null and void ab inilio.lf
granted. the Owner shall be considered as a non-consenting Owner as otherwise provided
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R649-2-9a. Notice to Unlocatable and Unidentified Owners.
l. Either an owner who is not identifiable, but may claim ownership by, through,

or under the estate of a deceased owner of record, or an owner who is not locatable, may
be determined by the board to be a "Nonconsenting owner" as defined in Utah Code $40-
6-2(n) if:

l.l. The operator, concurrent with the filing of a Request for Agency Action for
compulsory pooling, files with the board an ex parte motion for notice by publication in a
newspaper of general circulation in the county where the well is located for two (2)
consecutive weeks prior to the hearing date, which motion shall be accompanied by a
proposed form of such notice to be published, and an affidavit outlining in sufficient
detail the operator's reasonable diligent and good faith efforts to identifli and locate such
owners including at a minimum:

1.1.1. A listing of all such owners; provided, if such owners are unknown, then
identifzing them as parties not already leased or participating in the well at issue and
claiming by, through or under the estate of the deceased owner of record;

l'1.2. The name, address, email address and telephone number of a contact
person for the operator to respond to the notice; and

1.1 .3. All of the information set forth in Notice of Opportunity to Participate, but,
in lieu of an AFE and a JOA, a statement that an AFE for the subject well and a proposed
JOA agreement shall be provided by the operator to the owner if a response to the notice
is received before the hearing.

1.2. The board finds the operator has exercised such reasonable diligent and good
faith efforts and finds the proposed form of notice is acceptable, and issues an order
granting the motion, and proof of such publication is supplied by said newspaper
publisher and filed with the board, and



1.3. No response, either agreeing to lease or to otherwise participate in the
subject well, is received by the operator from any such owner prior to the hearing.

N
Subsection I then fhe Roard shall not a nonconsent oenaltv sreater than the
minimum allowed under Utah Code Ann. g 40-6-6.5 (4)(dXiXD).

R649-2-9b. Imposition of Statutory Risk Compensation Award.
l. In determining the level of any risk compensation award imposed within

the range of 1 50% to 400%o specified in Utah Code g 40-6-6.5(4XdXD@), the board may
consider, among other factors, the geologic and engineering uncertainties and difficulties
in drilling the well, and the availability of information from prior drilling and
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development in the

. The
Boald shallnot consider evidence of general business risk. economic conditions. tinre to
payout. title or owtrership issues. legal risk or anv of the terms of anll current or proposed

JOA for the drilling unit in awardine risk compensation.
2. When a risk compensation award is granted. the final order of the Board

shall require the Operator to provide the nonconsenting Owners with a quarterly payout
statement regarding the status of the wells. including an iternized report of drilling.
operation, and completion expenses and revenues applied to offset them.

R649-2-13. Application of a Compulsory Pooling Order to Subsequently Drilled Wells
in a Drilling Unit.

l. An initial board order compulsory pooling all interests in a drilling unit,
including the terms and conditions of a JOA as adopted by the board, shall apply to any
subsequently drilled well in the drilling unit as authorized under Utah Code g 40-6-
6.5(12), subject to compliance with the following:

l.l. The operator has filed with the board a motion to modify the initial order to
apply its terms to an additional well in the drilling unit which sets forth by affidavit:

I . I . I . The docket and cause numbers of said initial board order;
1.1 .2. The location, identification, and description of the well drilled to which the

order is to apply;
1.1.3. An identification of those owners who the operator asserts have not

consented to participate in the subsequent well after having been provided a Notice of an
Opportunity to Participate and failing to consent or make objections as allowed by R649-
2-8a, and those owners who are either locatable, unlocatable, or cannot be identified;

1.1.4. Certification that the operator has made reasonable efforts to locate and
provide notice to the alleged nonconsenting owners which shall include:

1.1.4.1. Copies of the written Notice of Opportunity to Participate sent to them
together with a proof of service; or

| .l .4.2. Proof of notice by publication as required by R649-2-9a(1.2) if any such
alleged nonconsenting owner is unlocatable or not identified.

1.1.5. A statement that the average weighted landowner's royalty for the drilling
unit remains the same as that provided for in the initial board order or a calculation of the
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average weighted landowner's royalty for the drilling unit at the time of commencement
of the drilling of the subsequent well as provided in Utah Code 940-6-6.5(6);

I . I .6. The anticipated costs of plugging the well; and
1.1.7. The risk compensation award as determined by the board in the original

order.
1.2. The motion to modify the initial board order has been mailed by the operator,

together with copies of the initial board order and a recitation of the provisions of Utah
Code $ 40-6-6.5(12) and R649-2-8a to all such alleged nonconsenting owners, with a
certification of service evidencing the same executed and filed with the board; and

1.3. Within 30 days of the of the no has filed
objection to the motion to modifu the initial board order to apply to the subsequently
drilled well in the drilling unit, including without limitation objection to said party's
alleged nonconsent status, the applicable risk compensation percentage or the
reasonableness ofthe actual costs incurred for the subsequently drilled well.

2. Upon a written notice filed with the board stating that the foregoing conditions
have been satisfied, the board may enter an order declaring its initial compulsory pooling
order to be applicable to such subsequently drilled well, with the modifications for the
matters addressed in the motion to modiff the order.

3. If an owner or other person with an interest affected by the motion shall have
filed an objection within 30 days of the mailing of the motion to modiff the order
including but not limited to an objection to said person's alleged nonconsent status, the
applicable risk compensation percentage, or the reasonableness ofthe costs ofthe well,
then the board shall set a time for a hearing in accordance with Rules of Practice Before
the Board in R64l-100 et. seq.

3.1. The hearing shall be limited to the addressing the objections to the motion to
modiff the order as asserted by any party in the objections filed;

3.2. The operator shall have the burden to satisff the requirements of Utah Code

$40-6-6.5 for the granting of the motion and the objecting owner shall have the burden of
establishing merit to its objections; and

3.3. The board shall enter an order determining the application of the initial order
to the subsequent well as the any party who filed objections, and how the initial order
will apply to others who have not objected.

4. If there are no objections made to the motion to modiff the initial compulsory
pooling order, the initial order shall apply to the subsequent well as requested.

5. The terms of any JOA adopted by the board in an initial compulsory pooling
order and applicable to any subsequent order may not be in the contravention of the
provisions of Utah Code $40-6-6.5, including providing that an owner shall be entitled to
receive Notice Of Opportunity to Participate in any subsequent well proposed in the
drilling unit regardless of the owner's prior consent or nonconsent status on a prior well
in the drilling unit.
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RE: Proposed Rules Being Considered

Dear Members of the Utah Board of Oil, Gas and Mining:

We represent Arch Energy Partners (*AEP"), an oil and gas
investment firm with interests located in the State of Utah. We are
writing on behalf of AEP to express concern about proposed rule
changes and provide suggested revisions to the same. We have had
communication with other smaLl companies who have also expressed
concerns about some parts of the proposed changes being considered.

In addition to the interests AEP ovrns in the State of Utah,
AEP owns non-operated properties and operates wells in other
states, including Colorado, Oklahoma, and Texas. As a member of
Utah oil and gas community, AEP is concerned about the manner in
which certain new rules will be implemented. As a non-operating
working interest partner, AEP has seen operators use various
tactics to gain unfair leverage against non-operated working
interest partners, including the following:

June 5, 2AL9

Holding funds pursuant to an authorization
expenditure (*AFE") for an extended period of time;

Filing perm5-ts en ,nasse without any intentj.on to drill
aI1 of the weLls;
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Sending out AFEs en masse without any intention to dri1l
all of the wells;

Inserting bad faith terms in proposed joint operating
agreements ("JOA");

Intentionally inflating proposed AFEs in order to
discourage participation in a well.

It is AEP's desire that the Board develop new rules and
formulate standards that are both clear and equitable. AEP wants to
ensure that aII parties' correlative rights are protected and that
the Board implements rules that will allow for the productive
development of Utah's natural resources.

Operating within this framework, AEP suggests the following
revisions to proposed Rule R649-2.

RuIe R649-2-88.1, as proposed is as follows:

L. Except as provided in Subsection (2.t1 below, an owner
shal-l be determined by the board to be a "Nonconsenting owner"
as defined in Utah Code 540-6-2 (11) if, within 30 days from
the date the Notice of Opportunity to Participate is received,
the owner has failed to:

1.1. Execute and deliver to the operator an executed AFE
for the well; and

L.2. Execute and deliver to the operator a JOA to govern
the drilling and operation of the well and applicable
drilling unit with the operator, and subject the owner to
the risk compensation award under, and other provisions
of, Utah Code 540-6-6.5 as may be determined by the
board.

It is proposed R649-2.8a.1 be written as follows:

1-. Except as provided in Subsection (2.1) below, an owner
shall be determined by the board to be a "Nonconsenting owner"
as defined in Utah Code 540-6-2 (11) Lf, within 30 days from
the date the Notice of Opportunity to Participate is received,
the owner has failed to:

1.1-. Execute and deliver to the operator an executed AFE
for the well.
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The decision to participate in a weLl is always subject to the
terms of a JOA' and such decision should be subsequent to, or
coincide with the execution of a JOA. The JOA contains a number of
provisions that materially affect the economics of a well and, by
extension, the decision to participate in a we1l. JOAs may contain
unreasonable COPAS provisions, unusualLy high payout thresholds or
"in or out" provisions, high transportation costs, and restrictions
on transfers. The inclusion of any one of the preceding provisions,
each of which AEP has seen as part of a ,JOA, would materially
affect the decision to participate in the drilling of a weLl.

Rule R649-2-8a.2 as proposed is as follows:

2. Tf, within 30 days from the date the Notice of Opportunity
to Participate is received or such later date as provided for
by the Notice of Opportunity to Participate, or by written
agreement, an owner has delivered to the operator:

2.0.L. An executed AFE,

2 Payment of its proportionate share of the AFE'd
and

2.0.3. Written objections, addressing the specific
provisions of the operator's proposed JOA to which the
owner in good faith objects, the reasoning for each
objection, and modifications/alternative provisions the
owner proposes in lieu thereof, the owner shall be deemed
a "Consenting owner" as defined in Utah Code 540-6-2(4).

2.I Failure of an owner to comply with the requirements
of Subsection (2') shall result in the determination by
the board that the ohrner is a "Nonconsenting owner" as
defined in Utah Code 540-6-2 (1-1-) and subject the owner to
the risk compensation award under, and other provisions
of, Utah Code 540-6-6.5 as may be determined by the board
and, in such an event, any AFE'd amount paid by the owner
shall be refunded to the owner.

It is proposed R649-2-8a.2 be written as follows:

If, within 30 days from the date the Notice of Opportunity
Participate is received or such later date as provided for
the Notice of Opportunity to Participate, or by written

reementr dn owner has delivered to the operator:

0.2.
St,co

2.
to
by
ag

2,0.1. An executed AFE,
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2.0.2. IIntentionally deleted]

2.0.3. Written objections, addressing the specific
provJ.sions of the operator's proposed JOA to which the
owner objects, the reasonj.ng for each objection, and
modifications/alternative provisions the owner proposes
in lieu thereof, the owner shall be deemed a "Consenting
owner" as defined in Utah Code 540-6-2 (4) .

2.1 Failure of an owner to comply with the requirements
of Subsection (21 shall result in the determination by
the board that the owner is a "Nonconsenting ovrner" as
defined in Utah Code 540-6-2 (LL) and subject the owner to
the risk compensation award under, and other provisions
of, Utah Code 540-5-6.5 as may be determined by the board
and, in such an event, dny AFE'd amount paid by the owner
shalI be refunded to the owner.

Requiring a non-operatied working interest partner to prepay
its proportion of a proposed AFE tips the balance of negotiating
power unfairly towards the operator. It allows the operator to
unfairly hold funds in a manner that j-s inconsistent with industry
norms.

Rule R649-2-8a.4 as proposed is as follows:

4. An operator who has received payment of AFE'd costs from
an owner who has complied with the provisions of Subsection
(2) shall deposit the proceeds in a separate trust account in
a federally insured bank or savings and loan institution:

4.L. The deposit sha11 earn interest at the highest rate
being offered by that institution for the amount and term
of similar demand deposits.

4.2. The operator may commingle the proceeds only with
proceeds received from other similarly situated owners.
4 .3. Applicable bank,/financial institution fees shalL be
deducted.

4.4. Payment of principal and accrued interest from the
trust account shall be made to the operator if and when
operations as set forth in the written Notice of
Opportunity to Participate are commenced within 120 days
after expirati-on of the election period provided in
Subsection (1).
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4.5. If operations as set forth in the written Notice of
Opportunity to Participate are not commenced within 120
days after expiration of the election period provided in
Subsection (1), then, absent the o$rner's written
agreement to the contrary, the owner's consent and
agreement shal-l be null- and void, the operator must
return the tendered AFE'd amount plus accrued interest,
but deducting applicable bank/financial institution fees,
thereon to the owner within 30 days of the expiration of
the 120-day period, and a new written Notice of
Opportunity to Participate must be provided if the well
is to be re-proposed.

It is recommended that RuIe R649-2-8a.4 be deleted in its
entirety. As outlined herein, it. is imprudent for an operator to
hold a portion of an non-operated partner's funds as part of a
negotiation of a JOA, negating the need for this provision.

Rule R649-2-9b as proposed is as follows:

In determining the level of any risk compensation award
imposed within the range of 150t to 400t specified in Utah
Code S 40-6-6.5(4) (d) (i) (D), the board may consider, among
other factors the geologic and engineering uncertainties and
difficulties in drilling the wel1, the availability of
informatj-on from prior drilling and development in the area,
the costs of the well-, and the risk compensation award in the
JOA reached through arm's length negotiations between parties
in the drilling unit.

It is proposed that R649-2-9b be rewritten as folLows:

In determining the level of any risk compensation award
imposed within the range of 150t to 400E specified in Utah
Code S 40-6-6.5(4) (d) (i) (D), the board may consider, among
other factors the geologic and engineering uncertainties and
difficulties in drilling the welI, the availability of
information from prior drilling and development in the area
and the costs of the well.

It is unjust for those parties who have agreed to negotiate a
JOA to influence the risk compensation award to their benefit. This
is especially true when the only parties to the JOA might be an
operator and its subsidiary.

AEP is excited about the opportunities for oil and gas
development in the State of Utah, and appreciates the effort by the

r
5
5
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Gas and Mining

Board to set forth clear and fair ruLes to assist in the
development of the State's assets.

AEP requested that I attend the June meeting of the Board of
Oil' Gas and Mining to comment and answer questions about the
suggestions made above. f would like to do that, but cannot. I am
currently scheduled to try a lawsuit in the Eighth District Court
of Utah. The case is several years old and has been scheduled for
several months and I owe it to our clients to be there to try the
case.

Hopefully the foregoi-ng comments and suggestions wiLl be
helpful.

ff you have questions please contact me or if another time is
available when we could talk, I would appreciate the opportunity.

Thank you in advance for your consideration of these comments
as you work on these changes.

Very truly yours,

McKeachnie Law Offices, P.C

nna,tlxl\,-rq
Gayle . McKeachnie

GFM/th

cc John Baza
Steven Alder
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BOARD OF OIL, GAS AND MINING
1594 West North Temple, Suite 1210
Salt Lake City, Utah 84116

June 5,2019

VIA EMAIL
juliecarter@utah.gov

Public Comment on Informal Rulemaking Associated with the 2017 and 2018
Legislative Amendments Conceming Forced Poooling and the Need to Initiate
Rulemaking on Other Emerging Matters.

Greetings:

I regularly represent some small oil and gas exploration companies including
International Petroleum Limited Liability Company. I am also a member of Lambert Legacy,
LLC, an owner of mineral interests in Utah and neighboring states. I write this letter in both
capacities. I have spoken to the board previously and have participated in informal meetings
with the Division concerning the proposed rules which are under consideration.

Attached is a letter that my client, International Petroleum sent to the Board on October
31,2018. I believe it states very well most of the concerns that are embodied in my redlines to
the proposed rules. To summarize,the concerns I have addressed are the following:

l. I believe that proper notice be given on each well, and that the line between
consenting and nonconsenting owners should be determined anew with each well, without undue
need for board involvement.

2. The burden of disputing JOA terms is shared equally by owners and operators.

3. The rules should give some guidance for determining costs properly passed to
owners under a JOA, which should be tied to actual costs, not the price charged (or overcharged)
by an affiliate of the operator.

Re

.,/t.,,./,...
TJSLAWtttrol1li!'i
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4. The rules should give incentive to locate owners

In addition, although I have not addressed it in these regulations, I believe the rules
should include some protection against operators using their economic might to unfairly burden
small owners with multiple pending AFE's.

I appreciate your attention to all ofthe above.

STRONG & HANNI, PC

/s/ Reid W. Lambert

Reid W. Lambert
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Division of Oil, Gas and Mining

P.O. Box 145801

salt Lake city, Utah 84L14-5901"

RE Cause No. RO&G 27L7-Ot

DOGM Proposed Rule Changes

Public Comments of lnternational Petroleum limited tiability Company

Dear Board:

lnternational Petroleum Limited Liability Company ("lnternational") is a small Utah oil and gas

exploration companythat holds mineral interests, oiland gas leases, and royalty interests in Utah,
lnternational is engaged in exploration projects and the production of oil and gas in Utah and several

other states.

lnternational acknowledges that to facilitate exploration and production, Operators need an

efficient mechanism for dealing with mineral owners. However, lnternational's philosophy has long
been that fairness to mineral owners should be paramount, and in balancing the competing interests,
the process should lean toward protection of mineral owners' rights. lnternational believes that this
philosophy also serves the best interests of the state, since most of the economic benefits to mineral
owners are enjoyed in Utah by Utah residents, while many of the benefits to Operators are taken out of
the state.

lnternational is concerned that the proposed rule changes unduly favor large production
companies at the expense of mineral owners, and urges the Board to consider the need for stronger
notice provisions, additional protections for mineral owners on subsequent wells within a unit, and strict
rules concerning Joint Operating Agreements.

As to notice, the proposed rule would substantially increase the consequences of a notice to
which there is no response. The new rule would apply non-consent penalties up to 400 percent, likely
eliminating any prospect of benefit to a mineral owner from the very minerals they own. Moreover, the
effect of the notice would not be limited to a single well, as it is in,every other state, but would apply to
all subsequent wells in the Unit. ln light of these consequence, lnternational believes that the proposed

rules must contain the strongest possible notice requirements.

International Petroleum, LLC
4834 South Highland Drive, Suite 200, Salt Lake City, UT 84 t I 7

Office: 801 -278-4900 Fax: 801-278-4981

t



Absent strong notice requirements, lnternational believes that Operators will have little
incentive to make more than a cursory attempt at notice. Since the consequence of a failed notice are
force-pooling on terms that would be substantial more favorable to the Operator than any reasonable

lease terms, the potential, if not incentive, for abuse is substantial and apparent. lndeed, even under
the existing rules, it has not been unusualfor lnternationalto have little trouble locating and leasing
small mineral owners after larger Operators have determined them to be "unlocatable." ln some
instances, it has taken no more than a few hours to locate and contact these parties using nothing more
than resources that are readily available on the internet.

lnternational urges that the notice provision be strengthened in two ways. First, the notice
provision should require actualdiligence in giving notice. The electronic revolution has rendered notice
by publication largely ineffective, but it has given everyone very readily available resources to locate

individuals and companies. The notice provision should impose specific requirements as to the means

Operators should use to locate owners. At a minimum, Operators should be required to exhaust

information readily available to the public on all state and publicly available internet resources.

Second, the notice provision should include consequences to Operators from failure to make
reasonable efforts to give notice. For example, the Board could adopt a provision under which a

landowner who had been classified as "unlocatable," upon showing that it was in fact locatable through
reasonable means the mineral owner/Lessee which located and leased the "unlocatable", would be

entitled to an interest in the well free of any risk compensation assessment and with the average

weighted royalty in the Unit, with the Operator to pay all costs of the process. Such a provision would
protect owners who may otherwise be treated unfairly, but more importantly, would create an incentive
for operators to use greater care in locating and providing notice to owners.

ln addition to the notice issue, lnternational urges the Board to reconsider the consequences of
force pooling on subsequent wells in a Unit. The effect of the proposed rule appears to be that an

owner who is deemed non-consent on the first well, whether by election or because they are deemed

"unlocatable", would remain non-consent for all subsequent wells. As a practical matter, that result
would be an involuntary forfeiture of the mineral interest, because the owner would have no realistic
opportunity to lease the interest, and except in rare circumstances, the risk compensation penalty

would consume all of the production revenue.

Essentially, this change will shift the burden from Operators to landowners with respect to
pooling on subsequent wells. Few landowners have the resources, knowledge or experience necessary

to protect their own interests by pursuing a "filing of and hearing upon a petition" before the Board.

lnternational is not aware of any state that has imposed such far-reaching consequences of a single

opportunity for notice and election.

As an alternative, lnternational would recommend that at a minimum, new notice is required to
all mineral owners on each successive well, and owners deemed to be non-consenting on a prior well be

entitled to full participation in subsequent wells upon a new consent election.

I Intemational Petrol eum, LLC
4834 South Highland Drive, Suite 200, Salt Lake City, UT 84117

Office: 801-278-4900 Fax: 801-278-4981
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Finally, lnternational is concerned about the potential for abuse of owner's rights through the
terms of a joint operating agreement. For instance, if a Joint Operating Agreement approved in

connection with an initial well imposes a substantial risk compensation assessment, but the initial well
then proves available reserves for production on future wells, a similar risk compensation assessment on
future wells would be unwarranted. Moreover, lnternational has observed that some Operators may
include provisions in a JoA, including primarily in Article XVI additional provisions of the standard-form
JOA that create profit centers for the Operator and impose unjustified costs on owners. An example is

provisions imposing unit-based charges for water disposal, facilities, and so forth. lnternational would
recommcnd provisions to rcstrict Operators from including such provisions in a JOA, and require that
JOA terms applicable to non-consenting owners and small owners be at least as favorable as the most
favorable terms of any agreement between the Operator and any other owner or leaseholder within the
unit.

lnternational appreciates the Board's efforts in considering the proposed rules and understands
the difficulty of finding solutions that willsatisfy both Operators and owners. However, lnternational
believes that when viewed from the position of the landowner, the proposed rules are unfair to
landowners. lnternational urges the Board to reject the proposed rule or to modify the rules as

suggested above.

Also, lnternational wants the Board to consider the potential unforeseen effects from any rules
that would diminish competition in the future and thereby devaluing the land owner's mineral rights.
lnternational believes that the Board should use caution and error in favor of protecting the correlative
rights of mineral owners and not apply to any future wells, just like every other state.

Thank you for your attention to these comments.

Sincerely,

Bryon

Presi r-Manager

Intemationai ijrtoiiuni, lr,b '

4834 South Highland Drive, Suite 200, Salt Lake City, UT 841l7
Offlrce: 80 1-278-4900 Fax: 801-278-498 I
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^R649-2-8a. Consenting to Participate in a Well

l.

1,1, trxeeutc-ad de

1'?' .

the-wetland-applieabled+iRing-un.it'l+ith +he_ope+ato@
may be

to all ownels the Notice of Opportunit)z to Participate described in R649- I - I .

2. An owner shall be deerned a "consenting or,vner" as defined in Utah Code $40-6-2

(4) ilf, within 30 days from the date the Notice ofOpportunity toParticipateisreceivedor

such later date as provided for by the Notice of Opportunity to Participate, or by written

agreement, an owner has delivered to the operator:

2.0.1. An executed AFE, and

2.O.2. Pavment of ifs nronorti share of the AFE'd cost. and

2.0.3. An executed JOA or a written ob.iection to the JOA identit,ving the speciflc terms of .

the proposed JOA to which the owner objects and stating briefly the reasons fbl the objection.

Wltten oUjeetien rsvisie

medi,fieatiens/a+te+native

@s€siflfi€u+h€reofr+b ewner shalt bc dce

2. l Failure of an owner to comnlv with reouirements of Subsection (2) shal I result in

thedeterminationbytheboardthattheownerisa'honconsentingowner" as defined in Utah

Code $40-6-2(1 l).andsubjecttheownertotherisk compensation award under. and other

provisions of. Utah Code

-$40-6-6.5 as may be determined by the board .

:.

ingeedfaithrqieetssaidowner'sprepesed modifieation#alternateprevisionststheJOAmay
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pulsuant to section 2.0.3 above. the consenting owner and opelatol shall negotiate in good

laith to resolve the matter. lf the consenting owner and opelator have not reached

agreement. the proposed opelations shall proceed subject to a resolution ofthe matter by

the board. which either palty may request at any time as lollows;

3.1. If the operator has filed a Request for Agency Action forcompulsorypoolingof

ownersinthewellandassociateddrilling unit has been filed, either the owner or the operator

may move the board to determine the reasonableness of the costs charged and/or the terms

ofthe JOA between the owner and operator as part ofthat proceeding, and

3.2. If no Request for Agency Action has been filed for compulsory pooling of owners

in the well and associated drilling unit, then either the owner or the operator may file a

Request for Agency Action wi*ri r of the ewner's

iyrklei+efuiffis, the hearing upon which shall be limited toaddressingthedjtpUlgq,lprmsof

theJOA"i+$isp ien*

by the boar4as just andleassnable; and the tel'rns of t@in

egerate+ana*eewnel-ina@
3.43.. rf the JOA is heald B

and operator shall be deemed bound by the terms olthe JOA regardless of the outcomel

provided. however. that fbr good cause shorvn. the board may grant the request ofan owner

lvho does not prevail at the healing to be excused from the JOA and to be treated as a

nonconsenting owner. In that cil'cumstance, the opel'ator shall return to the owner any AFE

moneypaid. lf^@
theboarddeterminestheowner,sobjectionstothe

costs charged arejustified, the operator shall apply the amounts over and above thosefound

to be reasonable charges as a credit against the owner's proportionate share of future

operational expenses.

4. An operator who has received payment of AFE'd costs from an ownel lvho

has complied with the provisions is]ens-of
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rSubsection(2)shall deposit the proceeds in a separate trust account in a federally insured

bank or savings and loan institution:

4.1. Thedepositshalleaminterestatthehighestratebeing offeredbythatinstitutionforthe

amountandtermofsimil ardemand deposits.

4.2. Theoperatormaycommingletheproceedsonlywithproceeds received from other

simi larly situated owners.

4.3. Applicable bank/financial institution fees shall be deducted.

4.4. Upan rcsqlulLiAn o.lthedilputed JOA terms by the board, pPaymentof

principal andaccrued interest fromthetrust account shall be made to the operator, e1'l,vbglq

applicable. retulned to the ownel pursuant to section 3.4.j@
f-o*th in the written Notiee ef Oppoltunity to Pal'tieipate are eemmeneed rvithin 120 days

eft€r€xeirati€n €f+h€ l
5. In determining a resolution ol'an)i dispute regalding the terms of a JOA,

the board should endeavor to apportion among the palties only the actual costs of

operations. and lor any costs paid to third-parties alflliated with the operators or owners.

the board shall deem the actual cost to be no more than the actual costs incurred b), such

third-party affiliate in ploviding the goods or services to the operator,

4.5. If operations as set forth in the written Notice of Opportunity to Participate are not

commenced within 120 days after expirationoftheelectionperiodprovidedin Subsection(l),

then, absent the owner's written agreement to the contrary, the owner's consentand

agreementshallbenullandvoid,theoperatormustreturn the tendered AFE'd amount plus

accrued interest, but deducting applicable bank/financial institution fees, thereon to the

owner within 30 days of the expiration of the 120-day period, and a new written Notice of

Opportunity to Participate must be provided if the well is to be re-proposed.

R649-2-9a. Notice to Unlocatable and Unidentified Owners.

1. Either an owner who is not identifiable, but may claim ownership by, through, or

under the estate of a deceased owner of record, or an owner who is not locatable, may be

determined by the board to be a nonconsenting owner if:

1.1. The operator, concurrent with the filing of a Request for Agency Action for

compulsory pooling, files with the board an expartemotion fornoticebypublication in a

newspaper of general circulation in the county where the well is located for two (2)
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consecutive weeks prior to the hearing date, which motion shall be accompanied by a

proposed form ofsuch notice to be published, and anaffidavitoutlininginsufficientdetailthe

operator'sreasonable diligent and good faith efforts to identify and locate such owners

including at a minimum:

1.1.1.^Alistingofallsuchowners;provided,ifsuchowners are unknown, then identifying .

them as parties not already leased or participating in the well at issue and claiming by,

through or under the estate ofthe deceased owner ofrecord;

1.1.2. The name, address, email address and telephone number ofa contact person for

the operator to respond to the notice; and

.l I ? All of the information sef forfh in Notice of Ollortrrnity to Particifrate, hrrf,

in lieu of an AFE, and a JOA, a statementthatanAFEforthesubjectwellandaproposedJOA

agreement shall be provided by the operator to the owner ifa response to the notice is received

before the hearing.

1.2. Theboardfindstheoperatorhasexercisedsuchreasonable diligentandgoodfaith

effortsandfindstheproposedformofnotice is acceptable, and issues an order granting the

motion, andproof ofsuchpublicationissuppliedbysaidnewspaperpublisherandfiled with the

board, and

1.3. No response, either agreeing to lease or to otherwise participate in the subject well,

is received by the operator from any such owner prior to the hearing.

2 An owner to be a nonconsentins owner rrnder this section shall be subiect

only to the minimum statutory risk compensation awald of 150 percent as specitled in Utah

Code $ 40-6-6.5 (aXdXiXD).
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3. An owner deemed tn he e nnn nq owner rrnder th is section rvhn s I ater

identified or located shall be provided notice and permitted to palticipate in all operations

thereaftel on the same terms as the consenting owners.

R649-2-9b. Imposition of Statutory Risk Compensation Award.

Indeterminingthelevelofanyriskcompensationawardimposed within the range of l50o/o

to 400o/o specified in Utah Code $ 40-6-6.5(4Xd)(i)(D), the board may consider, among

other factors the geologic and engineering uncertainties and difficulties in drilling the

subject^well, the availability of information from prior drilling and development in the area,

aruLthe costs of the well;..



or the terms

R649-2-13. ApplicationofaCompulsoryPoolingOrdertoSubsequently Drilled Wells in

a Drilling Unit.

l. An initial board order compulsory pooling all interests in a drilling unit, including the

terms and conditions of a JOA as adopted by the board, shall apply to any subsequently

drilled well in the drilling unit as authorized under Utah Code $ 40-6-6.5(12), subject to

compliance with the following:
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ll The shall have delivered to all owners in the unit a new Notice of

Opportunity to Participate in the subsequent well, allowing each owner the opportunit.y to

participate as a consenting ownel on such welll an{

l.l4 Theoperatorhasfiledwiththeboardamotiontomodify the initial order to apply

its terms to an additional well inthe drilling unit which sets forth by affidavit:

I .]*.1. The docket and cause numbers of said initial board order;

1.\I.2.The location, identification, and description of the well drilled to which the order

is to apply;

1.Q!.3. An identification of those owners who the operator asserts have not consented

to participate in the subsequent well afterhavingbeenprovidedaNoticeofanOpportunityto

Participate and failing to consent or make objections as allowed by R649-2-8a, and those

owners who are either locatable, unlocatable, or cannot be identified;

|.\tr.4. Certifrcation that the operator has made reasonable efforts to locate and provide

notice to the alleged nonconsenting owners which shall include:

t.t -a-t - .Copies of the written Notice of C'tpportunity to Participate sent to

them together with a proof of service; or

1.1-4.2, Proof of notice hy publication as Fquired hy R649-?:94(l.?)ifany

suchallegednonconsentingownerisunlocatable or not identifi ed.

l.a+.5. A statement that the average weighted landowner's royaltyforthedrillingunit

remains the same as that provided for in the initial board order or a calculation ofthe average

weighted landowner'sroyaltyforthedrillingunitatthetimeofcommencement of the drilling

of the subsequent well as provided in Utah Code



$40-6-6.s(6);

1.]*.6. The anticipated costs of plugging the well; and

l.\*.7. Thefiskcompensationawardasdeterminedbytheboard in the original order.

1.3p. The motion to modify the initial board order has been mailed by the operator, together

with copies of the initial board orderandarecitationoftheprovisionsofutahCode$40-6-

6.5(12) and R649-2-8a to all such alleged nonconsenting owners, with a certificationof

serviceevidencingthesameexecutedandfi ledwith the board; and

1.{3. Within 30 days of the mailing of the motion, no party has filed any objection to

the motion to modify the initial board ordertoapplytothesubsequentlydrilledwellinthe

drillingunit, including without limitation objection to said party's alleged nonconsent

status, the applicable risk compensation percentage or thereasonablenessoftheactualcosts

incurredforthesubsequently drilled well.

2. Upon a written notice filed with the board stating that the foregoing conditions have

been satisfied, the board may enter an order declaring its initial compulsory pooling order

to be applicabletosuchsubsequentlydrilledwell,withthemodifications for the matters

addressed in the motion to modify theorder.

3. If an owner or other person with an interest affected by themotionshallhavefiledan

objectionwithin30daysofthemailing of the motion to modify the order including but not

limited to an objection to said person's alleged nonconsent status, the applicable risk

compensation percentage, or the reasonableness ofthe costs ofthewell,thentheboardshall

setatimeforahearinginaccordance with Rules of Practice Before the Board in R64l-100 et.

seq.

3-1- .l'he hearing shall he limited to the addressing the ohjectionstothemotion

tomodifytheorderasassertedbyanyparty in the objections fi led;

? ^ Jhe qfreral,g!",,strall ,h?vq the hrrrden tQ,s4!isfy the recl'!!q!le4ts of IItah

Code $40-6-6.5 for the granting ofthe motion and the objecting owner shall have the burden

ofestablishingmerit to its objections; and

3.3. Theboardshallenteranorderdeterminingtheapplication of the initial order to the

subsequent well as tqlg any party who hled objections, and how the initial order wi!! apply

to others who have not objected.

4. If there are no objections made to the motion to modify theinitialcompulsorypooling
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order, the initial ordershall apply to the subsequent well as requested.

5. The terms of any JOA adopted by the board in an initial compulsorypoolingorderand

applicabletoanysubsequentordermay notbeinthecontraventionoftheprovisionsofUtah

Code $40-6-6.5, including providing that an owner shall be entitled to receive Notice Of

Opportunity to Participate in any subsequent well proposed in the drilling unit regardless

of the owner's prior consent or nonconsent status on a prior well in the drillingunit.
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SECRETARY BOARD OF
OIL, GAS & MINING

June 6, 2019

Sent electronically to juliecarter@utah.gov

BOARD OF OIL, GAS AND MINING
1594 West North Temple, Suite 1210
Salt Lake City, Utah 84116

RE: lnformal Rulemaking, Cause No. RO&G 2017-01

Ladies and Gentlemen,

I would like to voice support for concerns raised in comment letters dated June Sth submitted
by Mr. Gunnell, Mr. Hunter, & Mr. McKeachnie.

An owner should be determined "consenting" if, within 30 days, they:
{) Execute the AFE

and
2l Execute the proposed JOA

or
Submit written objections to specific provisions of the proposed JOA and
negotiate in good faith to reach acceptable JOA terms

JOA terms are not standardized and vary greatly between operators and areas, Terms such
as overhead fees, payout thresholds, transportation costs, and royalty paid on unleased
minerals are routinely negotiated between the operator and non-operator.

Requiring upfront payment of AFE costs in order to dispute any number of JOA terms
unfairly shifts negotiations in favor of the company sending the AFE & JOA.

Bright Rock Energy LLC is a privately-funded E&P company focused in Utah. We hold
mineral interests and oil and gas leases in Uinta basin with the goal of continued non-op
participation as well as operating new wells. The board's desire to set fair rules respecting
the rights of all owners is appreciated. lt is an exciting time for the basin. We are pleased to
be part of it.

Regards,

Chris Sutton
cEo
Bright Rock Energy LLC

BRIGHT ROCK ENERGY LLC.1424 Larimer St. Suite 100 o Denver, CO 80202



Bearlalte FILED
RESOURCES, LLC

June 10,2019
JUN I 0 2019

SEoRETARY BOARD OF
OIL, GAS & M]NING

BOARD OF OIL, GAS AND MINING

1594 West North Temple, Suite 1210

Salt Lake City, Utah 847t6

RE: lnformal Rulemaking, Cause No. RO&G 2017-0t

Ladies and Gentlemen,

I would like to voice support for concerns raised in comment letters dated June 5th submitted by Mr.

Gunnell, Mr. Hunter, & Mr. McKeachnie.

An owner should be determined "consenting" if, within 30 days, they:

1) Execute the AFE and

2l Execute the proposed JOA or Submit written objections to specific provisions of the proposed

JOA and negotiate in good faith to reach acceptable JOA terms

JOA terms are not standardized and vary greatly between operators and areas, Terms such as overhead

fees, payout thresholds, transportation costs, and royalty paid on unleased minerals are routinely

negotiated between the operator and non-operator'

Requiring upfront payment of AFE costs in order to dispute any number of JOA terms unfairly shifts

negotiations in favor of the company sending the AFE & JOA.

Bear Lake Resources, LLC is a privately-funded E&P company focused in Utah and based in Utah. We

hold mineral interests and oil and gas leases in Uinta basin with the goal of continued non-op

participation as well as operating new wells. The board's desire to set fair rules respecting the rights of

all owners is appreciated. lt is an exciting time for the basin. We are pleased to be part of it.

G, EA

Preside

Bear Lake urces

345 E Gateway Drive, Suite L00

Heber City, UT 84032
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SEcRETARY BOARD OF
OIL, GAS & MINING

BEFORE THE BOARD OF OIL, GAS AND MINING
DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES

STATE OF UTAH

IN THE MATTER OF INFORMAL RULE

MAKING ASSOCIATED WITH THE2OIT

AND 2018 LEGISLATIVE AMENDMENTS

CONCERNING FORCED POOLING AND
THENEED TO INITIATE RULEMAK]NG
ON OTHER EMERGING MATTERS

AFFIDAVIT OF
JOHN D. DEWITT, JR.

Cause No. RO&G-2017-01

Docket No. 2017-013

STATE OF TEXAS )

coLrNrY oF HARRTS ;t'
JOHN D. DEWITT, JR., being first duly sworn upon his oath, deposes and states:

1. I am over the age of eighteen (18) years and have firsthand knowledge of,

and am otherwise competent to address, the matter stated herein.

2. I am a staff landman for EP Energy E&P Company, L.P. ("EPE") and am

assigned to their NEU (Northeastern Utah-Altamont) Asset Team.

3. I have over nine (9) years of experience at EPE and in particular with the

Uinta Basin.

4. EPE is a Delaware limited partnership in good standing with its principal

place of business in Houston, Texas. EPE is duly authorized to conduct business in Utah

and is fully bonded with all Federal and state of Utah agencies. EPE operates

approximately 410 producing wells in the Uinta Basin.



5. Among rny duties as a staff landman for the NEU Asset Team is the

assistance in preparation, review and transmittal of authorizations for expenditure (also

referred to as "AFE's") for proposed EPE operated wells.

6, Based on my experience and discussions with other members of the NEU

Asset Team including, but not lirnited to, drilling engineers, construction supervisor,

surface and title brokers, EPE, as an operator, incurs the following average costs prior to a

drilling rig arriving on location for its Uinta Basin long lateral horizontal developrnent

program (consisting of a single well pad with three (3) wellbores):

(a) $150,000 for title/curative expenses (initial unit well(s) only);

(b) $10,000 for surveying;

(c) $40,000 for surface use agreements/right-of-way damages;

(d) $30,000 for permitting (three (3) horizontal wells at $10,000 per well

for BLM APD's);

(e) $200,000 for location construction (well pad itself). However, EPE

had encountered several instances where construction costs have exceeded $500,000; and

(0 $750,000 for pre-setting conductors and running/cementing surface

casing for three (3) horizontal wells ($250,000 per well).

As a consequence, EPE, as an operator, has on average incurred pre-drilling rig costs per

pad of $1,180,000.00.

2



7. Furthennore, it is not uncommon that, given the cost expendifure outline

above, EPE, as well as other Uinta Basin operators, cash call non-operators for their

proportionate share of said costs as provided for under Joint Operating Agreements.

Dated this l8'h day of June 2019.

JO , JR.

Subscribed and sworn to before me this l Sth day of June 2019 by John D. DeWitt, Jr

t I

Notary Public

My Commission Expires:

3

wzi,i
:.'5

TERESAA. WALKER

My Notary lD # 125331826

Expires June 14,2021
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Bradley D. Gunnell
3319 N. University Ave., Suite 200
Provo, UT 84604
Emai I : bgunnell@wemenergy.com

JUN t 9 2019

SECRETARY BOARD OF
OIL, GAS & MINING

RE: Responsive Public Comment re: Docket No. 2017-013 Cause No. RO&G-2017-01-Utah
Board of Oil, Gas, and Mining Proposed Compulsory Pooling and JOA Rules

During the comment period to-date, the Board has received public comment from Gayle McKeachnie (for
Arch Energy Partners), Chris Sutton (for Bright Rock Energy), Earl Norris (for Bear Lake Resources), Reid
Lambert (for International Petroleum), and others, all of which I believe can be fairly characterized as

opposing the proposed requirements that (i) a non-operator be placed at a disadvantage in negotiating a
JOA; and/or (ii) pay all or part of the well cost prior to negotiating a JOA as predicates to participating in
a well. It is clear that these issues are striking a nerve, and we likewise continue to oppose those proposed
requirements and support those public comments.

It is understandable that operators want the certainty of knowing (a) who is participating in a well in a
timely manner, and (b) that they will be able to collect costs from those participating owners. However, a
JOA can include a nearly infinite array of other terms unrelated to those aims, and non-operators should
not be forced to negotiate all of these terms under the duress of new rules that give all the leverage to the
operators. While the operator and non-operator alike should each be obligated to negotiate a JOA in good
faith, the Board should not be meddling in that process beyond placing the parties at the negotiating table.

There are other means to achieve the operators' desires for certainty.

Given that the recent public comment has almost uniformly opposed how non-operators are placed at a
disadvantage in negotiating JOAs and being forced to front payment for a well in order to negotiate any
term of a JOA, as an alternative to the changes I suggested in my prior comment and proposal (submitted
June 5, 2019), if the Board truly wishes to give the operators certainty on who is participating and how they
can collect costs, the Board should more nalrowly tailor the proposed rules to achieve those limited ends
without pulling all the extra baggage of a JOA into the mix.

This narrowed-tailoring could be achieved by both making the payment of one's proportionate share of the
cost of drilling and operation an affirmative obligation upon a Consenting owner (as shown in my June 5,
20 I 9 proposed revisions to R649-2-8a), and then setting forth by regulation how the operator can be assured
of and collect its payment from non-operators (E.g., in the event that a non-operator does not timely pay,
give an operator a statutory right to deduct those costs from non-operator's production, to place a lien on
the non-operator's assets within the spacing unit for that well, etc.). The non-operator would still have to
execute the AFE, submit wriffen objections to the JOA, and negotiate a JOA in good faith, but the Board
would not be placing its thumb on the scale in the operators' favor. I believe such an approach would
address the operators' stated concerns without pulling the JOA and all of its kitchen sinks into the process.

I will be out of state for the hearing scheduled for June 26,2019, and therefore will be unable to attend and
respond to any questions or concerns from the Board or other commenters during the hearing on the above-
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captioned matter on behalf of the oil and gas exploration entitiesr active in the State of Utah whom I
represent. I would be glad to speak with the Board at another hearing or any other opportunity afforded me.

Again, we appreciate that the Board has slowed the process in order to ensure that it gets the right rules in
place. Correlative rights are implicated any time the board addresses who is and is not a Nonconsenting
owner, and the Board should do all it its power to get this right, not necessarily right now. Operators and
non-operators have been working under the existing rules for a long time, and we can continue to do so
while the Board takes a deliberate approach to striking the right balance between optimizing production
and protecting correlative rights.

Regards,

Bradley D. Gunnell, esq

rThese entities include, among others: Wasatch Energy Management,LLC; WEM Uintah,LLC; WEM Dragon,
LLC; WEM Castlegate, LLC; Rockies Standard Oil Company,LLC; Liberty Pioneer Energy Source, Inc.; Par Five
Exploration LLC; Sanpete Energy, LLC; and other affiliated and unaffiliated companies.

D
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DIVISION OF OlL, GAS AND MINING'S RESPONSE secnereRy BSARD oF

TO COMMENTS TO PROPOSED COMPULSORY POOLING RUiOIL, 
GAS & MINING

Rules and comments since May 2OL9 Board hearing

The matrix distributed on June 18,2Ot9 included comments from the Division. These changes had not
been distributed separately and in an effort to provide them by the deadline, included some errors. The

Division is including its proposed changes as corrected with this Response to comments.

Definitions

"Arrthoritv for Fxnenditure" or "AFE" is a detailed statement made in sood faith bv an ooerator
of the total estimated costs and expenses to be incurred in the drilling. testing, completion and equipping
of a well for oil and gas operations.

Comments:

* yellow is strike out or delete. ** red is insert or add.

"loint Oneratins As reement" or "JOA" is an agree between or amons owners to sovern oil and sas

Author Comment Change

Division of Oil, Gas and Mining AFE is a term that also is used

for work-overs and other
operational expenses on a well

after "incurred" insert "to
conduct production or other
operations on a well, and may
include costs incurred . . ." will
includex

ooerations. includine desisnation of an ooerator. a concurrentlv owned tract(s), leasehold(s) and/or
drillins unit.

Division Response.

The Division proposes that the definition of AFE be amended as follows:

"Authority for Expenditure" ot " AFE" is a detailed written statement made in eood faith bv an operator of
be incurred to conduct an o ra n n

costs incurred in the drilling. testing, completion and eouipping of a well. for oil and gas operations.

* yellow is strike out or delete. ** red is insert or add.

"Notice of Opportunitv to Participate" means the written nQtice of opportunity to participate in a well for
oil and sas operations required bv Utah Code 540-6-2(11) to be provided to an owner and which includes



an offer to lease if the owner is an unleased owner, and an offer for the owner to directlv participate
financiallv. in orooortion to the owner's interest in the drillins. testins. completion, equipoing and
operation of the subiect well and which includes: (i) the approximate surface and. if applicable, bottom
hole location of the subiect well bv countv. township. range. section, quarter-quarter section or
substantiallv equivalent lot, and footages from directional section lines: (ii) the proposed well name; (iii)
the nrooosed total distance from the surface of the eround to the terminus measured alons the vertical
component and lateral if the well is a horizontal well; (iv) the proposed total depth; (v) the obiective
productive zone(s) and the approximate depth and locations of producing intervals in the borehole; (vi)

the approximate date upon which the subiect well was or will be spud; (vii) a ioint operating agreement
proposed in good faith bv the operator for operation of the drilling unit upon which the subiect well is to
be drilled; (viii) an AFE for the subiect well: (ix) a statement that a refusal to asree to either lease or
participate in the subiect well mav result in the imposition of a statutorv risk compensation award allowed
under Utah Code 5 40-6-6.5(4Xd)(iXD) of between L50% and 400% as determined bv the board: (x) a

statement that anv initial compulsorv pooling order mav applv to subsequent wells within the drilling unit
including, but not limited to, anv statutorv risk compensation award imposed under Utah law pursuant to
ucA 5 40-6-6.s(12).

Comments:

* yellow is strike out or delete. red is insert or add.

Division Response.

The Division's orooosed chanees are noted above and the Division requests that thev be included in

Author Comment Change

Division of Oil, Gas and Mining Edit for clarity. Strike "if
applicable"

Delete from (i) the approximate
surface and. if applicablex.
bottom hole location of the
subiect well bv countv.
township, ra nge, section,
q ua rter-qua rter section or
substantiallv equivalent lot, and

footages from directiona I

section lines;
Division of Oil, Gas and Mining lnsert requirement for plugging

costs to comply with 40-6-6.5

(viii) an AFE for the subiect well
including costs for plugging and

abandoning the well and

restoring the well site in the
event the well is drilled but not
to be completed*;

Tony Hunter, Esq.

for lnternational Petroleum LLC

and BRO Energy

Edits of code references for
clarity.

Not clear what changes are
proposed.

the proposed formal rules as recommended bv the Board.



General Rules

R549-2-8a. Consenting to Participate in a Well- including new provisions providing an opportuniw for an
owner or operator to request a hearing on the terms of the proposed JOA and/or actual costs incurred.

1- Fxcent as nrovided in Srrhsect ton 2 1) below. an owner shall be determined bv the board to
nsenti owner" as defined in h

Notice of Oooortunitv to Particioate is received, the owner has failed to:

1.1". Execute and deliver to the operator an executed AFE for the well; and

1.2. Execute and deliver to the ooerator a to sovern the drilline and operation of the well
and applicable drilling unit with the operator. and subiect the owner to the risk compensation award

and other provisions of Utah Code 540-6-6.5 as mav be determined bv the board.

Comments:

Author Comment Change

Steve Alder Edit for clarity Change "and subject" to "and
subjecting"

Gayle F. McKeachnie Law office
For Arch Energy

A JOA agreement should be

subsequent to or coincide with
the decision to participate not
in advance of decision.

Eliminate section 1.2 in its
entirety from this section of the
rule.

Bradley D. Gunnel, for
Wasatch Energy Mgmt.,
WEM Uintah, et al.

To clarify and avoid ambiguity
move last phrase in 1.2 to 1.0

1. Exceot as provided in

Subsection (2.1) below. an

owner shall be determined by
the board to be a

"Nonconsenting owner" as

defined in Utah Code $40-6-
2(11) and subiect the owner to
the risk compensation award
under, and other provisions of,
Utah Code 540-6-6.5 as mav be

determined bv the board if,
within 30 davs from the date
the Notice of Opportunitv to
Participate is received, the
owner has failed to:*

Same as above An owner is nonconsenting if he

fails to either.
The conjunction between 1.1-

andL.2 should be "or" not
"andtt*

Same as above An owner should not be
required to sign a JOA prior to
negotiations but only be

required to attempt to

Modify 1.2 as follows:
"1.2. Attempt, in good faith, to
reach an agreement with
Execute and deliver to the
operator for a JOA to govern



negotiate in good faith to reach

an agreement with an operator
the drilling and operation of the
well and applicable drillins unit
with the operator."*

Same as above The JOA should only apply to
the well, not the drilling unit
and there rules currently don't
provide for designating an

operator of a drilling unit.

Modify 1.2 as follows:
After "well", strike "and
applicable drilling unit" *

Tony Hunter, Esq.

for lnternational Petroleum LLC

and BRO Energy

Not appropriate to require
owner to agree to a JOA as a

result of operator sending
'notice of opportunity to
participate' in a well.

Eliminate R649-2-8a.1 and 8a.2

Chris Sutton, of Bright Rock

Energy; G. Earl Norris, of Bear
Lake Resources

General comments requesting
that owners be considered
consenting if within 30 days

they execute the AFE and either
execute the proposed JOA or
submit written objections to
specific provisions of the JOA.

No specific language proposed

1 * yellow is strike out or delete. ** red is insert or add.

Division's Response.

The Division agrees with retaining the rule so far as requiring that within 30 days the owner sign the
AFE and if the owner and operator cannot agree on the JOA, the owner must provide written
objections. The Division supports the edits by BDG to clarify the rule with some modifications, and
providing that "and" should not be changed to "or".

As revised and recommended it would be:

R549-2-8a. Consenting to Participate in a Well - including new provisions providing an opportunitv for an
owner or operator to reouest a hearinF on the terms of the proposed JOA and/or actual costs incurred.

1 - Excent as nrovided in Subsection l? 1l ow. an owner shall be determined bv the board
to be a "Nonconsentinp owner" as defined in Utah Code 540-6-2{111 and subiect the owner to the risk
compensation award under. and other provisions of. Utah Code $40-6-5.5 as mav be determined bv
the board if, within 30 davs from the date the Notice of Opportunitv to Participate is received. the
owner has failed to:

1.1. Execute and deliver to the operator an executed AFE for the well; and

1.2. Atte mnt- tn oood faifh- to reaeh an with Execute and deliver to the ooerator
for a JOA to govern the drillins and operation of the well and applicable drillins unit with the
operator. and subiect the owner to the risk compensation award and other provisions of Utah Code

540-6-6.5 as mav be determined bv the board.



2. lf. within 30 davs from the date the Notice of C)o nitv to Particioate is received or such later date as
provided for bv the Notice of Opportunitv to Participate. or bv written agreement. an owner has delivered to
the operator:

2-0-1- An executed AFF.

2.O.2- Pavment of its onate share ofthe AFE'd cost, and

2.0.3. Written obiections. addressins the s orovisions of the ooerato/s orooosed JOA to which
the owner in good faith obiects. the reasoning for each obiection, and modifications/alternative provisions

the owner proposes in lieu thereof, the owner shall be deemed a "Consenting owne/' as defined in Utah
Code $40-6-2(4),

2.L Failure of an owner to comolv with t requirements of Subsection (2) shall result in the
determination bv the board that the owner is a "No nconsentins owner" as defined in Utah Code 640-6-
2(11) and subiect the owner to the risk comoensation award under. and other provisions of. Utah Code
840-6-6.5 as mav be determined bv the board and. i such an event. anv AFE'd amount oaid bv the owner
shall be refund to the owner.

Comments:

Author Comment Change

Division of Oil, Gas and Mining AFE'd is not a verb, change to
be clearer

Replace with: "amount as

request in the AFE" in 2.1-*

Same as above Prepayment required by owner
should be limited to dry-hole
costs, and not require payment
of entire completed and

equipped well costs. JOA's

typically provide a casing point
election when commitment to
pay completion costs is
required.

Eliminate 2.O.2 in its entirety or
limit prepayment to dry-hole
costs. And replace AFE'd costs

with AFE dry-hole costs

Gayle F. McKeachnie Law office
For Arch Energy

Requiring a non-operating
working interest partner to
prepay its proportion of a

proposed AFE tips the balance

of negotiating power unfairly
towards the operator and is

inconsistent with ind ustry
norms.

Eliminate 2.0.2in its entirety

Bradley D. Gunnel, for
Wasatch Energy Mgmt.,
WEM Uintah, et al.

To clarify and avoid ambiguity
move last phrase of 2.0.3 to the
beginning of 2.O

lnsert from 2.0.3 the followine at
the beeinnine. of 2 "An owner
shall be deemed a "Consenting



owne/' as defined in Utah Code

540-6-2(4) lf, within. . . x

Same as above The obligation to pay

proportionate costs is imposed
by statute and can be added to
the rule, and allow elimination
of the 2.0.2,

Ahead of "lf "and after the
insertion above add: "and shall

be liable to pay its
proportionate share of the costs

of drilling and operation of the
well,if,within...*

Same as above The obligation to pay before
agreeing on the JOA is onerous
and unfair.

Eliminate 2.0.2

Add
2.0.1An AFE, and

2.0.2 either:
2.0.2.1A signed JOA as proposed

or as otherwise accepted in

writing, or
2.0.2.2 Written obiections . . .*

Same as above Allow for additional
negotiations

Add to the end of 2.0.3 as

follows:
. . .and thereafter continued in

good faith to attempt to
negotiate a JOA to govern the
drilling and operation of the
wellwith the operator. *

Same as above Object to paying in advance and

retaining any funds
Deleted . anv AFE'd amount paid

by the owner shall be refunded
to the owner.*

Tony Hunter, Esq.

for lnternational Petroleum LLC

and BRO Energy

Not appropriate to require
owner to agree to a JOA as a

result of operator sending
'notice of opportunity to
participate' in a well.

Eliminate R649-2-8a.1- and 8a.2

Chris Sutton, of Bright Rock

Energy; G. Earl Norris, of Bear
Lake Resources

General comments requesting
that owners be considered
consenting if within 30 days

they execute the AFE and either
execute the proposed JOA or
submit written objections to
specific provisions of the JOA.

No specific language is proposed

but they obviously support the
elimination of 2.O.2 requiring
payment of AFE's costs to be

considered consenting owner.

* yellow is strike out or delete. ** red is insert or add



Division's Response.

This part of the proposed rules requires an owner who fails to sign a JOA as required by part 1, to sign

the AFE, and pay its proportionate share of the AFE amount, and provide objections to the JOA and

alternative provisions, or it will be considered a nonconsenting owner.

There were two comments (GFMcK and TH) to eliminate this part of the rule completely and one (BDG)

to combine part 1 with part 2 and eliminate the requirement to pay the proportionate costs in advance

ofanagreementonaJOA. lfthereisnotanagreementonaJOAtheruleallowsforahearingunderpart
3. Two others agreed with BDG's view but failed to provide recommended language.

The Division would prefer that there be a JOA agreed upon before requiring payment, but if the board

is inclined to retain 2.0.2 requiring payment of costs, it proposes reducing the amount that is require
to be paid in advance, to the AFE dry-hole amount. The Division believes that it may be outside of the
normal practices and burdensome for an owner to pay full costs of the well up front. On the other
hand, the Division appreciates that the owner should not be able to delay the drilling or be carried by

the operator while the board hears the objections and the success of a well becomes known. lf the
owner accepts the estimated well cost by signing the AFE, and has the opportunity for the board to
review of the terms of a JOA and to require a fair agreement, then the owner should not object to
paying a reasonable amount prior to commencement of drilling operations as evidence of its
commitment.

As revised bv edits of BDG the Rule would be written as follows;

2. "An owner shall be deemed a "Consenting owner" as defined in Utah Code 540-5-2(4) and shall be liable
to pay its proportionate share of the costs of drilling and operation of the well, if, within 30 days from
the date the Notice of OpportuniW to Participate is received or such later date as provided for bv the Notice
of Opportunitv to Participate, or bv written agreement, an owner has delivered to the operator:

2.0.1. An executed AFE, and

2.0.2 either:

2.0.2.1A signed JOA as proposed or as otherwise accepted in writing. or

2.O.2.2

2.0.2. Pavment of its proportionate share of the AFE'd cost. and

2-O-3- Written ohiections- add ressrnp the orovisions of the ooerato/s orooosed JOA to
which the owner in good faith obiects, the reasoning for each obiection, and modifications/alternative
provisions the owner proposes in lieu thereof. and thereafter continued in good faith to attempt to
negotiate a JOA to govern the drilling and operation of the well with the operatorlhe owng6hA!!_be
deemed a "Consentins owne/'as defined in Utah Code $40-6-2(41.

2.1 Failure of an owner to comnlv with t reouirements of Subsection (21 shall result in the
determination bv the board that the owner is a "Nonconsentins owner" as defined in Utah Code 640-

6-2lLll and subiect the owner to the risk comoe n award under, and other provisions of, Utah
Code 540-5-5.5 as mav be determined bv the board. and, in such an event. anv AFE'd amount paid bv

the owner shall be refunded to the owner. * yellow is strike out or delete. ** red is insert or add.



3. An owner who complies with the requirements of Subsection (2.1) or an operator who in good faith
reiects said owner's proposed mqdifications/alternate provisions to the JOA mav request that the board
determine the terms ollheJOA in accordance with the provisions of Utah Code 5 40-6-6.5(2)as follows

3.1 - lf the on e re tor has filed a Reo uest for Action for comoulsorv oooline of owners in the
drill unit has been fi either t own r

reasonableness ofthe costs cha dan
operator as part of that proceeding, and

3.2. lf no Reouest for Asencv Action has be n filed for comoulsorv oooline of owners in the well
and associated drilling unit, then either the owner or the operator mav file a Request for Agencv Action
within 60 davs of the recejpt by the operator of the owner's written obtectrons, the hearrng upon which
shall be limited to addressine the terms of the IOA i disoute oursuant to the owner's written obiections.

33 tf neither lal b time lvor occu rs then e actual costs incurred will be deemed bv the board
reasonable and the terms of the JOA

rtici te will be deemed the board
subsequent hearing before the board

3.4. lf a hearins is held before the board. the owner and ooerator must execute the JOA as

approved bv the Board and/or, if the board determines the owner's obiections to the costs charRed are

iustified, the operator shall refund to the owner the amounts over and above those found to be
reasonable charges.

Comments:

Author Comment Change

Bradley D. Gunnel, for
Wasatch Energy Mgmt.,
WEM Uintah, et al.

Clarify for changes proposed in

2.t
Change Subsection (2.1) to
subsection 2

Same as above Better to allow any objections
to be resolved by board even if
not listed in objections.

Removed the following
language form end of 3.2: "in
dispute pursuant to the owner's
written obiections." Replace

with: 'at issue."

Same as above ln 3.3, Replace (a) or (b) with
1, or 3.2*

Same as above Leaving the JOA as proosed as

the default is a disincentive for
operators to negotiate in good

faith.

Deleted from 3.3 " and the
terms of the JOA as proposed

bv the operator in the Notice of
Opportunity to Participate will
be deemed bv the board to
govern as between the operator
and the owner in anv



subsequent hearing before the
boa rd." *

Tony Hunter, Esq.

for lnternational Petroleum LLC

and BRO Energy

How does Board force owner to
sign a JOA?

No changes proposed.

Same as above Asks to look at prior comments Not sure what r changes are
proposed

* yellow is strike out or delete. ** red is insert or add

Response.

There was one objection to the part of the rule (TH) and otherwise objections and edits by BDG to parts

of the rule.

The Division believes the edits by BDG are helpful to clarify and avoid overly broad application of a
decision by the Board. The Division believes the 3.4 should be revised to require refunding of what the
board deems as over-charged funds to the owner rather than having those funds left in the control of
the operator to apply towards future operational expenses.

4. An operator who has received pavment of AFE'd costs from an owner who has complied with the
n shall it the eds in a se rate trust tn

bank or savings and loan institution

4.1-. The deposit shall earn interest at the hiehest rate beins offered bv that institution for the
amount and term of similar demand deposits.

4.2. The ooerator mav comminsle the o roceeds onlv with oroceeds received from other
simila rlv situated owners.

4.3. Applicable bank/financial institution fees shall be deducted

4.4. Pavment of princioal and accrued interest from the trust account shall be made to the
operator if and when ooerations as set forth in the written Notice of Opportunitv to Participate are

commenceelwithin 120 days after expiration of the election period provided in Subsection (1).

4.5. lf operations as set forth in the written Notice of Opportunitv to Participate are not
commenced within L20 davs after expiration of the election period provided in Subsection (1.), then,
absent the owner's written agreement to the contrary, the owner's consent and agreement shall be null

tendered AFE'd amount lus accrued intere but d
ncial institution fee thereon to the within n

120-dav oeriod. and a new written Notice of Oooortunitv to Participate must be provided if the well is to
be re-proposed

Comments:

Author Comment Change



Gayle F. McKeachnie Law office
For Arch Energy

It is imprudent for an operator
to hold a portion of a non-
operated partner's funds as

part of a negotiation of a JOA

and eliminated the need for
R649-2-8a.4

Delete R649-2-8a.4 in its
entirety.

Bradley D. Gunnel, for
Wasatch Energy Mgmt.,
WEM Uintah, et al.

See general objections. The

term "operations" is

ambiguous. JOA should also be

nullified.

Delete R649-2-8a.4 except for
4.5 re-number as 8a.4

Same as above

Unclear why this change is
proposed.

Modified prior 4.5 by
eliminating " the operator must
return the tendered AFE'd

amount plus accrued interest,
but deductins applicable
ba nk/fina ncial institution fees,
thereon to the owner within 30

davs of the expiration of the
120-dav period, x

* yellow is strike out or delete. *x red is insert or add

Division Response.

One of the comments (GFMcK) recommends eliminating this rule entirely and another (BDG) would
eliminate all but the requirement to drill the well within 120 days of the notice. Presumably this is due

to the idea that AFE costs should not be paid up front before agreeing on the iOA and thus, no escrow is

required.

The Division would support keeping the rule if the board requires payment of all or part of the AFE

costs in order to be a consenting owner. Division recommends changing "AFE'd costs" in 4.1 to "AFE

amount" for clarity.

R649-2-9. Refusal to Agree.

1,1, The eperater ef the prepesed well has; in geed faithr attempted te reaeh agreement with+ueh
ewner fer the leasing ef the ewner's mineral interest er fer that ewner's veluntary partie ipatien in the drilling
ef+hewell=

1,2, The ewner and the eperater have been unable te agree upen terms fer the leasing-ef the ewner's
interest er fer the ewner's partieipatien irrthe drilling ef the well, Fer purpeses ef Utah €ede Seetiens 40 6

ine
in writing within thirty (30) days frem the date the netiee-required by Utah €ede Seetien l0 6 2(14) is



reeeived; te bear thaFeu+ner's prepertienate shareef the eests ef drillingi testingi eempletien equipping-and
epe+a+ien-e++ne-we*

z.!'lftheoperator@shallfailtoattempt,ingoodfaith,toreach
agreement with the ewnerfor the leasing of that owner's mineral interest or for voluntary participation by

thatownerintheproposedwellpriortothefilingofaRequestforAgencyActionfor@
pooling of interests in the drilling unit under Section 40-6-6.5 then, upon written request and after notice and

hearing, the hearing on the Request for Agency Action for inveluntaryrompulsory pooling may, at the
discretion of the board or its designated hearing examiner, be delayed for a period not to exceed 30 days, to
allow for negotiations between the operator and the owner.

Comments

* yellow is strike out or delete. ** red is insert or add

Division Response.

There was one response with specific changes (BDG). Other changes (TH) were a rewrite of the rule

with new ideas, that would require restarting the informal process.

The Division does not support revising this section to considering the ideas and new format unless

that is the preference of the Board. The Division does agree with the change to "and" from "or" in the
first sentence as proposed.

Author Comment Change

Bradley D. Gunnel, for
Wasatch Energy Mgmt.,
WEM Uintah, et al.

The failure to negotiate by
either party should be a basis

for allowing longer
negotiations.

Chanf,e "and" to "or" at the
beginning of first sentence.

Tony Hunter, Esq.

for lnternational Petroleum LLC

and BRO Energy

Reference to prior letter of April
23,20L9

It is not clear, if the laneuage

included in R649-2-9.3, 9.4, and

9.5 attached to the comment
letter are intended as substitutes
for the proposed language. lf so.

it is not reasonable to begin with
this new language at this point in
time. No specific proposed

change is proposed to the
existing language althoush the
general ideas are included in the
proposed rules. lt is iust not
possible to re-do the rules

according to the lP and BRO

model in preference to the
model that the Utah Petroleum
Assoc. and the Division have

been using to work with other
members of the public for over
nine months.



R649-2-9a. Notice to Unlocatable and Unidentified Owners.

1. Either an owner who is not identifiable, but mav claim ownership bv, throueh. or under the
estate of a deceased owner of record. or an owner who is not locatable. mav be determined bv the board
to be a "Nonconsenting owner" as defined in Utah Code 540-6-2(11) if:

1.1. The Ooerator. concurrent with the filine of a Reouest for Asencv Action for comoulsorv
pooling. files with the Board an ex porte motion for notice bv publication in a newspaoer of general

circulation in the countv where the well is located for two (2) consecutive weeks prior to the hearing date.
which motion shall be accompanied by a proposed for of such notice to be published, and an affidavit
qutlinine jn sufficient detail the operator's reasonable dilieent and good faith efforts to identifv and locate
such owners including at a minimum:

1.1.1. A listine of all such owners; provided, if such owners are unknown, then identifvins them
as parties not alreadv leased or participatine in the well at issue and claimine bv, throueh or under the
estate of the deceased owner of record;

1..L.2. The name. address. email address and teleohone number of a contact person for the
operator to respond to the notice; and

1.1.3. All of the information set forth in ice of Opportunitv to Participate, but, in lieu of an

AFE and a JOA, a statement that an AFE for the subiect well and a proposed JOA agreement shall be
provided bv the operator to the owner if a response to the notice is received before the hearing.

Comments:

Division Response.

There was only one objection to this section which proposed eliminating the section, or providing that
the maximum penalty for unlocatable owners be the minimum amount provided by statute.

The Division supports the language as proposed. This has been the practice of operators for many
years. Although it may be true that there is not a true election, that is often the case. Limiting the
amount of the penalty is a two-edged sword. Currently there may be an incentive for an operator to
not to make a vigorous effort to locate an owner if a large penalty is imposed, but it is also true that

Author Comment Change

Tony Hunter, Esq.

for lnternational Petroleum LLC

and BRO Energy

A prior April 23, 2019 letter is

referred to for reasons.

Eliminate the entire rule in
favor of statutory changes or
allow only the minimum risk

com pensation award allowed
by UCA 40-6-6.s(4)(dXiXD) for
persons who were never given

actual notice.

Language is proposed but as

with R649-2-8a it starts anew
and there is no effort to edit or
propose modifications to the
existing proposal.



limiting the risk compensation amount to the minimum penalty may provide an incentive for owners
to avoid agreeing to lease. The Division does not support imposing a maximum limit on the amount of
the penalty and believes the board should continue to make such decisions within the context of the
existing rules.

R549-2-9b. lmposition of Statutorv Risk Compensation Award.

ln determinins the level of anv risk comoe on award imposed within the range of 150% to
400% soecified in Utah Code 6 40-5-5.5(4){d){il{D) the board mav consider, among other factors the
geologic and ensineering uncertainties and difficulties in drilling the well. the availabilitv of information
from orior drillins and develonment in the area. the costs of the well, and the risk compensation award in
the JOA reached throush arm's lensth ations between parties in the drilling unit.

Comments

Response.

There were three comments ( GFMcK, TH, and BDG) who opposed including the last part of the rule that
would require the Board to consider the risk compensation award in JOA's reached through arm's length
negotiations.

The Division, did not object to this provision in its earlier response, but is persuaded by the comments
that requiring the board to consider such a factor may have adverse consequences and that the rule is

better without the requirement, since it would still allow the Board to consider arm's length terms
depending on the circumstances.

Author Comment Change

Gayle F. McKeachnie Law office
For Arch Energy

It is unfair for parties who have

agreed to negotiate a JOA to
influence the risk compensation
award t their benefit especially
if the only party to the JOA

might be an operator and its
subsidiary

Eliminate "and the risk
compensation award in the JOA

reached through arm's lenRth

negqtiations between parties in
the drilling unit".

Bradley D. Gunnel, for
Wasatch Energy Mgmt.,
WEM Uintah, et al.

Risk com pensation awards
between other parties should
not be included since it is not
possible to know if they are

based on arms-length
negotiations.

Same, eliminate "and the risk
compensation .. .

Tony Hunter, Esq.

for lnternational Petroleum LLC

and BRO Energy

The proposed inclusion of other
risk compensation awards in

contrary to the statutory
purpose of ensuring recovery of
the resources.

Eliminate provision regarding
other JOA agreed compensation
awards
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DEFINITIONS

a

PROPOSED LANGUAGE

'Authoritv for Expenditure" or
"AFE" is a detailed written
statement made in sood faith bv
an operator of the total
estimated costs and expenses to
be incurred in the drillins, testinq,
completion and eouippins of a

well for oil and sas operations.

DOGM Suggestion
. 'Authority for Expenditure" or

"AFE" is a detailed written
statement made in good faith by
an operator of the total
estimated costs@to
be incurred to conduct
production or other operations
on a well, and may include costs
incurred in the drilling, testing,
completion and equipping of a

well. iens-



PROPOSED LANGUAGE:
DEFINITIONS

"Notice of Opportunitv to Participate" means the written notice of opportunitv to
participate in a wellfor oil and sas operations required bv Utah Code 840-6-2(LL) to be
provided to an owner and which includes an offer to lease if the owner is an unleased
owneL and an offer for the owner to directlv participate financiallv, in proportion to the
owner's interest in the drilline, testing, completion, equipping and operation of the subiect
well and which includes: (i) the approximate surface and, if applicable, bottom hole
location of the subiect well bv countv, township, range, section, quarter-quarter section or
substantiallv equivalent lot, and footases from directional section lines; (ii) the proposed

well name; (iii) the prooosed total distance from the surface of the sround to the terminus
measured alons the vertical component and lateral if the well is a horizontal well; (iv) the
proposed total depth; (v) the obiective productive zone(s) and the approximate depth and
locations of producins intervals in the borehole; (vi) the approximate date upon which the
sub ect well was or will be s ud vii a oint o eratin a ree me nt ro sed in ood faith
the operator for operation of the drillins unit upon which the subiect well is to be drilled:
(viil) an AFE for the subiect well: (ix) a statement that a refusal to asree to either lease or
oarticioate in the subiect well mav result in the imoosition of a statutorv risk comoensation
award allowed under Utah Code 5 40-6-6.5(4XdXiXD) of between 150% and 4OO% as

determined bv the board: (x) a statement that anv initial comoulsorv oooline order mav
apolv to subseouent wells within the drillins unit includine. but not limited to. anv statutorv
risk comoensation award imoosed under Utah law oursuant to UCA I 40-6-6.5n21.



COMMENTS:
Author Comment Change
Division of Oil, Gas and Mining

Division of Oil, Gas and Mining

Tony Hunter, Esq.

for lnternational Petroleum LLC

and BRO Energy

Edit for clarity. Strike "if
applicable"

lnsert requirement for plugging

costs to comply with 40-6-6.5

Edits of code references for
clarity.

Delete from (i) the approximate
surface and, i++ppl+eagte, bottom
hole location of the subject well
by county, township, range,

section, q ua rter-q ua rter section
or substantially equivalent lot,
and footages from directional
section lines;

(viii) an AFE for the subject well
including costs for plugging and

abandoning the well and restoring
the well site in the event the well
is drilled but not to be completed;

Not clear what changes are

proposed.



REVISED AND RECOMMENDED DEFINITION
"Notice of Opportunity to Participate" means the written notice of opportunitv to participate in a
well for oil and gas operations required bv Utah Code 540-6-2(L1) to be provided to an owner
and which includes an offer to lease if the owner is an unleased owner, and an offer for the
owner to directlv participate financiallv. in proportion to the owner's interest in the drilline.
testins, completion, equippins and operation of the subiect well and which includes: (i) the
approximate surface and, ifaBBlieab++bottom hole location of the subiect well bv countv.
township, range, section, quarter-quarter section or substantiallv equivalent lot, and footaees
from directional section lines: (ii) the prooosed well name: (iii) the orooosed total distance from
the surface of the sround to the terminus measured alone the vertical comoonent and lateral if
the well is a horizontal well; (iv) the proposed total depth; (v) the obiective productive zone(s)
and the approximate depth and locations of producins intervals in the borehole: (vi) the
approximate date upon which the subiect well was or will be spud; (vii) a ioint operatinq
agreement proposed in sood faith bv the operator for operation of the drilline unit upon which
the subiect well is to be drilled; (viii) an AFE for the subiect well includine costs for plugsins and
abandonine the well and restorins the well site in the event the well is drilled but not to be
completed; (ix) a statement that a refusal to asree to either lease or participate in the subiect
well mav result in the imoosition of a statutorv risk comoensation award allowed under Utah
Code S 40-5-5.5(4XdXiXD) of between L5O% and 400%o as determined bv the board: (x) a

statement that anv initial compulsorv pooline order mav aoplv to subseouent wells within the
drilline unit includine, but not limited to. anv statutorv risk compensation award imposed under
Utah law pursuant to UCA S 40-6-6.5(12).



PROPOSED LANGUAGE

R649-2-8a. Consentins to Participate in a Well

L. Except as provided in subsection (2.1) below, an owner shall be
determined by the board to be a "Nonconsenting owner" as defined in Utah
Code 540-6-2(II\ if, within 30 davs from the date the Notice of Opportunitv
to Participate is received, the owner has failed to:

LI. Execute and deliver to the operator an executed AFE for the
well; and

L.2. Execute and deliver to the operator a JOA to sovern the drillins
and operation of the well and applicable drilline unit with the operator, and
subiect the owner to the risk compensation award and other provisions of
Utah Code 540-6-6.5 as mav be determined bv the board.



COMMENTS:
Author Comment Change
Gayle F. McKeachnie law
office
For Arch Energy

Bradley D. Gunnel, for
Wasatch Energy Mgmt.,
WEM Uintah, et al.

Bradley D, Gunnel, for
Wasatch Energy Mgmt., WEM

Uintah, et al.

A JOA agreement should be

subsequent to or coincide with the
decision to participate not in
advance of decision.
To clarify and avoid ambiguity
move last phrase in I.2 to L.0

An owner is nonconsenting if he fails
to either.

Eliminate section L.2 in its entirety from
this section of the rule.

1-. Except as provided in Subsection (2.1)

below, an owner shall be determined by

the board to be a "Nonconsenting owner"
as defined in Utah Code 540-6-2(L1) and
subject the owner to the risk compensation
award under, and other provisions ol Utah

Code 540-6-6.5 as may be determined by

the board if, within 30 days from the date
the Notice of Opportunity to Participate is

received, the owner has failed to:

The conjunction between 1.1 and 1.2

should be "or" not "and"



COMMENTS:
Author Change
Bradley D. Gunnel, for Wasatch

Energy Mgmt., WEM Uintah, et al.

Bradley D. Gunnel, for Wasatch

Energy Mgmt., WEM Uintah, et al.

Tony Hunte6 Esq.

for lnternational Petroleum LLC

and BRO Energy

Chris Sutton, of Bright Rock

Energy; G. Earl Norris, of Bear
Lake Resources

An owner should not be required to
sign a JOA prior to negotiations but
only be required to attempt to
negotiate in good faith to reach an

agreement with an operator.

Modify L.2 as follows:

11.2. Attempt, in good faith, to reach an

agreement with Exeeute and deliver te the
operator for a JOA to govern the drilling and

operation of the well and applicable drilling
unit with the operator."

The JOA should only apply to the
well, not the drilling unit and there
rules currently don't provide for
designating an operator of a drilling
unit.

Not appropriate to require owner to
agree to a JOA as a result of operator
sending 'notice of opportunity to
participate'in a well.

General comments requesting that
owners be considered consenting if
within 30 days they execute the AFE

and either execute the proposed JOA

or submit written objections to
specific provisions of the JOA.

Modify t.2 as follows:
Aft er "we|| ", strike "aRd€ppli€€bl#Fl'[i*B
r*6;iltt

Eliminate R649-2-8a. 1 and 8a.2

No specific language proposed



REVISED AN D RECOM M EN DED:

R649-2-8a. Consenting to Participate in a Well.
L. Except as provided in Subsection (2.t) below an owner

shall be determined bv the board to be a "Nonconsenting owner" as
defined in Utah Code 540-6-2(Lt) and subiect the owner to the risk
compensation award under; and other provisions of, Utah Code 540-6-
6.5 as may be determined bv the board if, within 30 davs from the date
the Notice of Opportunitv to Participate is received, the owner has
failed to:

L.L. Execute and deliver to the operator an executed AFE for
the well: and

L.2. Attefi'rpt, in good faith, to reach an agreement with
totheoperatorforaJoAtogovernthedrillineand

operation of the well



PROPOSED LANGUAGE

2. lf, within 30 davs from the date the Notice of Opportunitvto Participate is
received or such later date as provided for bv the Notice of Opportunitv to
Participate, or bv written agreement, an owner has delivered to the operator:

2.0.L. An executed AFE

2.0.2. Pavment of its proportionate share of the AFE'd cost, and
2.0.3. Written obiections, addressine the specific provisions of the

o e rato r's ro osed JOA to which the owner in ood faith ob ects the
reason rn for each ob ection and modifications a lte rn ative rovisions the
owner proposes in lieu thereof, the owner shall be deemed a "Consenting
owner" as defined in Utah Code 540-6-2@1.

2.L Failure of an owner to complv with the reouirements of
Subsection (2) shall result in the determination bv the board that the owner is
a "Nonconsentinq owner" as defined in Utah Code S40-6-2ftL1and subiect
the owner to the risk compensation award under. and other orovisions of.
Utah Code $40-6-6.5 as mav be determined bvthe board and, in such an
event, anvAFE'd amount paid bvthe owner shall be refunded to the owner.



COMMENTS:
Author Comment

and Mining
Same as above

Gayle F. McKeachnie

Law office
For Arch Energy

Bradley D. Gunnel, for
Wasatch Energy
Mgmt.,
WEM Uintah, et al.

Bradley D. Gunnel, for
Wasatch Energy
Mgmt.,
WEM Uintah, et al.

GasDivision AFE'd is not a verb, change to be clearer

Prepayment required by owner should be limited
to dry-hole costs, and not require payment of
entire completed and equipped well costs. JOA's

typically provide a casing point election when
commitment to pay completion costs is required.

Requiring a non-operating working interest partner
to prepay its proportion of a proposed AFE tips the
balance of negotiating power unfairly towards the
operator and is inconsistent with industry norms.

To clarify and avoid ambiguity move last phrase of
2.0.3 to the beginning of 2.0

Replace with: "amount as request in the AFE" in 2.1

Eliminate 2.0.2 in its entirety or limit prepayment to
dry-hole costs. And replace AFEk[€€€+s-with AFE

dry-hole costs

Eliminate 2.O.2in its entirety,

lnsert from 2.0.3 the following at the beginning of 2:
"An owner shall be deemed a "Consenting owner" as
defined in Utah Code 540-6-2{4llf, within . . .

The obligation to pay proportionate costs is

imposed by statute and can be added to the rule,
and allow elimination of the 2.0.2,

Ahead of "lf "and after the insertion above add:

"and shall be liable to pay its proportionate share of
the costs of drilling and operation of the well, if,

within . . .



Author Com

COMMENTS:
The obligation to pay before agreeing on the
JOA is onerous and unfair.

Allow for additional negotiations

Object to paying in advance and retaining any
funds

Eliminate 2.0.2

Add
2.0.L An executed AFE, and
2.0.2 either:
2.0.2.t A signed JOA as proposed or as otherwise accepted in
writing, or
2.O.2.2Written objections . . .

Add to the end of 2.0.3 as follows:
. . .and thereafter continued in good faith to attempt to
negotiate a JOA to govern the drilling and operation of the
well with the operator.

Deleted ,
refunded te the ewner.

Not appropriate to require owner to agree to a Eliminate R649-2-8a.1 and 8a.2

JOA as a result of operator sending'notice of
opportunity to participate' in a well.

General comments requesting that owners be

considered consenting if within 30 days they
execute the AFE and either execute the
proposed JOA or submit written objections to
specific provisions of the JOA.

No specific language is proposed but they obviously support
the elimination of 2.0.2 requiring payment of AFE's costs to
be considered consenting owner.

Bradley D. 6unnel,
for
Wasatch Energy

Mgmt.,
WEM Uintah, et al.

Bradley D. Gunnel,
for
Wasatch Energy

Mgmt.,
WEM Uintah, et al.

Bradley D. Gunnel,
for
Wasatch Energy

Tony Hunter, Esq.

for lnternational
Petroleum LLC and
BRO Energy

Chris Sutton, of
Bright Rock

Energy; G. Earl

Norris, of Bear

Lake Resources

et al.

Mgmt.,
WEM Ui



REVISED AN D RECOM M EN DED:

2. An n be deemed a "Consentin owner" as defined in h
li ro ortionate s are the costs of drillin and o era n f

the Notice of O ortuni to Partici ate is received or su

tn

r

6-2 4 and shall be
ell wit in 30

id r
the Notice of Oooortu tv to Partici oate. bv written ae reement an owner has de ivered to thent or
ooerator:

2.0.1,. An executed AFE and
2.0.2 either:

2.0.2.1 A signed JOA as proposed or as otherwise accepted in writins, or
2.0.2.2

2gwritten ob ections addressin the s c rovisions h
it o ects the reasonin for each ob ection and

VE rovisions t e owner ro es rn ieu thereo an ereafter continued in
d h m e n tn an o eration o t e well with the

,,

OA

tt

rich t

2.L Failure of an owner to com with the uirements of Subsection 2 shall result in the
determination bv the boa t at e owner rs a Nonconsenting owne as defined in Utah Code 540-6-
2 1 n

5asma be determined the
ewner shall be refunded te the ewnen

er to the ri m nsation awa un e and other rovrsrons Utah Code



PROPOSED LANGUAGE

3. An owner who com lies with the uirements of Subsection 2.r or an rwh tn
said owner s ro o mo cations a Iternate rovisions to the JOA m re uest h
tn rn acco ance with the rovisions of Utah Code 40-5-5.5 2 as follows:

3.1. lf the o erator has filed a Re uest r n oolin of owners
int e well and associated drilli unit has been filed either the own r h he

oard to determine the reasonableness of the costs cha ed and h rm en the
owner and ooerator as oart of that oroceedins. and

3.2. lf no Request for Agencv Action has been filed for compulsorv poolins of owners in the
well and associated drillins unit. then either the owner or the ooerator mav file a Reouest for Aeencv
Action within 50 days of the receipt by the operator of the owner's written obiections, the hearine upon
which shall be limited to addressins the terms of the JOA in dispute pursuant to the owner's written
obiections.

3.3. lf neither (a) or (b) timelv occurs, then the actual costs incurred will be deemed bv the
board as iust and reasonable, and the terms of the JOA as proposed bv the operator in the Notice of
Opportunitv to Participate will be deemed bv the board to eovern as between the operator and the
owner in anv subsequent hearing before the board.

r
r

3.4. lf a heari is held before the board the owner and o erator must execute the JOA as
a roved the Board an or if the board determines the owner's ob ections to the costs cha d are
lu re ,t e operator shall und to the owner the amounts over and above those found to be
reasonable charses.



COMMENTS:
Author ment
Bradley D. Gunnel, for
Wasatch Energy Mgmt.,
WEM Uintah, et al.

Bradley D. Gunnel, for
Wasatch Energy Mgmt.,
WEM Uintah, et al.

Bradley D. Gunnel, for
Wasatch Energy Mgmt.,
WEM Uintah, et al.

Bradley D. Gunnel, for
Wasatch Energy Mgmt.,
WEM Uintah, et al.

Tony Hunter, Esq.

for lnternational Petroleum LLC and BRO

Energy

Tony Hunter, Esq.

for lnternational Petroleum tLC and BRO

Energy

Clarify for changes proposed in 2.L Change Subsection {.Ll)to subsection 2

Better to allow any objections to be

resolved by board even if not listed in

objections.

Leaving the JOA as proosed as the default
is a disincentive for operators to negotiate
in good faith.

How does Board force owner to sign a

JOA?

Removed the following language form
end of 3.2: "in dispute pursuant te the

@Replace
with: "at issue."

ln 3.3, Replace {a)€++)with 3.1 or 3.2

Deleted from 3.3 " and the terms ef the

i+

No changes proposed.

Not sure what prior changes are
proposed

Asks to look at prior comments



REVISED AN D RECOM M EN DED:

3. An owner who m lies with the uirements of Subsection 2J orano erator wh tn od
faith re ect said owner's ro osed modi cations alternate rovisions to the JOA m uest
that the board determine the terms of the JOA in accordance with the provisions of Utah Code S
40-6-6.5(2) as follows:

3.1. lf the operator has filed a Request for Agencv Action for compulsorv poolins of
owners in the well and associated drilli unit has been filed either the owner or the o erator
ma m orthe terms of
the JOA between the owner and operator as part o t at proceeding, and

3.2. lf no Re uest for en Action has been file r com ulso oolin of owners
in the well and associated drilling unit, then either the owner or the operator mav ile a Request
for Agencv Action within 60 davs of the receipt bv the operator of the owner's written obiections.
the hearing upon which shall be limited to addressine the terms of the JOA iM
the ewner's writt iens-at issue.

3.3. lf neither {e 3.1) or (b 3.2) timelv occurs. then the actual costs incurred will be
deemed bv the board as iust and reasonable.

3.4. lf a hearin is held before the board the owner and o rator must execute the
JOA as a roved the Board an or if the board determines the owner's ob ections to the costs
chareed are iustified. the ooerator shall refund to the owner the amounts over and above those
found to be reasonable charees.

etermine the reasonableness of the costs cha ed and



PROPOSED LANGUAGE

4. An o has received a ment of AFE'd costs from an owner who h m with the
of Subsection 2 S a e itt e roceeds in a se arate tru n insured

bank or savinss and loan institution:
4.1. The deposit shall earn interest at the hiehest rate beine offered bv that institution for

the amount and term of similar demand deoosits
4.2. The operator may commingle the proceeds onlv with proceeds received from other

similarlv situated owners.
4.3. Applicable bank/financial institution fees shall be deducted.
4.4. Pa ment of flncr al and accrued interest from the trust account shall be made to the

f ations as set int e written Notice o rtuni to Partici ate are
mm n tn

4.5. lf operations as set forth in the written Notice of Opportunitv to Participate are not
commenced within 120 davs after expiration of the election period provided in Subsection (1), then,
absent the owner's written agreement to the contrary, the owner's consent and agreement shall be
null and void the o erator must return the tendered AFE'd amount lus accrued interest but deducti
a rca e n rnan cra institution es t ereon to the owner within 30 d of the iration of the

av oeriod. and a new written Notice of Oooortunitv to Particioate must be orovided if the well is
to be re-orooosed.

\ection period provided in Subsection



COMMENTS:
Author Comment Change

Gayle F. McKeachnie Law office
For Arch Energy

Bradley D. Gunnel, for
Wasatch Energy Mgmt.,
WEM Uintah, et al.

Bradley D. Gunnel, for
Wasatch Energy Mgmt.,
WEM Uintah, et al.

It is imprudent for an operator to
hold a portion of a non-operated
partner's funds as part of a
negotiation of a JOA and

eliminated the need for R649-2-

8a.4

See general objections. The

term "operations" is ambiguous.
JOA should also be nullified.

Delete R649-2-8a.4 in its
entirety.

Delete R649-2-8a.4 except for
4.5 re-number as 8a.4

Unclear why this change is
proposed.

Modified prior 4.5 by eliminating

ine



REVISED AN D RECOM M EN DED:

4

in a federallv insur

4:3: ABplieable ba

4;4: Pavment ef Brl
made te the eperato

4.5. lf ooerations as set forth in the written Notice of Opportunitv to Particioate
are not commenced within I2O davs after expiration of the election period provided in
Subsection (1), then, absent the owner's written asreement to the contrarv. the owner's
consent and a reement shall be null and void ,

nd a new
written Notice of Opportunitv to Participate must be provided if the well is to be re-
proposed.



PROPOSED LANGUAGE

1 An Al^rhAr.J^-ll J-^ r{^^-^l +^ J^^.r^ .^f,,.^J *a naraa *a Jraar J.i- ^.^^^r*lana*a -J.^-^ ^fvver r rrJ lvr vlvvr !rvr ]e!v Jr rqr L vr

*ha aac*c ^f +J.^.l.illi^^ ^^l{ ^^^Frlian ^f ^..r^ll ,,^'{^-Caa*ian An C C tr :f.

1 1 TJ.^ ^^^.aiar af iha nrnn^.^r{.^r^ll J.^. i^ ^^^r{ f^i+l^ a*tamn*azJ *^.^^^J. rnraamant
tsJt.t r bvvv rsr\rrr e$$vrrrirLvv !v rlevrr vbrvvr

R549-2-9. Refusal to Agree.

with sueh ewner fer the leasing ef the ewner's mineral interest er fer that ewner's veluntary

rL vvYrr9r J |gsr Lrvrlgq rrrrarb vr lr19 Yvsrr. r vr Jrvr yvJvJ vr vlsrr

l^nAn C^^*i^^a AAC 1/^/l\^^r{ 11111 .}haaanaan*anz{^^IAAMAn*raar.i-^l^f 
^^Ar'hAr-J"^llL.^

,.1 *:ll;^^ +aa+ina ^^*^l^+;^^ ^^..;^^;^^ ^^I ^h^r^+:^h ^S +L^ .^,^ll

manifested by the ewner agreeing in writingi within thirty (30) days frepn the datethe netiee required
by Utah €ede Seetien 40 5 2(11) is reeeivedr te bear that ewner's prepertienate share ef the eests ef
vr rrrrr rb, LvJLrr rb, vvr r rlsrsLrvr l, eYvllr},r. rb sr rv vyL

2.L.|ftheoperatorshal|failtoattempt,ingoodfaith,to
reach agreement with the ewnerfor the leasing of that owner's mineral interest or for voluntary
participation by that owner in the proposed well prior to the filing of a Request for Agency Action for
@poo|ingofinterestsinthedrillingunitunderSection40-6-6.5then,uponWritten
request and after notice and hearing, the hearing on the Request for Agency Action for
i@poo|ingmay,atthediscretionoftheboardoritsdesignatedhearingeXamineL
be delayed for a period not to exceed 30 days, to allow for negotiations between the operator and the
owner.



COMMENTS:
Author I Comment Change

Bradley D. Gunnel, for
Wasatch Energy Mgmt.,
WEM Uintah, et al.

Tony Hunteq Esq.

for lnternational Petroleum LLC

and BRO Energy

The failure to negotiate by either
party should be a basis for allowing
longer negotiations.

Reference to prior letter of April
23,20L9

Change "and" to "or" at the beginning of
first sentence.

It is not cleaL if the language included in

R649-2-9.3,9.4, and 9.5 attached to the
comment letter are intended as

substitutes for the proposed language. lf
so, it is not reasonable to begin with this
new language at this point in time. No

specific proposed change is proposed to
the existing language although the general

ideas are included in the proposed rules.

It is just not possible to re-do the rules

according to the lP and BRO model in
preference to the model that the Utah

Petroleum Assoc. and the Division have

been using to work with other members

of the public for over nine months.



REVISED AND RECOM M EN DED:

R549-2-9. Refusal to Agree.

.l^-.^ ^f +J.^ aaclc ^f +l-^ z{.illi^^ ^^.l ^^^ratian ^f ^..,^ll '.^'J^- C^^+:^^ AA C e tr :f.

veluntary partieipatien in the drilling ef the well,

lrb9rlvvyvrqLrvtlvlqYY9llvllvLIJL9Lfvlf_vffi

1 1 Tho ^^^rrinr ^f +h^ ^FA^A.nr{.^r^ll J.-- i^ ^^^l S^i+J. a#*nmn*^.J +^ -^^^tr. r.sJt lrl bvvv lsrlrr, sLlvlllirLvv LV lVqVIl

.tarr.66m6nf rrri*h .,r^h nlrrh^r fnr tha larci^- ^f +h^ ^.^r^^rl. minarrl in.}nraaf n- fn. tha+ ^.^r^^.1-

1 ) Tha n.^rn^r -^r{ lh^ ^^^rrfar L-.r^ L^^^ ,,^^l-l^ la aaraa rrAA^ *arma fa- }L.^

larci^a ^f +h^ ^r^r^^rl. infarncl n, Snn f ha arern^.1- ^-r*iainalian in tlra .l .illi^^ ^f +l^^ .^r^ll f^-
lrvr J Jrsl llvlFrqLlvll llI LIIL vl rlrlrlb Vr Lll9 YYVll. I vI

nrrrhnca. ^f I l*ah farla Qaalinna AA C 1//l\ -^.J 1l'l'l\ *Jra aanaant anI ^^FAnmnn* raar,i-^-{ ^f, ^^rv 
-v 

v a\-, slrv 1\LLt, Llls vvllJvlMlrv qbrlvvrlrsllL lgYvllLv vl qlI

^rarh^r .h-ll h^ 
--nifacfaal 

h., fl..^ Ar^rhAF ^^.^^i^^ in r^rri*ina .^ri#J.ln +!rl-+., /24\ .{^.r- f-^* *ha rJala

the netiee required by Utah eede Seetien l0 6 2(11) is reeeived, te bear that ewner's
nrnnnrlinnafa.h-ro ^f +l,ro naclc nf nlrillina *acfinn anmnlnlinn aarrinnin^ -^r{ nnarrfia^ ^f +J..^

w€lj= 
,.r,vr.v,., vy-.r-r-...b "..-

z.L.lftheoperatorsha|lfailtoattempt,ingood
faith, to reach-agreeme'nt with the ewnerfor the leasing of that owner's mineral interest or for
voluntary participation by that owner in the proposed well prior to the filing of a Request for
AgencyActionforpoo|ingofinterestsinthedri|!ingunitunderSection
40-6-6.5 then, upon written request and after notice and hearing, the hearing on the Request for
AgencyActionforpoolingmay,atthediscretionoftheboardorits
designated hearing examine1 be delayed for a period not to exceed 30 days, to allow for
negotiations between the operator and the owner.



PROPOSED LANGUAGE:

R549-2-9a. Notice to Unlocatable and Unidentified Owners.
L Either an owner who is not identifiable but m claim own hi or under

estate of a decease owner record or an owner who is not locatable m r ed the
board to be a "Nonconsenting owner asd ned in Utah Code 540-6-2(11) if:

1.1. The Operatol concurrent with the filine of a Request for Agencv Action for compulsorv
files with the Board an ex rte motion for notice ublication in a news of n

c rculation in the coun where t e rs ocated r two consecutive weeks rior to th h ri
W a e accom anl a ro osed such notice to be ublished and anr

affidavit outlinine in sufficient detail the operator s reasona e ieent and sood ith rts to identifv
and locate such owners includins at a minimum:

1,.1.L. A listine of all such owners; provided, if such owners are unknown, then identifvine
them as parties not alreadv leased or participatine in the well at issue and claimine bv, through or under
the estate of the deceased owner of record

t.1.2. The name, address, email address and telephone number of a contact person for the
operator to respond to the notice: and

.3. All of the information set forth in Notice of O rtu n to Partici bu in lieu of
an AFE and a J a m h n AFE h ement s a
orovided bv the ooerator to the owner if a resoonse to the notice is received before the hearins

r and a orooose(



COMMENTS:

Author Comment Chan

Tony Hunter, Esq.

for lnternational Petroleum LLC

and BRO Energy

A prior April 23,20Lg letter is
referred to for reasons.

Eliminate the entire rule in favor
of statutory changes or allow
only the minimum risk

compensation award allowed by

UcA 40-6-6.s(4Xd)(iXD) for
persons who were never given

actual notice.

Language is proposed but as

with R549-2-8a it starts anew
and there is no effort to edit or
propose modifications to the
existing proposal.



DIVISION RESPONSE:

The Division supports the language as proposed. This has been the practice of
operators for many years. Although it may be true that there is not a true election,
that is often the case. Limiting the amount of the penalty is a two-edged sword.
Currently there may be an incentive for an operator to not to make a vigorous effort to
locate an owner if a large penalty is imposed, but it is also true that limiting the risk
compensation amount to the minimum penalty may provide an incentive for owners
to avoid agreeing to lease. The Division does not support imposing a maximum limit
on the amount of the penalty and believes the board should continue to make such
decisions within the context of the existing rules.



PROPOSED LANGUAGE:

R649-2-9b. lmposition of Statutorv Risk Compensation Award.

|n determining the level of anv risk compensation award imposed
within the ranse of I5O% to 400%ospecified in Utah Code $ 40-6-
6.5(a)(d)(iXD). the board mav consider; amons other factors the seolosic and
engineering uncertainties and difficulties in drilline the well, the availabilitv of
information from prior drilling and development in the area, the costs of the
well. and the risk compensation award in the JOA reached throuqh arm's
length negotiations between parties in the drilline unit.



COMMENTS:

Author Change
Gayle F. McKeachnie Law office
For Arch Energy

Bradley D. Gunnel, for
Wasatch Energy Mgmt.,
WEM Uintah, et al.

Tony Hunte[ Esq.

for lnternational Petroleum LLC

and BRO Energy

It is unfair for parties who have

agreed to negotiate a JOA to
influence the risk compensation
award t their benefit especially if
the only party to the JOA might be

an operator and its subsidiary

E I i m i nate rra+t€l+h€!+isk

ie+in
the drilling unit".

Risk compensation awards
between other parties should not
be included since it is not possible

to know if they are based on arms-

length negotiations.

The proposed inclusion of other
risk compensation awards in
contrary to the statutory purpose

of ensuring recovery of the
resources.

Same, eliminate I'af;€J+h€!+isk

eempensa+ie*

Eliminate provision regarding other
JOA agreed compensation awards



REVISED AN D RECOM M EN DED:

R649-2-9b. lmposition of Statutorv Risk Compensation Award.

ln determining the level of anv risk compensation award imposed

lvlthjlthe ranse of 150%to 400% specified in Utah Code $ 40-6-
6.5(4)(dXiXD), the board mav consider; amons other factors the seoloeic and

englneering uncertainties and difficulties in drilline the well, the availabilitv of
information from prior drilling and development in the area, the costs of the
well ,



Proposed Force Pooling 

Regulations Presentation 

Frederick M. MacDonald, Esq.

Practitioner, and on behalf of EP Energy E&P 
Company, L.P. and the Utah Petroleum Association

Board of Oil, Gas & Mining Cause No. RO&G – 2017-01

June 26, 2019



Rulemaking Timeline
 April 18, 2017  - Notice of Agency Action initiated by Board

 “commencing formal rulemaking” – introduced and briefly discussed at 4/26/17 

Hearing

 Immediate need to adopt stopgap rule due to enactment of SB191 effective 

5/9/17; emergency rule adopted

 July 15, 2017 – Notice to adopt emergency rule as interim rule 

published in Utah State Bulletin

 August 15, 2017 – 30-day comment period closes

 August 23, 2017 – Opportunity for additional comment provided at 

Board hearing

 September 5, 2017 – Order entered adopting interim rule as 

published (R649-2-9(1.2))



Rulemaking Timeline (Con’t.)
 September 27, 2017 – Order entered directing Division to solicit informal input 

for further amendment of force pooling rules

 November 9, 2017 – Division Letter soliciting comments from stakeholders

 Comments to be submitted by January 9, 2018

 January 9, 2018 – UPA submits proposed rules

 Cash call provision expressly included

 Only other commentary submitted by Crescent Point’s counsel back on August 4, 2017 
(included with both 9/27/17 Order and 11/9/17 Division Letter)

 May 8, 2018 – HB419 enacted; allows application of initial force pooling order to 
subsequent wells

 September 18, 2018 – Board and Division counsel hold meeting with Utah Mineral 
Bar to discuss force pooling rules (including HB419 and UPA proposal)

 October 2, 2018 – Amended Notice of Agency Action initiated by Board to include 
HB419

 Public commentary to be taken at 10/24/18 hearing; written statements accepted 
through 10/31/18

 Division Staff Memo with commentary on UPA proposed rules and Letter from Utah 
Royalty Owners Association submitted 10/18/18 



Rulemaking Timeline (Con’t.)
 October 4, 2018 – Division presentation to and input from UAPL

 October 24, 2018 - Board Hearing

 Presentations made by EP/UPA/Fred MacDonald, Division, and John Adamson

 UPA submits additional proposed rule to address HB419

 Comment Letters from Tony Hunter and International Petroleum filed 
10/31/18 and follow-up letter submitted by Adamson on 11/1/18

 December 21, 2018 – UPA submits response to Division’s response to UPA 
proposed rules

 January 15, 2019 – Division responds to commentary received

 January 22, 2019 – Division hosts roundtable to discuss rules; Division, 
UPA, MacDonald, Hunter, International Petroleum and Reed Lambert 
attend

 February 16, 2019 – Division submits revised proposed rules

 February 26, 2019 – Notice from Board of hearing on March 31, 2019



Rulemaking Timeline (Con’t.)
 February 27, 2019 – Board briefed on status of rulemaking in informal 

session of hearing

 March 31, 2019 – Hearing continued until April

 April 9, 2019 – Informal meeting between UPA and Division to discuss 
possible consensus on proposed rules

 Numerous concessions made by UPA to address concerns expressed at 
10/24/18 hearing and 1/22/19 roundtable, and in written commentary 
received

 April 11, 2019 – Board Secretary circulates proposed Division/UPA 
consensus rules for Board consideration at 4/24/19 Hearing

 April 23, 2019 – Written objections received from Hunter, J.P. Furlong, 
International Petroleum and BRO Energy

 April 24, 2019 – Extensive Board Hearing on proposed rules

 Presentations by Division and UPA; Mitch Maio (practitioner) also participated

 First appearance by Bradley and Daniel Gunnell (on behalf of numerous 
affiliated entities), who submit comments at commencement of hearing and 
participated

 May 17, 2019 – Notice of Board Deliberations at 5/22/19 Hearing



Rulemaking Timeline (Con’t.)
 May 21, 2019 – Comment Letters from Hunter and Gunnell received

 May 22, 2019 – Board hearing referring matter back to informal 
process

 May 29, 2019 – Board Notice of revised rules for consideration and 
deadlines of 6/5/19 and 6/19/19 for commentary

 June 5, 2019 – Comment Letters from Gunnell, Hunter, Gayle 
McKeachnie on behalf of Arch Energy Partners (first appearance) and 
Reed Lambert (on behalf of himself and International Petroleum) 
received

 June 6, 2019 – Comment Letters received from Bright Rock Energy 
and Bear Lake Resources (first appearance)

 June 19, 2019 – Affidavit of John DeWitt of EP, and additional 
comment letter from Gunnell submitted

 June 24, 2019 – Division response to commentary filed.



Justification for Cash Call

 Axiomatic that “participation” requires actual payment 

 As stated on numerous occasions, without a JOA, the only remedy to secure 
payment is a lawsuit – a long drawn out process

 A signed JOA has many remedies available for collection and includes cash call 
provisions

 None of the objections/alternative proposed language address when payment is 
required; the risk is incurred once bit hits ground

 John DeWitt Affidavit outlines extensive costs incurred before well is even spud –
is it the Operator and Consenting Parties burden to carry the Objecting Party’s 
share of costs while debating over JOA terms?

 Non-op is protected by virtue of 120 to commence operation provision and 
placement of funds into trust account (concession by UPA)

 Completion election is negotiated.  Standard JOA does not allow for a completion 
election for horizontal wells ; completion costs substantially exceed (up to 
double) the dry hole costs.  Payment of only dry hole AFE costs does not make 
operator/consenting parties whole



Alleged JOA Negotiation Leverage
 Must separate out the obligation to participate (by payment) from terms of a JOA

 Statute allowing challenges and Board determination of JOA terms has been in 
place since 1992; only once has it ever been utilized by a non-op (Furlong)

 Not once has the Board ever determined terms of a JOA proposed by an operator 
are egregious or patently unfair or that the operator has failed to negotiate in 
good faith.

 Proposed rule expressly mandates good faith negotiations by both parties

 Process allows Board to determine if terms are unfair under the circumstances; 
due process rights are protected

 Examples provided by Gunnell – Did the companies nevertheless sign them (see 
Newfield example)?  Did they ever utilize the statutory remedy available since 
1992 to challenge the terms proposed?

 Federal exploratory units are not subject to force pooling statute except if on a separate 
drilling unit basis; Board has no statutory authority to impose exploratory unit-wide JOA

 Provision to impose JOA terms is in the force pooling statute which requires a 
drilling unit be in place to invoke jurisdiction.  Therefore the JOA must cover the 
drilling unit and should not and cannot be on a wellbore basis only



Specific Points

 AFE Definition

 R649-2-8a(3.4) – “if a hearing is held before the board, the JOA as 
approved and adopted by the board shall govern as between the 
operator and owner.  If…

 R649-2-9b – the risk assessment award under an arm’s length 
negotiated JOA covering the drilling unit should be considered.

 Representative of the compensation deemed appropriate for the 
risk taken

 Statute specifically allows Board to adopt JOA signed by other 
parties within the drilling unit so, if negotiated at arm’s length, 
why shouldn’t it be considered?

 Rule states “may,” not “shall,” consider…; at Board’s discretion 
whether to consider under the relevant circumstances



Rulemaking Comments before the 
Utah Board of Oil, Gas and Mining

Anthony T. Hunter, Esq.
June 26, 2019



• SPACE: Utah Code Ann.§ 40-6-6 (1), (6), (7)
– Establishes correlative rights in a pool

• ELECT: Utah Code Ann.§ 40-6-2 (4), (11)
– Provide notice of intent to develop and an opportunity to 

participate

• POOL: Utah Code Ann.§ 40-6-6.5 (2)
– Compel joinder in production of resources, subject to risk 

penalty

• DRILL: Utah Code Ann.§ 40-6-6.5 (4)
– Prevent waste by developing otherwise stranded 

resources

The Pooling Process



The Furlong Problem

• SPACE, DRILL, ELECT, POOL

• J.P. Furlong Co. v. Board of Oil, Gas and Mining, 2018 UT 22
– Vertical well, drilled on a 16-well-per-section-density drilling unit. (ugh.)

– Offer to lease or participate sent to mineral owner two months after well 
was completed as a producer

– Offer was conditioned upon execution of Joint Operating Agreement sent 
with the election letter and Authorization For Expenditure

• Utah Code Ann. § 40-6-2 (11) (in effect when well completed)
• "Nonconsenting owner" means an owner who after written notice does 

not consent in advance to the drilling and operation of a well or agree 
to bear his proportionate share of the costs (emphasis added).

• Non-operator tendered AFE costs prior to hearing, but after 
RAA was filed



The Furlong Problem (cont’d)

• J.P. Furlong Co. v. Board of Oil, Gas and Mining, 2018 UT 22, 
cont’d.

– Operator sought non-consent penalty for failing to sign JOA
• Board ruled that offers can’t be “conditioned upon” accepting a JOA

– Non-operator wanted the JOA amended
• Denied by Board and Court

• Consolation Prize:

– “This is not to suggest that the Board’s order was perfect or 
even laudable.” Id. at Footnote 8.

• The good stuff’s always in the footnotes.



Statutory Changes

• 2015
– Multiple wells per pool at drilling unit formation

• Removes any effective restriction on pool size

• 2017
– Took out notice “in advance” of drilling requirement

– Punted to the Utah Board of Oil, Gas and Mining to figure out timing and what “consent” 
means

– Retroactive spacing is now codified (was a court precedent) – if no one objects 

– Retroactive pooling is now codified – if no one objects

• If you had notice, you’re on the hook

• 2018
– Retroactive pooling is allowed over an objection if “inequitable conduct” is found.

– Non-consent status is applied to all subsequent wells in a drilling unit unless Board action 
taken by the non-consenting owner



• R649-1-1 :“Notice of Opportunity to 
Participate”

• Change statory citation format for 
consistency
– Utah Code Ann. § 40-6-6.5(4)(d)(i)(D) 
– Utah Code Ann. § 40-6-6.5(12)

R649-1-1



• While not entirely clear from the Division’s memo, we believe the 
language below reflects the intent of the proposal. We propose a 
change to the title and a technical change to a statutory citation.

• R649-2-8a.  Consenting to Participate in a Well – including new provisions 
providing an opportunity for an owner or operator to request a hearing on the 
terms of the proposed JOA and/or actual costs incurred.

1.  Except as provided in Subsection (2.1) below, an owner shall be 
determined by the board to be a “Nonconsenting owner” as defined in Utah Code 
Ann. § 40-6-2(11) and subject the owner to the risk compensation award under, 
and other provisions of, Utah Code Ann. § 40-6-6.5 as may be determined by the 
board Board if, within 30 days from the date the Notice of Opportunity to 
Participate is received, the owner has failed to:

1.1.  Execute and deliver to the operator an executed AFE for the well; 
and

1.2.  Attempt, in good faith, to reach an agreement with the operator for a 
JOA to govern the drilling and operation of the well.

R649-2-8a (1)



• Numbering is simplified

• Section 2.1 is superfluous given the operation of Section 1 

• Payment prior to a final order from the Board defining the 
terms governing the operation of the pool is premature.
– The Division’s proposal to “split the baby” by requiring dry hole costs 

up front would complicate matters further.

– Especially given that in some cases, the well is already completed

R649-2-8a (2)



2.  An owner shall be deemed a “Consenting owner” as defined in Utah Code §40-6-2(4) and shall be 
liable to pay its proportionate share of the costs of drilling and operation of the well, if, within 30 days 
from the date the Notice of Opportunity to Participate is received or such later date as provided for by 
the Notice of Opportunity to Participate, or by written agreement, an owner has delivered to the 
operator:

2.0.1.  An executed AFE, and 

2.0.2 either:

2.0.2.1 A signed JOA as proposed or as otherwise accepted in writing, or 

2.0.2.2

2.0.2.  Payment of its proportionate share of the AFE’d cost, and 

2.0.3.  Written objections, addressing the specific provisions of the operator’s 
proposed JOA to which the owner in good faith objects, the reasoning for each objection, and 
modifications/alternative provisions the owner proposes in lieu thereof, and thereafter continued in 
good faith to attempt to negotiate a JOA to govern the drilling and operation of the well with the 
operator the owner shall be deemed a “Consenting owner” as defined in Utah Code §40-6-2(4).

• 2.1  Failure of an owner to comply with the requirements of Subsection (2) shall result in 
the determination by the board that the owner is a “Nonconsenting owner” as defined in Utah 
Code §40-6-2(11) and subject the owner to the risk compensation award under, and other 
provisions of, Utah Code §40-6-6.5 as may be determined by the board. and, in such an event, any 
AFE’d amount paid by the owner shall be refunded to the owner.  

R649-2-8a (2) (cont’d)



• The wording of UPA’s proposed regulation makes it 
possible for the operator to get a “default judgment” of non-
consent status – without even seeking a compulsory 
pooling order. The following proposed changes would 
remedy that.

• As an alternative to our prior proposal that the Division 
deemed “not reasonable … at this point in time”

3.  An owner who complies with the requirements of Subsection (2.1) or an operator who in good faith 
rejects said owner’s proposed modifications/alternate provisions to the JOA may request that the board 
determine the terms of the JOA in accordance with the provisions of Utah Code § 40-6-6.5(2) as 
follows:

3.1.  If the operator has filed a Request for Agency Action for compulsory pooling of 
owners in the well and associated drilling unit has been filed, either the owner or the operator may 
move the board to determine the reasonableness of the costs charged and/or the terms of the JOA 
between the owner and operator as part of that proceeding, and

R649-2-8a (3)



3.2.  If no Request for Agency Action has been filed for compulsory pooling of owners in 
the well and associated drilling unit, then either the owner or the operator may file a Request for 
Agency Action within 60 days of the receipt by the operator of the owner’s written objections, the 
hearing upon which shall be limited to addressing the terms of the JOA in dispute pursuant to the 
owner’s written objections.

3.3.  If neither 3.1 or 3.2 (a) or (b) timely occurs, then the actual costs incurred will be 
deemed by the board as just and reasonable, such actual costs being the reasonable expenses of drilling 
and completing the proposed well under prevailing market rates and not as charged to the joint account 
by third party affiliates of any owner or operator and the terms of the JOA as proposed by the operator 
in the Notice of Opportunity to Participate will be deemed by the board to govern as between the 
operator and the owner in any subsequent hearing before the board.

3.4.  If a hearing is held before the board, the owner and operator must execute the JOA as 
approved by the Board and/or, if the board determines the owner’s objections to the costs charged are 
justified, or if any costs charged to the joint account are paid to any third party affiliate of the owner or 
operator and are more than the prevailing market rate, the operator shall refund to the owner the 
amounts over and above those found to be reasonable charges.

R649-2-8a (3) (cont’d)



• This is the “escrow” requirement.

• As noted by the Division, the rule is unnecessary unless the 
Board adopts a requirement for pre-payment of the AFE. 

• This is an especially risky proposition for non-operators 
given the precarious financial situations of some operators 
currently. 

• Affidavit of John D. DeWitt, Jr. (on file in this matter)
– “…incurs…” at Para. 6.

– “Furthermore, it is not uncommon that, given the cost expenditure 
outline above, EPE, as well as other Uinta Basin operators, cash call 
non-operators for their proportionate share of said costs as provided 
for under Joint Operating Agreements.” at Para. 7

R649-2-8a (4)



• Still believe this is a better structure, but that’s secondary

• Start with the statutory language that a “consenting owner” 
under Utah law has one duty: consent and agree to drill a 
well. 

– An owner is not required to execute a JOA in order to 
consent to a well.

– Legislature would have said so, not give the Board the 
authority to impose one

R649-2-9



• The content of the JOA is a make-or-break 
decision for a non-operator. 

– Can make a good well into a bad one with 
“wrong” terms 

• “Article XVI” in the 1989 version of Form 610

• Bespoke provisions in the 2015 Form 610 (which 
still says 1989 on the cover). See Cause No. 2018-
017, Exhibit F.

R649-2-9 (cont’d)



• Undisclosed affiliate relationships facilitate 
the operation of “wrong” provisions. 
– The costs of the well should be born by all 

parties equally.
– If predictable rates of return are made from 

disposing of salt water or by gathering gas, 
these companies are oilfield service 
companies masquerading as operators.

– They are not utilities, whose regulated 
monopoly status entitles them to ROR

R649-2-9 (cont’d)



• There is only one edge on the sword. 

– There “may be an incentive” to skimp on locating owners 

– If the owners can’t be located, how is a minimum risk 
penalty an incentive to hold out? 

– Presumably, if they are truly unlocatable, they have no 
idea that they have the opportunity to lease or participate

– Following clause should be added

2. If the Board determines that an Owner is a Nonconsenting 
owner under Subsection 1, then the Board shall not impose a 
nonconsent penalty greater than the minimum allowed under Utah 
Code Ann. § 40-6-6.5 (4)(d)(i)(D).

R649-2-9a



• A reporting requirement is needed to ensure that the 
penalty amount is being accounted for in a proper fashion.

• ONLY geological and technical evidence is properly 
considered in assessing a risk penalty. 

R649-2-9b.  Imposition of Statutory Risk Compensation Award.

1. In determining the level of any risk compensation award imposed within the 
range of 150% to 400% specified in Utah Code § 40-6-6.5(4)(d)(i)(D), the board may consider, among 
other factors, the geologic and engineering uncertainties and difficulties in drilling the well, and the 
availability of information from prior drilling and development in the area, and the costs of the well, 
and the risk compensation award in the JOA reached through arm’s length negotiations between 
parties in the drilling unit.  The Board shall not consider evidence of general business risk, economic 
conditions, time to payout, title or ownership issues, legal risk or any of the terms of any current or 
proposed JOA for the drilling unit in awarding risk compensation.

2. When a risk compensation award is granted, the final order of the Board shall require the 
Operator to provide the nonconsenting Owners with a quarterly payout statement regarding the status 
of the wells, including an itemized report of drilling, operation, and completion expenses and revenues 
applied to offset them.

R649-2-9b



• Proposing only minor change to Subsection 1.3

1.3.  Within 30 days of the mailing receipt of the motion, no party 
has filed any objection to the motion to modify the initial board 
order to apply to the subsequently drilled well in the drilling unit, 
including without limitation objection to said party’s alleged 
nonconsent status, the applicable risk compensation percentage or 
the reasonableness of the actual costs incurred for the subsequently 
drilled well.

R649-2-13



State of Utah

County of Salt Lake

AFFIDAVIT OF TIM FTJRLONG FILED
JUL t 0 2019

SEGRFTARY BOARD OF
OIL, GA$ & MINING

Tim Furlong, being first duly sworn, states:

l. I am the President of J.P. Furlong Co., and have personal knowledge and authority to
make the following statements, or make these statements upon my best information and

belief as indicated.
2. I attended the public hearing conducted by the Utatr Board of Oil, Gas & Mining on June

26,2019.
3. Board Member Gordon Moon, who was appointed to provide expertise or personal

experience on land and mineral ownership issues, was "persuaded" to recuse himself in
this matter (Utah Division of Oil, Gas & Mining Board Hearing,
lrttps:llwwli.y-putube.conrlwatch?v=Flqfhg9s$XzA at 3:48:45). I believe his absence

resulted in a loss of critical expertise necessary to fully and fairly develop a rule that
sufficiently protects comelative rights.

4. J.P. Fwlong Co. retained Anthony T. Hunter as its attomey to offer amendments to the
proposed regulations at the hearing. Among other issues, one of the amendments he

offered was to the proposedR649-2-13. Specifically, Mr. Hunter proposed a change to
the deadline for responding to Notice of Opportunity to Participate for a subsequent well,
from 30 days from the mailing of the notice to 30 days from the receipt of the notice.

5. At the hearing, Board Chairman Ruland Gill suggested the proposed rule be changed to
read "Receipt by certified mail, return receipt requested" (Id. at 5:19:19).

6, Approximately one minute later, Chairman Gill desired to "push this issue a little bit"
(1d., at 5:20:32). He denied the proposed amendment without allowing Mr. Hunter to
rebut the factual statements made by himself, Attorney Fred MacDonald, and Board
Member Chris Hansen regarding this issue.

7. Due to time constraints imposed by the Board (caused by, among other things, lateness of
the day and availability of the court reporter), I was unable to make more than a cursory
facfual statement regarding this issue until the end of the hearing, more than an hour after
the issue was decided. In contrast, the wifinesses from Newfield and Axia spoke for more
than fifteen minutes (Id. at 6:40:00-6:55:40).

8. If time had permitted, I would have made the additional following cornments for the

record.
a. A typical decision to participate in a well can be a time- and resource-intensive

process for a non-operator. Unless the operator's business practices (including
their proposed JOA) are well-known, the geology is familiar, and the reservoir
potential is obvious, a non-operator will need to gather and evaluate this
information prior to making a decision.

b. To evaluate an unfamiliar operator (and their unfamiliar JOA), industry contacts
must be queried, media reports seatched, and legal counsel must be engaged.

ss.
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c. To evaluate geological factors, completion techniques and reservoir analysis must

be analyzed, and unless a non-operator has a geologist or engineer on staff,

outside expertise must be located, engaged, and given time to perform an analysis.

d. To evaluate the "payoff'potential of the proposed well, the geological, legal, and

reputational risk factors described above must be balanced against the expected

ROI of the project.

e. While an operator may trake months or years to make a decision to commit capital

to a well, a non-operator fielding multiple simultaneous notices has only days to

decide to commit its capital. Any reduction in the amount of time permitted to

respond necessarily reduces the quality and quantity of analysis a non-opetator

can perform.
g. I believe the Board has a duty to propose a rule that protects the rights of every mineral

owner in a spacing unit - both individual and incorporated. It should not be written, as

the Chairman stated, based on the fact that "all your companies have JOAs" as a deciding

factor in what is just and reasonable (Id. at 5:20:03, emphasis added).I believe that

deciding an appropriate deadline based on the assumption that every non-operating

working interest owner is a company that is familiar with the notice terms contained in a
JOA is unfair to a large number of owners. By writing a rule that only contemplates

sophisticated mineral owners and that favors operators, the Board will substantially

prejudice mineral owners who lack any expertise in this field.

FURTIIER AFF'IAIIT SAYETH NAUGHT.

Tim X'urlong

Acknowledged, sworn to and subscribed before me this
Furlong.

My commission
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MEMORANDUM FILED
JUL l7 20is

July 17,2019 SECRETARY BOARD OF
OIL, GAS & MIN|NG

To: Utah Board of Oil Gas and Mining

From: Steve Alder,
Assistant Utah Attorney General

Re Board Hearing Memorandum
In the Matter of: Docket No. 2017-013; Cause No. RO&G- 2017-01
In the matter of informal rulemaking for compulsory pooling and related
rules.

The Board Chair at the June 26,2019 hearing on the matter of informal
rulemaking for proposed compulsory pooling rules, requested that counsel submit a

memorandum to address a specific question that was raised as part of the proposed
changes to the compulsory pooling rules. The Division prepared a response in
anticipation of filing it by the July 10, 2019 deadline. The Board Chair retracted
the request for a briefing memorandum on July 9, 2019.

Notwithstanding the retraction of the request, the Division has elected to file
a shortened version of the memorandum for the Board's consideration to address
the apparent or potential confusion concerning whether a JOA and pooling order
apply to a drilling unit or only to a well within a drilling unit.

Introduction.

The question the Board asked to be addressed arose in response to the
following suggested change to the proposed rules.

649-2-8a.1.2. Attemot. in sood faith. reach an asreement withExeeu*e+nC
* the erator for *aJOAto rn the drillin n

well with the operator, and subiect the owner to the
risk comoensation award under. and ot er orovisions of. Utah Code 640-5-6.5 as

mav be determined bv the board.

(x The deletion and addition in brackets were not the rule as discussed at the June hearine and are
sussested bv the Division as beine necessarv to ake the oroposed chanses clear and as intended.)



Bradley D. Gunnel proposed removing the language "and applicable drilling
unit" and commented lhat a JOA should only apply to a single well, not the entire
drilling unit. He noted that the rules currently don't provide for designating an
operator of a drilling unit Although this section of the proposed rule did not
directly address whether a pooling order should require a JOA for a drilling unit,
and only required the owner and operator to either negotiate or attempt to agree to
a JOA prior to a pooling order, the Division agreed that the language was
potentially misleading and proposed to eliminate it for purposes of clarity. (See

June 23,2019 Matrix of propose changes and Division response.)

This issue is addressed in part by the recently enacted subsection 40-6-
6.5(12) enacted by H.B. 419 andby the proposed rule R649-2-13 that is being
considered as part of this rulemaking to implement that subsection.l

Overview of the Problem.

A. tion of a nit- ide A Other
Owners within a Unit.

The idea that aproposed JOA should apply to a drilling unit is both
unremarkable and very concerning. On one hand the correlative rights of all
owners within a drilling unit requires the entity proposing to drill the well to
provide notice to all owners within the drilling unit, and likewise, attempt to reach

an agreement concerning the drilling of the well with the owners. This is because

all owners have a right to participate in any well within the drilling unit (i.e.,
"correlative rights".) In most cases, the entity proposing the well negotiates and

(12) Except as otherwise provided by a rule made by the board in accordance with Title 63G,
Chapter 3, Utah Administrative Rulemaking Act, the terms and conditions of the board's
initial order pooling all interests in a drilling unit, including the terms and conditions of a
joint operating agreement as adopted by the board, shall apply to all subsequently drilled
wells in the drilling unit, except as modified by:

(a) an accounting for actual costs incurred for each subsequently drilled well in the drilling
unit;

(b) an accounting for the consenting or nonconsenting status of the owner of each
subsequently drilled well in the drilling unit; and

(c) the board after the filing of and hearing upon a petition filed by an affected owner
desiring a modification.
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enters into a JOA with each of the owners, however in some cases a pooling order
is entered when an owner is unlocatable or refuses to enter into a JOA. Thus, either
a voluntary JOA or pooling order must be in place to develop the resources

established by the spacing order.

However, the idea that a JOA (whether entered voluntarily or imposed by
the Board) could be applied to an entire drilling unit, as opposed to a single well
within a drilling unit, is alarming because of the potential for one operator to
impose the terms of a JOA on all owners in the drilling unit. This effectively limits
the rights of an owner in the drilling unit to freely develop their minerals. As Mr.
Gunnel noted, Utah does not currently have rules designating an operator for a
drilling unit and there is concem that if a JOA is permitted or required to apply to
all wells in a drilling unit, it might provide the operator of the initial well in a
drilling unit control over the development of additional wells in the drilling unit.

Admittedly, H.B. 419 and the rules proposed to enact those provisions allow
for an owner to object to the application of the terms of a JOA and aprior pooling
order to a subsequent well when the original operator proposes a second well. But
perhaps the rules need to be clearer about the rights of a different owner in a
drilling unit to propose a subsequent well and also propose a separate JOA that is
different from the JOA proposed for the initial well. In response to questions by
Board member Davis about this exact situation, Mr. Gallegos said that the

operating agreement, as applied to the drilling unit, might allow an owner to
propose a well, but not operate it. See hearing video at 4:59. Again, the Division is
concerned that applying the terms of a JOA for a single well to be applied drilling
unit wide subverts the correlative rights of other owners in a unit.

Mr. Gallegos and his counsel's reliance on the few words about a proposed

JOA applying to a drilling unit as proposed in the pooling rule essentially allows
the Board to designate an operator for the drilling unit by virtue of its approval of
the JOA proposed for the initial well in that drilling unit. The Board has

previously rejected requests to designate an operator for a drilling unit and has

determined that it would be best to proceed with rulemaking to address the concept
of operatorship. But in any event, this compulsory pooling rulemaking proceeding

was not intended to address that question. The view that a JOA for well in a
drilling unit provides the operator with the right to be the operator for subsequent

wells in the drilling unit by virtue of the JOA directly conflicts with the duty of the
board to protect correlative rights of the other owners in a drilling unit. The law is

3



absolutely clear that the creation of a drilling unit is intended to protect correlative
rights-that includes the rights of every owner to drill a well in the drilling unit at
an allowed location.

B. Iltah Suoreme Court Precedent Reoui res JOAs to be Imoosed on a Well-bv-
Well Basis.

In actual practice, a JOA and apooling order, notwithstanding language in
the statute that could be read to mean otherwise, are limited in their application to a
'noticed'well and must apply on a well-by-well basis. This because the Utah
Supreme Court interpreted the statute to require protection of correlative rights by
ensuring that each owner has notice of an opportunity to participate in a well prior
to being determined to be non-consenting. The Court in Bennion v. ANR
Production explained that modi$'ing the spacing statute to allow more than one
well per drilling unit implicitly empowered the Board to modiflz pooling orders for
a drilling unit to apply to accommodate the right to drill multiple wells in the
drilling unit. 819 P.2d343,351 (Utah 1991). Only where there has been notice can
an owner be determined to be nonconsenting and be subject to the penalty and
other provisions of the compulsory pooling statute. The consequences of being
nonconsenting include being subject to the terms of an JOA or other operating
agreement approved by the Board, provided it is determined on a well-by-well
basis after notice of the opportunity to participate.

The cases involving the requirements to be determined to be a
nonconsenting owner have usually been raised by owners objecting to the
imposition of the nonconsent penalty. These decisions explicitly and directly ruled
that the nonconsent penalty must be imposed on a well-by-well basis. However,
the logic and reasoning of those cases, applies equally to other consequences of a
finding of nonconsent listed in the statute and limit their application to a well by
well basis. Reading the statute makes it clear that each provision only applies
when there is a determination that an owner is non-consenting. The definition of
nonconsent in the statute and as applied by the courts requires a well-by-well
notice of the opportunity to participate.

The cases reviewing nonconsenting penalties require that for every well a

notice to participate must be given prior to imposing the penalty and this obligation
should also apply to imposing a JOA governing that well. This is true even if there
has already been a notice of and compulsory pooling order for a previous well in
the same drilling unit. The provisions of Utah Code g 40-6-6.5(12) modit'this

4



obligation (subject to this rulemaking) by allowing an operator of an initial well to
apply the pooling order to a subsequent well unless an owner objects and requests

a hearing before the board. This statute says nothing to preclude an owner of
interests in the drilling unit to propose a new well and a new operating agreement
for that well and if necessary to force pool nonconsenting owners to the well.

Discussion.

The Courts have established the following basic principles: "the Act
establishes a regulatory scheme that protects correlative rights, while also

continuing the law of capture to a limited extent"; "[T]he mechanism for defining
correlative rights in a pool of oil and gas is a spacing order . . ."; and "fV]oluntary
pooling agreements and forced pooling orders are the mechanisms used to enforce
correlative rights." Cowling v. Bd. of Oil, Gas & Min., Dep't of l{at. Res. for State
of Utah,830 P.2d 220,225-2.6 (Utah 1991). Before the Board can impose a non-
consent penalty, and the other provisions required by the statute as a consequence

of being deemed nonconsenting, the operator must demonstratethat the owner has

been provided written notice of the opportunity to voluntarily agree to participate
in a well and to pay his proportionate costs. The courts have repeatedly held that
this notice must be given "on a well-by-well basis", with "[a]n election to
participate being made anew each time an additional well is drilled

In contrast to this well-by-well requirement for imposing the penalties of
compulsory pooling, the Act speaks of "pooling all of the interests in the drilling
unit for the development and operation of the drilling ttnit." Utah Code $ 40-6-
6.5(2)(a) (emphasis added). It also defines an operator as "a person who has been

designated by the owners or the board to operate a well or unit." Utah code 40-6-
2(15). To be valid, there is no question a pooling order must include all the mineral
owners in the drilling unit, but it is less clear that apooling order needs to broadly
address the development and operation of a drilling unit.

2 Hegar6t v. Bd. of Oil, Gas, & Mining, Dep't of Nat. Res.,2002tJT 82,n29,57 P.3d 1042,
7049, quoting Bennion v. ANR Production Co.
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A. Drilliug Units are Established to Promote Development of Oil and Gas and

to Protect Correlative Rights.

The Utah Supreme Court in Hegarty explained that among the purposes for
the establishment of drilling units is the protection of correlative rights.

The Court explained:

"Section 40-6-l of the Utah Code declares that"it is in the public
interest" to promote efficient and waste-free exploitation of oil and
gas natural resources, while protecting "correlative rights." Section
40-6-2(2) defines correlative rights as "the opportunity of each owner
in a pool to produce his just and equitable share of oil and gas in a
pool without waste." To this end, the Board "may order the
establishment of drilling units for any pool." Id. I 40-6-1(establishing
uniform spacing throughout the field)."
Hegarty v. Board of Oil, Gas and Mining,52P.3d 1041, at 1047-1048
(2002) (emphasis added).

Therefore, the Board should take extra precaution before taking an action that may
circumvent the correlative rights of another in a drilling unit.

B. As the Spacing Statute Evolved to Allow the Board to Increase the Number
of Wells in a Drillins ljnit. the Court Implicitlv Granted the Board Authority
to Modifu Poolins Orders to Accommodate More Than One Well

In the early case of ,Bennion v. ANR Production, Co., 819 P.2d 343 (I99I),
the Court conducted a detailed analysis of the changes to the spacing statute and its
affect on orders pooling interests in a drilling unit. The Court held that the changes
to the spacing statute allowing more than one well per drilling unit, impliedly
authorized the Board to modiS, a pooling order to accommodate more than one
well per drilling unit. Since the Bennion Court clearly and carefully examines the
question of how to interpret the exact question proposed by the board, the language
of the decision is quoted in detail.

"When a drilling unit is initially established, the Oil and Gas
Conservation Act contemplates that only one well will be drilled per
unit. See Utah Code Ann. $ 40-6-6(1Xa) (1988) (formerly codified at

$ 40-6-6ft) (Supp.1977)) (an order establishing a drilling unit shall
include "the acreage to be embraced within each drilling unit and the
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shape of each drilling unit as determined by the board but the unit
shall not be smaller than the maximum area that can be efficiently and
economically drained by one well"); Utah Code Ann. I 40-6-6(1)(b)
(1988) (formerly codified at $ 40-6-6(c) (Supp.1977)) (an order
establishing a drilling unit shall direct"that no more than one well
shall be drilled for production from the common source of supply on
any drilling unit"). Yet, even in 1981, when the drilling unit at issue in
this case was force-pooled by the Board, the statute contemplated that
additional wells could be permitted under the right circumstances. The
statute provided: "When found necessary for the prevention of waste
... or to protect correlative rights, an order establishing drilling units in
a pool may be modified by the board ... to permit the drilling of
additional wells on a reasonably uniform plan in the pool, or any zone
thereof." Utah Code Ann. $ 40-6-6(d) (Supp.1977). Under the 1983
amendments to the Oil and Gas Conservation Act, the Board, without
qualification, can "permit additional wells to be drilled within the
established units." 1983 Utah Laws ch.205, g 1 (codified at 40-6-
6ID. Based on the language of the statute, therefore, it is perfectly
losical that the Board's 1981 order force-poolinq
unit did not aoolv to or anticioate the drill ins of additional wells in the
unit or the conseouences if a nartv elected not to participate in a future
well. It is iust aslosical- however. that the lesislature intended to
permit the Board to amend its pooling orders to accommodate the
drilline of additional wells.

In conclusion. althoush the lltah and Gas Conservation Act does
not exolicitlv authorize the Board to modifu a poolins order to
accommodate the drillins of additional wells in a drilling unit. such an
authorization is imolied in the statute's srant of authority to the Board
to modifu drillino I snactn 1 orders to that effect. When a
modification of a drill ins lsnaci sl order results in the drillins of
wells not snecificallv addressed in the previous ooolins order. in the
absence of a voluntary agreement as to the treatment of additional
wells within lhe pool, the Board has the implied authority to modifu
the pooline order under terrrrs censistent with the Oil and Gas
Conservation Act.
Bennion v. ANR Production, Co., 819 P.2d 343 at349-351 (1991)
(emphasis supplied).
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C. The Authoritv to Modifu Poolins to Accommodate More than One
Well oer Drillins Unit. Tosether with the Requirement for Notice of the
Onoortunitv to Particioate in a Well in Order to Find that arr Owner is
Nonconsentins- Has Resulted in the Court Holdins that the Non-Consent
PeqeltllMust Be Determined on a Well-by-Well Basis

In addition to the prerequisite notice and opportunity to participate, the court
in Bennion v. ANR Production explained that the information necessary to
determine the amount of the non-consent penalty also requires that the penalty be
determined on a well-by-well basis:

Moreover, upon close examination, it is evident that the legislature
intended that the statutory nonconsent penalty be determined on a
well-by-well basis. The language of section 40-6-6(6Xb) stipulates
that the Board is to determine an amount "not less than I 50Yo nor to
exceed 200% of that portion of the costs and expenses ... in the well."
The nonconsent penalty is therefore to be determined by the risks
associated with each particular well. That can only be done if the
Board has the power to amend the original pooling order to
accommodate the particular risks of an additional well.
Bennion v. ANR Production, Co., at 350 (footnotes omitted).

This reasoning and holding was affirmed in Hegarty which is the most recent case
to consider the application of the pooling statute when there is more than one well
in a drilling unit. It affirmed the holding of prior cases that the non-consent
penalty must be determined on a well-by-well basis not on a drilling unit basis.

"We noted in Bennion v. AI{R Production Co. that "[u]nder the
statutory scheme established by the Utah statute ... a nonconsent
penalty is determined on a well-by-well basis. An election to
participate is made anew each time an additional well is drilled...."
(Hegarty at 1047-48, citation omitted).
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D. The Specific Consequences l4pqsed by a Pooling Order as Required by
statute are Each T)enendenf nn ,r F inrlino thqt qn f)rxrner ic Nlnn-(-nnccnfinc'

which Requires that Notice and tv to Participate Has Been Given
for a Well and Therefore Each Provision is Only Applicable on a Well-bv-
Well Basis.

An analysis of the individual provisions of the pooling statute reveals that
most all provisions refer to consequences or actions that are required upon an
owner being determined to be non-consenting. Since such a determination must be
on a well-by-well basis, these provisions must also only apply to the'noticed well'
not to the drilling unit.

Even the effbctive date of a pooling order is dependent on a well-by-well
analysis. The HegarQ CourL determined that the owner in that case had waived the
right to claim that the pooling order he requested should be applied retroactive to
the date of first production, but it did consider making such an adjustment if
necessary to protect the correlative rights of the owner. Changes to the statute in
2017 expanded the ability of the Board to apply a pooling order retroactively if
there are no objections at the hearing, suggestingthat modification of a pooling
order on a well-by-well basis to make the order retroactive is also permitted.

Utah Code 40-6-6.5(12) was enacted expressly to address this question. The
factthatthis language was added suggests that without it, an initial pooling order
would not apply to the drilling unit or event to subsequent wells in a drilling unit.
The statute provides an opportunity for a noticed owner of a subsequent well to
object and have a hearing concerning the application of the initial order to the
subsequent well. It also provides that even without notice the pooling order must
be adjusted for the changes associated with the new well.

Thus, the passage of the statute indicates a legislative agreement with the
conclusion that a pooling order and JOA for a drilling unit are to be applied on a
well-by-well basis after notice.
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FILED
JUL I 8 2019

SEGRFTARY BOARD OF
OIL, GAS & MINING

BEFORE THE BOARD OF OIL, GAS AND MINING
DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES

STATE OF UTAH

IN THE MATTER OF INFORMAL
RULEMAKING ASSOCIATED WITH
THE 2OI7 AND 2018 LEGISLATIVE
AMENDMENTS CONCERNING
FORCED POOLING AND THE NEED
TO INITIATE RULEMAKING ON
OTHER EMERGING MATTERS

NOTICE TO CONTINUE HEARING

DocrerNo.20ll-013
CnuseNo. RO&G-2017-01

THE STATE OF UTAH TO ALL PERSONS INTERESTED IN THE FOLLOWING

MATTER:

NOTICE is hereby given that the Utah Board of Oil, Gas and Mining ('oBoard") has elected

to continue the hearing on this docketed matter, which is currently scheduled for July 31,2019,

until the next regularly scheduled Board hearing on August 28,2019.

The hearing will be held on WEDNESDAY, August 28,2019, at 10:00 AM, or as soon

thereafter as possible, in the auditorium of the Department of Natural Resources, 1594 West North

Temple, Salt Lake City, Utah 84116. The hearing will be streamed live on the Department of

Natural Resources YouTube channel at http:llyoutu.belrO00bxnTZg0. In addition to the live

stream opportunity referenced in this Notice, any interested person(s) may attend the Board

hearing in person at the time, place and location specified in this Notice. It is also anticipated the



Board will issue a subsequent Notice delineating and/or specifying the Board's preference in

receiving any further public comment on this docketed matter.

The Board hearing will be conducted in accordance with the rules of the Board as set forth

in Utah Administrative Code R64l et seq., and as provided for in Utah Code Ann. $ 40-6-l et seq.,

Utah Code Arur. $ 40-8-6(1), and Utah Code Ann. $ 63G-2-101 et seq.

The filing initiating this rulemaking process and any subsequent filings may be inspected

at the office of the undersigned, and inspected online at the Utah Board of Oil, Gas and Mining's

website at utah. I

-20 I 7 - 0 | -40 - 6 -2 (4\ and-2 (.1 D.php .

Pursuant to the Americans with Disabilities Act, persons requiring auxiliary

communicative aids and services to enable them to participate in this hearing should call Julie Ann

Carter at (801) 538-5277, at least three working days prior to the hearing date.

DATED this 18th day of July,2019.

STATE OF UTAH
BOARD OF OIL, GAS AND MINING
Ruland J. Gill, Jr., Chairman

Ann
Board
1594 West North Temple, Suite 1210
Salt Lake City, Utah 84116
(80r) s28-s277
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that I caused a true and correct copy of the foregoing NOTICE TO

CONTINUE HEARING for Docket No. 2017-013, Cause No. RO&G-2017-01to be mailed via

email this 18th day of July,2019, to the following:

Michael E. Begley
Assistant Attomeys General
Utah Board of Oil, Gas & Mining
1594 West North Temple, Suite 300
Salt Lake City, UT 84116
Email : mbegley@agutah. gov

Steven F. Alder
Assistant Attorneys General
Utah Board of Oil, Gas & Mining
1594 West North Temple, Suite 300
Salt Lake City, UT 84116
Email : stevealder@agutah. gov

David P. Bolda, Esq.
Beatty & Wozniak, P.C.
5406 W. 11000 N., Ste. 103-221
Highland, UT 84003
Email : dbolda@bwenergylaw. com

William E. Ward, Esq.

Bill Ward Law, PLLC
984 Foxhill Road
North salt Lake, uT 84054
Email : BillWard@billwardlaw.com

Mark L. Burghardt, Esq.
Rebecca Holt Johnson, Esq.
Dorsey & Whitney LLP
111 South Main Street
Suite 2100
Salt Lake City, UT 84lll-2176-
Email : burshardt.mark@dorsey.com

j ohnson.beck)'@dorsev. com

H. Michael Keller, Esq.
Matthew S. Brahana, Esq.
Fabian Vancott
215 South State Street STE 1200
Salt Lake City, UT 84111
Email : mkeller@fabianvancott.com

mbrahanna@ fabianvancott. com

A. John Davis III, Esq.
Angela Franklin, Esq.
Holland &Hart,LLP
222 South Main Street, Suite 2200
Salt Lake City, UT 84101
Email : aj davis@hollandhart. com

alfranklin@ho llandhart. com
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Phillip Wm. Lear, Esq.
Mitchell S. Maio, Esq.
Lear & Lear P.L.L.C.
808 E. South Temple St.
Salt Lake City, UT 84102
Email : phillip.lear@learlaw.com

4nitch,mai o (E l e arl aw. c o m

Frederick M. MacDonald, Esq.

Relma M. Miller, Esq.
MacDonald & Miller
Mineral Legal Services, PLLC
7090 S. Union Park Avenue, Suite 400
Salt Lake City, UT 84047
Email : fred@macmillerle gal.com

relma@macmillerleeal.com

Kelly Williams, Esq
Oram - Houghton, PLLC
51 Coffeen Avenue Suite 201

Sheridan, WY 82801
Email : kwilliams@oram-houghton.com

Daniel Jensen, Esq.
Clayton Parr, Esq.
Parr, Brown, Gee & Loveless
101 South 200 East, Suite 700
salt Lake city, UT 84111
Email : cparr@parrbrown. com

dj ensen@parrbrown. com

Michael Malmquist, Esq.
Parsons Behle & Latimer
201 South Main Street, Suite 1800
Salt Lake City, Utah 8411I
Email : MMalmquist@parsonsbehle. com

Lavonne Garrison
Mike Johnson, AAG
School & Institutional Trust Lands Admin.
675E500S#500
Salt Lake city, uT 84102
Email : lavonne garrison@utah. gov

mikej ohnson@agutah. gov

Denise A. Dragoo, Esq.
James P. Allen, Esq.
Snell & Wilmer, L.L.P.
Gateway Tower West
15 West South Temple
Suite 1200

Salt Lake City, UT 84101-1547
Email : ddragoo@swlaw.com

ipallen@swlaw.com

sPower
Jacob Schipaanboord, Esq.
2180 South 1300 East
Suite 600
salt Lake city, uT 84106-2749
Email : i schipaanboord@.spower.com

Brent D. Chicken, Esq.
Steptoe & Johnson PLLC
600l7th Street
Suite 2300 South
Denver, CO 80202
Email : brent. chicken@steptoe-j ohnson. com

Steve Styler, Esq.

Styler Daniels P.C.
For Kinder Morgan Altamont LLC
297 N Highway 6
Delta, uT 84624
Email : steve@st)'lerdaniels.com

Utah Association of Professional Landmen
Robert H Wilson III
26408 Lambourne Ave
Salt Lake City, UT 84109-2741
Email : rhwilson3 @centurylink.net

utahapl@gmail.com

Rikki Hrenko-Browning
Utah Petroleum Association
10114 S Jordan Gateway #160
South Jordan, UT 84095
Email : Rikki.Hrenko-Browning@enefi t. com

upa@utahpetroleum. or g
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Utah Royalty Owners Association
Allan Smith
1137 Park Ridge Drive (512-l)
Roosevelt, UT 84066
Email : AESmith@ubtanet. com

Lowell Braxton
Western Energy Alliance
3666 S Millbrook Terrace
Salt Lake city, UT 84106
Email : lbraxton@westernenergyalliance.org

Christopher Jones
Holland &Hart
cdj ones @hollandhart. com

Christopher Hogle
Holland &Hart
crho gle@hollandhart.com

Angela Franklin
Holland &HartLLP
AlFranklin(Dho I landhart. com

Romaine Marshall
Holland &Hart
rcmarshall@ho llandhart. com

George Haley
Holland & Hart Llp
gmhaley@hollandhart. com

Craig Galli
Holland &Hart
cgalli@hollandhart. com

Ben Machlis
Dorsey & Whitney
machlis.ben@dorsey. com

Gage Zobell
Dorsey & Whitney
zobell. gage@dorsey. com

Heath Waddingham
Dorsey & Whitney
waddingham.heath@dorsey. com

Wells Parker
Dorsey & Whitney
parker.wells@dorsey. com

Kevin Murray
Holland & Hart Llp
krmurray@hollandhart. com

Shawn Welch
Holland & Hart LLP
stwelch@hollandhart.com

Chelsea Davis
Holland & Hart Llp
cj davis@hollandhart. com

Jody Williams
Holland & Hart LLP
i lwilliams@hollandhart. com

Timothy Bagshaw
Holland &Hart,Llp
TMBagshaw@hollandhart. com

David Hatch
Holland & Hart LLP
dbhatch@hollandhart. com

Ashley Peck
Holland & Hart Llp
aapeck@hollandhart. com

James Holtkamp
Holland & Hart LLP
j holtkamp@hollandhart. com

Steven Jones
Holland &Hart,LLP
s gi ones@hollandhart. com
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Trent Maxwell
Holland &Hart
ttmaxwell@hollandhart. com

Emily Schilling
Holland &Hart
ecschilling@hollandhart. com

Amanda Smith
Holland &HartLLP
asmith@ho I landhart. com

Steven Vuyovich
Holland & Hart LLP
sj vuyovich@hollandhart. com

Jonathan Lear
Lear &Lear
j onathan. lear@ learlaw. com

Jon Lear
Lear &I,ear
rubymt@aol.com

Ben Lear
Lear &Lear
b en.lear @,learlaw. c om

Arati Raghavan
Lear & Lear, L.l.p.
Arati. Raeh av an@le arl aw. com

Rohit Raghavan
Lear &Lear
rohit.ra ghavan@ learlaw. com

Trent Raleigh
Lear &Lear
trent.ralei gh@learlaw. com

Megan Parkinson
Lear & Lear L.L.P.
me gan.parkinson@ learlaw.com

J. Matthew Snow
Lear & Lear LLP
matt. snow@learlaw. com

Jeffrey Taylor
Lear &Lear
taylor j eff@ learlaw. com

Randa Vieira
Lear &Lear
randa.vieira@learlaw.com

Maren Barker
Lear & Lear Llp
marenbarker@yahoo. com

Kristin Burnham
Lear & Lear LLP
kristin.burnham@learlaw. com

David Hubbell
Lear &Lear
david.hubbell@ learlaw. com

Liana Jones
Lear &Lear
liana j ones@learlaw.com

Ginger Utley
Lear &Lear
ginger.utle)'@learlaw. com

Brett Wiersum
Lear &Lear
brett. wiersum@learlaw. com

Michelle McConkie
Lear &Lear
michelle.mcconkie@learlaw. com

Andrew
Longbons
Lear &Lear
andrew. lon gbons@learlaw.com
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Thomas Bachtell
MacDonald & Miller
Mineral Legal Services, PLLC
tom@macmillerle gal. com

John Andrews
Snell & Wilmer, LLP
jandrews@swlaw.com

Wade Budge
Snell & Wilmer LLP
wbudee@swlaw.com

Kirsten Allen
Fabian VanCott
kallen@ fabianvancott. com

David Mortensen
Stoel Rives
david. mortensen@ stoel. com

Rachel Anderson
Fabian VanCott
randerson@ fabianvancott. com

Dale Gardiner
Fabian VanCott
d gardiner@ fabianvancott. com

Rosemary Beless
Fabian VanCott
rbeless @fabianvancott. com

Kevin Anderson
Fabian VanCott
kanderson@fabianvancott. com

Peter Billings
Fabian VanCott
Pbillin gs @ fabianvancott. com

Jason Steiert
Parsons Behle &Latimer
j steiert@parsonsbehle. com

Melanie Grayson
Fabian VanCott
m grayson@fabianvancott. com

Bruce Badger
Fabian VanCott
bbad ger@ fabianvancott. com

Artemis Vamianakis
Fabian VanCott
avamianakis@ fabianvancott. com

Nina Kim
Fabian VanCott
nbertelli @fabianvancott. com

Jason Hardin
Fabian VanCott
i hardin@fabianvancott.com

Mark Anderson
Fabian VanCott
mhanderson@ fabianlvancott. com

Robert Crockett
Fabian VanCott
rcrockett@ fabianvancott. com

Gregory Williams
Fabian VanCott
ewilliams @fabianvancott. com

Melissa Reynolds
Utah Attorney General's Office, Natural
Resources Division
mreynolds@agutah.gov

Margaret Osswald
Utah Attorney General's Office
mezzep@,gmail.com

John Robinson
i ohn@j ohnrobinsonesq. com
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Fredric Donaldson
Utah Attorney General's Office
freddonaldson@utah. eov

Mark Compton
UMA
mcompton@utahminin g. or g

Norman Johnson
Utah Attorney General's Office
normar{ ohnson@agutah. gov

Kassidy Wallin
Parr Brown Gee & Loveless
kwallin@parrbrown. com

Chris Sutton, CEO
Bright Rock Energy
1424Laimer St. suite 100
Denver, CO 80202
csutton@bri ghtro ckenerqy. net

Stephanie Barber-Renteria
School & Institutional Trust Lands
Administration
stephanie.barber@ learlaw. com

Emma Whitaker
Utah Attorney General's Office
ewhitaker@agutah.gov

Jim Karkut
U.S. Solicitor's Office
James.Karkut@sol.doi. gov

Vemoica Larvie
U.S. Solicitor's Office
veronica.larvie@ sol.doi. gov

Cameron Johnson
U.S. Solicitor's Office
cameron. doi.sov

Ryan Stephens
Ryanms8554@gmail.com

David K. Detton
dettonlaw@gmail.com

Christopher Shiraldi
School & Institutional Trust Lands
Administration
cshiraldi@utah.gov
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BEFORE TI{EUTAHBOARD oF oIL, GAS ANDMINING JUL 2 2 20lg

BOARD OF
OIL, GAS & MINING

IN THE MATTER OF IN'FORMAL
RULEMAKING ASSOCIATED WITH
THE 2017 AND 2018 LEGISLATIVE
AMENDMENTS CONCERNING
FORCED POOLING AND THT'. I\[EEI)
TO INTTIATE RULEMAKING ON
OTHER EMERGING MATTERS

AFFIDAVIT OF BOARD CHAIRMAN
AND PRESIDING OFFICER

DocxsrNo.2017-013
CeussNo. RO&G-2017-01

STATE OF UTAH

COLINTY OF DAVIS

I, Ruland J. Gill, Jr., being first duly sworn under oath, states the following:

1. The information contained in this Affidavit is true and correct and is based upon my direct

and personal knowledge.

2. I am the duly elected Chairman for the Utah Board of Oil, Gas & Mining ("Board").

3. As the Chairman of the Board, I am the person presiding over all matters coming before the

Board during regularly scheduled Public Meetings.

4. In the capacity of Board Chairman, I presided over the above-captioned docketed matter

during the regularly scheduled Public Meeting on June 26,2019.

5. Under the advice of counsel, when the above-captioned docketed matter came before the

Board in an open meeting pursuant to the published Agenda, I called the Board to a vote for a

closed session for the sole purpose ofdiscussing recently discovered and undisclosed facts and

)
:

)
ss.



circumstances involving a Board Member and whether a real or apparent conflict of interest had

arisen based on the aforesaid recently discovered facts and circumstances.

6. The facts and circumstances warranting the vote on a closed session fell under the

justification for a closed meeting under Utah Code Ann. $ 52-a-205(l)(a).

7. A quorum was present, and the full Board voted unanimously to enter a closed session to

discuss the limited issue falling exclusively under Utah Code Ann. $ 52-a-205(l)(a).

8. Responding to the request from counsel for the Division of Oil, Gas & Mining regarding the

reason for the closed session, I stated the reason and purpose fell under the "prsonnel"

exception. I intended to state the purpose of the closed session fell within the "character and

professional competence" exception. No further objection to the vote and announcement of the

Board going into the closed meeting was received.

9. Since the Board was going to proceed with the docketed matter after the closed meeting, the

closed meeting was conducted in the room the Board regularly conducts deliberations during the

routine and normal course of considering any matter before the Board. Since this was the normal

and customary procedure for the Board, notiffing the public of the precise location of the closed

meeting was unnecessary.

10. Pursuant to Utah Code Ann. g 52-4-206(6), the sole purpose for closing the meeting was to

discuss the purposes described under Utah Code Ann. $ 52-a-205(l)(a).

I 1. The Board did not discuss any other substantive, factual, procedural or any other issue or

matter whatsoever other than the specific and limited facts and circumstances falling under Utah

Code Ann. g 52-4-205(1Xa).



12. Since the entire closed session involving the Board centered exclusively on the purposes

described under Utah Code Ann $ 52-4-205(1)(a), the provisions of Utah Code Ann. $52-4-

206(1) do not apply.

13. The Board was represented by legal counsel during the entire closed meeting.

14. During the June 26,2019 closed meeting, the Board unequivocally did not: a) interview a

person applying to fill an elected position; b) discuss filling a midterm vacancy or temporary

absence governed by Title 20A, Chapter l,part 5, Candidate Vacancy and Vacancy and

Temporary Absence in Elected Office; or c) discuss the character, professional competence, or

physical or mental health of the person whose name was submitted for consideration to fill a

midterm vacancy or temporary absence governed by Title 20A, Chapter l, part 5, Candidate

Vacancy and Vacancy and Temporary Absence in Elected Office.

FT]RTHT"R AFFIANT SAYETH NAUGHT.

DATED this22ndday of July,20lg

J

SUBSCRIBED AFID SWORN TO before me this 22ndday of July,2019

NotaryPublic

Jr

@
AMELIA A OVERTON

Notary Public
State ol Utah

Comm, No. 687251
My Comm. Expirss Feb 10,2020

Residing in the State of Utah



Steven F. Alder (No. 0033)
Assistant Attomeys General

Sean D. Reyes (No. 7969)
Utah Attorney General

1594 W. North Temple, Suite 300
Salt Lake City, Utah 84116
Tel: (801) 538-7227

Attorneys for Utah Division of Oil, Gas and Mining

FNLED
JUL 2 6 2019

SECRETARY BOARD OF
OIL, GAS & MINING

BEFORE THE UTAH BOARD OF OIL, GAS AND MINING

In the matter ofz informal rule making
associated with the 2017 and2018
legislative amendments concerning
forced pooling and the need to initiate
rulemaking on other emerging matters,
including but not limited to,
rulemaking on operatorship
designation.

Rnquusr FoR RECoNSTDERATToN oF
THE RECUSAL BY GONOON MOON

Docket No. 2017-013
Cause No. RO&G 2017-01

The Utah Division of Oil, Gas and Mining (Division) respectfully requests that Mr. Moon

reconsider his recusal and that the Board of Oil, Gas and Mining take such action as necessary to

accommodate Mr. Moon's reconsideration.

The reasons for this request are as follow:

1. The consequences of the recusal are potentially far reaching and difficult to resolve or

eliminate.

A.'The recusal during the informal rulemaking for in this docket may result in a delay in

the continued consideration of an informal rule and the proposal of a rule for formal rulemaking.

1



This delay may result from the request by individuals who believe that they are not being

properly represented in the rulemaking, when the board member who serves on the board as an

owner of royalties is precluded fi'om participating. They are claiming their interests are not

represented as required by statute.

(i) This claim is being put forward by operators and owners whose counsel has filed a

GRAMA request in anticipation of a more direct challenge, both of which may delay the

proceedings.

(iD A similar challenge has been threatened and may be brought by others with similar

arguments if Mr. Moon is still recused and there is not a replacement at the time that formal

rulemaking proceeds.

(iii) While there is no clear requirement that a policy board must have each representative

present in order to have the rulemaking authority necessary to proceed with a rule, the ciaims

that there should be a representative involved have been asserted and will need to be addressed

including the appropriateness of the closed meeting and the conectness of the process involved

in the decision to recuse. This conflict over process will not only delay the rule but may escalate

the conflicts over the rule between the proponents and opponents of the rule as proposed,

B. The same conflict that has resulted in Mr. Moon's recusal from debate of the

Compulsory Pooling rules may result in his recusal from the anticipated rulemaking to provide

the Board authority to designate an operator for a drilling unit. This issue is already contentious.

The aligned interests are the same as for the cutent rule conflict. The same objections about the

absence of representation in the process may be raised.

2



C. The continuation of these matters may result in a conclusion that Mr. Moon is not

able to continue to effectively serve as a Board member. His personal insight over the years has

been useful and honorable and it would be unfortunate if he were to be required to withdraw

under an inuendo of wrong-doing based on uncertain legal standards.

D. Whether Mr. Moon remains on the Board, or not, the continued conflict may

undermine the confidence of the public in the rule and Board's actions. This accusation and

action if not revisited will likely cast a shadow over Mr. Moon's relationship with the Board on

other matters.

2. The standards applicable to a board member's recusal and tlre process that should be followed

are qualitative and difficult to applv in a rulemaking proceeding. Reconsideration is appropriate

in this instance.

It is not known to what extent Mr. Moon had an opportunity to consider his actions in

light of the relevant legal guidance. Arguably he has had more time since the decision to consult

with others and to examine the applicable standards. A brief look at just a few of the potential

legislative provisions that may apply illustrates the lack of a bright line for recusal in these

circumstances.

A. The Board does not have rules or statutory authority that permit it to vote to recuse an

individual board member in a rulemaking proceeding. The decision is Mr. Moon's.

B. Application of the various statutory provisions prohibiting a Board member from

acting when there is a conflict of interest are not clear as applied to Mr. Moon in this rulemaking.
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(i) The Utah Rulemaking Act does not address the issue of conflicts of interest

and establishes neither a safe harbor for debate regardless ofconflicts, nor does it require recusal

under an identified circumstance.

(ii) The Utah Public Officers' and Employees'Ethics Act, speaks broadly and fails

to draw any distinction between rule making and adjudications. Under the Ethics Act, a board

member is a public official, and is subject to its provisions. However, the Act's provisions only

generally address conflicts of interest by prohibiting a personal investment in any business which

will create a substantial confliet between his private interests and his public duties. Determining

if there is such a substantial conflict between private interests and public duties is difficult when

his position on the Board requires ownership of oil and gas leases and receipt of royalties.

(iii) The Deparlment of Natural Resources general provisions governing the

conflict of interests of its board members specifically addresses this question of conflicts of

interests created as a result of being appointed to serve on a board to represent an specific

interest and the Ethics Act prohibitions. The general provision provide that"aboard member

u,ith a substantial conflict may serve on the board if the member refi'ains from voting on a board

action when the conflict involves a directfinancial interest in the subject under consideration; or

an entity or asset that could be substantially affected by the outcome ofthe board action." Utah

Code g 79-2-203(4Xb). This standard suggests two things as a guide for recusal: (1) a high bar

exist before recusal may be required (more than the appearance of impropriety but a substantial

conflict); and (2) even if there is a substantial conflict and a direct financial interest in the subject

under consideration, or an asset could be substantially affected by the outcome, the boald
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member may participate in the discussion of the rule changes proposed and refi'ain from voting.

Mr. Moon should be given the opportunity to reconsider his recusal in light of these standards

and options for participation.

C. Although these statutes do not make any specific provision to address rulemaking in a

different way, it is generally acknowledged that rulemaking is a legislative rather that an

executory or an adjudicative action. Mr. Moon should consider the possibility that the rules on

recusal might need to be applied in a manner that is more akin to the rules for other legislative

actions, than as they would be applied to an adjudicative matter such as issuing a permit or

enforcement action.

3. Challenges to the process will distract from the unresolved current rulemaking and involve

the Board and counsel in issues that are extraneous and contentious.

The potential procedural issues are not clear and may result in extending the dispute as is

illustrated by two examples.

A. It is not clear that a closed meeting can or should be closed to consider recusal for a

conflict of interest. It is possible that "personnel matter" or "character" should not include

consideration of a conflicts of interest. Regardless of these questions, the stated statutory

preference is to avoid closed meetings, which are seldom mandatory. The confidence of the

public might be strengthened if the discussion in this case took place openly.

B. Alguably Mr. Moon may be entitled to an open discussion of his potential conflicts

and his decision to recuse himself or not in order to avoid the suggestion of wrong-doing.

Otherwise there is the appearance that Mr. Moon is trying to participate despite reasons that he
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should not. Mr. Moon should be allowed to reconsider his decision and to decide if he would

prefer to make his decision in a public meeting.

Proposed Action.

Given the need for a person with Mr. Moon's expertise on the Board during the

rulemaking, and his years of exemplary service without hint of improper actions, it might be

sufficient if he is given the opportunity to declare his conflicts of interest publicly, and

reconsider his decision for recusal and participate in the hearings on the Compulsory Pooling

rules, either in a limited way, or without restriction.

^,4
Respectfully submitted this ,/b-day of July, 2019

Utah Division of Oil, Gas and Mining

Steven F. Alder
Attorneyfor Division of Oil, Gas and Mining
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FILED
AUG 2 7 2019

SEGRETAHY BOARD OF
OIL, GAS & MINING

BEFORE THE UTAH BOARD OF OIL, GAS AND MINING

IN THE MATTER OF INFORMAL
RULEMAKING ASSOCIATED WITH
TIJE 2OI7 AND 2018 LEGISLATIVE
AMENDMENTS CONCERNING
FORCED POOLING AND THE NEED
TO INITIATE RULEMAKING ON
OTHER EMERGING MATTERS

NOTICE OF FINAL PUBLIC
COMMENT PERIOD AND FINAL

PUBLIC HEARING BEFORE BOARI)
DELIBERATIONS AND VOTING TO

CONCLUDE INFORMAL
RULEMAKING AND COMMENCE
FORMAL RULEMAKING AS TO
THE PROPOSED COMPULSORY

POOLING RULES

DocrsrNo.2017-013
CeuseNo. RO&G-2017-01

THE STATE OF UTAH TO ALL PERSONS INTERESTED IN THE FOLLOWING

MATTER.

NOTICE is hereby given the Utah Board of Oil, Gas and Mining ("Board") is concluding

the informal process on the proposed compulsory pooling rules associated with the20l7 and 2018

legislative amendments ("proposed rules")l and will conduct a limited and final public hearing on

September 25,2019 in order for the Board to vote on the proposed rules and for submitting the

approved proposed rules into formal rulemaking.

I A true and correct copy ofthe current version ofthe proposed rules is attached to this Notice.
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As a result of the extraordinary efforts by each of the individuals and entities contributing

to the numerous and varied discussions on this docketed matter, the Board is well-versed on any

remaining substantive and/or procedural issues associated with the current draft of the proposed

rules. In the interest of administrative economy, the Board is implementing the following

procedure to conclude the informal process at the September 25,2019 Public Hearing:

1. The Board will afford the Division of Oil, Gas & Mining ("Division") the opportunity

to present any material and/or substantive alternatives to the proposed rules, with a specific focus

on any suggestions on how to balance good faith participation with the issues raised when requiring

full payment of the owner's proportionate share of costs when objecting to a Joint Operating

Agreement ("JOA"). The Division is encouraged to circulate any material andlor substantive

altematives to the current version of the proposed rules at least two (2) weeks in advance of the

September 25,2019 Public Meeting;

2. The Board will receive public comment by any interested party wishing to respond to

the Division's proposed alternatives, if any; and

3. At the conclusion of these presentations, the Board will discuss any alternatives to the

proposed rules and will deliberate on any and all remaining issue(s) and procedure(s) pertaining

to the proposed rules. Immediately following the Board's deliberations, the Board will vote to

commence formal rulemaking on the proposed rules either in current form, or as revised and/or

amended by the Division and/or the public's input.

The hearing will be held on WEDNESDAY, September 25,2019, at 10:00 AM, or as soon

thereafter as possible, in the auditorium of the Department of Natural Resources, 1594 West North
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Temple, Salt Lake City, Utah 84116. Any interested person(s) may attend the Board hearing in

person at the time, place and location specified in this Notice.

The Board hearing will be conducted in accordance with the rules of the Board as set forth

in Utah Administrative Code R64I et seq., and as provided for in Utah Code Ann. $ 40-6-l et seq.

and Utah Code Ann. $ 63G-3-101 et seq.

The purpose of the hearing will be for the Board to:

1. Engage in directed public discussions about specific alternate language to the proposed

rules in order to assist the Board in efficiently addressing any remaining substantive and/or

material issues and/or concerns about the proposed rules.

2. After receiving public comment, deliberate and vote to proceed with formal rulemaking on

the proposed rules.

The filing initiating this rulemaking process and any subsequent filings may be inspected

at the office of the undersigned, and inspected online at the Utah Board of Oil, Gas and Mining's

website at http : //o gm. utah. gov/amr/boardtemp/redesi enlbooks2 0 I 9.php.

Pursuant to the Americans with Disabilities Act, persons requiring auxiliary

communicative aids and services to enable them to participate in this hearing should call Julie Ann

Carter at (801) 538-5277, at lease three working days prior to the hearing date.

J



DATED this2Tthday of August, 2019.

STATE OF UTAH
BOARD OF OIL, GAS AND MINING
Ruland J. Gill, Jr., Chairman

1594 WestNorth Temple, Suite 1210
Salt Lake City, Utah 84l16
(801) s28-s277

lsl
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R649. Natural Resources; OiJ-, Gas and Mining; OiI and Gas.
R549-1. Oi]- and Gas Definitions.
R649-1-1. Definitions.

"Authorized Agent" means a representative of the director as
authorj-zed by the board.

"Aquifer" means a geological formation including a group of
formations or part of a formation that is capable of yielding a
significant amount of water to a wel-l or spring.

"Artificial Liner" means a pit l-iner made of material other than
clay or other in-situ materiaf and which meets the requirements of
R649-9-3, Permitting of Disposal Pits.

"Authorit for Ex enditure" er "AFE" is a detailed written
statement ma l_n o al_ an erator o e tota est l_ma te
costs to be ncurred n the drillin testin g, completion and

t t
equipping of a well- for oil and gas operations.

"Barrel" means 42 (US) gallons at 60 degrees Fahrenheit at
atmospheric pressure.

"Board" means the Board of Oi1, Gas and Mining.
"Carrier, Transporter or Taker" means any person moving or

transporting oil- or gas away f rom a well or l-ease or f rom any poo1.
"Casi-ng Pressure" means the pressure within the casing or between

the casing and tubing at the wel-l-head.
"Central Disposal Facility" means a facillty that is used by

one or more producers for disposal of exempt E and P wastes and for
which the operator of the facility receives no monetary remuneration,
other than operating cost sharing.

"Class II Injection Well" means a well that j-s used for:
1. The disposal of fluids that are brought to the surface in

connection with conventional- oil- or natural gas production and that
may be commingled with wastewater produced from the operation of a
gas plant that is an integral part of productj-on operations, unless
that wastewater is classified as a hazardous waste at the time of
injection, or

2. Enhanced recovery of oil or 9ds, or
3. Storage of hydrocarbons that are liquids at standard

temperature and pressure conditions.
"Cl-osed System" means but is not limited to, the use of a

combination of sofids control equipment (i.e., shale shakers, flowline
cleaners, desanders, desilters, mud cleaners, centrifuges, agitators,
and necessary pumps and piping) incorporated in a series on the rig's
steel- mud tanks, or a self contained unit that el-iminates the use
of a reserve pit for the purpose of dumping and dilution of drilling
fl-uids for the removal of entrained drill solids. A closed system
for the purpose of these rul-es may with Division approval include
the use of a small pit to recei-ve cuttings, but does not include the
use of trenches for the collection of fl-uids of any kind.

"Coal-bed Methane" means natural gas that is produced, or may
be produced, from coalbeds and rock strata associated with the coalbed.

"Commercial- Disposal Facility" means a disposal welf, pit or
treatment facility whose owner (s) or operator (s) receives
compensation from others for the temporary storage, treatment, and
disposal of produced water, drilling fluids, drill cuttings,
completion fluids, and any other exempt E and P wastes, and whose
primary business objective is to provide these services.



"Completion of a Well" means that the well has been adequately
worked to be capable of producing oil or gas or that well testing
as required by the division has been concluded.

"Confinj-ng Strata" refers to a body of material that is relatively
j-mpervious to the passage of liquids or gases and that occurs either
below, above, or lateral to a more permeable material in such a way
that it confines or l-imits the movement of liquids or gases that may
be present.

"Correlative Rights" means the opportunity of each owner in a
pool to produce his just and equitable share of the oil and gas in
the pool wlthout waste.

"Cubic Foot" of gas means the vol-ume of gas contained in one
cubic foot of space at a standard pressure base of 14.1 3 psia and
a standard temperature base of 60 degrees Fahrenheit.

"Day" means a period of 24 consecutive hours.
"Development Wells" means all- oil- and gas producing wells other

than wif dcat wel-ls.
"Director" means the executive and administrative head of the

division.
"Dj-sposal Facility" means an injection well, pit, treatment

facility or combination thereof that receives E and P Wastes for the
purpose of disposal. This includes both commercial- and noncommercial-
f acil-ities.

"Disposal Pit" means a lined or unlined pit approved for the
disposal and/or storage of E and P Wastes.

"Division" means the Division of Oil, Gas and Mining.
"Drilling Fluid" means a circul-ating fluid usually cal-l-ed mud,

that is introduced in a dril-l hofe to fubricate the action of the
rotary bit, remove the drilling cuttings, and control- formation
pressures.

"E and P Waste" means Exploration and Production Waste, and is
defined as those wastes resulting from the dril-ling of and production
from oil and gas wells as determined by the Environmental- Protection
Agency (EPA), prior to January 1, 1992, to be exempt from Subtitl-e
C of the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA).

"Emergency Pit" means a pit used for containing fluids at an
operating well during an actual emergency or for a temporary period
of time.

"Enhanced Recovery" means the process of introducing fluid or
energy into a pool for the purpose of increasing the recovery of
hydrocarbons from the poo1.

"Enhanced Recovery Project" means the injection of liquids or
hydrocarbon or non-hydrocarbon gases directly into a reservoir for
the purpose of augmenting reservoir energy, modifying the properties
of the fluids or gases in the reservoir, or changing the reservoir
conditions to increase the recoverable oil, gas, or oil and gas through
the joint use of two or more wel-l- bores.

"Entity" means a well or a group of wells that have identical
division of interest, have the same operator, produce from the same
formation, have product sales from a common tank, LACT meter, gas
meter, or are in the same participating area of a properly designated
unit. Entity number assignments are made by the division in cooperation
with other state government agencies.

"Fiel-d" means the generaf area underlaid by one or more pools.



"Gas" means natural- gas or natural gas liquids or other gas or
any mixture thereof defined as folfows:

1. "Naturaf Gas" means those hydrocarbons, other than oil and
other than natural gas liquids separated from naturaf gas, that occur
naturall-y 1n the gaseous phase in the reservoir and are produced and
recovered at the wellhead in gaseous form. Natural qr" includes
coal-bed methane.

2. "Natural Gas Liquids" means those hydrocarbons initially
in reservoir natural gas, regardless of gravity, that are separated
in gas processing plants from the natural gas as liquids at the surface
through the process of condensation, absorption, adsorption, or other
methods

3. "Other Gas" means hydrogen sulflde (HzS), carbon dioxide
(COz), heli-um (He), nitrogen (N) , and other nonhydrocarbon gases that
occur naturalfy in the gaseous phase in the reservoir or are injected
into the reservoi-r in connection with pressure maj-ntenance, gas
cycling, or other secondary or enhanced recovery projects.

"Gas-OiI Ratio" means the ratio of the number of cubic feet of
naturaf gas produced to the number of barrefs of oil concurrently
produced during any stated period. The term GOR is synonymous with
gas-oil ratio.

"Gas Processing Pl-ant" means a facility in which liquefiable
hydrocarbons are removed from natural 9ds, including wet gas or
casinghead 9dS, and the remaining residue gas is conditioned for
delivery for sale, recycling or other use.

"Gas Well" means any well capable of producing gas i-n substantiaf
quantities that is not an oil- well.

"Ground Water" means water in a zone of saturation below the
ground surface.

"Hearing" means any matter heard before the board or its
desi-gnated hearing examiner.

"Horizontal Well-" means a wef I bore drilled l-aterally at an angle
of at least eighty (80) degrees to the verticaf or wlth a horizontal
projectj-on exceeding one hundred (100) feet measured from the initial
point of penetration into the productive formation through the
terminus of the lateraf in the same common source of supply.

"Illegal Oil or Illegal- Gas" means oil or gas that has been
produced from any well within the state in violation of Chapter 6
of Title 40, or any rul-e or order of the board.

"Illegal Product" means any product derived in whole or in part
from illegal oil or illegal gas.

"Incremental Production" means that part of production that is
achieved from an enhanced recovery project that woul-d not have
economically occurred under the reservoir conditions existing before
the project and that has been approved by the division as incremental
production.

"Injection or Disposal Wel-l" means any CIass II Injection Well
used for the injection of air, 9as, water or other substance into
any underground stratum.

'rlnterest Owner" means a person owning an interest (working
interest, royalty interest, payment out of production, or any other
interest) in oil or gas, or in the proceeds thereof.

"Joint O eratin reement" or "JOA" is an a reement between
or among owners to qovern or_ an gas operat rons, ncfud ng



desi nation of an o erator of a concurrentf owned tract S

easeho s) an or ng unf
"Load Oil" means any oil or liquid hydrocarbon that is used in

any remedial- operation in an oil or gas well.
"Log or Well Log" means the written record progressively

describing the strata, water, oil or gas encountered in drilling a
well- with such additional information as is usually recorded in the
normal procedure of drilling including electrical, radioactivity,
or other similar conventional logs, a lithologic description of
samples and drill stem test information.

"Multiple Zone Completion" means a wefl completion in which two
or more separate zones, mechanically segregated one from the other,
are produced simultaneously from the same well.

"Notice of Opportunity to Particj-pate" means the written notlce
ofo ortunit to artici ate i-n a well- for oil and AS rat ons
re r-re ULd Co F to a rov ded to an owner and
which includes an offer to l-ease
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well is to be drilled; (viii) an AFE for the subject well-; (ix) a
statement that a refusal to aqree to either lease or participate
1n the subject well may result in the imposition of a statutory risk
compensation award allowed under Utah Code S 40-6-6.5(4) (d) (i) (D)
of between 150% and 400% as determined by the board; (x) a statement
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"Oil-" means crude oil or condensate or any mixture thereof,
defined as follows:

1. "Crude Oil-" means those hydrocarbons, regardless of gravity,
that occur naturally in the liquid phase in the reservoir and are
produced and recovered at the we1lhead in liquid form.

2. "Condensate" means those hydrocarbons I Teqard1ess of
gravity, that occur natural-l-y in the gaseous phase in the reservoir
that are separated from the natural gas as liquids through the process
of condensation either in the reservoir, in the well bore or at the
surface in fietd separators.

3. "Oil and Gas" shall not incfude gaseous or liquid substances
derived from coal, oil shale, tar sands or other hydrocarbons
classified as synthetic fuel.



"Oif and Gas Field" means a geographical area overlying an oil
and gas pool.

"Oil Well" means any well capable of producing oil in substantial
quantities.

"Operator or Designated Agent" means the person who has been
designated by the owners or the board to operate a wel-l or unit.

"Owner" means the person who has the right to drill- into and
produce from a reservoir and to appropriate the oil- and gas that he
produces, either for himself or for himsel-f and others.

"Person" means and includes any natural person, bodies politic
and corporate, partnerships, associations and companies.

"Pit" means an earthen surface impoundment constructed to retain
fluids and oil field wastes.

"Pol-lution" means such contamination or other alteration of the
physical, chemical or biological properties of any waters of the state,
or the discharge of any liquid, gaseous or solid substance into any
waters of the state in such manner as wil-l create a nuisance or render
such waters harmful, detrimental- or injurious to the public health,
safety or welfare; to domestic, commercial, industrial-, agricultural,
recreational, or other legitimate beneficial uses; or to livestock,
wild animal-s, bj-rds, fish or other aquatic life.

"Pool" means an underground reservoir containing a common
accumulation of oil or gas or both. Each zone of a general structure
that is completely separated from any other zone in the structure
is a separate pool. "Common source of supply" and "reservoir" are
synonymous with "pool. "

"Pressure Maintenance" means the injection of gas, water or other
fl-uids into a reservoir, either to increase or maintain the existing
pressure in such reservoj-r or to retard the naturaf decfine in the
reservoir pressure.

"Produced Water" means water produced in conjunctj-on with the
conventionaf production of oil and/or gas.

"Producer" means the owner or operator of a well- capable of
producing oil or gas.

"Producing Well" means a well capable of producing oil or gas.
"Product" means any conrmodity made from oil and gas.
"Production Facil-ities" means all storage, separation, treating,

dehydration, artificial lift, power supply, compression, pumping,
metering, monitoring, flowline, and other equipment directly
associated with oil- wel-l-s, 9ds wells or injection wells, prior to
any processing plant or refinery.

"Purchaser or Transporter" means any person who, acting alone
or jointly with any other person, by means of his own, an affiliated,
or designated carrier, transporter or taker, shall directly or
indirectly purchase, take or transport by any means whatsoever, or
who shall otherwise remove from any well or lease, oj-l or gas produced
from any pool, excepting royalty portions of oi1 or gas taken in kind
by an interest owner who is not the operator.

"Recompletion" means any completion in a new perforated interval
or pool within an establ-ished wellbore and approved as a recompletion
by the division.

"Refinery" means a facility, other than a gas processing plant,
where controll-ed operations are performed by which the physicaf and
chemical- characteristics of petroleum or petroleum products are



changed.
"Reserve Pit" means a pit used to retain fl-uid during the

dri11ing, completion, and testing of a wel-l-.
"Seismic Operator" means a person who conducts seismic

exploration for oif or gas, whether for himself or as a contractor
for others.

"Shut-in Well" means a well- that is completed, is shown to be
capable of production in paying quantities, and is not presentJ-y being
operated.

"Spud In" means the first boring of a hole in the drilling of
a well by any type of rig.

"State" means the State of Utah.
"Stratigraphic Test or Core Hol-e" means any hol-e dril-l-ed for

the sole purpose of obtaining geological information. The general
rufes applicabl-e to the dril-1ing of a well- will apply to the drilling
of a stratigraphic test or core hol-e.

"Temporarily Abandoned Well" means a welf that is completed,
is shown not capable of production in paying quantj-ties, and is not
presently being operated.

"Temporary Spacing Unit" means a specified area of l-and
designated by the board for purposes of determining well density and
locatj-on. A temporary spacing unit shall not be a drifling unit as
provided for in U.C.A. 40-6-6, Drilling Units, and does not provide
a basis for pooling the interest therein as does a drill-ing unit.

"Underground Source of Drinkj-ng Water" (or USDW) means a fresh
water aquifer or a portion thereof that supplies drinking water for
human consumption or that contains less than l-0,000 mg/I total
di-ssolved solids and that is not an exempted aquifer under R649-5-4.

ttWastett means:
1. The inefficient, excessive or improper use or the unnecessary

dissipation of oil or gas or reservoir energy.
2. The inefficient storing of oil or gas.
3. The l-ocating, dri1ling, equipping, operating, or producing

of any oiI or gas welI in a manner that causes reduction in the quantity
of oil or gas ultimately recoverabl-e from a reservoir under prudent
and economicaf operations, or that causes unnecessary wells to be
drilled, or that causes the l-oss or destruction of oil or gas either
at the surface or subsurface.

4. The production of oil or gas in excess of:
4.L. Transportation or storage facil-j-ties.
4.2. The amount reasonably required to be produced in the proper

drilling, completing, testing, or operating of a wel-l or otherwise
utilized on the lease from which it is produced.

5. Underground or above ground waste in the production or
storage of oil- or gas.

"Waste Crude Oil- Treatment Facility" means any facility or site
constructed or used for the purpose of wholly or partially reclaiming,
treating, processing, cleaning, purifying or in any manner making
non-merchantable waste crude oil marketable.

"We.l-l" means an oil or gas well, injection or disposal well,
or a hole drilled for the purpose of producing oil or gas or both.
The definition of well shall not include water welfs, or seismic,
stratigraphic test, core hole, or other exploratory holes drilled
for the purpose of obtaining geological information only.



"Wel-1 Site" means the areas that are directly disturbed during
the drilling and subsequent use of, or affected by production
facil-ities directly associated with any oil well, 9ds well- or injection
wel1.

"Wildcat Wel-l-s" means oif and gas producing wef f s that are dril-led
and completed in a pool in which a wel-f has not been previously
completed as a well- capable of producing in commercial quantities.

"Working fnterest Owner" means the owner of an j-nterest in oil
or gas burdened with a share of the expenses of devel-oping and operating
the property.

"Workover" means any operation designed to sustain, to restore,
or to increase the production rate, the uftimate recovery, or the
reservoir pressure system of a well or group of wefls and approved
as a workover, a secondary recovery, a tertiary recovery, or a pressure
maintenance project by the division. The definition shall- not include
operations that are conducted principally as routine maintenance or
the replacement of worn or damaged equipment.

I(EY: oil and gas law
Date of Enactment or Last Substantive Amendment
Notice of Continuation: AugrrsE 26, 2OL6
Authorizing, and ImpJ-emented or Interpreted Law

,June 2, 1998

40-6-1 et seq



R649. Natural Resources,' Oil, Gas and Mining,' OiI and Gas.
R649-2. GeneraL Rules.
R649-2-1. Scope of Rules.

1. The following generaf rules adopted by the board pursuant
to Chapter 6 of Title 40 shall- apply to al-l l-ands in the state in
order to conserve the natural resources of oil- and gas in the state,
to protect human health and the envJ-ronment, to prevent waste, to
protect the correlative rights of alf owners and to reafize the
greatest ul-timate recovery of oif and gas.

2. Special rufes and orders have been and will be lssued by
the board when required and shall prevail as against the general rufes
and orders of the board if in confl-ict therewith.

3. Exceptions to the general- rules may also be granted by the
director or authorized agent for good cause shown and shall prevail
as against the general rules.

4. No exceptions granted by the board, director, or authorized
agent to the rufes applicabl-e to the Underground Injection Control
Program will be effective without the consent of the federal
Environmentaf Protection Agency.

R649-2-2. AppJ-ication of Rules to Lands Owned or Controlled By the
United States.

These general rul-es shal1 appfy to all lands in the state
including lands of the United States and l-ands subject to the
jurisdiction of the United States to the extent lawfully subject to
the state's power.

R649-2-3. AppJ.ication of Ru1es to Unit Agreements.
1. The board may suspend the application of the general rules

or orders or any part thereof, wj-th regard to any unit agreement
approved by a duly authorized officer of the appropriate federal
agency, so long as the conservation of oil- or gas and the prevention
of waste is accompli-shed thereby.

2. Such suspension shall- not relieve any operator from making
such reports as are otherwise required by the general- rufes or orders,
or as may reasonably be requested by the board or the division in
order to keep the board and the divisi-on fully informed as to operations
under such unit agreements.

R649-2-4. Designation of Agent or Operator.
1. A designation of agent or operator shall be submitted to

the division prior to the conmencement of operations.
2. A designation of agent or operator will- , for purposes of

the general rules and orders, be accepted as evidence of authority
of agent to fulfill- the obligations of the owner, to sign any required
documents or reports on behalf of the owner, and to recej-ve all
authorized orders or notices given by the board or the division.

3. All- changes of address and any termination of the designated
agent's or operator's authority shal-I be promptly reported in writing
to the division, and in the latter case a designation of a new agent
or operator shafl be promptly made.

R649-2-5. Right to Inspect.
1. The director or authorj-zed agent shall- have the right at



all- reasonable times to go upon and inspect any oif or gas properties
and wel-ls for the purpose of making any investigations or tests
reasonably necessary to ensure compliance with the provisions of the
statutes, the general rufes and orders of the board or any special
field rules and orders. The dlrector or authorized agent shall report
any observed vj-olation to the board.

2. The documentation of off l-ease transportation of crude oil-
required by R649-2-6, Access to Records, shall be carried in the motor
vehicl-e during transportation and shall be availabl-e for examination
and inspection by the director or an authorized agent upon request.

R649-2-6. Access to Records.
1. Any person who produces, operates, seIIs, purchases,

acquires, stores, transports, refines, or processes oil or gas or
who injects fluids for cycling, pressure maintenance, secondary or
enhanced recovery, or disposal of saft water or oil field waste within
the state, shall make and keep appropriate books and records covering
h-i-s'!hgrr operations in the state from which helirgy shall- be abl-e to
make and substantiate al-l reports required by the board or the
division.

1.1. Such books and records, together with copies of all reports
and notices submitted to the board or the division shall be kept on
file and avaifable for inspection by the director or an authorized
agent at all reasonable times for a period of at least sj-x years.

L.2. The director or the authorized agent shal-l al-so have access
to alI pertinent well records wherever focated.

2. Each owner or operator shall permit the director or
authorized agent at h*stheir sole risk and expense, in the absence
of negligence on the part of the owner or operator, to come upon any
lease, property or well- operated or controlled by h-i+them; to inspect
the records pertaining to and the manner of operation of such property
or wel-l-; and to have access at all reasonable times to any and all
records pertaining to such well. Alt information so obtained by the
director or authorized agent shall- be kept confidential and shall
be reported only to the division or its authorized agent, unless the
owner or operator gives written permission to the director to rel-ease
such information.

3. A1l- off fease transportation of oil by motor vehicle shall
be accompanied by a run ticket or equi-valent document. The
documentation shall identify the name and address of the transporter,
the name of the operator, the lease or facility from which Lhe oil
was taken, the date of removal, the API gravity of the oil, the
calculated percentage of BS and W, the volume of oj-l or the opening
and closing tank gauges or meter readings, and the destination of
the oil-.

R649-2-7. Naming of OiJ. and Gas Fields or Pool-s.
1. The division shall name oi1 and gas fields or pools within

the state in cooperation with a Fiefds Names Advisory Committee and
with due regard and consj-deration for any reconmendation from the
owners or operators of such fields or pools. The Field Names Advisory
Committee shall be composed of a representative of the United States
Bureau of Land Management and representatives of appropriate state
agencies and the oil and gas industry.



R649-2-8. Measurement of Production.
1. The volume of oil production shal-l be computed in barrel-s

of clean oil, on the basis of acceptable meter measurements, tank
measurements, or with such greater accuracy as may be required by
the division. Computations of the volume of oil production shafl be
subject to the fol-lowing corrections:

1.1. The gross volume of oil shall- be corrected to exclude the
entire volume of impurities not constituting a natural component part
of the oil.

I.2. The observed vol-ume of oil after correction for impurities
shall be further corrected to the standard vol-ume at 60 degrees
Fahrenheit, in accordance with Tabl-e 64 of the API/aSfU D-I250, Chapter
11.1, Manual of Petrol-eum Measurement (1980), or any revisions or
supplements, or any alternative publication or tables approved by
the division.

1.3. The observed gravity of oil shall- be corrected to the
standard APf gravity at 60 degrees Fahrenheit in accordance with Table
5A of API/ASTM, D-I250, Chapter 11.1, Manual of Petroleum Measurement
(1980), or any revisions or supplements, or any alternative
publication or tables approved by the division.

2. A11 gas shall be measured by an orifice type meter unl-ess
otherwise authorized by the division.

2.L. fn computing the vofumes of all gas produced, so1d, or
injected, the standard pressure base shal-l- be 14.73 pounds per square
inch absol-ute (psia), and the standard temperature base shall be 60
degrees Fahrenheit.

2.2. Afl- measurements of gas shall be adjusted by computation
to these standards, regardless of the pressure and temperature at
which the gas was actually measured, unless otherwise authorized by
the division.
R649-2-8a. Consenting' to Participate in a WeJ-J-

1. Exce tas rovided in Subsection below an owner shall
be determine t ar to ea Nonconsent l_n owner AS r,ne
l-n Uta Code S4 f w thin 30 da s from the date the Not ce

unl t e owner as fa led to:o rt to Part r-cf t e ls recerve
1.1. Execute and del-iver to the operator an execute AFE or

2.r

t
the well; and

7.2. Execute and deliver to the operator a JOA to govern the
dril-ling and operation of the well and appl-icabl-e drilling unit with
the operator, and subject the owner to the risk compensation award
under, and other provisions of, Utah Code S40-6-6.5 as may be
determined by the board.

2. If, within 30 days from the date the Notice of Opportunity
to Partici ate is recei-ved or such later date as rovided for b the
Not rt t to Part l_ cl_ ate or wrl- tten a reement anunr-
owner has del vered to the operator:

2.0.I. An executed AFE
0 Payment of s proportionate share of the AFE'd cost,2

and
2.0.3. Written ob ections addressi the s ecific rovt-sl-ons

oft eo erator's ro osed JOA to which the owner in ood fait ects
t e reasonr_ng or eac I ect l_on, an mo f cat ons afternat VC



provisions the owner proposes in lieu thereof, the owner shall- be
deemed a "Consentin owner" as defined in Utah Code 540-6-2 4

2.I Failure of an owner to c wl- t ere l-remen ts oft
sectaon S

the owner is a nonconsentin owner a SU ect t e owner to t e ras
compensat aon awar u €r, an other prov S ons of, Utah Code
540-6-6.5 as may be determined by the board and, in such an event,
any AFE'd amount paid by the owner shall be refunded to the owner.

3. An owner who c

a resu n the determ nat onb the board thatt

tso ,) sect aon
ects said owner's ro sed

modificat ons a ternate prov IS ons to t e JOA may request t att A

board determine the terms of the JOA 1n accordance with the provisions

3.1. If the operator has filed a Request for Agency Action
for compulsory pooling of owners in the well and associated drilling
unj-t has been filed, either the owner or the operator may move the
board to determine the reasonableness of the costs cha ed and/or
the terms of the JOA between the owner a operator as part o t t

I esw t ere r-rement
nor an rator who ood fa th re

proceeding, and
3.2. If no Request for Agency Acti-on has been filed for

compulsory pooling of owners in the wel-I and associated drilling
unit, then either the owner or the operator may file a Request for

enc Action within 60 da s of the recei rb the erator of the
owner's wr tten o ect) tons, t earang upon w ac S a tml- te
to addressin the terms at issue of the JOA. 3.3

r-me y occurs, t e actuaent
If neither

or cost s ncurred w 11
be deemed by the board as just and reasonable, and the terms of the
JOA as proposed by the operator in the Notice of Opportunity to
Participate wil-l be deemed by the board to govern as between the
operator and the owner in any subsequent hearing before the board.

3.4. If a hearing is held before the board, the JOA as approved
and ado ted b the board shall overn as between the erator and
the owner. I

t

t ar et L e ownerermrnes S ect IONS tot A

costs char ed are ust ed the erator shall a the amounts
over an a ove t oun to e reasona ar s as a cred ta a st
the owner's proportionate share of future operat ona expenses.

f I

erator who has received a nt of AFE'd costs from
an owner who has c edw rovrsr_ons o S sect l-on S a

SI t the roceeds ase arate trust account in a federal]
nsure an or savfngs a oan ans t l_ tut l_on:

4.1. The deposit shall- earn interest at the highest rate being
offered bv that institution for the amount and term of simi]ar demand
deposits.

4. An o
t t

4.2. The o erator ma commrn Ie the roceeds onl with roceeds
VE rom ot er sr-mr- ar ysa tuate owners.

ficable bank/financial- institution fees shal-l- be
ucte

4.4. Payment of principal and accrued interest from the trust
account shalf be made to the o erator if and when erations as set
orth

4.3- A

nt e wrf tten Not fce o Opport unl_ ty to Part te arer_ cr-pa
coflrmenced within 1,20 da s after ex iration of the elect on eriod
rovl- an ) sect r_on

4.5. If operations as set forth in the written Notice of
Opportunity to Participate are not commenced within 120 days after



e irati-on of the election eriod rovided in Subsection (1), then,
a sent t owner S WTI tten agreement to t e contrary, t e owner S

consent and a reement shall be null and void the o erator must return
t e ten ere AFE amount p us accrue an terest, t uct ang
a ficable bank/financial institution fees thereon to the owner
w n t ron o Lt ,d[yso e exprra ay perao a new
written Notice of Opportunity to Participate must be provided if
the wel-l is to be re-proposed.

R649-2-9. RefusaL to Agree.
1 = An owner sha]] be deemed te htave refused Eo aqree €e bear

ewner's mineral interest er for EhaE ewner's velunEarlr partieipaEien

1- 2, The ewner and the eperaEer have been unable to aqree upen
Eerms fer the ]eas*ng ef €he ewner's 4nEeresE er fer the owner's
pa+t+e-ipa+i-en-i-n the er++++ng ef Eh
Seetiens 40-6 2t4) and -2(11)i the eensen€ and agreement requ*red
ef an ewner shall be manifesEed blr thte ewner aqreeing in writinqi
w*Eh*n Eh*rEy (30) days frem the date €he netiee requ*red by Utah

equipping and eperaEien ef €he vre]l -

Z.I. If the operator @and owner shal-l fail
to attempt, in good faith, to reach agreement witht the ewnerfor the
leasing of that owner's mineral interest or for voluntary
participation by that owner in the proposed well prior to the filing
of a Request for Agency Action for pooling of
interests in the drilling unit under Section 40-6-6.5 then/ upon
written request and after notice and hearing, the hearing on the
Request for Agency Action for pooling mdy, at
the discretion of the board or its designated hearing examiner, be
delayed for a period not to exceed 30 days, to a1low for negotiations
between the operator and the owner.

R649-2-9a. Notice to Unlocatable and Unidentified Owners.
1. Either an owner who is not identifiable, but may cl-aim

ownership bV, throuqh, or under the estate of a deceased owner of
record, or an owner who is not locatable, may be determined by the
board to be a nonconsenti owner if:

T e operator, concurrent with the filing of a Request
for Agency Action for compulsory pooling, files with the board an
CX arte motion for notice b blication in a news er of eneral

rcu dL onr nt e count w ere t ewe AS ocate or two
consecut ve weeks prior to the hearing date, which motion shall- be
accompanied by a proposed form of such notice to be published, and
an affidavit outlining in sufficient detail the operator's reasonable
diligent and good faith efforts to identify and l-ocate such owners
includin at a minimum:

st of al-1 such owners rovided lf such owners1. A 1
a taare un own, t ena nt yrngt em as partaes no rea v ease



or participating in the well at issue and claiminq by, through or
under the estate of the deceased owner of record,'

1.I.2. The name address email- address and tefe one number
of a contact person for the operator to respo tot e not Cer' a

All of the information set forth in Notice of
Opportunity to Participate, but, in lieu of an AFE and a JOA, a
statement that an AFE for the sub ect wefl and a osed JOA a reement
shall be provided by the operator to t owner a response to t

1.1.3

notice is received before the hearing
I.2. The board finds the operator has exercised such reasonable

diligent and good faith efforts and finds the proposed form of notice
is acceptable, and issues an order granting the motion, and proof
of such ubfication is su lied b said news a er ubl-isher and filed
w t oar ant
part cl_

.3. No res
tpate l-n CS

onse either a reeln to l-ease or to otherwi-se
le ct we , as recel_ve yt e operator rom

any such owner prior to the hearing.

R649-2-9b. Imposition of Statutory Risk Compensation Award.
In determining the level of any risk compensation award imposed

within the ran of 150% t n Uta (-

D e board ma
eng neer ng uncert arn res an

t cons der amon other factors
the geolog can t acu t res an
drilfin the wefl the avaifabifit

VC opment
of information from rl_or

T ng an L e area, do t e costs o t ewe

R649-2-10. Notification of Lease Sale or Transfer.
The owner of a lease shal-I provide notification to any person

with an interest in such l-ease, when all or part of that interest
ln the lease is sol-d or transferred.

R649-2-11. Confidential.ity of WeJ.l Log Information.
1. Wefl logs marked confidential shall be kept confidential-

for one year after the date on which the 1og is required to be filed
with the division, unless the operator gives written permission to
rel-ease the 1og at an earlier date.

2. Information on a newly permitted wel-l- will be held
confidential only upon receipt by the division of a wri-tten request
from the owner or operator.

3. The period of confidentiality may begin at the time the APD
is submitted for approval if a request for confidentiality is received
at that time. The information on the application itsel-f will not be
considered confidential-.

4. Information that shal-l be held confidential incfudes well
Iogs, electrical- or radioactivity logs, electromagnetic, electrical,
or magnetic surveys, core descriptions and analysis, maps, other
geological, geophysical, and engineering information, and wel-l
completion reports that contain such information.

5. The owner or operator shal-l clearly mark documents as
confidential. Such marking shall be in red and be clearly visible.

6. Confidential wel1s or information shall be reported
separately from wel-l-s or information that is not in confidential
status.



R649-2-L2. Tests and Surveys.
1. When deemed necessary or advisable the director or authorized

agent can require that tests or surveys be made to determine the
presence of waste of oiI, gdS, water, or reservoir energy; the quantity
of oil, gas or water; the amount and direction of devj-ation of any
well from the vertical; formati-on, casing, tubing, or other pressures;
or any other test or survey deemed necessary to carry out the purposes
of the Oil and Gas Conservation Act.

2. Directional, deviation, and/or measurements-whi1e-drilling
(MWD) surveys must be run on horizontal- wef l-s and submitted in
accordance with R649-3-2L, WelI Completion and Filing of Well Logs,
as amended for horizontal wel-ls.

R.649-2-L3 tion of a s PooIi Order to
Dr s aDr t.

tial- boa o er compulsory pooling all interests1. An
in a driflin unit includin the terms and conditions of a JOA as
adopted yt o a ,s app y to any su sequent v rl_ e we
in the drilfi unit as authorized under Utah Code S 40-6-6.5(I2)
e ect to c r_ance wr L A LJ owl_n

The rator has fil-ed with the board a motion to modifv
t

the initial order to a its terms to an additionaf well in the
dr

I
1t unit which sets forth b affi V t

T o oc tan cause numbers of said initial board
order

.r.2 The location identification and descri tion of the
wel-l- dril-le tow ich t eor TIS to app v,

1.1.3. An identification of those owners who the operator

after having been provided a Notice of an Opportunity to Participate
and failing to consent or make objections AS allowed by R649-2-Ba,
and those owners who are either focatable un ocat e or cannot

a ent a 1e
L.I.4. Certification that the operator has made reasonabl-e

efforts to locate and provide notice to the alleged nonconsenting

t.L.4.L. Copies of the written Notice of Opportunity to
Partici te sent to them t ether with a roof of service; or

Proof of not ce cat ron as re r_re b
R a l- an SUC affe ed nonconsent n owner s unlocatabl-e
or not i ent e

1.1.5. A statement that the average weighted landowner's
royalty for the drilling unit remains the same as that provided for
in the initial board order or a cal-culation of the average weighted
landowner's royalty for the drilling unit at the time of commencement
of t.he drilling of the subsequent well as provided in Utah Code
s4 0- 6-6.5 (6) ;

r.L.4.2

1. 1. 6. The antici ted costs of 1u an the well; and
I.L.1. The risk com ensat on awar AS ermr_ne t oard

l-n e orr fna o er
e mot on to modify the initial board order has been

mailed by the operator, together with copies of the initiaf board
order and a recitation of the provisions of Utah Code S 40-6-6.5(t2)

L

L.2. T

and R649-2-Ba to al-l- such alleged nonconsenting owners, with a



certlfication of service evidencin the same executed and filed with
the oard; a

1.3. Within 30 da s of the mailin of the motion, no art
has filed an ontot mot r-on to mo I t
or ertoa tot
includlng wit out

L e anl_ IA oard
e subse entl dr Iled well in the drilli u t

tat on ect r-onl to sa party JA egedl_

nonconsent status the a
the reasonableness o

licable ri-sk com ensation ercent eor
e actua cosL s ancurre ort CS sequentlyt

drilled well.
2. Upon a written notice filed with the board stating that

the foregoing conditions have been satisfled, the board may enter
an order declaring its initial compulsory pooling order to be
applicable to such subsequently dril-l-ed wel1, with the modifications
for the matters addressed in the motion to modif the order

3. If an owner or other erson w t
t e mot l-on s a ave l_ an
of the motion to modify the o

an nterest a ected b
th n 30 da s of the maifin

nc u fng t not l-ml_ 1-a to an
ect onw
T

objection to said person's afleged nonconsent status, the applicable
risk compensation percentage, or the reasonableness of the costs
of the well, then the board shal-l set a time for a hearing in accordance

The hearin shall be limited to the address the
ons to t e mot fon to mo

3. 1.
L eo er as asserte b an art

n the ob ect ons f led
e operator shal-I have the burden to satisfy the

requirements of Utah Code S40-5-6.5 for the granting of the motion
and the ob ecti-n owner shall have the burden of establ-ishin meri-t
to its objections; a

a

3.3. The board shalf enter an order determini the a l-ication
of the initia o Ttot esu

I
SC ent we ast ean art who

and how the initial order will a I to ot erse ect ons
w o ve not ecte)

4. If there are no objections made to the motion to modify
the initial c ulsor olin order the initial order shall- a
to the subsequent wel-l as requeste

5. The terms of an JOA ado ted b the board in an initial
compulsory poo ng or ra app r-c etoanys sequent or er may
not be in the contravention of the provisions of Utah Code 540-6-6.5,
includin rovidin that an owner shall be entitled to receive Notice
Of Opportunity to Participate in any s sequent we propose an

1

the drilfin unit re ardless of the owner's rior consent or
nonconsent status on a pr or we IN r1 r-ng unat
KEY: consenting, nonconsenting, oil, pooling
Date of Enactment or Last Substantive Amendment:
Notice of Continuation: Augrrst 26, 2OL6
Authorizing, and Implemented or Interpreted Law:

September 2L, 2OL7

40-6-1 et seq.
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SEGRFTARY BOARD OF
OIL, GAS & MINING

BEF'ORE THE BOARD OF OIL, GAS AND MINING
DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES

STATE OF'UTAH

IN THE MATTEROF INFORMAL RULE

MAKING ASSOCIATED WITH TI#,2017
AND 2018 LEGISLATIVE AMENDMENTS
CONCERNING FORCED POOLING AND
TI{E NEED TO INITIATE RULEMAKING
ON OTFIER EMERGING MATTERS Cause No. RO&G-2017-01

Docket No. 2017-013

The Utah Petroleum Association ("UPA") and EP Energy E&P Company, L.P.

("EPE") hereby respectfully submit this memorandum in response to the Memorandum

filed by the Utah Division of Oil, Gas and Mining ("the Division") on July 17 ,2079 in this

Cause (the "Division Memorandum").

INTRODUCTION

Contrary to the explicit direction of the Utah Board of Oil, Gas and Mining ("the

Board") (through a July 9, 2019 Email from the Board's counsel), clearly and

unequivocally stating that the Board had withdrawn its request for further briefing, the

Division nevertheless filed the Division Memorandum. Specifically, the Division

apparently believes that a force pooling order entered by the Board, and in particular a joint

operating agreement which the Board may impose pursuant to that order, applies only on

UTAH PETROLEUM ASSOCIATION
AND EP ENERGY

E&P COMPANY, L.P.'S
MEMORANDUM IN RESPONSE TO

THE DIVISION'S 7/17119
MEMORANDUM

a well basis, and not to a drilling unit. As a consequence, the Division now advocates that



the words "and applicable drilling unit," as they appear in Proposed Rule 649-2-8a. 1.2

under the Board's current consideration, should be stricken. The Division, in the Division

Memorandum, devotes several pages to peripheral unclear and erroneous arguments to

justiff its position. Most importantly, the Division fails to focus on the most crucial

governing authority on the issue it raises; namely, the clear and unequivocal language of

Utah Code Ann. $ 40-6-6.5, a complete copy of which is attached hereto as Exhibit "A"

and by this reference incorporated herein. As outlined below, that statute provides in plain

terms that the Board's jurisdiction to force pool (and, consequently, promulgate the rules

the Board is currently considering in accordance therewith) relates to drilling units.

Consequently, UPA and EPE respectfully submit that the inolusion of the phrase

"applicable drilling unit" in Proposed Rule 649-2-8a l. 2 is not only appropriate, but also

is required under the governing statute.

ARGUMENT

I. A Simple Readins of the Statute Refutes the Division's Position.

As readily conceded in the Division Memorandum, the governing statute for force

pooling is Utah Code Ann. $ 40-6-6.5, which is entitled "Pooling of interests for the

development and operation of a drilling unit - Board may order pooling of interests -

Payment of costs and royalty interests - Monthly accounting" (emphasis added). The mere

title of the statute alone should unequivocally resolve the issue. However, if that were not

enough, there are numerous other provisions in the Statute that make it clear that the force

2



pooling order and irnposed joint operating agreement apply to the drilling unit, not just to

a well alone

Perhaps most compelling is Subsection 2 of the Statute, which reads as follows:

2(a) In the absence of a written agreement for pooling, including a
joint operoting ogreemenl, the board may enter an order pooling all interests
in the drilling unitfor the development and operation of the drilling unit.

(b) The order shall be made upon terms and conditions that are just
and reasonable.

(c) The board may adopt terms appearing in a joint operating
agreement:

(i) for the clrilling unit that is in effect between the
consenting owners;

(ii) submitted by any party to the proceeding; or

(iii) submitted by its own motion

(emphasis added). Furthermore, Subsection 4(a)(i) of the Statute provides:

Each pooling order shall provide for the payment of just and

reasonable costs incurred in the drilling and operation of the drilling unit,
including:

(A) the cost of drilling, completing, equipping, producing,
gathering, transporting, processing, marketing and storage
facilities;

(B) reasonable charges for the administration and supervision of
operations; and

(C) other costs customarily incurred in the industry

aJ



(emphasis added). Based on this unambiguous language, it is incredulous that the Division

suggests that the Legislature intended force pooling to apply on a well-by-well basis only

and not to a drilling unit.

Stepping back and taking a broad look at the purposes of the Statute and the

proposed rules, it must be remembered that the Board's jurisdiction for force pooling is

only invoked in the absence of a written agreement pooling interests in a drilling unit. In

Cowling v. Board of Oil, Gas and Mining, 830 P.2d 220,227 (Utah 1991), the Utah

Supreme Court made it very clear that "a pooling order must, therefore, be based on the

existence of a drilling unit." The Board has always recognized that conclusion by the fact

it stated in numerous force pooling orders that oll interests in the drilling unit,notwell or

wells, are compulsory pooled. "The interests of all parties subject to the jurisdiction of the

Board, specifically including the CP Parties and BRO, in the Drilling Unit ore pooled

retroactively to September 5, 2016 (being the date of first production of Retzke 1-

25C4Well)." Order No. 2 of the Board's Order entered in Cause No. 139-142 on March 6,

2017 (emphasis added). Any rules prornulgated by the Board relating to force pooling

must therefore be based on, and relate to, a drilling unit.

Furthermore, the Board is statutorily charged to promote development, production

and utilization of natural resources in the State in a manner that will prevent waste and in

a consistent and orderly fashion (see Utah Code Ann. $ 40-6-1). A joint operating

agreement addresses the very criteria outlined in Utah Code Ann. $ 40-6-6.5(4XaXi)

4



quoted above. Common sense dictates that the statutory mandate may only be

accomplished by the joint operating agreement addressing g drilling unit, and not requiring

a separate joint operating agreement for each and every owner as to each and every well

within the drilling unit. To require the latter would create an administrative quagmire for

any operator, and certainly was not contemplated by the Legislature as suggested by the

Division. UPA and EPE respectfully submit this is exactly why a joint operating agreement

must cover the drilling unit, and not be on a well-by-wel1, non-operator-by non-operator

basis

II. Nnn-flnorqfnr Correlative Rioh ts r.a Pr"nfanfad hrr o -fninf f)ncr.qfino

Asreement Coverins the Drilline Unit.

LIPA and EPE fail to understand the Division's argument that the terms of a joint

operating agreement covering a drilling unit somehow impair or do not protect the

correlative rights of a non-operator. A drilling unit is what defines a party's correlative

rights in the first place. "In short, under the Act, it is not possible to ascertain a landowner's

correlative rights until the Board acquires the necessary data in a formal hearing, makes

findings of fact, and enters a spacing and drilling unit order." Cowling, at 226. Since a

drilling unit defines correlative rights, it is impossible to understand how a joint operating

agreement governing a drilling unit somehow impairs a party's correlative rights.

A. Any Partv May Propose a Well.

The Division argues that a joint operating agreement covering the drilling unit

somehow eliminates or impairs a party's right to drill a well. However, to the best of IJPA

5



and EPE's knowledge, in each and every force pooling order entered by the Board and

imposing a joint operating agreement (as provided by the Statute since 1992), the Board

has adopted an AAPL Form 610 Joint Operating Agreement to govern an entire drilling

unit. The Standard Article VI. B of both the 1989 and 2015 versions of the Form 610

Operating Agreement expressly provides any party may propose the drilling of a well or

subsequent operations on an existing well, not just the operator (see, e.g. Article VI B.l of

the Joint Operating Agreement adopted by the Board with its Order entered in Cause

No. 139-161 on March 28, 2019, copies of the relevant portions of which are attached

hereto as Exhibit "B" and by this reference incoqporated herein). In fact, under

Article VI B.2(a), if the operator non-consents such a proposal, there is an opportunity for

the consenting parties to name their own operator for purposes of the proposed drilling or

operation (see also Exhibit "8"). How then are a non-operalor's correlative rights harmed

if it maintains the right to propose and potentially operate wells?

B. A Partv Still Has the Rieht to to Particinate on a Well-bv-Well
Basis.

Both HB 419 (as codified in Utah Code Ann. $ 40-6-6.5(12)) andthe proposed rules

make it clear that the decision to participate and, in the event of a non-consent, the

deterrnination of a risk compensation award, remain on a well-by-well basis. This makes

sense in that the Board's determinations of the reasonableness of the costs incurred and

any applicable risk compensation award are dependent on the circumstances as to when a

particular well is drilled. As clearly stated by the Utah Supreme Court:

6



'fM]oreover, upon close examination, it is evident that the Legislature
intended that the statutory nonconsent penalty be determined on a well by
well basis.' . . . The non-consentpenalty is therefore to be determined by the
risks associated with each particular well.

Bennion v. ANR Production Co., 819 P.2d 343,350-351 (Utah 1991) (emphasis added).

Note, the Court addressed only the risk compensation award, not a joint operating

agreement. This is because the Statute was amended after the Bennion case was decided.

The issue of consent/non-consent and applicable risk compensation as to subsequent wells

is and must be distinguished as a separate determination from the governing joint operating

agreement; they are not required to be tied together except as to the initial well and initial

force pooling order. However, for the reasons outlined in Section I above, the force pooling

and ajoint operating agreement are tied together in that both relate to a drilling unit. The

Division's attempt to bootstrap the quoted Bennion language to suggest a joint operating

agreement should also be on a well-by-well basis is therefore misguided

The rules proposed and advocated by UPA and EPE since this Cause was initiated

have always specified that there is a well-by-well election and that the risk assessment

award is to be determined on a well-by-well basis. However, that does not alter the

legislative mandate that force pooling is to address the drilling and operation of a drilling

unit and consequently governed by a joint operating agreement which covers that drilling

unit. By maintaining the right to elect on a well-by-well basis, all parties' correlative rights

7
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ilI. The Board Should Already Be Aware of the Leeislative Intent Behind HB
4t9.

The Division irnplies the legislative intent for HB 419 was to clari$r that a force

pooling order and joint operating agreement apply only on a well-by-well basis. However,

HB 419 was initially generated by UPA members, and Board Chairman Gill was the sole

and primary witness before the Legislative Committees to address why HB 419 was

needed. Undoubtedly, both the UPA and the Board Chairman have better insight of the

intent behind HB 419. HB 419 was promulgated and clearly sets forth a procedure to have

the initial force pooling order apply to future wells drilled in the drilling unit, expressly

protecting due process by allowing notice and an opportunity to object, and retaining the

election and the risk compensation awards on a well-by-well basis as mandated by the

Bennion case. There is nothing to indicate the initial order insofar as it orders the force

pooling of all interests in the drilling unit, or a joint operating agreement adopted thereby,

somehow no longer apply to an entire drilling unit and instead apply on a well-by-well

basis. UPA has on previous occasions stated so to the Board, and presumably, the Board

Chairrnan has advised the Board of his previous testimony concerning HB 419.

CONCLUSION

For the foregoing reasons, UPA and EPE respectfully subrnit that Rule 649-2-

8a.I.2 should continue to include the words "and applicable drilling unit" as proposed

The Board should have a clear understanding that a force pooling order, and a joint

8



operating agreement imposed by it thereunder, apply to a drilling unit and not to a well

only pursuant to statutory mandate. However, as provided in the proposed rules and

required under Bennion, the election for a party to participate along with the assessment of

the appropriate risk cornpensation award remains on a well-by-well basis, thereby

protecting all parties' correlative rights

Respectfully submitted this 28th day of August, 2019

M.q.CDONALD & MTLLER
MINERAL LEGAL SERVICES, PLLC

M. Esq

Attorneys for the Utah Petroleum Association
and EP Energy E&P Company, L.P.

I 100.19
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Utah Code

Effective 5/8/2018
40-6-6.5 Pooling of interests for the development and operation of a drilling unit -- Board
may order pooling of interests -- Payment of costs and royalty interests - Monthly
accounting.
(1) Two or more owners within a drilling unit may bring together their interests for the development

and operation of the drilling unit.
(2)

(a) ln the absence of a written agreement for pooling, including a joint operating agreement,
the board may enter an order pooling all interests in the drilling unit for the development and
operation of the drilling unit.

(b) The order shall be made upon terms and conditions that are just and reasonable.
(c) The board may adopt terms appearing in a joint operating agreement:

(i) for the drilling unit that is in effect between the consenting owners;
(ii) submitted by any party to the proceeding; or
(iii) submitted by its own motion.

(3)
(a) Operations incident to the drilling of a well upon any portion of a drilling unit covered by a

pooling order shall be deemed for all purposes to be the conduct of the operations upon each
separately owned tract in the drilling unit by the several owners.

(b) The portion of the production allocated or applicable to a separately owned tract included in a
drilling unit covered by a pooling order shall, when produced, be deemed for all purposes to
have been produced from that tract by a well drilled on it.

(4)
(a)

(i) Each pooling order shall provide for the payment of just and reasonable costs incurred in the
drilling and operating of the drilling unit, including:

(A) the costs of drilling, completing, equipping, producing, gathering, transporting, processing,
marketing, and storage facilities;

(B) reasonable charges for the administration and supervision of operations; and
(C) other costs customarily incurred in the industry.

(ii) An owner is not liable under a pooling order for costs or losses resulting from the gross
negligence or willful misconduct of the operator.

(b) Each pooling order shall provide for reimbursement to the consenting owners for any
nonconsenting owner's share of the costs out of production from the drilling unit attributable to
the nonconsenting owner's tract.

(c) Each pooling order shall provide that each consenting owner shall own and be entitled to
receive, subject to royalty or similar obligations:

(i) the share of the production of the well applicable to the consenting owner's interest in the
drilling unit; and

(ii) unless the consenting owner has agreed othenruise, the consenting owner's proportionate
part of the nonconsenting owner's share of the production until costs are recovered as
provided in Subsection ( )(d).

(d)
(i) Each pooling order shall provide that each nonconsenting owner shall be entitled to receive,

subject to royalty or similar obligations, the share of the production of the well applicable
to the nonconsenting owner's interest in the drilling unit after the consenting owners have
recovered from the nonconsenting owner's share of production the following amounts less
any cash contributions made by the nonconsenting owner:

ffi*#*ffi{T &



Utah Code

(A) 100% of the nonconsenting owner's share of the cost of surface equipment beyond the
wellhead connections, including stock tanks, separators, treaters, pumping equipment,
and piping;

(B) 100% of the nonconsenting owner's share of the estimated cost to plug and abandon the
well as determined by the board;

(C) 100% of the nonconsenting owner's share of the cost of operation of the well commencing
with first production and continuing untilthe consenting owners have recovered all costs;
and

(D) an amount to be determined by the board but not less than 150% nor greater than
400o/o of the nonconsenting owner's share of the costs of staking the location, wellsite
preparation, rights-of-way, rigging up, drilling, reworking, recompleting, deepening or
plugging back, testing, and completing, and the cost of equipment in the well to and
including the wellhead connections.

(ii) The nonconsenting owner's share of the costs specified in Subsection (a)(d)(i) is
that interest which would have been chargeable to the nonconsenting owner had the
nonconsenting owner initially agreed to pay the nonconsenting owner's share of the costs of
the well from commencement of the operation.

(iii) A reasonable interest charge may be included if the board finds it appropriate.
(e) lf there is any dispute about costs, the board shall determine the proper costs.

(5) lf a nonconsenting owner's tract in the drilling unit is subject to a lease or other contract for the
development of oil and gas, the pooling order shall provide that the consenting owners shall
pay any royalty interest or other interest in the tract not subject to the deduction of the costs of
production from the production attributable to that tract.

(6)
(a) lf a nonconsenting owner's tract in the drilling unit is not subject to a lease or other contract

for the development of oil and gas, the pooling order shall provide that the nonconsenting
owner shall receive as a royalty:

(i) the acreage weighted average landowner's royalty based on each leased fee and privately
owned tract within the drilling unit, proportionately reduced by the percentage of the
nonconsenting owner's interest in the drilling unit; or

(ii) if there is no leased fee or privately owned tract within the drilling unit other than the one
owned by the nonconsenting owner, 16-213% proportionately reduced by the percentage of
the nonconsenting owner's interest in the drilling unit.

(b) The royalty shall be:
(i) determined prior to the commencement of drilling; and
(ii) paid from production attributable to each tract untilthe consenting owners have recovered

the costs specified in Subsection (aXd).
(7) Once the consenting owners have recovered the costs, as described in Subsection (6xbxii),

the royalty shall be merged back into the nonconsenting owner's working interest and shall be
terminated.

(8) The operator of a well under a pooling order in which there is a nonconsenting owner shall
furnish the nonconsenting ownerwith monthly statements specifoing:

(a) costs incurred;
(b) the quantity of oil or gas produced; and
(c) the amount of oil and gas proceeds realized from the sale of the production during the

preceding month.
(9) Each pooling order shall provide that when the consenting owners recover from a

nonconsenting owner's relinquished interest the amounts provided for in Subsection ( Xd):
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(a) the relinquished interest of the nonconsenting owner shall automatically revert to him;
(b) the nonconsenting owner shall from that time:

(i) own the same interest in the well and the production from it; and
(ii) be liable for the further costs of the operation as if he had participated in the initial drilling

and operation; and
(c) costs are payable out of production unless otheruvise agreed between the nonconsenting

owner and the operator.
(10) Each pooling order shall provide that in any circumstance where the nonconsenting owner has

relinquished his share of production to consenting owners or at any time fails to take his share
of production in-kind when he is entitled to do so, the nonconsenting owner is entitled to:

(a) an accounting of the oil and gas proceeds applicable to his relinquished share of production;
and

(b) payment of the oil and gas proceeds applicable to that share of production not taken in-kind,
net of costs.

(1 1)

(a) A pooling order may be made effective retroactively to the date of first production of a well to
which the pooling order applies, subject to Subsection (1 1Xb).

(b) lf the retroactive date predates the board's order establishing the drilling unit, the retroactive
date is authorized only if:

(i) no party to the board's proceeding objects to the retroactive application; or
(ii) an objection is received by the board and the board finds a party has engaged in inequitable

conduct prejudicing another party's correlative right.
(c) A pooling order made retroactive under this section is binding upon a party owning an interest

in the drilling unit who receives proper notice of the board's proceeding.
(12) Except as othenruise provided by a rule made by the board in accordance with Title 63G,

Chapter 3, Utah Administrative Rulemaking Act, the terms and conditions of the board's initial
order pooling all interests in a drilling unit, including the terms and conditions of a joint operating
agreement as adopted by the board, shall apply to all subsequently drilled wells in the drilling
unit, except as modified by:

(a) an accounting for actual costs incurred for each subsequently drilled well in the drilling unit;
(b) an accounting for the consenting or nonconsenting status of the owner of each subsequently

drilled well in the drilling unit; and
(c) the board after the filing of and hearing upon a petition filed by an affected owner desiring a

modification.

Amended by Chapter 246,2018 General Session
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A.A.'.L. F,'RM610- rese 3Llfl.ill;311i;l'
MODEL f,'ORM OPERATING AGREEMENT

OPEMTING AGRBBMENT

DATED

,L,
OPERATOR Axia Enercyll, LLC

CONTRACT AREA Township 2 South, Range Wcst, USM

Sectionsr ALL

COLTNTY OR PARISH OF lluchesne County , STATE OF Utah

COPYRICI{T 1989 - ALL RIGI{nl RESBRVBD

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF PBIROLBT,M

LANDMBN, 4IOO FOSSIL CRBBK DLVD

FORT WORTI{, IBXA.S, ?6137, APPROVBD 8ORM.

^AP.L. 
NO. 610- r989

ve8r

Hcxlgr s
ti185373.3
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N.N,P,I,. FOI{M 6IO - MODEL FORM OPERATING AGITEEMENT - 1989

Opcrntor shnll kcep on Eccurate rccord ot thc joint .ccount hercunder, showinl; expcnscs incurrcd rnd chlrges lnd $edits

ntade and teccivcd

3. ltotr:$tt(ul-ftuu.l,iti!!,t: Opernto. sh^ll pxy, or cruse to be paid, m ord rvh* lhcy bccomc due ond payablc, nll sccounls

of ao0lraclo.s trrd suppliers and rwgcs rnd snlaries lor serviccs rcndcred or p..foriled, 00d lor m&teri6l5 stpplicd o0, lo or in

rcspqct of llto Conl.tret Area or Bny operoliors for thc johlt 0ccounl lhcreof, lnd shtll keep the Conk0ol Arca &cs lronr

licns rnd encumbrulces resulaing lherelrom cxept for thosc rciollif,g lrom l bona fide rlispute as to scNiccs rcndcrcd oa

nraterials supplied.

4 Cjr*Lq{b.-Olj:llttdJ; Opcrator shsll hold for lhe ncconnl of lhe Non-OpcrnloB any funds of thc Non-Opcrnlors advanced

or p0id to lhc Opcrator, cilher lor the conducl of operalions hereuldcr or as a rcsult of lhe rolc ol prodrrction lronr thc

Conlmct Arco, nnd such funds shall rctnain the funds of thc Non-Opcrato6 o[ lvhote accounl lhcy arc advanccd or paid lllil
used for their int€nded purpose or otheruise delilered to the Non.Opcrotos or npplied torvard thc paymcnt o[ dcbls as

providcd in Article VlfB Nothing in {ris porograph shnll be corstruerJ to slablish n flduciary rclationship betwecn Operstor

Ird Non.Operatos for any plrpose other than to sccount lor Noo-Opc.stor lunds as herein specificolly provided Nolhing in

this plrr8ropb slall rcqrrire the nl.illcn.rce by Opcrator of scparale accourls fof thc lunds of Non-Opcraiors unless the

partics olhenvise specifically agrec.

Non()1nort5,;r^ssilg,(:u!I!clNel-r!!dl(siI!!{ 
oporator shall, cxcept as olhenvisu providcd hcrein, permit each co0senlin! Pnrly

er ib duly aulhorized repres.ntalivo, at thc Colscnling Pnrly'r Ncu$pvltorb solc risk ard cosl, full nnd fcs eccess ol nll reasonablc

all operations of cvcry kind nnd chnracter being conducled for lhc joiol accounl on lhc Conlrscl Atee and 1o lhe records of

opcrlliols conductcd lhereon or production the.cfrom. including Opentor's books and records tclalirlg lhercto Such access

rights rhntl nol be cxeroised in r marncr ioterfering rvilh Opcrato/s conduct ol sn opcrntion hereunrltr and shall nol obligfltc

Operator lo lurnish any gcologic or geophysieal dala of an inlerprelive nalure ulless thc cosl ol prcparalion o[ suoh

irlterprctivcdsla$aschargedtothcjoinlaccoilnt OperotorwilllurlishloeachCorsenlitrglhr(yNaft€pcrillorxpoilrcqucslcopicsof
aily

ond all reports and infonnrtion obt0ir)cd by Opcrator in connection wilh productioD 0[d rolalcd items, itroludiilg, wilhout

lioit0tion, nlete. and chsrl reports, produclion purchaser shtcficnls, run tickcls nnd monthly gauge teports, bul excluding

purchroc contracts and prioing infornation to thc cxlcnl ilol opplic{blc lo the ptoduotion of lhe Cousmling Pnrty Nqtr'Olwilk}r !ccking the

inlornration. Any audit of Opcrolor's rccords rcloting to 6mourts expended md thc opprop.iatencss of such cxpcoditure

shnll bc conducled in nccordancc with lhe sudit protocol spccif!cd in Exhibit "C "

6. llilirrfJud-BfuulriUlity-t!]lllrlll!]-llq|lorlt: Operotor will file, ond upon willcD requcst promptly trmish copies to

cach requcsting Non-Opcrotor not in dcf0ult ol its poymcnt obligalions, all operatio[al noliccs, rePoris or spplicrtions

rcqrircd to be filcd by locsl, Sieto, Fcderot or Indian agenoiw or outhorities huving jurisdiction over operrlions ficrcunder

E0ch Non-Opcrotor sholl provide to Operttor on a tinrely basis all information neccssary lo Operator lo nlke such filings

?. B.filiul!-lld_&tqlllllgllllgrtj Thc lollowing provisiors shall apply to ench well Cornplcted, Rervorkctl, IlccoilrPlct(d,

Sldel.fl(k€d, Plsggcr, Back, or drilled hersunder, itcluding bilt noa limited to lhe lnit;al Wcll:

(a) Opcrotor will proillptly advise Non-Operatos of the dutq on \vhich the vell is spudded, or thc date od w'hich

drilling op€rations ue contmenced

(b) Operator will send to Conscnting I'trrlics N{xf(}lvnto6 ruoh rcpotts. lest tcsults and noticcs rcgarding lhe progress of

opcralions on tho rvell as the Conrcnting Prrlics NutsQpfilts shatl nasonably rcqus! irloludi.g, but rot linlilod Io, daily drilliog

rcporls, conrplction rcports, and well logs

(c) glpemtomhll!nrlrr111rtoly.tost-tll-7ow*trdiltt{s!,s{ri€tffiy-retonIlrlt-teartrotlkl'lGbo-cdplblsoFprodrqioB

horeuorlgr

S {:S}!li!if!!U-i, Upon requet of nny Consonling I'arty, Operalor shtrll fuoislt cstinotos of cur(ent arrd cutrulutive rosts

incurrcd for lho joiill BccouDt st rsasonable intowals dlring thc conducl of ony oporolion pursuant to lhis 0Srccrncnt

Operalor shall not bs hcld liable for errors irt such eslimales so long {3 lhc ctimolos src nsde in good foith.

9 tu-!|r.irrus, At all tinrei whilc opcroliols are conductcd hcreuildcr, Opero{or shtll comply wilh the workers

coorpelsation low of lhc slalc where the opeatioDs are bcing oonductcd; provided, holvever, thal Opcrllor nroy be n self-

insurer for linbility un|cr saitt compensnlion larw in which cvcnl the only charge lhnt shall bs rnadc to lhe joint occounl shall

bc as provided in Exhibit "C" Opcrator shnll llso c0!ry or provide insuronco for lhc bcnofit of the joint account ol lhc patlica

as outlined irr Exhibit "D,, attnched hcrclo and madc a part hcrcofl Opcrator sholl .equite all contfactors cngaged in work on

or for tlle Contracl fueu to cotnply rvith the rvorkers conrpcnsolion low of thc llale whcro lhc opc.olioilr nre being conducled

and to rnoialoin such other insurance os Operator msy raquirc

In lhe event aulonobile liability irrsuronce is spccilicd in said Exhibil "D,r' or subrcqucntly receivcs lhe approvul ol the

p0rtis, no dircct charge shall bc nrade by Operutor for prcmiums paid for such irsuronce for Opcratot's automolive

cquipmcnt

AN'I'ICLE VT.

DRILLtNC AND DEVELOPfvIENI'

A. Iililirl Wrllr

On or 5clorc thc 

--.tnl 

of ***.._..,-. 

-, 

Ope.olor shall cornnrcnee lhs drilling ol the lnilisl

Wcll atthe following loc0lioni Strrfnce Locslion -
and shall thcrealler conlinuo lhe drillinB oilhe well with duc diligenco to:

i0 (lrsplttiqrq{totioeon&Arliolc.Vl ll.-s to l6niil0liux ofolafiliffindt\rlieleXlo$lccourcncqo,:Totryn0jcuo.

B. Srbsrqil!xt Oper&lio{si

I ll{!1orc{lllt-{n!_ta6; lf any parly hcrcto should dcsirc lo drill noy urll on the Conltaol A.ea othcr lhail lhc lnitirl W€ll' or

if Bny psdy should cicsirc kr ltev/ork, Sidekrek, Dccpcn, Rccomplclc or Plug Back a dry holc or o wcll no longer crpahle of

pruducing in paying quantities in rvhich such party hoe not othcnvisc rclinqoishcd ils intcrcst irr Ihe proposcd objectivo Zonc under

lhis agrcsilleilt, the pirty dsiring to drill, Rcwork, Sidetraok, Dcepco, Rccomplclc or Plug lack such a woll shull givo rvitten

notice of thc proposcd operation lo thc prrties who ftave not olheuise relinquished thcir inletcst in such ob.jectivc Zone
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{ndor thir s6.ecneilt and lo oll olhcr pflrlier in thE c6c ol a propos.l lor Sidrtrruking or Deepening. spcairyirg lhD \srk to bc

perfonnfd, thc loc0lion. proposed dctth, obj€ctiyc Zous and lhc crtimate.l cost of lhc oPcration Tlre pqrties to $hom such .
norice is dElive.cd shall hsve thirty (30) d0ys rncr rcasipl of the notics wilhin which to nqlify the party proposing to do lhe vork

ivhLthc( ihqy elect to porlioipfllc in thc corl of tho proposed opcrolion lf a drillirrg rig is on locotion, noli€e of s proposal tu Rervork,

,iidct.ock, l{ecomplcts, Plug Back or Decpcn may be givcn by telephoilo md lhc response pcriod shsll bc limited to fony-eight (48) houm,

exchrsivc ofSotrrdny, $unday snd legal holidoys. loiluro ofo party lo *ionr auch nolicc is delivered to reply rvithin lhc pcriod above fixed

shall constilrrtc fln clcotion by lhal pany not lo p{rticip{tc iD lhc cosl of thc proposcd operolion Any proposal by s porly to canducl sn

operrtiofl conilictirrg ivith the operatim iilitinlly protoscd shell bc dclivererl to ell pulics

ivilhio the tilhe nnd in lhc nanncr pmvidcd in Article Vl B 6

If all po4ies lo rvhorn such noticc is dclivered clect te pnrlicipnlc ir such a propGed operfltion, lhc partiw thall bc

contr0ctuslly comflitted to panicipalc lhcreitr providcd ruch opcrltione ere comnqlccrl withio thc linre period hsreatler set

h$f, 
an,l Ofrator snall, no lolcr lhan onc hnndrcd rtrd lrvcnly (t2Ernindly (9e) rirys aftcr erpiration of lhe noticc period of lhrny (10)

promptly ss pmctic0blc ofler the oxpiration of lho torty'eight (48) hour period rvhcn a drilling rig is en locslion, ro lhe csse

may bc), octuolly conrorence iho propo$cd operllion ond lhcreotler complcte it rvilh due diligenoe al lhc risk and expcnse ol
the pnnies tarticipoling lhercin; providcd, however, said commencemqnt dste moy bc exlcndcd upotr \wialcn noticc of ssnc

by Opcrotor to tbc othsr prrlies, for r period of up to thirty (30) sddilional days il in lho solc opioion of Operator, such

tddilionsl timo is reasonobly necessary [o obtain permils from Boyernrrentol olthorities, surfacc rights (including righls-of-

woy) or opproprisio drilling equipmcnl, or lo cofrplelo lille exanination ot curative malter r€qui.cd for title spp,oval or

occeplanoc If lhs actual operstion ha$ no[ been comnrenccd rvilhin lhe time provided (includinS 8ry cxlensio0 lhccof ss

spccilically permillcd herein or in the lorco rnnjeure provisions of Articlo Xl) rnd if any pany hercto still desirq to condtct

soid opcration, tqilt€n nolice proposing some n{st be resubnlilled to lhc olher pnrlies in nccordonce herervith as if no prior

proposol hnd been made lhosc parlies lhst did not participals in the drilling of o rvoll lor which a proposal lq Deope{ or

Sidct.aek is msde hereundcr shnll, if such parlics desire to penicipatc in lho proposed Deqpening or Sidelmcking operslion,

rsinrbursc lhe Drilting Pnriics irr lccordance wilh Artisle VlB,4, in lhe evenl of r Decpcilixg operation and in occordnnce

with A[ticle Vt B 5 in lhe cvent ofs Sidclrockilg opcmtion No pnr{y rvfio gocs ron.corscn( rcgrrdiilg ruy opernlion lo drill o nell in

lhe Conlrlcl Arcn nuy strbseqilcn{ly propose n rvell rvlllln thc rnnrc formfltlotr ln lhc Conlrnct Arcr (Dlil lhe Conscilling P0rlis
hrvo rcconpe.l lhc nmoilnls lrovidsl for in Articlc VI (B) (2) (b) bclol.

2 !)rxlltirrrrl'rlcu:thilLAlll}rilcr:
(fl) llx$f1111gr[pn-at[$4iqigilioo lfony party to whom such noticc is dclivercd u provided il tuliclc VIBI or

Vt.C I (Optiol No 2) elecls trot lo parlicipntc in thc proposed opcrstion, lhen, in ordcr to bo cnlitlcd to the lrercfits of lhis

Arliclo, lhe party or psrtics giving tho loticc and such other parli$ fis shall clcci lo porlioiprte in lhe operotion shrll, no

l0ter th8n o{e hund.cd nnrl nvtnly (120) nineq-€E doys 0llcr tha expirolion of lle nolioe period of thirty (10) dayr (or es prornptly !s

proctiqblo 0ller lhe €xpiration ofthc forty-eieht (48) hour period wlrcn o drilling rig ir on lwoliol, ns lhc casc moy bc) actually commencc

the proposed operation and complete it with due diligence Operdor shall pcrforo all work for lhc sccouot of lho Conienling Po.tieli

providsd, however, if no drilling rig or otber equilmcnt k on localion, and if Oporator ir { Non.ConsentiDg Party,

the Ctnsontitrg Psrtics shlll cithcr: (i) request Opentor to perfom the \wrk r€quired by *uch proposed opcmlion for lhs

accoilnt of th€ Consenting Psrtier, or (ii) daBignate on6 of lho Consenling Prrti$ nr Opcntor to perfom ruch rvork. Thc

rights strd dutis grantrd to and hnposcd upon the Op€mlor rndcr lhis cgreim€nt nro gtsltcd to end impmcd uPon lhq pnrly

dcsigtralcd ss OpErator for m operatioo irr which lhe ori8inal opcrator is r Non-Corsenling Fady. Conrcnting Parlier, whcn

conducliog opcrslions on lhe Contract ArGr plrsuanl lo lhis Artialc VIB2, shdl comply rvith all tsrms ond conditionr oltbig

Bgreemcnt

If less lhgn all partirs approvc any proposed operstion, lhc proposing party, imnrediately aftct lhc cxPirstion of lhc

applicable notice period, shfill advige ull Purtics of lhe tolnl iiltcrcst of the parlios approving suclr opcrnlion and ils

rccommcndation 0s lo whelher thc Consenting Partie should procccd wilh ths opcrqtion ls proposcd Each Conscnting Party,

rvithin forty-eight (43) hours (exclusivc of Saturday, Suildoy, nnd legol holidrys) o{lcr delivcry of such nolicc, sholl odvisc thc

propming pnrry of its dcsire to (i) linit parlicipstion to such parly's iillqrcsl as show on Exhibit "A" or (ii) cnrry only its

proportionate prd (deteolined by dividing such par{y's inllrer! in lhe Conlrsct Arca by thc inlcresls ol 8ll ConsentinB Psrtics in

thc Conlroct Arcr) of Non-Conterling lnrlies' intcrests, or (iii) carry its proporlionote part (detemrn€d as provided in (ii)) of

Non-Coossn(irg lra.ties intercsls logclhc. with all or a portion ol its proponionatc pert of lny Nor-Conscoliog Porlies'

interests that any Conscnling Pady did not el€ct to lakc. Any inlcresl of Notr-Cons€nling Parlies lhat is nol onrried by n

Consonting Party shall bs decrncd to be carried by tlre party proposing the op€ration if auch porty does not wilhdruw its

proposol Failurc to advise thc proposing party within thc timc rcquircd shnll bc decmcd an eleclio[ undcr {i) L thc evcnl o

drilling rig is on locatior, notice may bc given by telcphone, nnd lhe lime pcnnilt0d for such a response shall nol cxoccd r
tolal of fo.ty-qight (48) houru (cxclusive of Salurday, Sundry and legal holidays) Tltc proposing party, 0t ite clcolion, noy

withdrarv.such proposrl if there is less lhan l0f4 parlicipnlion and rhall noti$ oll podies of ruch deoision rvilhin tcn (10)

days, or rvithin twcnty-four (24) hours if a drilling rig ir on loculion, following expiration of lhe opplicablc responoe period,

If l0e/o silbscription to tho proposcd opcration is oblsincd, lhc proposing pnrty shall promplly notiry thc Con3cnting Ptrlies

of thcir proportionEto intcrustg in lhc operfllion and lhs porty serving s Operator shall conrmenco such opcrotion wilhirr lhc

period providcd in Artiolc VI.B I , subjccl to the![oro oxleniion righl as providcd theicin.

(b) &du&qtlu$Lsf_lr{tUg1-lbr-NQ&t0dirituliItr Thc snlire cost ond risk of conducting ruch opcralions shall be

borne by lhe Conscnting Prdies irl lhc proporiions lhey havo clected io besr 6ame under lhe lermi of lhc prccoding

poragraph Cotscnting Partics shall keep the lcrsehold sstslcs involyed in such operalionr frce ud clear of rll licrs ond

encunbrzurces ol evcry kind crested by or orising from lhc operalions of thc Conscnting Puiies lf rsch tn opcration resulls

in I dry holo, rheo lubjcct to Articles VIB6, ond VIE3., the Consenting Panic shall phrg ond obondon tho wll aod etore

the surface localion at their sole cosl, risk and cxpense; providcd, homvcr, lhlt lhose Non-Consenting P{rlie8 lhat

purliciplled irr the drilling, Decpeoing or Sidctraoking of tho wll sholl rcmain liable for, ond rhall poy, lheir proporlionAlc

rharcs of lhc cost of plugging nnd nbondoning thp wll nnd rutoriog lho surfoqs loco{ion insofor only as lhoso corls s(e nol

irrcrcascd by thc slbsqqucrl operaiiors of lho Consonling Partics I[ eny well drillod, Rcwo*ed, Sidctfrckcd, Deepencd,

Rccorrplclcd or I'luggcd Brck undcr thc provisions of lhis Arlicle rcsults in r rwll capable of producing Oil and/ot CBs in

payirrg qunnlilier, lhe Conscnting pdrlies sh0ll Conplete rnd equip the wll lo produc€ at their solo cost snd risk, aild lhe

wcll shall thcn bc tumrd ovcr to Opcr0tor (if the Operotor did not conduct the operation) snd shall bc opent€d by it al (he
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SEoRFTARY BOARD OF
OIL, GAS & MINING

R549. Natural- Resources; OiI, Gas and Mining; Oi1 and Gas.
R649-2. Genera]- Rul-es.
R649-2-L. Scope of Rules.

1. The fol-lowing general rules adopted by the board pursuant
to Chapter 6 of Title 40 shalf apply to aff fands in the state in
order to conserve the naturaf resources of oil and gas in the state,
to protect human heafth and the environment, to prevent waste, to
protect the correfati-ve rights of afl owners and to realize the
greatest uftimate recovery of oi1 and gas.

2. Special rules and orders have been and wifl be issued by
the board when required and shall prevail as against the general rules
and orders of the board if in conffict t.herewith.

3. Exceptions to the general rules may also be granted by the
director or authorized agent for good cause shown and shal-f prevail
as against the general rufes.

4. No exceptions granted by the board, director, or authorized
agent to the rufes applicable to the Underground Injection Controf
Program wiff be effective without the consent of the federal
Environmentaf Protection Agency.

R649-2-2. Application of Rules to Lands Owned or Controlled By the
United States.

These generaf rules shall apply to all lands in the state
including fands of the United States and lands subject to the
jurisdiction of the United States to the extent lawful1y subject to
the state's power.

R649-2-3. Application of Rules to Unit Agreements.
1. The board may suspend the application of the general rules

or orders or any part thereof, with regard to any unit agreernent
approved by a duly authorized officer of the appropriate federal
agency, so long as the conservation of oil or gas and the preventj-on
of waste is accomplished thereby.

2. Such suspensj-on sha1l not refieve any operator from making
such reports as are otherwise required by the general rufes or orders,
or as may reasonably be requested by the board or the division in
order t.o keep the board and the division fully informed as to operations
under such unit agreements.

R649-2-4. Designation of Agent or Operator.
1. A designation of agent or operator shaff be submitted to

the division prior to the conmencement of operations.
2. A designation of agent or operator will, for purposes of

the generaf rules and orders, be accepted as evidence of authority
of agenl- to fuffilf the obligations of the owner, to sign any required
documents or reports on behalf of the owner, and to receive aff
authorized orders or notices given by the board or the division.

3. A11 changes of address and any termination of the designated
agent's or operator's authority shall be prornptly reported in writing
to l-he division, and in the latter case a designation of a new agent
or operator shalf be promptly made.

R649-2-5. Right to Inspect.
1. The director or aut.horized agent shall have the right at



al-.L reasonable times to go upon and inspect any oil or gas properties
and welfs for the purpose of making any investigations or tests
reasonably necessary Lo ensure compliance with the provisions of the
statutes, the general rules and orders of the board or any special
fiefd rules and orders. The director or authorized agent sha11 report
any observed viofation to the board.

2. The documentation of off lease transportation of crude oil
required by R649-2-6, Access to Records, shafl be carried in the motor
vehicle during transportation and shafl be availabfe for examination
and inspecti-on by the director or an authorized agent upon request.

R649-2-6. Access to Records.
1. Any person who produces, operates, se1.Is, purchases,

acquires, stores, transports, refines, or processes oif or gas or
who injects ffuids for cycling, pressure maintenance, secondary or
enhanced recovery, or disposal of saft water or oif field waste wi-thin
the state, shafl make and keep appropriate books and records coveri,ng
h-i-sq'reir operations in the state from which he!!_gy shalf be able to
make and substantiate af1 reports required by the board or the
division.

1. 1, Such books and records, together with copies of afl reports
and notices submitted to the board or the division shaff be kept on
fife and availabfe for inspection by the director or an authorized
agent at afl reasonabfe times for a period of at feast six years.

I.2. The director or the authorized agent sha1l also have access
to all pertinent weff records wherever located.

2, Each owner or operator shafl permit the director or
authorized agent at histheir sole risk and expense, in the absence
of negligence on the part of the owner or operator, to come upon any
1ease, property or well operated or control-led by himthem; to inspect
the records pertaining to and the manner of operation of such property
or wefl; and to have access at afl reasonable times to any and all
records pertaining to such wefl-. Alf information so obtained by the
director or authorized agent shaff be kept confidentiaf and shal-f
be reported only to the division or its authorized agent, unl-ess the
owner or operator gives written permission to the director to release
such information.

3, A11 off .Iease transportation of oif by motor vehicfe shaff
be accompanied by a run ticket or equivalent document. The
documentation shall identify the name and address of the transporter,
the name of the operator, the lease or facility from which the oj-l-
was taken, the date of remova.I, the API gravity of the oiI, the
cafcufated percentage of BS and W, the volume of oif or the opening
and closing tank gauges or meter readings, and the destination of
the oi1.

R649-2-7. Naming of OiI and Gas Fields or Poo1s.
1. The division shall- name oif and gas fiefds or pools within

the state in cooperation with a Fields Names Advi-sory Committee and
wlth due regard and consideration for any recommendation from the
owners or operators of such fiefds or pools. The Fiefd Names Advisory
Committee shalf be composed of a representative of the United St.ates
Bureau of Land Management and representatj-ves of appropriate state
agencies and the oif and gas industry.



R649-2-8. l'leasurement of Production.
1. The volume of oif production shalf be computed in barrels

of clean oif, on the basis of acceptabfe meter measurements, tank
measurements, or with such greater accuracy as may be required by
the division. Computations of the volume of oif production shafl be
subject to the following corrections:

1.1. The gross vo.Iume of oil shaff be corrected to excfude the
entire vofume of impurities not constituting a natural component part
of the oil.

I.2. The observed vofume of oil after correction for impurities
shaff be further corrected to the standard volume at 60 degrees
Fahrenheit, in accordance with Tabfe 6A of the API,/ASTM D-L250, Chapter
11.1, Manuaf of Petroleum Measurement (1980), or any revisions or
supplements, or any all-ernative publication or tabfes approved by
the division.

1.3. The observed gravity of oil shafl be corrected to the
standard API gravity at 60 degrees Fahrenheit in accordance with Tabfe
5A of API/ASTM, D-1250, Chapter 11.1, Manual of Petroleum Measurement
(1980), or any revisions or supplements, or any afternative
publication or tables approved by the division.

2. AlI gas shafl be measured by an orifice type meter un.Iess
otherwise authorized by the division.

2.I. In computing the vofumes of all
injected, the standard pressure base shaff be

s
1

inch absol-ute (psia), and the standard temperature base shaff be 60
degrees Fahrenheit,

2.2. Aff measurements of gas shaff be adjusted by computation
to these standards, regardless of the pressure and temperature at
which the gas was actually measured, un.Iess otherwise authorized by
the division.
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L1r_gqod faa_t! snaff ga++ te aEtem fail to reach
agreement w-ith-+he--ew+er_for {-he leasing of that owner's mineral
interest or for voluntary participation by that owner in the proposed
well prior to the filing of a Request for Agency Action for i-nvelun€ary
compulsory pooling of interests in the drilling unit under Section
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the 4q]y:nq!iS€! hearing on the Request for Agency Action for
i@ pooling may, at the discretion of the board
or its designated hearing examiner, be delayed for a period not to
exceed 30 days, to alfow for qqnL!4ued SSq{lgith negotiations between
the operator and the owner.
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current drilling and development in the area, and the unique and/or
specified costs of the wefl.

R649-2-10. Notification of Lease Sale or fransfer.
The owner of a .Iease sha1l provide notification to any person

with an interest in such lease, when alf or part of that interest
in the fease is sold or transferred.

R649-2-11. Confidentia1ity of WeII Log Information.
1. Well logs marked confidentj-af shaff be kept confidential

for one year after the date on which the log is requj-red to be filed
with the division, unfess the operator gives written permission t.o
re.Iease the log at an ear.Iier date.

2. Information on a newly permitted welf will be held
confidential only upon receipt by the division of a written request
from the owner or operator.

3. The period of confidentiality may begin at the tirne the APD
is submitted for approval if a request for confidentiality is received
at that time. The information on the application itseff wiff not be
considered confidentiaf .

4. Information that shafl be held confidentiaf incfudes welf
logs, electrical or radioactivity logs, electromagnetic, electrical,
or magnetic surveys, core descriptions and analysis, mapsf other
geological, geophysical, and engineering information, and welf
completion reports that contain such information.

5. The owner or operator shalf clearly mark documents as
confidentiaf. Such marking shall be in red and be clearly visibfe.

6. Confidential wefls or information shalf be reported
separately from wells or information that is not in confidentiaf
status.

R649-2-L2. Tests and Surveys.
1. Vihen deemed necessary or advisable the director or authorized

agent can require that tests or surveys be made to determine the
presence of waste of o11, gas, water, or reservoir energyi the quantity
of oi}, gas or water; the amount and direction of deviation of any
wefl from the vertical; formation, casing, tubing, or other pressures;
or any other test or survey deemed necessary to carry out the purposes
of the Oil and Gas Conservation Act.

2. Directional, deviation, and/or measurements-whife-dril1ing
(MV{D) surveys must be run on horizontaf welfs and submitted in
accordance wlth R649-3-27, WeII Completion and Filing of Well Logs,
as amended for horizontal welfs.
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R649, Natural Resources; OiI, Gas and l'lining; OiI and Gas.
R649-2. General Rules.
R649-2-L. Scope of Rules.

1. The following general rules adopted by the board pursuanl
to Chapter 6 of Titfe 40 shal-l- apply to afl fands in the state in
order to conserve the naturaf resources of oil and gas in the state,
to protect human health and the environment, to prevent waste, to
protect the correfative rights of a.IJ- owners and to reafize the
greatest ultimat.e recovery of oif and gas.

2, Special rufes and orders have been and will be issued by
the board when required and shall prevail as against the general rules
and orders of the board if in conflict therewith.

3. Exceptions to the general rules may afso be granted by the
director or authorized agent for good cause shown and shaff prevail
as against the general rules.

4. No exceptions granted by the board, director, or authorized
agent to the rules applicable to the Underground Injection Controf
Program wiff be effective without the consent of the federal
Environmental Protection Agency.

R649-2-2. Application of Rules to Lands Owned or Controlled By the
United States.

These general rufes shall apply to all fands in the state
including lands of the United States and fands subject to the
jurisdiction of the United States to the extent lawfulty subject to
the state's power.

R549-2-3. Application of Rules to Unit Agreenents.
1. The board may suspend the application of the general rules

or orders or any part thereof, with regard to any unit agreement
approved by a duly authorized officer of the appropriate federaf
agency, so long as the conservaLion of oif or gas and the prevention
of waste is accomplished thereby.

2. Such suspension shaff not refieve any operator from making
such reports as are otherwise required by the general ru.les or orders,
or as may reasonably be requested by the board or the division in
order to keep the board and the division fully informed as to operations
under such unit agreemenLs.

R649-2-4. Designation of Agent or Operator.
1. A designation of agent or operator shal-l- be submitLed to

the division prior Lo the conmencement of operations.
2. A designation of agent or operator will, for purposes of

the general rufes and orders, be accepted as evidence of authority
of agent to fulfill the obligations of the owner, to sign any required
documents or reports on behalf of the owner, and to recei-ve af1
authorized orders or notices glven by the board or the division.

3. A1l changes of address and any termination of the designated
agent's or operator's authority shall be promptly reported ln writing
to the division, and in the Latter case a designation of a new agent
or operator shaff be prompt-ly made.

R649-2-5. Right to Inspect.
1, The director or authorized agent shall have the right at



all reasonable times to go upon and inspect any oil or gas properties
and weffs for the purpose of making any investigations or tests
reasonably necessary to ensure compliance with the provisions of the
statutes, the general rules and orders of the board or any special
fiefd rufes and orders. The director or authorized agent shall report
any observed violation to the board.

2. The documentation of off fease transportation of crude oif
required by R649-2-6, Access to Records, shalf be carried in t.he motor
vehicfe during transportation and shaf.I be avaifabfe for examination
and inspection by the director or an authorized agent upon request.

R649-2-6. AcceEs to Records.
1. Any person who produces, operates, se1ls, purchases,

acquires, stores, transports, refines, or processes oif or gas or
who injects ffuids for cycling, pressure maintenance, secondary or
enhanced recovery, or disposal of saft water or oi1 fiefd waste within
the state, shall make and keep appropriate books and records covering
h-i-s!!gl! operations in the state from which hethey shaff be abfe to
make and substantiate aff reports required by the board or t.he
division.

1. 1. Such books and records, together with copies of alf reports
and notices submitted to the board or the division shalf be kept on
fife and avaifable for inspection by the director or an authorized
agent at alf reasonabfe times for a period of at least six years.

7.2. The director or the authorized agent shall al-so have access
to af1 pertinent weff records wherever located.

2. Each o\,rner or operator shafl permit the director or
authorized agent at histheir sole risk and expense, in the absence
of negligence on the part of the owner or operator, to come upon any
lease, property or weff operated or controffed by Fi+them; to inspect
the records pertaining to and the manner of operation of such property
or weff,' and to have access at alf reasonable times to any and all
records pertaining to such wefl. Aff information so obtained by the
director or authorized agent shall be kept confidentiaf and shall
be reported only to the division or its authorized agent, unfess the
owner or operator gives written permission to the director to refease
such information.

3. Alf off .Iease transportation of oif by motor vehicle shafl
be accompanied by a run ticket or equivalent document. The
documentation shafl identify the name and address of the transporter,
the name of the operator, the lease or facility from which the oil
was taken, the date of removal, the API gravity of the oil, the
cafcufated percentage of BS and W, the vol-ume of oil or the
and closing tank gauges or meter readings, and the destina
the oif.

openi
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ng
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R649-2-7. Naning of Oil- and Gas Fields or Pools.
1. The division shaff name oif and gas fields or pools wil-hin

the state in cooperation with a Fields Names Advisory Committee and
with due regard and consideratlon for any recommendation from the
owners or operators of such fields or pools. The Field Names Advisory
Committee shaff be composed of a representative of the United States
Bureau of Land Management and representatives of appropriate state
agencies and the oil and gas lndust-ry.



R649-2-8. l'leasurement of Production.
1. The vofume of oil production shall be computed in barrefs

of clean oi1, on the basis of acceptable meter measurements, tank
measurements, or with such greater accuracy as may be required by
the division. Computat.ions of the volume of oif production shafl be
subject to the following corrections:

1. 1, The gross volume of oil shalf be corrected to excfude the
entire volume of irnpurities not constituting a natural component part
of the oi].

1.2. The observed volume of oil after correction for impurities
shafl be further corrected to the standard vofume at 60 degrees
Fahrenheit, in accordance with Tabfe 6A, of the API/ASTM D-I250, Chapter
11.1, Manual of Petroleum Measurement (1980), or any revis.ions or
supplements, or any afternative publication or tabfes approved by
the division.

1.3. The observed gravity of oif shalf be corrected to the
standard API gravity at 60 degrees Fahrenheit in accordance with Tabfe
5A of APr,/ASTM, D-1250, Chapter 11,1, Manual of Petroleum Measurement
(1980), or any revisions or supplements, or any afternative
publication or tables approved by the division.

2. All gas sha1l be measured by an orifice type meter unfess
otherwise authorized by the division.

2.I. In computing the vofumes of alf gas produced, so1d, or
injected, the standard pressure base shalf be 14.73 pounds per square
inch absofute (psia), and the standard temperature base shall be 60
degrees Fahrenheit.

2.2. A1.I measurements of qas shall be adjusted by computation
to these standards, regardless of the pressure and temperature at
which the gas was actually measured, unless otherwise authorized by
the division.
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4. An operator who has received pa)ment of the dry hole costs
as represented in the AFE!d eesEs-from an owner who has complied
with the provisions of Subsection (2) shaff deposit the proceeds,_
!o_ge!h,er wiqh !b_e_ 9_p,e_{q!o,!lj p-!9!9+-i_one!€ lhere 9_f {qy }1ol,e.. c9-9!s.,
in a separate trust account in a federally insured bank or savings
and foan institution.+
@shafl earn interest at the highest

oeposi cs .
4,2. The operator may commingfe the proceeds onfy with proceeds

received from other similarl-y situated owners.
on fees shall be

deducted.
Payment of principal and accrued interest from the trust

account shall be made to the operator if and when operations as set
forth in the written Notice of Opportunity to Participate are

ction period
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R649-2-9. Refusa1 to Agree.
1 - An owner sha

i.ea

1,1, 7

i.ea

1,2 ' Ttre owner and the eperater have been unable tso agree upen
terms fer tshe leasing ef the ewner's in€eres€ or fer €he owRerrs

iflg,
wi€hin tshirty (30) days frem the date €he notiee required-ler-$Lah
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equ-i?p-
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11-1 g.9g-4 f"_ith fail to reach
agreement $-i.€h__€he--€r**er--for the leasing of that owner's mineraf
interest or for vofuntary participation by that owner in the proposed
well prior to the filing of a Request for Agency Action for 4nvolr*ntary
compulsory pooling of interests in the drilling unit under Section
40-6-6.5 then, upeft---lrr,
the g!l-y no!1ced hearing
@po
or its designated hearing
exceed 30 days, to aflow fo

oling may, at the discretion of the board
examiner, be def

r continued good f negotiations between
the operator and the owner.

R649-2-9a. Notice to Unlocatable and Unidentified Or,mers.
but ma claim

owners or r estate o a ceas owner o
re not oca e, may be dete ned by the

on the Request for Agency Action for

ayed
aith

for a period not to

1. Either an owner who is not identifiable

or an owner
board to be a "Nnonconsenti owner" as defined Utah Code S
40-6-2 (rr) f:

1.1.3. A11 of the information set forth in Notice of

1.1. The operator, concurrent with the fifing of a Request
for Agency Act.ion for compufsory poofing, fifes with the board an
ex parte motion for notice by pubfication in a newspaper of generaf
circufation in the county where the welf is located for two (2)
consecutive weeks rior to the heari date which motion shall be
ac dlt

ana L ou nrng an su n opera r s reason e
diligent and good fa.ith efforts to identify and focate such owners
incfuding at a minimum:

1.1.1. A listing of afl such owners; provided, if such owners

or participating in the well at issue and cfaiming by. through or
under the estate of the deceased owner of record;

7.\.2. The name, address, email address and telephone number
of a contact person for the operator to respond to the notice; and

Opportunity to Participate, but, in fieu of an AFE and a JOA, a
statement that an AFE for the subject well and a proposed JOA agreement
shafl be provided by the operator to the owner if a response to the
notice is received before the hearing

7,2. The board finds the operator has exercised such
r
such owners and further finds the proposed form of notice is
acc€tpLable; ;nd -Lssue=-;n-@tion, and proof o[
such publication is supplied by said newspaper publisher and fifed
with the board and

1.3. No response, either agreeing to fease or to otherwise
participate in the subject wefl, is received by the operator from
any such owner prior to the hearing.

R649-2-9b. Imposition of Statutory Risk Conpensation Award.
In det.ermining the fevef of any risk compensation award imposed

within the range of 150? to 400? specified in Utah Code S
rs,

the geologic and engineering uncertainties and difficufties in
drilling the well, the avaifability of information from prior and/or

db osed forma o euchS no ce



current drilling and development in the area, and the unique and/or
specified costs of the wefl-

R649-2-10. Notification of Lease Sale or Transfer.
The owner of a lease shall provide notification to a

with an interest in such lease, when a.Ll or part of that
in the fease is sofd or transferred.

ny
in

person
terest

R649-2-11. Confidentialiby of Well Log Information.
1. Well logs marked confidential shalf be kept confidential

for one year after the dat e on which Lhe log is required to be fifed
with the division, unfess the operator gives written permission to
release the log a1- an earlier date.

2. Information on a newly permitted welf wiff be hefd
confidential only upon receipt by the division of a written request
from the owner or operator.

3. The period of confidentiality may begin at the time the APD
is submitted for approval if a request for confidentiali-ty is received
at that time. The information on the application itseff will not be
considered confidentiaf .

4. Information that shalf be hefd confidential includes weff
logs, electricaf or radioactivity logs, electromagnetic, electrical,
or magnetic surveys, core descriptions and analysis, maps, other
geological, geophysical, and engineering information, and welf
completion reports that contain such information.

5. The owner or operator shalf clearly mark documents as
confidential-. Such marking shall be in red and be clearly visibfe.

6, Confidential welfs or information shaff be reported
separately from weffs or information that is not in confidential
status.

R649-2-L2. TestE and Surveys,
1. When deemed necessary or advisabfe the director or authorized

agent can require that tests or surveys be made to determine the
presence of waste of oil, gas, water, or reservoir energy; the quantity
of oi1, gas or water; the amount and direction of deviation of any
wefl from the vertical; formation, casing, tubing, or other pressures;
or any other test or survey deemed necessary to carry out the purposes
of the Oil and cas Conservation Act.

2. Directional, devj-ation, and/or measurements-whife-driIling
(MWD) surveys must be run on horizontal welfs and submitted in
accordance with R649-3-2I, WelI Completion and Filing of Viell Logs,
as amended for horizontaf weffs.

R549-2-13. App]-ication of a Conpulsory Pooli.ng Order to Subsequently
DriJ-J-ed WeJ-J-s in a Drilling Unit.

compulsory pooling all interests
in a drilli unit includin the terms and conditions of a JOA as

to an subs ntf dr lfed weff
the dr 11 t as author ed under

e
h

aance w o ow
e opera as board a motion to modify

the initiaL order to apply its terms to an additional wefl in the
driffing unit whic[ sets forth by affj-davit:

o



1.1.1. The docket and cause numbers of said initiaf board
order

7.2. The focation, j-dentification, and description of the
well driffed to which the order is to appfy;

ers who the operator
asserls have not consented to tici

ter to rt
te in the subse nt wefl

a
an

rt
a

an se owners who are e oca e u oca or cannot
f d

rtification that the rator has made reasonable
o oca n o nconsen

owners w s n
1.1.4.1. Copies of the written Notice of Opportunity to

Participate sent to them together with a proof of service; or
7.I.4.2. Proof of notice by publication as required by

unfocatabfe or not identified
1.1.5. A statement- that the average weighted landowner's

in the initiaf board order or a calculation of the average weighted

of the drilfing of the subsequent weff as provided in Utah Code
s40-6-6.s(6);

ated costs of
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and R649-2-Ba to afl such alleged nonconsenting ownersf with a
certification of service evidencing the same executed and fifed with
the board and

1.3. Within 30 days of the maifing of the motion, no party

order to appfy to the subsequentfy driffed welf in the drifling unit,
incfuding, without limitation, any objection to said party's alleged
nonconsent status, the appficabfe risk compensation percentage or
the reasonabfeness of the actual costs incurred for the subsequently
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R649. Natural Resources; OiI, Gas and Mining,' OiJ. and Qgmne-1nRyBOARDOF
R649-1. OiL and Gas Definitions. OtL, GAS & MIN1NG
R649-1-1. Definitions.

"Authorized Agent" means a representative of the director as
authorized by the board.

"Aquifer" means a geological formation including a group of
formations or part of a formation that is capable of yielding a
significant amount of water to a well or spring.

"Artificial Llner" means a pit finer made of materlal other than
clay or other in-situ material and which meets the requirements of
R649-9-3, Permitting of Disposal Pits.

"Authority for Expenditure" or "AFE" is a detailed written
statement made in good faith by an operator memorializinq e€ the
total estimated costs to be incurred in the drilling, testi-ng,
completion and equippinq of a well for oil and gas operations
including a good faith estimate for any and alf dry hole costs
potentially attrlbutabfe to the subject welf.

"Barrel-" means 42 (US) gallons at 60 degrees Fahrenheit at
atmospheric pressure.

"Board" means the Board of Oil, Gas and Mining.
"Carrier, Transporter or Taker" means any person movJ-ng or

transporting oif or gas away from a wefl or fease or from any pool.
"Casing Pressure" means the pressure within the casing or between

the casing and tubing at the welfhead.
"Central Disposal Facility" means a facility that is used by

one or more producers for dj-sposal of exempt E and P wastes and for
which the operator of the facility receives no monetary remuneration,
other than operatinq cost sharing.

"Class II fnjection Well" means a wefl that is used for:
1. The disposal- of ffuids that are brought to the surface in

connection with conventional oil- or natural gas production and that
may be commingled with wastewater produced from the operation of a
gas plant that is an integral part of production operations, unless
that wastewater is classified as a hazardous waste at the time of
injection, or

2. Enhanced recovery of oif or gas , or
3. Storage of hydrocarbons that are liquids at standard

temperature and pressure conditions.
"Closed System" means but is not limited to, the use of a

combination of sol-ids control equipment (i.e., shale shakers, flowline
cleaners, desanders, desil-ters, mud cl-eaners, centrifuges, agitators,
and necessary pumps and piping) incorporated in a series on the rig's
steel mud tanks, or a sef f contaj-ned unit that el-iminates the use
of a reserve pit for the purpose of dumping and dil-ution of drilling
fluids for the removaf of entrained drilf solids. A closed system
for the purpose of these rul-es may with Division approval incl-ude
the use of a smalf pit to receive cuttings, but does not include the
use of trenches for the collection of fluids of any kind.

"Coal-bed Methane" means natural- gas that is produced, or may
be produced, from coalbeds and rock strata assocj-ated with the coalbed.

"Commercial- Disposal Facility" means a disposal welf, pit or
treatment facility whose owner (s) or operator (s) receives
compensation from others for the temporary storage, treatment, and
disposal of produced water, drilling fluids, driIl cuttings,



compl-etion ffuids, and any other exempt E and P wastes, and whose
primary business objective is to provide these services.

"Completion of a Well" means that the wel-I has been adequately
worked to be capable of producing oil or gas or that well- testing
as required by the division has been concluded.

"Confining Strata" refers to a body of material that is relatively
impervious to the passage of liquids or gases and that occurs either
below, above, or lateral- to a more permeable material- in such a way
that it confines or limits the movement of liquids or gases that may
be present.

"Correlative Rights" means the opportunity of each owner in a
pool to produce his just and equitable share of the oil and gas in
the pool without waste.

"Cubic Foot" of gas means the vofume of gas contained in one
cubic foot of space at a standard pressure base of L4.1 3 psia and
a standard temperature base of 60 degrees Fahrenheit.

"Day" means a period of 24 consecutive hours.
"Development Wel-l-s" means al-l oil and gas producing wells other

than wif dcat well-s.
"Director" means the executive and admi-nistrative head of the

division.
"Disposal Facility" means an injection well, pit, treatment

facility or combination thereof that receives E and P Wastes for the
purpose of disposal. This includes both commercial and nonconmercial
facilities.

"Disposal Pit" means a lined or unlined pit approved for the
disposal and/or storage of E and P Wastes.

"Division" means the Division of Oil, Gas and Mining.
"Drilling Fluid" means a circul-ating fluid usually ca11ed mud,

that is introduced in a drill- hole to fubricate the action of the
rotary bit, remove the drilling cuttings, and control formation
pressures.

ttDr hole" means a c leted wel-l which is not roducin and/or
fe of roduc I and or AS n tn antities.
Ean P Waste means Exp orataon an P uct l_on Waste, and j-s

defined as those wastes resufting from the dril-ling of and production
from oil and gas wells as determined by the Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA), prior to January L, 1992, to be exempt from Subtitle
C of the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA).

"Emergency Pit" means a pit used for containing fluids at an
operating well during an actual emergency or for a temporary period
of time.

"Enhanced Recovery" means the process of introducing fl-uid or
energy into a pool for the purpose of increasing the recovery of
hydrocarbons from the pool.

"Enhanced Recovery Project" means the injection of liquids or
hydrocarbon or non-hydrocarbon gases di-rectly into a reservoir for
the purpose of augmenti-ng reservoir energy, modifying the properties
of the fl-uids or gases in the reservoir, or changing the reservoir
conditions to increase the recoverable oiI, gas, or oil and gas through
the joint use of two or more wel-l- bores.

"Entity" means a well- or a group of weffs that have identical-
division of j-nterest, have the same operator, produce from the same
formation, have product safes from a conmon tank, LACT meter, gas

o



meter, or are in the same participating area of a properly designated
unit. Entity number assignments are made by the divlsion in cooperation
with other state government agencies.

"Field" means the general- area underl-aid by one or more poo1s.
"Gas" means natural gas or natural gas liquids or other gas or

any mixture thereof -defined as folfows:
1. "Naturaf Gas" means those hydrocarbons, other than oil- and

other than natural gas liquids separated from natural gas, that occur
natural-l-y in the gaseous phase in the reservoir and are produced and
recovered at the wel-lhead in gaseous form. Natural gas includes
coalbed methane.

2. "Natural Gas Liquids" means those hydrocarbons initially
in reservoir natural gas, regardless of gravity, that are separated
in gas processing plants from the natural gas as liquids at the surface
through the process of condensation, absorption, adsorption, or other
methods.

3. "Other Gas" means hydrogen sulfide (HzS), carbon dioxide
(Coz), helj-um (He), nitrogen (N) , and other nonhydrocarbon gases that
occur natural-ly in the gaseous phase in the reservoir or are injected
into the reservoir in connection with pressure maintenance, gas
cycling, or other secondary or enhanced recovery projects.

"Gas-Oil Ratio" means the ratio of the number of cubic feet of
natural gas produced to the number of barrels of oil concurrently
produced during any stated period. The term GOR is synonymous with
gas-oil ratio.

"Gas Processing Plant" means a facility in which liquefiable
hydrocarbons are removed from natural 9ds, including wet gas or
casinghead 9ds, and the remaining residue gas is conditioned for
delivery for sale, recycling or other use.

"Gas Well" means any well capable of producing gas in substantial
quantities that is not an oil- well-.

"Ground Water" means water in a zone of saturation below the
ground surface.

"Hearing" means any matter heard before the board or its
designated hearing examiner.

"Horizontal- Wel-l-" means a well bore drilled faterally at an angle
of at least eighty (80) degrees to the vertical- or with a horizontal
projection exceedj-ng one hundred (100) feet measured from the initial
point of penetration into the productive formation through the
terminus of the lateral in the same common source of supply.

"Illegal Oil or Illegal Gas" means oil or gas that has been
produced from any well within the state in violation of Chapter 6
of Title 40, or any rule or order of the board.

"Illegal Product" means any product derived in whole or in part
from illegal oil or illegal gas.

"fncremental- Production" means that part of production that is
achieved from an enhanced recovery project that would not have
economically occurred under the reservoir conditlons existing before
the project and that has been approved by the division as incremental-
production.

"Injection or Disposal We1l" means any CIass II Injection Well-
used for the injection of air,9ds, water or other substance into
any underground stratum.

"Interest Owner" means a person owning an interest (working



interest, royalty interest, payment out of production, or any other
interest) in oil or gas, or in the proceeds thereof.

"Joi-nt O eratin A reement" or "JOA" is an a reement between
or among interested parties e operat aon o a tract or ease Oort
for oil as and other minerals.

"Load Oil-" means any o or rqur_ rocar on that is used in
any remedial- operation in an oil or gas welf

"Log or Well Log" means the wrltten record progressively
describing the strata, water, oil or gas encountered in drilling a
well with such additional information as is usually recorded in the
normal procedure of drilling including electrical, radioactivity,
or other simil-ar conventional 1ogs, a lithologic description of
samples and drilf stem test information.

"Multiple Zone Completion" means a wefI completion in which two
or more separate zones, mechanically segregated one from the other,
are produced simul-taneously from the same well.

"Notice of Opportunity to Participate" means the written notice
of rtunit to artici ate in a well for oil and AS erations
required by Utah Code S40- to e prova to an owner a
which incfudes an offer to fease if the owner is an unleased owner
and an of er or e owner to rrec t y part acl_pate r_nancr-a Y, n
proportion to the owner's interest in the drilling, testing,
completion, equipping and operation of the subject well and which
includes: the a roximate surface and, bottom hole location
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tto l-" means crude oif or condensate or any mixture thereof,
defined as follows:

1. "Crude OiI" means those hydrocarbons, regardless of gravity,
that occur naturally in the liquid phase in the reservoir and are
produced and recovered at the wellhead in liquid form.

2. "Condensate" means those hydrocarbons, regardless of
gravity, that occur naturally in the gaseous phase in the reservoir
that are separated from the natural gas as liquids through the process



of condensation either in the reservoir, in the well bore or at the
surface in field separators.

3. "Oil- and Gas" shall not include gaseous or liquid substances
derived from coal, oil shale, tar sands or other hydrocarbons
cl-assif ied as synthetic fuel.

"Oif and Gas Field" means a geographical area overlying an oi1
and gas poo1.

"Oil WeIl-" means any well capable of producing oil 1n substantiaf
quantities.

"Operator or Designated Agent" means the person who has been
designated by the owners or the board to operate a well or unit.

"Owner" means the person who has the right to drill into and
produce from a reservoir and to appropriate the oil and gas that he
produces, either for himself or for himself and others.

"Person" means and includes any natural person, bodies politic
and corporate, partnerships, associations and companj-es.

"Pit" means an earthen surface impoundment constructed to retain
fluids and oil field wastes.

"Poflution" means such contamination or other alteration of the
physical, chemicaf or biological properties of any waters of the state,
or the discharge of any liquid, gaseous or sol-id substance into any
waters of the state in such manner as will create a nui-sance or render
such waters harmful, detrimental or injurious to the public health,
safety or welfare; to domestic, commercial, industrial, agricultural,
recreational, or other legitimate beneficiaf uses; or to livestock,
wild animal-s, birds, fish or other aquatic life.

"Pool" means an underground reservoir containing a common
accumulation of oil- or gas or both. Each zone of a general structure
that is completely separated from any other zone in the structure
is a separate pool. "Common source of supply" and "reservoir" are
synonymous with "pool. "

"Pressure Maintenance" means the injection of gas, water or other
fluids into a reservoir, either to increase or maintain the existing
pressure in such reservoir or to retard the natural decline in the
reservoir pressure.

"Produced Water" means water produced in conjuncti-on with the
conventionaf production of oil and/or gas.

"Producer" means the owner or operator of a wel-l capable of
producing oi1 or gas.

"Producing We1l" means a well capable of producing oi1 or gas.
"Product" means any commodity made from oil and gas.
"Production Facilities" means all- storage, separation, treating,

dehydration, artificial lift, power supply, compression, pumping,
metering, monitoring, flowl-ine, and other equipment directly
associated with oil wells, 9ds well-s or injection well-s, prior to
any processing plant or refinery.

"Purchaser or Transporter" means any person who, actinq al-one
or jointly with any other person, by means of his own, an affiliated,
or designated carrier, transporter or taker, shall directly or
indirectly purchase, take or transport by any means whatsoever, or
who shall otherwise remove from any welI or lease, oil or gas produced
from any pool, excepting royalty portions of oil or gas taken in klnd
by an interest owner who is not the operator.

"Recompletion" means any compl-etion in a new perforated interval



or pool within an established weflbore and approved as a recompletion
by the divlsion.

"Refinery" means a facility, other than a gas processing pJ-ant,
where controlled operations are performed by which the physical and
chemical characteristi-cs of petroleum or petroleum products are
changed.

"Reserve Pit" means a pit used to retain fluid during the
dri1li-ng, completion, and testing of a well-.

"Seismic Operator" means a person who conducts seismic
exploration for oil or gds, whether for himself or as a contractor
for others.

"Shut-in Wel-l" means a well that is completed, is shown to be
capable of production in paying quantities, and is not presently being
operated.

"Spud In" means the first boring of a hole in the drilling of
a well by any type of rig.

"State" means the State of Utah.
"Stratigraphlc Test or Core Hole" means any hoJ-e dril-led for

the sol-e purpose of obtaining geological information. The general
rul-es applicable to the drilling of a well wj-Il- appfy to the drilling
of a stratigraphic test or core hole.

"Temporarily Abandoned Wel-l" means a well that is completed,
is shown not capable of production in paying quantities, and is not
presently being operated.

"Temporary Spacing Unit" means a specj-fied area of land
designated by the board for purposes of determj-ning wel-l- density and
location. A temporary spacing unit shal-l not be a drilling unit as
provided for in U.C.A. 40-6-6, Drilling Units, and does not provide
a basis for pooling the interest therein as does a drilling unit.

"Underground Source of Drinking Water" (or USDW) means a fresh
water aqulfer or a portion thereof that supplies drinking water for
human consumption or that contains less than 10,000 mq/ 1 total
dissolved sol-ids and that is not an exempted aquifer under R649-5-4.

ttWastett means:
1. The inefflcient, excessive or improper use or the unnecessary

dissipation of oil- or gas or reservoir energy.
2. The inefficient storing of oil or gas.
3. The locating, dril1ing, equipping, operating, or producing

of any oil or gas well in a manner that causes reduction in the quantity
of oil or gas ul-timately recoverable from a reservoir under prudent
and economical operations, or that causes unnecessary wel-ls to be
drilled, or that causes the l-oss or destruction of oil or gas either
at the surface or subsurface.

4. The production of oil or gas in excess of:
4.1. Transportation or storage facilities.
4.2. The amount reasonably required to be produced in the proper

drilling, completing, testing, or operating of a well or otherwise
utilized on the lease from which it is produced.

5. Underground or above ground waste in the production or
storage of oil- or gas.

"Waste Crude Oil- Treatment Facility" means any facility or site
constructed or used for the purpose of wholly or partially reclaiming,
treating, processing, cleaning, purifying or in any manner making
non-merchantabl-e waste crude oil marketable.



"Wefl" means an oil or gas wefl, injection or disposal we1l,
or a hole drilled for the purpose of produclng oil or gas or both.
The definition of wel-l- shall- not incl-ude water wells , or seismic,
stratigraphic test, core hofe, or other exploratory hol-es drilled
for the purpose of obtaining geological- information on1y.

"Well Site" means the areas that are directly disturbed during
the drilling and subsequent use of, or affected by production
facilities directly associated with any oi1 well, 9ds well or injection
wel-1.

"Wifdcat Wel-l-s" means oil- and gas producing wel-ls that are drill-ed
and completed in a pool in which a wel-l- has not been previously
completed as a well capable of producing in commercial- quantities.

"Working Interest Owner" means the owner of an interest in oil
or gas burdened with a share of the expenses of developing and operating
the property.

"Workover" means any operation designed to sustain, to restore,
or to increase the production rate, the ultimate recovery, or the
reservoir pressure system of a well or group of wells and approved
as a workover, a secondary recovery, a tertiary recovery, or a pressure
maintenance project by the division. The definition shall not include
operations that are conducted principally as routine maintenance or
the replacement of worn or damaged equipment.

I(EY: oil and gas law
Date of Enactment or Last Substantive Amendment:
Notice of Continuation: AugrrsL 26, 2Ot6
Authorizing, and ImpJ-emented or Interpreted Law:

ilune 2, 1998

40-6-1 et seq.
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FOR
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PROPOSED RULES FOR

OPERATORSHIP OF DRILLING
UNITS.

Docket No. 2017-0i3

Cause No. RO&G -2017-01

On Augu st 14, 2019 the Utah Board of Oil, Gas and Mining (Board) issued

its ORDER DENYNG REQUEST FOR AGENCY ACTION in Docket No. 2019-

003 Cause No. 139-162 inwhich it directed the Utah Division of Oil, Gas and

Mining, to "immediately initiate informal rulemaking on operatorship andlor

operatorship designation andlor any and all ruled necessary to efficiently and



effectively regulate the issue of 'operatorship' in the state of Utah." The Order

directed the Division to provide the Board with a status report on the progress that

has been made in drafting the proposed operatorship rule within sixty (60) days of

the Order; and to "submit a Proposed Scheduling Order (to guide any and all

interim deadlines for the informal rulemaking process)" within sixty (60) days of

the Order.

The following Proposed Schedule is provided in response to that Order. The

requested Status Report is provided separately as a Memorandum to the Board.

The dates of this Proposed Scheduling Order are based on compliance with the

Rulemaking Act, and an assumption that there will be a need for a short informai

rulemaking period to allow time for and exchange of ideas and proposals. The

Schedule proposes that the results of the informal process will be presented to the

full Board at the January 22,2020 hearing at which time the Board, may proceed

with formal rulemaking, or may vote to continue the matter for one month to allow

fuither discussion and consideration of the proposal in response to any requests by

the Board or to consider further options before the deciding to proceed with formal

rulemaking. Public comment is not required by the informal rulemaking process,

but opportunities for public comment at the January andlor February hearings are

provided in the Proposed Schedule

Proposed Schedule for Informal Rulemaking Actions



October 75,2019 - Division Filing of Proposed
Scheduling Order

October 23,2019 - Board Approval and Entry of
Scheduling Order

October 23 to November 15,2019 - Division to draft proposed goals for
rule and possible starting points.

November 21,2019 - Meeting with Utah Petroleum
Association

December 2019 to January 15, 2020 - Follow-up meetings with UPA and

others (potentially including up to three

Board members)

January 22,2020 - Presentation of draft of proposed rule
at Board Hearing for Board comment
and input
(opportunity for public comment -

optional)

January 22,2020 to February 15,2020 - Meetings with informal working
group to address Board feedback and
public comments with revised
proposed rule

February 26,2020 - Board decision to commence formal
rulemaking
(Opportunity for public comment on
proposed Rule - optional)

March l, 2020 - Filing of Proposed formal rule

March 15,2020 - Publication of Proposed Rule



- Commencement of Public Comment
Period

April 22,2020 - Board Action to approve Rule and
potential effective date.

The foregoing schedule is offered for the Board to review and approve

at the October 23,Board Hearing or for other action as it deems appropriate.

Respectfully submitted this of October,2019[dk,

Steven F. Alder (00033)
Gordon Rowe (17308)
Assistant Attorneys General

SEAN D. REYES (7969)

UTAH ATTORNEY GENERAL



MEMORANDUM

October 15,2079

FILEM
OcT I 6 201$

To: Utah Board of Oil Gas and Mining
sEcRE-rARY BOARD 0F

OIL, GAS & MINII.IG

From: Steve Alder,
Assistant Utah Attorney General

John Rogers,
Deputy Director for the Oil and Gas Regulatory Program.

Re: Status Report on Informal Rulemaking for Operatorship Rules.

The Utah Board of Oil, Gas, and Mining, (Board) has directed the Utah Division

of Oil, Gas and Mining (Division) to "immediately initiate informal rulemaking on

operatorship and/or operatorship designation andlor any and all rules necessary to

efficiently and effectively regulate the issue of 'operatorship' in the state of Utah." This

direction was included as part of the Board's Order Denying Request for Agency Action

in the matter of the request for agency action by Axia II, LLC For An Order Modifying
Spacing Orders To Include A Provision Granting A Right Of First Refusal To The

Majority Interest Owner To Drill And Operate A Well Proposed By A Minority Interest

Owner, Docket No. 2019-003 Cause No. 139-162'

After that case was heard but before the Order was issued, the Board's Chair

proposed ideas for operatorship rules which were distributed to the Division and others.

In addition, while the case was pending the Board chair proposed changes to the Oil and

Gas Conservation Act to clarifu the legal authority to establish operatorship rules, In

addition, the Order in the AXiA II, LLC case above refers to studies and papers

addressing the issue of operatorship for drilling units which the Board advises to the

parties to consider. Thus, the Board'Chair, presumably the Board, operators, and the

Utah Petroleum Association (UPA) have certain ideas about the goals and purposes of
such a rule and what an operatorship rule might include. The Division understands that

the UPA has a draft rule that it is reviewing internally that it will present to the Division
in the near future.

Contrary to the experience of operators and owners, the Division is not directly

involved in leasing and developing oil and gas properties. It is less familiar with the

advantages and disadvantages of such a rule from the perspective of an owner or

operator. It must rely on comments from others on the ways an operatorship rule might

impact correlative rights, leasing, and APDs by smaller or minority operators to proceed

with wells. The development of a rule that will "efficiently and effectively regulate

operatorship in Utah" will require collaboration with the UPA, and other affected parties.

The Division is willing and anxious to facilitate this discussion and participate in

a process to arrive at a proposed rule. In order to do this, the Division has set forth in its

1



Proposed Scheduling Order that it will first meet internally to assess the issues and goals
for such a rule from the Division's point of view, then meet with the Utah Petroleum
Association and hear the ideas of its members. The earliest date that such a meeting
could be scheduled is November 21,2079. This meeting is scheduled to review the
horizontal well rulemaking options, but it has been difficult to amange any earlier
meeting times and the Division hopes that aportion of the meeting can be used to address
UPA's Operatorship Rule proposal. After this meeting the Division proposes to continue
in discussions the UPA and invite others (including knowledgeable Board members) to
meet during the holidays to outline a rule and develop a proposal to present publicly to
the full Board at the January Board Hearing.

The Order asks that there be a formal rule in place within six months, which
would be by the February 22,2020 Board Hearing (approximately six months from the
August 14,2019 Order). To meet this deadline, the Board would need to approve a rule
for filing as part of the formal rulemaking at its December 11, 2019 Board Hearingl. This
would place an obligation on the parties to agree on a proposed rule and have it ready for
Board action by that date. Merely negotiating a date when all of the needed Division and
UPA pafticipants could meet for the Horizontal Well Rulemaking has required at least a
one-month lead time. At the present time there is no meeting set to discuss the
Operatorship Rule, although the Division hopes to discuss the rule when it meets with the
UPA to talk about the Horizontal Well Rule on November 21, 2019. Under these
circumstances, it is hard to imagine that a rule could be ready for a vote to proceed with
final publication by December 11,2019.

Unless the Board decides to proceed with an UPA rule as proposed (and assuming
there is one ready by the December hearing), the Board and the Division will need time
to consider and analyze options for providing for operatorship for a drilling unit. If
I When the Board votes to proceed with formal rulemaking, the Utah Administrative
Rulemaking Act (Act, Utah Code $$ 63G-3-301 through 63G-3-702) requires that the
Division file the proposed rule and a required analysis with the Office of Administrative
Rules (OAR). Before filing the proposed rule, the Division must prepare an analysis of
the effect of the rule which must include comments by the head of the Department of
Natural Resources on the analysis. Even if the analysis is prepared in advance the
necessary review and comment by DNR requires a few days to a week. Once the
proposed rule and analysis are filed with OAR, it is reviewed and published in the next
edition of the State Bulletin which occurs on either the 1 st or I 5th of the month. The Act
requires at least 30 days from the date of first publication for comments before the Board
can vote to adopt the rule as proposed. Thus, there is a required minimum period of at
about 50 to 60 days between the vote to proceed and the vote to adopt. The Rule cannot
be effective for another seven days. These requirements mean that unless there are special
hearings scheduled, the time between a vote to proceed and a vote to enact a rule will
span three Board hearings. The middle hearing has traditionally been made available to
accommodate any public comment, however allowing public comment is not required
unless requested within 15 days of the date of publication by ten interested persons,
another state agency, or an association having ten or more members.

2



agreement is to be reached, there must be time for differing drafts to be reviewed and

exchanged among the parties affected. The concept of establishing operatorship for

drilling units is potentially controversial and most likely will be complicated by the need

to balance the increased efficiency of allowing the designation of an operator for a

drilling unit against the need under Utah law to protect the correlative rights of owners.

The informal process would normally be the method for exploring the ways to address

the varying interest of the differently affected parties and that process will take time. The

period between the December and January Board hearings is the minimal amount of time

expected to be required for this informal process.

The schedule as proposed by the Proposed Scheduling Order would set the first

review of the proposed rule by the full Board at a public meeting for the January 22,2020

Board hearing. If the rules as proposed atthat meeting are adopted, they could be final

by the March Board hearing. The Board could allow public comment on the proposed

rule at the January Hearing. It is possible the Board may wish to adjust the Rule after

feed-back from the full Board or after public comment. In that event, the Board could

vote to proceed with formal rulemaking at the February hearing and a vote adopting the

rule at the April 22,2020 hearing.

The Division welcomes the comments and suggestions in response to this status

report and will seek to accommodate the Board's requests to make any modifications to

the Proposed Scheduling Order.

a
J



MBMORANDUM

October 21,2019 SEcRFTARY BOARD OF
OIL, GAS & MINING

To: Utah Board of Oil Gas and Mining

From: Steve Alder,
Assistant Utah
John Rogers,
Deputy Director for the Oil and Gas Regulatory Program.

Re: Status Report on Informal Rulemaking for Horizontal Wells.

The Board Order.

The Utah Board of Oil, Gas, and Mining, (Board) as part of its Findings of Fact,

Conclusions of Law, and Order in the Matter of the Request for Agency Action of
Middle Fork Energy Uinta, LLC in Docket 2019-018 Cause 187-13 has directed the Utah
Division of Oil, Gas and Mining (Division) to "immediately initiate informal rulemaking
on "any and all aspects of horizontal driiling not presently covered by administrative rule

and/or any and all administrative rules that need to be modified based on the advent of
horizontal drilling". Additionally, the Board has asked the Division to submit a Proposed

Scheduling Order within sixty days "to be the guiding document delineating the process

for orderly and efficient administrative rulemaking". Finally, the Board has stated it
"believes formal rulemaking should conclude no later than six (6) months from the date

of [the] Order".

The Current Status

The status of this rulemaking is similar to the status of the Operatorship Rule.

Both of these rulemaking matters have long been identified by the Division and the Board

as portions of the current rules that need changes to accommodate the new way the oil
and gas industry is developing oil and gas resources.- primarily due to inueasing (and

now predominate) use of horizontal drilling techniques. Both rulemaking matters have

been sidelined while the Board and Division have responded to the legislatively
mandated rulemaking for compulsory pooling. Both of these matters were elevated to a
priority by a directive from the Board to commence rulemaking as part of an order in an

ongoing case.

A meeting is scheduled for November 21, 20T9 with the Utah Petroleum
Association (UPA) to consider its proposals for this rulemaking. In addition, the

Division has developed a tentative list of issues and possible rule changes that could be

made to better accommodate Horizontal Wells.

FII-ED
ocT 2 t 20t$

Attorney
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The Board's directive for the Horizontal Well rules is expansive - "any and all
aspects" of horizontal drilling, and "any and all administrative rules that need to be
modified. . . ".

The potential scope of this rulemaking is wide. By way of explanation, there are
two major branches of rulemaking that could be pursued to better accommodate
horizontal wells. One branch would be to address the general well siting rule and the
exception location rule and adapt them to the new paradigm of horizontal drilling.
Exploratory wells are still necessary prior to spacing, but it no longer makes sense to
limit the exploratory horizontal well to one well in one section. Expanding the options for
drilling a horizontal well prior to spacing, may require other modifications to the general
well siting rules such as the establishment of temporary spacing units. Additionally, the
means of using the exception location rule and general exception for federal units to
address this dilemma should be clarified and limited.

The second branch of possible rule changes to accommodate long horizontal wells
is the potential need to clarifi spacing practices for horizontal well development.
Currently there are provisions that are routinely required in spacing orders such as
specific requirements if drilling pads are to be located outside of the drilling unit. These
routinely required provisions should be standardized by rule. Also, there are practices
such as the size of a drilling unit, the number of wells per drilling unit, and the orientation
of wells in a drilling unit that have become a matter of normal practice without
considering the consequences and possible alternatives and limitations that could be
included in a rule. Finally, in this area there are questions about how to handle boundary
line wells and how to accommodate vertical wells and horizontal wells in the same
drilling unit that could be the subject of this rulemaking.

While it is possible that the two rulemaking matters (operatorship rules and
horizontal well rules) could proceed simultaneously, it is the Division's opinion that
proceeding with rulemaking for both areas at the same time would delay getting a final
rule for both. Given the urgency implicit in the Board's directives the Division proposes
that the informal rulemaking process for the two areas proceed sequentially rather than
together. There is a potential for overlapping issues - particularly regarding rules for
spacing of horizontal wells and operatorship rules. For that reason, if there were no
urgency, it might be best to proceed with the horizontal wells first in order to establish
what spacing rules are in place before addressing the operatorship rules for a drilling unit.

Based on the preceding brief summary of the possible issues to be address, the
Division believes the discussion of the Horizontal Well rulemaking will take more time
than the Operatorship Rule. A rule permitting the Board to designate an operator for a
drilling unit, is a singular issue, and although it may be more controversial and might
even be contested, it may be addressed more quickly. In addition, the Operatorship Rule
seems to have been given more attention by the Board and the UPA and is perhaps more
ready to proceed. Therefore, the Division believes it makes sense to put the Operatorship
Rule ahead of the Horizontal Well Rule.

2



The Division's Proposed Schedule

Subject to the Board's direction to the contrary, the Division has submitted a
Proposed Scheduling Order that proposes proceeding with informal rulemaking for
Operatorship Rules first and not beginning serious meetings of the informal group to
discuss Horizontal Well rules until a final rule for Operatorship has been acted upon.

As is the case for the Operatorship Rule, the Board's Order asks that there be a
formal rule in place within six months, which would be by the February 22,2020 Board
Hearing (approximately six months from the August 22, 2019 Order). As has been

discussed in the status report for the Operatorship Rule, to meet this deadline, the Board
would need to approve a rule for filing as part of the formal rulemaking at its December

11,2019 Board Hearing.

If the Division proceeds to consider Horizontal Well rules after the informal
process of the Operatorship Rule is completed, the earliest that it would begin is after the

January Board hearing. Assuming that it will take two months of informal discussion to
reach consensus among the informal group on the possibly broad array of rules the Board
has asked the Division to consider, the earliest date for filing any formal set horizontal
well rule changes would be the March Board hearing. If that occurs, the formal rule
could be approved and final after the May Board hearing.

The Division welcomes the comments and suggestions in response to this status

repofi and will seek to accommodate the Board's requests to make any modifications to
the Proposed Scheduling Order.

a
J
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Assistant Attorneys General
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Attorneys for the Division of Oil, Gas and Mining
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(PROPOSED)
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FOR

INFORMAL RULEMAKING ON
PROPOSED RULES FOR
HORIZONTAL WELLS.

Docket No. 2017-013

Cause No. RO&G -2017-01

On August 22, 2019 the Utah Board of Oil, Gas and Mining (Board) issued its

FINDINGS OF FACT, CONCLUSIONS OF LAW, AND ORDER in Docket No. 2019-018,

Cause No. 187-13 in which it directed the Utah Division of Oil, Gas and Mining, to

"immediately initiate informal rulemaking on any and all aspects of horizontal drilling not

presently covered by administrative rule and/or any and all administrative rules that need to be

modified based on the advent of horizontal drilling." The Order directed the Division to provide



the Board with a status report on the progress that has been made in drafting the proposed

horizontal rules within sixty (60) days of the Order; and to "submit a Proposed Scheduling

Order to the Board" within sixty (60) days of the Order.

The following Proposed Schedule is provided in response to that Order. The requested

Status Report is provided separately as a Memorandum to the Board. The dates of this Proposed

Scheduling Order are based on compliance with the Rulemaking Act, an assumption that there

will be a need for an informal rulemaking period to allow time for and exchange of ideas and

proposals, and significantly proceeding with the informal process after the informal process for

the Operatorship Rule has been completed.

The Schedule proposes that the results of the informal process will begin after the

January 22,2020 Board hearing, that it will require approximately two months of meetings with

that group (due in part to the time requirements of the Legislative session), and that a consensus

rule will be presented to the full Board at the March25,2020 hearing at which time the Board,

may proceed with formal rulemaking. If the formal rulemaking commences at the March Board

hearing it could be voted upon as a final rule at the May 27,2019 Board hearing.

Public comment is not required by the informal rulemaking process, but opportunities for

public comment at the February or March hearings are provided in the Proposed Schedule.

Proposed Schedule for Informal Rulemaking Actions.

October 22,2019 - Division Filing of Proposed Scheduling
Order

October 23,2019 - Board Approval and Entry of Scheduling
Order

September to November 75,2019 - Division to draft proposed goals for rule and
possible starting points.



November 21,2019 - Meeting with Utah Petroleum Associatron

December 2019 to January 15,2020 -Operatorship Rules informal discussions and
drafting

January 24,2020 to March I0,2020 - meetings with UPA and others (potentially
including up to three Board members)

March 25,2020 - Board decision to commence formal
rulemaking
- Opportunity for public comment on
proposed Rule - optional)

April 1,2020 - Filing of Proposed formal rule

April 15,2020 - Publication of Proposed Rule
- Commencement of Public Comment
Period

April22,2020 - Opportunity for Public Comment on Formal
rulemaking

May 27,2020 - Board to approve final rule and potential
effective date.

The foregoing schedule is offered for the Board to review and approve at the

October 23,Board Hearing or for other action as it deems appropriate.

Respectfully submitted tnis 2lffiof october ,2019.

Steven F. Alder (00033)
Gordon Rowe (17308)
Assistant Attorneys General

SEAN D. REYES (7969)

UTAH ATTORNEY GENERAL
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Anthony T. Hunter, Attorney rt Law
Licensed in Kansas, Utah

hunterath@gmail.com

The Utah Board of Oil, Gas and Mining
Attn: Julie Ann Carter
1594 North Temple
Salt Lake City, UT 84114
Filed VIA e-mail to juliecarter@utah.gov

cc: John Baza, Natasha Baliff

October 30,2019

e

Tony Hunter

FILED
ocT 3 0 2019

SE0RFTARY BOARD OF
OIL, GAS & MINING

Re : Informol Rulemaking
Cause No. RO&G 2017-01

Dear Ms. Carter,

Please file the attached twelve requests by interested persons for a formal hearing
in the pooling rulemaking referenced above. For your reference, the interested persons
are:

Tim Furlong, Ramona Garcia, Troy Wixom, Brad Wixom, Mark Wixom,
Bryon Wixom, Nathan Wixom, Natalee Lance, Lynn Wood, Reid
Lambert, Kruise Kemp and Sara Caya-Giltner.

The contents of this submission fulhlls the statutory requirement for scheduling a
formal public hearing on the rulemaking matter pursuant to Utah Code Ann. 63G-3-302
(3). Please feel free to contact me with any questions.

Very truly yours,

4;



The Utah Board of Oil, Gas and Mining
Attn: Julie Ann Carter
1594 North Temple
salt Lake ciry, uT 84114

Titea VIA US Mail and e-mail to juliecarter@utah.gov
RE: FormalRulemaking
Cause No. RO&G -2017-01

October 30,2019

Ladies and Gentlemen,

I write to request a formal hearing on the rule proposed in the above-referenced Cause.
Pursuant to Utah Code Ann. $ 63G-3-302 (2),1am an interested person submitting this request
not rnore than 15 days after the rule amendments proposed in this Cause were published on
October 15,2019 in the Utah State Bulletin as DAR File Nos. 44110 and 44 I I I .

I believe it is in the best interests of orderly proceeding to schedule the hearing required
by Utah Code Ann. $ 63G -3-302 (3) on or about November 20,2019. This date falls within the
mandated range of seven to thirty days after the date of written request, is after the cutoff for
written comments (November 15,2019), and does not conflict with the Thanksgiving holiday.

Thank you for your consideration of this matter.

Sincerely,

Name: Nn Tlr 4 F.r td r xoftt



The Utah Board of Oil, Gas and Mining
Attn: Julie Ann Carter
1594 North Temple
Salt Lake City, UT 84114

Filed VIA US Mail and e-mail to juliecarter@utah.gov
RE: Formal Rulemaking
Cause No. RO&G -2017-01

October 30,2A19

Ladies and Gentlemen,

I write to request a formal hearing on the rule proposed in the above-referenced Cause.
Pursuant to Utah Code Ann. $ 63G-3-302 (2),I am an interested person submitting this request
not more than 15 days after the rule amendments proposed in this Cause were published on October
15 ,2019 in the Utah State Bulletin as DAR File Nos. 44110 and 44lll .

I believe it is in the best interests of orderly proceeding to schedule the hearing required by
Utah Code Ann. $ 63G -3-302 (3) on or about November 20,2019. This date falls within the
mandated range of seven to thirty days after the date of written request, is after the cutoff for
written comrnents (November 15,2019), and does not conflict with the Thanksgiving holiday.

Thank you for your consideration of this matter

Sincerely

: -,,:)
J^ "> "rt'-"*-j

J#. ' ':

Printed Name: {4K & i fi.r /,X c r*1



The Utah Board of Oil, Gas and Mining
Attn: Julie Ann Carter
1594 North Temple
Salt Lake City, UT 84114

Filed VIA US Mail and e-mail to juliecarter@utah.gov

RE: Formal Rulemaking
Cause No. RO&G -2017-0I

October 30,2019

Ladies and Gentlemen,

I write to request a formal hearing on the rule proposed in the above-referenced Cause.
Pursuant to Utah Code Arur. $ 63G-3-302 (2),I am an interested person submitting this request
not more than 15 days after the rule amendments proposed in this Cause were published on October
15,2019 in the Utah State Bulletin as DAR File Nos. 44110 and 44lll.

I believe it is in the best interests of orderly proceeding to schedule the hearing required by
Utah Code Ann. $ 63G -3-302 (3) on or about November 20,2019. This date falls within the
mandated range of seven to thirty days after the date of written request, is after the cutoff for
witten comments Q.lovember 15,2019), and does not conflict with the Thanksgiving holiday.

Thank you for your consideration of this matter

Sincerely,

Vrj,asrj

Printed Name:



The Utah Board of Oil, Gas and Mining
Attn: Julie Ann Carter
1594 North Temple
$alt Lake City, UT 84114

Filed VIA US Mail and e-mail to juliecarter@utah.gov
RE: Formal Rulemaking
Cause No. RO&G -2017-01

October 30,2019

Ladies and Gentlemen,

I write to request a formal hearing on the rule proposed in the above-referenced Cause.
Pursuant to Utah Code Arur. $ 63G-3-302 (2),I am an interested person submitting this request
not more than 15 days after the rule amendments proposed in this Cause were published on October
15,2019 in the Utah State Bulletin as DAR File Nos. 44110 and 44lll.

I believe it is in the best interests of orderly proceeding to schedule the hearing required by
Utah Code Ann. $ 63G -3-302 (3) on or about November 20,2019. This date falls within the
mandated range of seven to thirty days after the date of written request, is after the cutoff for
written comments Q.{ovember 15,2019), and does not conflict with the Thanksgiving holiday.

Thank you for your consideration of this matter

Sincerely,

Name Nrf,"tee lavq



The Utah Board of Oil, Gas and Mining
Attn: Julie Ann Carter
1594 North Temple
Salt Lake Ciry, UT 84114

Filed VIA US Mail and e-mail to juliecarler@utah.gov
RE: Formal Rulemaking
Cause No. RO&G -2017-01

October 30,2019

Ladies and Gentlemen,

I write to request a formal hearing on the rule proposed in the above-referenced Cause.
Pursuant to Utah Code Ann. $ 63G-3-302 (2),1 am an interested person submitting this request
not more than 15 days after the rule amendments proposed in this Cause were published on October
15,2019 in the Utah State Bulletin as DAR File Nos. 441rc and 44111.

I believe it is in the best interests of orderly proceeding to schedule the hearing required by
Utah Code Ann. $ 63G -3-302 (3) on oraboutNovember 20,2019. This date falls withinthe
mandated range of seven to thirty days after the date of written request, is after the cutoff for
written comments (Novernber 15,2019), and does not conflict with the Thanksgiving holiday.

Thank you for your consideration of this matter.

Sincerely

Pri N
f.crd t{. t tngs^tr
5 rnov?, t l[*w 

^r' , 0 'C '



The Utah Board of Oil, Gas and Mining
Attn: Julie Ann Carter
1594 North Temple
Salt Lake City, UT 841t4

Filed VIA US Mail and e-mail to juliecarter@utah.gov

RE: Formal Rulemaking
Cause No. RO&G -2017-01

October 30,2019

Ladies and Gentlemen,

I write to request a formal hearing on the rule proposed in the above-referenced Cause.
Pursuant to Utah Code Ann. $ 63G-3-302 (2),I am an interested person submitting this request
not more than 15 days after the rule amendments proposed in this Cause were published on October
15,2079 in the Utah State Bulletin as DAR File Nos. 44110 arrd44lll.

I believe it is in the best interests of orderly proceeding to schedule the hearing required by
Utah Code Ann. $ 63G -3-302 (3) on or aboutNovember 2A,2019. This date falls withinthe
mandated range of seven to thirty days after the date of written request, is after the cutoff for
written comments Qrlovember 15,2019), and does not conflict with the Thanksgiving holiday.

Thank you for your consideration of this matter

Sincerely,

PrintedName: fu/4nr< w/x. t't1



The Uah Board of Oil, Gas and Mining

Atfr: JulieAnn Carter

1594 Norttr TemPle

Salt Lake CitY, UT 84114

Filed VIA US Mail and e'mail to juliecartet@utah'gov
RE: FormalRulemaking
CauseNo. RO&G -2017'01

October 30,2019

Ladies and Gentleme&

I rrnite to request a formal hearing on the rule proposed in the above-referenced Cause'

Pusuant to Utah CoAe enn. $ 63G-3-302 Q),I am an interested person submitting this request
not more than 15 days after the rule arnendments proposed in this Cause weie published on October
15,2019 in the Utah State Bulletin as DAR File Nos. 44110 and 441 1 1 .

I believe it is in the best interests of orderly proceeding to schedule the hearing required by
Utah Code Ann. $ 63G -3-3W (3) on or about November 20,2019. This date falls within the
mandated range of seven to thirty days after the date of wriften requesf is after the cutoff for
unitten comments (November 15,2019>,and does not conflict with the Thar*sgiving holiday.

Thank you for yoru consideration of this matter.

Sincerely t

Printed Name:
KKREP, LLC

3
Kruise B. Kemp, President



The Utah Board of Oil, Gas and Mining
Attn: Julie Ann Carter
1594 North Temple
Salt Lake Ciry, UT 84114

Filed VIA US Mail and e-mail to juliecarter@utah.gov
REr Formal Rulemaking
Cause No. RO&G -2017-01

October 30,2019

Ladies and Gentlemen,

I write to request a formal hearing on the rule ptoposed in the above-referenced Cause.

Pursuant to Utah Code Ann. $ 63G-3-302 (2),I am an interested person submitting this request
not more than 15 days after the rule amendments proposed in this Cause were published on
October 15,2019 in the Utah State Bulletin as DAR File Nos. 44110 and 44111.

I believe it is in the best interests of order'ly proceeding to schedule the hearing required
by Utah Code Ann. $ 63C -3-302 (3) on or about November 20,2019. This date falls within the
mandated range of seven to thirty days after the date of written rcquest, is after the cutoff for
written comments Q.iovember 15,2019), and does not conflict with the Thanksgiving holiday,

Thank you for yow consideration of this matter.

Sincerely,

PrintedName: Tt,,*-*rr5" fvvz_t-ov/ l*^

[tl'{-"o* 'r]eu,rr*f
-S*, ? . GU vrt-o r.Jfr* Co .



The Utah Board of Oil, Gas and Mining
Attn: Julie Ann Carter
1594 North Temple
Sait Lake City, UT 84114

Filed VIA US Mail and e-mail to juliecarter@utah.gov
RE: Formal Rulemaking
CauseNo. RO&G -2017-01

October 30,2019

Ladies and Gentlemen,

I write to request a formal hearing on the rule proposed in the above-referenced Cause.

Pursuant to Utah Code Ann. $ 63G-3-302 (2),I am an interested person submitting this request
not more than 15 days after the rule amendments proposed in this Cause were published on
October 15,2019 in the Utah State Bulletin as DAR File Nos. 441rc and44ll1,.

I believe it is in the best interests of ordetly proceeding to schedule the hearing required
by Utah Code Ann. $ 63G -3-302 (3) on or aboutNovember 20,2A19. This date falls wilhinthe
mandated r€tnge of seven to thirty days after the date of written request, is after the cutoff for
written comments (November 15,2019), and does not conflict with the Thanksgiving holiday.

Thank you for your oonsideration of this matter.

Sincerely

At rv'vr:r,t
n

4-{*. L4 4_
Printed Name: Roru*r-, ^* €. G* .*^_'

AHor-



The Utah Board of Oil, Gas and Mining
Athr: Julie Ann Carter
1594 North Temple
Salt take City, UT 84114

Filed VIA US Mail and e-mail to juliecarter@utah.gov
RE: Folmal Rulemaking
CauseNo. RO&G -2017-0I

October 30, 2019

Ladies and Gentlemen,

I write to request a formai hearing on the rule proposed in the above-referenced Cause.

Pursuant to Utah Code Ann. $ 63G-3-302 Q),I am an interested person submitting this request
not more than i5 days after the rule amendments proposed inthis Cause were published on October
75,2A19 in the Utah State Bulletin as DAR File Nos. 44110 and 44J,1,1.

I believe it is in the best interests of orderly proceeding to schedule the hearing requiredby
Utah Code Ann. $ 63G -3-302 (3) on or about November 20,20L9. This date falls within the

mandated range of seven to thirty days after the date of written request, is after the cutoff for
written comments Qrlovember 15,2019), and does not conflict with the Thanksgiving holiday.

Thanlcyou for your consideration of this matter.

Printed Narne:



The Utah Board of Oil, Gas and Mining
Attn: Julie Ann Carter
1594 North Temple
salt Lake ciry, uT 84114

Filed VIA US Mail and e-mail to juliecarter@utah.gov

RE: Formal Rulemaking
Cause No. RO&G -2017-01

October 30,2019

Ladies and Gentlemen,

I write to request a formal hearing on the rule proposed in the above-referenced Cause.
Pursuant to Utah Code Ann. $ 63G-3-302 Q),7 am an interested person submitting this request
not more than 15 days after the rule amendments proposed in this Cause were published on
october 15,2019 in the utah state Bulletin as DAR File Nos. 44110 and 44111.

I believe it is in the best interests of orderly proceeding to schedule the hearing required
by Utah Code Ann. $ 63G -3-302 (3) on or about November 20,20L9. This date falls within the
mandated range of seven to thirty days after the date of written request, is after the cutoff for
written comments Q.{ovember 15,2019), and does not conflict with the Thanksgiving holiday.

Thank you for your consideration of this matter.

PrintedName:

S



The Utah Board of Oil, Gas and Mining
Attn: Julie Ann Carter
1594 North Temple
Salt Lake City, UT 84114

Filed VIA US Mail and e-mail to juliecarter@utah.gov
RE: Formal Rulemaking
CauseNo. RO&G -2017-01

October 30,2019

Ladies and Gentlemen,

I write to request a formal hearing on the rule proposed in the above-referenced Cause.
Pursuant to Utah Code Ann. $ 63G-3-302 (2),I am an interested person submitting this request
not more than 15 days after the rule amendments proposed in this Cause were published on October
15,2019 in the Utah State Bulletin as DAR File Nos. 44110 and 44lll.

I believe it is in the best interests of orderly proceeding to schedule the hearing required by
Utah Code Arm. $ 63G -3-302 (3) on or about November 20,2019. This date falls within the
mandated range of seven to thirty days after the date of written request, is after the cutoff for
written comments Qrlovember 15,2019), and does not conflict with the Thanksgiving holiday.

Thank you for your consideration of this matter

Sincerely,

Printed N

'1"€0q tn/ tY 0rvl



FILED
NOv 13 20lE

SEcRETARY BOARD OF
OIL, GAS & MINING

BEFORE THE BOARD OF OIL, GAS AND MINING
DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES

STATE OF UTAH

ORDER SUA SPONTE SPECIFYINC
HOW DOCKETED MATTERS WILL

BE DESIGNATED UPON ENTRY
INTO FORMAL RULEMAKING

Docket No.2017-013

Cause No. RO&G-2017-01

Under the Board of Oil, Gas & Mining's ('oBoard") inherent and/or express authority to

manage and/or administer its docket in an efficient mannerl, the Board wishes to provide notice as

to how the informal rulemaking processes subject to the above-captioned matter - namely

compulsory pooling, horizontal drilling, and operatorship rulemaking - will be docketed once the

informal process concludes2 and the Board determines the proposed rules are ripe for formal

rulemaking.

NOW THEREFORE, the Board, being fully advised in the premises, and pursuant to its

inherent and express jurisdiction over these matters as specified by Utah Code $ 40-6-1 et. seq.,

issues its Order, sua sponte, as follows:

I See generally Utah Code $$ 63G-4-102(4) and 63G-3-301(3).
2 The proposed rules involving compulsory and/or forced pooling have already entered formal rulemaking per Order
from the Board. The Board has directed the Division of Oil, Gas and Mining ("DOGM") to initiate informal
rulemaking on operatorship and horizontal drilling, which informal processes will be conducted by the Division and

govemed by forthcoming scheduling orders issued by the Board.

IN THE MATTER OF INFORMAL
RULEMAKING ASSOCIATED WITH
THE 2017 AND 2018 LEGISLATIVE
AMENDMENTS CONCERNING
FORCED POOLING AND THE NEED
TO INITIATE RULEMAKING ON
OTHER EMERGING MATTERS
INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,
RULEMAKING ON OPERATORSHIP
DESIGNATION



ORDER

IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED:

1. With respect to rulemaking involving forced and/or compulsory pooling, the caption shall

read: ooIN THE MATTER OF FORMAL RULEMAKING ASSOCIATED WITH

THE 2017 AND 2018 LEGISLATIVE AMENDMENTS CONCERNING FORCED

POOLING." The Docket Number shall be identified andlor filed under: "Docket No.

2017-013-A." The Cause Number shall be identif,red and/or filed under "Cause No.

RO&G-2017-01"-A";

2. With respect to rulemaking involving horizontal drilling, after the Board determines this

set of proposed rules are ripe for the formal rulemaking process as established by the Utah

Rulemaking Act3, the caption shall read: "IN THE MATTER OF FORMAL

RULEMAKING ASSOCIATED WITH HORIZONTAL AND/OR DIRECTIONAL

DRILLING AND RELATED MATTERS." The Docket Number shall be identified

and/or filed under: "Docket No. 2017-013-8." The Cause Number shall be identified

andlor filed under: "Cause No. RO&G 2017-01-8."

3. With respect to rulemaking involving operatorship, after the Board determines this set of

proposed rules are ripe for the formal rulemaking process as established by the Utah

Rulemaking Act, the caption shall read: "IN THE MATTER OF OPERATORSHIP

DESIGNATION AND/OR RELATED MATTERS." The Docket Number shall be

2

3 utah code S 63G-3-lo1 et. seq.



identified and/or filed under "Docket No. 2017-013-C." The Cause Number shall be

identified and/or filed under: "Cause No. RO&G 2017-01-C."

4. The Board retains exclusive and continuing jurisdiction of all matters covered by this Order

and of all parties affected thereby; specifically, the Board retains and reserves exclusive

and continuing jurisdiction to make further orders as appropriate and authorized by statute

and applicable regulations.

The Chairman's signature on a facsimile copy of this Order shall be deemed the equivalent of

a signed original for all purposes.

ENTERED this 13th day of November, 2019.

STATE OF UTAH
BOARD OF OIL, GAS AND MINING

J. Gill Jr

J



Rulemaking Comments before the 
Utah Board of Oil, Gas and Mining

Anthony T. Hunter, Esq.
November 25, 2019



• SPACE: Utah Code Ann.§ 40-6-6 (1), (6), (7)
– Establishes correlative rights in a pool

• ELECT: Utah Code Ann.§ 40-6-2 (4), (11)
– Provide notice of intent to develop and an opportunity to 

participate

• POOL: Utah Code Ann.§ 40-6-6.5 (2)
– Compel joinder in production of resources, subject to risk 

penalty

• DRILL: Utah Code Ann.§ 40-6-6.5 (4)
– Prevent waste by developing otherwise stranded 

resources

The Pooling Process



• U.S. Supreme Court upheld Oklahoma’s conservation 
statute in 1939.
– “It is admitted that the Commission made its findings and order after 

due hearing.” Patterson v. Stanolind Oil & Gas Co., 305 U.S. 376, 
379 (1939).

• Utah Supreme Court has signed off as well
– Bennion, Hegarty, Cowling, SAM Oil, Furlong

• In every case, the importance of a hearing on the evidence 
is made known

• And the authority of the Board to impose rules is reviewed

Constitutional Underpinning



• “In short, under the Act, it is not possible to ascertain a 
landowners' correlative rights until the Board acquires the 
necessary data in a formal hearing, makes findings of fact, 
and enters a spacing and drilling unit order.” Cowling v. 
UBOGM, 830 P.2d 220, 226 (Utah 1991).

• “In its conclusions of law, the Board found that "as a rule," a 
party who joins a unit subsequent to the commencement of 
a well would be subject to a nonconsent penalty. The Board 
cites no authority on this point, and we are not aware of 
any. We therefore think the Board's statement that this is a 
general rule is too broad.” In the Matter of SAM Oil Inc., 817 
P.2d 299, 304 (Utah 1991).

Constitutional Underpinning



• “Although the Board’s order clears the substantial 
evidence bar in this instance, a more complicated 
case or one with more varied challenges could 
present a horse of a different color.” JP Furlong 
Co. v. UBOGM, 2018 UT 22 at Footnote 8.

• The administrative record built at a formal hearing 
is key to determining the rights of the parties and 
ensuring that due process is followed.

Constitutional Underpinning



Statutory Changes

• 2015
– Multiple wells per pool at drilling unit formation

• Removes any effective restriction on pool size

• 2017
– Took out notice “in advance” of drilling requirement

– Required the Utah Board of Oil, Gas and Mining to figure out timing and what “consent” 
means

– Retroactive spacing is now codified (was a court precedent) – if no one objects 

– Retroactive pooling is now codified – if no one objects

• If you had notice, you’re on the hook

• 2018
– Retroactive pooling is allowed over an objection if “inequitable conduct” is found.

– Non-consent status is applied to all subsequent wells in a drilling unit unless Board action 
taken by the non-consenting owner



• Imposing contractual liability for Non-
Operators

• Extending that liability to all operations in the 
spacing unit

• Restricting opportunity to protest the 
imposition of that liability

• Expanding the scope of liability beyond what 
is expressly allowed in the pooling statute

UPA’s Issues



• An AFE plus and Election Letter does not 
make a contract

• The pooling statute operates on a per-well 
basis

• A non-operator’s “day in court” is a 
constitutional right

• A JOA must not only be “just and 
reasonable” but also not exceed the bounds 
of the Board’s authority

UPA’s Obstacles



• Operators want non-operators “on the hook” prior to holding 
a hearing

• The way it’s currently written, maybe there will never be 
one 

• Proposed R649-2-8a (3.3)
– “If neither (3.1) or (3.2) timely occurs [ i.e. within 60 days of an 

objection to the JOA which must come within 30 days of the election 
letter], then the actual costs incurred will be deemed by the board as 
just and reasonable, and the terms of the JOA as proposed by the 
operator in the Notice of Opportunity to Participate will be deemed by 
the board to govern as between the operator and the owner in any 
subsequent hearing before the board.”

• Once 90 days has gone past, the Operator has no need to 
hold a compulsory pooling hearing. The result is a foregone 
conclusion.

Imposing Contractual Liability



• Maintain meaningful separation between the two statutes

– Already eroded to a great extent by the multiple well 
amendments

– That erosion done legislatively – not via regulation

• Wording of the statutory change supports this interpretation

– Operates on “subsequently drilled wells in the drilling 
unit” – Utah Code Ann. § 40-6-6.5 (12)

– Not simply “the drilling unit”

• Same Argument made by Newfield in their Response to 
Axia in Docket No. 2017-010 
– The 2018 change in the statute doesn’t alter the analysis

– The “default” rule may be to apply the JOA to subsequent wells, but 
only if everyone “defaults”

– Testimony at the State house supports this

Spacing Unit v. Well-by-Well



• “No state shall make or enforce any law which shall abridge 
the privileges or immunities of citizens of the United States; 
nor shall any state deprive any person of life, liberty, or 
property, without due process of law; nor deny to any 
person within its jurisdiction the equal protection of the 
laws.”
– U.S. Const., Amend. XIV, § 1

• No person shall be deprived of life, liberty or property, 
without due process of law. 
– Utah Const., Article 1, § 7

Right to a Hearing



• “All courts shall be open, and every person, for an injury 
done to him in his person, property or reputation, shall have 
remedy by due course of law, which shall be administered 
without denial or unnecessary delay; and no person shall 
be barred from prosecuting or defending before any tribunal 
in this State, by himself or counsel, any civil cause to which 
he is a party.”
– Utah Const., Art. 1, § 11

• “Excessive bail shall not be required; excessive fines shall 
not be imposed; nor shall cruel and unusual punishments 
be inflicted.”
– Utah Const., Art. 1, § 9

– Comment Letter by Mr. Gunnell referenced the U.S. Constitution Eighth Amendment

– More research is required

Right to a Hearing



• “Each pooling order shall provide for the payment of just 
and reasonable costs incurred in the drilling and operating 
of the drilling unit, including: the costs of drilling, 
completing, equipping, producing, gathering, transporting, 
processing, marketing, and storage facilities; reasonable 
charges for the administration and supervision of 
operations; and other costs customarily incurred in the 
industry.”
– Utah Code Ann. § 40-6-6.5 (4)(a)(i)

• What did the Legislature mean by “customarily incurred?”
– “…surface equipment beyond the wellhead connections, including stock tanks, 

separators, treaters, pumping equipment, and piping…”

– “…staking the location, wellsite preparation, rights-of-way, rigging up, drilling, 
reworking, recompleting, deepening or plugging back, testing, and completing, and the 
cost of equipment in the well to and including the wellhead connections.”

– Utah Code Ann. § 40-6-6.5 (4)(d)(i) – costs recoverable under non-consent penalty

Scope of the Statute



• Testimony in last month’s Forced Pooling hearing

• Ms. Leslie Gadd and Mr. Taryn Frenzel of Axia Energy II, 
LLC

Scope of the Statute



• NYMEX price for Henry Hub delivery

• https://www.oilsandsmagazine.com/energy-statistics/oil-and-gas-
prices

Scope of the Statute



• Green line indicates $1.15 / MCF charge in (L)(2)(A)(i) and 
recovery of Kinder Morgan “pass on” of about $1.15

Scope of the Statute



• Testimony in last month’s Forced Pooling hearing

• Ms. Leslie Gadd and Mr. Taryn Frenzel of Axia Energy II, 
LLC

Scope of the Statute



• Green line indicates $1.15 / MCF charge in (L)(2)(A)(i) and 
recovery of Kinder Morgan “pass on” of about $1.15

• It’s a capital cost recovery, owned by Axia, paid for by non-
operators. See Docket No. 2017-010.

Scope of the Statute



• Bottom Line: There is already law that takes care of the 
UPA’s Issues

• No statutory non-consent penalty
– But Unit Operating Agreements contain it on the “standard” form

– See Rocky Mountain Unit Operating Agreement, Form 2 (Divided 
Interest) February, 1980 (Page 10A Revised 1985) at Article 12.4.

• Requires Unit Agreement approval by 70% of the working 
interest owners and 70% of the royalty (i.e. mineral) interest 
owners to qualify for compulsory unitization
– But pooling requests are typically 90%+ voluntarily pooled by the 

time of the hearing – 90% of the working interest

– Requires assent of the mineral owners to the Unit Agreement as well 
due to long term impact

Scope of the Statute



• The Unitization Statute
– “An agreement for [traditional unit concepts OR] for carrying on any 

other methods of unit or cooperative development or operation of a 
field or pool or a part of either, is authorized and may be 
performed…” Utah Code Ann. § 40-6-7 (1).

– “The board may hold a hearing to consider the need for the operation 
as a unit of one or more pools or parts of them in a field.” Utah Code 
Ann. § 40-6-8 (1).

• Comment Letter by Geopinion
– Unitization would expressly permit commingling of pools

– Spacing “up to 9 potential horizontal targets and going on further to 
identify 6 primary targets with petrophysical models identifying frac
zone height and zone frac boundaries” is problematic 

– Pooling requires – as a fundamental axiom – that “a” common source 
of supply be drained by “one” well.

Statutory Solution



• a provision providing how the costs of unit operations, including capital investments, shall be 
determined 

• a provision providing a procedure for the unit production allocated to an owner who does not pay the 
share of the cost of unit operations charged to such owner, or the interest of such owner, to be sold 
and the proceeds applied to the payment of such costs. 

• The operator of the unit shall have a first and prior lien for costs incurred pursuant to the plan of 
unitization upon each owner's oil and gas rights and his share of unitized production to secure the 
payment of such owner's proportionate part of the cost of developing and operating the unit area. 

• For such purposes any nonconsenting owner shall be deemed to have contracted with the unit 
operator for his proportionate part of the cost of developing and operating the unit area. 

• A transfer or conversion of any owner's interest or any portion of it, however accomplished, after the 
effective date of the order creating the unit, shall not relieve the transferred interest of the 
operator's lien on said interest for the cost and expense of unit operations;

• a provision, if necessary, for carrying or otherwise financing any owner who elects to be carried 
or otherwise financed, allowing a reasonable interest charge for such service payable out of such 
owner's share of the production;

• a provision for the supervision and conduct of the unit operations, in respect to which each owner 
shall have a percentage vote corresponding to the percentage of the costs of unit operations 
chargeable against the interest of the owner;

• the designation of a unit operator.

• Utah Code Ann. 40-6-8 (3) (e), (f), (g), and (j).

Statutory Solution



• Acts as a contract between non-consenting 
owners and operator

• Encompasses charges for all “things and 
services of value.”

• Gives a statutory approval threshold to 
impose contractual liability on holdouts

• Broader scope of authority to develop 
resources at scale

Statutory Solution



• Delete it

R649-2-8a



• Start with the statutory language that a “consenting owner” 
under Utah law has one duty: consent and agree to drill a 
well. 

– An owner is not required to execute a JOA in order to 
consent to a well.

– Legislature would have said so, 

– Instead, they gave the Board the authority to impose one

– Owner is not required to pay up front
• This goes beyond manifestation of agreement

• This is performance

• Which has not yet been mandated via pooling order

R649-2-9



• The content of the JOA is a make-or-break 
decision for a non-operator. 

– Can make a good well into a bad one with 
“wrong” terms 

• “Article XVI” in the 1989 version of Form 610

• Bespoke provisions in the 2015 Form 610 (which 
still says 1989 on the cover). See Cause No. 2018-
017, Exhibit F.

• Authority exists in the “standard” JOA to recover 
expenses related to gas transportation and water 
disposal

• Special provisions require extra scrutiny

R649-2-9 (cont’d)



• Undisclosed affiliate relationships facilitate 
the operation of “wrong” provisions.
– Comment Letter submitted by Reid Lambert 

– Comment Letter submitted by Gayle McKeachnie

– The costs of the well should be born by all parties 
equally.

– If predictable rates of return are made from disposing of 
salt water or by gathering gas, these companies are 
oilfield service companies masquerading as operators.

– They are not utilities, whose regulated monopoly status 
entitles them to a ROR on capital expenses

R649-2-9 (cont’d)



• There is only one edge on the sword. 

– Comment Letter submitted by Reid Lambert

– There “may be an incentive” to skimp on locating owners 

– If the owners can’t be located, how is a minimum risk 
penalty an incentive to hold out? 

– Presumably, if they are truly unlocatable, they have no 
idea that they have the opportunity to lease or participate

– Following clause should be added

2. If the Board determines that an Owner is a Nonconsenting 
owner under Subsection 1, then the Board shall not impose a 
nonconsent penalty greater than the minimum allowed under Utah 
Code Ann. § 40-6-6.5 (4)(d)(i)(D).

R649-2-9a



• A reporting requirement is needed to ensure that the 
penalty amount is being accounted for in a proper fashion, 
pursuant to Utah Code Ann. § 40-6-6.5 (8).

• ONLY geological and technical evidence is properly 
considered in assessing a risk penalty. 

R649-2-9b.  Imposition of Statutory Risk Compensation Award.

1. In determining the level of any risk compensation award imposed within the 
range of 150% to 400% specified in Utah Code § 40-6-6.5(4)(d)(i)(D), the board may consider, among 
other factors, the geologic and engineering uncertainties and difficulties in drilling the well, and the 
availability of information from prior drilling and development in the area, and the costs of the well, 
and the risk compensation award in the JOA reached through arm’s length negotiations between 
parties in the drilling unit.  The Board shall not consider evidence of general business risk, economic 
conditions, time to payout, title or ownership issues, legal risk or any of the terms of any current or 
proposed JOA for the drilling unit in awarding risk compensation.

2. When a risk compensation award is granted, the final order of the Board shall require the 
Operator to provide the nonconsenting Owners with a quarterly payout statement regarding the status 
of the wells, including an itemized report of drilling, operation, and completion expenses and revenues 
applied to offset them.

R649-2-9b



• Proposing only minor change to Subsection 1.3

• Affidavit of Tim Furlong establishes difficulties of out-of-
state service

1.3.  Within 30 days of the mailing receipt of the motion, no party 
has filed any objection to the motion to modify the initial board 
order to apply to the subsequently drilled well in the drilling unit, 
including without limitation objection to said party’s alleged 
nonconsent status, the applicable risk compensation percentage or 
the reasonableness of the actual costs incurred for the subsequently 
drilled well.

R649-2-13
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R649.  Natural Resources; Oil, Gas and Mining; Oil and Gas. 

R649-1.  Oil and Gas Definitions. 

R649-1-1.  Definitions. 

 "Authorized Agent" means a representative of the director as 

authorized by the board. 

 "Aquifer" means a geological formation including a group of 

formations or part of a formation that is capable of yielding a 

significant amount of water to a well or spring. 

 "Artificial Liner" means a pit liner made of material other 

than clay or other in-situ material and which meets the requirements 

of R649-9-3, Permitting of Disposal Pits. 

 “Authority for Expenditure” or “AFE” is a detailed written 

statement made in good faith by an operator memorializing of the 

total estimated costs to be incurred in the drilling, testing, 

completion and equipping of a well for oil and gas operations 

including a good faith estimate for any and all dry hole costs 

potentially attributable to the subject well. 

 "Barrel" means 42 (US) gallons at 60 degrees Fahrenheit at 

atmospheric pressure. 

 "Board" means the Board of Oil, Gas and Mining. 

 "Carrier, Transporter or Taker" means any person moving or 

transporting oil or gas away from a well or lease or from any pool. 

 "Casing Pressure" means the pressure within the casing or 

between the casing and tubing at the wellhead. 

 "Central Disposal Facility" means a facility that is used by 

one or more producers for disposal of exempt E and P wastes and for 

which the operator of the facility receives no monetary 

remuneration, other than operating cost sharing. 

 "Class II Injection Well" means a well that is used for: 

 1.  The disposal of fluids that are brought to the surface in 

connection with conventional oil or natural gas production and that 

may be commingled with wastewater produced from the operation of a 

gas plant that is an integral part of production operations, unless 

that wastewater is classified as a hazardous waste at the time of 

injection, or 

 2.  Enhanced recovery of oil or gas, or 

 3.  Storage of hydrocarbons that are liquids at standard 

temperature and pressure conditions. 

 "Closed System" means but is not limited to, the use of a 

combination of solids control equipment (i.e., shale shakers, 

flowline cleaners, desanders, desilters, mud cleaners, centrifuges, 

agitators, and necessary pumps and piping) incorporated in a series 

on the rig's steel mud tanks, or a self contained unit that 

eliminates the use of a reserve pit for the purpose of dumping and 

dilution of drilling fluids for the removal of entrained drill 

solids.  A closed system for the purpose of these rules may with 

Division approval include the use of a small pit to receive cuttings, 



but does not include the use of trenches for the collection of 

fluids of any kind. 

 "Coalbed Methane" means natural gas that is produced, or may 

be produced, from coalbeds and rock strata associated with the 

coalbed. 

 "Commercial Disposal Facility" means a disposal well, pit or 

treatment facility whose owner(s) or operator(s) receives 

compensation from others for the temporary storage, treatment, and 

disposal of produced water, drilling fluids, drill cuttings, 

completion fluids, and any other exempt E and P wastes, and whose 

primary business objective is to provide these services. 

 "Completion of a Well" means that the well has been adequately 

worked to be capable of producing oil or gas or that well testing 

as required by the division has been concluded. 

 "Confining Strata" refers to a body of material that is 

relatively impervious to the passage of liquids or gases and that 

occurs either below, above, or lateral to a more permeable material 

in such a way that it confines or limits the movement of liquids or 

gases that may be present. 

 "Correlative Rights" means the opportunity of each owner in a 

pool to produce his just and equitable share of the oil and gas in 

the pool without waste. 

 "Cubic Foot" of gas means the volume of gas contained in one 

cubic foot of space at a standard pressure base of 14.73 psia and a 

standard temperature base of 60 degrees Fahrenheit. 

 "Day" means a period of 24 consecutive hours. 

 "Development Wells" means all oil and gas producing wells other 

than wildcat wells. 

 "Director" means the executive and administrative head of the 

division. 

 "Disposal Facility" means an injection well, pit, treatment 

facility or combination thereof that receives E and P Wastes for 

the purpose of disposal.  This includes both commercial and 

noncommercial facilities. 

 "Disposal Pit" means a lined or unlined pit approved for the 

disposal and/or storage of E and P Wastes. 

 "Division" means the Division of Oil, Gas and Mining. 

 "Drilling Fluid" means a circulating fluid usually called mud, 

that is introduced in a drill hole to lubricate the action of the 

rotary bit, remove the drilling cuttings, and control formation 

pressures. 

 “Dry hole” means a completed well which is not producing and/or 

capable of producing oil and/or gas in paying quantities.   

 "E and P Waste" means Exploration and Production Waste, and is 

defined as those wastes resulting from the drilling of and 

production from oil and gas wells as determined by the Environmental 

Protection Agency (EPA), prior to January 1, 1992, to be exempt from 



Subtitle C of the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA). 

 "Emergency Pit" means a pit used for containing fluids at an 

operating well during an actual emergency or for a temporary period 

of time. 

 "Enhanced Recovery" means the process of introducing fluid or 

energy into a pool for the purpose of increasing the recovery of 

hydrocarbons from the pool. 

 "Enhanced Recovery Project" means the injection of liquids or 

hydrocarbon or non-hydrocarbon gases directly into a reservoir for 

the purpose of augmenting reservoir energy, modifying the properties 

of the fluids or gases in the reservoir, or changing the reservoir 

conditions to increase the recoverable oil, gas, or oil and gas 

through the joint use of two or more well bores. 

 "Entity" means a well or a group of wells that have identical 

division of interest, have the same operator, produce from the same 

formation, have product sales from a common tank, LACT meter, gas 

meter, or are in the same participating area of a properly designated 

unit. Entity number assignments are made by the division in 

cooperation with other state government agencies. 

 "Field" means the general area underlaid by one or more pools. 

 "Gas" means natural gas or natural gas liquids or other gas or 

any mixture thereof defined as follows: 

 1.  "Natural Gas" means those hydrocarbons, other than oil and 

other than natural gas liquids separated from natural gas, that 

occur naturally in the gaseous phase in the reservoir and are 

produced and recovered at the wellhead in gaseous form.  Natural 

gas includes coalbed methane. 

 2.  "Natural Gas Liquids" means those hydrocarbons initially 

in reservoir natural gas, regardless of gravity, that are separated 

in gas processing plants from the natural gas as liquids at the 

surface through the process of condensation, absorption, adsorption, 

or other methods. 

 3.  "Other Gas" means hydrogen sulfide (H2S), carbon dioxide 

(CO2), helium (He), nitrogen (N), and other nonhydrocarbon gases 

that occur naturally in the gaseous phase in the reservoir or are 

injected into the reservoir in connection with pressure maintenance, 

gas cycling, or other secondary or enhanced recovery projects. 

 "Gas-Oil Ratio" means the ratio of the number of cubic feet of 

natural gas produced to the number of barrels of oil concurrently 

produced during any stated period.  The term GOR is synonymous with 

gas-oil ratio. 

 "Gas Processing Plant" means a facility in which liquefiable 

hydrocarbons are removed from natural gas, including wet gas or 

casinghead gas, and the remaining residue gas is conditioned for 

delivery for sale, recycling or other use. 

 "Gas Well" means any well capable of producing gas in 

substantial quantities that is not an oil well. 



 "Ground Water" means water in a zone of saturation below the 

ground surface. 

 "Hearing" means any matter heard before the board or its 

designated hearing examiner. 

 "Horizontal Well" means a well bore drilled laterally at an 

angle of at least eighty (80) degrees to the vertical or with a 

horizontal projection exceeding one hundred (100) feet measured from 

the initial point of penetration into the productive formation 

through the terminus of the lateral in the same common source of 

supply. 

 "Illegal Oil or Illegal Gas" means oil or gas that has been 

produced from any well within the state in violation of Chapter 6 

of Title 40, or any rule or order of the board. 

 "Illegal Product" means any product derived in whole or in part 

from illegal oil or illegal gas. 

 "Incremental Production" means that part of production that is 

achieved from an enhanced recovery project that would not have 

economically occurred under the reservoir conditions existing before 

the project and that has been approved by the division as incremental 

production. 

 "Injection or Disposal Well" means any Class II Injection Well 

used for the injection of air, gas, water or other substance into 

any underground stratum. 

 "Interest Owner" means a person owning an interest (working 

interest, royalty interest, payment out of production, or any other 

interest) in oil or gas, or in the proceeds thereof. 

 “Joint Operating Agreement” or “JOA” is an agreement for 

the exploration, development and production  between or among 

interested parties for the operation of a tract or leasehold for 

oil, gas and/or other minerals between parties entitled to 

participate pursuant to the ownership of said minerals or 

leaseholds covering said minerals, which are subject to the 

contract area (which may be inclusive of a drilling unit) 

described therein.  owners to govern oil and gas operations, 

including designation of an operator, of a concurrently owned 

tract(s), leasehold(s) and/or drilling unit. 

 "Load Oil" means any oil or liquid hydrocarbon that is used in 

any remedial operation in an oil or gas well. 

 "Log or Well Log" means the written record progressively 

describing the strata, water, oil or gas encountered in drilling a 

well with such additional information as is usually recorded in the 

normal procedure of drilling including electrical, radioactivity, 

or other similar conventional logs, a lithologic description of 

samples and drill stem test information. 

 "Multiple Zone Completion" means a well completion in which 

two or more separate zones, mechanically segregated one from the 

other, are produced simultaneously from the same well. 



 “Notice of Opportunity to Participate” means the written 

notice of opportunity to participate in a well for oil and gas 

operations required by Utah Code §40-6-2(11) to be provided to an 

owner and which includes an offer to lease if the owner is an 

unleased owner, and an offer for the owner to directly participate 

financially, in proportion to the owner's interest in the drilling, 

testing, completion, equipping and operation of the subject well 

and which includes: (i)  the approximate surface and, bottom hole 

location of the subject well by county, township, range, section, 

quarter-quarter section or substantially equivalent lot, and 

footages from directional section lines; (ii) the proposed well 

name; (iii) the proposed total distance from the surface of the 

ground to the terminus measured along the vertical component and 

lateral componentsl if the well is a horizontal well; (iv) the 

proposed total depth; (v) the objective productive zone(s) and the 

approximate depth and locations of producing intervals in the 

borehole; (vi) the approximate date upon which the subject well 

was or will be spud; (vii) a joint operating agreement proposed in 

good faith by the operator for operation of the drilling unit upon 

which the subject well is to be drilled; (viii) an AFE for the 

subject well; (ix) a statement that a refusal to agree to either 

lease or participate in the subject well may result in the 

imposition of a statutory risk compensation award allowed under 

Utah Code § 40-6-6.5(4)(d)(i)(D) of between 150% and 400% as 

determined by the board; and (x) a statement that any initial 

compulsory pooling order may apply to subsequent wells within the 

drilling unit including, but not limited to, any statutory risk 

compensation award imposed under Utah law pursuant to Utah CodeCA 

§ 40-6-6.5(12). 

 "Oil" means crude oil or condensate or any mixture thereof, 

defined as follows: 

 1.  "Crude Oil" means those hydrocarbons, regardless of 

gravity, that occur naturally in the liquid phase in the reservoir 

and are produced and recovered at the wellhead in liquid form. 

 2.  "Condensate" means those hydrocarbons, regardless of 

gravity, that occur naturally in the gaseous phase in the reservoir 

that are separated from the natural gas as liquids through the 

process of condensation either in the reservoir, in the well bore 

or at the surface in field separators. 

 3.  "Oil and Gas" shall not include gaseous or liquid 

substances derived from coal, oil shale, tar sands or other 

hydrocarbons classified as synthetic fuel. 

 "Oil and Gas Field" means a geographical area overlying an oil 

and gas pool. 

 "Oil Well" means any well capable of producing oil in 

substantial quantities. 

 "Operator or Designated Agent" means the person who has been 



designated by the owners or the board to operate a well or unit. 

 "Owner" means the person who has the right to drill into and 

produce from a reservoir and to appropriate the oil and gas that he 

produces, either for himself or for himself and others. 

 "Person" means and includes any natural person, bodies politic 

and corporate, partnerships, associations and companies. 

 "Pit" means an earthen surface impoundment constructed to 

retain fluids and oil field wastes. 

 "Pollution" means such contamination or other alteration of 

the physical, chemical or biological properties of any waters of 

the state, or the discharge of any liquid, gaseous or solid substance 

into any waters of the state in such manner as will create a nuisance 

or render such waters harmful, detrimental or injurious to the 

public health, safety or welfare; to domestic, commercial, 

industrial, agricultural, recreational, or other legitimate 

beneficial uses; or to livestock, wild animals, birds, fish or other 

aquatic life. 

 "Pool" means an underground reservoir containing a common 

accumulation of oil or gas or both.  Each zone of a general structure 

that is completely separated from any other zone in the structure 

is a separate pool. "Common source of supply" and "reservoir" are 

synonymous with "pool." 

 "Pressure Maintenance" means the injection of gas, water or 

other fluids into a reservoir, either to increase or maintain the 

existing pressure in such reservoir or to retard the natural decline 

in the reservoir pressure. 

 "Produced Water" means water produced in conjunction with the 

conventional production of oil and/or gas. 

 "Producer" means the owner or operator of a well capable of 

producing oil or gas. 

 "Producing Well" means a well capable of producing oil or gas. 

 "Product" means any commodity made from oil and gas. 

 "Production Facilities" means all storage, separation, 

treating, dehydration, artificial lift, power supply, compression, 

pumping, metering, monitoring, flowline, and other equipment 

directly associated with oil wells, gas wells or injection wells, 

prior to any processing plant or refinery. 

 "Purchaser or Transporter" means any person who, acting alone 

or jointly with any other person, by means of his own, an affiliated, 

or designated carrier, transporter or taker, shall directly or 

indirectly purchase, take or transport by any means whatsoever, or 

who shall otherwise remove from any well or lease, oil or gas 

produced from any pool, excepting royalty portions of oil or gas 

taken in kind by an interest owner who is not the operator. 

 "Recompletion" means any completion in a new perforated 

interval or pool within an established wellbore and approved as a 

recompletion by the division. 



 "Refinery" means a facility, other than a gas processing plant, 

where controlled operations are performed by which the physical and 

chemical characteristics of petroleum or petroleum products are 

changed. 

 "Reserve Pit" means a pit used to retain fluid during the 

drilling, completion, and testing of a well. 

 "Seismic Operator" means a person who conducts seismic 

exploration for oil or gas, whether for himself or as a contractor 

for others. 

 "Shut-in Well" means a well that is completed, is shown to be 

capable of production in paying quantities, and is not presently 

being operated. 

 "Spud In" means the first boring of a hole in the drilling of 

a well by any type of rig. 

 "State" means the State of Utah. 

 "Stratigraphic Test or Core Hole" means any hole drilled for 

the sole purpose of obtaining geological information.  The general 

rules applicable to the drilling of a well will apply to the drilling 

of a stratigraphic test or core hole. 

 "Temporarily Abandoned Well" means a well that is completed, 

is shown not capable of production in paying quantities, and is not 

presently being operated. 

 "Temporary Spacing Unit" means a specified area of land 

designated by the board for purposes of determining well density 

and location.  A temporary spacing unit shall not be a drilling 

unit as provided for in U.C.A. 40-6-6, Drilling Units, and does not 

provide a basis for pooling the interest therein as does a drilling 

unit. 

 "Underground Source of Drinking Water" (or USDW) means a fresh 

water aquifer or a portion thereof that supplies drinking water for 

human consumption or that contains less than 10,000 mg/1 total 

dissolved solids and that is not an exempted aquifer under R649-5-

4. 

 "Waste" means: 

 1.  The inefficient, excessive or improper use or the 

unnecessary dissipation of oil or gas or reservoir energy. 

 2.  The inefficient storing of oil or gas. 

 3.  The locating, drilling, equipping, operating, or producing 

of any oil or gas well in a manner that causes reduction in the 

quantity of oil or gas ultimately recoverable from a reservoir under 

prudent and economical operations, or that causes unnecessary wells 

to be drilled, or that causes the loss or destruction of oil or gas 

either at the surface or subsurface. 

 4.  The production of oil or gas in excess of: 

 4.1.  Transportation or storage facilities. 

 4.2.  The amount reasonably required to be produced in the 

proper drilling, completing, testing, or operating of a well or 



otherwise utilized on the lease from which it is produced. 

 5.  Underground or above ground waste in the production or 

storage of oil or gas. 

 "Waste Crude Oil Treatment Facility" means any facility or site 

constructed or used for the purpose of wholly or partially 

reclaiming, treating, processing, cleaning, purifying or in any 

manner making non-merchantable waste crude oil marketable. 

 "Well" means an oil or gas well, injection or disposal well, 

or a hole drilled for the purpose of producing oil or gas or both. 

The definition of well shall not include water wells, or seismic, 

stratigraphic test, core hole, or other exploratory holes drilled 

for the purpose of obtaining geological information only. 

 "Well Site" means the areas that are directly disturbed during 

the drilling and subsequent use of, or affected by production 

facilities directly associated with any oil well, gas well or 

injection well. 

 "Wildcat Wells" means oil and gas producing wells that are 

drilled and completed in a pool in which a well has not been 

previously completed as a well capable of producing in commercial 

quantities. 

 "Working Interest Owner" means the owner of an interest in oil 

or gas burdened with a share of the expenses of developing and 

operating the property. 

 "Workover" means any operation designed to sustain, to restore, 

or to increase the production rate, the ultimate recovery, or the 

reservoir pressure system of a well or group of wells and approved 

as a workover, a secondary recovery, a tertiary recovery, or a 

pressure maintenance project by the division.  The definition shall 

not include operations that are conducted principally as routine 

maintenance or the replacement of worn or damaged equipment. 

 

KEY:  oil and gas law 

Date of Enactment or Last Substantive Amendment:  June 2, 1998 

Notice of Continuation:  August 26, 2016 

Authorizing, and Implemented or Interpreted Law:  40-6-1 et seq. 

 

 



R649.  Natural Resources; Oil, Gas and Mining; Oil and Gas. 

R649-2.  General Rules. 

R649-2-1.  Scope of Rules. 

 1.  The following general rules adopted by the board pursuant 

to Chapter 6 of Title 40 shall apply to all lands in the state in 

order to conserve the natural resources of oil and gas in the state, 

to protect human health and the environment, to prevent waste, to 

protect the correlative rights of all owners and to realize the 

greatest ultimate recovery of oil and gas. 

 2.  Special rules and orders have been and will be issued by 

the board when required and shall prevail as against the general 

rules and orders of the board if in conflict therewith. 

 3.  Exceptions to the general rules may also be granted by the 

director or authorized agent for good cause shown and shall prevail 

as against the general rules. 

 4.  No exceptions granted by the board, director, or authorized 

agent to the rules applicable to the Underground Injection Control 

Program will be effective without the consent of the federal 

Environmental Protection Agency. 

 

R649-2-2.  Application of Rules to Lands Owned or Controlled By the 

United States. 

 These general rules shall apply to all lands in the state 

including lands of the United States and lands subject to the 

jurisdiction of the United States to the extent lawfully subject to 

the state's power. 

 

R649-2-3.  Application of Rules to Unit Agreements. 

 1.  The board may suspend the application of the general rules 

or orders or any part thereof, with regard to any unit agreement 

approved by a duly authorized officer of the appropriate federal 

agency, so long as the conservation of oil or gas and the prevention 

of waste is accomplished thereby. 

 2.  Such suspension shall not relieve any operator from making 

such reports as are otherwise required by the general rules or 

orders, or as may reasonably be requested by the board or the 

division in order to keep the board and the division fully informed 

as to operations under such unit agreements. 

 

R649-2-4.  Designation of Agent or Operator. 

 1.  A designation of agent or operator shall be submitted to 

the division prior to the commencement of operations. 

 2.  A designation of agent or operator will, for purposes of 

the general rules and orders, be accepted as evidence of authority 

of agent to fulfill the obligations of the owner, to sign any 

required documents or reports on behalf of the owner, and to receive 

all authorized orders or notices given by the board or the division. 



 3.  All changes of address and any termination of the 

designated agent's or operator's authority shall be promptly 

reported in writing to the division, and in the latter case a 

designation of a new agent or operator shall be promptly made. 

 

R649-2-5.  Right to Inspect. 

 1.  The director or authorized agent shall have the right at 

all reasonable times to go upon and inspect any oil or gas properties 

and wells for the purpose of making any investigations or tests 

reasonably necessary to ensure compliance with the provisions of 

the statutes, the general rules and orders of the board or any 

special field rules and orders.  The director or authorized agent 

shall report any observed violation to the board. 

 2.  The documentation of off lease transportation of crude oil 

required by R649-2-6, Access to Records, shall be carried in the 

motor vehicle during transportation and shall be available for 

examination and inspection by the director or an authorized agent 

upon request. 

 

R649-2-6.  Access to Records. 

 1.  Any person who produces, operates, sells, purchases, 

acquires, stores, transports, refines, or processes oil or gas or 

who injects fluids for cycling, pressure maintenance, secondary or 

enhanced recovery, or disposal of salt water or oil field waste 

within the state, shall make and keep appropriate books and records 

covering histheir operations in the state from which hethey shall 

be able to make and substantiate all reports required by the board 

or the division. 

 1.1.  Such books and records, together with copies of all 

reports and notices submitted to the board or the division shall be 

kept on file and available for inspection by the director or an 

authorized agent at all reasonable times for a period of at least 

six years. 

 1.2.  The director or the authorized agent shall also have 

access to all pertinent well records wherever located. 

 2.  Each owner or operator shall permit the director or 

authorized agent at histheir sole risk and expense, in the absence 

of negligence on the part of the owner or operator, to come upon 

any lease, property or well operated or controlled by himthem; to 

inspect the records pertaining to and the manner of operation of 

such property or well; and to have access at all reasonable times 

to any and all records pertaining to such well.  All information so 

obtained by the director or authorized agent shall be kept 

confidential and shall be reported only to the division or its 

authorized agent, unless the owner or operator gives written 

permission to the director to release such information. 

 3.  All off lease transportation of oil by motor vehicle shall 



be accompanied by a run ticket or equivalent document. The 

documentation shall identify the name and address of the 

transporter, the name of the operator, the lease or facility from 

which the oil was taken, the date of removal, the API gravity of 

the oil, the calculated percentage of BS and W, the volume of oil 

or the opening and closing tank gauges or meter readings, and the 

destination of the oil. 

 

R649-2-7.  Naming of Oil and Gas Fields or Pools. 

 1.  The division shall name oil and gas fields or pools within 

the state in cooperation with a Fields Names Advisory Committee and 

with due regard and consideration for any recommendation from the 

owners or operators of such fields or pools. The Field Names Advisory 

Committee shall be composed of a representative of the United States 

Bureau of Land Management and representatives of appropriate state 

agencies and the oil and gas industry. 

 

R649-2-8.  Measurement of Production. 

 1.  The volume of oil production shall be computed in barrels 

of clean oil, on the basis of acceptable meter measurements, tank 

measurements, or with such greater accuracy as may be required by 

the division. Computations of the volume of oil production shall be 

subject to the following corrections: 

 1.1.  The gross volume of oil shall be corrected to exclude 

the entire volume of impurities not constituting a natural component 

part of the oil. 

 1.2.  The observed volume of oil after correction for 

impurities shall be further corrected to the standard volume at 60 

degrees Fahrenheit, in accordance with Table 6A of the API/ASTM D-

1250, Chapter 11.1, Manual of Petroleum Measurement (1980), or any 

revisions or supplements, or any alternative publication or tables 

approved by the division. 

 1.3.  The observed gravity of oil shall be corrected to the 

standard API gravity at 60 degrees Fahrenheit in accordance with 

Table 5A of API/ASTM, D-1250, Chapter 11.1, Manual of Petroleum 

Measurement (1980), or any revisions or supplements, or any 

alternative publication or tables approved by the division. 

 2.  All gas shall be measured by an orifice type meter unless 

otherwise authorized by the division. 

 2.1.  In computing the volumes of all gas produced, sold, or 

injected, the standard pressure base shall be 14.73 pounds per 

square inch absolute (psia), and the standard temperature base shall 

be 60 degrees Fahrenheit. 

 2.2.  All measurements of gas shall be adjusted by computation 

to these standards, regardless of the pressure and temperature at 

which the gas was actually measured, unless otherwise authorized by 

the division. 



 

R649-2-8a.  Consenting to Participate in a Well 

 1.  Except as provided in Subsection (2.1) below, an owner 

shall be determined by the board to be a “Nonconsenting owner” 

as defined in Utah Code §40-6-2(11) if, within 30 days from the 

date the Notice of Opportunity to Participate is received, the 

owner has failed to: 

 1.1.  Execute and deliver to the operator an executed AFE 

for the well; and 

 1.2.  Execute and deliver to the operator a JOA to govern 

the drilling and operation of the well and applicable drilling 

unit with the operator, and subject the owner to the risk 

compensation award under, the and other provisions of, Utah Code 

§40-6-6.5 as may be determined by the board. 

 2.  If, within 30 days from the date the Notice of Opportunity 

to Participate is received or such later date as provided for by 

the Notice of Opportunity to Participate, or by separate written 

agreement, an owner has delivered to the operator: 

 2.0.1.a)  An executed AFE, and 

 2.0.2.b)  Payment of its proportionate share of the dry hole 

costs represented in the applicable AFE’d cost, and 

 2.13  Failure of an owner to comply with the requirements of 

Subsection (2) shall result in the determination by the board that 

the owner is a Nnonconsenting owner and subject the owner to the 

risk compensation award under the, and other  provisions of,  Utah 

Code §40-6-6.5 as may be determined by the board and, in such an 

event, any dry hole costs AFE’d amount paid by the owner shall be 

refunded to the owner. 

 43.  An owner who complies with the requirements of 

Subsection (2) or an operator who in good faith rejects said 

owner’s proposed modifications/alternate provisions to the JOA, 

and who has also tendered their proportionate share of dry hole 

costs, may request that the board determine the terms of the JOA 

in accordance with the provisions of Utah Code § 40-6-6.5(2) as 

follows: 

 34.1.  If the operator has filed a Request for Agency Action 

for compulsory pooling of owners in the well and associated 

drilling unit has been filed, either the owner or the operator may 

move the board to determine the reasonableness of the costs charged 

and/or the terms of the JOA between the owner and operator as part 

of that proceeding, and 

 34.2.  If no Request for Agency Action has been filed for the 

compulsory pooling of owners in the well and associated drilling 

unit, then either the owner or the operator may file a Request for 

Agency Action within 60 days of the receipt by the operator of the 

owner’s written objections., the hearing upon which shall be 

limited to addressing the terms at issue of the JOA.  



34.3.  If neither (34.1) or (34.2) timely occurs, then the 

costs incurred will shall be deemed by the board as just and 

and the terms of the JOA as proposed by the operator in the Notice 

of Opportunity to Participate will shall be deemed by the board to 

govern as between the operator and the owner in any subsequent 

hearing before the board. 

 34.4.  If a hearing is held before the board regarding 

disputed provisions and/or terms of a JOA, the scope of the hearing 

shall be limited to addressing only the terms at issue within the 

proposed JOA.  Any the JOA as approved and adopted by the board 

shall include all undisputed terms and conditions of the JOA 

proposed by the operator and govern as between the operator and 

the owner. If the board determines the owner’s objections to the 

costs charged are justified, the operator shall apply the amounts 

over and above those found to be reasonable charges as a credit 

against the owner’s proportionate share of future operational 

expenses. 

 3.5.  Irrespective of any provisions contained in the 

proposed and/or approved JOA to the contrary, full payment of the 

objecting owner’s proportionate share of the amount represented in 

the applicable AFE, less any applicable credits, shall be tendered 

by the subject well’s spud dateArticles VII.A through D of the 

standard and unmodified A.A.P.L. Form 610-2015 Model Form 

Operating Agreement are deemed just and reasonable under all 

circumstances, and shall be adopted by the board in any JOA dispute 

under Subsection 4 above retroactively effective to the date the 

AFE is signed by the consenting owner(s) pursuant to Subsection 

(2) above; provided that, as to Article VII. D.3, the applicable 

“risk penalty” referred to therein shall be set by the board. If 

these provisions are contained in the JOA proposed by the operator 

without modification, any objection to them shall be summarily 

rejected by the board.   

 3.6.  In the event an owner fails to pay the proportionate 

share of the amount represented in the applicable AFE, less any 

 

R649-2-9. Refusal to Agree. 

 1.  An owner shall be deemed to have refused to agree to bear 

his proportionate share of the costs of the drilling and operation 

of a well under Section 40-6-6.5 if: 

 1.1.  The operator of the proposed well has, in good faith, 

attempted to reach agreement with such owner for the leasing of the 

owner's mineral interest or for that owner's voluntary participation 

in the drilling of the well. 

 1.2.  The owner and the operator have been unable to agree 

upon terms for the leasing of the owner's interest or for the owner's 

participation in the drilling of the well.  For purposes of Utah 

Code Sections 40-6-2(4) and -2(11), the consent and agreement 



required of an owner shall be manifested by the owner agreeing in 

writing, within thirty (30) days from the date the notice required 

by Utah Code Section 40-6-2(11) is received, to bear that owner's 

proportionate share of the costs of drilling, testing, completion, 

equipping and operation of the well. 

 2.1.  If the operator of the proposed welland owner negotiating 

in good faith shall fail to attempt, in good faith, fail to reach 

agreement with the owner for the leasing of that owner's mineral 

interest or for voluntary participation by that owner in the 

proposed well prior to the filing of a Request for Agency Action 

for involuntary compulsory pooling of interests in the drilling unit 

under Section 40-6-6.5 then, upon written request and after notice 

and hearing, the duly-noticed hearing on the Request for Agency 

Action for involuntary compulsory pooling may, at the discretion of 

the board or its designated hearing examiner, be delayed for a 

period not to exceed 30 days, to allow for continued good faith 

negotiations between the operator and the owner. 

 

R649-2-9a.  Notice to Unlocatable and Unidentified Owners. 

 1.  Either an owner who is not identifiable, but may claim 

ownership by, through, or under the estate of a deceased owner of 

record, or an owner who is not locatable, may be determined by the 

board to be a “Nnonconsenting owner” as defined by Utah Code § 40-

6-2(11) if: 

 1.1.  The operator, concurrent with the filing of a Request 

for Agency Action for compulsory pooling, files with the board an 

ex parte motion for notice by publication in a newspaper of general 

circulation in the county where the well is located for two (2) 

consecutive weeks prior to the hearing date, which motion shall be 

accompanied by a proposed form of such notice to be published, and 

an affidavit outlining in sufficient detail the operator’s 

reasonable diligent and good faith efforts to identify and locate 

such owners including at a minimum: 

 1.1.1.  A listing of all such owners; provided, if such owners 

are unknown, then identifying them as parties not already leased 

or participating in the well at issue and claiming by, through or 

under the estate of the deceased owner of record; 

 1.1.2.  The name, address, email address and telephone number 

of a contact person for the operator to respond to the notice; and 

 1.1.3.  All of the information set forth in Notice of 

Opportunity to Participate, but, in lieu of an AFE and a JOA, a 

statement that an AFE for the subject well and a proposed JOA 

agreement shall be provided by the operator to the owner if a 

response to the notice is received before the hearing. 

 1.2.  The board finds the operator has exercised such 

reasonable, diligent and good faith efforts to identify and locate 

such owners and further finds the proposed form of notice is 
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acceptable, and issues an order granting the motion, and proof of 

such publication is supplied by said newspaper publisher and filed 

with the board, and 

 1.3.  No response, either agreeing to lease or to otherwise 

participate in the subject well, is received by the operator from 

any such owner prior to the hearing. 

 

R649-2-9b.  Imposition of Statutory Risk Compensation Award. 

 In determining the level of any risk compensation award 

imposed within the range of 150% to 400% specified in Utah Code § 

40-6-6.5(4)(d)(i)(D), the board may consider, among other factors, 

the geologic and engineering uncertainties and difficulties in 

drilling the well, the availability of information from prior 

and/or current drilling and development in the area, and the unique 

and/or specified costs of the well.  

 

R649-2-10.  Notification of Lease Sale or Transfer. 

 The owner of a lease shall provide notification to any person 

with an interest in such lease, when all or part of that interest 

in the lease is sold or transferred. 

 

R649-2-11.  Confidentiality of Well Log Information. 

 1.  Well logs marked confidential shall be kept confidential 

for one year after the date on which the log is required to be filed 

with the division, unless the operator gives written permission to 

release the log at an earlier date. 

 2.  Information on a newly permitted well will be held 

confidential only upon receipt by the division of a written request 

from the owner or operator. 

 3.  The period of confidentiality may begin at the time the 

APD is submitted for approval if a request for confidentiality is 

received at that time. The information on the application itself 

will not be considered confidential. 

 4.  Information that shall be held confidential includes well 

logs, electrical or radioactivity logs, electromagnetic, 

electrical, or magnetic surveys, core descriptions and analysis, 

maps, other geological, geophysical, and engineering information, 

and well completion reports that contain such information. 

 5.  The owner or operator shall clearly mark documents as 

confidential.  Such marking shall be in red and be clearly visible. 

 6.  Confidential wells or information shall be reported 

separately from wells or information that is not in confidential 

status. 

 

R649-2-12.  Tests and Surveys. 

 1.  When deemed necessary or advisable the director or 

authorized agent can require that tests or surveys be made to 



determine the presence of waste of oil, gas, water, or reservoir 

energy; the quantity of oil, gas or water; the amount and direction 

of deviation of any well from the vertical; formation, casing, 

tubing, or other pressures; or any other test or survey deemed 

necessary to carry out the purposes of the Oil and Gas Conservation 

Act. 

 2.  Directional, deviation, and/or measurements-while-drilling 

(MWD) surveys must be run on horizontal wells and submitted in 

accordance with R649-3-21, Well Completion and Filing of Well Logs, 

as amended for horizontal wells. 

 

R649-2-13.  Application of a Compulsory Pooling Order to 

Subsequently Drilled Wells in a Drilling Unit. 

 1.  An initial board order compulsory pooling all interests 

in a drilling unit, including the terms and conditions of a JOA as 

adopted by the board, shall apply to any subsequently drilled well 

in the drilling unit as authorized under Utah Code § 40-6-6.5(12), 

subject to compliance with the following: 

 1.1.  The operator has filed with the board a motion to modify 

the initial order to apply its terms to an additional well in the 

drilling unit which sets forth by affidavit: 

 1.1.1.  The docket and cause numbers of said initial board 

order; 

 1.1.2.  The location, identification, and description of the 

well drilled to which the order is to apply; 

 1.1.3.  An identification of those owners who the operator 

asserts have not consented to participate in the subsequent well 

after having been provided a Notice of an Opportunity to 

Participate and failing to consent or make objections as allowed 

by R649-2-8a, and those owners who are either locatable, 

unlocatable, or cannot be identified; 

 1.1.4.  Certification that the operator has made reasonable 

efforts to locate and provide notice to the alleged Nnonconsenting 

owners which shall include: 

 1.1.4.1.  Copies of the written Notice of Opportunity to 

Participate sent to them together with a proof of service; or 

 1.1.4.2.  Proof of notice by publication as required by R649-

2-9a(1.2) if any such alleged Nnonconsenting owner is unlocatable 

or not identified. 

 1.1.5.  A statement that the average weighted landowner’s 

royalty for the drilling unit remains the same as that provided 

for in the initial board order or a calculation of the average 

weighted landowner’s royalty for the drilling unit at the time of 

commencement of the drilling of the subsequent well as provided in 

Utah Code §40-6-6.5(6); 

 1.1.6.  The anticipated costs of plugging the well; and 

 1.1.7.  The risk compensation award as determined by the 



board in the original order. 

 1.2.  The motion to modify the initial board order has been 

mailed by the operator, together with copies of the initial board 

order and a recitation of the provisions of Utah Code § 40-6-

6.5(12) and R649-2-8a to all such alleged nonconsenting owners, 

with a certification of service evidencing the same executed and 

filed with the board; and 

 1.3.  Within 30 days of the mailing of the motion, no party 

has filed any objection to the motion to modify the initial board 

order to apply to the subsequently drilled well in the drilling 

unit, including, without limitation, any objection to said party’s 

alleged nonconsent status, the applicable risk compensation 

percentage or the reasonableness of the actual costs incurred for 

the subsequently drilled well. 

 2.  Upon a written notice filed with the board stating that 

the foregoing conditions have been satisfied, the board may enter 

an order declaring its initial compulsory pooling order to be 

applicable to such subsequently drilled well, with the 

modifications for the matters addressed in the motion to modify 

the order. 

 3.  If an owner or other person with an interest affected by 

the motion shall have filed an objection within 30 days of the 

mailing of the motion to modify the order including, but not 

limited to, an objection to said person’s alleged nonconsent 

status, the applicable risk compensation percentage, or the 

reasonableness of the costs of the well, then the board shall set 

a time for a hearing in accordance with Rules of Practice Before 

the Board in R641-100 et. seq. 

 3.1.  The hearing shall be limited to the addressing the 

objections to the motion to modify the order as asserted by any 

party in the objections filed; 

 3.2.  The operator shall have the burden to satisfy the 

requirements of Utah Code §40-6-6.5 for the granting of the motion 

and the objecting owner shall have the burden of establishing the 

merit to its objections; and 

 3.3.  The board shall enter an order determining the 

application of the initial order to the subsequent well as tothe 

any party who filed objections, and how the initial order will 

apply to others who have not objected. 

 4.  If there are no objections made to the motion to modify 

the initial compulsory pooling order, the initial order shall apply 

to the subsequent well as requested. 

 5.  The terms of any JOA adopted by the board in an initial 

compulsory pooling order and applicable to any subsequent order 

may not be in the contravention of the provisions of Utah Code 

§40-6-6.5, including providing that an owner shall be entitled to 

receive Notice Of Opportunity to Participate in any subsequent 



well proposed in the drilling unit regardless of the owner’s prior 

consent or nonconsent status on a prior well in the drilling unit. 
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DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES

STATE OF UTAH
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INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO, RULEMAKING
ON OPERATORSHIP DESIGNATION.

MOTION FOR ELECTRONIC
APPEARANCE

Docket No. 2017-013

Cause No. RO&G-2017-01

COMES NOW, J.P. Furlong Co., acting by and through their attorney, Anthony T.

Hunter, pursuant to Utah Admin. Code Rule R641-100-600, et seq., and hereby moves the Utah

Board of Oil Gas and Mining (the "Board") to grant this Motion for Electronic Appearance. In

support of its motion, the undersigned states as follows:

1. Pursuant to conversations with Division of Oil, Gas and Mining ("Division") staff and the

Board's counsel, the undersigned has reviewed initial drafts of the proposed operatorship

and horizontal siting rules.

2. The review revealed a number of potential vulnerabilities and inconsistencies in the

drafts, both internally and in conjunction with the proposed compulsory pooling rule.

3. The undersigned believes additional time to fully analyze these inconsistencies and

vulnerabilities would benefit the Division, Board and public, and wishes to make a brief

statement for the record at the hearing, as well as answer any questions raised by the

Board or Division. However, he is not able to travel to Salt Lake City in time for the

hearing.

WHEREFORE, Respondent respectfully requests that the Board:



a. GRANT Respondent's Motion for Electronic Appearance and allow the undersigned to

participate in the Board's regular meeting on February 26, 2020 via electronic or

telephonic appearance; and

b. Provide other such relief as appears just and reasonable.

By:
Anthony T. Hunter #11675
2161 N. Covington Cir,
Wichita, KS 67212
(31,6) 444-074r
(316) 448-0725 Fax
hunterath@gmail.com
Attorney for J.P. Furlong Co.
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INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO, RULEMAKING
ON OPERATORSHIP DESIGNATION.

MOTION FOR ELECTRONIC
APPEARANCE

Docket No. 2017-013

Cause No. RO&G-2017-01

Having reviewed J.P. Furlong Co.'s Motion for Electronic Appearance, the record of the

captioned cause, and otherwise being fully advised on the premises,

a. Respondent's Motion for Electronic Appearance is hereby GRANTED.

b. Respondent's counsel Anthony T. Hunter will be allowed to participate in the Board's

regular meeting on February 26,2020 via electronic or telephonic appearance.

SO ORDERED, this _ day of February, 2020.

Prepared by:
Anthony T. Hunter #11675
2161 N. Covington Cir.
wichita, KS 67212
(316) 444-0741
(3 16) 448-0725 Fax
hunterath@gmail.com
Attorney for J.P. Furlong Co

Ruland J. Gill, Jr., Chairman
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R649.  Natural Resources; Oil, Gas and Mining; Oil and Gas. 

R649-1.  Oil and Gas Definitions. 

R649-1-1.  Definitions. 

 "Authorized Agent" means a representative of the director as 

authorized by the board. 

 "Aquifer" means a geological formation including a group of 

formations or part of a formation that is capable of yielding a 

significant amount of water to a well or spring. 

 "Artificial Liner" means a pit liner made of material other 

than clay or other in-situ material and which meets the requirements 

of R649-9-3, Permitting of Disposal Pits. 

 “Authority for Expenditure” or “AFE” is a detailed written 

statement made in good faith by an operator memorializing of the 

total estimated costs to be incurred in the drilling, testing, 

completion and equipping of a well for oil and gas operations 

including a good faith estimate for any and all dry hole costs 

potentially attributable to the subject well. 

 "Barrel" means 42 (US) gallons at 60 degrees Fahrenheit at 

atmospheric pressure. 

 "Board" means the Board of Oil, Gas and Mining. 

 "Carrier, Transporter or Taker" means any person moving or 

transporting oil or gas away from a well or lease or from any pool. 

 "Casing Pressure" means the pressure within the casing or 

between the casing and tubing at the wellhead. 

 "Central Disposal Facility" means a facility that is used by 

one or more producers for disposal of exempt E and P wastes and for 

which the operator of the facility receives no monetary 

remuneration, other than operating cost sharing. 

 "Class II Injection Well" means a well that is used for: 

 1.  The disposal of fluids that are brought to the surface in 

connection with conventional oil or natural gas production and that 

may be commingled with wastewater produced from the operation of a 

gas plant that is an integral part of production operations, unless 

that wastewater is classified as a hazardous waste at the time of 

injection, or 

 2.  Enhanced recovery of oil or gas, or 

 3.  Storage of hydrocarbons that are liquids at standard 

temperature and pressure conditions. 

 "Closed System" means but is not limited to, the use of a 

combination of solids control equipment (i.e., shale shakers, 

flowline cleaners, desanders, desilters, mud cleaners, centrifuges, 

agitators, and necessary pumps and piping) incorporated in a series 

on the rig's steel mud tanks, or a self contained unit that 

eliminates the use of a reserve pit for the purpose of dumping and 

dilution of drilling fluids for the removal of entrained drill 

solids.  A closed system for the purpose of these rules may with 

Division approval include the use of a small pit to receive cuttings, 



but does not include the use of trenches for the collection of 

fluids of any kind. 

 "Coalbed Methane" means natural gas that is produced, or may 

be produced, from coalbeds and rock strata associated with the 

coalbed. 

 "Commercial Disposal Facility" means a disposal well, pit or 

treatment facility whose owner(s) or operator(s) receives 

compensation from others for the temporary storage, treatment, and 

disposal of produced water, drilling fluids, drill cuttings, 

completion fluids, and any other exempt E and P wastes, and whose 

primary business objective is to provide these services. 

 "Completion of a Well" means that the well has been adequately 

worked to be capable of producing oil or gas or that well testing 

as required by the division has been concluded. 

 "Confining Strata" refers to a body of material that is 

relatively impervious to the passage of liquids or gases and that 

occurs either below, above, or lateral to a more permeable material 

in such a way that it confines or limits the movement of liquids or 

gases that may be present. 

 "Correlative Rights" means the opportunity of each owner in a 

pool to produce his just and equitable share of the oil and gas in 

the pool without waste. 

 "Cubic Foot" of gas means the volume of gas contained in one 

cubic foot of space at a standard pressure base of 14.73 psia and a 

standard temperature base of 60 degrees Fahrenheit. 

 "Day" means a period of 24 consecutive hours. 

 "Development Wells" means all oil and gas producing wells other 

than wildcat wells. 

 "Director" means the executive and administrative head of the 

division. 

 "Disposal Facility" means an injection well, pit, treatment 

facility or combination thereof that receives E and P Wastes for 

the purpose of disposal.  This includes both commercial and 

noncommercial facilities. 

 "Disposal Pit" means a lined or unlined pit approved for the 

disposal and/or storage of E and P Wastes. 

 "Division" means the Division of Oil, Gas and Mining. 

 "Drilling Fluid" means a circulating fluid usually called mud, 

that is introduced in a drill hole to lubricate the action of the 

rotary bit, remove the drilling cuttings, and control formation 

pressures. 

 “Dry hole” means a completed well which is not producing and/or 

capable of producing oil and/or gas in paying quantities.   

 "E and P Waste" means Exploration and Production Waste, and is 

defined as those wastes resulting from the drilling of and 

production from oil and gas wells as determined by the Environmental 

Protection Agency (EPA), prior to January 1, 1992, to be exempt from 



Subtitle C of the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA). 

 "Emergency Pit" means a pit used for containing fluids at an 

operating well during an actual emergency or for a temporary period 

of time. 

 "Enhanced Recovery" means the process of introducing fluid or 

energy into a pool for the purpose of increasing the recovery of 

hydrocarbons from the pool. 

 "Enhanced Recovery Project" means the injection of liquids or 

hydrocarbon or non-hydrocarbon gases directly into a reservoir for 

the purpose of augmenting reservoir energy, modifying the properties 

of the fluids or gases in the reservoir, or changing the reservoir 

conditions to increase the recoverable oil, gas, or oil and gas 

through the joint use of two or more well bores. 

 "Entity" means a well or a group of wells that have identical 

division of interest, have the same operator, produce from the same 

formation, have product sales from a common tank, LACT meter, gas 

meter, or are in the same participating area of a properly designated 

unit. Entity number assignments are made by the division in 

cooperation with other state government agencies. 

 "Field" means the general area underlaid by one or more pools. 

 "Gas" means natural gas or natural gas liquids or other gas or 

any mixture thereof defined as follows: 

 1.  "Natural Gas" means those hydrocarbons, other than oil and 

other than natural gas liquids separated from natural gas, that 

occur naturally in the gaseous phase in the reservoir and are 

produced and recovered at the wellhead in gaseous form.  Natural 

gas includes coalbed methane. 

 2.  "Natural Gas Liquids" means those hydrocarbons initially 

in reservoir natural gas, regardless of gravity, that are separated 

in gas processing plants from the natural gas as liquids at the 

surface through the process of condensation, absorption, adsorption, 

or other methods. 

 3.  "Other Gas" means hydrogen sulfide (H2S), carbon dioxide 

(CO2), helium (He), nitrogen (N), and other nonhydrocarbon gases 

that occur naturally in the gaseous phase in the reservoir or are 

injected into the reservoir in connection with pressure maintenance, 

gas cycling, or other secondary or enhanced recovery projects. 

 "Gas-Oil Ratio" means the ratio of the number of cubic feet of 

natural gas produced to the number of barrels of oil concurrently 

produced during any stated period.  The term GOR is synonymous with 

gas-oil ratio. 

 "Gas Processing Plant" means a facility in which liquefiable 

hydrocarbons are removed from natural gas, including wet gas or 

casinghead gas, and the remaining residue gas is conditioned for 

delivery for sale, recycling or other use. 

 "Gas Well" means any well capable of producing gas in 

substantial quantities that is not an oil well. 



 "Ground Water" means water in a zone of saturation below the 

ground surface. 

 "Hearing" means any matter heard before the board or its 

designated hearing examiner. 

 "Horizontal Well" means a well bore drilled laterally at an 

angle of at least eighty (80) degrees to the vertical or with a 

horizontal projection exceeding one hundred (100) feet measured from 

the initial point of penetration into the productive formation 

through the terminus of the lateral in the same common source of 

supply. 

 "Illegal Oil or Illegal Gas" means oil or gas that has been 

produced from any well within the state in violation of Chapter 6 

of Title 40, or any rule or order of the board. 

 "Illegal Product" means any product derived in whole or in part 

from illegal oil or illegal gas. 

 "Incremental Production" means that part of production that is 

achieved from an enhanced recovery project that would not have 

economically occurred under the reservoir conditions existing before 

the project and that has been approved by the division as incremental 

production. 

 "Injection or Disposal Well" means any Class II Injection Well 

used for the injection of air, gas, water or other substance into 

any underground stratum. 

 "Interest Owner" means a person owning an interest (working 

interest, royalty interest, payment out of production, or any other 

interest) in oil or gas, or in the proceeds thereof. 

 “Joint Operating Agreement” or “JOA” is an agreement for 

the exploration, development and production  between or among 

interested parties for the operation of a tract or leasehold for 

oil, gas and/or other minerals between parties entitled to 

participate pursuant to the ownership of said minerals or 

leaseholds covering said minerals, which are subject to the 

contract area (which may be inclusive of a drilling unit) 

described therein.  owners to govern oil and gas operations, 

including designation of an operator, of a concurrently owned 

tract(s), leasehold(s) and/or drilling unit. 

 "Load Oil" means any oil or liquid hydrocarbon that is used in 

any remedial operation in an oil or gas well. 

 "Log or Well Log" means the written record progressively 

describing the strata, water, oil or gas encountered in drilling a 

well with such additional information as is usually recorded in the 

normal procedure of drilling including electrical, radioactivity, 

or other similar conventional logs, a lithologic description of 

samples and drill stem test information. 

 "Multiple Zone Completion" means a well completion in which 

two or more separate zones, mechanically segregated one from the 

other, are produced simultaneously from the same well. 



 “Notice of Opportunity to Participate” means the written 

notice of opportunity to participate in a well for oil and gas 

operations required by Utah Code §40-6-2(11) to be provided to an 

owner and which includes an offer to lease if the owner is an 

unleased owner, and an offer for the owner to directly participate 

financially, in proportion to the owner's interest in the drilling, 

testing, completion, equipping and operation of the subject well 

and which includes: (i)  the approximate surface and, bottom hole 

location of the subject well by county, township, range, section, 

quarter-quarter section or substantially equivalent lot, and 

footages from directional section lines; (ii) the proposed well 

name; (iii) the proposed total distance from the surface of the 

ground to the terminus measured along the vertical component and 

lateral componentsl if the well is a horizontal well; (iv) the 

proposed total depth; (v) the objective productive zone(s) and the 

approximate depth and locations of producing intervals in the 

borehole; (vi) the approximate date upon which the subject well 

was or will be spud; (vii) a joint operating agreement proposed in 

good faith by the operator for operation of the drilling unit upon 

which the subject well is to be drilled; (viii) an AFE for the 

subject well; (ix) a statement that a refusal to agree to either 

lease or participate in the subject well may result in the 

imposition of a statutory risk compensation award allowed under 

Utah Code § 40-6-6.5(4)(d)(i)(D) of between 150% and 400% as 

determined by the board; and (x) a statement that any initial 

compulsory pooling order may apply to subsequent wells within the 

drilling unit including, but not limited to, any statutory risk 

compensation award imposed under Utah law pursuant to Utah CodeCA 

§ 40-6-6.5(12). 

 "Oil" means crude oil or condensate or any mixture thereof, 

defined as follows: 

 1.  "Crude Oil" means those hydrocarbons, regardless of 

gravity, that occur naturally in the liquid phase in the reservoir 

and are produced and recovered at the wellhead in liquid form. 

 2.  "Condensate" means those hydrocarbons, regardless of 

gravity, that occur naturally in the gaseous phase in the reservoir 

that are separated from the natural gas as liquids through the 

process of condensation either in the reservoir, in the well bore 

or at the surface in field separators. 

 3.  "Oil and Gas" shall not include gaseous or liquid 

substances derived from coal, oil shale, tar sands or other 

hydrocarbons classified as synthetic fuel. 

 "Oil and Gas Field" means a geographical area overlying an oil 

and gas pool. 

 "Oil Well" means any well capable of producing oil in 

substantial quantities. 

 "Operator or Designated Agent" means the person who has been 



designated by the owners or the board to operate a well or unit. 

 "Owner" means the person who has the right to drill into and 

produce from a reservoir and to appropriate the oil and gas that he 

produces, either for himself or for himself and others. 

 "Person" means and includes any natural person, bodies politic 

and corporate, partnerships, associations and companies. 

 "Pit" means an earthen surface impoundment constructed to 

retain fluids and oil field wastes. 

 "Pollution" means such contamination or other alteration of 

the physical, chemical or biological properties of any waters of 

the state, or the discharge of any liquid, gaseous or solid substance 

into any waters of the state in such manner as will create a nuisance 

or render such waters harmful, detrimental or injurious to the 

public health, safety or welfare; to domestic, commercial, 

industrial, agricultural, recreational, or other legitimate 

beneficial uses; or to livestock, wild animals, birds, fish or other 

aquatic life. 

 "Pool" means an underground reservoir containing a common 

accumulation of oil or gas or both.  Each zone of a general structure 

that is completely separated from any other zone in the structure 

is a separate pool. "Common source of supply" and "reservoir" are 

synonymous with "pool." 

 "Pressure Maintenance" means the injection of gas, water or 

other fluids into a reservoir, either to increase or maintain the 

existing pressure in such reservoir or to retard the natural decline 

in the reservoir pressure. 

 "Produced Water" means water produced in conjunction with the 

conventional production of oil and/or gas. 

 "Producer" means the owner or operator of a well capable of 

producing oil or gas. 

 "Producing Well" means a well capable of producing oil or gas. 

 "Product" means any commodity made from oil and gas. 

 "Production Facilities" means all storage, separation, 

treating, dehydration, artificial lift, power supply, compression, 

pumping, metering, monitoring, flowline, and other equipment 

directly associated with oil wells, gas wells or injection wells, 

prior to any processing plant or refinery. 

 "Purchaser or Transporter" means any person who, acting alone 

or jointly with any other person, by means of his own, an affiliated, 

or designated carrier, transporter or taker, shall directly or 

indirectly purchase, take or transport by any means whatsoever, or 

who shall otherwise remove from any well or lease, oil or gas 

produced from any pool, excepting royalty portions of oil or gas 

taken in kind by an interest owner who is not the operator. 

 "Recompletion" means any completion in a new perforated 

interval or pool within an established wellbore and approved as a 

recompletion by the division. 



 "Refinery" means a facility, other than a gas processing plant, 

where controlled operations are performed by which the physical and 

chemical characteristics of petroleum or petroleum products are 

changed. 

 "Reserve Pit" means a pit used to retain fluid during the 

drilling, completion, and testing of a well. 

 "Seismic Operator" means a person who conducts seismic 

exploration for oil or gas, whether for himself or as a contractor 

for others. 

 "Shut-in Well" means a well that is completed, is shown to be 

capable of production in paying quantities, and is not presently 

being operated. 

 "Spud In" means the first boring of a hole in the drilling of 

a well by any type of rig. 

 "State" means the State of Utah. 

 "Stratigraphic Test or Core Hole" means any hole drilled for 

the sole purpose of obtaining geological information.  The general 

rules applicable to the drilling of a well will apply to the drilling 

of a stratigraphic test or core hole. 

 "Temporarily Abandoned Well" means a well that is completed, 

is shown not capable of production in paying quantities, and is not 

presently being operated. 

 "Temporary Spacing Unit" means a specified area of land 

designated by the board for purposes of determining well density 

and location.  A temporary spacing unit shall not be a drilling 

unit as provided for in U.C.A. 40-6-6, Drilling Units, and does not 

provide a basis for pooling the interest therein as does a drilling 

unit. 

 "Underground Source of Drinking Water" (or USDW) means a fresh 

water aquifer or a portion thereof that supplies drinking water for 

human consumption or that contains less than 10,000 mg/1 total 

dissolved solids and that is not an exempted aquifer under R649-5-

4. 

 "Waste" means: 

 1.  The inefficient, excessive or improper use or the 

unnecessary dissipation of oil or gas or reservoir energy. 

 2.  The inefficient storing of oil or gas. 

 3.  The locating, drilling, equipping, operating, or producing 

of any oil or gas well in a manner that causes reduction in the 

quantity of oil or gas ultimately recoverable from a reservoir under 

prudent and economical operations, or that causes unnecessary wells 

to be drilled, or that causes the loss or destruction of oil or gas 

either at the surface or subsurface. 

 4.  The production of oil or gas in excess of: 

 4.1.  Transportation or storage facilities. 

 4.2.  The amount reasonably required to be produced in the 

proper drilling, completing, testing, or operating of a well or 



otherwise utilized on the lease from which it is produced. 

 5.  Underground or above ground waste in the production or 

storage of oil or gas. 

 "Waste Crude Oil Treatment Facility" means any facility or site 

constructed or used for the purpose of wholly or partially 

reclaiming, treating, processing, cleaning, purifying or in any 

manner making non-merchantable waste crude oil marketable. 

 "Well" means an oil or gas well, injection or disposal well, 

or a hole drilled for the purpose of producing oil or gas or both. 

The definition of well shall not include water wells, or seismic, 

stratigraphic test, core hole, or other exploratory holes drilled 

for the purpose of obtaining geological information only. 

 "Well Site" means the areas that are directly disturbed during 

the drilling and subsequent use of, or affected by production 

facilities directly associated with any oil well, gas well or 

injection well. 

 "Wildcat Wells" means oil and gas producing wells that are 

drilled and completed in a pool in which a well has not been 

previously completed as a well capable of producing in commercial 

quantities. 

 "Working Interest Owner" means the owner of an interest in oil 

or gas burdened with a share of the expenses of developing and 

operating the property. 

 "Workover" means any operation designed to sustain, to restore, 

or to increase the production rate, the ultimate recovery, or the 

reservoir pressure system of a well or group of wells and approved 

as a workover, a secondary recovery, a tertiary recovery, or a 

pressure maintenance project by the division.  The definition shall 

not include operations that are conducted principally as routine 

maintenance or the replacement of worn or damaged equipment. 

 

KEY:  oil and gas law 
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R649.  Natural Resources; Oil, Gas and Mining; Oil and Gas. 
R649-2.  General Rules. 
R649-2-1.  Scope of Rules. 
 1.  The following general rules adopted by the board pursuant 
to Chapter 6 of Title 40 shall apply to all lands in the state in 
order to conserve the natural resources of oil and gas in the state, 

to protect human health and the environment, to prevent waste, to 
protect the correlative rights of all owners and to realize the 
greatest ultimate recovery of oil and gas. 
 2.  Special rules and orders have been and will be issued by 

the board when required and shall prevail as against the general rules 
and orders of the board if in conflict therewith. 
 3.  Exceptions to the general rules may also be granted by the 
director or authorized agent for good cause shown and shall prevail 
as against the general rules. 

 4.  No exceptions granted by the board, director, or authorized 
agent to the rules applicable to the Underground Injection Control 
Program will be effective without the consent of the federal 
Environmental Protection Agency. 

 
R649-2-2.  Application of Rules to Lands Owned or Controlled By the 
United States. 
 These general rules shall apply to all lands in the state 
including lands of the United States and lands subject to the 

jurisdiction of the United States to the extent lawfully subject to 
the state's power. 
 
R649-2-3.  Application of Rules to Unit Agreements. 
 1.  The board may suspend the application of the general rules 
or orders or any part thereof, with regard to any unit agreement 
approved by a duly authorized officer of the appropriate federal 
agency, so long as the conservation of oil or gas and the prevention 
of waste is accomplished thereby. 

 2.  Such suspension shall not relieve any operator from making 
such reports as are otherwise required by the general rules or orders, 
or as may reasonably be requested by the board or the division in 
order to keep the board and the division fully informed as to operations 
under such unit agreements. 

 
R649-2-4.  Designation of Agent or Operator. 
 1.  A designation of agent or operator shall be submitted to 
the division prior to the commencement of operations. 

 2.  A designation of agent or operator will, for purposes of 
the general rules and orders, be accepted as evidence of authority 
of agent to fulfill the obligations of the owner, to sign any required 
documents or reports on behalf of the owner, and to receive all 
authorized orders or notices given by the board or the division. 

 3.  All changes of address and any termination of the designated 
agent's or operator's authority shall be promptly reported in writing 
to the division, and in the latter case a designation of a new agent 
or operator shall be promptly made. 

 
R649-2-5.  Right to Inspect. 
 1.  The director or authorized agent shall have the right at 



all reasonable times to go upon and inspect any oil or gas properties 

and wells for the purpose of making any investigations or tests 
reasonably necessary to ensure compliance with the provisions of the 
statutes, the general rules and orders of the board or any special 
field rules and orders.  The director or authorized agent shall report 
any observed violation to the board. 

 2.  The documentation of off lease transportation of crude oil 
required by R649-2-6, Access to Records, shall be carried in the motor 
vehicle during transportation and shall be available for examination 
and inspection by the director or an authorized agent upon request. 

 
R649-2-6.  Access to Records. 
 1.  Any person who produces, operates, sells, purchases, 
acquires, stores, transports, refines, or processes oil or gas or 
who injects fluids for cycling, pressure maintenance, secondary or 

enhanced recovery, or disposal of salt water or oil field waste within 
the state, shall make and keep appropriate books and records covering 
histheir operations in the state from which hethey shall be able to 
make and substantiate all reports required by the board or the 

division. 
 1.1.  Such books and records, together with copies of all reports 
and notices submitted to the board or the division shall be kept on 
file and available for inspection by the director or an authorized 
agent at all reasonable times for a period of at least six years. 

 1.2.  The director or the authorized agent shall also have access 
to all pertinent well records wherever located. 
 2.  Each owner or operator shall permit the director or 
authorized agent at histheir sole risk and expense, in the absence 

of negligence on the part of the owner or operator, to come upon any 
lease, property or well operated or controlled by himthem; to inspect 
the records pertaining to and the manner of operation of such property 
or well; and to have access at all reasonable times to any and all 
records pertaining to such well.  All information so obtained by the 

director or authorized agent shall be kept confidential and shall 
be reported only to the division or its authorized agent, unless the 
owner or operator gives written permission to the director to release 
such information. 
 3.  All off lease transportation of oil by motor vehicle shall 

be accompanied by a run ticket or equivalent document. The 
documentation shall identify the name and address of the transporter, 
the name of the operator, the lease or facility from which the oil 
was taken, the date of removal, the API gravity of the oil, the 

calculated percentage of BS and W, the volume of oil or the opening 
and closing tank gauges or meter readings, and the destination of 
the oil. 
 
R649-2-7.  Naming of Oil and Gas Fields or Pools. 
 1.  The division shall name oil and gas fields or pools within 
the state in cooperation with a Fields Names Advisory Committee and 
with due regard and consideration for any recommendation from the 
owners or operators of such fields or pools. The Field Names Advisory 

Committee shall be composed of a representative of the United States 
Bureau of Land Management and representatives of appropriate state 
agencies and the oil and gas industry. 



 

R649-2-8.  Measurement of Production. 
 1.  The volume of oil production shall be computed in barrels 
of clean oil, on the basis of acceptable meter measurements, tank 
measurements, or with such greater accuracy as may be required by 
the division. Computations of the volume of oil production shall be 

subject to the following corrections: 
 1.1.  The gross volume of oil shall be corrected to exclude the 
entire volume of impurities not constituting a natural component part 
of the oil. 

 1.2.  The observed volume of oil after correction for impurities 
shall be further corrected to the standard volume at 60 degrees 
Fahrenheit, in accordance with Table 6A of the API/ASTM D-1250, Chapter 
11.1, Manual of Petroleum Measurement (1980), or any revisions or 
supplements, or any alternative publication or tables approved by 

the division. 
 1.3.  The observed gravity of oil shall be corrected to the 
standard API gravity at 60 degrees Fahrenheit in accordance with Table 
5A of API/ASTM, D-1250, Chapter 11.1, Manual of Petroleum Measurement 

(1980), or any revisions or supplements, or any alternative 
publication or tables approved by the division. 
 2.  All gas shall be measured by an orifice type meter unless 
otherwise authorized by the division. 
 2.1.  In computing the volumes of all gas produced, sold, or 

injected, the standard pressure base shall be 14.73 pounds per square 
inch absolute (psia), and the standard temperature base shall be 60 
degrees Fahrenheit. 
 2.2.  All measurements of gas shall be adjusted by computation 

to these standards, regardless of the pressure and temperature at 
which the gas was actually measured, unless otherwise authorized by 
the division. 
 
R649-2-8a.  Consenting to Participate in a Well 
 1.  Except as provided in Subsection (2.1) below, an owner shall 
be determined by the board to be a “Nonconsenting owner” as defined 
in Utah Code §40-6-2(11) if, within 30 days from the date the Notice 
of Opportunity to Participate is received, the owner has failed to: 
 1.1.  Execute and deliver to the operator an executed AFE for 

the well; and 
 1.2.  Execute and deliver to the operator a JOA to govern the 
drilling and operation of the well and applicable drilling unit with 
the operator, and subject the owner to the risk compensation award 

under, the and other provisions of, Utah Code §40-6-6.5 as may be 
determined by the board. 
 2.  If, within 30 days from the date the Notice of Opportunity 
to Participate is received or such later date as provided for by the 
Notice of Opportunity to Participate, or by separate written 

agreement, an owner has delivered to the operator: 
 2.0.1.a)  An executed AFE, and 
 2.0.2.b)  Payment of its proportionate share of the dry hole 
costs represented in the applicable AFE’d cost, and 

 2.0.3.  Subject to Subsection (5) below, Wwritten objections, 
addressing the specific provisions of the operator’s proposed JOA 
to which the owner in good faith objects, the reasoning for each 



objection, and modifications/alternative provisions the owner 

proposes in lieu thereof, the owner shall be deemed a “Consenting 
owner” as defined in Utah Code §40-6-2(4). 
 2.0.4.  The payment obligations under 2.0.2. are reciprocal. 
If an owner tenders the full amount of dry hole costs in contesting 
a JOA, the operator is also obligated to immediately tender its 

proportionate share of dry hole costs until the JOA is negotiated 
and executed, or until the terms of the JOA are determined by the 
board. 
 2.13  Failure of an owner to comply with the requirements of 

Subsection (2) shall result in the determination by the board that 
the owner is a Nnonconsenting owner and subject the owner to the 
risk compensation award under the, and other  provisions of,  Utah 
Code §40-6-6.5 as may be determined by the board and, in such an 
event, any dry hole costs AFE’d amount paid by the owner shall be 

refunded to the owner. 
 43.  An owner who complies with the requirements of Subsection 
(2) or an operator who in good faith rejects said owner’s proposed 
modifications/alternate provisions to the JOA, and who has also 

tendered their proportionate share of dry hole costs, may request 
that the board determine the terms of the JOA in accordance with 
the provisions of Utah Code § 40-6-6.5(2) as follows: 
 34.1.  If the operator has filed a Request for Agency Action 
for compulsory pooling of owners in the well and associated drilling 

unit has been filed, either the owner or the operator may move the 
board to determine the reasonableness of the costs charged and/or 
the terms of the JOA between the owner and operator as part of that 
proceeding, and 

 34.2.  If no Request for Agency Action has been filed for the 
compulsory pooling of owners in the well and associated drilling 
unit, then either the owner or the operator may file a Request for 
Agency Action within 60 days of the receipt by the operator of the 
owner’s written objections., the hearing upon which shall be limited 

to addressing the terms at issue of the JOA.  
34.3.  If neither (34.1) or (34.2) timely occurs, then the 

actual costs incurred will shall be deemed by the board as just and 
reasonable, and the terms of the JOA as proposed by the operator 
in the Notice of Opportunity to Participate will shall be deemed 

by the board to govern as between the operator and the owner in any 
subsequent hearing before the board. 
 34.4.  If a hearing is held before the board regarding disputed 
provisions and/or terms of a JOA, the scope of the hearing shall 

be limited to addressing only the terms at issue within the proposed 
JOA.  Any the JOA as approved and adopted by the board shall include 
all undisputed terms and conditions of the JOA proposed by the 
operator and govern as between the operator and the owner. If the 
board determines the owner’s objections to the costs charged are 

justified, the operator shall apply the amounts over and above those 
found to be reasonable charges as a credit against the owner’s 
proportionate share of future operational expenses. 
 3.5.  Irrespective of any provisions contained in the proposed 

and/or approved JOA to the contrary, full payment of the objecting 
owner’s proportionate share of the amount represented in the 
applicable AFE, less any applicable credits, shall be tendered by 



the subject well’s spud dateArticles VII.A through D of the standard 

and unmodified A.A.P.L. Form 610-2015 Model Form Operating Agreement 
are deemed just and reasonable under all circumstances, and shall 
be adopted by the board in any JOA dispute under Subsection 4 above 
retroactively effective to the date the AFE is signed by the 
consenting owner(s) pursuant to Subsection (2) above; provided that, 

as to Article VII. D.3, the applicable “risk penalty” referred to 
therein shall be set by the board. If these provisions are contained 
in the JOA proposed by the operator without modification, any 
objection to them shall be summarily rejected by the board.   

 3.6.  In the event an owner fails to pay the proportionate share 
of the amount represented in the applicable AFE, less any applicable 
credits, by the subject well’s spud date, then the owner will be 
deemed a “Nonconsenting owner” under (2.1) of this Rule and subject 
the owner to the risk compensation award under the provisions of 

Utah Code § 40-6-6.5 as may be determined by the board and, in such 
an event, any dry hole costs paid by the owner shall be refunded 
to the owner. 
 4.  An operator who has received payment of the dry hole costs 

as represented in the AFE’d costs from an owner who has complied 
with the provisions of Subsection (2) shall deposit the proceeds, 
together with the operator’s proportionate share of dry hole costs, 
in a separate trust account in a federally insured bank or savings 
and loan institution.: 

 4.1.  The deposit shall earn interest at the highest rate being 
offered by that institution for the amount and term of similar demand 
deposits. 
 4.2.  The operator may commingle the proceeds only with 

proceeds received from other similarly situated owners. 
 4.3.  Applicable bank/financial institution fees shall be 
deducted. 
 4.4.  Payment of principal and accrued interest from the trust 
account shall be made to the operator if and when operations as set 

forth in the written Notice of Opportunity to Participate are 
commenced within 120 days after expiration of the election period 
provided in Subsection (1). 
 4.5.  If operations as set forth in the written Notice of 
Opportunity to Participate are not commenced within 120 days after 

expiration of the election period provided in Subsection (1), then, 
absent the owner’s written agreement to the contrary,  the owner’s 
consent and agreement shall be null and void, the operator must return 
the tendered dry hole cost AFE’d amount plus accrued interest, but 

deducting applicable bank/financial institution fees, thereon to 
the owner within 30 days of the expiration of the 120-day period, 
and a new written Notice of Opportunity to Participate  must be 
provided if the well is to be re-proposed. 
 

R649-2-9. Refusal to Agree. 
 1.  An owner shall be deemed to have refused to agree to bear 
his proportionate share of the costs of the drilling and operation 
of a well under Section 40-6-6.5 if: 

 1.1.  The operator of the proposed well has, in good faith, 
attempted to reach agreement with such owner for the leasing of the 
owner's mineral interest or for that owner's voluntary participation 
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in the drilling of the well. 

 1.2.  The owner and the operator have been unable to agree upon 
terms for the leasing of the owner's interest or for the owner's 
participation in the drilling of the well.  For purposes of Utah Code 
Sections 40-6-2(4) and -2(11), the consent and agreement required 
of an owner shall be manifested by the owner agreeing in writing, 

within thirty (30) days from the date the notice required by Utah 
Code Section 40-6-2(11) is received, to bear that owner's 
proportionate share of the costs of drilling, testing, completion, 
equipping and operation of the well. 

 2.1.  If the operator of the proposed welland owner negotiating 
in good faith shall fail to attempt, in good faith, fail to reach 
agreement with the owner for the leasing of that owner's mineral 
interest or for voluntary participation by that owner in the proposed 
well prior to the filing of a Request for Agency Action for involuntary 

compulsory pooling of interests in the drilling unit under Section 
40-6-6.5 then, upon written request and after notice and hearing, 
the duly-noticed hearing on the Request for Agency Action for 
involuntary compulsory pooling may, at the discretion of the board 

or its designated hearing examiner, be delayed for a period not to 
exceed 30 days, to allow for continued good faith negotiations between 
the operator and the owner. 
 
R649-2-9a.  Notice to Unlocatable and Unidentified Owners. 
 1.  Either an owner who is not identifiable, but may claim 
ownership by, through, or under the estate of a deceased owner of 
record, or an owner who is not locatable, may be determined by the 
board to be a “Nnonconsenting owner” as defined by Utah Code § 

40-6-2(11) if: 
 1.1.  The operator, concurrent with the filing of a Request 
for Agency Action for compulsory pooling, files with the board an 
ex parte motion for notice by publication in a newspaper of general 
circulation in the county where the well is located for two (2) 

consecutive weeks prior to the hearing date, which motion shall be 
accompanied by a proposed form of such notice to be published, and 
an affidavit outlining in sufficient detail the operator’s 
reasonable diligent and good faith efforts to identify and locate 
such owners including at a minimum: 

 1.1.1.  A listing of all such owners; provided, if such owners 
are unknown, then identifying them as parties not already leased 
or participating in the well at issue and claiming by, through or 
under the estate of the deceased owner of record; 

 1.1.2.  The name, address, email address and telephone number 
of a contact person for the operator to respond to the notice; and 
 1.1.3.  All of the information set forth in Notice of 
Opportunity to Participate, but, in lieu of an AFE and a JOA, a 
statement that an AFE for the subject well and a proposed JOA 

agreement shall be provided by the operator to the owner if a response 
to the notice is received before the hearing. 
 1.2.  The board finds the operator has exercised such 
reasonable, diligent and good faith efforts to identify and locate 

such owners and further finds the proposed form of notice is 
acceptable, and issues an order granting the motion, and proof of 
such publication is supplied by said newspaper publisher and filed 
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with the board, and 

 1.3.  No response, either agreeing to lease or to otherwise 
participate in the subject well, is received by the operator from 
any such owner prior to the hearing. 
 
R649-2-9b.  Imposition of Statutory Risk Compensation Award. 
 In determining the level of any risk compensation award imposed 
within the range of 150% to 400% specified in Utah Code § 
40-6-6.5(4)(d)(i)(D), the board may consider, among other factors, 
the geologic and engineering uncertainties and difficulties in 

drilling the well, the availability of information from prior and/or 
current drilling and development in the area, and the unique and/or 
specified costs of the well.  
 
R649-2-10.  Notification of Lease Sale or Transfer. 
 The owner of a lease shall provide notification to any person 
with an interest in such lease, when all or part of that interest 
in the lease is sold or transferred. 
 

R649-2-11.  Confidentiality of Well Log Information. 
 1.  Well logs marked confidential shall be kept confidential 
for one year after the date on which the log is required to be filed 
with the division, unless the operator gives written permission to 
release the log at an earlier date. 

 2.  Information on a newly permitted well will be held 
confidential only upon receipt by the division of a written request 
from the owner or operator. 
 3.  The period of confidentiality may begin at the time the APD 

is submitted for approval if a request for confidentiality is received 
at that time. The information on the application itself will not be 
considered confidential. 
 4.  Information that shall be held confidential includes well 
logs, electrical or radioactivity logs, electromagnetic, electrical, 

or magnetic surveys, core descriptions and analysis, maps, other 
geological, geophysical, and engineering information, and well 
completion reports that contain such information. 
 5.  The owner or operator shall clearly mark documents as 
confidential.  Such marking shall be in red and be clearly visible. 

 6.  Confidential wells or information shall be reported 
separately from wells or information that is not in confidential 
status. 
 

R649-2-12.  Tests and Surveys. 
 1.  When deemed necessary or advisable the director or authorized 
agent can require that tests or surveys be made to determine the 
presence of waste of oil, gas, water, or reservoir energy; the quantity 
of oil, gas or water; the amount and direction of deviation of any 

well from the vertical; formation, casing, tubing, or other pressures; 
or any other test or survey deemed necessary to carry out the purposes 
of the Oil and Gas Conservation Act. 
 2.  Directional, deviation, and/or measurements-while-drilling 

(MWD) surveys must be run on horizontal wells and submitted in 
accordance with R649-3-21, Well Completion and Filing of Well Logs, 
as amended for horizontal wells. 



 

R649-2-13.  Application of a Compulsory Pooling Order to Subsequently 
Drilled Wells in a Drilling Unit. 
 1.  An initial board order compulsory pooling all interests 
in a drilling unit, including the terms and conditions of a JOA as 
adopted by the board, shall apply to any subsequently drilled well 

in the drilling unit as authorized under Utah Code § 40-6-6.5(12), 
subject to compliance with the following: 
 1.1.  The operator has filed with the board a motion to modify 
the initial order to apply its terms to an additional well in the 

drilling unit which sets forth by affidavit: 
 1.1.1.  The docket and cause numbers of said initial board 
order; 
 1.1.2.  The location, identification, and description of the 
well drilled to which the order is to apply; 

 1.1.3.  An identification of those owners who the operator 
asserts have not consented to participate in the subsequent well 
after having been provided a Notice of an Opportunity to Participate 
and failing to consent or make objections as allowed by R649-2-8a, 

and those owners who are either locatable, unlocatable, or cannot 
be identified; 
 1.1.4.  Certification that the operator has made reasonable 
efforts to locate and provide notice to the alleged Nnonconsenting 
owners which shall include: 

 1.1.4.1.  Copies of the written Notice of Opportunity to 
Participate sent to them together with a proof of service; or 
 1.1.4.2.  Proof of notice by publication as required by 
R649-2-9a(1.2) if any such alleged Nnonconsenting owner is 

unlocatable or not identified. 
 1.1.5.  A statement that the average weighted landowner’s 
royalty for the drilling unit remains the same as that provided for 
in the initial board order or a calculation of the average weighted 
landowner’s royalty for the drilling unit at the time of commencement 

of the drilling of the subsequent well as provided in Utah Code 
§40-6-6.5(6); 
 1.1.6.  The anticipated costs of plugging the well; and 
 1.1.7.  The risk compensation award as determined by the board 
in the original order. 

 1.2.  The motion to modify the initial board order has been 
mailed by the operator, together with copies of the initial board 
order and a recitation of the provisions of Utah Code § 40-6-6.5(12) 
and R649-2-8a to all such alleged nonconsenting owners, with a 

certification of service evidencing the same executed and filed with 
the board; and 
 1.3.  Within 30 days of the mailing of the motion, no party 
has filed any objection to the motion to modify the initial board 
order to apply to the subsequently drilled well in the drilling unit, 

including, without limitation, any objection to said party’s alleged 
nonconsent status, the applicable risk compensation percentage or 
the reasonableness of the actual costs incurred for the subsequently 
drilled well. 

 2.  Upon a written notice filed with the board stating that 
the foregoing conditions have been satisfied, the board may enter 
an order declaring its initial compulsory pooling order to be 



applicable to such subsequently drilled well, with the modifications 

for the matters addressed in the motion to modify the order. 
 3.  If an owner or other person with an interest affected by 
the motion shall have filed an objection within 30 days of the mailing 
of the motion to modify the order including, but not limited to, 
an objection to said person’s alleged nonconsent status, the 

applicable risk compensation percentage, or the reasonableness of 
the costs of the well, then the board shall set a time for a hearing 
in accordance with Rules of Practice Before the Board in R641-100 
et. seq. 

 3.1.  The hearing shall be limited to the addressing the 
objections to the motion to modify the order as asserted by any party 
in the objections filed; 
 3.2.  The operator shall have the burden to satisfy the 
requirements of Utah Code §40-6-6.5 for the granting of the motion 

and the objecting owner shall have the burden of establishing the 
merit to its objections; and 
 3.3.  The board shall enter an order determining the 
application of the initial order to the subsequent well as tothe 

any party who filed objections, and how the initial order will apply 
to others who have not objected. 
 4.  If there are no objections made to the motion to modify 
the initial compulsory pooling order, the initial order shall apply 
to the subsequent well as requested. 

 5.  The terms of any JOA adopted by the board in an initial 
compulsory pooling order and applicable to any subsequent order may 
not be in the contravention of the provisions of Utah Code §40-6-6.5, 
including providing that an owner shall be entitled to receive Notice 

Of Opportunity to Participate in any subsequent well proposed in 
the drilling unit regardless of the owner’s prior consent or 
nonconsent status on a prior well in the drilling unit. 
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BEFORE THE BOARD OF OIL, GAS AND MINING
DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES

STATE OF UTAH

FILED
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SEoRETARY BOARD OF
OIL, GAS & MINING

ORDER GRANTING MOTION FOR
ELECTRONIC APPEARANCE

IN THE MATTER OF INFORMAL
RULEMAKING ASSOCIATED WITH
THE 2017 AND 2OI8 LEGISLATIVE
AMENDMENTS CONCERNING FORCED
POOLING AND THE NEED TO INITIATE
RULEMAKING ON OTHER EMERGING
MATTERS, INCLUDING BUT NOT
LIMITED TO, RULEMAKING ON
OPERATORSHIP DESIGNATION.

DocketNo. 2017-013

Cause No. RO&G-2017-01

Having reviewed J.P. Furlong Co.'s Motion for Electronic Appearance, the record of the

captioned cause, and otherwise being fully advised on the premises,

a. Respondent's Motion for Electronic Appearance is hereby GRANTED.

b. Respondent's counsel Anthony T. Hunter will be allowed to participate in the

Board's regular meeting on February 26,2020 via electronic or telephonic appearance.

SO ORDERED, this 25th day of Febn)ary,2020.

STATE OF UTAH
BOARI) OIL, GAS AND MINING

By:
J. GiII, J



Operatorship Rulemaking:
Comments from the Division of Oil, Gas and Mining

Docket No. 2017-013,  Cause No. RO&G -2017-01

.

February 26, 2020

Division of Oil, Gas and Mining 
Thomas Kessinger, Assistant Attorney General



Comments from Tony Hunter

Mr. Hunter identified five areas of concern with the Operatorship Rules: 

(1) Self-designation of "Operator" 
(a) 50% self-designation presents evidentiary and practical challenges. 
(b) Division comments to follow. 

(2) Preparation for Drilling 
(a) Mr. Hunter presents an overbroad interpretation; if no APD is filed then there can 

be no preparation for drilling attributed to that well. 
(b) During the protest period operator takes those actions at their own risk. 

(3) Permit Revocation
(a) Permit revocation is discretionary and may be necessary in certain cases to 

address stale APDs.
(4) Permit Protest

(a) 10 days notice too short, notice via website inadequate. 
(b) Division comments to follow. 

(5) Permit Considerations
(a) Division disagrees with Mr. Hunter’s comment. 
(b) The categories are appropriate and non-exhaustive. 



Division’s Recommendations:

R649-2-4. Designation of Operator.
1. Subject to the provision of Subsections (2) and (3) below, the designated Operator of a Well or drilling unit 

shall be the Owner which:

a. owns outright more than 5070% of the working interest in the drilling unit or, in the absence of a 

Board order establishing a drilling unit, the lease or oil and gas in the lands upon which the Well is to be located; 

or 

b. if said party owns 5070% or less of the working interest, having the written authorization and 

designation by additional Owners to operate on their behalf which, in the aggregate with said party’s interest, 

total more than 50% of the working interest  in the applicable drilling unit or, in the absence of a Board order 

establishing a drilling unit, the lease or oil and gas in the lands upon which the Well is to be located; or

c. If more than 5070% of the Owners in the drilling unit or, in the absence of a Board order establishing 

a drilling unit, the lease or oil and gas in the lands upon which the Well is to be located, have entered into a JOA, 

and the designated operator thereunder has non-consented an operation and the consenting parties have 

designated another Owner to perform said operations pursuant to the terms of said JOA, the Owner so 

designated by the consenting parties.

Explanation:
1. Avoids “close-calls” and is easier to administer by the Division. 

2. Precedent for 70% ownership found in the Unitization Statute. Utah Code § 40-6-8(4).

Designation of Operator Should Occur at 70% not 50%.



Division’s Recommendations:

R649-3-4. Permitting of Wells to be Drilled, Deepened or Plugged-Back.

***

2.7. A self-certification, evidenced by an affidavit or declaration in conformity with the Utah Code § 78B-18a-101 

et seq., by the Operator that it satisfies the criteria set forth in R649-2-4(1).

Explanation:
1. Division does not have the resources to conduct an independent examination of title, an affidavit or 

declaration is prima facie evidence that an operator meets the requirements of R649-2-4(1) for the 

purposes of an initial administrative determination. 

2. If there is controversy over whether the operator has a sufficient interest an owner may challenge that 

determination. 

3. This shifting of burden to the non-applicant owner is necessary because the Division does not have 

independent resources to verify title. 

Self-Certification Must Include Affidavit or Declaration



Division’s Recommendations:

R649-3-4. Permitting of Wells to be Drilled, Deepened or Plugged-Back.

***

3. If the Division finds the APD to be complete and otherwise in accordance with the rules of the Division and 

orders of the Board, it shall approve the APD.  Notice of the approval shall: (1) be posted on the Division’s “Live 

Data Search” website, and, unless otherwise waived, (2) be sent by the applicant to each owner within a drilling 

unit. In unspaced lands, notice of the approval must be sent to each owner within 660 feet of the wellbore.

Explanation:
1. Online notice is not sufficient. Given the self-designation of the operator, the notice must be sent via 

certified mail. 

Notice Must Be Made By Certified Mail, Unless Waived



Division’s Recommendations:

R649-3-4. Permitting of Wells to be Drilled, Deepened or Plugged-Back.

***

4. A non-applicant Owner within the drilling unit or, in the absence of a Board order establishing a drilling 

unit, in the lease or oil and gas in the lands upon which the Well is to be located, may then protest the APD 

approval by filing a Request for Agency Action with the Board within ten (10) thirty (30) calendar days of the 

posting of the APD approval by the Division on its website in accordance with R649-2-4 (3), or mailing of the 

approval by the applicant, whichever occurs later.  Any operations commenced after the APD approval but 

before the ten (10)thirty (30) day period has expired will not constitute a violation of the APD, but will be at the 

Operator’s sole risk and shall not be deemed Preparation for Drilling for purposes of Rule R649-2-4(2)(a).  The 

ten (10)thirty (30) day period may be waived by the Division in its sole discretion upon written application and 

good cause shown….

Explanation:
1. A 10-day notice period is not enough time for a party to determine whether or not they should protest 

the approval. 

An interested party should have 30 days to contest the APD. 



Conclusion

The Division recommends that: 
(1) the Board move to enter formal rulemaking with the 
Forced Pooling rules, but 
(2) refrain from entering formal rulemaking with respect 
to Operatorship and Horizontal Rules until they take a 
more an appropriate form.

- Although the Forced Pooling and Operatorship Rules 
are taking shape, the Horizontal Rules have not been 
fully drafted. 

- Forgoing formal rulemaking now will save the Board 
from the prolonged debates that took place, and 
instead allow the Division to continue to workshop the 
rules so they represent as much of a compromise as 
possible. 



Arroclrtloa
Utah Pelroleum

535 South 500 West, Salt Lake City, UT 84101

TUTLIhI G UTAH'5 GROWTH & PROSPERITY

April 17,2020

VIA T'..MAII.
FILED

APR 17 2020

SECRFTARY BOARD OF

OIL, GAS & MINING

Honorable Utah Board of Oil, Gas and Mining
Attn: Julie Ann Carter, Board Secretary
P.O. Box 145801
Salt Lake City, UT 84114-5801
E-mail: jttllecarter@ut

Re: Commentary on Proposed Operatorship Rules
Cause No. RO&G-20 I 7-0 I -C
Docket No. 2017-013-C

Dear Chairman Gill and Members of the Utah Board of Oil, Gas and Mining:

This letter will serve as the Utah Petroleum Association's ("IJPA's") commentary

on the Utah Division of Oil, Gas and Mining's (the "Division's") proposed operatorship

rules as provided to UPA on April 16,2020. As you may be aware, the UPA is a trade

organization including nearly 20 producer members and nearly 100 total upstream,

midstream and downstream members or service companies with an interest in ensuring a

stable and thriving oil and gas industry in the State of Utah.

UPA has been actively involved in the operatorship rulemaking process since early
2019. We appreciate the collaboration offered by the Division to stakeholders (including

UPA) in the informal rulemaking process. We believe this process has provided for robust

and productive dialogue, leading to the latest version proposed by the Division to the Board

for consideration in final rulemaking. UPA fully supports these rules and strongly
encourages the Board to move to formal rulemaking to adopt them.



UPA appreciates the opportunity to provide comments and the Board's
consideration of them. If requested, I and/or UPA's counsel, Fred MacDonald, will be

available via electronic means to answer any questions from the Board at the Apfil22,
2020 hearing on this Cause.

Very truly yours,

Rikki Hrenko-Browning,



FILED
APR 2 t 2020

SEcRFTARY BOARDOF
OIL, GAS & MINING

Operatorsh i p Ru lema king

Final Proposal by the Division of Oil,
Gas and Mining



o

R649-L-L Defi nitions

Defi nitions added:

- 'Application for Permit to Drill, Deepen or Plue Back"
or 'APD" means the submittal required under the
provisions of R649-3-4 with the Division.

"Preparation for Drilling" means:

L. Mobilization of drillins equipment; or

2.Erecting a drilling ris; or

3. Dilieentlv engaeine in other work necessarv to
prepare the well site, includine but not limited to
commencement of access road and pad

construction.



o

o

R649-L-L Defi nitions (cont.)

Definitions added (cont.)
"Operatorship" means the exclusive right, privileee
and dutv of exercisine anv and all riehts as sranted bv
the Owners or the board to act as Operator of a well
or drilling unit which are necessarv or convenient for
prospectine for, producinq, storine, allocatine and
distributine oil and sas extracted from a well or a
drillinH unit and are delesated to and shall be
exercisable bv the Operator.

Defi nitions omitted:
Drilling Program
Well



O

R649-2-4. Designation of Operator

L. Subiect to the provision of Subsections Ql
and (3) below the desienated Operator of a
well or drillins unit shall be the Owner which:
L.L owns outrieht more than 50% of: (i) the workine

interest in the drilline unit; or (ii) in the absence
of a board order establishine a drilline unit, more
than 50% of the workine interest attributable to
the lease(s) covering and anv unleased oil and
sas in the lands upon which the well is to be
located; or



R6 49-2-4. Designation of Operator (cont.)

L.2. if said partv owns 50% or less of the workins
interest, havine the written authorization and
designation bv additional Owners to operate on
their behalf which, in the assresate with said
partv's interest, total: (i) more than 50% of the
workins interest in the applicable drilline unit
or; (ii) in the absence of a board order
establishing a drilline unit, more than 50% of
the workins interest attributable to the lease(s)
covering and anv unleased oil and sas in the
lands upon which the well is to be located; or



R649-2-4. Designation of Operator (cont.)

L.3. lf more than 50% of the Owners in the drilline
unit or, in the absence of a board order
establishins a drilline unit, in the lease(s)
covering and anv unleased oil and sas in the
lands upon which the well is to be located, have
entered into a JOA, and the desienated
operator thereunder has non-consented an
operation and the consentins parties have
designated another Owner to perform said
operations if allowed pursuant to the terms of
said JOA, the Owner so desienated bv the
consenting pa rties.



R649-2-4. Designation of Operator (cont.)

2. lf the criteria of Subsection (1) above cannot
be met, or if anv Owner desires to challenge
whether the criteria has been met, or if anv
Owner desires to challenge the designation of
the operator on anv other good faith basis,
including but not limited to those additionallv
specified in R649-3-4(5), said Owner mav fi le
a Request for Aeencv Action seekine board
review and desienation of a different
operator; provided:



R649-2-4. Designation of Operator (cont.)

2.L. No challenge mav be made once the APD for the well has
been approved, the protest period specified in R649-3-4Al
has elapsed, and, if the division has determined that eood
cause exists for waivine the ten (10) dav period under R649-
3-4(41, Preparation for Drilline has commenced.

2.2. The board mav elect to allow the provisions of the
applicable JOA regardine chanse of Operatorship to be
utilized in determining which Owner shall be the Operator
rather than designatine an Operator under this Rule.

2.3. The board mav also elect to take the consideration of an
Operator designation under advisement until it shall
conclude it has enoueh relevant information to make an
informed decision.



R649-2-4. Designation of Operator (cont.)

3. lf a request for agency action is filed as provided in
Subsection (21 above, and exhibits and testimonv are
received at hearing, the board mav consider anv one or
more of the followin factors in its deliberations and
ru line thereon:
3.X-. experience, prudence and competence as an

operator in other wells;
3.2. multi-well expenditures alreadv made for

inf rastructu re that involve the well or d rilline u n it
in question;

3.3. good faith negotiations prior to the board's
consideration of the operator designation;



R6 49-2-4. Designation of Operator (cont.)

3.4. whether drainage of the spacing or drilline unit
has occurred or is likelv to occur in the
immediate future and whether an owner has
committed to drill a well in a timelv fashion;

3.5. proiect complexitv and geologv;

3.6. contractual oblieations includins those arisine
under a drilline contract, surface use
agreement, or an expiring lease; and

3.7. anv other factors the board mav deem
material to its decision.



R649-2-4. Designation of Operator (cont.)

4. The operator has the right to request and have
the division revoke all other approved APDs for
wells for which preparation for drilline has not
vet commenced, other regulatorv approvals,
licenses and operatorship riehts in or relatins to
the drilline unit or, in the absence of a board
order establishins a drilline unit, in or relatins to
the lease covering and anv unleased oil and gas
in the lands upon which the well is to be located,
provided, howevel that APDs approved pursuant
to Subsection R649 -3-4(5) mav not be so
revoked.



R649-2-4.5. Designation of Agent

L. A designation of anv agent bv the operator shall be
submitted to the division prior to the commencement of
operations.

2. A designation of agent will, for purposes of the general
rules and orders, be accepted as evidence of authoritv of
agent to fulfill the oblieations of the operator and owners,
to sign anv required documents or reports on behalf of
the operator and owners, to receive all authori zed orders
or notices given bv the board or the division.

3. All chanees of address and anv termination of the
designated agent's authoritv shall be promptlv reported in
writing to the division. The designation of a new agent
shall be promptlv made pursuant to Section R649-2-4.



L

R649-3-4. Permitting of Wells to be
Drilled, Deepened or Plugged-Back
Prior to the commencement of drilling,
deepening or plugging back of any well,
exploratory drilling such as core holes and
stratigraphic test holes, or any surface
disturbance associated with such activity, the
operator shall submit Form 3, Application for
Permit to Drill, Deepen , or Plug Back and obtain
app roval. Except as provided in Subsections (5),
(6) and ft21 below onlv APDs submitted bv the
operator shall be accepted and processed bv the
d ivision.



R649-3-4. Permitting of Wells to
Deepened or Plugged-Back (

be Dr ill
cont.)

The following information shall be included as part of the
complete APD.

2.L The telephone number of the person to contact.
2.2. Proper identification of the oil and sas lease as state, federal,

lndian, or fee.
2.3. Proper identification of the unit, if the well is located within a

unit.
2.4. A plat or map prepared by a licensed surveyor or engineer

that shows the proposed well's surface and bottom hole
locations in the Public Land Survev Svstem (PLSS) section and
township with distances, bearings and coordinates in units
and erid svstem as specified bv the division.

2.5. A copy of the Division of Water Rights approval or the
identifying number of the approval for use of water at the
drilling site.

ed,

2



R649-3-4. Permitting of Wells to
Deepened or Plugged-Back (

be Dr ill
cont.)

ed,

2.6. A drilling program containing the following information shall also be
submitted as part of a complete APD.

2.6.1. The estimated tops of important geologic markers.

2.6.2. The estimated depths at which the top and the bottom of anticipated
water; oil, gas, or other mineral-bearing formations are expected to be
encountered, and the owner's or operator's plans for protecting such
re so u rces.

2.6.3. The owner's or operator's minimum specifications for pressure control
equipment to be used and a schematic diagram thereof showing sizes,
pressure ratings or API series, proposed testing procedures and testing
freq uency.

2.6.4. Any supplementary information more completely describing the
drilling equipment and casing program as required by Form 3, Application
for Permit to Drill, Deep€h, or Plug Back.



R649-3-4. Permitting of Wells to be Drilled,
Deepened or Plugged-Back (cont.)

2.6.s.

2.6.6.

2.6.7.

2.6.8.

2.6.9.

The type and characteristics of the proposed circulating medium to be
employed in drilling, the quantities and types of mud and weighting
material to be maintained, and the monitoring equipment to be used
on the mud system.

The anticipated type and amount of testing, logging, and coring.

The expected bottomhole pressure and any anticipated abnormal
pressures or temperatures or potential hazards, such as hydrogen
sulfide, HrS rules are found in Subsection R649-3-12 expected to be
encountered, along with contingency plans for mitigating such
identified haza rds.

Any other facets of the proposed operation that the lessee or operator
desires to point out for the division's consideration of the application.

lf an APD is for a proposed horizontal well, a horizontal well diagram
clearly showing the well bore path, distance and bearing from the
surface through the terminus of the lateral shall be submitted.



R649-3-4. Permitting of Wells to be Drill
Deepened or Plugged-Back (cont.)

2.7. A self-certification, evidenced bv an affidavit or
declaration in conformitv with Section 78B-18a-
L}L, et S€0., from the operator that is satisfies
the criteria set forth in Subsection R649-2-4( t).

2.8. Form 5, Designation of Agent or Operator shall
be filed when the operator is a person other
tha n the owner.

2.9. lf located on state or fee surfac€, an APD will
not be approved until an Onsite Predrill
Evaluation is performed as outlined in
Su bsection R649-3-L8( 13.3).

ed,



R649-3-4. Permitting of Wells to be Drilled,
Deepened or Plugged-Back (cont.)

3. lf the division fi nds the APD to be complete
and otherwise in accordance with the rules of
the division and orders of the board, it shall
approve the APD. Notice of the approval shall
be posted on the division's website in a readilv
accessible and clearlv identifiable format.



R649-3-4. Permitting of Wells to
Deepened or Plugged-Back (

be Dr ill
cont.)

ed,

4. A non-applicant owner within the drilline unit or, in the absence of a
board order establishing a drilline unit, in the lease coverins and anv
unleased oil and eas in the lands upon which the well is to be located
may then protest the APD approval bv filine a request for asencv
action with the board within ten calendar davs of the postine of the
APD approval bv the division on its website in accordance with
Subsection R649-2-48). Anv ooerations commenced after the APD
approval but before the ten dav period has expired will not constitute
a violation of the APD, but will be at the operator's sole risk and shall
not be deemed preparation for drilline for purposes of Subsection
R649-2-4(2.1). The ten dav period mav be waived bvthe division in its
sole discretion upon written application and good cause shown. The
basis for the protest mav be to challense the operator's controlline
working interest in the drilline unit, or the non-applicant owner
desirins to drill an alternate well for iust cause. The APD aporoval shall
be staved pendine resolution bv the board of the request for asencv
action.



R649-3-4. Permitting of Wells to
Deepened or Plugged-Back (

be Dr ill
cont.)

ed,

5. ln the absence of a JOA, whether voluntarilv entered into or
imposed bv the board pursuant to Section 40-6-6.5(2), an owner
within the drilline unit mav file a request for asencv action seekine
board approvalto drill a well for iust cause for which it has
proposed but the operator has refused to file an APD for or
otherwise drill. lf the request for aeencv action is sranted bv the
board, the division mav then approve an APD submitted bv the
non-operator owner if the division finds the APD to be complete
and otherwise in accordance with the rules of the division and
orders of the board.

6. A well will be assisned an API number bv the division. The API
number should be used to identifv the permitted well in all future
correspondence with the division. Approval of the APD shall be
valid for a period of twelve months from the date of such
a pprova l.



R649-3-4. Permitting of Wells to be Drill
Deepened or Plugged-Back (cont.)

7. lf a change of location or drilline program is desired, aI'l
amended APD shall be filed with the division and its
approval obtained. lf the APD has alreadv been approved,
the reeuested chanse should be submitted via sundrv and
approved throueh the division's ePermit svstem.

8. After a well has been completed or plugged and
abandoned, it shall not be reentered without the operator
first submitting a new APD and obtaining the division's
approval. The division will give app roval if the operator
provides evidence that a bond has been furnished or
waived, ds required by Section R549-3-I, Bonding, and the
contemplated work is not in violation of any rule or order
of the board.

ed,



R649-3-4. Permitting of Wells to be Drill
Deepened or Plugged-Back (cont.)

9. An operator who applies for an APD in an area not subject
to a special order of the board establishing drilling units,
may contemporaneously or subsequently file a request for
agency action to establish drilling units for an area not to
exceed the area reasonably projected by the operator or
owner to be underlaid by the targeted reservoir.

10. An APD for a well within the area covered by a proper
request for agency action that has been filed by an
interested persoh, or the division or the board on its own
motioh, for the establishment of drilling units or the
revision of existing drilling units for the spacing of wells
shall be held in abeyance by the division until such time as
the matter has been noticed, fully heard and determined.

ed,



R649-3-4. Permitting of Wells to be Drilled,
Deepened or Plugged-Back (cont.)

LL. An exception to Subsection R649-3-4t-l(8) shall be made and an
APD shall be issued by tl're division if an owner or operator fileia
sworn statement demonstrating to the division's satisfaction that
on and after the date the request for agency action requesting the
establishment of drilling units was filed, or the action of the
division or board was taken; and
tL.L. The owner or operator has the right or obligation under the

terms of an existing contract to drill the requested well; or
LL.2. The owner or operator has a leasehold estate or right to

acquire a leasehold estate under a contract that will be
terminated unless thev are permitted to commence the
drilling of the required well'before the matter can be fully
heard and determined by the board.



R649-3-40. Confl icting Operations on
Overlapping Drilling Units

L. lt is the policv of the board and division to promote
the development of all mineral resources on lands
under their iurisdiction. Consistent with that policv,
operators of overla ppine d rilline u n its mav enter into
a written asreement outlinine the timine of drilline
and number and locations of wells so as to maximize
oil and gas recoverv from each drilline unit, without
waste. minimizing surface impact, and with protection
of correlative riehts.

2. The division, upon request of either operator, mav
assist and mediate nesotiations to facilitate such an
agreement.



R649-3-40. Confl icting operations on
Overlapping Drilling Units (cont.)

3. ln the event the operators cannot reach
agreement, or once having entered into such an
agreement subseeuentlv disagree on the
application of the terms and provisions thereof,
either operator mav file a request for asencv
action with the board for an order seekine
delineation of the respective riehts and
oblieations of operators as to each drilline unit
overlapping, including the timing, number and
location of authorized wells, to effectivelv carrv
out the stated policv.
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2161 N. Covington Cir.  Anthony T. Hunter, Attorney at Law 
Wichita, KS 67212 Licensed in Kansas, Utah 
(316) 444-0741 hunterath@gmail.com 
(316) 448-0725 Fax  
  
 

Utah Board of Oil, Gas and Mining 
P.O. Box 145801 
Salt Lake City, UT  84114-5801 
 

April 21, 2020 
 
Dear Chairman Gill and Members of the Board, 

In my view, most of the problems addressed by the proposed Operatorship rule could be 
and should be addressed on a case-by-case basis before the Board in a regular pooling hearing. I 
believe it will be a rare occasion when the issues contemplated by the proposal need to be resolved 
through an adversarial process. If the owners are in contact with each other and have been 
participating in good-faith negotiations and are aware of the status of their leaseholds, negotiations 
should suffice in the overwhelming majority of cases. 

The primary concern I have is that the proposed rules will be used to box out competition 
for leases and operating rights and strand resources underground as a result. This will be done by 
1) using the proposed rules in concert (Compulsory Pooling, Operatorship, Siting) to engineer a 
scenario which 2) achieves a purported 50.1% of mineral ownership in a proposed well site of 
applicant’s design that results in 3) an irrevocable commitment of mineral ownership under entire 
sections or multiple sections to the applicant’s exclusive control without 4) notice, hearing, or 
opportunity to object. 

The proposed language has a number of weaknesses that I have set out below. Honestly, 
I’m not yet sure how to fix them.  

The first problem is that it puts the Board in the position of picking winners and losers in 
the field – either by rule without knowing the facts of a case, or by setting up a system which may 
unfairly advantage certain parties over others even when the facts are heard. I don’t know if that 
is “fixable.” 

The second problem is that the forthcoming horizontal siting rule (which will further 
muddy the waters) is going to change the system entirely, by excluding entire classes of drilling 
projects from requiring Board approval. While this may be a laudable objective from an 
“administrative efficiency” perspective, it may have the knock-on effect of abandoning the Board’s 
twin duties of protecting correlative rights and preventing waste. I am only at the earliest stages of 
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understanding how this third rule is going to play with the compulsory pooling rule and the 
proposed operatorship rule. 

Please consider these following points before submitting any language to the Utah Bulletin for 
potential publication. 

1. Self-designation of "Operator" R649-2-4.1 

The proposed regulation assumes facts not in evidence - literally. Without Board approval or 
even Division evaluation, any Owner who thinks they own 50.1% of a Drilling Unit becomes the 
Operator unless and until they are challenged under a restricted set of circumstances. Upon self-
designation, an Owner can foreclose challenges to that status by simply engaging in "Preparation 
for Drilling." While the proposed definitions may be based on JOA language, the difference is that 
an executed JOA includes a recitation of agreed ownership proportions on Exhibit A. There is no 
such agreement present here. If implemented as proposed, the Division will need the services of a 
title examiner to determine the issues at an administrative level. Requiring an affidavit is a step in 
the right direction. But the landman affiant is either going to be self-certifying his or her own 
acquisition work, or merely stating that a title opinion said his or her acquisition work was 
sufficient. 

Furthermore, the Division recommended during the February Board hearing that the ownership 
percentage be increased to 70% to place it in line with the requirements for unit approval. The 
cushion provided by the extra 20% ownership would prevent the Division from having to referee 
“close calls” in ownership, as well as avoid the inevitable “exact 50/50” ownership split that no 
doubt arise. This recommendation has apparently been withdrawn. When the operatorship of a 
proposed two-section unit could come down to the size of the irregular survey lots caused by a 
correction line or river channel, this cushion might be sorely missed by the Division and Board.  

2. Preparation for Drilling R649-1-1 

"Instructions were to prohibit challenge once pad construction begins.  It is included in definition 
of Preparation for Drilling." - Fred MacDonald comment dated September 5, 2019. 

The above comment was included in the Word document containing proposed regulation sent 
to me for review prior to the February Board hearing.  

The most commonly accepted standard for an irrevocable commitment of resources to an oil 
well is the "commencement of operations" standard - which is mostly interpreted to mean "a rig 
capable of reaching total depth on site and drilling." This proposal creates a new and amorphous 
standard: "Preparation for Drilling." "Commencement of access road and pad construction" could 
take place before an APD is approved under the terms of a typical O&GL or surface use agreement. 
Thus, the "instruction" by the UPA seems designed to actively thwart the ability of other owners 
to effectively protest unilateral actions by one Owner. The short period of time (only 10 days, see 
below) cements this impression in my mind. Even worse, the Division recommended that the time 
be extended to 30 days at the February hearing, only for that recommendation to be retracted in 
the current proposal. I don’t see how this can be interpreted as anything more than stacking the 
deck against a challenge. 
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3. Permit Revocation R649-2-4.4 

This section is simply a logical fallacy. First, the Division isn’t supposed to even entertain an 
application by a non-Operator under the proposed R649-3-4.1 (“only APD’s submitted by the 
Operator shall be accepted and processed by the Division.”). So, there shouldn’t be anything to 
revoke. Of course, that requirement is also problematic because how is the Division supposed to 
know who is on the “white list” for permit approval from a particular location? Second, the 
Division presumably granted the original APD based on the evidence submitted by the applicant 
in good faith and/or under penalty of perjury. Presumably, the party submitting the revocation 
request is also doing so. Is the Division going to evaluate those competing statements at an 
administrative level? Also, the language itself is unclear. It seems to empower the Division to 
revoke authorities granted under an oil and gas lease, which it does not have the authority to do. 

Additionally, the rule creates an incentive to play spacing games with the upcoming horizontal 
siting rules. For example, if a well is permitted on a non-spaced stand-up 1280 basis, and then 
another party requests lay-down 1280 spacing and operator designation, is there going to be a 
method to resolve that? The proposed resolution in R649-3-4.9 through 11 only guarantees that no 
one will bother drilling on the siting rule. Maybe that is preferable, and we can dispense with the 
need for a horizontal siting rule altogether. I would never recommend to a client that they rely on 
an APD in an unspaced area with this rule on the books. I don’t see how this proposal is better 
than “first come, first served” if the APD approval has already been granted. 

4. Permit Protest R649-3-4.4 

Similar to the revocation problem, an APD can be “unapproved” after approval by filing an 
RAA within 10 days of posting to the Division’s website. Also, Division can “waive” the 10-day 
period – apparently deciding that the rights of the other Owners aren’t sufficient enough to be 
protected – upon request of the applicant. This has the apparent affect of making the APD 
“unprotestable.” Is the Division going to decide that on an administrative level? 

Furthermore, this 10-day period is far too short for deciding to protest an APD. At the February 
hearing, the Division recommended mailing individual notice to affected owners and giving 30 
days to file a protest. This, once again, has been retracted. Approval of an APD and designation of 
an operator is a State action, and foreclosing the ability to protest via bureaucratic regulation once 
again suggests that the purpose of the rule is to prevent any kind of pushback, review, or even 
meaningful analysis of drilling proposals. If there’s no way to protest a decision, then it really 
doesn’t matter what gets decided.  

5. Permit Considerations R-649-2-4.3 

The list of criteria for judging an applicant worthy of an APD are non-exhaustive, but 
problematic in what is listed. First, the “lease expiring” criteria explicitly needs heavier weight, 
both here and under proposed R649-3-4.5. Otherwise, Owners will happily play games with 
leasehold terms (e.g. top leasing) to block development by competitors. If a minority owner in a 
drilling unit needs to drill a well to save a lease, they should be able to do so.  
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Surface use agreements and rig contracts are irrelevant to the discussion of whether or not the 
correlative rights of owners are protected or waste is occurring. Those are private contracts with 
parties who don’t have correlative rights and have no impact on the ultimate recovery of the 
resource. Along those lines, the “infrastructure” criteria is misplaced. The Division and Board 
should not be playing favorites just because one company or another owns a gathering system 
nearby. Finally, what does “geology” have to do with this discussion at all? 

*** 

In conclusion, this rule had the makings of a compromise solution after the February 
hearing. After the Division retracted its recommendations, that is no longer the case. The UPA 
proposal has been adopted by the Division. 

      
 Very Truly Yours, 

 

 

Tony Hunter 
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